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Preface to ”Slavic and Eastern-European Visuality:
Modernity and Tradition”

This Special Issue of Arts: “Slavic and Eastern-European Visuality: Modernity and Tradition” is

focused on researching interactions of art and literature, of philosophy and visual poetry, and

generally on theoretical aspects of cultural analysis. Despite the absence of an all-encompassing

theoretical manifesto, a certain “Modernist urge” displayed several consistent aesthetic principles

and methods of creation that resulted in a fundamental revision of the universal values that had

been previously culturally dominant. Modernism permanently struggled with tradition. How do we

define “tradition” as applied to Eastern European cultural subjects? How do we define “experimental

visuality”? What are some of the intriguing case studies Eastern Europe can offer in this respect? Our

Special Issue explores how tradition coexisted with various modernist visualities, how innovation

combatted archaicism, how powerful art institutions along with political regimes shaped this entire

scene of visual and literary action over the last two and half centuries, up until the present day. We

adopt Jürgen Habermas view of modernity and Modernism as a fundamentally unfinished project.

Initiated by the combatant philosophy of Enlightenment (starting from 18th century), “the project

of modernity” offers a form of permanent progress and constant change, the everlasting state of

evolvement that cherishes art’s autonomous status which answers to its intrinsic immanent logic

of “total representation”.

Dennis Ioffe

Editor
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Article

Avant-Garde versus Tradition, a Case Study—Archaic Ritual
Imagery in Malevich: The Icons, the Radical Abstraction,
and Byzantine Hesychasm
Dennis Ioffe

Faculty of Letters, Translation and Communication, Department of Languages and Letters,
Université libre de Bruxelles, 1050 Bruxelles, Belgium; denis.Ioffe@ulb.be

Abstract: Serving as a conceptual introduction to the ARTS special issue, the article discusses the
importance of archaic imagery and poetics of a major avant-garde actor who often symbolizes the
main axis of Slavic radical modernism in its Avant-garde phase. Kazimir Malevich has widely
explored religious archaic imagery in his oeuvre, engaging in a dialog with a historical tradition
of representation. The article discusses Malevich’s iconic legacy, zooming in on the philosophy of
Malevich’s suprematist imagery of peasants, Orthodox icons, and the ways of visualizing of an
inner Hesychast prayer. In this context, the paper also analyzes Russian philosophy of language,
imiaslavie and Hesychasm as it stemmed out from the creative perception of Byzantine philosophical
lore developed by Gregory Palamas and several other thinkers.

Keywords: Slavic and Russian modernism; life-creation; self-fashioning; icons; Hesychasm; Malevich

The long 20th century is arguably the most turbulent and complex of all grand-scale
periods in the history of European visual art. Eastern Europe is no exception in this context,
and if anything, a prime example of the veritable explosion culture underwent during this
period. Many Eastern European authors and artists made more than sizeable contributions
to this explosion in various directions and experimental forms. Modernism, viewed as a
totality of aesthetic principles and theories, took shape already during the second half of
the 19th century and achieved a measure of aesthetic coherence before the First World War.
Despite the absence of an all-encompassing theoretical manifesto, this ‘modernist urge’
displayed several consistent aesthetic principles and methods of creation that resulted in
a fundamental revision of the universal representational values that had been previously
culturally dominant. Modernism permanently struggled with tradition. How do we define
‘tradition’? How do we define ‘experimental visuality’? What are some of the intriguing
case studies Eastern Europe can offer in this respect?

The special volume of ARTS explores how tradition coexisted with various modernist
visualities, how innovation combatted archaicism, how powerful art institutions along with
political regimes shaped this entire scene of visual and literary action over the last two and
a half centuries, until the present day. It may appear logical to adopt Jürgen Habermas’
view of modernity and modernism as a fundamentally unfinished project. Initiated by
the combatant philosophy of Enlightenment (starting from the 18th century), ‘the project
of modernity’ offers a form of permanent progress and constant change, the everlasting
state of evolvement that cherishes art’s autonomous status, which answers to its intrinsic,
immanent logic of ‘total representation’.

Elements of the reign of politics in Russian modernism seem to be in direct contact with
various models of cultural experimentation. (See: Ioffe 2010, 2011; Groys 2008, 2012; Glisic
2020; Pavlov and Ioffe 2017; Ioffe 2008a). The original possibility of distinguishing between
the ‘theoretical’ and the ‘empirical’ was prominently present in many of the discussions
about a cultural experiment that occurred in later years. In operative methods of science,
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the experiment is usually designed to reveal the theoretical value, applicability, and ideally
some general confirmable significance of some point of (possibly pre-existing) theory,
including political theory. In this perspective, the role of a special ‘mental’ experiment
cannot be overestimated: in particular, coming into contact with the ideal constructs
of the human Spirit manifested in the sphere of culture and society. Here, the cultural
experiment that occurs in the mind is a special transcendental activity of consciousness,
where the realization of the real experiment is modeled in the imaginative sphere. The
experiment is valuable to test a theory and, in particular, to find something nontrivial as
a result, if possible. The very question of the ‘significance’ of theory in isolation from the
experiment may seem rather far-reaching: an experiment can either confirm a theory or
not. If a modernist experiment confirms a theory, then it is the experiment that establishes
its relevance and further validity. (Bürger [1974] 2014; Poggioli 1968) A cultural theory
usually has no universal ‘relevance’ per se until some creative experiment finally tries to
actually put it into practice (Jeremia Ioffe 2006). One can further debate whether there
is ‘theoretical applicability’ per se, not just practical applicability. For a fuller and more
fruitful understanding of all these matters, it will be necessary in the future to distinguish
terminologically between cultural ‘theory’ and the corresponding ‘hypothesis’. (See various
examples discussed in Ioffe 2011; Ioffe 2012a, 2012b, 2017). The research project of the
Belgian literary historians Sascha Bru, Jan Baetens, and Gunther Martens in its time was
devoted to the different political experiments of international modernism, and it resulted
in several valuable scholarly publications (Bru 2006; Bru and Baetens 2009).

Still influential and inspiring is Raymond Williams’s valuable volume focused on
the complex ideological background(s) of international modernism. It presents the whole
complex of modernist politics in a somewhat more debated and suggestive way than the
later valuable work of the Icelandic critic Astrudur Eysteinsson (Eysteinsson 1990), a book
that has also in its own way shaped various knots of academic reflection on modernism
in the last two decades. An earlier generation, Raymond Williams was, along with Terry
Eagleton, one of the most significant figures among the New Left in what in Britain is
usually called the ‘Marxist critique of culture and the arts’. Jacques Rancière (Rancière 2004),
a prominent French aesthetic theorist, has been working fruitfully on the implicit Marxist
fundamentality of modernist art for a long time. (An alternative theoretical view might be
found in Ankersmit 1997). Williams’s posthumous collection on modernism and politics is
one of the most notable because it establishes the original principles for thinking about the
entire structure of topics & issues at hand sub specie specific political tasks, including the
more arcane ones. Several previous books published immediately prior to Williams’s work
may also be useful for discerning analysis—for instance, the influential volume by the New
York comparativist scholar Frederick Karl (Karl 1985).

Since the publication of Malcolm Bradbury and James McFarlane’s valuable mon-
umental compilation (Bradbury and McFarlane 1976), there have also been published
several important collective scholarly efforts (Taylor and Jameson 1977; D’Arcy and Nilges
2016; Hinnov et al. 2013; Kalliney 2016; Levenson 2011; Reeve-Tucker and Waddell 2013;
Sherry 2015, 2016; Taminiaux 2013; Waddell 2012; Wasser 2016; Winkiel 2017; see also
Bradley and Esche 2007; Erjavec 2015; Groys 2008; Hinderliter et al. 2009; Raunig 2007, as
well as collections: Brooker et al. 2010; Eysteinsson and Liska 2007; Wollaeger 2012). As
Frederick Karl observes, apart from all its innovative forms, modernism is necessarily a
kind of insurgent opposition to discursive Power. According to him, ‘modernism is always
a defiance of authority: Authority can be generational or governmental, it can represent
more ambiguously, the State or Society, or simply an Other. Modernism is an effort to
escape from historical imperatives’ (Karl 1985, p. 12). It might be worthwhile, however, to
note once again that it is Williams’s posthumous collection that offers what seems to be
the clearest descriptions of what one may choose to understand as the political poetics of
modernism. Beginning with the defining moments of chronology, chronotopia (and partly
the historiosophy and historiography of the movement in question), Williams moves on to
the problems of modernist institutions and metropolises (including the natural connection
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between modernism and the new modern city), speaking of such crucial concepts as the
institutions and technologies of art (‘technologies and institutions of art’; Williams 1989,
p. 37), which influenced the formation of modernist politics and poetics (Pavlov and Ioffe
2017; Hadjinicolaou 1982, pp. 39–196; Roberts 2015; Webber 2004).

The terminological distinction proposed by Williams regarding the historical (and
traditional) concepts of politics and policy in the aspect of modernism and its further cultural
development remains relevant and influential. As I have strived to show in a special work,
the movement of avant-garde, at the level of its operative radical–modernist ideology, the
issues of policy and politics essentially coincide dialectically and phenomenologically and
are a sort of diffusively ‘removed’ (Ioffe 2010). This refers in particular to the institutional
aspects of what Lawrence Rainey (1999) aptly referred to as ‘the Cultural Economy of
Modernism’, and Sara Blair, in turn referred to in the same volume as ‘Modernism and
the Politics of Culture’ (Blair 1999). Raymond Williams debated problems of ‘avant-garde
politics’ that epitomize the most radical phase of modernism (Williams 1989, pp. 49–63).
This tangled knot of semantic and terminological problems, besides the well-known the-
oretical efforts of Peter Bürger (Bürger [1974] 2014), has been developed by Williams’s
followers, such as John Roberts in his Revolutionary Time and the Avant-Garde (with particular
attention paid to concepts of avant-garde autonomy) and Andrew Webber in The European
Avant-Garde, with interestingly detailed reflections on urban technologies and poetic tech-
niques of representation in the international avant-garde as the final phase of modernity
(Webber 2004). This latter work also dedicates much attention to the complex questions
of avant-garde historicity in cultural analysis. A major contribution to the construction of
a ‘general’ cultural history of modernism is the recent collective monograph (of nearly
a thousand pages) edited by Vincent Sherry (Sherry 2016), where among other matters,
one may find interesting reflections on how Russian vitalist futurism tried to fit into the
vanguard of global modernist politics (Rasula 2016, pp. 51–52).

Our special volume of ARTS opens with John E. Bowlt’s essay ‘Wings of Freedom: Petr
Miturich and Aero-Constructivism’. The article focuses on the aerodynamic experiments
of Petr Vasil’evich Miturich (1887–1956), in particular his letun, a project comparable to
Vladimir Tatlin’s Letatlin, but less familiar. Miturich became interested in flight during the
First World War, elaborating his first flying apparatus in 1918 before constructing a proto-
type and undertaking a test flight on 27 December 1921, which might be described as an
example of Russian Aero-Constructivism (by analogy with Italian Aeropittura). Miturich’s
basic deduction was that modern man must travel not by horse and cart, but with the aid
of a new ecological apparatus—the undulator—a mechanism that, thanks to its undulatory
movements, would move like a fish or snake. The article delineates the general context of
Miturich’s experiments; for example, his acquaintance with the ideas of Tatlin and Velimir
Khlebnikov (in 1924, Miturich married Vera Khlebnikova, Velimir’s sister) as well as the
famed inventions of Igor Sikorsky, Fridrikh Tsander, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, and other
scientists who contributed to the ‘First Universal Exhibition of Projects and Models of
Interplanetary Apparatuses, Devices and Historical Materials’ held in Moscow in 1927.

The volume proceeds with Christina Lodder’s valuable article ‘1905 and Art: From
Aesthetes to Revolutionaries’, which examines the impact that the experience of the 1905
Revolution had on the political attitudes of professional artists of various creative persua-
sions and the younger generation who were still attending art schools. It inevitably focuses
on a few representatives and argues that realists and more innovative artists like Valentin
Serov and the World of Art group became critical of the regime and produced works satiriz-
ing the tsar and his government. These artists did not, however, take their disenchantment
further and express a particular ideology in their works or join any specific political party.
The author also suggests that the revolution affected art students like Mikhail Larionov and
Natalia Goncharova, who subsequently became leaders of the avant-garde and developed
the style known as neo-primitivism. We can see the influence of 1905 in their pursuit of
creative freedom, the subjects they chose, and the distinctly antiestablishment ethos that
emerged in their neo-primitivist works around 1910.
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The special volume includes papers by Henrietta Mondry (‘Physical and Metaphysical
Visualities: Vasily Rozanov and Historical Artefacts’), Irina Sakhno (‘The Metaphysics
of Presence and the Invisible Traces: Eduard Steinberg’s Polemical Dialogues’), Ekate-
rina Bobrinskaya (‘New Anthropology in Works of Vasily Chekrygin’), Mark Lipovetsky
(‘A Trickster in Drag: Vlad Mamyshev-Monroe’s Aesthetic of Camp’), Mary Nicholas
(‘Metaphor and the Material Object in Moscow Conceptualism’), Andrey Astvatsaturov
(‘The Bridge and Narrativization of Vision: Ambrose Bierce and Vladimir Nabokov’),
Leanne Rae Darnbrough (‘Visions of Disrupted Chronologies: Sergei Eisenstein and Hed-
wig Fechheimer’s Cubist Egypt’), Alexander Zholkovsky (‘Digital High: The Art of Visual
Seduction?’), Willem G. Weststeijn (‘Sergei Sigei and Aleksei Kruchenykh: Visual Poetry
in the Russian Avant-Garde and Neo-Avant-Garde’), Monika Spivak (‘Andrey Bely as an
Artist vis-à-vis Aleksandr Golovin: How the Cover of the Journal Dreamers Was Created’),
Dorota Walczak-Delanois (‘The Visuality of Hortus Mirabilis in Krystyna Miłobędzka’s
Poetry—A Study of Selected Examples’), Igor Pilshchikov (‘More Than Just a Poet: Kon-
stantin Batiushkov as an Art Critic, Art Manager, and Art Brut Painter’), Nataliya Zlydneva
(‘Representation of Corpus Patiens in Russian Art of the 1920s’), Willem Jan Renders (‘You
Can Do This: Working with the Artistic Legacy of El Lissitzky’), Sarah Wilson (‘All the
Missiles Are One Missile Revisited: Dazzle in the Work of Zofia Kulik’), and Evgeny Pavlov
(‘Andrei Sen-Senkov and the Visual Poetics of the Global Commonplace’).

The complex relations of (Russian) modernist suggestive aesthetics with religious
popular lore, pastoral roots of new life, and new apperception of reality via the lens of the
folk patterns remain to a great extent a terra incognita. One may instantly recollect the
suggestive peasant imagery (Figures 1–5) in Malevich (including some other figures like Ve-
limir Khlebnikov) as a development of previous mimetic/realist practices so characteristic
of Russian literature and culture.
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In the (Pan)Turkic world, the concept of ‘balbal’ usually signifies a ‘remote mythical
arch-ancestor’ hacking back to Mongolic primordial ‘barimal’ (Ioffe 2008c). The folk term
‘baba’ refers to this (Pan)Turkic universe of ‘balbal’. In a curious way, the common in
nearly all Slavic languages ‘baba’ remarkably signifies ‘father’ in Turkic languages. This
entire system of complex cultural (and cultic) meanings makes up something that we can
include under the umbrella term of ‘Slavic Oriental Universe’ (Ioffe 2008c). The stone-
made enigmatic sculptures represented an important stage in the Indo-European and
Asian semichthonic maternal ‘fertility cult’ (Gimbutas 1974) featuring landscapes filled
with various kurgan cemeteries and cenotaph spaces. Important to mention would be
that these artifacts were already attentively noticed by Herodotus, who also left some
unique information about (possibly) Slavic-related inhabitants of the related environs,
usually disguised under the suggestive general name of ‘Scythians’ (Kim 2010). As recent
detailed research demonstrates, these ‘stone babas’ have the most peculiar ‘modernist
inheritance’ (Kunichka 2015), in terms of Slavic (Russian and Ukrainian) avant-garde that
mostly concerns the creative early futurist ‘colony’ or ‘a farm’ symbolically built in the wild
place of Tauric Hylea (Livshits 1931; Markov 1968).

These historical monuments belong to several Eurasian inland cultures and stretch
across the centuries representing a meeting(and melting) point between the legendary
‘Scythians’, the Turks, and the Slavs, as these monuments were later gradually discovered in
Southern Russia but also in Germanic lands (such as Prussia), Southern Siberia, Central Asia,
Turkey, and Mongolia. All these loci represent extremely valuable sources of metaphysical
inspiration for Khlebnikov, but also for Malevich, who was quite interested in the past of
the collective Slavdom to whom he belonged on several sides. These archaic monuments
challenge the traditional perception of what the ‘North’ is, as contrasted to the ‘South’,
what should exactly be counted as ‘West’, and what then will be ‘East’ in such a disposition
of Eurasian, Indo-European mega-Slavic universe. Where lies the boundary between the
‘civilized’ and the so-called ‘primitive’ (‘noncivilized’)? Malevich created a famous series
of the abundant ‘faceless’ images of these celebrated ‘female peasants’, which might refer
to ‘kamennye baby’ of the Kurgan stelae (see above Figures 6–9). Velimir Khlebnikov, in
his turn, composed a special prozo-poetic longer text titled ‘Kurgan Sviatogora’, which
becomes highly relevant sub specie the ethnoreligious lens as offered by the avant-garde
poetics of ‘reenactment of history’. Which de facto means in a certain way making ancient
remote history newly ‘available’ for modernist articulation and creativity.

aoo o ,

o oa oa —

a ooo a —

o.

o o oo o.

o o ao Bo.

oo a o ao o a o a ooo?

oa ao oo a aa o o o o?

Bless or dew poison,

But you’ll be alone

The covenant of the seabed

Russia.

We are the doers of the will of the great sea.

We are the drainers of the tears of the eternally sad Widow.

Shall we bear our law under the rule of those who have taken the covenants of the ancient
islands?
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And the breadth of our being is not heir to the breadth of the waves of the ancient sea?
(Khlebnikov 1986)

Kazimir Malevich conceptually and coherently applied his radical abstraction to the
traditional imagery of Slavic peasants, which refers to the complex context of his theory of
the image. What lies behind the faces of the peasants, behind the light that emanates from
them? We may consider the medium of the tradition of Hesychasm, which is hiddenly
connected to the complex relationship of Malevich to Byzantine Orthodox icons.

As many competent scholars observe, Malevich was rather obviously ‘influenced by
icons more radically than any other Avant-garde artist’ (Antonova 2015; Spira 2008). In
a quite meaningful quotation, an important ‘culture commissar’, Anatolii V. Lunacharsky,
addressed Malevich’s relation to icon painting: ‘Malevich began by imitating icons [ . . . ]
went on to make his own icons [ . . . ] (under the influence of the Cubists, resembling Francis
Picabia)’ (see Spira 2008).

As Malevich himself would meaningfully observe, ‘acquaintance with the art of icon
painting taught me that it was not a question of studying anatomy or perspective, it was
not a question of whether nature had been truthfully reproduced—the important thing
was a feeling for art and artistic realism. In other words, I saw that reality, or a subject, is
what must be re-embodied in an ideal form coming out of the heart of an aesthetic’ (see
Khardzhiev 1976; Tarasov 2017).

As it may seem, Malevich’s iconic peasant imagery represents, in its own way, the
development of his theme of ‘suprematist idealist iconography’, of which his squares were
the original element.1 As is often acknowledged, Malevich referred to his main work, the
black square, as the ‘Sacred-King Child’, emphasizing the direct line between his art and
iconography. His famous depictions of peasant faces contribute to the development of the
Hesychast substrate of his philosophy of art and visuality.

One may subscribe to Oleg Tarasov’s learned view asserting that the new Malevich’s
suprematist image had ‘arrived at a new threshold, opening onto a different reality’, where
‘Malevich’s Quadrilateral (Chetyrekhugol’nik, known as Black Square, 1915)’ became de facto
a new icon, ‘which testified to the presence of a direct link with the transcendental—a
link the painter himself had experienced’ (Tarasov 2017). In agreement with Tarasov, ‘the
phenomenon of revelation’, such as ‘a crossing of the un-crossable boundary between
the earthly and the divine, traditionally studied by mystical theology, appears here as a
palpable example of transgression taken by the artist from cultural tradition’. The scholar
emphasizes that ‘it was not by chance that this artist noted that his time was the age of
analysis, the result of all the systems that have ever been established’ (Tarasov 2017). This
was the ‘new experience of seeing the transcendental presupposed the mastering of the most
diverse practices in art and meditation’. Such a meditation may immediately remind one
of the Hesychast ‘umnaia molitva’. For “transgression of the boundary into the invisible
world not only ensured the openness of the numinous to the metaphysics of the image
but reduced the role of the frame as a recognizable boundary, as it had been in preceding
cultures” (Tarasov 2017).

The existing consensus in the Malevich studies suggests a certain agreement on the
recognition of the general mystical orientation of his art and his philosophy.2 There is no
specific need to dwell on all the details here; let us just briefly point only, for example, to
the general anthro/theosophical dominance of the artist, which, incidentally, he shared
with another father of world abstraction, the famous Dutch Avant-garde painter Piet
Mondrian.3 For the sake of heuristic completion, we need also to point out the possibility of
iconoclastic (and at the same time parodying) interpretative perception related to Malevich
Quadrilateral/Rectangular (as well as Round & Oval) image series. This interpretation
has its own valid arguments and has been analytically developed by several art historians.
This is something that Mojmir Grygar labeled as ‘inner antagonism of Malevich’s thought’
(Grygar 1991).
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The concealed ecstaticism of the black square has been observed by numerous critics,
while the meaningful operations with the color energies encapsulated in these works
correspond well with Malevich’s ecstatic white poems, which not so long ago became known
to the general public.4 One can conclude that Malevich’s suprematist energism is intrinsically
related to the energetic discourse of several mystical traditions at once. The aesthetical
output generated by Malevich has relevance for the debate on the meditative reflection on
religious apophaticism, in the context of the ‘deification of man’ and their further descension
into nothingness; and this, as was already noted (Bax 1995), may refer directly to Jacob
Boehme’s treatise Silence without Essence.5 As another scholar has aptly observed in her very
recent monograph, ‘many Russian avant-garde artists reached back to pre-Petrine, or pre-
Enlightenment Russian tradition as the most valid source of their culture. While Malevich
claimed an entirely new beginning with his 1915 Black Square on White Ground, which
cleaned the picture surface of all vestiges of previous painterly image-making, historically
speaking his thinking had roots in religion adopting the rich and varied Russian tradition
of icons and spirituality’ (Forgács 2022). (See also Kudriavtseva 2017).

As Malevich observes,6 the religious person who knows God as singular7 ‘seeks to
destroy his multitude in him’. Such a person is eternally in prayer and does not want to
know or cognize anything, but reveals himself in nature and God. The one and indivisible
God is in his dispersed world, and the world, not to disappear, must be in him as a place
where nothing is dispersed. God is neither comprehensible nor ever visible. He is beyond
knowledge; the divine whole nature is not visible, though we sometimes see it. Therefore,
the holy person avoids knowing and becomes holy when he dissolves himself in God,
dissolves himself in the unknowable. (There is always a danger of course of experiment-
ing with sanity during this process see Sass 1992; Vöhringer 2007). Malevich’s mystical
philosophy of representation appears in its dominating mainstream as a kind of objectless
rebellion against traditional logocentricity and, more generally, against the material word
of objects, marking a kind of enigmatic point of reference with a concealed interest in
Russian religious philosophy of language, which manifested itself around the same time
(Ioffe 2008b). Malevich, possibly through his close acquaintance Mikhail Gershenzon,8

was at least partially privy to the common teachings of the Russian religious philosophers of
word/name who were developing, as is well known, the traditions of Byzantine Hesychast
thought.9 This refers primarily to Pavel Florensky and Sergius Bulgakov, and somewhat
later to Alexei Losev, to whom a connection might also have been made through the apoca-
lyptic metaphysics of Nikolai Berdyaev. (Ioffe 2007). The ontology of nonobjectivity, which
Malevich constructed, appears to have existed in precisely the same symbolic territory
as the philosophy of word/name in its theory of divine energies of the no less divine
name(s) as per the system of teachings attributed to Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite (his
Celestial Hierarchy of the Divine Names) later developed by Fr. Pavel Florensky (Tarasov 2002;
Antonova 2020a, 2020b). Suprematist nonobjectivity, pictorial nothingness, may present pu-
rity of a receptive embodiment of the thought–conceptual core as it appears in the famous
1918 painting ‘White Square on a White Background’ (Figure 10), which allows the viewer
to touch a radical new idea of the emerging modernist culture, based, as it were, on the
ecstatic religious beliefs of the founder of suprematism.
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Figure 10. Kazimir Malevich. The White on White, 1918.

Here it should probably be emphasized that the concepts of the church and God are far
from being alien to Malevich’s general outlook, and sometimes find their implicit presence
in many examples of his work. The artist’s white square, as it seems, provides a fairly
concrete idea and almost a direct reference to the Hesychast doctrine of divine energies, to
historical discussions of the Light of Tabor and its miraculous immateriality.10 One might
recall that the Light of Tabor in Byzantine theology is usually defined as an intense white
substance (Lossky 1997). A discussion in this context should involve Malevich’s philosophy
of light and color, including his ideas about how light breaking apart gives life to the many
individual color-bearing matters that make up the full panorama of basic colors. Below one
may initially compare the both traditions: Figures 11–13.

These unique series of Malevich’s ecstatic studies for fresco paintings, from the Yellow
Series of 1907 (Figures 12 and 13) executed probably on tempera/oil on a cardboard (the
State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg), were recently extensively studied by an American-
Ukrainian academic, Myroslava M. Mudrak (Mudrak 2015). Her thoughtful interpretation
of Malevich religious imagery largely shares my earlier observations first presented at
the University of Amsterdam Avant-garde congress (see Ioffe 2008b) that connect a Pol-
ish/Ukrainian/Russian artist with the Byzantine mystical body of theology as developed
by Gregory Palamas. As the American scholar justly observes, ‘according to Palamas, the
mystery of Christ’s Resurrection is encoded in the Cherubic hymn. That liturgical moment
presents a shift of mode and tone within the celebration, allowing the faithful to convert
their earthly station to become the surrogates of the angelic orders: Let us, who mystically
represent the Cherubim . . . now set aside all earthly cares that we may welcome the King of all,
invisibly escorted by angelic hosts. As the elect are delivered into ordinary space, so the
faithful, too, assume a hallowed role in the divine condescension. The hymn signifies the
interplay and merging of dual liturgical registers—the angelic and the earthly—creating a
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virtual dialogue between the two spheres in a temporally unified expression of worship
and witnessing. The Byzantine historian, Cedrin (11th century) states that the Cherubic
hymn was sung at the Divine Liturgy from the sixth century, beginning with an original
request of Byzantine Emperor, Justin II’ (quoted in Mudrak 2015, p. 45).
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Russian-American scholar Alexandra Shatskikh has rightly observed in her numerous
studies, when interpreting Malevich’s mysticism, one should remember the artist’s evident
philosophical and religious monism, his persistent confidence in a certain universal, unified,
comprehensive grand idea, which his suprematist art is partially designed to describe and
embrace. One can conclude that this absence of a polyphonic dialogue may contain not the
least bit of spiritual originality of the suprematist painter, especially striking against the
background of several emblematically polyphonic cultural icons of the Russian Silver Age.
Malevich consistently preaches an ecstatic fusion with the universal cosmos representing
his own special type of religiosity and mysticism (Cf. recently a theoretical essay by Irina
Sakhno 2021).

In the discussion of the possible influence of Byzantine Hesychasm on Malevich’s
work, we must find initial answers to several major questions that remain positively open.
What was Malevich’s spiritual identity in strictly confessional terms? What was the initial
influence of the Catholic religion of his father Severin? In what way did he forge his
own path between the poles of the Western and Eastern types of Christian ritual? At the
heart of the doctrine of the quietists is the notion that the highest Christian perfection
consists in the divine tranquility (or stillness) of the soul, unperturbed by anything earthly.
Intense inner prayer and direct mental contemplation of God can attain such tranquility.
Quietism was rather popular in Russia during the Romanovs’ reign (late 18th–early 19th
centuries), when polyvalent mysticism, as we know, reached a considerable flowering and
a noticeable popularity in the higher strata of society. Modernism, and especially Slavic one
seems to have a special conceptual and cultural connection to Byzantine tradition of artistic
representation broadly understood. (Misler and Bowlt 2021; Shevzov 2010; Taroutina 2015,
2018; Nelson 2015).

There appear considerable similarities between Byzantine Hesychasm and Western
quietism: there are common theological roots of the two systems of teachings, related to the
close study of the heritage of Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite and his doctrine of divine
names. Alexandra Shatskikh, in one of her essays, also notes the proximity of quietism
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and Hesychasm with a reference to Malevich’s philosophy (Shatskikh 2000), suggesting
that because of Malevich’s monist worldview, active mystical dialogue with the deity, the
idea of the inner prayer could be essentially rather foreign for the artist. Shatskikh argues
Malevich would be more in tune with and congenial to the concept of Zen Buddhism taken
from the Mahayana Buddhist canon; the scholar perceives the idea of nirvana as a space of
general serene Nothingness as very similar to Malevich’s idea of ‘an Absolute Objectless
Nothing’ (Shatskikh 2000; see also Sakhno 2021).

We can add that the teachings of the Buddhist East could have been known to Malevich
through the popularization in the work of Madame Blavatsky, who devoted numerous
pages of her various circulated writings to explaining the basic principles and attributes of
Eastern religious metaphysics. In this vein, Berdyaev’s thoughts about the mysticism of
Western quietism bring this context closer to the religious heritage of the traditional East.
One may recall the rather enigmatic saying of the Apostle Paul: ‘Faith is the realization of
the expected and the certainty of the unseen . . . By faith we know that the ages have been
arranged by the word of God, so that out of the invisible things there came forth the visible
things’ (Faith is the assurance (confirmation) of things hoped for (i.e., divinely guaranteed),
and the evidence of things not seen) (‘Faith is the realization of what is hoped for, and evidence
of things not seen’, Hebrews 11:1, 3, 6). Malevich’s ‘White Square on White’ (Figure 10)
offers an esoterically encrypted representation of the Apostle Paul’s enigmatic notion of
the ‘certainty in the invisible’ = ‘evidence of things not seen’, where the viewer in his own
way guesses the invisible objectification of faith in the absence of a figurative image.

The synergetic nature of the universe, the visual subordination to higher energies, the
all-pervading transcendence of the senses of being is perceived as a general hypostatic
outline for any discussion of the spiritual affinity between Hesychasm and suprematism.
Hesychasm essentially is a doctrine of energies, dominated by the metaphysical issue of
light. (Maloney 1973). At first approximation, Malevich’s representational suprematism
with its predominant attention to light & monochrome color, with its ideas of innovatively
distributed energies, represents such a doctrine. A perceptive émigré art critic (and painter),
Viacheslav Zavalishin, once interpreted (Zavalishin 1988) black square(s) as ‘gearboxes’
(literally ‘boxes of speeds’ (oo oo)) imprinted in them, which as if metaphorically noted the
importance of the suprematist doctrine of energy and its ‘oikonomia’. As Malevich argues
in his treatise ‘God Has Not Been Cast Off!’ (Bog ne skinut!) (Malevich 1995), describing the
dialectical nature of the dynamics of movements of the divine absolute rest, ‘God is a Calm
Peace, it is perfection, everything is achieved, the construction of worlds is finished, the
movement is established in eternity. His creative thought moves, he himself is freed from
madness, for he no longer creates; and the universe, like a mad brain, moves in a whirlwind
of rotation, without answering to itself where and why. The universe is the madness of a
liberated God, hiding in eternal peace’ (Malevich 1995, pp. 237–61; See also Barr 2007).

Another important study dealt with the Russian abstract avant-garde, especially Male-
vich and Kandinsky in the context of the Byzantine images, iconoclasm and Hesychasm,
was a monograph published in the mid-1990s in Paris titled The Forbidden Image: An Intellec-
tual History of Iconoclasm (Besançon 2000). Natalia Smolianskaia (2001) critiqued Besançon’s
concept of ‘Abstraction as Negative Symbolism’, providing alternative interpretation in the
context of the history of iconoclasm as rather (mis)represented by Alain Besançon.

In this case, the abstraction must apparently be regarded as a particular case of the
multidimensional formation of the symbolic. This large-scale work by the French historian
of culture, who has devoted much attention to Russian and Soviet issues, is interesting
in particular because it demonstrates how certain key moments and stages in the general
development of the concept of the image (mainly in the history of Byzantine iconoclasm,
interpreted as a ‘tendency to combat the representation of the sacred and the divine’)
serve to build a general modernist paradigm of artistic experiment. Interestingly, in Alain
Besançon’s work, the sacral level of almost every creative potency is in fact isolated from
any special dogma of any form of theology to which the author would eventually subscribe.
In Besancon, the sacred appears as a certain functional technical aspect that has dominated
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the nature of the symbolic representation throughout many forms of art history. The French
critic emphasizes symbolic overtones of the process of artistic visualization, including
those areas that are traditionally reserved for the phenomenon of the ‘unrepresentable’.
Another personified subject of Alain Besançon’s volume (along with Malevich), was the
Russian/European radical abstractionist Vasily Kandinsky. One of Besançon’s discussions
is related to the question of substitution of the iconic representation with theosophical
engagement. The abstractionist ‘iconographer’ transforms the divine in his own way,
setting his mystical experience in the focus of observation of the rhythm of the cosmic
universe. This process Kandinsky could, as the common public knows, call the ‘spiritual in
art’. It is no coincidence that Kandinsky, as well as Malevich, is known, in a theoretical sense,
to be attached to the concept of ‘whitest color’ as the highest stage of radical abstraction
of silence. Thus, in 1910, Kandinsky wrote about white: ‘White sounds like a silence that
can be suddenly understood. White is Nothing that is young, or, even more precisely, it is
Nothing pre-existent before birth’ (Malevich 2000b). This may among other things remind
how the earth looked/sounded during the old days of the Ice Age.

As noted, having regarded art solely for its spiritual content-value, Kandinsky comes
to the conviction that the means of expressing this unique content is a combination of
nonobjective forms. Kazimir Malevich completed this evolution with the invention of
suprematism. It was a decisive leap into nonobjectivity.11

Malevich and Kandinsky are the main cultural protagonists of the ‘new art’ of this
semi-iconoclastic tradition of painting representing the figurative Nothingness (in both
Sartrean and Heideggerian senses). This Nothingness, a propos, must never be confused
with Emptiness. Both painters can personify two different visual and conceptual types of
articulation of the attitude to the idea of semi-figurative abstraction related to the nonshaped
Void. With Kandinsky, a special saturated positive topic of abstraction appears in the visual
sphere, whereas Malevich, with his quite obsessive and uncompromising idea of ‘total
representational zero’, can be characterized as a parallel version of the modernist zero-degree
abstraction. For the German-Russian artist (Kandinsky), many of the basic constituent parts
of artistic environments, linked on the basic elements of the construction of painting—
brushstrokes, paint lines, and the texture of the canvas—are involved in the creation and
accumulation of the spheres of the Pauline ‘certainty in the invisible’ as mentioned above
the world of the astral–virtual experience of the artist, his intimate thoughts about the
‘spiritual in art’.

For the Polish/Ukrainian/Russian suprematist, the implicit conceptual reduction of
the entire pictographic activity to a greater ‘zero of forms’, to the area of complete sensual
isolation of the ‘plans’ of content and expression (a oa a), turns out to be somewhat more
significant than adhering to the familiar Renaissance professional activity of the artist. In
accordance with the ideas of Malevich’s figurative theodicy, the Absolute produces/creates
the Universe from a myriad of possible forms and their objectified embodiments, generating
providential energy into dark vessels of figurative tiles barely accessible to our empirical
mind.12

The motif of the enzymatic emptiness that pacifies the viewer, already mentioned
earlier, will receive a very strong ‘life impulse’ in much later Russian postmodernist art
(e.g. the notion of Buddhist emptiness in Moscow Conceptual School). In accordance with
Besançon’s work, the Absolute God of the main Slavic abstractionist radicals Malevich and
Kandinsky is meant to be slightly ‘objectified’ Void, a kind of ‘universal concept’, referring,
through theosophy to various subspecies of contemplative nothingness, whereas any
concrete and figurative embodiment of this concept is symbolically tabooed and presented
as an idol forbidden to visualization, de facto unacceptable for modernist art, following the
old conventions of Christian historical dogmatics of Byzantine and Isaurian origin.

Jean-Claude Marcadé deemed that Kazimir Malevich in his work fully embraces the
eternal philosophical problems of the icon, perceives, as the scholar has put it, ‘the real
presence of God not in the symbolic image, but in the relation of the latter to the absent
fore-image (in contrast, the idol has no prototype, for it is a prototype of itself)’. According
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to J.-C. Marcadé, ‘in the final analysis we may venture to express our thought as follows: in
the icon, through the absence of the Depicted, His presence is revealed. This is also where
the entire essence of the black square runs through . . . The essence of the encounter with
the icon is to see beyond the visible world the features of what is invisible’ (Marcadé 1978;
quoted in Lukianov 2007). The first critical parallel between Malevich and icons was
drawn by Alexandre Benois, albeit in an explicitly ironic way. Malevich himself is well
known to have referred to Kvadrat as the ‘Divine Child-King’ in his discussion on art,
thus making the Square closer to the image of an abstract Christ-infant (rather than say
Louis-Dieudonné/Louis Quatorze).13

The Black Square was erected at the virtual Head of the early Petrograd exhibition
(Figure 14):
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As it turns, the Light is one of the key concepts of Christian evangelism and the image
provided in the Gospel for the true and sensual comprehension of God. ‘I am the light of
the world’ (John 8.12), Christ says of Himself. God de facto comes into the world as light:
‘Light shines in darkness, and darkness has not consumed it’ (John 1.5). Orthodox theology
constructs its teaching about God as the light working in the world, through which the
world is saved, enlightened, and transformed. ‘You are the light of the world’ (Matt. 5.14),
Christ says to his disciples, and this is the basis of almost all Orthodox ascetics. As Palamas
noted in his Triads, ‘in the same way, the higher ranks of supra-worldly minds, under their
dignity . . . ’ They are filled not only with primordial knowledge but also with the first light,
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becoming partakers and contemplators not only of the Trinitarian glory, but also of Christ’s
ultimate manifestation (and materialization) of divine light, which was once revealed to the
disciples on the Mount Tabor (Bibikhin 2003). Those who are worthy of this contemplation
are initiated into the God-generating light of Christ, being directly communicated to the
hidden lights, according to the Coptic monk and philosopher Macarius of Egypt (c. 300–391)
who calls the light of grace to be actually the food of the heavenly inhabitants: ‘The whole
mental intangible order of the beings above the world is the most obvious evidence of the
light-bearing humanity of the Word’ (Makarov 2003).

The prayerful contemplation of the sacred Light of Tabor, the light that the apostles
allegedly saw during the transfiguration of Christ on Mount Tabor, was of great value
for Hesychast spiritual practice. Through this light, nonmaterial in its essence, as the
Hesychasm taught, the ascetic enters into communion with the Incomprehensible (and
unattainable) Absolute. Having been filled with this light, in his life-temporal, sensual
shell, he becomes a part of the divine life; in essence, he is transformed into a radically new
creature. In iconography, great importance is assigned to the ultimate infinity of space,
achieved through, as Pavel Florensky observes (Florensky 2003), a reverse perspective,
whereas the ‘one-dimensional/ one-eyed’ direct perspective can only convey a finite world,
as if falling into a distant spatial point.14 However, despite the importance of the problem
of space, the main thing in iconography is the Image, to whom space is wholly subservient.
In the direct (technocratic) perspective, the objects depicted are such moments of space,
entirely subject to the dictate of its modulation. The direct perspective is a window to this
world; it appears to us as a kind of virtual breakthrough in its own fixed limits. In this
connection, it would be logical to conclude that Andrei Rublev’s Trinity (Figure 15) is in a
way the quintessence of the artist’s visual Hesychast inner sermon, which leads his prayer
by speculative means available to him.15

According to Malevich’s contemporary, religious philosopher of science and language
Father Pavel Florensky, in a descent of God to man, that is, to the mortal physical existence
on earth, lies the inverse factor of human rapture to God, the Divine Fire, which, in
this connection, generates the Light. Light, in turn, emanates the conceptual Color and
the appropriate Spiritual Sacrament. In such an intimate process of seeing the Iconic
Order, a kind of unearthly silence and will-be-extended, peace and quietness emerges
(Florensky 2003). Creating the series of white rectangles (Figure 10) Kazimir Malevich
offers a possibly similar eternal rest at his treatise of (nearly) the same name (Eternal peace):
‘Unobjective action moves silently in its virtual madness, no differences are heard in it,
there is a dynamic silence in it’ (Malevich 2000b).

The notable ‘negative’ theorist of Hesychasm, Nikephóros Gregorás, stated that God’s
energies deify not only the mind, the ‘inner self’, but also the outer flesh; therefore, the
body of the saint appears as if turned off from the natural order of nature and can no longer
be depicted as such.16 By the action of noncorporeal energies, the earthly flesh itself is
burned away; it escapes from the visible world, escapes the usual gaze. Meanwhile, St.
Gregory Palamas (Figure 16) instructs his listener and reader: ‘accustoming the mind not to
retreat to the surrounding and not be mixed with that, make it strong to focus on the one’.
Further, ‘forgetting the lower, the secret knowledge of higher . . . this is the true mental
work, climbing to the right contemplation and vision of God. The triunity of God is neither
the sum, nor the three nor the one, but the unity of identity and difference’ (Bibikhin 2003).
This largely makes up St. Palama’s politics of Trinitarian identity.
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Of all the historical Avant-garde, the figure of Malevich provides interesting grounds
for considering radical artistic abstraction sub specie the tradition of Hesychast theology.
Here one may see, once again, the importance of the ‘departure’ of the represented object
from the expectedly familiar sensation, from the ground of the senses of the visual, into the
sphere of the serene and subdued abstraction (Figure 17) of the primordial Zero of Forms.17

The Jungian interpretation of the artist’s ‘project of squares’ is supported also by some
testimonies of Malevich’s contemporaries and listeners, seems interesting and close to the
main points of this suggestive discourse.18 The mystical depth of the visible, accessibly
outlined in Malevich’s most ‘Hesychastic’ work, The White Square on a White Background
(Figure 10), is abundantly interpreted by many competent researchers.19
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Tomáš Glanc, in his penetrating analytical essay ‘The Word and the Text of Kaz-
imir Malevich’ (Glanc 1996), is emphasizing a certain ‘mimetic’ distance necessary for
understanding the religious component of Malevich’s work, and observed that the general
mimetic skepticism, which first manifests itself in Symbolism and reaches its extreme limits
in the avant-garde, should be aptly illustrated by a quote from Malevich’s text (1924):
‘No crucifixion of Christ is like reality because it is artistic. . . . But only art is capable of
transforming being and image, of embodying myth, just as in religion every phenomenon
is a reflection of God’ (see Glanc 1996). To this one may add observations left by Jerzy
Faryno, expressed in a thorough essay, ‘The Alogism and Isosemantism of the Avant-Garde’
(Faryno 1996), where he contextually describes the hieratic and ciphered essence of the
crypto-image of the fish as the secret sign of Christ, as the designation of the catacomb
mystic guardians of the first centuries of Christianity, which is known to the initiated.
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Faryno’s general reasoning on the example of a quite figurative ‘traditionally mod-
ernist’ painting by Malevich may permit a relatively firm conclusion about the extraordinary
importance of the iconographic presence of Christ and, more broadly, ‘church attributes’
in the early stages of “suprematist art”, answering, even partially, the important question
mentioned at the beginning of our discussion about the need to understand the religious
affiliation of the artist. In the same way, Jerzy Faryno (1996) considers a modeling and
image-semantic parallel in the sphere of constructing the space of objects of Malevich’s
work corresponding to the Christian icon. Taking into account all the facts discussed, the
response to this question should emerge more unambiguously in favor of the Christian
mystical variant of the artist’s visual performance. The candle, the church, and the fish are
mutually corroborated as manifestations of the same semiotic (symbiotic) system, imple-
menting the implicit principle of isosemantism, thereby opening a semantic perspective on
some other motifs as well. Here, it is only possible to substantiate the connection between
the mystical fish and the candle in even greater detail. Malevich outlined only the principal
echo of the form of the flame with the hint of the fish itself.

All the theoretical and iconographical intersections and possible implicit correspon-
dences we have outlined above, as well as some specific facts of Malevich’s metaphysical
art that champions a specific type of creative semiosis (Faryno 1996), permit one to assert
with more confidence the essential crossover between Kazimir Malevich and the spiritual
energies of Orthodox icons on one hand and Hesychast prayer on the other. Suprema-
tist theory of representation as championed by Malevich seems quite openly enrooted in
non-artistic philosophical grounds. Part of this non-art backgrounds should be of course
perceived and discerned in Nature. As Isabel Wünsche has emphasized using the example
of Malevich’s colleague and friend Mikhail Matiushin, art may be primarily perceived as
“manifestation of a tendency to grow toward light and nourishment” (Wünsche 2015, p. 92):
this invokes and involves faculties of a tree, but also brings into memory a Hesychast inner
prayer and the Light of Tabor. Working on the first Futurist (anti)opera that was supposed
to celebrate a synesthetic victory over the Sun, Matiushin together with Malevich (as well
as Khlebnikov and Kruchenykh) creatively contributed towards “a synthesis of all forms
of sensory perception and knowledge acquisition”. As “a new stadium” of Avant-Garde
world-understanding seems to be implicitly Hesychast-scented in its instantaneous “al-
lowing one to grasp the true reality” behind the appearances of the visible world which
evidently “represents a new synthesis of perception enabling one of simultaneous seeing
and knowing” (Wünsche 2015, p. 112).

Generally speaking, icons prove to be highly relevant to Slavic and Russian avant-
garde in its totality (see Spira 2008; Tarasov 2011; Gill 2016). In this context, the Hesychast
religious philosophy may become the necessary descriptive tool offering a historical–
intellectual and general–cultural framework heuristically describing the conceptual paradigm
of Malevich’s philosophy of representation in its holistic entirety, where too obvious sim-
ilarities between his works and the legacy of the Byzantine Hesychasm can hardly be
accidental. The future task of comparing Malevich’s aesthetic fashions with other fellow
Avant-gardist personae will include analyzing the profound interest in conceptual engaging
with spiritual visuality and especially with a religious philosophy of the European Orient
as explicated in Byzantine Orthodox (and at times heterodox) systems of thought.
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Notes
1 Malevich’s suprematist theory has been analyzed in many scholarly works. See, for example, a valuable pioneering monograph

by Larissa Zhadova (first published in German): (Zhadova 1982). See also a number of works by an American Malevich scholar,
Charlotte Douglas (1994, pp. 164–98). See also her other studies: (Douglas 1980; 1986); on the mysticism of Black Square see also
(Simmons 1980; Milner 1996; Martineau 1977).

2 On the mystical (and popular–religious) component of Malevich’s work, see the analytical catalog: (Cortenova and Petrova
2000a). See also (Cortenova and Petrova 2000b). For general observations, see also (Mudrak 2015; Sakhno 2021; also Blank
1995; Bowlt 1986, 1991, 2008; Sarabianov 1993, pp. 7–21). As one may not fail to remember, ‘Once Malevich began to take art
classes and learn about art, he openly acknowledged the effect of icons on shaping his aesthetic ideas: I felt something native and
extraordinary in icons . . . I felt a certain bond between peasant art and the icons’. Quoted in Mudrak (2015, p. 38).

3 On Mondrian’s theosophical interests, see, for example, brief considerations by the distinguished cultural historian Peter Gay:
1976. Also, cf. Champa (1985) and Jaffé (1970). In addition, important articles from a valuable and wide-ranging book on
modernist avant-garde art and the occult tradition should also be mentioned: (Apke et al. 1995; Marty Bax 1995; Wladimir
Kruglow 1995; Anthony Parton 1995). See also the valuable article by Agnès Sola (Sola 1985, pp. 576–81). See also a volume of
interest in this context: (Golding 2000).

4 See Malevich’s published ‘white’ poems in Malevich (2000a). For an analysis of these texts (including the so-called ‘Liturgical
Cycle’, which corresponds semantically with the iconographic analysis of ‘An Englishman in Moscow’ by Jerzy Faryno 1996).
Cf. also Marinova (2004, pp. 567–92).

5 Böhme’s apology of mystical silence was also appreciated by the English quasi-Protestant Quakers. A known quote from Böhme
tells, ‘When thou art quiet and silent, then art thou as God was before nature and creature; thou art that which God then wats;
thou art that whereof he made thy nature and creature: Then thou hearest and seest even with that wherewith God himself saw
and heard in thee, before every thine own willing or thine own seeing began’. See this in: (Hartmann 1977). (See also Leloup 2003).

6 I have used an edition of Malevich’s works, edited by Alexandra Shatskikh: Malevich (1995–2004). See also Marcadé (1978, pp.
224–41). For similar themes, see John Bowlt (1990, pp. 178–89). See generally some recent studies as (Lodder 2019; Nakov 2010).

7 The Hebrew concept of God is demonstratively grammatically plural (Elohim) or neuter (i.e., Elohút - the godly essence of Godhead).
8 On the connection between Malevich and Gershenzon, see their exchange of letters (1918–1924), (Malevich 2000b, pp. 327–54).
9 On Hesychasm in historical and theological illumination, see the eminent studies of the late Archpriest John Meyendorff

(Meyendorff 2003, pp. 277–36 and, Meyendorff 1999). See also a special collection of Meyendorff’s research published in
Variorum: 1974. See also (Lossky 1997; LaBauve 1992). Another recent work concerned with Hesychasm and Byzantine
mysticism: (Andreopoulos 2005). As regards the historical and art history study of iconoclasm, since the pioneering French
monograph by André Grabar, which has been republished many times by (Grabar 1984), an enormous number of valuable
works have been published. See also (Ioffe 2005, pp. 292–315).

10 There are quite a few interesting works devoted to various aspects of Russian ‘philosophy of name’. For the most important
example, one must mention a series of very insightful studies by the late Moscow philosopher Larissa Gogotishvili (1997a,
1997b). See also Natalia Bonetskaia (Bonetskaia 1991–1992, pp. 151–209). Cf. a series of papers by Moscow art historian Tatiana
Goriacheva on the metaphysics of Kazimir Malevich’s pictorial activities (from a somewhat different perspective than the
above): (Goriacheva 1993a, pp. 49–60; 1993b, pp. 107–19; 1999, pp. 286–301). (See also Marcadé 1990; Douglas 1980, 1986;
Mudrak 2017).

11 Oleg Khanjian, quoted in Lukianov (2007). There are also valuable reflections of Dmitry Sarabianov: ‘the mesmerizing influence
of the Black Square is connected with its ability to concentrate in itself the infinite world space, to transform into other universal
formulas of the world, to express everything in the Universe, concentrating it all in an absolutely impersonal geometrical form
and impenetrable black surface. Malevich was drawing a conclusion from the entire fruitful period of symbolic thinking in
European culture with his program picture, moving from a symbol to a formula, a sign that acquires an identity’. See ibid.

12 This description might even sound a little “Gnostic” to some critics. As Malevich reports in his famous treatise God Is Not
Discounted (Not Cast Down): ‘[Indeed] it is not surprising that God built the universe out of nothing, just as man builds
everything out of nothing of his own image, and that which is imagined does not know that [he] is the very Creator of
everything and created God—also as His image [of Him]. See Malevich, God Is Not Discounted! (God has not been cast off !)
(Malevich 2000b; Malevich 1995). See also Barr (2007).

13 Icon painting in general seems to have been a major influence on the work of many Russian avant-garde artists. See, in the
context of Tatlin’s prerevolutionary tumultuous fascination with frescoes and icons, Gassner (1993, pp. 124–63).

14 On the inverse perspective in icons, see the classic work by Florensky (2003, pp. 133–41).
15 Here one should recall the role of ‘light’ and its perception in semiotics and the iconic essence, which is also discussed by Leonid

Uspensky, the namesake of the pioneer of Soviet semiotics, Boris Uspensky. See: (Léonid Ouspensky 2017; Léonid Ouspensky
1980). Cf. the fundamental essay by Boris A. Uspensky, ‘Semiotics of the Icon’ (Uspensky 1995, pp. 221–96). On the role of light,
see also Viktor Zhivov (2002, pp. 40–72). Generally see: (Meyendorff 1974, 1987).
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16 Some information on Nikephóros Gregorás and his polemic with Hesychasm (from 1346 onwards), Malevich could have
acquired from many sources. Let us mention, for example, Guillana (1926).

17 For the general scholarly overview of the Russian avant-garde and icons see (Spira 2008; Gill 2016; Bowlt 2022).
18 Cf. Lukianov’s analysis from the aforementioned essay, referring to the discussion of the embodiment of the archetypal image

of the contemplative Deity in the quadruped, which is contained in the book Psychology and Religion by the Swiss philosopher and
psychologist Carl Gustav Jung. ‘Malevich argued that each color has its own form. The black square is the geometric form in
which color is maximally tense. As an exercise, he recommended finding on an orange square that size of a green circle, until
that circle moves when you look closely’ (see Lukianov 2007).

19 According to J.-C.Marcadé’s observations, Malevich defied any possibility of fully conveying the visible by previous methods of
depicting reality. ‘Going from conclusion to conclusion, by simplifying the external signs of real things, he came to the conclusion
that a pure sense of the object could only be achieved through intuition alone, penetrating to the very essence of creation.
Starting from the geometric square, Malevich proved on the flat surface the solution to the possibilities of suprematist movement:
the power of immobility, the dynamics of rest, the potentiality of magnetism and mystical depth. The highest point of his
aesthetic theories is the White Square on a White Background of 1918, expressing the beginning and the end of the created world,
the purity of creative human energy and the unperturbed calm of nonexistence’ (Marcadé 1978; Lukianov 2007). Interpreting the
suggestiveness of white color for ideology and ideography of ‘figurative Nothing’ by Malevich involves ethnopoetic tradition
and folklore mythology, in particular the ambivalent legacy of Russian folklorist Alexander Afanasiev: ‘White color traditionally
played the key role both in ancient Russian pastoral cosmology and in mythology of other peoples. The image of a white stone
on the sea, and sometimes on an island allows to reconstruct the associative chain germ-cheese/cottage-island/stone. The
sea is also sometimes referred to as a white substance. In various versions of the ancient Indian myth of Creation by means
of churning, the sea is either called milky or, having thickened, it turns into dense milk and butter. In the mythology of the
Mongolian people(s) the solid earth is created by stirring the milky sea-ocean. The process of the emergence of the germ within
the milk moisture was largely thought of by analogy with the process of fermentation. The semantic series of representations
concerning cheese/cottage cheese is greatly expanded if they are considered in the cosmogonic aspect . . . To this day, the world
around us is often referred to as ‘white light’: to live in white light, to walk in white light. And the white stone is mentioned in
the Apocalypse of John the Theologian: ‘He who has an ear (to hear), let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches: to him
who overcomes I will give to taste the hidden manna, and I will give him a white stone, and a new name written on the stone,
which no one knows, except he who receives it” (Quoted in Lukianov 2007).
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“More than Just a Poet”: Konstantin Batiushkov as an Art Critic,
Art Manager, and Art Brut Painter
Igor Pilshchikov

Department of Slavic, East European and Eurasian Languages and Cultures, University of California,
Los Angeles, CA 90095, USA; pilshchikov@ucla.edu

Abstract: This paper focuses on the Russian Golden Age author Konstantin Batiushkov’s involve‑
ment with fine arts. He is recognized as an exquisite elegist, an immediate predecessor of Alexander
Pushkin in poetry, and “a pioneer of Russian Italomania.” Much less known is that Batiushkov was
always deeply involved with painting, drawing, and sculpture—not only as a poet but as Russia’s
first art critic, an ad‑lib art manager, who worked on behalf of the President of the Russian Academy
of Arts Aleksei Olenin, and an amateur artist. The paper offers addenda to the commentary on his
essay devoted to the 1814 academic exhibition, commonly referred to as the earliest significant ex‑
ample of Russian art criticism. Many of Batiushkov’s extant paintings and drawings belong to the
time when he was mentally insane. Since he was a self‑taught artist, his visual works of this period
can be categorized as early examples of art brut.

Keywords: Russian Golden Age poets; Batiushkov; art criticism; Russian Academy of Arts; Russian
painters in Rome; early art brut painting

1. Introduction
The artistic tastes of the authors of the so‑called Golden Age of Russian literature

and their knowledge of painting and sculpture, either contemporary or those of previous
epochs, remain practically unresearched (Pigarev 1966, 1972). The same applies to the
writers’ own pictorial art, although to a lesser extent. This research was initiated by the
studies and editions of the drawings of Russia’s iconic poet Alexander Pushkin as an ex‑
traverbal element of his poetry writing process (Efros 1930, 1933, 1945, 1946; Tsiavlovskaia
1970, 1980; Zhuikova 1996; Denisenko and Fomichev 1996, 2001). Editions of the oils, wa‑
tercolors, and crayons of the last Golden Age author, Mikhail Lermontov, followed next
(Kovalevskaia 1964, 1980).

Russian émigré artist and art collector Nikolai Zaretzky (b. 1876–d. 1959) spent
the last decade of his life working on a description of 19th‑ and early‑20th‑century Rus‑
sian writers’ achievements as artists. Originally entitled Russkie pisateli kak zhivopistsy i
risoval’shchiki [Russian Writers as Painters and Drawers], his book was edited and pub‑
lished posthumously in German translation by the prominent Slavist Dmytro Chyzhevsky
(Zaretzky 1960). In 1981, the first exhibition of the drawings of 19th‑ and 20th‑century Rus‑
sian authors was held in the State Literary Museum in Moscow (Shakhalova 1981). This
exhibition provided the impetus for a survey edition of the most important drawings of
Russian authors from the late 17th to the early 20th century, published with a solid intro‑
duction by Rudol’f Duganov (1988). A conference called “Drawings of Saint Petersburg
Writers” was held in Saint Petersburg in May 1999, and its proceedings were published
the following year (Denisenko 2000). The latest Literary Museum exhibition, titled “Poeta
pingens,” was held in 2004 (Zalieva and Rudnik 2004).

The present paper focuses on a less‑known aspect of the life and oeuvre of a leading
poet of the period, Konstantin Batiushkov. He was born in Vologda, a baroque city in the
European Russian North, in 1787. For contemporary and later critics, he and his friend
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Vasilii Zhukovsky were the founders of a new school in Russian poetry defined today as a
transition from Neoclassical to Romantic; both are appraised as Pushkin’s mentors in po‑
etry and his immediate predecessors. Most of Batiushkov’s poems, published during the
mid‑1800s and 1810s, were collected in the second volume of his Opyty v Stikhakh i Proze
[Essays in Verse and Prose] (1817). This book set a compositional standard for younger
Romantic poets: in particular, Pushkin (1826) and Evgenii Baratynsky (1827) modeled
their collections on Batiushkov’s book with its genre headings (“Elegies,” “Epistles,” and
“Miscellanea”).

Batiushkov’s prose essays in the first volume of Opyty are non‑fiction articles on Rus‑
sian and European cultural history. One of them, “Progulka v Akademiiu Khudozhestv”
[A Stroll to the Academy of Arts] (1814), is commonly referred to as the earliest signifi‑
cant example of Russian art criticism (Efros 1933, p. 94; Pigarev 1966, p. 44; Fridman 1965,
pp. 92–93; Serman 1974, pp. 106–7; Volodina 1989; Baluev 2015, pp. 40–48; Buckler 2018,
p. 97). Section 2 of this paper offers addenda to the commentary on this important text.

Some of Batiushkov’s essays, including “A Stroll,” are composed in epistolary form.
Batiushkov’s friends considered his correspondence to be of great literary interest and
started publishing it as early as the 1820s (Stepanov 1926; Todd 1976; Pilshchikov 1994–
1995, 2003, pp. 90–115; Lappo‑Danilevskij 2013). In one such letter (to Dmitrii Dashkov on
25 April 1814),1 Batiushkov describes his Parisian impressions (to be discussed in
Section 2.2); an abridged version was published in Pamiatnik Otechestvennykh Muz [The
Monument of Fatherland Muses] in 1827 (Batiushkov 1827). Interestingly, some of his let‑
ters include pictorial elements (Duganov 1988, p. 71; Koshelev 2000, p. 165), discussed in
Section 4 of the present paper.

The leading comparativists called Batiushkov “a pioneer of Russian Italomania.”2

His love for Italian literature began with Torquato Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata, the epic
which was generally acknowledged as the principal link in the chain between antiquity
and modernity. He extended this attitude to the whole of Italian Renaissance literature,
in which he found “genuinely classical beauties, well‑tried by the centuries.”3 The chrono‑
logical horizon of Batiushkov’s Italian interests gradually expanded backward to Dante
Alighieri and further to contemporaries, such as Vincenzo Monti (Gorokhova 1975;
Pilshchikov 2003),—until he conceived the project of Panteon Itail’ianskoi Slovesnosti [A Pan‑
theon of Italian Letters] in 1817 (realized only partially).

Already in his young years Batiushkov formed a friendship with Aleksei Olenin—
a dignitary, a successful career official, and a knowledgeable amateur of the arts in one
person. On 21 April 1817, Olenin was appointed the President of the Imperial Academy
of Arts in Saint Petersburg and retained this position until he died in 1843. In summer
1818, following Olenin’s advice, Batiushkov traveled to the Black Sea shore (the territory
conquered during the Russo‑Turkish Wars of 1768–74 and 1787–91), where he examined
the ruins of the ancient Greek city of Olbia4 and described his findings (medals, vases, etc.).
De facto, it was the first Russian expedition to Pontic Olbia, three decades before the site
was made an archaeological reservation. Batiushkov wrote an essay on Olbian antiquities
(accompanied by drawings) but it did not come down to us (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III,
p. 522; Maikov and Saitov 1886, p. 761).

Before his departure to the Black Sea, Batiushkov sent a letter to emperor Alexander
I, asking for a post in Italy. On 16 July 1818, the emperor raised him to the rank of Court
Councillor (the seventh class in the Table of Ranks) and attached him to the Russian con‑
sulate in Naples, where he arrived at the end of February 1819. His route lay via Rome,
where he—again on behalf of Olenin—supervised the living and working conditions of the
Russian artists who resided there on academic stipends (one of them was Orest Kiprensky,
the most famous Russian Romantic painter before Karl Briullov). I describe the less known
details of Batiushkov’s Italian journey in Section 3 of this paper.

Meanwhile, the poet’s health was failing and his depression grew. A local doctor
persuaded him to receive balneological treatment on the island of Ischia, but it did not
help. The painter Sylvester Shchedrin, who moved from Rome to Naples in June 1819 and
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stayed with Batiushkov for more than a year, produced many of his Neapolitan cityscapes
from and around Batiushkov’s apartment (also discussed in Section 3). In the summer of
1820 a revolution broke out in the Kingdom of both Sicilies, and the Russian envoy left
Naples. In December 1820, Batiushkov received permission to move to Rome and then to
Bohemia. He applied for retirement; instead, the emperor granted him indefinite leave.
In August 1822, Batiushkov arrived in Simferopol in Crimea, where, over the following
months, symptoms of persecution mania became obvious. He burnt his books and at‑
tempted suicide a few times. From 1824 to 1828 he was treated at the “Maison de santé” in
Sonnenstein (Saxony), from 1828 to 1833 in Moscow. On 9 December 1833, he was officially
found incurable, released from service and granted a life pension. From 1833 onward he
lived in Vologda.

Batiushkov lived a long life, 68 years, but his last “sane” poem was written when he
was only 34, and his contemporaries deemed him, to use the critic Vissarion Belinsky’s
words, pronounced in 1841, “as if dead.”5 After Batiushkov became mentally ill, he wrote
only a few incoherent texts. However, he spent another 34 years producing watercolors,
gouaches, and crayons. Many of his extant paintings and drawings belong to this period.
Together with his earlier artwork, they are discussed in Section 4 below.

2. “A Stroll to the Academy of Arts” and Its Enigmas
In January 1814, the Russian army crossed the Rhine, entered France and moved in

on the capital. Batiushkov took part in this campaign as an adjutant to General Nikolai
Raevsky, commander of the Third Corps of Grenadiers. Our warrior poet visited the castle
of Cirey in Lorraine, where the fugitive Voltaire had lived, and described the visit in a prose
piece, “Puteshestvie v zamok Sirei” [A Visit to the Castle of Cirey]. It was written in the
fall of the following year in the form of another letter to Dashkov and included in the prose
volume of the Essays in Verse and Prose.

In early July 1814, Batiushkov returned from Paris to Saint Petersburg via England,
Sweden, and Finland; he described the crossing in a letter to Dmitrii Severin of 19 June
1814, revised later as a traveler’s sketch, and in the elegy “Ten’ Druga” [The Shade of a
Friend]. Upon arrival, he worked on “Stseny chetyrekh vozrastov” [Scenes of the Four
Ages of Man], a libretto for the celebrations on the return of Alexander I, which took place
in Pavlovsk on 27 July 1814. An annual exhibition at the Academy of Arts described in
“Progulka v Akademiiu Khudozhestv” was opened on 1 September 1814. This date is reg‑
istered in the official reports on the exhibition at the Academy published annually by its
Conference Secretary (and, later, Vice‑President) Aleksei Labzin, a leading figure of the
Russian Enlightenment and Russian Freemasonry (Labzin 1814, p. 1; Beliaev 2016, p. 194).
The textual correspondences between the 1814 report and “Progulka” testify to the fact that
Batiushkov made an ample use of it (Volodina 1989, pp. 104–5).

Therefore, “Progulka v Akademiiu Khudozhestv” (or at least its main part, devoted
to the exhibition) was written between early October (Labzin’s report was published on
2 October) and late November 1814: its first portion was published in Nikolai Grech’s
journal Syn Otechestva [Son of the Fatherland] on 3 December 1814 (see Batiushkov 1814).6
The definitive version of the essay was completed in the summer of 1816 when Batiushkov
revised his prose works for the first volume of Opyty (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, pp. 114–58).
In early September 1816, he informed his friend and editor, the poet and translator Nikolai
Gnedich, that the text of his “Letter on the Academy” was “corrected” and that Olenin, whose
advice he had used when writing the essay, should be asked for permission to publish it:
“The canvass is his, and the silks are mine.”7

2.1. The Russian and British Reception of Batiushkov’s Essay
Curiously enough, “Progulka” became accessible to Anglophone readers very early.

Its unsigned translation into English, titled “A Visit in the Academy of Arts,” appeared
in Arnold’s Magazine of the Fine Arts in March and April 1834 (see Batiushkov 1834). The
translator, William Henry Leeds (b. 1786–d. 1866), was “a truly significant figure in the
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early history of British reception and perception not only of Russian literature but also
of Russian art and architecture” (Cross 2012, p. 56). The translation was preceded by the
praise of Batiushkov’s essay in Leeds’s review of Opyty, published in the Foreign Quarterly
Review in January 1832 (Cross 2012, p. 61):

The “Visit to the Academy of Arts” would be valuable, were it merely for the in‑
formation it affords relative to some of the most noted artists of Russia, Yegorov,
Kiprensky, Varnik, &c.; independently of which, his remarks on painting con‑
vince us that Batiushkov was fully capable of appreciating, and entering with
real feeling into the beauties and excellencies of that art. (Leeds 1832, p. 219)

The review concludes with a complete poetic translation of Batiushkov’s then most
acclaimed elegy, “Umiraiushchii Tass” [The Dying Tasso] (1817).

A special emphasis on “Progulka” and “Umiraiushchii Tass” is already found in Leeds’s
earlier review of Grech’s Opyt kratkoi istorii russkoi literatury [A Brief History of Russian
Literature] (1822), published in 1828 in the Foreign Review and Continental Miscellany, an
unsuccessful short‑lived rival of the Foreign Quarterly Review (Cross 2012, p. 55):

While Zhukovsky caught the spirit of the bards of the north, Batiushkov infused
into his strains the grace, delicacy, and refinement of the Italian muse. His “Dy‑
ing Tasso” is one of those productions which stamp at once the reputation of a
poet.

As a writer of prose, he is no less admirable, for there is a charm and finished
elegance in his style, that well accord with the refined criticism in his essays:
amongst which, his ”Visit to the Academy of Arts” is exceedingly interesting,
and written with great eloquence. (Leeds 1828, p. 295)

The contrast of Zhukovsky and Batiushkov as the singers of Anglo‑German north
and Franco‑Italian south, correspondingly, goes back to Pyotr Pletnev, whom Grech (1822,
pp. 305–14) extensively quotes, and further to Sergei Uvarov, a former member of the Arza‑
mas literary society and Batiushkov’s one‑time coauthor (Ouvaroff 1817; Pletnev 1817; see
Pilshchikov and Fitt 1999; Pilshchikov 2003, pp. 5, 186). However, the preference given
to “Progulka v Akademiiu Khudozhestv” is the reviewer’s own. Therefore, Leeds dis‑
tinguished Batiushkov’s innovative essay more than a decade earlier than Russia’s most
eulogized 19th‑century literary critic Belinsky, who remarked in 1843 that the author of
“Progulka” was “a passionate lover of the arts, a man gifted with a truly artistic soul,”8

and more than a century earlier than the celebrated Soviet art critic Abram Efros, who
wrote in 1930:

Batiushkov was the Columbus of Russian art criticism. “Progulka” is its first high
example. In it, our art found the first living link with our literature, history, and
the whole early‑19th‑century Russian culture. Batiushkov created a new literary
genre here, just as he created it in poetry. The vividness of his imagination, the
subtlety of taste, the uninhibited writing style, and the confidence of his critical
judgment seem captivating even a century later.9

Despite all the (overall, very moderate) plaudits, the text of Batiushkov’s essay has
never been commented on consistently. Leonid Maikov, the editor of Batiushkov’s com‑
plete works published in 1885–1887 to celebrate the poet’s centenary, laid the foundation
for an academic commentary on his literary heritage. Not much has been added to the
comments on “Progulka v Akademiiu Khudozhestv” since then. The modest aim of this
section is to offer a few addenda.

2.2. Winckelmann and the Apollo Belvedere
A tradition of prose writing was virtually non‑existent in early‑19th‑century Russia.

For this reason, some of the new prosaic genres Batiushkov developed in the prose volume
of his Essays were disguised as private letters. “Progulka” is no exception. It begins and
ends as a letter to a friend and has the subtitle “Pis’mo starogo Moskovskogo zhitelia k
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priiateliu v derevniu ego N.” [A Letter from an Old Moscow Resident to his Friend in the
Village of N.].

The signaling names in Batiushkov’s essay are those of Johann Joachim Winckelmann
and Anton Raphael Mengs, the main Neoclassical intermediaries between pictorial and
verbal art. Roman Jakobson maintained that “intersemiotic translation or transmutation is
an interpretation of verbal signs by means of signs of nonverbal sign systems” (Jakobson
1959, p. 233). But the reverse is also true, and an interpretation of nonverbal signs by means
of signs of natural languages is an equally important mechanism of cultural polyglotism.
This type of intersemiotic translation—“the verbal representation of the graphic represen‑
tation” (Heffernan 1991, p. 299)—has long been known as ekphrasis (Krieger 1967, 1992;
Braginskaia 1977; Lund 1992, pp. 12–16; Heffernan 1991, 1993; Mitchell 1994, pp. 151–65;
Wagner 1996; Webb 1999; Bartsch and Elsner 2007).10 In the Neoclassical age, Winckel‑
mann became the first interpreter/translator of plastic arts into the verbal medium. He
was the author who combined reinvented ekphrasis with newly invented art history and
transformed a rhetorical exercise of interpreting an artwork into an independent work of
art (Pommier 2003, p. 15).

A mention of his book, Geschichte der Kunst des Altertums [History of the Art of An‑
tiquity] (1764), sets up a Winckelmannian frame of reference at the beginning of the third
paragraph of Batiushkov’s text, i.e., the first paragraph of the narrative, which begins after
the introduction addressed to the fictitious owner of the village of N.:

I shall begin from the very beginning, after the old fashion of old folks.
Listen

While sitting yesterday morning by the window, with a volume of Winckelmann
in my hand, I indulged in a reverie, of which you must not expect any particular
account. (Batiushkov 1834, p. 452; translation modified)11

Winckelmann’s name also sets up a framework composition of the essay, which ends
with invoking the same fictional addressee (Lappo‑Danilevskij 2007, pp. 187–89). It is fol‑
lowed by a Postscriptum—not translated in Leeds’s version—which relates an imagined
conversation with a fictitious painter who catechizes the author’s intimate thoughts:

So far we do not have our own Mengs, who might reveal to us the secrets of his
art, at the same time as adding another, equally difficult art to the art of painting:
the art of expressing one’s own thoughts. We have not yet had a Winckelmann
. . . . (Batiushkov 2002)12

Finally, a quotation from Winckelmann’s Geschichte—a book which is “widely consid‑
ered to be a foundational text in the history of art” (Harloe 2007, p. 229)—, appears in the
very middle of the essay.

To appreciate the context, we should recall not only the significance of the Geschichte
in the late Neoclassical age, but also the public repercussions of its author’s name:

The credit for inventing the scientific study of Greco‑Roman sculpture still be‑
longs to the German scholar, Johann Joachim Winckelmann. The reason for this,
the Geschichte der Kunst des Alterthums [ . . . ], was first published Dresden in 1764
[ . . . ]. So important was the project that Winckelmann was revising it when he
was murdered a year later. This evolving version was published in Vienna in
1776. It is this amended Geschichte that formed the basis of influential French
and Italian editions. These followed quickly, propelled perhaps by the interest
generated by his murder. Though it was another hundred years before the text
was translated into English, its impact has been extraordinary. [ . . . ] His death
is documented in autopsy reports and defendant’s account of the murder. Mur‑
murings of a sexual motive fuel the ”facts” of his homosexual lifestyle and the
web of fictions that have been written about him since. But for classicists, Winck‑
elmann is his Geschichte and his Geschichte his defining narrative: in the words of
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its author, the book represents the first serious attempt to construct a framework
for ancient art. (Vout 2006, p. 139)

The quotation Batiushkov used was so famous that Leeds omitted it as a matter of
common knowledge:

In that figure we at once behold Apollo [ . . . ]! While contemplating this exquisite
prodigy of sculpture, I fully assented to Winckelmann’s enthusiastic comment. “I
forget the universe, he says, when gazing on Apollo; I myself adopt the noblest
posture in order to be worthy of contemplating him.” (Batiushkov 1834, p. 524;
the quotation “I forget the universe . . . ” is taken from Batiushkov 2002)13

The German original of the chapter “Beschreibung des Apollo im Belvedere” [Descrip‑
tion of the Apollo Belvedere] reads as follows:

“Ich vergesse alles andere über dem Anblicke dieses Wunderwerks der Kunst,
und ich nehme selbst einen erhabenen Stand an, ummit Würdigkeit anzuschauen”
[I forget everything else at the sight of this miracle of art, and I myself adopt an
elevated stance to gaze with dignity]. (Winckelmann 1764, vol. I, p. 393)14

The German original reads “I forget everything else,” but Batiushkov translates it as “I
forget the universe.” Apparently, he used a French translation of Winckelmann’s passage
(Maikov and Saitov 1885, p. 438). Enormously popular, it was translated into French sev‑
eral times (Griener 1998, pp. 44–48, 75–81; Vout 2006, p. 139 fn. 1). The first translation,
not authorized (and subsequently scolded) by the author, was made by Gottfried Sellius,
edited by Jean‑Baptiste Robinet, and published in 1766 (Griener 1998, p. 45). The passage
under discussion reads thus:

A la vue de cette merveille de l’Art, j’oublie la terre, je m’éleve au‑dessus des sens,
& mon esprit prend aisément une disposition surnaturelle propre à en juger avec
dignité. [At the sight of this marvel of art, I forget the earth, I rise above the senses,
and my mind easily takes on a supernatural disposition appropriate for judging
it with dignity.] (Winckelmann 1766, vol. II, p. 287)

This version is so unfaithful to the original that it can be labeled a mistranslation. The
word Stand has several meanings in German (DWB 1907, pp. 683–727), but here it means
‘Stand des Körpers,’ ‘stance of the body.’ It is “a favorite expression of Winckelmann’s,
from whom Lessing and Herder may have adopted it” and who usually used it “with an
adjectival addition, whereby Stand then acquires the meaning of a special way of standing,
a particular posture of the body.”15 Other translators corrected this flaw. At the same time,
later translations supported the tendency to substitute a noun for the pronoun after the
verb forget.

In the same year, Michael Huber (b. 1727–d. 1804) published his version of Winckel‑
mann’s description of the Apollo Belvedere in Gazette littéraire de l’Europe with a parallel
text of the first French translation of the Geschichte to demonstrate its faults (Griener 1998,
pp. 45, 77). Huber included it with emendations in his complete translation of Winck‑
elmann’s treatise made in 1781 (Winckelmann 1781), which was republished with more
revisions in 1789. The passage under discussion did not change and appeared in the same
form in all editions:

A l’aspect de ce chef‑d’œuvre j’oublie tout l’univers; je prends moi‑même une
attitude noble pour le contempler avec dignité. [At the sight of this chef‑d’œuvre,
I forget the universe; I myself adopt a noble posture in order to contemplate it
with dignity.] (Winckelmann 1789, vol. III, p. 197)

Huber chose the equivalent attitude, which now has two meanings, ‘manière de tenir
son corps’ and ‘disposition d’esprit’ (TLF 1974, pp. 872–73). One may think that the entire
phrase means either ‘an elevated or lofty stance of the body’ or ‘an elevated or sublime
state of mind.’ However, the second meaning was initially considered figurative, and the
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word developed full‑fledged polysemy only through the 19th century. The original mean‑
ing was formed in 1637 when painter Nicolas Poussin borrowed this word from Italian
as a term of plastic arts (TLF 1974, pp. 873–74). The fourth edition of the Dictionnaire de
l’Académie française gives only one meaning for attitude: ‘Situation, position du corps’ (DAF
1762, vol. I, 121); the fifth edition, in addition to the initial meaning, registers only the figu‑
rative meaning of ‘a stance that expresses particular feelings’ (“L’attitude qui exprime ces
sentimens ou ces passions,” DAF 1798, vol. I, p. 97). Only the sixth edition of the aca‑
demic dictionary, published in 1835, presents this word as having two different meanings,
familiar to us (DAF 1835, vol. I, p. 127). It is no surprise that Batiushkov chose the literal
meaning of attitude in 1814.

Huber’s version of Histoire de l’Art chez les Anciens is still considered the best transla‑
tion of this text in French and a turning point in the reception of Winckelmann in France
(Griener 1998, p. 45). Nevertheless, it was (unsuccessfully) rivaled by translator and pub‑
lisher Hendrik (Henri) Jansen (b. 1741–d. 1812), who combined the versions of his prede‑
cessors:

A l’aspect de cette merveille de l’art j’oublie tout l’univers; et mon esprit prend
une disposition surnaturelle propre à en juger avec dignité. [At the sight of this
marvel of art, I forget the universe; and my mind takes on a supernatural disposi‑
tion appropriate for judging it with dignity.] (Winckelmann 1802–1803, vol. II.1,
p. 428)

Batiushkov used Huber’s translation, and it looks like it is this book that he refers to
at the beginning of the essay. However, Leonid Maikov noticed that the 1814 publication
of “Progulka” begins with a mention of “a volume of Montaigne in my hand”16 and not of
Winckelmann (Maikov and Saitov 1885, p. 434). The commentator found this replacement
natural because, in the final version, a reference to History of the Art of Antiquity presages a
quotation from this book.17 Michel de Montaigne belonged among Batiushkov’s favorite
authors, and his Essays in Verse and Prose begin with an epigraph from Montaigne’s Essais
(Pilshchikov 1994–1995, vol. 2, pp. 222–23). But what about Winckelmann, whose name
was even more popular in Russia?18

Some Batiushkov scholars believe that he “knew well the famous work of the ‘elo‑
quent’ Winckelmann, History of the Art of Antiquity, and the theoretical treatises of Mengs,
who developed Winckelmann’s ideas.”19 However, as Andrei Zorin points out in the arti‑
cle “Batiushkov and Germany,” although Batiushkov’s “observations develop in line with
Winckelmann’s ideas,” the Russian poet “was not by temperament a diligent reader of
aesthetic treatises.”20

It is time now to “deconstruct” Batiushkov’s reference. I have demonstrated else‑
where that he sometimes used fewer book sources than he referred to (Pilshchikov 1994a,
2003, pp. 158–179). Winckelmann’s description of the Apollo was often quoted and an‑
thologized. In particular, it was included in the most popular 19th‑century French school
reader, Leçons françaises de littérature et de morale, compiled by François Noël and François
de La Place (Delaplace). A fragment titled “L’Apollon du Belvedere,” with a direct ref‑
erence to the source—“Winkelman [sic!], Histoire de l’Art chez les Anciens”— appeared in
the section “Descriptions” in all the editions of the anthology (it went through six editions
between 1804 and 1813, with many more to come in the following decades).21 But, most
likely, the direct source of Batiushkov’s quotation were the historical and literary notes to
Jacques Delille’s philosophical poem in eight cantos L’Imagination, compiled by his learned
commentator Joseph Esménard (b. 1767–d. 1811).

For Batiushkov and his contemporaries, l’abbé Delille was influential, first and fore‑
most, as the most successful French translator of Vergil (“l’abbé Virgile” was his ironic
nickname at that time) and the author of the most celebrated “descriptive” poem Les Jardins
[The Gardens].22 His Dithyrambe sur l’immortalité de l’âme and the poem L’Imagination also
attracted the vivid attention of French and Russian readers. Les Jardins and L’Imagination
were also abundantly anthologized in such sections of Leçons françaises as “Tableaux” [Pic‑
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tures] and “Descriptions,” which presented exemplary literary descriptions of nature, his‑
torical sites, architecture, and the works of art, including ekphrastic poetry.

The fifth canto of L’Imagination is called “Les Arts” and features numerous ekphrases,
including that of the Apollo Belvedere:

O prodige! long‑temps dans sa masse grossière,
Un vil bloc enferma le Dieu de la lumière.
L’art commande, et d’un marbre Apollon est sorti;
[...]
D’un tout harmonieux j’admire les accords;
L’œil avec volupté glisse sur ce beau corps.
A son premier aspect, je m’arrête, je rêve;
Sans m’en apercevoir ma tête sa relève,
Mon maintien s’ennoblit. Sans temple, sans autels,
Son air commande encor l’hommage des mortels;
Et, modèle des arts et leur première idole,
Seul il semble survivre au dieu du Capitole.23

Esménard’s note to this passage discloses the source of Delille’s inspiration and quotes
Huber’s version of Winckelmann’s description in its entirety (Delille 1806, vol. II, pp. 59–62;
cf. Winckelmann 1789, vol. III, pp. 195–98). This passage was also anthologized by Noël
and Delaplace (beginning from the third edition of Leçons), who refer to Winckelmann in a
footnote: “Voir Descriptions en prose, même sujet” [See the section Descriptions in prose, the
same subject].24 What makes me think that Batiushkov’s source was the complete edition
of Delille’s poem and not the anthology, is that “Progulka” features a modified quotation
from the sixth canto of L’Imagination (Maikov and Saitov 1885, p. 434):

I directed my eyes involuntarily towards the Troitzky Bridge, and thence towards
the humble dwelling of that great monarch, to whom may justly be applied the
well‑known verse,

Souvent un faible gland recèle un chêne immense.
My imagination forthwith pictured to me Peter himself, as he stood contemplat‑
ing the banks of the [wild] Neva [ . . . ]! (Batiushkov 1834, p. 453)25

As we can see, a verse from Delille’s L’Imagination is immediately followed by the
imagined scene of Peter the Great’s foundation of Saint Petersburg. These two paragraphs
famously served as the source for an analogous scene in Pushkin’s Mednyi Vsadnik [The
Bronze Horseman] (1833).26 This time its not an ekphrasis but a hypotyposis that describes
an event of which no factual evidence has come down to us. Batiushkov’s description, in‑
geniously versified by Pushkin, created this scene in Russian historical imagination. At
this point, we can guess which chapter of Montaigne’s book Batiushkov’s narrator could
have been reading before he “indulged in a reverie.” Most likely, it was “De la force de
l’imagination” (Essais, book 1, chapter XXI or XX, depending on the edition), with its open‑
ing motto: “Fortis imaginatio generat casum” [Powerful imagination creates an event].

As regards Anton Raphael Mengs, Batiushkov must have seen his paintings and draw‑
ings at the Saint Petersburg Academy of Arts, where they were used as models for instruc‑
tion (Bogdan 2017). Moreover, in 1784, by the decision of the council of the Academy’s
professors, a relief was placed on the facade of its building, reproducing the composition
of Mengs’s Parnassus (Ibid., p. 138). However, I cannot establish the extent of Batiushkov’s
acquaintance with Mengs’s writings.

Mengs met Winckelmann in 1755; they soon became close friends and exerted con‑
siderable mutual influence. Winckelmann’s ideas guided Mengs in his aesthetic views,
particularly in his treatise Gedanken über die Schönheit und den Geschmack in der Mahlerey
[Reflections on Beauty and Taste in Painting] (Mengs 1762), dedicated to Winckelmann.27

In his turn, Winckelmann called Mengs “the greatest artist of his time and possibly of fu‑
ture times as well” and believed his works “immortal.”28 The complete writings of Mengs
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came out in French translations by Hendrik Jansen (1786, 1787), preceded by less ambitious
editions by Jansen (1781) and Paul‑Jean‑Baptiste Doray de Longrais (1782). Still, there is
no documentary evidence that Batiushkov consulted them.

Batiushkov mentioned Mengs only twice, and both times paired with Winckelmann.
Although the author of “Progulka” complains that “so far we do not have our own Mengs,
[and] we have not yet had a Winckelmann,” he soon ascribed both roles to Olenin. In
June 1817, writing a congratulatory letter to Olenin on his appointment as President of
the Academy of Arts, Batiushkov included in it a poetic impromptu, whose addressee
allegedly could “draw like Mengs, / and write like the eloquent Winckelmann” (Koshelev
1987, p. 302; Wes 1992, p. 128; Zorin 1997, p. 146; Zorin 1998, pp. 507–8; Lappo‑Danilevskij
2007, p. 186).29 “Please don’t take this as the poison qu’on prépare à la cour d’Étrurie, i.e.,
flattery,” added Batiushkov.30 The French quotation has not been commented on yet. It is
taken from Voltaire’s tragedy Brutus (act 1, scene 2).31

The last topic discussed in this section is Batiushkov’s own encounter with the Apollo
of Belvedere. “Batiushkov’s ‘Stroll’ evinces a nervous preoccupation with the distinctions
between original and copy, as they relate to the native and the foreign in Russian art”
(Buckler 2018, p. 99). Similarly, the availability of numerous copies of the Apollo Belvedere
in and around Saint Petersburg did not deter him from his desire to see the original. Before
and in 1814, Batiushkov could have seen at least five such copies in various materials. One
of them, exhibited at the Academy of Arts, is described in “Progulka” among other plaster
casts of the antiques and provokes the Winckelmann quotation (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I,
pp. 134–37). In fact, the Academy possessed two copies of the Apollo at that time. The
earliest was cast from the form ordered by “the Maecenas of the Russian Enlightenment,”
Ivan Shuvalov, in 1769, and the other was sent from Vienna by artist Jakob Joseph Müller
in 1797 (Andreeva 2017, pp. 119, 127). More copies were found in the emperor‑owned
suburbs. A copy in bronze was placed near the Neptune Fountain of the Peterhof Palace’s
Upper Garden during the 1799 reconstruction commissioned by the emperor Paul I. It was
made in the Academy of Arts by the brass‑founder Vasilii Mozhalov after the wax model
cast by its adjunct rector of sculpture, the leading early‑Neoclassical Russian sculptor Fe‑
dor Gordeev (Yumangulov and Khadeeva 2016, p. 170; see Figure 1).32 An 18th‑century
marble copy made in Italy was placed near one of the Oranienbaum palaces (Yumangulov
and Khadeeva 2019, pp. 34–35; see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Apollo Belvedere (a marble copy). Oranienbaum, near Saint Petersburg.

Last but not least, there were two copies in Pavlovsk park. One was the 1782 copy
in bronze situated in the Twelve Paths area at the Old Sylvia (by Edme Gastecloux, after
Gordeev’s cast; see Figure 3). The other was a plaster cast in the Apollo Colonnade, re‑
placed by an iron cast in 1826 (Andreeva 2017, pp. 120, 128). More copies were made in or
brought to Saint Petersburg in the 1820s or later. After WWII, they were all reinstalled in
what is believed to be their original places.
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Batiushkov had encountered the original Apollo (Figure 4) not long before “Progulka”
was written—not in Rome, as our contemporaries might expect, but in Paris (Maikov 1896,
pp. 135–36). The statue was brought to Paris by Napoleon after his 1796 Italian campaign
following the Treaty of Tolentino (1797). From 1798, it formed part of the Galerie des An‑
tiques of the Musée central des arts de Paris, soon rechristened Musée Napoléon (Belting
2001, pp. 27–33; Gallo 2009). The Apollo’s sojourn in Paris ended in 1815, and the next
year the statue was reinstalled in the Belvedere Court in Rome. Batiushkov saw it during
his stay in Paris in the spring of 1814 and described it in his literary and private letters
(a reminder: the border between the two genres was blurred). The earliest and longest
is the aforementioned letter to Dashkov of 25 April 1814. Batiushkov writes that he and
his comrades‑in‑arms can now “stand in amazement before the Apollo Belvedere, before
Raphael’s paintings, in the magnificent Gallery of the Museum”33 and then, a few pages
later, returns to the same topic:

Now you ask me what I like most about Paris?—It’s hard to decide.—I’ll start
with the Apollo Belvedere. It is higher than Winckelmann’s description: it’s not
marble, it’s a god! All copies of this priceless statue are weak, and those who
have not seen this miracle of art cannot have any idea of it. You don’t need to
have a deep knowledge of the arts to admire it: you have to feel it! Strange thing!
I saw ordinary soldiers who looked at the Apollo with amazement; such is the
power of genius! I often go to the Museum just to look at the Apollo . . . 34
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Batiushkov also mentions the Apollo in his other letters from Paris—to Elena Pushk‑
ina on 3 May 1814, and Nikolai Gnedich on 17 May 1814 (compare Todd 1976, pp. 159–63).

In “Progulka,” Batiushkov simultaneously gives voice to two opposite opinions on
the issue of copies. One of his characters exclaims: “I hate [plaster] casts—no mock things
for me: the real ones, or else none at all—that’s my maxim” (Batiushkov 1834, p. 523).35

The other argues that they are “beautiful, for the casts are accurate and will satisfy even
the most rigorous observer of antiquity” (Batiushkov 2002).36 The real Batiushkov was
immensely struck by the original Apollo. Alas, the Belvedere statue itself is a Roman mar‑
ble copy or replica of the lost Greek bronze original from the late fourth century BCE, at‑
tributed to Leochares. If we get back to the initial context of Winckelmann’s Geschichte, we
will immediately recall that the famous description of the Apollo is “introduced into the
history of the decline of art in ancient Rome as an ideal that, at the time, could no longer
be recreated, but only plundered, stolen from the past.”37 The age of Neoclassicism and
neo‑Hellenism gave rise to its own simulacra.

2.3. Yegorov, Rubens, and Poussin
After the Apollo, the characters of the “Stroll to the Academy of Arts” moved into the

halls where new paintings by Russian artists were exhibited. Maikov commented on most
artworks they saw but left lacunae that have not been filled in the past 130 years.

The first picture they discuss is The Flagellation of Christ (Figure 5)38 by Aleksei Yegorov
(or Egorov, b. 1776–d. 1851), the most titled Russian academicist. He studied at the
Academy of Arts from 1782–97, was sent abroad in 1803, elected an academician in 1807,
and appointed professor in 1812 (Mroz 1947). “The name alone of this respected academi‑
cian will stimulate your curiosity,”39 promises the narrator and offers an ekphrasis:

The artist has depicted the flagellation of Christ in a dungeon. There are four
figures, larger than life. The main figure is that of the Saviour, in front of a stone
pillar, his hands tied behind him, and three torturers, one of whom is attaching
a rope to the pillar, while another is removing the garments which cover the Re‑
deemer, and is holding a bundle of birch rods in one hand, and the third soldier
. . . appears to be reproaching the Divine Sufferer, yet it is very difficult to de‑
termine the intentions of the artist with certainty, although he did try to give a
strong expression to the face of the soldier, in order, perhaps, to contrast it with
the figure of Christ. (Batiushkov 2002)40

Batiushkov’s attitude to Yegorov was ambiguous, and, abstaining from a direct as‑
sessment, he cites again two opposing observations belonging to two fictional characters
(“So I will relate word for word the opinions I heard about his new painting, while I kept
completely silent”41). The exchange of opinions contains a curious reference:

“Unfortunately, this figure resembles representations of Christ by other painters,
and I search in vain in the picture as a whole for originality, for something new
and unusual, in a word—for a unique, not borrowed, idea.”—“You are right, but
not entirely. This subject has been painted several times. But so what? Rubens
and Poussin both painted it in their own manner and if the painting of Yegorov
is inferior to that of Poussin, than it is certainly superior to that of Rubens . . . ”—
“What do you mean: so what? Both Poussin and Rubens painted the Scourging
of Christ: the more particular I am, the more critical I am in my judgement of the
artist.” (Batiushkov 2002)42

A commentator noted: “It is characteristic of Batiushkov’s artistic tastes that in ‘A
Stroll to the Academy of Arts’ he places Poussin above Rubens.”43 This is very true, but
what paintings does Batiushkov refer to? One is rather apparent: Peter Paul Rubens’s The
Flagellation of Christ, also known as The Torture of Christ (c. 1650), exhibited in the Museum
voor Schone Kunsten in Ghent, Belgium (Figure 6). However, Poussin’s catalog does not
feature a Flagellation. There are two possible solutions to this enigma.
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One hypothesis is that Batiushkov meant The Martyrdom of Saint Erasmus (1628–29),
the first public work of Poussin in Rome, where he arrived in 1624 (Figure 7). Exhibited
now in the Vatican Pinacoteca, it was originally an altarpiece for St. Peter’s Basilica, Rome;
but between 1797 and 1817, seized by the French, it was displayed in Louvre, Paris, where
Batiushkov could have seen it. However, it is hard to imagine that neither Olenin nor
Gnedich noticed this mistake.
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The other hypothesis is that it is pseudo‑Poussin. The most large‑scale falsification of
paintings ascribed to the French artist is presumably connected with the heirs of Claudine
Bouzonnet‑Stella (b. 1636–d. 1697), a prominent French engraver, most of whose prints
were after works by Poussin or by her uncle (and Poussin’s closest friend) Jacques Stella.
A few sets of her engraving series The Life and Passion of Christ, made after Jacques Stella or
after her own drawings, were fraudulently inscribed N. Poussin pinx. After that, “no less
than thirty‑four paintings attributed to Poussin” were hoaxed, “and among these were
twelve canvases representing scenes from the Passion, described as ‘engraved’ and corre‑
sponding to those in the series of engravings” (Blunt 1974, p. 747). Among the engravings
(and, correspondingly, paintings) were Christ Mocked by Roman Soldiers (also known as The
Mocking of Christ) and Christ Scourged (perhaps the same as Christ Stripped for the Flagella‑
tion). Unlike the former, originally titled Jésus mocqué par les soldas [sic] dans leurs cor de card
(Guiffrey 1877, p. 76), the latter is, most likely, not even by Claudine or her sisters (who
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were also engravers). The primary victims of the fraud were private collectors, who bought
the mock originals and collected the engravings as Poussin’s and not Stella’s. Furthermore,
“as they [we]re placed among the works of Nicholas Poussin, in the Royal Library at Paris”
(Smith 1837, p. 53), they were listed as Poussin’s dubia long after the forgery was identified
in the early 19th century. The following is a description of Christ Stripped for the Flagellation
in A Catalogue Raisonné compiled by the London art dealer John Smith (b. 1781–d. 1855)
two decades after Batiushkov’s “Stroll” was published:

The Flagellation. The artist has chosen to avoid the representation of the actual
infliction of that degrading punishment, and confined himself to the prepara‑
tions, leaving the spectator to conceive the rest. Two executioners are engaged,
one of them is attaching the wrist of the Saviour to a block, while the other is
withdrawing His raiment: the instruments of punishment lie on the ground. In
the back of the prison are seen three persons looking through the iron grating.
(Smith 1837, p. 57)

Indeed, simulacra reign in art history (Deleuze 1994, pp. 293–94; Baudrillard 1994,
pp. 99–100). I could only trace two engravings depicting the Mocking of Christ. One of
them is an interior scene mentioned above as Christ Mocked by Roman Soldiers; the other is
an exterior scene, also known as Christ Conducted from Caiaphas to Pilate (Figure 8). It can
give an idea about the style of The Flagellation.
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As regards Batiushkov’s honest thoughts on Yegorov’s painting, he exposed them in a
letter to Gnedich of July 1817, in unexpected connection with the elegy “The Dying Tasso”
(Maikov 1885, p. 563; Volodina 1989, p. 109):

But, speaking of Tasso. It would help if you whispered to Olenin that he should
assign this theme to the Academy. The dying Tasso is a truly rich subject for
painting. [ . . . ] I am afraid of only one thing: if Yegorov paints him, he will
dislocate his arm or leg even before his death agonies and convulsions and will
make of him such a Rafaelesco as from his Flagellation which, as you remember,
was displayed in the Academy (to its shame!); and Shebuev will rub his forehead
with a brick. Others will do no better.44

Vasilii Shebuev (b. 1777–d. 1855) was another prominent professor at the Academy
and its future rector (from 1832). Batiushkov mocks the red color of faces in many of his
paintings. One of Shebuev’s later (1821–23) works, Moses with Tablets of the Commandments
(now in the Irkutsk Regional Museum of Art), perfectly illustrates this feature (see Figure 9).
We do not know what artwork Batiushkov had in mind. The most likely suspects—Noah’s
Sacrifice, for which the Academy awarded Shebuev with the Second Golden Medal in 1797,
and a huge (480 × 382 cm) battle piece Peter the Great in the Battle of Poltava, for which he
was appointed a professor of historical painting in 1807—, did not survive. In the 1810s
both were kept in the Academy’s Museum (Kruglova 1982, pp. 13–14, 118).
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2.4. The Schaffhausen Waterfall
The next artwork presents yet another enigma:

The exhibition continued in the following rooms, mostly by young students of
the Academy. I scrutinized with curiosity a landscape depicting a view of the en‑
virons of Schaffhausen and the hut in which the new Philemon and Baucis enter‑
tained the SOVEREIGN EMPEROR and the GRAND DUCHESS EKATERINA PAVLOVNA. In
the distance a waterfall on the Rhine is visible, but not very successfully painted.
(Batiushkov 2002)45

Previous commentators proved unable to identify the painting. “The name of the
artist who exhibited a view of the surroundings of Schaffhausen is not known to us,” the
erudite Maikov stated.46 A century later, the commentator of the late Soviet jubilee edi‑
tion of Batiushkov’s works confirmed: “This painting is currently unknown.”47 Irina Se‑
menko, an eminent Golden Age scholar who edited Batiushkov’s Essays in Verse and Prose
for the academic book series “Literaturnye pamiatniki” [Literary Monuments], conjectured
in more detail:

This painting is currently unknown. Judging from Batiushkov’s description, its
subject was the entry of Russian troops into the Swiss town [and] canton of
Schaffhausen in 1813, and the locals’ warm welcome accorded to Alexander I.
Batiushkov associates this story with the Greek myth of Philemon and Baucis,
who treated Zeus and Hermes in a friendly manner.48

However, Batiushkov’s description contains nothing like this. Moreover, Russian
troops never entered Schaffhausen—the Austrians occupied it. On 8 (20) December 1813,
the Austrian Army of Bohemia under Prince Karl von Schwarzenberg crossed the Rhine
between Basel and Schaffhausen, violating the cantons’ neutrality, and moved further to
France. Alexander, who supported Swiss neutralism, was extremely disappointed with
the allies’ actions (Schilder [Shil’der] 1897, p. 180). He wrote about this on the same day
in a letter to his former mentor, Swiss politician Frédéric‑César Laharpe. In this letter,
Alexander also informed Laharpe that he was going to Schaffhausen soon to meet with
his sister, Grand Duchess Ekaterina Pavlovna (then Duchess of Oldenburg) and that he
would stay there until 10 January (New Style), 1814 (Ibid., p. 182). A few days later, on 1
(13) January 1814, the Russian army crossed the Rhine near Basel in the presence of the em‑
peror.49 Batiushkov was there and witnessed these events. He described them in a letter
to Gnedich on 16 (28) January 1814, and in the poem “Perekhod cherez Rein. 1814” [The
Crossing of the Rhine. 1814] (see France 2018, pp. 106–11). He knew what he was writing
about.

The clue to the right answer is concealed in Labzin’s official report on the exhibition.
In the report, each artwork is described twice, in the list of the displayed works and in
Labzin’s speech at the Academy’s annual meeting on 19 September. Item 26 in the list of
painting is this:

A landscape depicting the Rhine waterfall near Schaffhausen with a hut where
the Russian EMPEROR and the Grand Duchess dined with Swiss peasants, by the
Academy’s pensioner (stipend holder) Shchedrin.50

In addition, we find in Labzin’s speech the Neoclassical simile that Batiushkov bor‑
rowed for his essay:

Then curiosity draws the visitor to the landscape by the Academy’s pensioner
Shchedrin, representing that poor hut in Schaffhausen near the Rhine waterfall,
where the Russian EMPEROR and the Russian Grand Duchess, having shared a
hospitable meal with poor Swiss peasants, made these new Philemon and Baucis
happy.51

Sylvester Shchedrin’s Alexander I at the Schaffhausen Waterfall (oil on canvas, 78 × 98 cm,
inscribed Sil. Chedrin 1814 in Roman script) is now kept in the State Russian Museum in
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Saint Petersburg (Figure 10). It is the earliest extant landscape of this master (Mikhailova
1984, p. 8). The young artist had not been to Switzerland, so he had to use engravings with
the views of the Schaffhausen waterfall. It is unclear what dissatisfied Batiushkov—the
artistic technique or the inconsistency of the image with reality.
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Saint Petersburg.

Shchedrin’s Schaffhausen Waterfall never left Saint Petersburg/Leningrad, but it had
been in private possession for more than a century, so Maikov could not trace it: he mostly
relied on Andrei Somov’s catalog of the picture gallery of the Imperial Academy of Arts
(Somov 1872). The painting belonged to artist and photographer Viktor‑Bait Meyer (b.
1821–d. 1897) and then to his heirs, Iu. Meyer, A. V. Meyer, and L. A. Meyer‑Suslova,
whose widower A. K. Suslov sold it to the Russian Museum (Mikhailova 1980).52

Schaffhausen Waterfall was painted in Saint Petersburg. The quality of painting is
markedly inferior to Shchedrin’s famous Italian landscapes made from nature in Italy (see
Section 3 below). The waterfall was depicted from an engraving, the main characters were
copied from their portraits, and the foreground trees were painted from life on Petrovsky
Island (Mikhailova 1984, pp. 9–13; Usacheva 2009, pp. 19, 22–23). The latter is detectable
to the naked eye when compared with Shchedrin’s 1815 work, View of the Tuchkov Bridge
and Vasilievsky Island from Petrovsky Island in Saint Petersburg (Figure 11).

One of the most distinguished Russian landscape painters was born in Saint Peters‑
burg in 1791. His father was sculptor Fedos (Theodosius) Shchedrin (the Academy’s pro‑
fessor of sculpture from 1794), and his first mentor was his uncle Semyon Shchedrin (the
Academy’s professor of landscape painting from 1799 until he died in 1804). Sylvester
Shchedrin perfectly fits Batiushkov’s definition of the “young students of the Academy.”
He studied painting at the Academy under Mikhail Ivanov and was granted an academic
internship in 1811. As the Academy’s pensioner (stipend holder), he worked in Rome from
1818, staying long in Naples, where he finally settled in 1825. In the summers he lived
and worked in the surroundings—Capri, Amalfi, and Sorrento, where he died in 1830
(Atsarkina 1978; Mikhailova 1984). In Italy he became a close friend of Batiushkov (more
on this in Section 3 below).
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In 1817, Batiushkov planned to write “something about the arts, for example, an essay
on the Russian landscape.”53 This idea was not realized; neither were other items from his
plan “Chto pisat’ v proze” [What to write in prose] preserved on the cover of his 1817
notebook.

2.5. Medallists
Labzin’s report helps to recognize a few other works mentioned in “Progulka,” even

though not all of them. One of the artworks that have not been identified so far is men‑
tioned in the first redaction of the essay but excluded from Opyty:

We also noticed a wax bas‑relief [depicting] Olga’s betrothal to Igor; the finishing
is thorough, but everything as a whole is dry.54

Labzin informs:

Igor, betrothed to Grand Princess Olga, [was] molded from wax by 4th grade
student Gaidukov.55

Ivan Ivanovich Gaidukov was born on 12 (23) November 1791 to a family of a Ryazan
merchant (Kondakov 1915, pp. 249, 311). His elder brother, architect Alexander Gaidukov
(b. 1788–d. after 1817), also studied at the Academy (Kondakov 1915, p. 311; Beliaev 2016,
pp. 179, 182). In 1815, Ivan Gaidukov received the title of medallist with a certificate of
the first degree and was granted an academic internship (Kondakov 1915, p. 249). He was
registered as an employee of the Medal Chamber in 1819–20 (Shchukina 2000, p. 114). His
traces are lost after 1820.

Medallists typically produced their designs—an initial draft drawing and then a work
in relief molded in wax or carved on stone or steel—before casting the final product in
bronze. Such works were exhibited alongside medals.

The name of the author of two other reliefs is explicitly cited in “Progulka,” but their
subjects do not appear obvious:

Let our eyes [ . . . ] rest on the work of Mr. Yesakov. Here are his carved stones:
one depicts Hercules throwing Iolas into the sea, another a Kievan swimming
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across the River Dnieper. What great confidence there is in his line! We shall
hope that this skillful artist will gain in experience, without which a lightness
and ease in the finishing touches on small details is impossible.

(Batiushkov 2002; translation modified)56

Iolas mentioned here is presumably not the Iola(u)s, the elder son of Iphicles and
Heracles/Hercules’ nephew who assisted him in conquering the Hydra. He may be “an‑
other” Iolas (for whom a classical source is unknown), Hercules’ cousin whom the early‑
19th‑century standard reference book of mythology, François Noël’s Dictionnaire de la Fable
credited to be “killed by this hero in a fit of rage, on his return from the underworld.”57 Ac‑
cording to Pseudo‑Apollodorus (2.4.12), “after the battle with the Minyans Hercules was
driven mad through the jealousy of Hera and flung his own children, whom he had by
Megara, and two children of Iphicles into the fire” (tr. by James G. Fraser).58 However,
the author of the Bibliotheca does not give the names of these two nephews. According to
Diodorus Siculus (4.11.1) and Nicolaus Damascenus (Frag. 20 in Müller 1848–1853, vol. III,
p. 369), Iolaus was there, but when Hercules tried to slay him, he escaped.

It seems that Batiushkov was not sure who fell victim to Hercules’ fury. In the Syn
Otechestva publication (Batiushkov 1814, p. 203), Iolas (Іoлaсъ) is called Golas (Гoлaсъ). Of
course, this can be a typo for Iolas, but it can equally be a typo for Hylas (Гилaсъ). This is
precisely how Leeds interpreted Batiushkov’s text: in his translation, the narrator describes
“Yesakov’s beautiful intaglios, among which I particularly noticed one representing Her‑
cules and Hylas [ . . . ]” (Batiushkov 1834, p. 527). However, Hylas, Hercules’ arms‑bearer
and lover (ερωµένoς), was not thrown into the water—he was kidnapped by the Naiads,
whereas Hercules tried to find and save him (Apollod. 1.9.19).

Labzin’s report on the previous (1813) academic exhibition registers the following art‑
work, for which Aleksei Yesakov (Esakov) was promoted to academician (Labzin 1813,
p. 1944):

A group carved on stone, which depicts Hercules precipitating a youth into the
sea who brought him a poisoned shirt from Deianira, by pensioner Yesakov.59

Yesakov displayed it at the 1814 exhibition too (Labzin 1814, p. 3; Beliaev 2016, pp. 126,
182, 192, 197).

According to Sophocles (Trachiniae, 749–84), Pseudo‑Apollodorus (2.7.7), and Ovid
(Metamorphoses 9.141–228), the name of this youth was Lichas, and he was Hercules’ herald.
Ovid famously depicts the furious Hercules hurling Lichas to the Euboic Sea:

Ecce Lichan trepidum latitantem rupe cavata
adspicit, utque dolor rabiem conlegerat omnem,
“tune, Licha,” dixit “feralia dona dedisti?
Tune meae necis auctor eris?” Tremit ille pavetque
pallidus et timide verba excusantia dicit.
Dicentem genibusque manus adhibere parantem
corripit Alcides et terque quaterque rotatum
mittit in Euboicas tormento fortius undas.

(Ovid. Met. 9.211–18)60

In her translation, Carol Adlam substitutes Lichas for Iolas: “ . . . one depicts Hercules
throwing Lichas into the sea” (Batiushkov 2002). This emendation is undoubtedly true
from the standpoints of comparative mythology and history of art but hardly correct from
the point of view of textual criticism.

Unlike Yesakov’s other reliefs, the Hercules has not survived (Wrangel [Vrangel’]
1908, pp. 104–5), and we cannot conjecture its particulars. It is unlikely that the medallist
was familiar with the now‑canonical interpretation of this rare subject, Antonio Canova’s
first colossal statue Hercules and Lichas designed in 1795 (Figure 12). Although Canova com‑
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pleted its gesso in 1796, the marble (now in the National Gallery of Modern Art in Rome,
see Figure 13) remained unfinished until 1815, when Prince Giovanni Torlonia purchased
it (Rosenblum 1969, pp. 14–15; Johns 1998, pp. 123–44; Gonzáles 2020). The owner placed
the statue in the Palazzo Bolognetti‑Torlonia in Piazza Venezia, Rome, where Batiushkov
could have seen it later.61
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Pavel Sorokin’s later Hercules and Lichas (1849; now in the Odesa Fine Arts Museum,
Ukraine) was evidently influenced by Canova (Figure 14).
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In its turn, Canova’s Hercules should be compared to the Farnese Hercules, an early
third century CE Greco‑Roman marble statue by Glykon after the lost Greek original by
Lysippos from the fourth century BCE (now in the National Archaeological Museum,
Naples, Italy; see Figure 15). The characters of “Progulka” admire its copy in the Saint
Petersburg Academy:

Here you see Hercules Farnese, a model of both mental and physical strength.
(Batiushkov 2002)62

Labzin’s 1814 report lists “a Kievan swimming across the Dnieper” among Yesakov’s
stonework:

A Kievan who saved Kiev from the Pechenegs, Hercules, and two portraits of the
Sovereign Emperor, [all] carved on stone [ . . . ], by academician Yesakov.63

When the Pechenegs invaded Rus for the first time, they besieged its capital, the city of
Kiev (today Kyiv, Ukraine). The Russian troops gathered on the other side of the Dnieper
could not enter Kiev, and no one from Kiev could cross over to the army from the city.
This story is told in the Primary Chronicle (by Nestor the Chronicler, according to the
19th‑century common belief) and dated Anno Mundi 6476 (i.e., AD 968):

The inhabitants of the city were afflicted, and lamented, “Is there no one that can
reach the opposite shore and report to the other party that if we are not relieved
on the morrow, we must perforce surrender to the Pechenegs?” Then one youth
volunteered to make the attempt, and the people begged him to try it. So he went
out of the city with a bridle in his hand, and ran among the Pechenegs shouting
out a question whether anyone had seen a horse. For he knew their language, and
they thought he was one of themselves. When he approached the river, he threw
off his clothes, jumped into the Dnieper, and swam out. As soon as the Pechenegs
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perceived his action, they hurried in pursuit, shooting at him the while, but they
did not succeed in doing any harm. (RPC 1953, p. 85)64
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Once the brave youth reached the other bank of the Dnieper, he reported to the war‑
lord Pretich, who frightened the Pechenegs, and they withdrew.

Yesakov (b. 1787) died on August 8, 1815; in the 1817 Essays, at the mention of his
name in “A Stroll,” Gnedich added a footnote:

Take pity on this skillful artist: his early death stole our good hopes in him. Ed.65

3. Batiushkov’s Italian Sojourn
3.1. Batiushkov, Olenin, and Russian Painters in Rome

The climax of the discussions of Russian artists and their originality in “A Stroll to the
Academy of Arts” is a dialogue about Orest Kiprensky, “that deservedly great favorite with
the public” (Batiushkov 1834, p. 528). One character, Starozhilov (literally, Mr. Old‑Timer)
is more conservative, the other—“a young artist”—is more enthusiastic (and Romantic):

“Here we may plainly discern the effects,” continued [Starozhilov], “of able train‑
ing. What would Kiprensky have been had he not travelled?—had he not vis‑
ited Paris—had he not ———.” “But he has never seen, either Paris, or Rome,”
replied the artist.” “Never studied abroad!—That is very strange, very strange
indeed!” muttered our grumbling friend. (Ibid.)66

Russian artists had been prevented from going abroad because of the Napoleonic
wars; but the situation changed, and soon Kiprensky and Batiushkov met in Italy. In
late November 1818, Batiushkov set off for Naples via Lemberg (Lwów/Lviv), Teschen
(Cieszyn/Těšín), Vienna, Venice and Rome. “The classical land,”67 in which he was to
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spend more than two years, appeared to him as “a library, a museum of antiquities.” “Mag‑
ical, unique city, it is a cemetery of the universe,” he wrote of Rome to Gnedich in May
1819.68

The poet stayed in Rome from 24 January (5 February), 1819 (Halberg 1884, p. 60), till
mid‑February 1819. The practical reason was that Olenin asked Batiushkov to inspect the
pensioners in Rome and pass on some instructions. In particular, at the request of Count
Nikolai Petrovich Rumiantsov received via Olenin, Batiushkov came on his behalf and
with his letter to the workshop of Canova, who had made a statue of Peace for Rumiantsov
(now in the Khanenko National Museum of Arts in Kyiv, Ukraine; Figure 16). Gnedich
described this statue in the form of a letter to Batiushkov and published it in Syn Otech‑
estva, where Batiushkov had published his “Progulka” three years earlier (Gnedich 1817).
Gnedich’s essay is now commonly (and perhaps unjustly) considered to be an imitation of
“Progulka” (Blagoi 1934b, p. 647), but it was highly evaluated and often anthologized in its
time. Another piece of art criticism by Gnedich, a discussion of the 1820 academic exhibi‑
tion, also published in Syn Otechestva (Gnedich 1820), seems considerably more influenced
by Batiushkov’s pioneering essay (Naryshkina 1987, pp. 11–12; Baluev 2015, pp. 49–54).
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In 1819, painters Vasilii Sazonov, Orest Kiprensky, Sylvester Shchedrin, and sculptors
Mikhail Krylov and Samuel Halberg lived in Rome (Maikov and Saitov 1886, pp. 766–67).
Sazonov received a stipend from Rumiantsov, the other four were sponsored by the Saint
Petersburg Academy of Arts and were Olenin’s responsibility. A complete list of instruc‑
tions is contained in Olenin’s letter to Batiushkov on 10 November 1818 (Zorin 1987). Judg‑
ing by the date, Olenin handed or passed the letter to Batiushkov before departure, rather
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than sending it by mail. This letter has long awaited publication and commentary (see a
facsimile of the first page on Figure 17). I include it here with a minimum of necessary
explanations:

To His Excellency K. N. Batiushkov
On 10 November 1818

At last my dear Konstantin Nikolaevich will soon arrive in the classical land. He
will soon see the places where Dantes, Tassos, and Ariostos were born and died,
and where Ciceros, Horaces, Virgils, Juliuses Caesars, and Augustuses once lived,
but Tiberiuses and Claudiuses lived too! I confess that I would like to see them
myself, but only in a dream because I am not a traveler. Hoping for your friend‑
ship, I am sure you will present them all to me in your descriptions as faithfully
vividly as if I had actually seen them. To not burden you here with excessive
writing (unnecessary for the first time when I write), I decided to fill the content
of my letter only with my various commissions for you in Italy, which you ac‑
cepted for execution out of your friendship with me. Here they are all, one by
one:

1. My letter to our Envoy in Rome, Andrei Yakovlevich Italinsky. With this
letter, please hand him one copy of the portrait of our glorious Suvorov,
engraved by our skillful Utkin. As you are aware, in my letter I ask him to
allow you to explain some of my suggestions for the benefit of arts in Russia.
I will mention these suggestions below among my commissions.

2. My letter to Prince Grigorii Ivanovich Gagarin. With it, I also ask you to
hand over Suvorov’s portrait. I wrote to him that you, as a living parchment,
will take it upon yourself to tell him about our way of life and my daily cares.
I humbly ask you to take on the task of doing this.

3. I am not writing to our dear Orest Adamovich Kiprensky because I have
recently passed him a letter with the pensioners of the Academy, and there‑
fore I will await his reply. In the meantime, persuade him not to paint
Apollo Belvedere as a picture. I may be wrong, but it seems to me this
cannot be good. Let me know how he lives there and how I long to see him
here. Tell him about my portrait painted by Varnik.

4. I humbly ask you to visit the Imperial Academy of Arts pensioners, whom
I sent there, and, having handed them my prescript, to declare that they
should accurately fulfill it.

5. I humbly ask you to findout thoroughly (doskonale, as the Poles say) whether
it is possible to have inRome or elsewhere in Italy plaster casts of the columns
of Trajan and Antoninus, of various reliefs of the triumphal gates, of the
monument of Tiberius, and of various famous statues (and which ones).

6. Please talk to reliable people—our envoy, Prince Gagarin, or whomever you
like—about establishing a home for the students of the Russian Imperial
Academy of Arts in Rome à l’instar de l’Académie de France à Rome. “Casa
per i pensionarii della Imperiale Accademia delle Belle Arti di Russia, in Roma.”
This house must have enough room for a small common modeling class, six
studios, and, in addition, a room or two for each of the six students, as well
as enough space for an inspector with a family and household servants. I
humbly ask you to inquire what such a house could cost to buy and what
could be the annual cost of its maintenance. But I beg you to do all this
without any publicity and as if it came from you, solely for your curiosity.

7. Please find out who exactly are the Heads of various Italian Academies, i.e.,
the Academies of Arts, what their names are, how they are titled, and where
to write to them.
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8. Please also find out who is now considered the finest artists and the best
antiquarians in Florence, Rome, and Naples, what their names are, and how
to write to them.

9. In addition, I earnestly ask you to determine if it is possible to obtain ac‑
curate and detailed pictures in Naples, i.e., les dessins au trait des differentes
armes antiques vus du face, de profil et par derrière, avec leurs coups et plans,69 of
all the ancient military weapons found in Pompeii, Herculaneum, ancient
cities, Nola, and other places, and also drawings of every kind of antique
household belongings and tools, and, furthermore, most accurate copies,
in miniature, with watercolors, of some picturesque Herculanean paintings
(to be selected), and, in addition, if it is possible to have plaster casts of var‑
ious statues found in Herculaneum, especially the newly discovered statue
of Aristides.

Last but not least:

10. I humbly ask you not to leave me without your notice of new discoveries
of antiquities throughout Italy. In concluding this letter, I think there is no
need for me to assure you of my unfailing loyalty to you; time and occasion
will prove it much better than vain words. Stay well in the favorable and hot
climate and do not forget us, poor unfortunate inhabitants of the North.70

Figure 17. Aleksei Olenin. A letter to Konstantin Batiushkov, 10 November 1818. State Archive of
the Russian Federation, Moscow.

Most importantly, this letter enables us to date the earliest version of Olenin’s portrait
painted by Alexander Varnik (or Varnek, b. 1782–d. 1843). Its latest version (Figure 18)
was completed “in or after 1824” because Olenin is portrayed here with the breast star
badges of the Orders of Saint Vladimir, 2nd class, and Saint Alexander Nevsky that he was
awarded on 26 January 1812, and on 1 January 1824, respectively (Grishina 1989, pp. 26,
43; Timofeev 2007, pp. 218, 439–40, 563). Its earlier version should not date later than 1820
because it was displayed at the 1820 academic exhibition (Gnedich 1820, p. 268; Bestuzhev
1820, pp. 166–67; Turchin 1985, p. 133). The initial crayon (Figure 19) and the first version
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may thus date back to 1818 (pace Varnek 2013). Olenin is decorated here with the breast
star badges of the Orders of Saint Vladimir, 2nd class, and Saint Anne, 1st class, awarded
to him on 28 January 1811 (Timofeev 2007, p. 439).
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The painting was not displayed before 1820 because no academic exhibitions were
held between 1815 and 1820 (Gnedich 1820, p. 205; Svin’in 1820, p. 269; Beliaev 2016, p. 5).
Utkin’s portrait of Suvorov mentioned in Olenin’s letter (Figure 20)71 as well as Shchedrin’s
Petrovsky Island landscapes of 1815 (Figure 11) and 1816, were also displayed at the 1820
exhibition for the first time (Gnedich 1820, pp. 225, 257; Svin’in 1820, p. 274; Bestuzhev
1820, p. 163).
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Figure 20. Nikolai Utkin, after Johann Heinrich Schmidt. Suvorov, 1818.

Other items in Olenin’s letter also deserve attention. Kiprensky’s idea “to paint Apollo
Belvedere as a picture” refers to Apollo Smiting Python, an allegory of Alexander I’s victory
over Napoleon, of which Kiprensky informed Olenin in 1817: “I began a very daring work:
Apollo smiting Python. I took the whole motif, and even the whole posture of the Apollo
Belvedere; in a word, I am transferring this Apollo to the painting of the same size.”72 The
correspondence shows that Olenin was not an initiator or defender of this allegory (pace
Bocharov and Glushakova 1990, p. 213), but, just the opposite, its adversary. In February
1819, Batiushkov assured Olenin that Kiprensky “has not yet painted Apollo and is un‑
likely to paint him, unless out of stubbornness.”73 In his reply on March 13, 1819, Olenin
confirmed his position: “I am delighted that Kiprensky abandons his Apollo, but one must
remain silent, and I should do so.”74 Of the whole project, only a pen‑and‑ink artwork was
completed in 1818 or 1819 (Figure 21) and displayed at the 1825 academic exhibition in
Saint Petersburg, when its political topicality was already obsolete (Turchin 1982, p. 25;
Zimenko 1988, pp. 220–22, 229; and especially Petrova 1999).
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Figure 21. Orest Kiprensky. Apollo Smiting Python, 1818–19. State Russian Museum, Saint Peters‑
burg.

Sylvester Shchedrin’s report to the Senate of the Imperial Academy of Arts in Saint
Petersburg on 22 February (6 March), 1819, reveals the content of Olenin’s “prescript” (pred‑
pisanie) to the pensioners:

On February 6, New Style, Mr. Court Councillor Batiushkov, on his way via
Rome, handed us a letter, which prescribes us to report to the Academy more
often than it was required before; on my part, I will do so in due course. This
time I have the honor to report the following: We arrived in Rome on October
15/27 and received our four‑month salary in advance, counting from November
1, New Style; the banker wishes to issue us a pension in this manner during the
entire time of our stay here.75

Batiushkov gave a full account of the situation in a letter to Olenin of February 1819:

I met with the artists. Please tell Count Nikolai Petrovich that I have handed his
letter to Canova and bowed to the statue of Peace in his workshop.76 This statue
is its best decoration. I spoke at length with Canova about Count Rumiantsov,
and we both wished him long life and prosperity from the bottom of our hearts.
His protégé gives good hope; according to Kiprensky, he works very hard, paints
incessantly and wishes to pay with his successes a tribute of due gratitude to his
esteemed patron. The other graduates of the Academy are behaving perfectly
well, and they seem to like me. [ . . . ] I talked about them with Prince Gagarin
[ . . . ]. I can tell you conclusively that the pay they are entitled to is so small, so
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insignificant, that they can hardly support themselves on a decent footing. Here
a footman or valet gets more. The artist should not live in luxury, but poverty is
dangerous to him as well. They have nothing to buy plaster and pay for nature
and models. The prices are terribly high! The English flooded Tuscany, Rome,
and Naples; the latter is even more expensive. But even here [in Rome] it is three
times more expensive than at home, if you live in an inn; and renting a house is
almost one and a half or two times as expensive. Kiprensky will testify to this.77

Olenin noted the message and took the necessary action:

Thank you for the detailed justification that our pensioners in Rome cannot de‑
cently live on the pension I have granted them, although they get twice as much
as their predecessors. I will immediately use this information to their advan‑
tage.78

In a letter to Prince Grigorii Gagarin on 14 March 1819, Olenin gave vent to his surprise
and provided financial details:

I can’t stop wondering what is cheap in foreign lands. The current pensioners—
as you and Batiushkov and they themselves say—need three times as much as
before. In total, no less than 2400 assignation rubles per year for each. After all,
they will not receive the same amount when they return home! That is why I am
right, it is too early to send our pensioners to foreign lands.79

The situation changed on 9 September 1820, when emperor Alexander I ordered the
Minister of Finance, Count Dmitrii Guryev, to raise each pensioner’s stipend to 300 cher‑
vontsy (Dutch ducats of Russian coinage) per year and to pay each pensioner a lump‑sum
allowance of 225 chervontsy from the funds of the Treasury (Yevsevyev in Shchedrin 2014,
p. 206). The value of the chervonets was circa ten rubles (from 11.8 assignation rubles in
1824 to 10.8 in 1830—ibid.), and Olenin wrote to Russia’s Foreign Minister, Count Karl
Nesselrode on 20 November 1824:

In Rome, the capital of fine arts, in the favorable climate and under the clear
sky of Italy, where everything enchants them and contributes to their pursuits
and pleasures, they receive considerable salaries for their maintenance from the
Monarch’s generosity, which they can in no way expect to have here soon after
their return. The Academy’s most distinguished faculty members, under whose
supervision they were formed, receive salaries barely equal to the third part of
what the said young artists are paid yearly for their maintenance, while others re‑
ceive incomparably less, namely: rectors no more than 1350 rubles, senior profes‑
sors 1000 rubles, junior professors 800 rubles, and adjunct professors 400 rubles,
whereas everything is incomparably more expensive here than in Italy.80

We have seen that Batiushkov’s insistence was decisive in persuading Olenin to ap‑
proach the emperor. Batiushkov’s own salary was considerably higher. On 3 August 1818,
he informed his sister Alexandra that he had been appointed to the Foreign Collegium and
“granted the rank of Court Councillor and a salary of 1000 rubles ‘with a rate,’ which makes
about 5000 rubles and sometimes more, plus the sum equal to an annual salary to travel
to Naples.”81 The adjustment of salary “съ курсoмъ” (literally: ‘with a rate’)—a short for
“съ дoпoлненіемъ or дoбaвленіемъ вексельнaгo курсa” (literally: ‘with an addition of the
exchange rate’)—meant that an officer working abroad would typically be paid an equiv‑
alent of one ruble at the home rate of 50 Dutch stuivers per ruble82 (equal to 250 Dutch
cents after the 1817 decimal reform in the Netherlands)83 instead of the foreign rate of ru‑
ble, which was some ten times lower (e.g., from 7 to 12 stuivers per ruble in Amsterdam
in July–December 1811).84 Batiushkov’s annual revenue from his estate (obrok) was up to
6000 rubles per year.85 Still, both salary and estate revenue taken together were hardly
enough to maintain himself abroad.
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3.2. Batiushkov and Schchedrin in Naples
In a letter on 4 (16) February 1819, Gagarin wrote of Batiushkov to Olenin: “What a

sweet, pleasant, and interesting man he is. It’s a pity he will be leaving us soon, hurrying
to Naples.”86 The date when Batiushkov left Rome is yet to establish. Gagarin’s letter is a
terminus post quem. A terminus ante quem for Batiushkov’s departure is Shchedrin’s letter
to his parents on 21 February (5 March) 1819:

Batiushkov, during his stay in Rome, showed me all sorts of kindness. When he
was leaving, he told me to write to him: when I want to come to Naples, I should
let him know in advance, and if he has at least one extra room, he will give it to
me; otherwise he will prepare everything for me, which I will try to use, because
he will be there for some years at the embassy.87

Indeed, arriving in Naples on 3 (15) June 1819, Shchedrin moved into Batiushkov’s
apartment close to the Castel dell’Ovo, on the Santa Lucia embankment (situated before
the reconstruction of 1869, where via Partenope is located now) and lived there until the
spring of 1820. In April or early May 1820, Batiushkov’s hostess m‑me Saint Ange, a French
lady with two young daughters, moved house, Batiushkov and Shchedrin followed them,
and as of 2 (14) May 1820, their new address was 22 Capella Vecchia nearby. However, by
8 (20) September 1820, Shchedrin had rented a new apartment alone, again on the Santa
Lucia embankment.88 This is how he described the place in a letter to his parents on 23 July
(4 August) 1819:

The Santa Lucia embankment where I live is as crowded as Toledo Avenue, and
one must get into the habit of not being disturbed by the noise. Imagine the
whole jumble: the shore is full of stands where Lazzaroni sell oysters and other
sea creatures, as well as fish. There is also a well with sulfur water and taverns
where they gather to dine only fish and eat in the open air under my windows
[ . . . ]. Many people fill this part of the city; moreover, this road leads to the Royal
Garden. The strongest rattle and noise begins at 6 o’clock [pm] when people
only ride by and pass by without stopping; pedestrians stroll in the garden, and
carriages drive along the shore until 8 o’clock. Disturbances begin on the way
back, with a well where people stop to drink stinking sulfur water [ . . . ]. Some
people take baths set up along the seashore. At 9 o’clock, the musicians step
by [ . . . ]; they are outstandingly good at their art here. At 10 o’clock they sit
down for dinner, and until about midnight I watch with pleasure as they treat
themselves to fish [ . . . ]. When I go to bed, I close the blinds, then the window,
then the shutters, and there’s no more strength, you fall asleep a little, but the
devil will wake them up to dance [ . . . ]. You stay in bed but get up to look at the
damned dancers—and besides dancing, they also have a masquerade [ . . . ]; and
they incessantly keep inventing new things, so you can’t even remember them
to describe them adequately.89

We find a similar description in Batiushkov’s letter to Ekaterina Muravyova on 1 July
1819:

Naples is prey to all winds and, therefore, sometimes unpleasant, especially for
newcomers. I still can’t get used to the local noise, especially since I live on the
noisiest side of the city, on the waterfront of Santa Lucia. Outside my windows
is a perpetual jamboree, rattle and yells and screams, and at noon (when all the
streets are empty here, like ours at midnight)—splashing waves and wind. Op‑
posite there are many taverns and sea baths. People eat and drink in the street,
as you have on Krestovsky [Island], with the only difference being that if you
add all the noise of Saint Petersburg to that of Moscow, this is still nothing com‑
pared with what is going on here. [ . . . ] But I cannot part with this place, first
and foremost, because the hostess is French, my rooms are cheerful and clean,
and I am one step away from San Carlo [ . . . ]. Toledo—the local equivalent
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of Nevsky Prospect—, all the shops, the palace, and the festivities are near me.
These benefits make me prefer noise to other disadvantages.90

Since Borgo Santa Lucia was substantially reconstructed, we need to compare
Batiushkov’s descriptions with Shchedrin’s paintings of his first and second Neapolitan
periods to imagine how the territory looked like in the early 19th century. The first Neapoli‑
tan period is when the painter lived in the poet’s apartment. Just as today, the embankment
led to the Royal Garden (Villa Reale, renamed Villa Communale, i.e., the Municipal Gar‑
den, in 1869), a promenade at the Riviera di Chiaia. These painting made from or around
Batiushkov’s apartment include but are not limited to the following pictures (all—canvas
on oil):
• A View of Naples, 1820 (Figure 22);
• A View of Naples from the Garden of the Royal Palace, 1820 (Figure 23);
• A View of Naples. On the Embankment (Riviera di Chiaia), 1819, and the same landscape

painted in 1826 (Figures 24 and 25);
• Moonlit Night in Naples, 1828 (Figure 26);
• The embankment of Santa Lucia, late 1820s, and the same landscape painted from a dif‑

ferent angle in 1829 (Figures 27 and 28);
• A View of Naples from the Road to Posillipo, 1829 (Figure 29).91

The emperor’s younger brother, Grand Prince Mikhail Pavlovich, commissioned
Shchedrin’s early Neapolitan landscapes as support for stipend holders (Mikhailova 1984,
p. 17). He announced an exceedingly high price of 2500 rubles and asked Batiushkov to
show Shchedrin what views to paint. The initial order was for two watercolors, but the
artist asked for a permission to replace them with oils (Shchedrin 2014, pp. 73, 120, 134,
162, 173). While still in Rome, Batiushkov also “commissioned Shchedrin a painting—a
view from the porch of Jean de Latran [the Basilica of Saint John in Lateran]”—, to support
the artist, as he informed Olenin in February 1819 (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, p. 540).92

Unfortunately, this cityscape has not survived (Atsarkina 1978, p. 180).
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Figure 28. Sylvester Shchedrin. The Embankment of Santa Lucia, 1829. State Russian Museum, Saint
Petersburg.

Batiushkov did not wish to see the mundane Italy; hence his dislike of Naples and
admiration for Vesuvius, Pompeii, Cumae, Ischia or Baia. For him, only in Italy nature
and culture were in harmony. In a letter to Zhukovsky from Ischia on 1 August 1819, he
wrote:

I am not in Naples, but on the island of Ischia, in sight of Naples, [ . . . ] enjoying
the most magnificent spectacle in the world: in front of me in the distance lies
Sorrento—cradle of that man [Tasso] to whom I am obliged for the best delights
of my life; then Vesuvius, which at night casts out a quiet flame like a lantern; the
heights of Naples, crowned with castles; then Cumae, where Aeneas or Virgil
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wandered; Baia, now mournful, once luxurious; Misena, Puzzoli; and at the end
of the horizon, mountain ranges separating Campania from Abruzzo and Apulia.
The view from my terrace is not limited to this; if I turn my gaze to the north,
I see Gaeta, the summits of Terracina, and the whole coast stretching toward
Rome and disappearing into the blue of the Tyrrhenian Sea. [ . . . ] At night the
sky is covered with an astonishing brilliance; the Milky Way looks different here,
incomparably clearer. [ . . . ] Nature is a great poet, and I rejoice to find in my
heart feeling for these great spectacles.

(qtd in Todd 1976, pp. 86–87)93
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Of these visions of Italy, only one paved its way to Batiushkov’s poetry, but the result
was amazing. He described “Baia, now mournful, once luxurious” (Italian: Baia; Roman:
Baiae) in a short poem that remained unpublished until 1857 but later became well‑known
and even archetypal of Batiushkov’s poetics (Blagoi 1934a, p. 543; 1934c, p. 31; Fridman
1971, p. 239). It is an epitaph on Baiae’s ruins that “symmetrically inverts Horace’s ode to
the builder of Baiae (book II, xviii)” (Greenleaf 1998, p. 77):

Ты прoбуждaешься, o Бaйя, изъ грoбницы
Πри пoявленіи aврoриныхъ лучей,
Нo не oтдaстъ тебѣ бaгрянaя денницa
   Cіянія прoтекшихъ дней,
Не вoзврaтитъ убѣжищей прoхлaды,
   Гдѣ нѣжились рoѝ крaсoтъ,
И никoгдa твoи пoрфирны кoлoннaды
   Co днa не встaнутъ синихъ вoдъ!

  (Longinov 1857, p. 82)94

In his Analysis of the Poetic Text, Yurii Lotman described the technique of Batiushkov’s
ekphrasis of l’architecture morte in cinematic terms:

If the chain of images were translated into the language of the cinema, then we
would see a distinct transition from a long shot, to a medium shot and, finally,
to a close‑up, i.e., the columns on the bottom of the sea. In this case, as in cinema
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language, the detail assumes added, transferred significance and is perceived as a
trope. The more significant the detail, the more substantial and spatially enlarged
it becomes. The porphyry columns and the blue waters while preserving all of
the concreteness of individual objects become textual symbols concentrating in
themselves an involved complex of ideas—beauties, ruins, the impossibility of
recovering that which is lost, and eternity.
(Lotman 1976, p. 146)

What makes Batiushkov’s poétique des ruines so distinctive (cf. Mortier 1974) is that he
depicts drowned underwater ruins, which resurrect before our eyes to die again. In con‑
trast, Shchedrin, who also visited Baiae at the same time as Batiushkov (see Shchedrin 2014,
pp. 109, 118), painted typical pre‑Romantic antiques—overland ruins, the dead remnants
of the past (see Figures 30 and 31).
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4. The Poet’s Visual Art
Batiushkov described himself as a poet and a willy‑nilly warrior, comparing his sit‑

uation to that of his favorite Roman elegist, Tibullus (Pilshchikov 2006). He took part in
all anti‑Napoleonic campaigns. When the Prussian campaign of 1807 started, he enlisted
in the Saint Petersburg battalion of the Militia. On 2 March 1807, he was in Narva (now
in Estonia, on the border with Russia), on March 19—in Riga (now the capital of Latvia),
from where he sent letters to Gnedich containing a poetic impromptu and a verse epis‑
tle. These poems are now included in the editions of Batiushkov’s works, both as parts of
the letters and separately. Unfortunately, the same does not apply to the poet’s pictorial
impromptu—a self‑portrait in military uniform on a stallion in the Narva letter (Figure 32).
It was published in the epistolary volume of Maikov’s edition and in the “Academia” edi‑
tion (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III: between pp. 6 and 7; 1934: between pp. 384 and 385)
but has not been reproduced in the poet’s works since then.
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On 29 May (10 June), Batiushkov was seriously wounded at the battle of Heilsberg. Af‑
ter the battle he was transported to Riga where he convalesced in June and July 1807. From
there, he wrote another letter to Gnedich, in which he replaced a signature with a picture of
himself (Todd 1976, p. 72; Duganov 1988, p. 71; see Figure 33). First published in Maikov’s
edition (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III: fol. between pp. 12 and 13), it was printed in its—
presumably—original place, after the words “Instead of the name” (“Bмѣстo имени”),
only once (Batiushkov 1934, p. 385). I use the caveat presumably because the holographs of
both letters with self‑portraits have been lost.
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Figure 33. Konstantin Batiushkov. A self‑portrait in a letter to Nikolai Gnedich from Riga, June 1807.
Lost.

Yet another opus—this time a poem—that is usually published without an obligatory
pictorial element is “Pafosa bog, Erot prekrasnoi (Na roze babochku poimal)” [The God of
Paphos, beautiful Eros caught a butterfly on a rose] (1809). The holograph shows that this
poem is an ekphrasis that describes an original drawing (Blagoi 1934a, p. 563; Koshelev
1989, p. 474), and they should be published together (Figure 34).95

Batiushkov’s graphic legacy includes about fifty works, but there were many more.
When mentally ill, he wrote only a few texts which combine 19th‑century poetic formulae
in an unusual way to express idiosyncratic associations (Orekhov 2013; Uspensky 2014);
but he was actively engaged in drawing, painting, and wax modeling. Doctor Anton Diet‑
rich, who treated the poet in Sonnenstein and then in Moscow, meticulously registered his
patient’s everyday behavior from 4 March 1828 till 30 May 1830 (Novikov 2005, pp. 168–70,
206–26; Koshelev 1987, pp. 326–32):
• “Showed a wax cast from his brother’s portrait” (5 March);
• “Yesterday morning he sent his sister a wax sculpture [ . . . ]. It is difficult to get to its

meaning: it consists of three bizarre wax figures” (19 March);
• “A portrait of his father molded in wax” (26 March);
• “The wax head of Grand Duke Constantine” (30 March);
• “The head of Christ painted on the wall with charcoal” (16 April);
• “Painted the head of the Archangel Michael on the wall” (23 April);
• “We found him drawing, and he immediately asked for paper and pencils in order to

draw a self‑portrait” (6 May);
• “The subject of most paintings is Tasso’s confinement” (20 May).96
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Figure 34. Konstantin Batiushkov. “The God of Paphos, beautiful Eros . . . ”, 1809. National Library
of Russia, Saint Petersburg.

In Vologda, Batiushkov continued to paint until the end of his days. He employed var‑
ious techniques, “using watercolor, gouache, whitewash, pencil, and appliqué”
(Zalieva and Rudnik 2004, p. 79). Although Dr. Dietrich remarked that “talent shines
in many of his finished drawings” (7 May 1828; qtd in Koshelev 2000, p. 163), other con‑
temporaries noticed in his artwork what was later described as “art brut” or “outsider art.”
Anikita Semenovich Vlasov, the headmaster of the Vologda gymnasium, wrote in 1855:

In terms of their content and technique, his paintings were something strange,
sometimes even childish; he executed them in every possible way: he cut out fig‑
ures of birds and animals from paper and, after coloring, pasted them on a hued
background, gave objects completely unnatural tints, and dappled his watercol‑
ors with gold and silver paper.97

The original document had a supplement with non‑extant examples of such works.
Stepan Shevyrev, a poet, critic, and Moscow University professor of Russian literature,
who visited Batiushkov in the summer of 1847, witnessed that:

At home, his favorite pastime is painting. He paints landscapes. The content
of the landscape is almost always the same. It is an elegy or a ballad in colors:
A horse tied to a well, the moon, a tree, more often a fir tree, sometimes a grave
cross, sometimes a church. Landscapes are painted very roughly and awkwardly.
Batiushkov gives them to those whom he particularly loves, most of all to chil‑
dren.98

Poet and translator Nikolai Berg visited Batiushkov on 8 July 1847, and left a similar
testimony (also reported by Shevyrev):

He often draws pictures—mostly paintings—, and he gives what he paints to
children. His pictures always contain the same image: A white horse is drinking
water; on one side there are trees painted in different colors—yellow, green, and
red; sometimes the horse gets a share; on the other side there is a castle; in the
distance there is a sea with ships, a dark sky, and a pale moon.99
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“The moon, a cross, and a horse are the indispensable elements of his landscapes,”
Batiushkov’s grandnephew Pyotr von Graevenitz (Grevens) confirmed in 1855.100 These
images can also be exemplified by his paintings from 1828–30 (Figures 35–37).
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Figure 37. Konstantin Batiushkov. Landscape with a House, 1830 (?). Literary Museum of the Institute
of Russian Literature (Pushkin House) of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Saint Petersburg.

Dr. Dietrich thus explained the poet’s mental conditions:

I do not need to say that such a severe and prolonged illness had to paralyze
all his mental powers. In Sonnenstein, the patient said several times: “I am not
a fool, I have lost my memory, but I still have my reason.” Only his memory,
the mental power most closely bound up with bodily conditions, seems to fulfill
its duties more regularly [than other powers], although it is weakened too. It is
true, it also obeys the despotism of imagination and does not easily step outside
the circle that imagination has drawn out for it. Still, within this circle, it com‑
bines picturesque paints from long‑gone times to embellish the most varied and
colorful mirages.101

Pictures are built of the elements of recollections, just as poems are made of ready‑
made formulas. Both function as a kaleidoscope, a popular optical instrument (inciden‑
tally, patented in 1817—the same year that Batiushkov’s Essays were published). If so, the
imagery of his paintings and drawings may have had a biographical background. When
taking part in the Prussian campaign of 1807, Batiushkov met Ivan Petin, an officer who
was to become his close friend and comrade‑in‑arms. They participated in three campaigns
together. Batiushkov described his death in the Battle of Nations at Leipzig (4–7 (16–19) Oc‑
tober 1813) in “Vospominanie o Petine” (Memoir of Petin, 9 November 1815; unpublished
until 1851):

In my eyes, the belfry flashed incessantly, where the body of the best of humans
lay, and my heart was filled with unspeakable sorrow, which not a single tear
could ease. [ . . . ] On the third day, soon after the capture of Leipzig, I [ . . . ]
met my friend’s faithful servant [ . . . ]. He led me to the grave of his good mas‑
ter. I saw this grave covered with fresh earth; I stood over it in deep sorrow
and relieved my heart with tears. The best treasure of my life was hidden in it
forever—friendship. I asked, begging the venerable and elderly priest of the vil‑
lage to preserve the fragile monument—a simple wooden cross with the brave
young man’s name inscribed on it—in anticipation of a more lasting one made
of marble or granite.102
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Batiushkov also described these events in a letter to Gnedich on 30 October 1813:

The whole battlefield was held by us and covered with dead bodies. A terrible
and unforgettable day for me! The first Household Guard’s Jäger [whom I met]
told me that Petin had been killed. [ . . . ] To the left of the batteries, in the distance,
was a [Protestant] church. Petin was buried there, and there I bowed to his fresh
grave and asked the pastor with tears in my eyes to take care of my comrade’s
ashes.103

Nikolai Fedorovich Bunakov, a Vologda educationalist and local history scholar,
linked the content of Batiushkov’s landscapes with his memoir and supposed that “it was
this bell tower and this grave cross that haunted Batiushkov for the rest of his long and
unhappy life.”104

Batiushkov’s extant artwork from the Sonnenstein and Vologda periods does not al‑
low us to unequivocally judge what is depicted there, a church or a castle—an image
the poet also associated with his deceased friend. Together with the “Memoir on Petin,”
Batiushkov’s other work of reminiscence was published in 1851, entitled “Vospominanie
mest, srazhenii i puteshestvii” [A Recollection of Places, Battles, and Travels].105 Like the
“Memoir,” it was also written inKamieniec Podolski (nowKamianets‑Podilskyi in Ukraine),
whose old Polish fortress (see Figure 38) reminded Batiushkov of Bohemian castles, where
he saw Petin for the last time:

I [ . . . ] am transported to Bohemia, Teplitz,106 and the ruins of Bergschloß107

and Geyersberg,108 where our camp stood after the victory under Kulm.109 One
memory brings forth another, as one stream in a river brings forth another. The
whole camp comes back to life in my imagination, and thousands of minute cir‑
cumstances enliven it. My heart drowns in pleasure: I am sitting in my friend
Petin’s hut at the foot of a high mountain crowned with the ruins of a knight’s
castle. We are alone. Our conversations are frank [ . . . ]. That is what the towers
and ruins of Kamieniec bring to me: sweet memories of the best times of my life!
My friend fell deathly asleep as a hero on the bloody fields of Leipzig [ . . . ], but
Friendship and Gratitude have imprinted his image on my soul.110

Figure 38. Napoleon Orda. Kamieniec Podolski. Zamiek, 1875.
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Figure 39. Unknown artist. Bergschloß Graupen near Töplitz, c. 1830.

Figure 40. Simon Petrus Klotz after Lorenz Janscha. A View of Geyersberg near Töplitz in Bohemia, early
1800s.

When insane, Batiushkov was fascinated by Napoleon. The French emperor is fea‑
tured in his last poem, written on 8 July 1852 (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. I, pp. 588–89;
Uspensky 2014, pp. 18–19; France 2018, pp. 221–22), and in his last letter addressed to
Pyotr Beletsky111 on September 28, 1853, in which he suddenly recalled “A Stroll to the
Academy of Arts”:

I am grateful for your letter and equally for the gift of a portrait of Napoleon: I
pray to him daily; pago debiti miei.112 May he reign again in France, Spain, and
Portugal, the indivisible and eternal French Empire, which adores him and his
venerable family! [ . . . ] Reading my strolls through the Academy of Arts, I wish
both of us to see there a portrait of Napoleon, the benefactor of the universe,
painted by our Russian masters, worthy of their vaunted brush, which may not
be afraid of the grouchy Starozhilov. The great oceans subdued to France and
her lands with their happy citizens will bless this image of the great emperor
Napoleon. Looking forward to my new stroll to the Academy of Arts, which I
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hope you will describe yourself, and wishing you all the best, I will remain your
loyal friend and sympathizer, Konstantin Batiushkov.113Arts 2022, 11, x FOR PEER REVIEW 47 of 64 
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Napoleon is depicted in one of Batiushkov’s earlier paintings as if presaging the future
program (Figure 42; cf. Monakhova 2008, pp. 139–41; Misailidi 2017, p. 55; 2020, pp. 46–49).
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One frequent subject of Batiushkov’s drawings and paintings from the 1830s to the
1850s was a cow, always depicted from behind (Figures 43 and 44). These pictures are
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numerous, and there is no obvious explanation for them (Koshelev 2000, p. 171). I propose
a hypothesis based on the fact that the word cow (кoрoвa) is unusually rare in Batiushkov’s
neo‑Karamzinist lexicon. It occurs only once, in the aforementioned letter of 2 March 1807,
from Narva: “Я здoрoвъ кaкъ кoрoвa” [I’m as healthy as a cow] (Batiushkov 1885–1887,
vol. III, p. 6). This is a Russian saying, usually used in feminine gender for rhyme’s sake,
whereas the masculine counterpart is compared with a ‘horse’ and is unrhymed: “Здoрoвъ,
кaкъ лoшaдь; здoрoвa, кaкъ кoрoвa” [As healthy (masc.) as a horse; as healthy (fem.) as
a cow] (Dahl [Dal’] 1862, p. 1059).
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moment his illness began. One piece of evidence is his self‑portrait presented to Zhukovsky
in 1821 (Figure 45); the autograph inscription reads: “Konstantin Nikolaevich Batiushkov,
a pleasant poet and a nice person.—Look at me! At the age of twenty, / pallor spreads over
my cheeks.”114 The taglines are from Batiushkov’s free imitation of Évariste Parny’s “Le
Revenant,” which, in the original, begins with the phrase “Ma santé fuit . . . ” [My health
flees . . . ]. A distorted color vision that sometimes accompanies personality disorder can
plausibly explain the unusual color schemes that surprised Batiushkov’s contemporaries.
Vincent van Gogh was later diagnosed with similar color vision deficiency.

Figure 45. Konstantin Batiushkov. Self‑portrait, 1821. Manuscript Department of the Institute of
Russian Literature (Pushkin House), Russian Academy of Sciences, Saint Petersburg.

5. Conclusions
Konstantin Batiushkov is recognized as an exquisite elegist, an immediate predeces‑

sor of Pushkin, and “a pioneer of Russian Italomania.” Much less known is that Batiushkov
was always profoundly involved with painting, drawing, and sculpture—not only as a
poet but as Russia’s first art critic, an ad‑lib art manager, and an amateur artist. His essay
“A Stroll to the Academy of Arts” (1814) inaugurated the genre of art criticism in Rus‑
sia. It was one of the earliest specimens of Russian prose writing translated into English
(1834). As an art lover, Batiushkov was impressed by Johann Joachim Winckelmann, but
most likely knew only excerpts from his writings in French translation. His love for Ital‑
ian culture eventually brought him to Italy, where he supervised the living and working
conditions of the Russian painters on behalf of the President of the Imperial Academy of
Arts in Saint Petersburg, Aleksei Olenin. Batiushkov’s own paintings and drawings show
correspondences between what was memorable for him in poetry and real life and what he
tried to depict in his artwork. Many of them belong to the time when he was already men‑
tally insane. Since Batiushkov was a self‑taught artist and a psychiatric hospital patient,
his visual works of this period can be categorized as early examples of art brut.

Several questions are left open for future research. “A Stroll to the Academy of Arts”
is rich in an artistic context and cultural references. The commentator’s task is to iden‑
tify the remaining artworks discussed in “A Stroll,” to determine where the newly and
previously identified ones are presently kept, and reproduce them visually to compare
the ekphrases with the original images. The story of how the Russian Imperial Academy
of Arts in Rome was designed but was eventually not established awaits a more detailed
reconstruction. It should be based on the unpublished or partially published documents,
such as Olenin’s letters to Andrei Italinsky of November 1818,115 to Prince Grigorii Gagarin
on 10 (22) November 1818, and 14 (26) March 1819,116 and to Batiushkov on 13 (25) March
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1819,117 as well as Gagarin’s letter to Olenin on 4 (16) February 1819.118 Long needed is a
consolidated publication of all of Batiushkov’s artwork, supplemented by a list of those
works that have not survived but are known from descriptions. There is a chance that
some of them can be found in provincial archives (Chekalova 2008). A particular task is
to analyze the context and meaning of the poet’s drawings and watercolors in one of the
most significant memorials of the Russian Golden Age’s literary and artistic milieu—Sofia
Ponomaryova’s album (Duganov 1988, pp. 12–13, 75–58; Vatsuro 1989).119 They remain a
complete mystery, especially the picture with a lady (Ponomaryova?) sitting on the clock
(Figure 46).
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Notes
1 Here et passim all dates of Batiushkov’s letters from Europe are “New Style” (Gregorian), and all other dates are “Old Style”

(Julian), unless stated otherwise or both dates are given.
2 Compare: “пиoнер нaшей итaльянoмaнии” (Rozanov 1928, p. 12); “пиoнер русскoй итaлoмaнии” (Golenishchev‑Kutuzov

1971, p. 457). Unless otherwise stated, all translations are mine (IP).
3 “Чѣмъбoлѣе вникaювъ итaліянскуюслoвеснoсть, тѣмъбoлѣе oткрывaюсoкрoвищъистиннo клaссическихъ, испытaнныхъ

вѣкaми” (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, p. 427). From Batiushkov’s letter to Prince Pyotr Viazemsky on 4 March 1817.
4 It is situated at the mouth of the Southern Bug river, halfway between the Ochakov fortress and the city of Nikolaev (now the

town of Ochakiv and the city of Mykolaiv in Ukraine).
5 “Бaтюшкoв (кoтoрoгo мoжнo считaть кaк бы умершим)” (Belinsky 1954, p. 574).
6 The traditional terminus post quem (July 1814; see Maikov and Saitov 1885, p. 433; Semenko 1977, p. 512) does not make allowance

for the date of the exhibition’s opening.
7 “Πисьмo oбъ aкaдеміи, перепрaвленнoе (нaдoбнo спрoсить у Оленинa, мoжнo ли егo печaтaть? Кaнвa егo, a шелки мoи)”

(Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, p. 395; compare Blagoi 1934a, p. 593; Fridman 1965, pp. 90–91).
8 “B стaтьях свoих «Πрoгулкa вAкaдемиюхудoжеств» и «Две aллегoрии» Бaтюшкoв является стрaстнымлюбителем искусствa,

челoвекoм, oдaренным истиннo aртистическoю душoю” (Belinsky 1955, p. 254).
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9 “Бaтюшкoв был Кoлумбoмрусскoй худoжественнoйкритики. «Πрoгулкa»—еепервый высoкийoбрaзец. Нaшеискусствo
впервые нaшлo в ней живую связь сo свoей литерaтурoй, сo свoей истoрией, сo всей русскoй культурoй нaчaлa XIX в.
Бaтюшкoв сoздaл здесь нoвый литерaтурный жaнр тaк же, кaк сoздaл егo в пoэзии. Живoсть вooбрaжения, тoнкoсть вкусa,
свoбoднaя мaнерa письмa и увереннoсть критическoгo суждения кaжутся нaм пленительными дaже спустя стoлетие”
(Efros 1933, p. 94).

10 On the poetics of ekphrasis in Russian literature, see (Heller 2002; Tokarev 2013).
11 “Я нaчну мoй рaзскaзъ снaчaлa, кaкъ нaчинaетъ oбыкнoвеннo бoлтливaя стaрoсть. Cлушaй. ∥ Bчерaшній день пo утру,

сидя у oкнa мoегo съ Bинкельмaнoмъ въ рукѣ, я предaлся слaдoстнoмумечтaнію, въ кoтoрoмъ тебѣ не мoгу дaть сoвершеннo
oтчетa” (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, p. 117).

12 “[ . . . ] у нaсъ еще не былo свoегo Менгсa, кoтoрый oткрылъ бы нaмъ тaйны свoегo Искуствa, и къ Искуству Живoписи
присoединилъ другoе, стoль же труднoе: искуствo изъяснять свoи мысли. У нaсъ не былo Bинкельмaнa . . . ..” (Batiushkov
1817, vol. I, p. 158).

13 “Boтъ сей бoжественный Aпoллoнъ [ . . . ]! Bзирaя нa сіе чудеснoе прoизведеніе искуствa, я вспoминaю слoвa Bинкельмaнa.
«Я зaбывaю вселенную, гoвoритъ oнъ, взирaя нa Aпoллoнa; я сaмъ принимaю блaгoрoднѣйшую oсaнку, чтoбы дoстoйнѣе
сoзерцaть егo»” (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, p. 136).

14 Compare (Winckelmann 1873, p. 214; Winckelmann 2006, p. 334). On this passage see, in particular: (Zeller 1955; Leppmann
1970, pp. 154–55; Lange 1982, p. 106; Pommier 1989, p. 14; Aldrich 1993, pp. 50–52; Potts 1994, pp. 127–29; Morrison 1997; Mah
2003, pp. 94–97; Tanner 2006, pp. 5–7; Harloe 2007, 2013, pp. 92–93; Harloe 2018, pp. 46–48; Fitzgerald 2022, pp. 19–22).

15 “Insbesondere ist es ein Lieblingsausdruck Winckelmanns, von dem es vielleicht Lessing und Herder übernommen haben [ . . . ].
gewöhnlich mit adjectivischem Zusatz, wobei denn stand in die Bedeutung einer besondern Art zu stehen, der Haltung des
Körpers im einzelnen übergeht” (DWB 1907, p. 683; in the printed source, nouns are not capitalized).

16 “ . . . съ Мoнтaнемъ въ рукѣ” (Batiushkov 1814, p. 123).
17 “Упoминaніе o Bинкельмaнѣ, съ кoтoрымъ въ рукaхъ сидитъ aвтoръ письмa, принaдлежитъ къ числу вaріaнтoвъ пo

зднѣйшей oкoнчaтельнoй редaкціи «Πрoгулки»; въ первoнaчaльнoмъ текстѣ гoвoрилoсь здѣсь o Мoнтaнѣ, любимoмъ
писaтелѣБaтюшкoвa. Нo и зaмѣнa егoBинкельмaнoмъне естьпріемъ искусственнaгo сoчинительствa: дaлѣе въ «Πрoгулкѣ»
дѣйствительнo нaхoдимъ цитaту изъ знaменитaгo истoрикa древнягo искусствa” (Maikov and Saitov 1885, p. 434).

18 On the Russian reception of Winckelmann in the 18th and 19th centuries, see (Lappo‑Danilevskij 1999, 2007, 2017; Dmitrieva
2019).

19 “Бaтюшкoв хoрoшo знaлизвестный труд «крaснoречивoгo»Bинкельмaнa «Истoрияискусствa древнoсти» и теoретические
трaктaты Менгсa, рaзвивaвшегo идеи Bинкельмaнa” (Fridman 1965, p. 92).

20 “Caм Бaтюшкoв пo склaду хaрaктерa oтнюдь не был прилежным читaтелем эстетических трaктaтoв. И все же егo
сoбственные рaзмышления o языке и слoвеснoсти рaзвивaются в русле винкельмaнoвских идей” (Zorin 1997, p. 147; Zorin
1998, p. 509).

21 See, e.g., (Noël and Delaplace 1804, vol. I, pp. 118–19; Noël and Delaplace 1813, vol. I, pp. 132–33). Batiushkov mentions Noël’s
Leçons in a letter to Nikolai Gnedich on 13 March 1811 (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, p. 113).

22 Les Jardins, ou l’Art d’embellir les paysages: Poëme en quatre chants (1782; revised edition, 1801).
23 “O miracle! for a long time, in its coarse mass, / a simple stone has enclosed the God of light. / Art gives a command, and from

a piece of marble Apollo comes out. / . . . / I admire the concord of the harmonious whole; / the eye slides voluptuously along
this beautiful body. / At the first sight of it, I stop and start dreaming; / without realizing it, my head rises, / my posture becomes
noble. Even without a temple and altars, / his appearance still strikes the mortals with awe; / and, the paragon of the arts and
their first idol, / he alone seems to have outlived the god of the Capitol (i.e. Jupiter)” (Delille 1806, vol. II, pp. 15–16).

24 See, e.g., (Noël and Delaplace 1808, vol. II, pp. 170–71; Noël and Delaplace 1813, vol. II, p. 154). The first two editions of Leçons
françaises (1804, 1805) had come out before the publication of L’Imagination in 1806.

25 “Я взглянулъ невoльнo нa Трoицкій мoстъ, пoтoмъ нa хижину Bеликaгo Мoнaрхa, къ кoтoрoй пo спрaведливoсти мoжнo
примѣнить извѣстный стихъ: / Souvent un faible gland recéle un chêne immense. / И вooбрaженіе мoе предстaвилo мнѣ
Πетрa, кoтoрый въ первый рaзъ oбoзрѣвaлъ берегa дикoй Невы [ . . . ]!” (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, p. 118). Compare: “Mais
l’homme tout entier est caché dans l’enfance; / Ainsi le faible gland renferme un chêne immense” [But the whole man is hidden
in childhood; / thus a feeble acorn contains a huge oak] (Delille 1806, vol. II, p. 78).

26 First noted by Maikov (Maikov and Saitov 1885, p. 435).
27 “Herrn Johann Winkelmann [sic] gewiedmet von dem Verfasser.”
28 “ . . . in den unsterblichen Werken Herrn Anton Raphael Mengs, [ . . . ] des größten Künstlers seiner, und vielleicht auch der

folgenden Zeit” (Winckelmann 1764, vol. I, p. 184).
29 “КaкъМенгсъ рисуетъ сaмъ, / Кaкъ Bинкельмaнъ крaснoрѣчивыйпишетъ” (The Russian State Library (Moscow), Manuscript

Department [henceforward RSL], fond 211, karton 3619, delo I–1/3, fol. 1; first published in Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, p. 445).
30 “Πрoшу не принимaть етo, зa poison qu’on prépare à la cour d’Etrurie; тo есть зa лесть” (Ibid.).
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31 “Quittez l’art avec nous: quittez la flatterie; / Ce poison qu’on prépare à la cour d’Étrurie” [Don’t employ artifices with us; don’t
employ flattery, / this poison that is prepared at the court of Etruria].

32 The statue was destroyed during WWII. In 1956–57, it was cast again from a plaster model (Yumangulov and Khadeeva 2016,
p. 170).

33 “ . . . стoимъ въ изумленіи передъ Aпoллoнoмъ Бельведерскимъ, передъ кaртинaми Рaфaэля, въ великoлѣпнoй Гaллереѣ
Музеумa” (Batiushkov 1827, pp. 26–27).

34 “Теперь вы спрoсите у меня, чтò мнѣ бoлѣе всегo пoнрaвилoсь въ Πaрижѣ?—Труднo рѣшить.—Нaчну съ Aпoллoнa
Бельведерскaгo. Онъ выше oписaнія Bинкельмaнoвa; этo не мрaмoръ,—бoгъ! Bсѣ кoпіи этoй безцѣннoй стaтуи слaбы,
и тoтъ, ктo не видaлъ сегo чудa искуствa, тoтъ не мoжетъ имѣть o немъ пoнятія; чтoбъ вoсхищaться имъ, не нaдoбнo
имѣть глубoкія свѣдѣнія въ искуствaхъ: нaдoбнo чувствoвaть! Cтрaннoе дѣлo! Я видѣлъ прoстыхъ сoлдaтъ, кoтoрые съ
изумленіемъ смoтрѣли нa Aпoллoнa; тaкoвa силa генія! Я чaстo зaхoжу въ Музеумъ единственнo зa тѣмъ, чтoбы взглянуть
нa Aпoллoнa . . . ” (Batiushkov 1827, pp. 33–34).

35 “Я никoгдa не былъ oхoтникъ дo гипсoвъ; лучше ничегo или все—вoтъ мoе прaвилo” (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, p. 132).
Another translation: “I have never liked plaster casts: my rule is either all or nothing” (Batiushkov 2002).

36 “ . . . тo, чтo есть, прекрaснo: ибo слѣпки вѣрны и мoгутъ удoвлетвoрить сaмaгo стрoгaгo нaблюдaтеля древнoсти”
(Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, p. 137). Leeds’s translation is eloquent but inaccurate: “ . . . casts, moulded from the originals them‑
selves, give us all the essential excellencies of the latter” (Batiushkov 1834, p. 525).

37 “Elle est donc introduite dans l’histoire du déclin de l’art dans la Rome antique comme un idéal qui, à l’époque, ne pouvait plus
être recréé, mais seulement pillé, volé au passé” (Potts 1991, p. 30).

38 Now in the State Russian Museum, Saint Petersburg.
39 “Однo имя сегo пoчтеннaгo Aкaдемикa вoзбуждaетъ твoе любoпытствo . . . .” (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, p. 137). This para‑

graph is omitted in Leeds and is quoted here in Carol Adlam’s translation (Batiushkov 2002).
40 “Худoжникъ изoбрaзилъ истязaніе Христa въ темницѣ.—Четыре фигуры выше челoвѣческaгo рoстa. Глaвнaя изъ нихъ

Cпaситель, передъ кaменнымъ стoлпoмъ, съ связaнныминaзaдърукaми, и три мучителя, изъ кoтoрыхъ oдинъприкрѣпля
етъ веревку къ стoлпу, другoй снимaетъ ризы, пoкрывaющія Искупителя, и въ oднoй рукѣ держитъ пукъ рoзoгъ, третій
вoинъ . . . . кaжется, дѣлaетъ упреки Бoжественнoму Cтрaдaльцу; нo рѣшительнo oпредѣлить нaмѣреніе Aртистa весьмa
труднo, хoтя oнъ и стaрaлся дaть сильнoе вырaженіе лицу вoинa—мoжетъ быть, для прoтивупoлoжнoсти съ фигурoю
Христa” (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, p. 138). Leeds: “This piece, the subject of which was Christ in Prison, are four figures, some‑
what above the size of life, namely, the Saviour himself and three executioners. The former is standing, with his hands bound
behind him, while one of the latter is fastening the cord to the column against which he stands; another of them is taking off his
upper garment; and the third appears to be insulting and reviling the divine sufferer; and, in the malignant expression of his
countenance, the artist has evidently exerted himself to produce a complete contrast to the resignation depicted in the features
of Christ himself” (Batiushkov 1834, p. 525).

41 “И тaкъ, я перескaжу oтъ слoвa дo слoвa сужденіе o егo нoвoй кaртинѣ, тo есть, тo, чтo я слушaлъ въ глубoкoмъ мoлчaніи”
(Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, p. 137).

42 “«Къ сoжaлѣнію, этa фигурa нaпoминaетъ изoбрaженіе Христa [у] другихъ Живoписцевъ, и я нaпрaснo ищу вo всей
кaртинѣ oригинaльнoсти, чегo‑тo нoвaгo, неoбыкнoвеннaгo, oднимъ слoвoмъ свoей мысли, a не чужoй».—«Bы прaвы,
хoтя не сoвершеннo: этoтъ предметъ былъ нaписaнъ нѣскoлькo рaзъ. Нo кaкaя въ тoмъ нуждa? Рубенсъ и Πуссень
кaждый писaли егo пo свoему, и если кaртинa Егoрoвa уступaетъ Πуссеневoй, тo кoнечнo выше кaртины Рубенсoвoй . . .
».—«Кaкъ, чтo нужды? Πуссень и Рубенсъ писaли истязaніе Христoвo: тѣмъ я стрoже буду судить Худoжникa, тѣмъ я
буду прихoтливѣе»” (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, p. 139). Leeds is again very inaccurate here. He even corrects the character’s
opinion to make it less insolent: “Both Poussin and Rubens have painted the same subject, each treating it according to his own
feeling. Yet what does that signify? And if Yegorov be inferior to the former, he has certainly here shown himself quite equal to
the latter” (Batiushkov 1834, pp. 525–26).

43 “Для худoжественных вкусoв Бaтюшкoвa хaрaктернo, чтo в «Πрoгулке в Aкaдемиюхудoжеств» oн стaвит егo вышеРубенсa”
(Blagoi 1934b, p. 686).

44 “Нo кстaти o Тaссѣ. Шепнулъ бы ты Оленину, чтoбы oнъ зaдaлъ этoтъ сюжетъ для aкaдеміи. Умирaющій Тaссъ—истиннo
бoгaтый предметъ для живoписи. [ . . . ] Бoюсь тoлькo oднoгo: если Егoрoвъ стaнетъ писaть, тo еще дo смертныхъ судoрoгъ
и кoнвульсій вывихнетъ ему либo руку, либo нoгу; тaкoе изъ негo сдѣлaетъ рaфaэлескo, кaкъ изъ Истязaнія свoегo, чтo,
пoмнишь, висѣлo въ aкaдеміи (къ стыду ея!), a Шебуевъ нaмaжетъ ему кирпичемъ лoбъ. Другіе, пoлaгaю, не лучше
oтвaляютъ” (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, pp. 456–57).

45 “Bъ слѣдующихъ кoмнaтaхъ прoдoлжaлись выстaвки и пo бoльшей чaсти мoлoдыхъ вoспитaнникoвъ Aкaдеміи.—
Я смoтрѣлъ съ любoпытствoмъ нa лaндшaфтъ, изoбрaжaющій видъ oкрестнoстей Шaфгaузенa и хижину, въ кoтoрoй
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ГОСУДАРЬ ИМПЕРАТОРЪ съ ВЕЛИКОЮ КНЯГИНЕЮ ЕКАТЕРИНОЮ ПАВЛОВНОЮ  
 

ИМПЕРАТОРЪ  
 

угoщены нoвымъ Φилемoнoмъ и
Бaвкидoю. Bдaли виднo пaденіе Рейнa, не весьмa удaчнo нaписaннoе” (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, pp. 142–43).

46 “Φaмилія худoжникa, выстaвившaгo видъ oкрестнoстей Шaфгaузенa, нaмъ не извѣстнa” (Maikov and Saitov 1885, p. 438).
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47 “Этa кaртинa в нaстoящее время неизвестнa” (Koshelev 1989, p. 445).
48 “Этa кaртинa в нaстoящее время неизвестнa. Cюжетoм ее, судя пo oписaнию Бaтюшкoвa, былo вступление русских

вoйск в швейцaрский гoрoд (кaнтoн) Шaфгaузен [sic] в 1813 г. и рaдушный прием, oкaзaнный Aлексaндру I местными
жителями. Бaтюшкoв aссoциирует этoт сюжет с греческим мифoм o Φилемoне и Бaвкиде, дружелюбнo угoстивших
Зевсa и Гермесa” (Semenko 1977, p. 515).

49 He chose this day to commemorate the crossing of the Neman a year before when Russia ended the Patriotic War and started
the Foreign Campaign as part of the Sixth Coalition against Napoleon.

50 “Πеизaжъ, изoбрaжaющій Рейнскій вoдoпaдъ при Шaфгaузенѣ, съ хижинoю, гдѣ Рoссійскій ИмперAтOръ и Bеликaя
Княгиня кушaли у Швейцaрскихъ крестьянъ.—Πенсіoнерa Aкaдеміи Щедринa” (Labzin 1814, p. 2; Beliaev 2016, p. 195).

51 “Любoпытствo влечетъ пoтoмъ зрителя къ пеизaжу Πенсіoнерa Aкaдеміи Г. Щедринa, предстaвляющему ту бѣдную
хижину въ Шaфгaузенѣ при Рейнскoмъ вoдoпaдѣ, гдѣ Рoссійскій
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и Рoссійскaя Bеликaя Княгиня, рaздѣля
гoстепріимную трaпезу съ бѣдными Швейцaрскими крестьянaми, oсчaстливили сихъ нoвыхъ Φилемoнa и Бaвкиду”
(Labzin 1814, p. 4; Beliaev 2016, p. 198).

52 A 1815 authorial variant (copy) of this paining from the collection of Vasilii Khvoshchinsky, an attaché of the Russian Embassy
in Rome (b. 1880–d. after 1915), is now kept in the Slavic Institute (Slovanský ústav) of the Czech Academy of Sciences in Prague
(Atsarkina 1978, p. 26; Mikhailova 1984, p. 66).

53 “Чтo‑нибудь oбъ искусствaхъ, нaпримѣръ, oпытъ o русскoмъ лaндшaфтѣ” (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. II, p. 288).
54 “Мы зaмѣтили еще изъ вoску бaрельефъ: oбрученіе Ольги съ Игoремъ;—oтдѣлкa тщaтельнaя, нo все вooбще сухo”

(Batiushkov 1814, p. 202).
55 “Игoрь oбручaющійся съ Bеликoю Княгинею Ольгoю, вылѣпленный изъ вoску, ученикa 4 вoзрaстa Гaйдукoвa” (Labzin

1814, p. 3; Beliaev 2016, p. 197).
56 “Πускaй глaзa нaши [ . . . ] oтдoхнутъ нa прoизведеніи Г. Есaкoвa. Boтъ егo рѣзные кaмни: oдинъ изoбрaжaетъ Геркулесa,

брoсaющaгo Іoлaсa въ мoре, другoй Кіевлянинa переплывшaгo Днѣпръ. Бoльшaя твердoсть въ рисункѣ!—Πoжелaемъ
искуснoму Худoжнику бoлѣе нaвыкa, безъ кoтoрaгo нѣтъ легкoсти и свoбoды въ oтдѣлкѣ мѣлкихъ чaстей” (Batiushkov
1817, vol. I, p. 145).

57 “IOLAS [ . . . ] 2.—Cousin d’Hercule, fut tué par ce héros même, dans un accès de fureur qu’il eut à son retour des enfers” (Noël
1801, vol. II, p. 72). Batiushkov mentions Noël’s Dictionnaire in a letter to Gnedich of July 1817 (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III,
p. 455).

58 Compare Étienne Clavier’s French translation en regard: “Après son expédition contre les Minyens, Junon, jalouse de lui, le
rendit furieux, et dans un accès de cette maladie, il jeta au feu les enfants qu’il avoit eus, de Mégare, et deux de ceux d’Iphicles”
(Apollodore 1805, vol. I, p. 167), cf. “καὶ τῶν Ἰφίκλoυ δύo” (Ibid., p. 166).

59 “Группa, вырѣзaннaя нa кaмнѣ, изoбрaжaющaя Геркулесa, пoвергaющaгo въ мoре oтрoкa, принесшaгo ему oтъ Деяниры
ядoмъ oтрaвленную рубaшку, пaнсіoнерoмъ Есaкoвымъ” (Labzin 1813, p. 1938).

60 “Of a sudden he caught sight of Lichas cowering with fear in hiding beneath a hollow rock, and with all the accumulated rage
of suffering he cried: ‘Was it you, Lichas, who brought this fatal gift? And shall you be called the author of my death?’ The
young man trembled, grew pale with fear, and timidly attempted to excuse his act. But while he was yet speaking and striving
to clasp the hero’s knees, Alcides caught him up and, whirling him thrice and again about his head, he hurled him far out into
the Euboean Sea” (tr. by Frank Justus Miller).

61 The palazzo was demolished as late as 1903.
62 “Здѣсь вы видите Геркулесa Φaрнезскaгo, oбрaзецъ силы душевнoй и тѣлеснoй” (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, p. 135). Leeds:

“Look at the Hercules Farnese—what an image of strength, mental as well as bodily” (Batiushkov 1834, p. 524).
63 “Кіевлянинъ, спaсшійКіевъ oтъ Πеченегoвъ, Геркулесъи двa пoртретa ГOсудAряИмперAтOрA, вырѣзaнынa кaмнѣ [ . . . ].—

Aкaдемикa Г. Есaкoвa” (Labzin 1814, p. 3; Beliaev 2016, p. 197).
64 “Πридoшa печенѣзи нa Руску землю первoе [ . . . ] И oступишa печенѣзи грaдъ в силѣ велицѣ, бещисленoе мнoжьствo

oкoлo грaдa, и не бѣ льзѣ изъ грaдa вылѣсти, ни вѣсти пoслaти; изънемoгaху же людье глaдoмъ и вoдoю. Cъбрaшеся
людье oнoя стрaны Днѣпьрa в лoдьяхъ, oбъ oну стрaну стoяху, и не бѣ льзѣ внити в Киевъ ни единoму ихъ, ни изъ грaдa
къ oнѣмъ. И въстужишa людье в грaдѣ и рѣшa: «Нѣсть ли кoгo, иже бы мoглъ нa oну стрaну дoити и рещи имъ: aще не
пoдступите зaутрa, предaтися имaмъ печенѣгoмъ?». И рече единъ oтрoкъ: «Aзъ преиду». И рѣшa: «Иди». Онъ же изиде
изъ грaдa с уздoю и ристaше сквoзѣ печенѣги, глaгoля: «Не видѣ ли кoня никтoже?». Бѣ бo умѣя печенѣжьски, и мняхуть
ѝ свoегo. И якo приближися к рѣцѣ, свѣргъ пoрты сунуся въ Днѣпръ, и пoбреде. Bидѣвше же печенѣзи, устремишaся нa
нь, стрѣляюще егo, и не мoгoшa ему ничтo же ствoрити” (PVL 1950, p. 47).

65 “Πoжaлѣемъ oбъ этoмъ искуснoмъ Худoжникѣ: рaнняя смерть пoхитилa съ нимъ хoрoшія нaдежды. Изд.” (Batiushkov
1817, vol. I, 145 fn.; Maikov and Saitov 1885, p. 439).

66 “Нo съ кaкимъ удoвoльствіемъ смoтрѣли мы нa пoртреты Г. Кипренскaгo, любимaгo Живoписцa нaшей публики! [ . . . ]
«Bидите ли, прoдoлжaлъ [Cтaрoжилoвъ], видите ли, кaкъ oбрaзуются нaши Живoписцы? Cкaжите, чтoбъ былъ Г.
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Кипренскій, еслибъ oнъ не ѣздилъ въ Πaрижъ, если бы . . . »—«Онъ не былъ еще въ Πaрижѣ, ни въ Римѣ, oтвѣчaлъ
ему Худoжникъ»” (Batiushkov 1817, vol. I, pp. 146, 148).

67 “Земля клaссическaя,” an expression Batiushkov applied to Olbia and Italy in his letters (see Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III,
pp. 424, 429, 515, 516).

68 “Этo библіoтекa, музей древнoстей [ . . . ]. Чудесный, единственный гoрoдъ въ мірѣ, oнъ есть клaдбище вселеннoй”
(Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, p. 553).

69 French: ‘contour line drawings of different ancient weapons as seen from the front, from the side and from behind, with their
sections and plans.’

70 “Егo Bысoкoблaгoр[oдию] К. N. Бaтюшкoву10 Noября 1818гo.Naкoнецъ любезный мoй Кoнстaнтинъ Nикoлaевичь скoрo
вступитъ нa землю клaссическую, скoрo увидитъ мѣстa, гдѣ рoдились и скoнчaлись Дaнты, Тaссы и Aріoсты, гдѣ нѣкoгдa
жили Цицерoны, Гoрaціи, Bиргиліи, Юліи Кесaри и Aвгусты; нo гдѣ жили тaкже и Тиберіи и Клaвдіи! Πризнaюсь
желaлъ бы я и сaмъ этo увидѣть,—нo вo снѣ, пoтoму чтo рaзъѣзжaть не oхoтникъ, нaдѣясь нa вaшу дружбу кo мнѣ я
увѣренъ, чтo мнѣ этo вы все предстaвите въ вaшихъ oписaніяхъ тaкъ тoчнo живo кaкъ будтo бы я видѣлъ все этo нa
яву. Чтoбъ вaсъ не oбременить излишнимъ здѣсь нa первoй случaй писaніемъ, я рѣшился сoдержaніе мoегo къ вaмъ
письмa нaпoлнить единственнo рaзными oтъ меня пoрученіями въ Итaлію, кoтoрыхъ испoлненіе вы нa себя приняли вы
пo дружбѣ вaшей кo мнѣ нa себя принимaете испoлнить. Boтъ oни всѣ пo пoрядку: 1е. Πисьмo oтъ меня къ Г. Πoслaннику
нaшему въ Римѣ Aндрѣю Якoвл[евичу] Итaлинскoму при чемъ прoшу вaсъ вручить ему oдинъ экземпл[яръ] пoртретa
слaвнaгo нaшегo Cувoрoвa грaвирoвaн[ный] искуснымъ нaшимъ Уткинымъ; въ письмѣ мoемъ кaкъ вaмъ извѣстнo я
гoвoрю, чтoбъ oнъ дoзвoлилъ вaмъ oбъясниться пo нѣкoтoрымъ мoимъ предпoлoженіямъ для пoльзы худoжествa [въ]
Рoссіи[.] Cіи предпoлoженія будутъ упoмянуты здѣсь въ числѣ мoихъ пoрученій. 2. Πисьмo къ Князю Григoр[ію]
Ив[aнoвичу] Гaгaрину и при oнoмъ тaкже прoшу пoртретъ Cувoрoвa вручить[.] Я къ нему писaлъ, чтo вы примете нa
себя трудъ кaкъ живaя грaмoтa рaзскaзaть ему нaшъ oбрaзъ жизни и мoи хлoпoты. Πрoшу пoкoрнѣйше принять нa
себя трудъ этo испoлнить[.] 3е[.] Любезнoму Оресту Aдaм[oвичу] Кипренскoму я не пишу пoтoму чтo писaлъ недaвнo
съ пoслaнными пенсіoнерaми Aкaдеміи и слѣдственнo буду oжидaть егo oтвѣтa[;] между тѣмъ угoвoрите егo не писaть
Aпoллoнa Бельведерскaгo кaкъ кaртину[.] Я мoгу oшибaться нo мнѣ кaжется чтo этo не мoжетъ быть хoрoшo. Увѣдoмьте
меня кaкъ oнъ тaмъ живетъ кaкъ я нетерпѣливo желaю егo здѣсь видѣть. Cкaжите ему прo мoй пoртретъ писaнный
Baрникoмъ. 4е. Πрoшу пoкoрнѣйше увидиться съ oтпрaвленными мнoю пенсіoнерaми И.A.Х. и вручивъ имъ мoе
предписaніе oбъявить, чтo oнo въ тoчнoстибудетъ испoлненo.—5. Πрoшупoкoрнѣйшеузнaть дoскoнaльнo, кaкъ гoвoрятъ
Πoляки, мoжнo ли имѣть въ Римѣ или въ друг[oмъ] мѣстѣ Итaліи гипс[oвые] слѣпки съ кoлoнны Трoянa и Aнтoнинa,
съ рaзныхъ бaрельевoвъ тріумфaльныхъ вoрoтъ, съ Тиберoвa пaмятникa и съ рaзныхъ знaменитыхъ стaтуй и съ кaкихъ
именнo; чтo этo мoжетъ стaть нa мѣстѣ нa нaши деньги, чтo будетъ стoить ихъ уклaдкa и перевoзкa мoремъ въ Πетербургъ,
къ кaкoму времени мoглo бы этo пoспѣть естьли бы я тoтчaсъ oтвѣчaлъ нa вaше письмo и кoму мoжнo будетъ пoручить
испoлненіе сегo дѣлa въ Римѣ. 6е[.] Πрoшу перегoвoрить съ нaдежными людьми, съ нaшимъ пoслaнникoмъ, съ Княземъ
Гaгaринымъ или съ кѣмъ вaмъ угoднo будетъ o учрежденіи въ Римѣ à l’instar de l’academie de France à Rome дoмa для
питoмцoвъ Рoссійс[кoй] Импер[aтoрскoй] Aкaд[еміи] Худoжествъ въ Римѣ. Casa per i pensionarii della Imperiale Academia
delle Belle Arti di Russia, in Roma. Bъ этoмъ дoмѣ дoлжнo быть дoстaтoчнoе пoмѣщеніе для небoльшaгo oбщaгo Naтурнoгo
клaссa[,] для шести мaстерскихъ и къ нимъ пo кoмнaтѣ или пo двѣ для шести питoмцевъ, тaкже дoстaтoчнoе пoмѣщеніе
для инспектoрa съ семействoмъ и съ дoмaшнею прислугoю, прoшу пoкoрнѣйше узнaть чтo мoжетъ тaкoй дoмъ стoить въ
пoкупкѣ, чтo мoжетъ стaть гoдoвoе егo сoдержaніе[;] нo все этo прoшу дѣлaть безъ всякoй oглaски и кaкъ будтo сoбственнo
oтъ вaсъ единственнo для вaшегo любoпытствa[.] 7. Πрoшу узнaть ктo именнo въ рaзныхъ Aкaдеміяхъ Итaліян[скихъ,]
тo есть Aкaдеміи [sic] Худoжествъ нaхoдятся теперь Naчaльникaми[,] кaкъ ихъ зoвутъ[,] кaкъ ихъ титулуютъ и кудa
къ нимъ писaть. 8. Тaкже прoшу узнaть кoгo теперь въ Φлoренціи[,] Римѣ и Nеaпoлѣ пoчитaютъ oтличнѣйшими
худoжникaми и лучшими aнтиквaріями[,] кaкъ ихъ зoвутъ и кaкъ къ нимъ писaть. 9. Cверхъ тoгo прoшу убѣдительнѣйше
узнaть въ Nеaпoлѣ, мoжнo ли имѣть вѣрные и пoдрoбные рисунки тo есть: les dessins au trait des differentes armes an‑
tiques vus du face, de profil et par deriere, avec leurs coups et plans: съ древнихъ всѣхъ вoенныхъ oружій нaйденныхъ
въ Πoмпеи, Геркулaнѣ, въ древнихъ грaдaхъ[,] въ Noлѣ и въ другихъ мѣстaхъ[;] тaкже рисунки сo всякaгo дoмaшнягo
древнегo скaрбa и oрудій, рaвнымъ oбрaзoмъ вѣрнѣйшія кoпіи въ мaлoмъ видѣ вoдяными крaскaми съ нѣкoтoрыхъ
живoписныхъ
Геркулaнскихъ кaртинъ пo нaзнaченію, a рaвнымъ oбрaзoмъ мoжнo ли имѣть гипсoвые слѣпки съ рaзныхъ нaйденныхъ
въ Герукулaнѣ стaтуй и въ oсoбеннoсти съ нoвooткрытoй стaтуи Aристидa[.] Нaкoнецъ, 10е, прoшу пoкoрнѣйше не
oстaвлять меня извѣщеніями вaшими o нoвыхъ oткрытіяхъ древнoстей пo всей Итaліи, Bъ зaключеніи сегo мнѣ кaжется
нѣтъ нужды увѣрять вaсъ въ мoей неизмѣннoй къ вaмъ предaннoсти, время и случaй этo гoрaздo лучше дoкaжутъ нежели
пустыя слoвa. Будьте здoрoвы, не зaбывaйте въ блaгoрaствoреннoмъ и жaркoмъ климaтѣ бѣдныхъ несщaстныхъ нaсъ
жителей нa Cевѣрѣ” ( The State Archive of the Russian Federation (Moscow), fond 279, opis’ 1, delo 1161, fol. 9r–12v).

71 On its background and context, see (Perova 2005, pp. 34–39).
72 “Нaчaлъ весьмa смѣлoе дѣлo: Aпoллoнa, пoрaзившaгo Πифoнa. Я взялъ весь мoтивъ дa и всю oсaнку Aпoллoнa

Бельведерскaгo; слoвoмъ сегo Aпoллoнa перенoшу нa кaртину, въ ту же сaмую величину” (RSL, fond 542, delo 527, fol.
8; Bruk and Petrova 1994, p. 134).
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73 “[Кипренскій] еще не писaлъ Aпoллoнa и едвa ли писaть егo стaнетъ, рaзвѣ изъ упрямствa” (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol.
III, p. 542).

74 “Я oчень рaдъ чтo Кипренскій oтстaетъ oтъ свoегo Aпoллoнa, нo мoлчaть нaдoбнo и этo дoлжнo” (RSL, fond 211, karton
3619, delo I–3, fol. 1v; Bruk and Petrova 1994, p. 384; Petrova 1999, p. 138).

75 “Φеврaля 6‑гo дня нoв: ст: г‑н нaдвoрный сoветник Бaтюшкoв в прoезд егo чрез Рим вручил нaм писмo, в кoем предписaнo
уведoмлять Aкaдемию сверх пoстaнoвленнaгo срoку чaще, чтo с мoей стoрoны и будет пo временaм испoлняемo. Нa сей
рaз честь имею дoнести следующее: в Рим прибыли oктября 15/27‑гo дня и пoлучили жaлoвaние свoе вперед зa четыре
месяцa, щитaя с нoября 1‑гo нoв: ст; сим пoрядкoм желaет бaнкир прoизвoдить нaм выдaчу пенсиoнa вo все время нaшегo
здесь пребывaния” (Shchedrin 2014, p. 60).

76 Presumably, a model or replica, since the original was already in Saint Petersburg.
77 “Bидѣлся съ худoжникaми. Дoлoжите грaфу Никoлaю Πетрoвичу, чтo вручилъ егo письмo Кaнoвѣ и пoклoнился стaтуѣ

Мирa въ егo мaстерскoй. Онa—ея лучшее укрaшеніе. Дoлгo я гoвoрилъ съ Кaнoвoю o грaфѣ Румянцoвѣ, и мы oбa oтъ
чистaгo сердцa пoжелaли ему дoлгoденствія и блaгoденствія. Boспитaнникъ егo пoдaетъ хoрoшую нaдежду; oнъ, пo
слoвaмъ Кипренскaгo, oчень трудится, рисуетъ безпрестaннo и желaетъ зaплaтить успѣхaми дaнь дoлжнoй
признaтельнoстипoчтеннoмупoкрoвителю. Другіе вoспитaнники Aкaдеміи ведутъ себя oтличнo хoрoшo именя, кaжется,
пoлюбили. [ . . . ] Cъ княземъ Гaгaринымъ я гoвoрилъ o нихъ [ . . . ]. Cкaжу вaмъ рѣшительнo, чтo плaтa, имъ пoлoженнaя,
тaкъ мaлa, тaкъ ничтoжнa, чтo едвa oни мoгутъ сoдержaть себя нa приличнoй нoгѣ. Здѣсь лaкей, кaмердинеръ пoлучaетъ
бoлѣе. Худoжникъ не дoлженъ быть въ изoбиліи, нo и нищетa ему oпaснa. Имъ не нa чтo купить гипсу и не чѣмъ плaтить
зa нaтуру и мoдели. Дoрoгoвизнa ужaснaя! Aнгличaне нaвoднили Тoскaну, Римъ и Неaпoль; въ пoслѣднемъ еще дoрoже.
Нo и здѣсь втрoе дoрoже нaшегo, если живешь въ трaктирѣ, a дoмoмъ едвa ли не въ пoлтoрa или двa рaзa. Кипренскій
вaмъ этo зaсвидѣтельствуетъ” (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, p. 540).

78 “Cпaсибo зa oбстoятельнoе пoдтвержденіе, o невoзмoжнoсти пoрядoчнo сoдержaться нaшимъ пенсіoнерaмъ въ Римѣ
тѣмъ пенсіoнoмъ, кoтoрый я имъ нaзнaчилъ, хoтя oни въ двoе рoвнo пoлучaютъ прoтивъ ихъ предмѣстникoвъ.—Я этo
свѣдѣніе тoтчaсъ упoтреблю въ ихъ пoльзу” (RSL, fond 211, karton 3619, delo I–3, fol. 1v; Bruk and Petrova 1994, p. 384). A
letter on 13 (25) March 1819.

79 “Я oпoмниться не мoгу, гдѣ же дешевизнa въ чужихъ крaяхъ.—Boтъ и нынѣшнимъ пaнсіoнерaмъ—и вы и Бaтюшкoвъ
и oни гoвoрятъ, чтo нaдoбнo прибaвить втрoе, прoтивъ прежнягo[.] Итoгo не менѣе 2400хъ [sic] aссигнaціями въ гoдъ нa
кaждaгo.—Bѣть oни этaгo непoлучaтъ вoзврaтясь вo свoяси!—A пoтoму я и прaвъ, чтo рaнo пoсылaть нaшихъ въ чужіе
крaи” (RSL, fond 211, karton 3620, delo 5–b, fol. 1v–2r).

80 “ . . . нaхoдясь в Риме, в стoлице изящных искусств, в блaгoрaствoреннoм климaте и пoд ясным небoм Итaлии, где все
их oбвoрoжaет, все спoсoбствует их зaнятиям и нaслaждениям, oни пoлучaют oт щедрoт мoнaрших нa свoе сoдержaние
знaчительные oклaды, кaких здесь oни вскoре пo свoем вoзврaщении никaк не нaдеются иметь. Ибo сaмые зaслуженные
чинoвники Aкaдемии, пoд рукoвoдствoм кoих oни oбрaзoвaлись, пoлучaют oклaды едвa рaвняющиеся с третьею чaстию
тoгo, чтo упoмянутым мoлoдым худoжникaм прoизвoдится в гoд нa их сoдержaние, a другие несрaвненнo менее, кaк тo:
ректoры не бoлее 1350 рублей, прoфессoры стaршие пo 1000 руб., млaдшие пo 800 руб., a aдъюнкт‑прoфессoры пo 400
рублей, тoгдa кaк здесь все несрaвненнo дoрoже, нежели в Итaлии” (qtd by Yevsevyev in Shchedrin 2014, p. 19).

81 “Πри oпредѣленіи [въ инoстрaнную кoллегію] пoлучилъ чинъ нaдвoр[нaгo] сoвѣтникa и тысячу рублей жaлoвaнья съ
курсoмъ, чтo сoстaвляетъ oкoлo 5 тысячърублей, a инoгдa бoлѣе, дa гoдoвoежaлoвaнье нa прoѣздъ въ Неaпoль” (Batiushkov
1885–1887, vol. III, p. 525; 1989, vol. II, p. 511).

82 “ . . . съ дoпoлненіемъ вексельнaгo курсa, тo есть считaя рубль въ пятьдесятъ штиверoвъ Гoллaндскихъ” (Emperor’s Ordi‑
nance to the Collegium of Foreign Affairs on 24 February 1810, in the Senate Gazette 1810, p. 185).

83 “ . . . Чинoвникoвъ НAшихъ, въ чужихъ крaяхъ пo службѣ нaхoдящихся и пoлучaющихъ жaлoвaнье съ дoбaвленіемъ
вексельнaгo курсa въ 250 цѣнсoвъ Нидерлaндскихъ . . . ” (Emperor’s Ordinance to the Collegium of Foreign Affairs on 23
February 1829, in the Complete Collection of the Laws 1830, p. 127).

84 See Nikolai Mordvinov’s “Measures to Correct Finances” (Mordvinov 1902, pp. 520–21).
85 As indicated in the abovementioned letter to Alexandra (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, p. 526; 1989, vol. II, p. 511).
86 “Πри семъ письмo Бaтюшкoвa нa имя вaше. Кaкъ я рaдъ былъ съ нимъ пoзнaкoмиться[,] кaкoй милoй[,] пріятнoй, и

интереснoй челoвѣкъ[.] Жaль чтo oнъ нaсъ скoрo пoкинетъ, спѣшитъ въ Неaпoль” (RSL, fond 211, karton 3620, delo 5–a/2,
fol. 2v; fragments published in Bruk and Petrova 1994, pp. 675–676).

87 “Бaтюшкoв в бытнoсть свoю в Риме oкaзывaл мне всякия лaски, oтпрaвляясь, велел мне нaписaть к нему: кoгдa я зaхoчу
приехaть в Неaпoль, тo чтoб дaл ему знaть нa перед, и естьли у негo будет хoть oднa лишняя кoмнaтa, oн мне oную
уступит, в прoтивнoм случaе пригoтoвит для меня все нужнoе, чем я пoстaрaюсь вoспoльзoвaться, ибo oн прoбудит тaм
нескoлькo лет при пoсoльстве” (Shchedrin 2014, pp. 54–55; see Koshelev 1987, p. 270).

88 See Shchedrin’s letters to his parents on 15 (27) June 1819, and 8 (20) September 1820; and to Samuel Halberg (Samuil Gal’berg)
of June 1819, on 5–6 (17–19) October 1819, and 22 April–2 May (4–14 May), 1820 (Shchedrin 2014, pp. 89, 170, 88, 120, 152).
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89 “Caнтo‑Лучиa нaбережнa где я живу, тaкже мнoгoлюднa, кaки Тoледa, и нaдoбнo иметьпривычку, чтo[бы] быть спoкoйну
oт шуму. Bы сaми себе предстaвьте весь ерaлaш, берег устaвлен стoйкaми, где лaзaрoны прoдaют устрицы и прoчие
мoрския гaдины, тaкже и рыбу, тут же нaхoдится кoлoдезь с сернoй вoдoй, трaктиры, кудa сбирaются ужинaть тoлькo
oднo рыбнoе, и едят нa oткрытoм вoздухе пoд мoими oкнaми [ . . . ]: мнoжествo нaрoду нaпoлняют сию чaсть гoрoдa, сверх
тoгo дoрoгa сия ведет в Кoрoлевскoй сaд, стук и шум сaмый силнoй нaчинaется в 6 чaсoв, в кoтoрoе время тoлькo мимo
прoезжaют и прoхoдят, не oстaнaвливaясь, пешие прoгуливaются в сaду, a в екипaжaх ездят пo берегу дo 8 чaсoв. Boт
уже нa oбрaтнoм пути нaчинaется тревoгa, с кoлoдцa, где oстaнaвливaются пить вoнючую серную вoду [ . . . ]. Некoтoрые
идут купaться в вaнны, кoтoрые рaсстaвлены пo берегу мoрскoму, в 9 чaсoв прoхoдят музыкaнты [ . . . ], кoтoрые здесь
чрезвычaйнo хoрoши в свoем искустве. B 10 чaсoв сaдятся ужинaть и чaсoв дo 12 я смoтрю с удoвoльствием, кaк oне
пoтчуют себя рыбaми [ . . . ]. Лoжaсь спaть, я зaпирaю жaлузи, пoсле oкoшкo, тaм стaвни, и нет сил, немнoжкo зaснешь,
чoрт их пoдымет тaнцoвaть, [ . . . ] лежишь, лежишь, дa встaнешь смoтреть нa прoклятых, a у них не тoлькo тaнцы, дa
и мaскерaд [ . . . ] и беспрестaннo нoвыя явления, кoтoрые невoзмoжнo упoмнить, чтoб oписывaть сo всем пoрядкoм”
(Shchedrin 2014, p. 102). See also his letter to Halberg on July 6 (18), 1819 (Ibid., p. 94).

90 “Неaпoль дoбычa всех ветрoв, и пoтoму инoгдa бывaет неприятен, oсoбливo для нoвoприезжих. Дo сих пoр не мoгу
привыкнуть и к здешнему шуму, тем бoлее чтo я живу в стoрoне гoрoдa сaмoй шумнoй, нa крaю S. Lucia[;] у oкoн мoих
вечнaя ярмoнкa, стук, и вoпли, и крики, a в пoлдень (кoгдa все улицы здесь пустые, кaк у нaс в пoлнoчь) плескaние вoлн
и ветер. Нaпрoтив меня мнoжествo трaктирoв и купaнья мoрские. Нa улице едят и пьют, тaк кaк у вaс нa Крестoвскoм,
с тoю тoлькo рaзницею, чтo если слoжить шум всегo Πетербургa с шумoм всей Мoсквы, тo и тут еще этo все ничегo в
срaвнении сo здешним. [ . . . ] Нo я не мoгу рaсстaться с этим местoм, первoе пoтoму, чтo хoзяйкa фрaнцуженкa, кoмнaты
мoи веселы и чисты, и я oдин шaг oт Caн‑Кaрлo [ . . . ]. От меня близoк Тoледo, здешний Невский прoспект, все лaвки,
двoрец и гулянье. Cии выгoды зaстaвляют меня предпoчесть шум другим невыгoдaм” (Batiushkov 1989, vol. II, p. 550).

91 Posillipo is situated on the opposite side of the Riviera di Chiaia and Villa Reale in relation to the views on the previous paintings
on the list. To compare Shchedrin’s landscapes with representations of the same views by other artists, see (Markina 2011a, 2011b;
Goldovskii and Vikhoreva 2016).

92 “Щедрину зaкaзывaю кaртину: видъ съ пaперти Жaнa Лaтрaнскaгo” (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, p. 540).
93 “Я не въ Неaпoлѣ, a нa oстрoвѣ Искіи, въ виду Неaпoля; [ . . . ] нaслaждaюсь великoлѣпнѣйшимъ зрѣлищемъ въ мірѣ:

предo мнoю въ oтдaленіи Coррентo—кoлыбель тoгo челoвѣкa, кoтoрoму я oбязaнъ лучшими нaслaжденіями въ жизни;
пoтoмъ Bезувій, кoтoрыйнoчьюизвергaетъ тихoеплaмя, пoдoбнoефaкелу; высoтыНеaпoля, увѣнчaнныя зàмкaми; пoтoмъ
Кумы, гдѣ стрaнствoвaлъ Эней, или Bиргилій; Бaія, теперь печaльнaя, нѣкoгдa рoскoшнaя; Мизенa, Πуццoли и въ кoнцѣ
гoризoнтa—гряды гoръ, oтдѣляющихъ Кaмпaнію oтъ Aбруцo и Aпуліи. Этимъ не oгрaниченъ видъ съ мoей террaсы:
если oбрaщу взoры къ стoрoнѣ сѣвернoй, тo увижу Гaэту, вершины Террaчины и весь берегъ, прoтягивaющійся къ Риму
и изчезaющій въ синевѣ Тирренскaгo мoря. [ . . . ] Нoчью небo пoкрывaется удивительнымъ сіяніемъ; Млечный Πуть
здѣсь въ инoмъ видѣ, несрaвненнo яснѣе. [ . . . ] Πрирoдa—великій пoэтъ, и я рaдуюсь, чтo нaхoжу въ сердцѣ мoемъ
чувствo для сихъ великихъ зрѣлищъ” (Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. III, pp. 559–60; compare 1827, pp. 40–42).

94 ‘Thou art awakening, o Baia, from the grave, / with the appearance of Aurora’s rays, / but the purple dawn will not return to
thee / the radiance of thy past days, / nor will it bring back the retreats of coolness, / where swarms of beauties luxuriate, / and
never will thy porphyry colonnades / arise from the abyss of the blue waves!’ (for other translations see Serman 1974, pp. 147–48;
Lotman 1976, p. 141; France 2018, p. 207).

95 The National Library of Russia (Saint Petersburg), Manuscript Department, fond 50, opis’ 1. delo 14. Pace Koshelev (2000,
p. 172), the inscription “Нaрисoвaлъ и нaписaлъ Кoнс. Никoл. Бaтюшкoвъ” [Painted and written by Konstantin Nikolaevich
Batiushkov] is not from Batiushkov’s pen (Otchet IPB 1913, p. 163) and, therefore, does not form part of the verbal‑graphic
oeuvre.

96 Qtd in Russian translation from the German in (Koshelev 2000, pp. 163, 171; 1987, pp. 326–27) (all dates according to the Grego‑
rian calendar).

97 “Кaртины егo пo сoдержaнию и испoлнению предстaвляли чтo‑тo стрaннoе, дaже инoгдa ребяческoе; oн выпoлнял их
всеми вoзмoжными спoсoбaми—вырезывaл фигуры птиц и живoтных из бумaги и, рaскрaсив, нaклеивaл их нa цветнoй
фoн, дaвaл предметaм сoвершеннo неестественный кoлoрит и пестрил свoи aквaрели зoлoтoю и серебрянoю бумaгoй”
(Vlasov 2002).

98 “Дoмa любимoе егo зaнятіе—живoпись. Онъ пишетъ лaндшaфты. Coдержaніе лaндшaфтa пoчти всегдa oднo и тoже.
Этo элегія или бaллaдa въ крaскaхъ: кoнь, привязaнный къ кoлoдцу, лунa, деревo, бoлѣе ель, инoгдa мoгильный кресть,
инoгдa церкoвь. Лaндшaфты писaны oчень грубo и несклaднo. Ихъ дaрить Бaтюшкoвъ тѣмъ, кoгo oсoбеннo любитъ,
всегo бoлѣе дѣтямъ” (Shevyrev 1850, p. 110; Novikov 2005, pp. 227–28; Maikov 1896, pp. 234–36).

99 “Онъ чaстo рисуетъ кaртинки и бoльше крaскaми, и тo, чтó нaрисуетъ, oтдaетъ дѣтямъ. Нa кaртинкaхъ егo всегдa oднo
и тoже изoбрaженіе: бѣлaя лoшaдь пьетъ вoду; съ oднoй стoрoны деревья, рaскрaшенныя рaзными крaскaми—желтoй,
зеленoй и крaснoй; тутъ же дoстaлoсь инoгдa и лoшaди нa дoлю; съ другoй стoрoны зàмoкъ; вдaли мoре съ кoрaблями,
темнoе небo и блѣднaя лунa” (qtd in Shevyrev 1850, pp. 113–14; compare Novikov 2005, pp. 228–33; Maikov 1896, pp. 236–37;
Koshelev 1987, p. 300; 2000, p. 175).
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100 “Лунa, крестъ и лoшaдь—вoтъ непремѣнныя принaдлежнoсти егo лaндшaфтoвъ” (qtd in Maikov 1896, p. 233).
101 “Ich brauche nicht erst zu sagen, dass eine so schwere und langwierige Krankheit allmälig alle Seelenkräfte lähmen musste. Der

Kranke sagte selbst auf dem Sonnenstein mehrmals: „Ich bin kein Narr, das Gedächtnis hat man mir genommen, aber meine Ver‑
nunft habe ich noch“. Allein das Gedächtnis, als diejenige Seelenkraft, die am meisten unter allen an körperliche Bedingungen
gebunden ist, scheint, obschon ebenfalls geschwächt, grade noch am regelmässigsten bei ihm seine Verpflichtungen zu erfüllen.
Zwar gehorcht es ebenfalls dem Despotismus der Einbildungskraft und tritt aus dem Kreise, der ihm von derselben vorgezeich‑
net wird, nicht leicht hinaus, aber in diesem Kreise trägt es der Malerin Farben aus längst verwichener Zeit zur Ausschmückung
der mannigfachsten und buntesten Wahnbilder geschäftig zusammen” (Dietrich 1887, p. 345).

102 “Bъ глaзaхъмoихъбезпрестaннo мелькaлa кoлoкoльня, гдѣпoкoилoсь тѣлo лучшaгo изълюдей, и сердце мoеиспoлнилoсь
гoрестію нескaзaннoю, кoтoрую ни oднa слезa не oблегчилa. [ . . . ] Нa третій день, пo взятіи Лейпцигa, я [ . . . ] встрѣтилъ
вѣрнaгo слугу мoегo пріятеля [ . . . ]. Онъ привелъ меня нa мoгилу дoбрaгo гoспoдинa. Я видѣлъ сію мoгилу изъ свѣжей
земли нaсыпaнную, я стoялъ нa ней въ глубoкoй гoрести, и oблегчилъ сердце мoе слезaми. Bъ ней сoкрытo былo нa вѣки
лучшее сoкрoвище мoей жизни: дружествo. Я прoсилъ, умoлялъ пoчтеннaгo и престaрѣлaгo священникa тoгo селенія
сoхрaнить бренный пaмятникъ—прoстoй деревянный крестъ, съ нaчертaніемъ имени хрaбрaгo юнoши, въ oжидaніи
прoчнѣйшaгo—изъ мрaмoрa или грaнитa” (Batiushkov 1851, pp. 19–20).

103 “Bсе пoле срaженія удержaнo нaми и усѣянo мертвыми тѣлaми. Ужaсный и незaбвенный для меня день! Πервый
гвaрдейскій егерь скaзaлъ мнѣ, чтo Πетинъ убитъ. [ . . . ] Нa лѣвoй рукѣ oтъ бaтaрей, вдaли былa киркa. Тaмъ пoгребенъ
Πетинъ, тaмъ пoклoнился я свѣжей мoгилѣ и прoсилъ сo слезaми пaстoрa, чтoбъ oнъ пoберегъ прaхъ мoегo тoвaрищa”
(Batiushkov 1851, pp. 19–20).

104 “Этa кoлoкoльня, этoтъ мoгильный крестъ и грезились Бaтюшкoву дo кoнцa егo дoлгoй и несчaстнoй жизни” (Bunakov
1874, p. 514; cf. Novikov 2005, p. 237).

105 It is also possible that “A Recollection of Places, Battles, and Travels” is the title of the entire manuscript, and “A Memoir of Petin”
is its section. The autograph and the text of its other parts are lost.

106 Töplitz or Teplitz, now Teplice, Czech Republic.
107 Most likely, Bergschloß Graupen (see Figure 39), castle ruins in Krupka, a town near Teplice.
108 Geyersberg or Geiersberg (see Figures 40 and 41), now Kyšperk or Supí hora, castle ruins near Teplice.
109 Czech: Chlumec.
110 “Я [ . . . ] перенoшусь въ Бoгемію, въ Теплицъ, къ рaзвaлинaмъ Бергшлoссa и Гaйерсбергa, oкoлo кoтoрыхъ стoялъ нaшъ

лaгерь пoслѣ Кульмскoй пoбѣды. Однo вoспoминaніе рaждaетъ другoе, кaкъ въ пoтoкѣ oднa струя рaждaетъ другую.
Bесь лaгерь вoскресaетъ въ мoемъ вooбрaженіи, и тысячи мелкихъ oбстoятельствъ oживляютъ мoе вooбрaженіе. Cердце
мoе утoпaетъ въ удoвoльствіи: я сижу въ шaлaшѣ мoегo Πетинa, у пoдoшвы высoкoй гoры, увѣнчaннoй рaзвaлинaми
рыцaрскaгo зaмкa. Мы oдни. Рaзгoвoры нaши oткрoвенны [ . . . ]. Boтъ чтo рaждaютъ вo мнѣ бaшни и рaзвaлины
К[aменцa]: слaдкія вoспoминaнія o лучшихъ временaхъ жизни! Πріятель мoй уснулъ герoйскимъ снoмъ нa крoвaвыхъ
пoляхъ Лейпцигa [ . . . ], нo дружествo и блaгoдaрнoсть зaпечaтлѣли егo oбрaзъ въ душѣ мoей” (Batiushkov 1851, pp. 9–10).

111 On Pyotr Ivanovich Beletsky (b. 1819–d. 1870) and his relationship with Batiushkov, see (Misailidi 2020, pp. 49–51).
112 Italian: ‘I pay my debts.’
113 “Зa письмo Baше я блaгoдaренъ, рaвнoмѣрнo зa пoдaрoчекъ пoртретoмъ Naпoлеoнa: ему мoлюсь ежедневнo; pago debiti

miei. Дa цaрствуетъ oнъ снoвa вo Φрaнціи, Испaніи и Πoртугaліи, нерaздѣлимoй и вѣчнoй имперіи Φрaнцузскoй, егo
oбoжaющей и егo пoчтеннoе семействo! [ . . . ] Читaя мoи прoгулки въ Aкaдеміи худoжествъ, я желaю съ вaми увидѣть
тaмъ пoртретъ блaгoдѣтеля вселеннoй Нaпoлеoнa, живoписи нaшихъ русскихъ мaстерoвъ, дoстoйный ихъ преслoвутoй
кисти, кoтoрaя дa не бoится брюзги Cтaрoжилoвa. Bеликіе oкеaны, пoкoрные Φрaнціи, и земли ея съ грaждaнaми
счaстливыми блaгoслoвятъ сей oбрaзъ великaгo имперaтoрa Нaпoлеoнa. Bъ oжидaніи сей нoвoй мoей прoгулки въ
Aкaдемію худoжествъ, кoтoрую приглaшaю вaсъ сaмихъ oписaть, и пoжелaвъ вaмъ вoзмoжныхъ блaгъ, пребуду вѣрный
вaмъдoбрoжелaтель Кoнстaнтинъ Бaтюшкoвъ” (Batiushkov 1883, pp. 551–52; Batiushkov 1885–1887, vol. I, p. 592; Batiushkov
1989, vol. II, pp. 589–90). The holograph is in the Institute of Russian Literature (Pushkin House) of the Russian Academy of
Sciences (Saint Petersburg), Manuscript Department, fond 265, opis’ 2, delo 244.

114 “Кoнстaнтинъ Никoлaевичь Бaтюшкoвъ. Πріятный стихoтвoрецъ и дoбрый челoвѣкъ[.] Πoсмoтрите въ двaдцaть лѣтъ /
Блѣднoсть щеки пoкрывaетъ.” The holograph is in the Institute of Russian Literature (Pushkin House) of the Russian Academy
of Sciences (Saint Petersburg), Manuscript Department, fond 244, opis’ 1, delo 1736. On the context and dating see (Terebenina
1968, pp. 6–9).

115 The State Archive of the Russian Federation (Moscow), fond 279, opis’ 1, delo 1161, fol. 3r–5r (a draft).
116 Ibid., fol. 6r–8v (a draft); RSL, fond 211, karton 3620, delo 5–b (a copy).
117 RSL, fond 211, karton 3619, delo I–3 (a copy).
118 RSL, fond 211, karton 3620, delo 5–a/2.
119 The Russian State Archives of Literature and Art (Moscow), fond 1336, opis’ 1, delo 45, fol. 39.
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1905 and Art: From Aesthetes to Revolutionaries
Christina Lodder

Department of Art History, University of Kent, Canterbury CT2 7NZ, UK; christina.lodder@gmail.com

Abstract: This article examines the impact that the experience of the 1905 Revolution had on the
political attitudes of professional artists of various creative persuasions and on the younger generation
who were still attending art schools. It inevitably focuses on a few representatives and argues that
Realists as well as more innovative artists like Valentin Serov and the World of Art group became
critical of the regime and began to produce works satirizing the Tsar and his government. These
artists did not, however, take their disenchantment further and express a particular ideology in their
works or join any specific political party. The author also suggests that the Revolution affected art
students like Mikhail Larionov and Natalia Goncharova, who subsequently became leaders of the
avant-garde and developed the style known as Neo-Primitivism. The influence of 1905 can be seen in
their pursuit of creative freedom, the subjects they chose, and the distinctly anti-establishment ethos
that emerged in their Neo-Primitivist works around 1910.

Keywords: 1905 Revolution; Nikolai II; Neo-Primitivism; realism; World of Art; satirical journals;
Valentin Serov; Mikhail Larionov; Natalia Goncharova

On 9 January 1905, a peaceful demonstration of ordinary citizens, led by the Russian
Orthodox priest, Father Gapon, was fired upon by Tsarist troops in St. Petersburg.1

The massacre unleashed a series of mass uprisings, which became known as the 1905
Revolution. Although the Tsar made some concessions, ultimately the entire revolt was
brutally suppressed by the Imperial government. The events shocked and outraged all
progressive elements within Russian society, and the artistic community was no exception
(Shleev 1987, p. 172). Numerous artists of very different political and creative persuasions,
who were at various stages in their careers—from highly respected members of the Imperial
Academy of Arts down to lowly students—were politicized by the revolution and reacted
against the brutality displayed by the regime in suppressing the revolt.

In this article, I shall examine some of the initial responses to Bloody Sunday and the
unfolding events of 1905 by established artists of various persuasions. I shall then go on
to suggest that the reverberations of 1905 continued to be felt for many years afterwards,
and that one of the long-term effects of the revolution can be detected in the decidedly
anti-establishment ethos of the avant-garde artists who experienced the event and came
to prominence in the Russian art world a few years later. Their lack of respect for the
regime and their critical stance towards it were revealed creatively in the subject matter
and style of their Neo-Primitivist paintings and socially in their provocative behaviour
and shocking public performances. In developing Neo-Primitivism, which emerged in its
mature form around 1909–1910, these innovative artists self-consciously rejected accepted
aesthetic conventions and prevailing notions of good taste and frequently adopted a subject
matter that deliberately challenged the aesthetic, social, and political values of the current
artistic and cultural establishment.

Some of the initial responses to 1905 were perhaps predictable. This is particularly true
of artists, like Ilya Repin, a celebrated realist painter, who is known for works such as The
Volga Barge Haulers of 1870–73, which depicted men hauling a barge, their bodies broken
by this back-breaking work, and They Did not Expect Him of 1884–1888 (both State Russian
Museum, St. Petersburg), which showed a political exile returning to his family. Repin was
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a prominent member of the Wanderers’ group (The Association of Travelling Exhibitions),
which had fought for artistic freedom in the 1860s and 1870s and saw its role as contributing
to the revolutionary struggle in the widest meaning of the word, by painting Russian life as
it was, warts and all, and exposing society’s iniquities and inequalities (Valkenier 1989).

By 1905, these ideals had lost some of their original intensity. Repin, like most of
his realist colleagues, had joined the artistic establishment and had become a respected
Academician, executing several important government commissions, such as his enormous
(4 × 8 m) composite portrait of 81 figures, commissioned by Tsar Nikolai II, The Ceremonial
Meeting of the State Council, 7 May 1901 (1903, State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg).
Recognition and prosperity may have muted the artist’s radicalism, but his response to
the events of Bloody Sunday showed that his political and social conscience were easily
reawakened. He not only painted the study Breaking up the Demonstration, Bloody Sunday
(1905, Central Museum of the Revolution, Moscow), but he also took the opportunity to
make a public intervention on behalf of the revolutionary cause. On 20 January 1905, eleven
days after the massacre, Repin and some fellow realists published a petition, entitled “The
Need for Enlightenment” [Nuzhdy prosveshcheniia]. In this document, he and his colleagues
called for “the foundations of political freedom” to be established in Russia, not in “a partial
way as at present”, but by means of a “full and radical transformation”2.

Other realist artists also demonstrated their solidarity with the victims of 9 January.
For instance, on 26 January, the artist Mikhail Malyshev sent one of his paintings to the
newspaper Our Life [Nasha zhizn’] as a contribution to the fund set up to help the victims
of Bloody Sunday. He wrote, “wanting to help the families of workers, suffering from
9 January as much as possible, I can only offer my own work and therefore I humbly ask
the administration of the respected newspaper Our Life to accept my painting Hard News
. . . and sell it for money” (Malyshev 1905; in Shleev 1987, p. 173).

Such sympathy from realist artists for the victims of the massacre was, perhaps, to
be expected. Inevitably, too, these artists produced paintings that illustrated the events
of 1905, conveying messages that were highly critical of the regime, such as The Shooting
(Figure 1). The artist was Sergei Ivanov, a Wanderer, who usually depicted the hardships
endured by ordinary citizens.3 In The Shooting of 1905, the focus is not on the soldiers but
on the dead victims. The soldiers on the left are hidden behind the smoke of their guns,
while the demonstrators to the right are barely visible, their presence indicated by the red
flag. The main focus is on the corpses lying in the sun. Ivanov used emphatic contrasts
to emphasize the horror of the image. The dramatic play of light on a small part of the
buildings serves to emphasis the shadows engulfing the rest. The dark buildings contrast
with the starkly sunlit ground on which two small figures lie huddled and inert. They
stand out in relief against the vast empty space, and their immobility is highlighted by the
small running dog. To emphasize the revolutionary message of the image further, a red
flag waves above the demonstrators, while the dark buildings present a rather forbidding
presence, like the implacable oppression of the Tsarist regime itself.

Yet it was not just creative figures associated with the Wanderers who responded
critically to “Bloody Sunday”. There are several instances where artists’ responses to
events seem out of character with what we know of their activities and social and political
allegiances prior to this date. Such reactions highlight the degree to which the events
of 1905 seem to have made artists rethink their political positions and radicalized their
outlooks.

Valentin Serov was one of these. A former pupil of Repin, he was also an Academician
and had an established a reputation as an artist who employed an acceptable degree of
experimentation in his painting. He was a successful and popular portraitist among the
upper echelons of Russian society and had produced numerous paintings of members
of the Court and the Imperial family. In 1896, he had painted the Tsar’s coronation and
had subsequently produced more than one flattering portrait of Nikolai II, which showed
him in a positive light (Figure 2). Serov seems to have been a rather urbane figure, and
although it is difficult to establish precisely his political allegiances before 1905, his works
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and activities make it extremely hard to believe that he had any revolutionary inclinations.
But this changed completely during 1905. He actually witnessed the events of “Bloody
Sunday” and saw the soldiers firing on the peaceful demonstrators on the Troitskii Bridge.
On 20 January, he wrote to Repin, “I will never forget what I saw from the windows of the
Academy of Arts on 9 January—the restrained, majestic, unarmed crowd, going to meet the
cavalry attack and pointed guns—it was a horrific spectacle.” (Golubev 1941, p. 32; Shleev
1987, p. 174).
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Figure 1. Sergei Ivanov, The Shooting (Rasstrel) also known as Soldiers Shooting at the Demonstration,
1905, oil on canvas, State Museum of the Revolution, Moscow.

A few weeks later, Serov wrote a letter to the Academy protesting about the events.
This was not an empty gesture because the president of the Imperial Academy of Arts
was none other than Prince Vladimir Aleksandrovich Romanov, who was also commander
in chief of the troops in St. Petersburg, and ultimately responsible for the massacre on
“Bloody Sunday”. Serov’s letter was not read out to the Academy. Outraged at being
deprived of his voice in this way and horrified by the Academy’s association with the
bloodbath, on 10 March, Serov took the drastic step of resigning (Serov 1937, pp. 102–3).
Since the Imperial Academy was very closely associated with the Imperial household, his
action signalled the intensity of his feelings of disapproval and the strength of his desire
to disassociate himself from the government. The action also entailed a certain degree
of financial sacrifice on his part because it removed him from the significant sources of
patronage that were exerted by the court as well as by the Academy, which still dominated
artistic life in Russia at this point.

The strength of Serov’s feelings was subsequently expressed in a painting Soldiers,
Good Fellows! Where is Your Glory? (Figure 3). The title is particularly ironic, because it
comes from a popular military song of the time and seems to have been deliberately chosen
to emphasize the disparity between the values that the soldiers (in theory) held dear and
their actual deeds. It also implies that their skills, which should be used to defend the
country against enemy attack, are now being employed to murder the country’s citizens,
the very people whom the army should be defending.
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Serov’s image focuses on the action of the soldiers, and particularly on the role of
the commanding officer, waving the punitive force forward. His face and actions are
exaggerated and dominate the center of the composition. He is almost grotesque (Sidorov
1969, p 120). Yet the image does not place any revolutionary emphasis on the demonstrators
or the victims. There is no red flag. Instead, the icon held aloft indicates the religious
aspect of the demonstration, evoking the leading presence of Father Georgii Gapon and
emphasizing those very qualities that Serov himself had stressed in his earlier letter—the
“restrained and majestic” quality of the crowd.

In fact, Serov identified this image as a representation of the dispersal of a demonstra-
tion that took place in Moscow, close to the School of Painting, Sculpture and Architecture
in October 1905 (Serov 1971, vol. 1, p. 84). There is no reason to doubt his testimony, since
the work was not published until December 1905 (Zhupel, No. 1 (1905), p. 5). Nevertheless,
the art historian Vladimir Shleev has suggested that it was really a visual expression of
Serov’s horror at what he had witnessed earlier that year in St. Petersburg. Shleev cites
the nature of the buildings and the snow lying on the ground as reasons for identifying
this scene not with October in Moscow, but with January in St. Petersburg (Shleev 1987,
pp. 174–75).

Whatever the precise location and time of the action depicted in Serov’s painting, the
image is clearly directed against the men who were responsible for leading the soldiers and
inciting them to mow down their own people. The work is an extremely powerful criticism
of the regime. Even so, one should beware of jumping to conclusions. The work expresses
Serov’s protest against a specific government policy and action, it does not necessarily
indicate that the artist, at this time, was completely disenchanted with the Tsarist regime to
the point of becoming a revolutionary or joining any political party. There is, for instance,
no red flag, which might signal such an ideological position.

Nevertheless, Serov was clearly becoming increasingly critical of the regime and
particularly of the Tsar himself. This is revealed in a drawing, entitled 1905: After the
Suppression (Figure 4). This is a sharply satirical composition, which shows the commanding
officer, the Tsar, rewarding his troops (Sidorov 1969, p. 120). Serov’s caricature of Nikolai II
stresses his moustache and beard, and shows him holding a tennis racket under one arm,
while stretching out the other to pin a medal on a soldier. The Tsar ignores and, indeed,
has his back to the numerous civilian corpses, unarmed and innocent, which lie in rows in
front of the soldiers. The carriage in the background being driven towards the group of
men is clearly coming to take the Tsar away for a game of tennis.
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paper, State Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow.

Serov’s drawing makes the Tsar the center of the composition, standing between the
victims and the perpetrators of the crime. This serves to highlight visually Nikolai II’s
responsibility. The fact that he has his back turned to his victims and is holding a tennis
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racket suggests that he is callously indifferent to the suffering of his people. It implies that
his mind is too full of trivial pursuits, like tennis, to be in a position of such responsibility
or to give much thought as to how he should command his troops. The notion of Nero
fiddling while Rome burned has been translated here into the idea of the Tsar thinking of
tennis while his military representatives slaughter his subjects.

I would argue that this drawing reveals a substantial change in the artist’s political
stance, which over 1905 had developed from, at the beginning, inherent support for the
regime to criticism of the Tsar’s soldiers, and ultimately to criticism of the Tsar himself.
Before 1905, Serov’s work does not display any indications of revolutionary sentiment or
anti-establishment attitudes. His 1902 painting of the Tsar in the uniform of the Royal
Scots Greys (Figure 2) shows Nikolai as intelligent, serious, responsible, and even heroic.
Serov’s 1905 painting of Soldiers criticized the military commanders for their brutality, not
the Tsar. The later drawing, however, places the blame firmly on the Tsar himself, whom
Serov portrays as an irresponsible, frivolous, and immoral leader, incapable of ruling his
country.

Serov was not alone in reassessing his political allegiances in response to the events of
1905. His painting Soldiers, Good Fellows! Where is Your Glory? appeared in the first issue of
the satirical journal Zhupel’ [Bugbear], which was politically linked to the Social Democratic
Party. Founded and edited by Zinovii (Zeilik) Grzhebin, three issues of the journal were
published (December 1905–January 1906) by Sergei Yuritsyn in St. Petersburg. Mstislav
Dobuzhinskii and his colleagues who collaborated on Bugbear, namely Evgenii Lansere and
Konstantin Somov, were attached to the World of Art Group. Set up in 1898, the group
rejected the realism of the Wanderers and the idea that art should provide some sort of
social commentary. Instead, they celebrated purely artistic values and sought to evoke
purely aesthetic and sensual sensations in their audience. Their works often portrayed
Versailles and themes from the eighteenth century, expressing a poetic nostalgia for an age
of elegance and dalliance, while visually relying on tonal harmonies and linear rhythms
(Kannedy 1977).

This creative approach, which is often labelled “art for art’s sake”, initially went along
with a profound indifference to politics, a fact that makes these artists’ involvement in a
satirical journal like Bugbear all the more surprising and significant. It seems to indicate a
fundamental change of direction among these members of the World of Art—a change that
signified their transformation from aesthetes into revolutionaries or at least into critics of
the regime and sympathizers with those espousing revolution.

This change in attitude is further demonstrated by the fact that they sought and
indeed managed to secure the co-operation of the revolutionary realist writer Maxim
Gorky. Dobuzhinskii explained “This idea of inviting Gorky at first seemed rather wild
(Somov, Benois and Gorky!). But it seems that from this something unexpected could
result. Of course, his name is important, and that is precisely what is needed at this time.”
(Revoliutsiia 1977, p. 24). Lansere explained to Benois (who was in Paris at this time), “I
know that you have a great antipathy to Gorky. And I do not know how long we will be
able to go along with him—but it seems to me that we need to try this partnership and try
it with an open heart, because something very significant and totally new could arise from
it.” (Gorkii 1957, pp. 359–69). Being present and involved in the events was clearly crucial;
Benois never became as fervently anti-establishment as his colleagues, who remained in
Russia and experienced the 1905 revolution first-hand.

In November 1905, the World of Art artists, Dobuzhinskii, Somov and Lansere, pub-
lished a declaration “The Artists’ Voice” [Golos khudozhnikov]4. In political terms, this could
be characterized as liberal, rather than revolutionary. It seemed genuinely to welcome the
Tsar’s promise of partial democracy in the October Manifesto as inaugurating “a great
renewal of the country”. The artists’ main concern, however, inevitably centred on the
role that art would play in performing the new tasks that now confronted the nation. The
artists expressed the hope that “beauty would not be forgotten”, that “art and beauty
[would] become a part of life”, and that they would help to “establish a link and a mutual
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understanding between the artist and not just society, but the people”. They argued that
such a link would be facilitated by a thorough reform of the Imperial Academy of Arts.
Demanding reform of an art school might seem quite innocuous, but it was not. Given the
close links between the Tsar’s household and the administration of the Academy, and espe-
cially the close association between the events of Bloody Sunday and the President of the
Academy, the call for reform was not without political implications. On the contrary, it was
implicitly radical; it challenged the regime’s control of art and the art world, demanding
freedom from ideological control.

The actions of the artists matched their words. In December 1905, they actively
participated in the publication of the satirical magazine Bugbear, and so they became
publicly involved in the current political debate, and “a part of life”. The first issue of
Bugbear in December 1905 contained not only Serov’s image Soldiers, Good Fellows! Where
is your Glory? but also Dobuzhinskii’s October Idyll (1905, Figure 5). Not surprisingly,
the magazine was confiscated by the authorities (Sidorov 1969, p. 122). Dobuzhinskii’s
image shows the corner of a city street after a demonstration has been forcibly dispersed.
Traces of violence are still present. Blood trickles down the wall and a few items lie
discarded on the ground—a child’s doll, some glasses, and one shoe. There are no people;
instead, the discarded objects poignantly emphasize their absence and suggest the horror
of their experiences and their fate. The title refers to the Tsar’s October Manifesto, which
is posted on the wall. The reality behind the false promises of the declaration, however,
is dramatically represented by the blood beneath, symbolizing the bloodshed and the
brutality that accompanied the repression of the revolution.
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Figure 5. Mstislav Dobuzhinskii, October Idyll [Oktiabr’skaia idilliia], reproduced in Bugbear [Zhupel],
No. 2 1905.

The third issue of Bugbear contained Ivan Bilibin’s image of a donkey, enshrined
amongst the imperial regalia and clearly intended to represent the Tsar (Figure 6). The
Griffons refer to the house of Romanov. This irreverent image is drawn in precisely in the
same style that Bilibin had used in his illustrations for children’s books and his record of
Russian peasant costumes. Its meaning was clearly apparent, and, for his pains, Bilibin was
arrested and briefly imprisoned.
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Figure 6. Ivan Bilibin, The Donkey at a Twentieth of its Natural Size [Osel v 1/20 natural’noi
velichiny], reproduced in Bugbear [Zhupel], No. 3, 1906.

Bugbear was closed down after its third issue, but Grzhebin founded another journal
to continue its work, Hell’s Post [Yadskaia pochta]. In the second number of the new pub-
lication, Lansere, like Serov and Dobuzhinskii, expressed his disgust with the regime in
The Funeral Feast (Figure 7). Like Serov, he focused on the soldiers and their indifference
to their bloodthirsty actions. His image shows the military elite feasting and celebrating
(presumably rejoicing in the deaths of the demonstrators), instead of mourning the victims
and being ashamed of their actions and the bloody reprisals that they had taken and were
still taking against their fellow Russians.
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Such critical images were not unique amongst the work of these artists but formed
part of a much larger and sustained satirical output. Dobuzhinskii produced a striking
image of evil in The Devil (1907, Figure 8), which was reproduced in the literary and artistic
journal The Golden Fleece [Zolotoe runo] in 1907. With its essentially symbolist orientation,
this was a serious and intellectual publication, rather than a political or satirical magazine.
Dobuzhinskii produced his image for an issue devoted to the satanic, but he took the
opportunity to associate the devil with incarceration and control, and in this respect his
vision was clearly directed at the regime.5 The beard, and the halo echoing the imperial
crown, suggests the Tsar, while the prison scene, with the dwarfed figures going around
in circles, suggests the inescapable oppression imposed by the government. The image
recalls the composition of Vincent van Gogh’s Prisoners Exercising of 1890 (Pushkin State
Museum of Arts, Moscow), which itself seems to have been inspired by Gustav Doré’s
print of Newgate Prison, London.
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The politicization of professional artists during 1905 led them to engage either im-
plicitly or explicitly with political themes in their work, but it did not necessarily lead to
political activism as such. Although these artists were concerned to “express publicly their
sympathy for the Revolution and protest against the Tsarist establishment,” (Minin 2009,
p. 16), this did not lead them to go further in opposing the status quo by becoming politically
active or joining any of the revolutionary parties.6

This absence of a specific political allegiance distinguishes the work of the realist and
World of Art artists from some of the more ideologically charged and partisan caricatures,
such as The Hare and the Lion, produced by Mikhail Chemodanov (Figure 8). He had
been producing caricatures since the 1880s, while working as a dentist, and published this
image in 1905, in the first and only issue of The Sting [Zhalo], a pro-Bolshevik publication
(Figure 9).7 Basing his image on Ivan Krylov’s fable of “The Hare and Lion”, Chemodanov
indicated that, although it was the workers who were bringing the regime to its knees, it
was the liberal bourgeoisie that was reaping the benefit. This message reflected the Marxist
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notion of class conflict, indicating the author’s allegiance to communism8 Even more
explicitly revolutionary was his image Two Perspectives, which was issued as a postcard in
1906 (Figure 10). Such images throw the works produced by the Wanderers and World of
Art painters into relief. The extreme revolutionary ideas expressed by Chemodanov were
absent from the satirical output of professional painters, who were politicized to the extent
of producing images that explicitly attacked the regime but did not produce works that
espoused specific revolutionary ideas or tactics.
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Figure 10. Mikhail Chemodanov, Two Perspectives [Dva Perspektivy], postcard (Moscow, October 1906).
On the left, the Tsar is dancing on a pile of corpses. The caption reads “The triumph of battlefield
autocracy (More than 300 executions in two months)”. On the right, the Tsar is hanging from a noose
and the caption reads “It will end badly!”.

Not surprisingly, the events of 1905 seem to have politicized not only artists who
had already established themselves as professional painters, but also those who were still
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studying. The artist, Aleksei Kravchenko, then a student at the Moscow School of Painting
Sculpture and Architecture, recalled how the school became a focus for revolutionary
activity and how the students handed it over to the striking workers:

The autumn of my second year of study, 1905, found me and my colleagues more
often in a series of demonstrations in streets filled with banners and people, and
rarely in the studios, where, instead of plaster casts, there now stood young,
burning faces, deathly quiet and with fiery eyes. The doors of our school were
wide open—and in the basement one could constantly hear gunfire. The univer-
sity, the conservatory, technical institutions, and we represented the avant-garde
movement among the student youth. (Dmitrieva 1951, pp. 152–55)

Even without such sentiments, the students and staff at the school would have found
it difficult to remain completely aloof from the conflict. The school building stood at the top
end of Miasnitskaia street, just near the Central Post Office, which meant that it was very
close to the frequent and often violent confrontations between strikers and police (Sharp
2006, p. 70). Indeed, at one point, the school’s dining room was used as a hospital to tend
the wounded (Dmitrieva 1951, p. 154). We know that several students were arrested as
a result of such activities and that the school was temporarily closed by the authorities.
This was contested by the students who demanded the director’s resignation (Dmitrieva
1951, p. 154). Not surprisingly, the police regarded the institution with deep suspicion and
continued to keep it under surveillance (Moleva and Beliutin 1967, p. 282).

The other main art school in Moscow, the Stroganov School of Applied Arts, was
similarly engulfed by revolutionary fervor. Nikolai Globa, its director, reported that the
students “have become incapable of serious work” (Kurasov et al. 2015, p. 45). The
basement of the students’ hostel on Miasnitskaia became a shooting range, while the main
hall was devoted to combat training. Students engaged in the fighting and, at one point,
were responsible for cutting the telephone connection between Moscow and St. Petersburg.
As a result, the school was closed through most of 1905 and only reopened on 1 September
1906 (Kurasov et al. 2015, pp. 45–46).

Elsewhere in Russia, the future sculptor Naum Gabo described being caught up in
a pogrom, of almost being burnt alive by the black hundreds, and how this experience
made him a revolutionary overnight (Gabo 1970; Hammer and Lodder 2000, pp. 17–18).
In Moscow, the painter Kazimir Malevich recalled fighting on the barricades, fleeing the
victorious Tsarist troops, and taking shelter in the room of a stranger who was celebrating
his birthday (Malevich 1930; and Bowlt and Konecny 2002, p. 165).

Among other artists who were politicized by witnessing or participating in the events
of 1905 were Mikhail Larionov and Natalya Goncharova, who five years later emerged as
leaders of the avant-garde and spearheaded the development of Neo-Primitivism. During
the events of 1905, they were students at the Moscow School of Painting, Sculpture and
Architecture, which was one of the centers of the revolutionary student movement (Moleva
and Beliutin 1967, p. 281). Although neither Larionov nor Goncharova seem to have been
actively involved in revolutionary activities in 1905, they were clearly sympathetic to the
revolutionaries and knew some of the activists, maintaining relationships with them even
after they had been arrested. Larionov, for instance, visited fellow students imprisoned
over the period, including Nikolai Vinogradov, who was studying architecture and was “in
charge of ammunition for the school’s insurrectionist armed force” (Moleva and Beliutin
1967, p. 281). Larionov and Vinogradov remained friends and later, in 1913, co-operated
in exhibiting popular woodcuts, bringing what were considered low forms of art to the
attention of the art establishment and asserting (rather provocatively) the right of these
works to be taken as seriously as high art.9

There is no evidence that the experience of 1905 prompted either Larionov or Gon-
charova to become political activists or join any political party, but it clearly did produce a
more critical attitude towards the status quo. This seems to have taken a creative rather
than an ideological direction. Like Dobuzhinskii and other artists active during 1905, they
became concerned with artistic freedom—the freedom of artists to paint whatever they
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wanted in whatever style they wanted. This inevitably entailed challenging the establish-
ment’s control of art. Moreover, given the close connection between the Imperial Court and
the Imperial Academy of Arts, this inevitably involved some inherent opposition to the
regime. It was, however, an anti-establishment ethos that was expressed in artistic, rather
than explicitly political, terms.

Hence, Goncharova and Larionov enthusiastically embraced the latest trends coming
from France, which offered exciting, new, and definitely non-academic approaches to
painting. The young artists may have initially encountered Impressionism and Post-
Impressionism through their teachers or seen examples at the exhibition of French Painting,
which was open in Moscow from 26 December 1896 to 26 January 1897 (Ukazatel’ 1896)10.
This celebrated show included two paintings by Monet, two by Renoir, three by Sisley
and one pastel by Degas. At the same time, the two students might have had access to
the important collection of French masterpieces amassed by the Moscow merchants Ivan
Morozov and Sergei Shchukin, as well as reproductions in journals and first-hand accounts
(Baldassari 2016, pp. 437–66; Baldassari 2021, pp. 487–512).

In 1906, Larionov seems to have been working in an Impressionist idiom as epit-
omized by his painting Fishes (1906, Centre Pompidou, Paris). In September that year,
he visited Paris with Sergei Diaghilev to help organize the Russian section at the Salon
d’Automne. There, he saw Paul Gauguin’s retrospective (227 works) and paintings by the
Post-Impressionists, including Paul Cézanne, the Nabis, and the Fauves. The opportunity
to study the latest French innovations in quantity and at first hand had an enormous
impact on his own work and stimulated his interest in primitive art. This led Larionov and
Goncharova to develop the style known as Russian Neo-Primitivism, which combined the
latest Western developments with various features taken from Russian folk art, the icon,
the lubok (popular print), children’s art and toys. This mixture of diverse art forms—high
and low, sacred and profane—undermined accepted conventions and was highly offensive
to the artistic establishment, even when the subject matter was relatively innocuous, such
as still lives and portraits.

Western developments were harnessed by Russian artists and played an important
role in the drive to create a vitally new and profoundly nationalist Russian art. Several
years later, in spring 1913, Goncharova made this clear in an unpublished statement of her
creative position:

Contemporary Russian art has reached such heights that, at the present time, it
plays a major role in world life.

Contemporary Western ideas cannot be of any further use to us.

The aims I advance are as follows:

The creation of new forms in art and, through this, new forms of life. (Sharp 2006,
p. 276)

As Neo-Primitivism developed, the new style, with its creative fusion of indigenous
forms and the latest Western innovations, including Fauvism, Cubism and Futurism,
embraced a more contentious range of subjects. A more explicitly critical and focused
anti-establishment ethos began to emerge. Increasingly, the artists chose to depict the
less elevated aspects of everyday life, such as brawls (Larionov, Quarrel in a Tavern, 1911,
Thyssen-Bornemisza Museum, Madrid), and people on the fringes of society, like prosti-
tutes, gypsies or Jews (e.g., Larionov’s Jewish Venus, 1912, Sverdlovsk State Art Museum,
and The Gypsy, 1909, private collection, France; or Goncharova’s Wrestlers, 1909–1910, and
Bread Seller, 1911, both Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris).

Simultaneously, the mixture of stylistic and compositional devices taken from high
and low art became more pronounced as in Goncharova’s Evangelists (1911, State Russian
Museum, St. Petersburg, Figure 11). The painting was removed from her exhibition along
with other religious works because it was considered blasphemous, being a religious
painting, based loosely on an icon format, but produced in a secular style, by a woman
(Sharp 2006, pp. 238–44).
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Figure 11. Natalia Goncharova, The Four Evangelists [Evangelisty], 1911, oil on canvas, each canvas
204 × 58 cm, State Russian Museum, St. Petersburg.

Goncharova had challenged establishment values and asserted the rights of artists,
including women artists, to paint whatever subject they wanted, in whatever style they
wanted. She continued to assert her creative freedom by painting works like Model (against
a blue background) (c. 1909, State Tretyakov Gallery), which shocked the establishment not
only because it was a nude painted by a woman, but also because it was anatomically
explicit and showed pubic hair. She was accused of having “stepped beyond the boundaries
of morally correct behavior” and producing “blatantly corrupting pictures” (Sharp 2006,
p. 104ff).

The assertion of creative freedom is combined with a more implicitly political reso-
nance in Larionov’s Soldier on a Horse, also identified as The Cossack [Kozak], of 1911–1912
(Tate, London, Figure 12),11 which mixes high and low sources of inspiration, while also
challenging the conventional conception of soldiers as heroes. The pigment is applied in
a crude emulation of Cézanne’s constructive brush stroke, while the organization of the
image, including the addition of lettering and the absence of volume and space, emulates
the style of the lubok images of popular heroes, which were sold at fairs. Although the
stance of the horse and its salient features, such as its full-frontal eye in the profile face, are
almost identical to those of Eruslan Lazarevich’s mount in the lubok depicting the mythic
hero (Figure 13), Larionov’s soldier is far from heroic (Parton 1993, pp. 80, 82, 83). He looks
like a harmless plaything, painted by a child.

The inscription is “8th Squadron” [8—esk] (Pospelov and Iliukhina 2005, p. 98). There
were over 100 squadrons of Cossack cavalry and some Cossack regiments also served in
the Imperial Guard. The Cossacks were famous for their prodigious fighting skills and
their brutality in repressing the unrest during 1905. Yet Larionov’s Cossack does not look
like a ferocious fighter but more like a toy soldier sitting on a wooden horse. Artistically,
Larionov was subverting the style and the accepted iconography of the long-established
genre of the heroic general on horseback. Indeed, Larionov’s painting is the antithesis of
the traditional type of gallant rendition of miliary leaders, epitomized by Serov’s dignified
Portrait of Prince Felix Yusupov—Count Sumarokov—Elstone of 1903 (State Russian Museum,
St. Petersburg).
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Figure 13. Anon, The Powerful Hero Eruslan Lazarevich [Sil’nyi bogatyr’ Eruslan Lazarevich], 18th century
woodcut, 35.6 × 29.8 cm, private collection.

Politically, too, Larionov depicts the solider not as a noble hero and respected represen-
tative of the Tsar’s military might, but as a toy, a powerless entity only activated by the will
of the Tsar. Larionov’s Cossack does not inspire hatred or fear, but a certain indifference
and disdain. Inevitably, this lack of respect extends to the Tsar himself. It could be argued
that Larionov was mocking the Tsar indirectly by mocking the troops on whom the Tsar
relied.

Larionov had adopted a style and approach that are completely different to those of
Serov and the painters of 1905. Yet Larionov had clearly reached the same conclusion as
Serov—that the soldiers are merely the pawns of the regime. There is no evidence that
Larionov’s Cossack relates directly, or in any way, to the events of 1905, since it is one
of a series of soldier paintings that Larionov produced while he was doing his military
service—from autumn 1910 to August 1911 (Pospelov and Iliukhina 2005, p. 363). Yet,
any image of soldiers made little more than five years after the bloody reprisals of 1905–6
inevitably raised (and still raises) associations with those events.

Of course, it is also possible that Larionov was inspired by Serov’s example. Serov had
been one of Larionov’s teachers at the Moscow School of Painting, Sculpture and Architec-
ture, which the young artist had attended intermittently between 1898 and 1909.12 Larionov
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would, therefore, almost certainly have been familiar with Serov’s work, including his por-
traits of the aristocracy, as well as with his 1905 image of charging soldiers, which had been
reproduced in Bugbear and had become well-known in Russia’s artistic circles (Figure 3).
Larionov might also have been aware of his later drawing, After the Suppression (Figure 4).
In January 1909, Serov resigned from the Moscow school because the administration had
rejected his petition to have the sculptor Anna Golubkina readmitted as a student following
her expulsion for political activities in 1905 (Sharp 2006, p. 71). This made Serov a figure
of respect amongst the student body. In fact, the students wrote a collective letter to the
administration lamenting the departure of this “irreplaceable” teacher (Sharp 2006, p. 71).
Although Larionov’s painting shares very little stylistically with Serov’s works, Larionov
followed Serov’s example in focusing on soldiers and viewing these soldiers as pawns of
the Tsar. Both artists showed their distrust and contempt for the regime—Serov explicitly
and Larionov implicitly.

The Neo-Primitivists’ lack of respect for figures in authority, their disregard for social
and artistic conventions, and their powerful assertion of and demands for creative freedom
were politically provocative—implicitly and explicitly. Both the style and subject matter of
the works produced by the Neo-Primitivists tended to offend, and indeed were conceived
deliberately to offend the conservative tastes and refined sensibilities of the establishment.
This anti-establishment element in Neo-Primitivism seems to have derived in part from the
artists’ own first-hand experiences of 1905, but may also have taken inspiration from the
example of mature professional painters of the time, such as Serov, Dobuzhinskii, Lansere
et al. Younger artists were perhaps emboldened by the freedoms that these artists had
grasped and the biting satirical images that they had produced. In this respect, the Neo-
Primitivists can be considered to have continued the critical and confrontational attitudes
towards the regime that had been adopted by many professional painters in 1905. In
turn, this anti-establishment ethos of younger artists may have predisposed them to react
favorably towards the destruction of the Tsarist establishment a few years later and led
them to support—either passively or actively—the Bolshevik Revolution of October 1917.

The 1905 Revolution had politicized a wide range of creative figures. It had profoundly
affected artists like Serov and Dobuzhinskii, who had been relatively apolitical, and had
transformed them into harsh critics of the regime. It also affected the outlook of a younger
generation of artists who had witnessed these events and who had observed the reactions
(both practical and creative) of their teachers and other painters whom they respected. This
experience, along with exposure to the uncompromising innovations of Western painting,
fueled the emergence of Neo-Primitivism and the fundamental challenges that it posed to
the artistic, cultural, social and political establishment of Tsarist Russia.
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Notes
1 In 1918: Russia adopted the European calendar. “Bloody Sunday” took place on 22 January 1905 (New Style), but 9 January 1905

(Old Style). The crowd is estimated to have numbered around 80,000 and the brutal soldiers were members of the Preobrazhenskii
Regiment of the Imperial Guards. For more details, see Williams (2005).

2 Repin Ilya. 1905. “Nuzhdy prosveshcheniia,” Nasha zhizn’ (20 January 1905); Rus (27 January 1905); and Nashi dni, No. 22 (1905).
3 See, for instance, Sergei Ivanov, On the Road. Death of a Migrant (1889, State Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow), which highlighted

the poverty and plight of the dispossessed peasantry, wandering through a harsh landscape in search of work and sustenance,
accompanied by a few paltry possessions.

4 Dobuzhinksii, Mstislav, Konstantin Somov, and Evgenii Lansere, 1905. “Golos khudozhnikov,” in Rus’ (11 November 1905); Syn
otechestva (12 November 1905); and Nasha zhizn’ (2 November 1905).
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5 For a discussion of imprisonment as an image of despotism, see Burrow (2000), pp. 28 ff.
6 Many artists remained sympathetic to the revolutionary cause. For instance, Boris Kustodiev, who was associated with the World

of Art group in 1905, produced an image of the 1905 massacre, under the month of February, for the Revolutionary Calendar of
1917. See Kalendar’ 1917; reproduced in Sidorov (1969, p. 138).

7 This was later produced as a postcard in October 1906, as An Old Song Played to a New Tune [Staraia basnia na novyi lad]. See
Mathew 2018, pp. 192–93. On the symbolic use of the Bear to represent the regime, see Riabov (2020).

8 Chemodanov was subsequently arrested and died in prison in 1908; (Mathew 2018, p. 170).
9 Pervaia vystavka lubokov organizovannaia D. N. Vinogradovym 19–24 fevralia 1913 held at the Moscow School of Painting, Sculpture

and Architecture. Ikonopisnye podliniki i lubki organizovannaia M. F. Larionovym, 24 March–7 April 1913, at the Khudozhestvennyi
Salon, Moscow. For translations of Larionov’s text in Vinogradov’s catalogue and Goncharova’s articles in Larionov’s publications,
see Sharp (2006), pp. 273–75.

10 Ukazatel’ Frantsuzskoi khudozhestvennoi vystavki 1896. Moscow
11 Larionov’s Soldier on a Horse is given the title The Cossack [Kozak] in Pospelov and Iliukhina (2005, p. 98), reproduced p. 102.

Pospelov and Iliukina do not give their reasons for this change in title.
12 Larionov was awarded the title of Painter of the Second Class on 25 September 1910. (Pospelov and Iliukhina 2005, p. 363).
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Abstract: In Russian modernism, the work of writer Vasily Rozanov (1856–1919) presents an un-
derstudied case of constructing a worldview based on the study of the parallel history of human
physicality and artefacts, which he articulated within the framework of the physical and metaphysical.
I argue that Rozanov widened the domain of what was viewed as “compelling visuality” at his
time, in line with the subjective synthesising principles of his worldview. He looked in art for the
manifestations of that which he considered to be eternal and trans-historical: the mystery of the
metaphysical roots of human sexuality.

Keywords: Russian modernism; art historical hermeneutics; compelling visualities; embodied sexu-
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1. Introduction

The culture of early European modernism was characterised by a heightened interest
in the world of things and materiality. Emergent museum displays and ethnographic
exhibitions created analogies between the exhibited objects and bodies. Such correlations
between people and artefacts brought together humans and things, and these visuality-
based narratives migrated to literature, with writers devoting themselves to “exploring
slippage of fluctuation between the physical and metaphysical referent” (Brown 2003,
p. 142). In Russian modernism, the work of writer Vasily Rozanov (1856–1919) presents an
understudied case of constructing a worldview based on the study of the parallel history
of human physicality and artefacts, which he articulated within the framework of the
physical and metaphysical. Rozanov viewed his own writing activities as a mission to
reform his contemporary Russian culture’s somatophobia. In addition to historical and
religious writing, his gaze searched for visual artefacts that provided indication of the
“noumenal” in physicality (Rozanov 1971, p. 144). Since he often considered Christianity
as the main cause of dominance of asceticism, his scope of collecting evidence included
pre-Christian cultural productions related to the mystery of sexuality.

In his most famous work, Fallen Leaves (1915), Rozanov explained that his “philosophy
of life” started from his “visual perception [zrenie] and surprise” (Rozanov 1971, p. 144),
thus stressing the role of seeing and viewing as an experience foundational for the con-
ceptualisation of a worldview. He noted that this new philosophy of life was no longer
a philosophy of abstract ideas and intellectual understanding, obliquely referring to his
earlier philosophical investigation On Understanding. Yet already in this early philosophical
tract, O Ponimanii (On Understanding) written in 1886, he explored the question of meaning
embodied in shapes and forms. He postulated that every individual work of art embodies
a range of human moods that due to their universality continue to impact the perception of
future generations (Rozanov 1996, p. 418). Thinking about the intellectual and spiritual
effect of objects of art, he noted that creativity has its “objective and subjective sides”
(Rozanov 1996, p. 416), and that there is little existing methodology that pays attention
to the study of creative subjectivity. This remark registers Rozanov’s early interest in the
subjectivity of perception. In his later writing he used historical artefacts as objects that
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conveyed encoded meaning. As his interest turned to the materiality of the human body
as inseparable from spiritual and metaphysical spheres, he used historical artefacts as the
source material to understand the meta/physical body. Various aspects of visuality became
central to his investigations. The scope of this visuality was typical for the interest of turn
of the century modernism in artefacts as inseparable from (quasi)anthropological thinking
(Bell and Hasinoff 2015), which in Rozanov’s case materialised in his collecting ancient
coins, discovery of new cultural objects during international travels, visits to museums
and art exhibitions, as well as studies of drawings of material objects brought from various
ethnographic expeditions. These activities formed a foundation for his “philosophy of
visual perception” (Rozanov 1971, p. 144), which aimed to promote the main overarch-
ing idea of his oeuvre: to prove that the spiritual and ontological side of human life is
homogenous with the life of the physical body.

Rozanov’s method of interpretation of art is based on his quest to understand the
hidden meaning of historical artefacts, albeit within the main problematics of his writing. It
is noteworthy that he turned to this subject in the tract On Understanding, which indicates
that his interpretation of visual art is driven by the need to comprehend its meaning. This
is in line with theorising on hermeneutics of interpretation of historical visual artefacts
articulated in recent scholarship. Oscar Batschmann, in his authoritative “A Guide to
Interpretation: Art Historical Hermeneutics”, writes about the role of understanding in the
interpretative dynamics in relation to a historical visual artefact:

It also happens, though, that we are looking at a work and that we experience
its “call,” or that we are struck by its mystery or incomprehensibility. It may be
either such a call or our incomprehension—our Unverständnis—that prompts us
to engage in the act of interpretation. We can describe the interpretation of a
visual artwork in general terms as the act by which we seek to do away with our
incomprehension. (Batschmann 2003, p. 182)

As will become clear in my article, this element of perceived “mystery” in historical
visual images is particularly applicable to Rozanov’s visualities. In line with early Russian
modernism’s conflation of history and myth (Matich 2005, p. 246), Rozanov used historical
artefacts as evidence of lost beliefs and historical myths pertaining mystery of the corporeal
Creation.

Relevant for understanding Rozanov’s visuality is the fact that his writing in its
synthetic form is a form of creative writing. While his early work On Understanding
was written as a systematic formal philosophical tract, the majority of his writing breaks
boundaries between various genres. His essays and articles related to visuality are not
written as academic investigations and refer to eclectic sources; they express evoked
glimpses of subjective discovery. Rozanov not only wants to understand but also to explain
historical objects. Elucidating on the role of explanation of historical artefacts, Batschmann
notes that “in historical explanations, the rules of historical connections and the motives
for a specific connection together make up the explanans” (Batschmann 2003, p. 197). This
notion of “motive” is especially relevant for Rozanov’s explanations. In what follows, I will
demonstrate that Rozanov’s main motive to create explanatory connections between visual
objects, history, and mythology was to understand and explain the mystery of embodied
sexuality. A recently used notion of “compelling visuality” in art history scholarship
proposes that a sculpture or painting is defined not only by its historical domain, “but
also—not least—by its significance or value to us, contemporary beholders” (Zwijnenberg
and Farago 2003, p. xi). I argue that Rozanov widened the domain of what was viewed as
“compelling” at his time, in line with the subjective synthesising principles of his worldview.
He looked in art for the manifestations of that which he considered to be eternal and trans-
historical: this eternal in his worldview was the mystery of the metaphysical roots of
human sexuality.

As a religious thinker who looked for the monistic continuity of the divine presence in
physical matter, Rozanov was particularly interested not only in written sources such as
the Scriptures, but also in objects that were invested with religious meaning. One of his
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ideas that helped him to show similarities between the divine and human essence related
to the notion of the sexed body of God (Mondry 2021). In his essay Judaism (1903), he
argued that the first human, Adam, was bisexual in a way that out of his body a female was
created and this serves as a proof of God’s intention to stress the importance of sexuality
and procreation. Rozanov’s fascination with the notion of bisexuality and androgyny
materialised in a number of streams of thought. Evidence of divine origins of Adam’s
original bisexuality helped Rozanov to postulate the divine nature of sexuality, which,
in turn, served his self-proclaimed mission to rehabilitate sexuality. He also looked for
historical visual representations of human bodies that expressed celebration of sexuality and
procreation as inseparable from the religious domain. Among the artefacts that caught his
attention were sculptures, paintings, and frescoes in churches and cathedrals, figurines and
stone reliefs from antiquity, all of which he interpreted as manifestations of the universality
of his notion of the mysterious nature of sexuality. At the same time, in line with modernist
culture’s preoccupation with sexual “deviances” and “anomalies”, he could explore cases
of effeminate maleness and masculine femaleness as atavistic variations in nature. Yet,
unlike the medicalised discourse around non-normative sexuality, Rozanov endowed cases
of alleged androgyny, same-sex leanings, and asexuality with religious and metaphysical
meaning. He often explained cases of ascetic religious leanings or cases of secular asexuality
as evidence of the mysterious nature of sexuality. Historical artefacts served as a source
and illustration of the core ideas of his “philosophy of life”.

2. Italian Impressions: Visuality in Search for Features of Metaphysical Embodiments

In line with the cultural trends that ascribed value to visuality in the quest to under-
stand history, Rozanov embarked on travels to search for the monuments of different and
past cultures. His first destination was Italy, which for him as for his intellectual Russian
milieu represented the land of a combination of pagan antiquity and Catholicism. Visual
objects of a pagan past were the focus of his gaze, and he was similarly interested in the
contemporary Catholic culture of the Vatican. The results of his trip in 1901 were essays
that he later published as a book under the title Italian Impressions (Ital’ianskie vpechatleniia)
(1909). His previous encounters with ancient artefacts were in the form of photographs
and a handful of ancient coins brought by a colleague. In the first year of the new century,
Rozanov had an opportunity to see and study historical artefacts in situ. This for him was
an opportunity to experience the effects of created shapes and forms that he contemplated
in an abstract vision in his philosophical tract On Understanding (1886).

While Rozanov finds signs of affirmation of love and acceptance of the natural world
in samples of ancient artefacts, he pays attention to Catholic religious art that he juxta-
poses to the vibrancy of the pagan worldview. Yet, at the same time, he searched for a
synthesis between paganism and Christianity in order to show that Christianity can have
life-affirming qualities.

Notably, his search for synthesis in religions is paralleled by the search for manifes-
tations of blurred borders between the male and female physicality.1 His gaze discovers
and stops at those artefacts that help him to formulate his views on the necessity to rethink
the relationship between religion and nature, to destigmatize the life of the body, and
to unravel the mystery of sexuality and love. As early as the first page of his first essay,
“Good Friday in St. Peter’s Cathedral” (“Strastnaia piatnitsa v sobore Sv. Petra”), Rozanov
introduces the theme of synthesis in the description of the clothing of the Catholic priests.
He searches for commonalities between ecclesiastical garments both in the West and in the
East and suggests that the cut and bright colour of these ceremonial robes signify important
tendencies. Rozanov examines the Catholic cardinal Rampolla clad in colourful and ef-
feminate garment and presents the clothing as a meaning-creating artefact of ecclesiastical
culture:

A striking feature of priests’ clothing in both the West and the East is that its cut
is typically feminine, not at all masculine: sleeves which broaden at the cuffs,
a wide-banded girdle (men never wear such a thing), and finally, even a train.
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And in the actual colour of the clothing there is something bright: lilac, green,
blue, red, something one never finds with men. And yet this choice of clothing
and colour expresses an unconscious and very profound part of the human soul.
(Rozanov 1994a, p. 21)

While Rozanov does not directly articulate the idea of an androgynous character of
priestly attire, he nevertheless raises the issue of latent inclination of priests to choose
effeminate cut and colour. Using the notion of the unconscious leaning of the human soul,
he suggests that male priests express their inner nature via their sensed tastes. Rozanov’s
impressions made by the shape of the garment echo his early formulations about the impact
of art expressed in the tract On Understanding by means of outer shapes. Yet, he also tries
to fit his a priori ideas about metaphysical physicality into this visual sphere. He clearly
pursues the notion of bisexuality embedded in his idea of God’s bisexuality and hints at
the existence of hidden unconscious leanings that prove his idea about the mystical nature
of sex.2 The fact that Rozanov registers that he notices an effeminacy of priestly costume in
the opening paragraph of his first essay on his travel impressions emphasizes that he uses
visuality to support his theorizing of the physical and metaphysical materiality.

Rozanov’s interpretation of the psychological aspects expressed in the choice of cloth-
ing presents an early case of theorizing clothes. Carl Fluegel’s influential The Psychology of
Clothes (1930) classifies two types of dress codes as most resistant to fashion and change-
ability: dress as a sign of rank and dress as a sign of nationality: “All the costumes or
decorations falling within these two categories possess an important feature in common—
their tendency to immutability” (Fluegel 1966, p. 32). Fluegel’s most original contribution to
interpretation to the history of costume relates to his psychoanalytical approach to clothes.
He views clothes as a coded message of sublimated inner desires, and these include sexual
tendencies. Rozanov’s visuality in interpretation of priestly garments identifies signs of
aspects of sexuality that fall into his notions of mystery of sexuality as inseparable from
religion. He searches for the remnants of the past in ecclesiastical clothes that due to their
“immutability” (Fluegel 1966, p. 32) encode historical knowledge, some of which is lost in
culture.

Rozanov likewise imputes similar features of gender and sexuality to bodies of canon-
ical ecclesiastical personalities depicted in sculpture. In the essay “In old Rome” (“Po
staromu Rimu”), he comments on the striking impression made on him by a statue of Saint
Francis carrying a child in the Santa Maria in the Cosmedino Church in Rome. He states
that he had previously seen, more than once, statues of the Saint in other churches during
his journey through Italy, and in order to typify the sentiment expressed in the sculpture,
he notes that Saint Francis has become a favourite among the Italian Catholics in spite
of the humble origins of his early followers. Rozanov admits that the statue captivates
his attention because of the representation of a male figure carrying a child in a stylistic
borrowed from the representation of the Madonna. Rozanov formulates the idea of this
statue as a “male Madonna” (Rozanov 1994b, p. 36), with an infant touching lovingly
the Saint’s face and the Saint tenderly holding the infant on his left arm. Polemically, he
observes that this composition catches his attention as a Russian Orthodox person because
such a plot does not exist in Eastern Orthodox art. Drawing parallels between art and life,
Rozanov states that it is inconceivable to imagine a representation of love between a cleric,
especially a monk, and a baby, as it is similarly impossible to imagine the existence of such
love in real life in Russian society. In his interpretation of the sculpture, Rozanov implicitly
introduces the notion of the gendered character of Russian Orthodox life and art, and he
displaces the binary opposition of male–female. By pairing “male” and “Madonna”, he
challenges the gender concepts embedded in Russian Orthodoxy and icons. He also makes
his personal mission evident by stating that there is a lack of tenderness towards children
in Russian culture that is influenced by the severity of the rules of family conduct canon-
ized in the sixteenth-century Domostroi. In this essay and others in the series, Rozanov’s
visuality allows him to notice ideas and messages in surrounding artefacts that lead him
to religious-philosophical conclusions. He maintains that the philosophical position of
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Catholic ecclesiastical culture reaffirms the notion of “Sancta Natura” (Rozanov 1994b, p. 37)
and notes that as opposite to this, Russian Christianity has the cult of saintly personalities,
but never of sacred spiritual nature. Rozanov uses examples of Catholic art as evidence in
his formulation and promotion of the main ideas of his body politics.

In his essay “Fading Pictorial Art” (“Vytsvetaiiushchaia zhivopis’”), he once more returns
to the leitmotif of gentility and femininity in Catholic art, this time drawing parallels
between Rafael’s frescoes and his personal traits of character. In his search for religious
pagan/Christian synthesis, Rozanov evaluates Rafael’s work as unique in this ability to
portray spirit in matter:

Affection, meekness, some sort of paradise in the human face—these are charac-
teristics of his art. [ . . . ] Only Rafael has captured the ancient Psyche, the Soul.
He fantasizes, meekly, sweetly, charmingly, at times borrowing from Christian-
ity, at other times borrowing from paganism; he does it without effort, without
tension, like a king, who takes everything because everything belongs to him.
(Rozanov 1994c, p. 50)

Turning to Rafael’s self-portrait, Rozanov continues to pursue the theme of mystery in
sexuality, explaining Rafael’s unique gift by his maiden-like nature:

Raphael is known to have had a face different from that of all other people: the
face of the purest of maidens, a long and tender face, without a trace of beard
or moustache. In history he is the same kind of miraculous phenomenon as
Joan of Arc, i.e., a phenomenon specially forged in the depths of the earth, a
supernatural creature, to a higher degree than all the rest of us, natural people.
(Rozanov 1994c, p. 51)

Notably, in his later work, People of the Moonlight (1911), devoted to the exploration
of bisexuality in its relation to asexuality and homosexuality in the context of mysterious
and metaphysical origins of sex, Rozanov will again mention Raphael’s face as an example
of what is mystical and incomprehensible in sex. Rozanov’s visuality of perception of
artefacts is a complex process, in which he looks for manifestations of conscious and
unconscious drives. His aim is to identify in these manifestations a range of beliefs,
knowledge, or intuition that was lost in the history of civilization. These visualities feed
into his “philosophy of life” as he formulated it later in Fallen leaves (1915).

In his other essay in Italian Impressions, “In the Vatican Museums” (“V muzeiakh
Vatikana”), Rozanov continues to use perceived sculptural representations of the androgy-
nous thematic to eliminate the binary opposition between paganism and monotheism:

Of the interesting features which strike one when observing Greek art, I shall
draw attention merely to one: the male appearance of the female faces and the
female appearance of the male. Pallas Athene is not merely a warrior by reason of
her weapon and helmet, not a warrior by virtue of all the mythological stories told
about her: she is a warrior as the Greeks actually portrayed her—she is masculine,
male in form, manlike. What is this idea? Juno, i.e., the Greek Hera, is also man-
like. And in the myths neither of them has any children. (Rozanov 1994d, p. 57)

The above passage indicates that Rozanov treats sculpture as an authentic primary
source that has a value in culture no less important than a written source. Furthermore,
having legitimized sculpture as a cultural canon, he proceeds to interpret its significance as
a source with higher meaning. The description of the manlike goddesses is followed by a
description of womanlike male figures. Having prepared the ground by using the image
of “male Madonna” in the earlier essay (Rozanov 1994b, p. 36), he now draws a parallel
between Christian saints and pagan gods, using their perceived androgenized femininity
as indicative of the riddle of sexuality:

In the Capitoline Museum I simply stood in amazement before a statue of full
human size: it was a Greek Saint Francis, holding the Holy Infant. And in the
Vatican Museum there is an even more striking form of the same statue: its
male forms are preserved, but the head is completely feminine, its long hair is
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plaited like a woman’s, and it too is carrying a child! The hair of the so-called
Apollo Musagetes [ . . . ] is female, long, not plaited, but hanging down in two
unattractive broad tresses, and the Apollo is wearing female clothing! So what is
all this blatant unattractiveness? For it is not natural for us to admire a masculine
appearance in women or a female appearance in men. If these images were
created it means that they indicated ancient Greeks were searching for something.
(Rozanov 1994d, p. 58)

In these passages, Rozanov’s tactic is to find common ground between representations
of historical and mythological characters that he takes from pagan and Christian traditions.
In Batchmann’s “A Guide to Interpretation: Art Historical Hermeneutics”, a search for a
historical explanation of the visual object using written references is viewed as part of the
normative process of understanding, interpretation, and explanation of historical art. In
this particular case, when Rozanov focuses on androgyny, he turns to mythology from two
different traditions in antiquity: pre-Christian paganism and the Judaic Torah. Having
stated that the Greeks were searching for “something”, he not only interprets the image but
explains it. His goal is to explain a cluster of ideas that are fundamental for his personal
interest in the mystery of the meta/physical body. What Rozanov calls “something” is an
understanding of the divine nature of sexuality, which relates to the bisexualities of the
Biblical God and the gods of Antiquity.

Rozanov’s explanation is akin to Batchmann’s notion of explanation of historical
artefacts. Batchmann uses two terms for explaining artefacts: explanans, “that which
explains something” and the explanadum, “that which is to be explained” (Batschmann
2003, p. 197). In Rozanov’s essay, the mystery of sexuality is that which is to be explained,
while sculptural and religious texts are “that which explains something”. Having described
the sculptures, he develops an argument stating that the androgyny of the ancient statues
expresses the way the Greeks were searching for features of the metaphysical in human
beings, which would bring them closer to the divine. To explain this search, he turns to
the Judo-Christian canon, to the “infallible Sinai account” (Rozanov 1994d, p. 58) and
argues in favour of bisexuality as a characteristic common to God and to humans created
in God’s likeness. While discussing Ancient Greek art, he states that an androgynous
Adam was created in the likeness of God and was “a perfect human being” (Rozanov
1994d, p. 58), before Eve was made out of Adam. This allows him to promote the idea
of metaphysical physicality and sexuality in real life and he moves from interpretation of
artefacts to physiology. He asserts that in the physiological development of every human,
there is a period when the two sexes have not separated—the period of adolescence: “The
mystery of the remarkable separation of the sexes, psychological and noumenal, happens
with and in the growth of every human being. In every human the story of Adam and
Eve is repeated.” (ibid., p. 58). To assert the metaphysical importance of pagan art as a
form of expression of spirituality, he concludes that “the Greeks sought God through a
material human being. And the way of their search was a true one” (ibid., p. 58). I propose
that with his statement about the “unattractiveness” of figures bearing the signs of a third
sex, Rozanov employs his tactic of changing the stereotypical reception of sculptures of
antiquity as inferior to Christian spiritual art. He counters modernity’s stereotype of pagan
art as a form of worship of “attractive” and, therefore, non-spiritual materiality. It was
precisely this stereotype of the ancient statue that was often used in Russian high culture.

This particular understanding of pagan sculpture was articulated in Petr Chaadaev’s
influential Philosophical Letters (1836), where statues of pagan antiquity were characterized
as provoking base sensual desires, and as such were juxtaposed to the sublime monotheism
of the Ancient Israelites. Chaadaev’s “Third and “Fourth Philosophical Letters” singled
out the architecture of Ancient Egypt, its pyramids, as an example of sublime spiritual
shapes as opposed to “the lust-provoking bronze and marble bodies” of Ancient Greek
and Roman art (Chaadaev 1971, p. 57). Going against this tradition of interpretating pagan
sculpture as devoid of spirituality, Rozanov resorts to maintaining similarities between
the sculptures’ androgyny and the Biblical Creation mythology. He uses the concept of
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androgyny to ascribe the sculptural representations of the body in Ancient Greece with the
intuitive search for monotheistic notions of Creation. Androgyny put into the context of
Creation helps Rozanov to dismantle Cartesian dualisms of body and soul, flesh and spirit
(Mondry 2021).

His essays in Italian Impressions suggest that at this juncture of his oeuvre, Rozanov
uses Ancient Greek sculpture as visual evidence of the metaphysical nature of human
physicality. He boldly links the pagan art of antiquity with monotheism’s notion of humans
being created in God’s image:

Looking at the first-class creations of an ancient carver a thought occurs: wasn’t
the ancient art more metaphysical [than modern art]? [ . . . ] We can find links
between ancient Greek sculpture and religion: if human-being was created “in
likeness”, then it follows that in the image one can get closer to its prototype,
and via the human and “measurements” find God’s image. The task is different
from our iconography that gives an abstract representation of a worshipped
face; the task rather was to find, to construct, to create [ . . . ] such an image that
would be invented by a human and at the same time brought from the Sinai.
(Rozanov 1994d, pp. 56–57)

3. Resurrected Egypt: Discovering Metaphysical Bodies in Artefacts of Ancient Egypt

While Rozanov was looking for signs of embodied metaphysics in the artefacts of
antiquity during his travels in Italy, in later years, he turned his attention to artefacts
of Ancient Egypt. However, while Chaadaev was interested in expressions of sublime
spirituality in the shape of pyramids, Rozanov was interested in the harmonious synthesis
of the spiritual and the physical in Egyptian representational art. In particular, he found
evidence of a special veneration of the loving family in Ancient Egyptian artefacts. Strik-
ingly, in his article “Aphrodisian Beauty” (“Afrodizianskaia krasota”) (1916), placed by him
in the collection of his essays under the title Resurrected Egypt (Vozrozhdaiushchiisia Egipet),
he severely criticises Ancient Greek representations of the female body in the images of
Aphrodite. In the general context of his essays on Ancient Egypt, this negative evaluation
of Ancient Greek sculpted representations of the ideal of beauty is meant to juxtapose the
two cultures of antiquity in matters of the family and procreation. Rozanov claims that
these Greek statues are completely devoid of biological reality. For him as a philosopher of
life, this art is false, as it represents the body that was not born in a way that bodies are born
in real life. Noting that Aphrodite in Greek mythology came out of the sea and was not
born “physiologically” (Rozanov 2002a, p. 80), he maintains that sculptural representations
of her body similarly have no life in them. These observations based on his subjective
visuality further allow him to make generalisations about the lack of importance of the
family in Ancient Greek society:

Family in Ancient Greece was pushed into “the back yard”, while hetaira were
placed in the front. And this presents the core of their civilization, the state
of things that could not be corrected in transitioning to marble, golden and
bronze “sculpting of life”. The “lye of life” was passed onto the “lye of art.”
(Rozanov 2002a, p. 80)

Claiming that everything beautiful is “born” naturally, he makes both an aesthetical
and an ontological judgment. He also resorts to the stable Christian characterisation
of Ancient Greek sculptural representations of female beauty as “depraved” and even
“transgressive” (Rozanov 2002a, p. 81), but then turns the argument upside down. In his
argument, this beauty is depraved not because it represents physical baseness, but because
the Ancient Greek ideal of female beauty does not connect with the physiology of birth.
He endows an aesthetic category of beauty with both physical and metaphysical meaning,
expecting embodied beauty to express ideas of procreation, fecundity, and emotional
warmth.

On the basis of his interpretation of the pagan art of Ancient Greece and Rome, he
explains these civilisations’ historical collapse and subsequent embracing of Christianity
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since, in his opinion, these civilisations did not have the notion of an afterlife. For Rozanov,
the first civilization that was involved in the search for immortality was Ancient Egypt, and
in the essay “Aphrodisiac Beauty” written in 1917, he turns to the visual representations
of women’s bodies and female goddesses in Ancient Egyptian artefacts as well as various
drawings representing families. In these artefacts, he finds the culture that celebrates the
birth of children, love, family, tender feelings and nurturing attitudes to children by both
parents. Strikingly, these are the same themes and categories that he detected in his viewing
of sculptures in Rome and conveyed in Italian Impressions. In Italian Impressions, his goal
was to juxtapose Catholic religious art with Russian Orthodox icons and culture, in order
to change his Russian readers’ opinions about the relationships within the family and to
instil his main idea—that the physical body has metaphysical connections. In this essay,
“Aphrodisiac Beauty”, written some 15 years later, he juxtaposes Ancient Egyptian ideas
of family with those of the Ancient Greeks, but elaborates on the same concepts and sets
out to find visual signs of the metaphysical in the material, to celebrate physical life, to
promote the importance of parental love and care and the family. Rozanov’s gaze searches
for these main notions of his “philosophy of life” in artefacts and visualises their presence
or absence to support his arguments.

His idea that the metaphysical beginnings of the body are linked with the mystery of
sexuality finds its expression in his interpretation of visual historical artefacts from Ancient
Egypt. Additionally, to procreative sexuality, his search for representations of androgynous
features and same-sex leanings is also part of his theorising of the mystery of sexuality. In
his description of ancient artefacts, he finds proof of both phenomena: he refers to bearded
Venuses of antiquity and some drawings on Ancient Egyptian artefacts as proof of this
idea. In an essay called “Mystery of four faces” (“Taina chetyrekh lits”) (1917), he comments
on the stone drawing of a dance dating back to 3000 BC. He copied the drawing from
Gaston Maspero’s authoritative book on the art of Ancient Egypt, but in addition to the
existing explanation of the drawing he gives his own assertive interpretation. 3 Noting that
he disagrees with Maspero’s opinion that the depiction of the female body movements
represents a dance, he offers an interpretation that reveals Rozanov’s method of visuality
as ancillary to his own agenda. In terms of hermeneutics of interpretation of historical art,
he turns to Herodotus’s descriptions of festivities in Ancient Egypt and in particular to
the annual festival in Bubastis. One detail of the description by Herodotus particularly
fascinates Rozanov; it refers to the ritual behaviour performed by groups of women during
the festival:

Arriving by boat to a town, they bring the vessel to the shore and some sing
and clap in the manner they have performed before, but others shout abu-
sively at the women of this town, and some others dance, while others jump,
raise their dresses and uncover themselves [ . . . ]. (Herodotus, II, pp. 59–60).
(Rozanov 2002b, pp. 96–97)

Having italicised those parts of Herodotus’s text that captivate him, Rozanov suggests
that the movements are sexually significant. The dance for him is a performed mystery-
play that he relates to the cult of Artemis, the goddess associated by him with androgyny.
Since the ritual dance is performed by women and, in his view, for female audiences, the
combination of visual and textual narratives allows him to jump into a discussion of the
mystery of same sex desires and/or asexual leanings. He concludes that the drawing
expresses a religious “adoration” of each other among the people of alternative sexual
orientation (Rozanov 2002b, p. 98), while the pose with a raised leg suggests exposure and
“fetishism” of sexual organs (Rozanov 2002b, p. 98). He notes that this detail is not typical
for Ancient Egyptian artefacts, and it represents a phenomenon that stands apart from the
mainstream normative sexual orientation of the society. This evaluation of the image as
atypical allows him to detect signs of encoded mystery in the drawing.

In a characteristic link to explain contemporary occurrences by examples from histori-
cal and mythological past, he observes that contemporary cases of non-normative sexuality
similarly manifest the same mystery. In his evaluation of this ancient Egyptian drawing,
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he assertively refers to his own book People of the Moonlight: Metaphysics of Christianity
(1911), dedicated to the study of alternative forms of sexuality (androgyny, bisexuality,
hermaphroditism) in a historical perspective. While in People of the Moonlight he refers to
medical literature on non-normative sexuality, including the at the time influential work
by Richard Kraff-Ebing, Psychopatia Sexualis, his interest is not in medicalising these cases.
Rather, he uses these contemporary sources together with ancient artefacts and historical
texts indiscriminately as intertexts to prove the idea of the mysterious nature of sex. In
People of the Moonlight, he uses figurines of the “bearded Venuses of antiquity” unearthed by
archaeologists in Cyprus to support evidence from written sources and cases of contempo-
rary sectarian cults and medical “anomalies” studied in the work of sexologists. In this new
essay, “Mystery of four faces” (1917), on ancient Egyptian drawings, his previous writing
helps him to conclude that nature is unchangeable, “natura aeterna” (Rozanov 2002a, p. 98).
By the time he writes on artefacts of Ancient Egypt (1916, 1917), his own stance on the
mystery of sexuality has become firmly established. His trans-historical interpretation of
historical art objects is in line with his views on the trans-historical nature of metaphysical
physicality.

4. Conclusions

Rozanov’s personal friend and art historian Eric Gollerbakh maintained that Rozanov’s
travels in Italy and visits to the Vatican and the Coliseum did not give him anything
“essentially new”, but rather evoked in him “certain motifs, certain moods” (Gollerbakh
1922, p. 61). Gollerbach rightly stresses the subjectivity of Rozanov’s gaze, and the point
about the role of impression and mood-creation of art is in line with Rozanov’s own
comments on the role of art, expressed by him in his early work, On Understanding (1886).
However, his visual contact with historical artefacts resulted in more than producing an
impression or “mood”. I have demonstrated that Rozanov’s visuality correlated with his
search for mystery of sexuality and sexualities. This search for a mystery in itself is a
characteristic feature of hermeneutics in the interpretation of historical art, as defined by
Batschmann (2003, p. 182). What makes Rozanov’s visuality original is the very nature of
a mystery that he postulated and attempted to unravel: the mystery of the metaphysical
roots of embodied sexualities.

My investigation has demonstrated that there is a certain dialectics in Rozanov’s
interpretation of historical artefacts. Visuality plays a central part in this dialectic as it
moves from abstract ideas about forms and shapes to visual encounters with concrete
objects, such as ecclesiastical costume, sculpture, and drawings. Notably, his gaze selected
those shapes that represented the human body and arguably signified aspects of sex and
gender. In his early philosophical tract, On Understanding, he wrote about the universal
impact of art, yet at the same time he briefly noted that aspects of subjective motivation
in creativity had not been explored and understood. His hermeneutics of interpretation
of artefacts attests to his own subjectivities that can be fully understood in conjunction
with his later writing. His analysis of historical objects often references historical, religious,
and literary texts, which he uses to substantiate his “understanding”. Myths and legends
of classical antiquity as well as the Bible provide eclectic material and evidence for his
understanding. In some cases, he uses contemporary historical and medical literature as
supplementary sources for unlocking the hidden meaning of artefacts. All these methods
are part of the hermeneutics of interpretation of historical art (Batschmann), while a range
of Rozanov’s sources extends the domain of “compelling visuality”. His synthetic genre of
writing combines scholarly insights with creative writing, references to academic work and
anecdotal material or lived experience, and this eclectic combination constitutes the unity
of form and content of his texts. This amalgamation of sources used to explain art objects is
precisely a marker of his subjectivity as well as characteristics of this new form of writing.
In his work, which was a self-proclaimed mission of sex, his methods included not only
understanding and interpretation, but also explanation. For him, all forms of historical and
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mythological material make up what Batchmann calls the explanans—“that which explains
something” (Batchmann, p. 197). His synthesising narratives make visuality compelling.

There is, albeit a flat, trajectory in the role visuality played in the development of his
philosophy of life through seeing objects of art and observing life. In his essays written
during his travels in Italy in 1901, visuality plays both a supportive and, to a degree, a
formative role as it helps him to accumulate images and sensed experiences that underpin
his inner searching that will later form the core idea of his oeuvre. Visuality in his later
writing, devoted to interpreting artefacts of Ancient Egypt, has an intertextual character
and not only supports, but is supported by the set of ideas that by then were formulated in
his numerous essays and books. By borrowing arguments and data from his own earlier
book People of the Moonlight to interpret a newly discovered drawing from Ancient Egypt, he
reveals a circular course of his interpretative visuality, which in later years was reinforced
by a set of his own formerly articulated ideas. Starting from “impressions” during his
travels in Italy, articulated visuality becomes a powerful tool in his self-styled mission of
sex, as he employs art objects as historical evidence in support of his ideas.

Like cultural evolutionists of his time, Rozanov applied a synchronic and diachronic
approach to cultures and artefacts. In his contemporary society he was looking for em-
bodied physical and psychological signs of “survivals” of not only a historical past, but
of pre-historical, mythic, and cosmic origins of life and creation. Among these features he
viewed sexuality and variations in sexual orientations as proof of links between physical
and metaphysical phenomena. Instead of treating “primitive” and pagan cultures as inferior
to contemporary western Christian civilization, he attempted to reconstruct those beliefs
and views that, in turn, helped him to advocate his “philosophy of life”. As his method of
understanding life was based on “visual perception and surprise” (Rozanov 1971, p. 144),
he used historical artefacts as objects that revealed the metaphysical in physical embodi-
ments.

From Rozanov’s views on the impact of the artistic creation expressed in his tract
On Understanding follows that he believed in the power of the artefact to influence the
perception of future generations. I propose that as a beholder of these historical artefacts,
he not only wanted to decipher their meaning, but also believed that he found a way to
connect with them and their creators by overcoming temporal and spatial barriers. He,
thus, opened an inter-generational flow of influence because for him it meant to find a
link with those historical people who, in his opinion, had knowledge that was lost to later
generations. To understand the mystery of historical artefacts for him was identical with
understanding the mystery of life.
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Notes
1 This synthesis was evaluated unequally by his contemporary critics. In a review on Italian Impressions in Novoe vremia, A. Beliaev

stated: “What kind of a sectarian fit of madness is this, in which Tolstoi, Diana of Ephesus, Gogol, Mithras, the Romans, the
Greeks, the Slavs, are mixed together?”. However, most critics wrote about Rozanov’s subjectivity as the source of his originality.
For a discussion, see Fateev and Nikoliukin (1994, p. 427).

2 Notably, attention to unconscious femininity implies also alternative sexual leanings—a variation of sexuality that Rozanov
identified in his later writing as yet another manifestation of the mystery of sexuality. See Mondry (2000, 2010).

3 The whole collection Resurrected Egypt contains illustrations of artefacts that Rozanov personally copied from various authoritative
sources, including G. Maspero, whose three volumes on Ancient Egypt were published in Russian translation between 1892 and
1915. He used these translations of Maspero: Gaston Maspero. Drevniaia istoriia. Egipet. Assiriia. St. Petersburg. 1905. Gaston
Maspero. Egipet. Moscow: Problemy estetiki. 1915.
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“Wings of Freedom”: Petr Miturich and Aero-Constructivism
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Abstract: The article focuses on the aerodynamic experiments of Petr Vasil’evich Miturich (1887–1956),
in particular his so-called letun, a project comparable to Vladimir Tatlin’s Letatlin, but less familiar.
Miturich became interested in flight during the First World War, elaborating his first flying apparatus
in 1918 before constructing a prototype and undertaking a test flight on 27 December 1921—which
might be described as an example of Russian Aero-Constructivism (by analogy with Italian Aeropit-
tura). Miturich’s basic deduction was that modern man must travel not by horse and cart, but with
the aid of a new, ecological apparatus—the undulator—a mechanism which, thanks to its undulatory
movements, would move like a fish or snake. The article delineates the general context of Miturich’s
experiments, for example, his acquaintance with the ideas of Tatlin and Velemir Khlebnikov (in 1924
Miturich married the artist, Vera Khlebnikova, Velemir’s sister) as well as the inventions of Igor’
Sikorsky, Fridrikh Tsander, Konstantin Tsiolkovsky and other scientists who contributed to the “First
Universal Exhibition of Projects and Models of Interplanetary Apparatuses, Devices and Historical
Materials” held in Moscow in 1927.

Keywords: Petr Miturich; Velemir Khlebnikov; Vera Khlebnikova; Georgii Krutikov; Nikolai Punin;
Igor’ Sikorsky; Vladimir Tatlin; Fridrikh Tsander; Konstantin Tsiolkovsky; aeronautics; letun; Letatlin;
volnovik; “First Universal Exhibition of Models of Interplanetary Apparatuses and Mechanisms
Gadgets and Historical Materials” (Moscow 1927)

One of the salient themes of Russian Modernism is flight, metaphorical and practical,
examples of which are legion—from the flying demons of Mikhail Vrubel to Aleksandr
Blok’s poem “Aviator”, from the crashing airplane in the Cubo-Futurist opera Victory
over the Sun to Kazimir Malevich’s Aero-Suprematism. The numerous visual and literary
manifestations of the subject would take us into a dense and long orbit of angels, airplanes,
balloons, spaceships, levitation, and the firmament, but this essay focuses on a single artist,
Petr Vasil’evich Miturich (1887–1956), and a single event which seems to have influenced
or, at least, paralleled, one of the most visionary inventions of the later avant-garde, i.e.,
his flying apparatus or letun (literally, one who possesses the capacity to fly) which he first
envisaged in 1918. If Vladimir Tatlin’s Letatlin has been discussed widely, Miturich’s letun
has not and, therefore, deserves serious investigation, the more so since it leads us into
the wider context of Velemir Khlebnikov’s own flights of imagination. After all, from 1924
onwards Miturich was the husband of the artist Vera Khlebnikova, sister of Velemir, who
exerted a profound influence on the artist’s worldview (Figure 1).

Miturich seems to have first cultivated an interest in flight during the Great War when
he studied and introduced hot air balloons as part of the defense system of the Osovets
Fortress on the Eastern Front. Inspired, of course, by Khlebnikov’s designs for “flying
abodes—cells” and astute observations of birds, Miturich designed his first apparatus in
1918—captured in the drawing called Bird on Branch (Figure 2), which, as Nina Belokhvos-
tova argues, seems closer to an incoming flying object or to the ornitoper (mechanical bird)
on which Miturich worked in 1918–1922 (Figures 3–6). In turn, Miturich tested a model
prototype on 27 December 1921, in Santalovo1 and, like Tatlin, seems to have elaborated
the idea of his flying machine with particular enthusiasm in the mid-1920s—which begs
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the question: Why? By way of an answer, let us recapitulate the essential details of the
letun which might be allied with what might be called a Russian Aero-Constructivism (by
analogy with the Italian Aerofuturismo or Aeropittura) (Figure 7).
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Miturich’s basic argument was that man should no longer be moving around with carts
and horses, but with a new ecological apparatus—the volnovik [undulator]—a mechanism
which, like a fish or snake, would advance by undulatory action (Ibid.). Miturich contended
that the motor impulse of all animals, fish, and birds relied on a spiralic thrust and that
each resultant wave continued to reverberate—and to generate further energy—like an
echo. Through the judicious application of placement and displacement, traction and
distraction, the volnovik would move in air and water and on earth and, in accordance
with the respective application, would be called variously an airship, boat, hydroplane, or
caterpillar. Miturich justified his argument as follows: “Technology aspires to straighten
out the crooked paths and forms of space and to furnish itself with a hardness and strength
so as to overcome the counter and lateral forces of the ambience. . . . Technology ignores
the facts of intermittent movement and as well as the rhythms of the moving phenomena
themselves. . . . The engines which I am proposing adopt—automatically—a complex
undulatory movement and, technically speaking, are a valuable expression of a different
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kind of space and of movement therein, i.e., of time”.2 The airship or flying apparatus—the
(Figure 8)—was also meant to extend this principle: there exist four drawings on one sheet
dated 1923, a single design dated 26 March 1923, a project with an explanation dated to
the 1920s–1930s, and a set of eleven sketches for an “airship based on the principle of
‘undulatory’ movement” of 1932.3 Judging from Miturich’s notes and drafts, the pilot of
the letun would have directed the contraption by arms and hands only.

Inevitably, Miturich’s machine elicits comparisons with Tatlin’s Letatlin which is more
celebrated in part because much of the original body exists—and there have been many
reconstructions such as this one produced for the Costakis collection now in the Museum of
Modern Art in Thessaloniki. Suffice it to recall that Letatlin, too, was to have flown without
fuel and with wings operated by the arms—plus a bicycle mechanism for take-off. Tatlin
tested his prototype with modest success but seems to have shelved the project after 1932,
crash-landing into heavy still-lives and textured portraits.

Miturich and Tatlin came to their respective constructions via different trajectories,
although in the 1910s both achieved artistic maturity during the frenetic development
of the airplane industry, witnessing the construction of all manner of flying machines.
Tatlin talked of “iron wings” in a lecture in Tsaritsyno in 1916 and, as Nikolai Punin (1920)
observed, the very incline of the Monument to the III International of 1919 was meant
to symbolize the intergalactic impetus of Communist colonialization, i.e., of the planets.
Miturich, on the other hand, cultivated a deep interest in ornithology and, as a student
at the Battle-Painting studio of the Academy of Arts, learned how to paint machines of
war, including airplanes. in 1915 he even tried to enter flying school4 and the following
year took courses in military engineering, including airplanes and oo o.5 In 1925 Miturich
accomplished his one and only flight between Moscow and Kiev which “remained vivid
in my memory. . . . In fact, falling for a few seconds, weightless, only to ascend in quick
bursts, is not very pleasant and you start to worry a lot about the wings—maybe they’ll
break off as a result of such sharp tremors?”6
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Figure 3. P. Miturich: Designs for a flying apparatus, 1918, Graphite pencil on paper, 17.5 × 22.1, 
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Figure 3. P. Miturich: Designs for a flying apparatus, 1918, Graphite pencil on paper, 17.5 × 22.1,
State Tretiakov Gallery, Moscow, Inv. No.: RS-13518 (p. 69603).
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Figure 4. P. Miturich: “I have constructed my apparatus according to the ‘Pure principle of horizon‐

tal flight’”, ca. 1921, Red Indian ink on paper, 40 × 27, Private collection. 
Figure 4. P. Miturich: “I have constructed my apparatus according to the ‘Pure principle of horizontal
flight’”, ca. 1921, Red Indian ink on paper, 40 × 27, Private collection.
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Figure 5. P. Miturich: “Hurrah! First flight completed, 28 ХII 1921”, 1921, Pencil on paper, Private 

collection. 

 

Figure 6. P. Miturich: Drawings for a flying apparatus. Notebook, 1921, Pencil on paper, Private 

collection. 

Figure 5. P. Miturich: “Hurrah! First flight completed, 28 II 1921”, 1921, Pencil on paper, Private
collection.
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Figure 7. P. Miturich: Volnovik, ca. 1930, 60 cm long, mechanism wrapped in oilcloth, Private collec‐

tion. 

Miturich’s basic argument was that man should no longer be moving around with 
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Figure 7. P. Miturich: Volnovik, ca. 1930, 60 cm long, mechanism wrapped in oilcloth, Private
collection.
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Figure 8. P. Miturich: Model of a Letun (Flying machine), ca. 1927, 60 × 30 × 30, Wood, metal,
parchment, Private collection.

In any case, as an artist, soldier, and engineer, Miturich must have been very impressed
by the huge flying apparatuses which Igor’ Sikorsky was designing in 1913–1914, i.e., the
Grand and the Il’ia Muromets, which, incidentally, were quickly adjusted to the military
exigencies of the First World War (Figure 9). Furthermore, the popular press ran countless
articles on air and space, carrying exuberant renderings of airplanes and spaceships by
professional engineers as well as by countless amateurs. With particular zeal, the press com-
mented on the triumphs of the first Russian airplane builders, pilots, and aerodynamicists,
giving pride of place to Sikorsky and Konstantin Tsiolkovsky, and, obviously, Miturich (and
Tatlin) followed these trends with particular enthusiasm. In 1930 Miturich, for example,
witnessed the flight of the famous airship Count Zeppelin 127: “This morning I was woken
up by boys shouting ‘Zeppelin’ . . . [you could see] the grey, metallic contour of [what
looked like] a cloud. . . . Made two circles above the Kremlin. . . . Lots of airplanes circling.
. . . . Extraordinary spectacle”.7

What is often disregarded is that, during the 1920s, Miturich and Tatlin were well
aware of each other’s aerial experiments and even, as their correspondence of 1926–1927
demonstrates, were ready to collaborate: On 1 April 1927, Tatlin wrote to Miturich: “I’ve
thought through my research on the bird, although one thing is clear—we have very
different ideas about implementing the model. . . . Some elements I have already produced
in the model, others life size . . . I accept your proposal to participate in the work”.8

However, nothing came of Tatlin’s tentative call to join forces, and in 1929 their brief
rapprochement turned into a condition of mutual distrust, enmity, and avoidance, caused,
apparently, by Tatlin’s acceptance of the state commission to design Vladimir Maiakovsky’s
coffin (Miturich interpreting this as an affront to the memory of Khlebnikov).
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Figure 9. Minister of War Vladimir Sukhomlinov (in white) and aeronautical engineer Igor’ Sikorsky
(in black) standing in front of the Il’ia Muromets airplane, 1915.

Of course, the evocation of an Aero-Constructivism does beg the basic question as to
why Tatlin and Miturich, amateur inventors, could have arrived at such a crazy enterprise
as a flying machine, reliant upon hand-controlled wings, which in strong winds would have
spun out of control and crashed. In turn, their preposterousness does remind us that we
now remember Russian Constructivism more for what it did NOT produce than for what it
did. In any case, Miturich’s and Tatlin’s proposals were not especially revolutionary—by
1927 there were many gliders, aerospace engineering was evolving rapidly and the skies
were full of airplanes. But why is 1927 so crucial? Perhaps the response is to be found in a
particular event that took place in Moscow, triggering Miturich’s (and Tatlin’s) flights of
fantasy and, for that matter, the interest of many of their contemporaries.

On 24 April 1927, a decade after Red October, an unusual exhibition opened at House
68 on Tverskaia Street in Moscow (Figures 10–12). This was the “First Universal Exhibition
of Projects and Models of Interplanetary Apparatuses, Devices and Historical Materials”,
an extraordinary celebration of the ancient dream to conquer space and reach the planets
of our solar system. Divided into national sections, the “First Universal Exhibition” gave
pride of place to the discoveries and inventions of the modern pioneers of space travel from
Robert Goddard and Tsiolkovsky to Jules Verne and H.G. Wells. Consisting of diagrams
and sketches of airplanes and rockets, three-dimensional models, artists’ impressions of
celestial and galactic phenomena, and detailed explanations of velocity, traction, gravity,
and so on, the “First Universal Exhibition” summarized the intense curiosity, enthusiasm,
and passion which Russians, in particular, were manifesting towards the idea of manned
air and space flight in the 1920s. Certainly, there were political and military dimensions to
the exhibition, for one of the initial sponsors of the project was Feliks Dzherzhinsky and
the aspiring Stalin is said to have visited the display, but, whatever its strategic importance
to the Soviet regime, the exhibition can be regarded not only as a fundamental milestone in
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the history of Russian technology but also as a strong symptom of Russia’s Modernist mix
of physics and metaphysics, astronomy, and astrology. The “First Universal Exhibition”
received an enthusiastic public response, was discussed in the press, and from documentary
sources, we know that Ivan Kudriashev, Aleksandr Labas, Vladimir Liushin, and probably
Aleksandr Rodchenko visited the show. Given their special interest in flight, it is tempting
to add Miturich and Tatlin to the list.
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Figure 10. The Konstantin Tsiolkovsky section at the “First Universal Exhibition of Projects and
Models of Interplanetary Apparatuses, Devices and Historical Materials”, Moscow, 1927. Pho-
tographs from the handmade album entitled “First Universal Exhibition of Projects and Models of
Interplanetary Apparatuses, Devices and Historical Materials” (no date, editor, or page numeration),
Private collection.

Not surprisingly, Tsiolkovsky commanded a primary position at the “First Universal
Exhibition” of 1927, with didactic panels reproducing many of his drawings and statements
(Figure 10). Although lacking a rigorous scientific and technical education, Tsiolkovsky, like
Miturich and Tatlin, revealed an astonishing perspicacity and intuition, offering potential
solutions to the major technical problems which hindered the development of air and space
flight a century ago, e.g., liquid fuel, the multi-stage rocket, the effects of gravitation, the
harnessing of atomic and solar energy, space stations, and many other related phenomena.
Tsiolkovsky was represented here by models in wood and metal and numerous sketches
and diagrams of trajectories, wind tunnels, airships, spaceships, and cosmonauts.

No catalog of the “First Universal Exhibition” was published, but the surviving
photographs and reviews underscore the vision of its organizers—amateur inventors as
well as professional engineers and, in a very tangible way, signaled a rich period of scientific
and cultural gestation when numerous Russians were giving thought to the conquest of the
air. One of the key sources of information is an album or scrapbook of original photographs
and captions compiled by the organizers—members of the Interplanetary Section of the
Association of Inventors and Inventists—and issued in three copies. The photographs of the
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airplane and rocket models, technical charts, and renderings of the planets provide us with
a rich, graphic impression of that historic exhibition held almost a century ago. Grigorii
Polevoi’s so-called rocket-mobile next to the Tsiolkovsky section attracted immediate
attention.
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Figure 11. Grigorii Polevoi in front of his Rocketmobile at the “First Universal Exhibition of Projects
and Models of Interplanetary Apparatuses, Devices and Historical Materials”, Moscow, 1927. Pho-
tograph from the handmade album entitled “First Universal Exhibition of Projects and Models of
Interplanetary Apparatuses, Devices and Historical Materials” (no date, editor, or page numeration),
Private collection.
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Figure 12. Fridrikh Tsander: Model of an interplanetary ship. Photograph from the handmade album
entitled “First Universal Exhibition of Projects and Models of Interplanetary Apparatuses, Devices
and Historical Materials” (no date, editor, or page numeration), Private collection.
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(Figures 12 and 13) Of direct relevance to this discussion of Miturich and his letun is
the model of the winged rocket on display at the “First Universal Exhibition” designed
by scientist Fridrikh Tsander, one of the most original and exciting of the early rocket
engineers who went on to perfect his formula for jet engines and liquid fuel rockets which,
he hoped, could be used for interplanetary flight. Trained at the Riga Polytechnic Institute
(the alma mater of El Lissitzky, incidentally), Tsander built his first glider in 1909 and
became so passionate about aviation, rocketry, and the potential conquest of space that he
even baptized his children Astra and Mercury.
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Figure 13. P. Mitrich: Flying apparatus. Drawing No. 4, ca. 1922, Red ink on paper, Private collection.

At the 1927 exhibition, Tsander’s experimental vehicle took pride of place, for it
offered a remarkably prescient solution to the problem of fuel consumption. In a lecture
which he gave at the Moscow Society of Lovers of Astronomy in 1924, Tsander had already
elaborated the principles of his aircraft, according to which the basic fuel would derive from
parts of the metal structure itself which would be made of aluminum, magnesium, and
plastics. In proportion as the aircraft gained in altitude, these materials (wings, fuel tanks,
propeller, etc.) would become superfluous, would be directed into a special chamber where
they would be crushed and shredded, then transferred to a boiler to be melted down and
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then fed into the jet engines as fuel. Tsander also entertained the idea of adding external
mirrors which would capture the light of the sun (solar panels), cultivating a kitchen garden
onboard, yielding fresh fruits and vegetables, and the engagement of a parachute to land.
In other words, physically, the machine which arrived would have looked very different
from the one which departed.

Set off against artists’ impressions of outer space and flight simulation, Tsander’s
“Interplanetary Ship” was highly visible, just like Tatlin’s glider hanging in the Museum of
New Western Art, and must have impressed the innocent and the prodigal alike. In 1932
(a few months before the test flight of Letatlin) Tsander (1932) published the findings in
his book, Problema poleta pri pomoshchi reaktivnykh apparatov (The problem of flight using jet
apparatuses), discussing the subject of jet propulsion, and, like Miturich, he also developed
a manned glider which was meant to carry and be driven by a rocket, the basic concept
being a tri-partite, winged vehicle also made of wood and controlled with pedals and
flaps. The glider ran a successful test flight in March 1933, following Tatlin’s test flight
the previous summer and coinciding with Miturich’s airship, “based on the principle of
‘undulatory’ movement”. Such experiments, pragmatic and prescient, led directly to the
astounding accomplishments of the Soviet space program in the 1950s–1970s.

True, the cataclysm of Stalin’s Great Terror hindered and deformed the evolution of
aerial and cosmic exploration. On the other hand, for those who adjusted and survived,
aviation and cosmonautics represented an escape route from the oppression of everyday,
maintaining—strangely enough—a continuity of both scientific research and aesthetic
release throughout the Soviet period. For the more sensitive artists of that time, the aerial
and the cosmic even became an alternative theme unadulterated by the triviality of material
life, and Miturich, combining Constructivist technology with private imagination, never
abandoned the theme of flight, drawing the interior of an airplane model workshop as late
as 1954.9

A century ago, Miturch and Tatlin, Tsiolkovsky, and Tsander embarked upon what
many regarded as a mission impossible, but their ideas, grandiose, incredible, and prescient,
came to fruition and their artifacts, weird and wonderful, ushered the human race beyond
the last frontier into interplanetary space. At the end of his 1915 Suprematist manifesto,
Malevich declared: “Comrade aviators, swim into the abyss”,10 a sentiment which, even
today, has not lost its energy.
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Notes
1 For technical details of the model and the test flight see Miturich’s notes in (Rakitin and Sarab’ianov 1997, p. 104).
2 P. Miturich: “Dnevnik izobretatelia” (1933). Quoted in (Rakitin and Sarab’ianov 1997, p. 107).
3 See (Zhukova 1978), unpaginated. For illustrations of the volnoviki see (Miturich 2018, pp. 265–72).
4 See (Belokhvostova 2012): Petr Miturich, p. 20.
5 See (Rakitin and Sarab’ianov 1997): Petr Miturich, p. 278.
6 P. Miturich, untitled text supplied by Vera Khlebnikova-Miturich, Moscow.
7 See (Rakitin and Sarab’ianov 1997): Petr Miturich, p. 104.
8 Letter from Tatlin to Miturich dated 1 April 1927. Quoted in (Miturich 2008, pp. 321–24). The original is in the Khardzhiev-Chaga

Archive, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam.
9 Illustrated in (Rozanova 1973, p. 122).

10 alevich ([1919] 1996): “Suprematizm” (first published in the catalogue of the “X State Exhibition. Non-Objective Creativity and
Suprematism”, Moscow, 1919). Republished in A. Shatskikh, ed.: Kazimir Malevich. Sobranie sochinenii v piati tomakh, Moscow;
Gileia, 1996, vol. 1, p. 151.
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Abstract: The collection of the Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven comprises works by some 800 modern
and contemporary artists, and El Lissitzky is one of the most important among them. This special
position for Lissitzky is not due simply to the number of his works in the collection. In addition,
his oeuvre, ideas and artistic objectives correspond closely with the museum’s engagement with
experimentation, radical creativity and public participation. As one of the most dynamic artists of
his time, over the years Lissitzky has become more and more important to the museum. He was
anything but a creator of static, self-contained works. His creativity was powerful and open to many,
a mass of plans and projects bristling with life. Inspired by Lissitzky, the Van Abbemuseum was
keen to make that verve and vitality tangible for today’s public. The primary way to do that was
to research, show and discuss his original works, but in many cases it was possible to go one step
further and reconstruct what was lost or finish what the artist had started. Also, Lissitzky’s works
were a source of inspiration for a number of contemporary artists. In this article I will discuss how
these works came to Eindhoven and give examples of how the Van Abbemuseum treated this artistic
legacy in exhibitions, reconstructions, constructions and new artworks.

Keywords: Russian avant-garde; visual art; El Lissitzky; cultural heritage; art education; curatorial
practice

1. Art Museums, Works of Art and the Continuation of the Creative Process

An art museum researches, collects, conserves, interprets and exhibits objects of art.
How it fulfils these tasks, often remains hidden for the public. Sometimes the acquisition
of a very expensive artwork gets some publicity. But, once they have entered a museum
collection, the majority of artworks lead a secluded life in dark spaces with a constant
temperature and humidity. The older and weaker they are, the more dangerous it becomes
to put them on show. Relatively few artworks enjoy the privilege of being exhibited; they
are part of a permanent or semi-permanent display in the museum. The exhibitions are
what the public sees of all the work behind the scenes.

There is a way, however, in which the less lucky artworks can escape their cloisters:
the temporary exhibition. When a curator finds it worthwhile to research and inventory the
work of one artist, for instance, this may result in a retrospective. Many unknown works
are then shown for the first time. Or it may be that an artwork can be linked to a theme.
Then it may become part of a thematic exhibition. This can also be a reason to search the
museum stores and temporarily free some artworks.

Both retrospectives and thematic exhibitions need more than artworks alone to tell their
story to the public. Documents, photographs, videos and historical publications complete
the narrative, together with accessible texts in the exhibition spaces and a catalogue for
those who want more information. However, the artworks and their arrangement are
the main treat; only once in a decade, or even once in a lifetime, are these works on
show together.

Art exhibitions in museums treat the artwork as a unique object. And in most cases,
this makes perfect sense; the artwork is the end of a unique creative process and as such
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it should be respected and preserved. But sometimes it is possible or even necessary to
go one step further. What can be done, for instance, if an artwork is too delicate to show?
Or what if it no longer exists? Is it enough to show the few documents related to it? Or
are museums allowed to go beyond that and make a reconstruction? When an artwork is
unfinished, can a museum somehow ‘finish’ it?

In many cases exhibition makers have to come to terms with the fact that the (art)historical
narrative has holes that cannot be filled. But sometimes it is possible to fill some gaps
in the story of the creative process and provide a more complete picture to the public.
The history of the Lissitzky collection in the Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven offers some
examples of how to take works of art as a starting point for further elaboration. This article
tells the story of how a large number of works by El Lissitzky were acquired for the Van
Abbe collection and how they were subsequently shown to the public1. In some cases, the
museum’s curators were able to reconstruct Lissitzky’s works or add to them.

This story of collecting and exhibiting provides a look behind the scenes of museum
work. And it may be the start of a critical evaluation. Did the Van Abbemuseum treat El
Lissitzky’s artistic heritage appropriately? Or was it not one step further but one too far?

2. Lissitzky Comes to Eindhoven

The Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven (The Netherlands) owes its large collection of
works by the Russian avant-garde artist El Lissitzky primarily to the efforts of its former
director, Jean Leering (1934–2005). As a student of architecture, Leering became interested
in the relationship between architecture and art, particularly in Constructivism, De Stijl and
the Bauhaus. At a very young age, in 1964, he became director of the Van Abbemuseum2.
Well before that time, he had discovered and studied the work of El Lissitzky (1890–1941)
and he immediately began planning a major exhibition of his work, which would be the
first Lissitzky retrospective in Western Europe.

Jean Leering was one of the first in Western Europe to study the works of Lissitzky
thoroughly, not only by looking at and reading about them but also by making careful
drawings (Figure 1). As a meticulous curator, he also listed the titles, materials, measure-
ments, photographs and collections in a very systematic way. During preparations for his
Lissitzky exhibition, this list grew into an inventory of paintings, drawings, photographs,
prints and designs by Lissitzky. While working out his ideas for the exhibition, Leering
also wrote to many people that had known Lissitzky: his widow Sophie Lissitzky-Küppers,
who was working on her well-known monograph at the time3, the collector and historian
of literature and art Nikolai Khardziev, film maker Hans Richter, graphic designer Jan
Tschichold and art collector Ella Winter.

Figure 1. Jean Leering, one of a series of drawings after Lissitzky’s ‘Prouns’, Van Abbemuseum
exhibition archive, inv. nr. 155.
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One of the people Jean Leering wrote to was Hans Klihm, a gallery owner in Munich.
Leering asked him to look around for works by Lissitzky on the market. And it was this
gallerist who discovered a private collection with a lot of early works by Lissitzky in
Stuttgart4. It was owned by Ilse Vordemberge-Leda, the widow of the painter Friedrich
Vordemberge-Gildewart. He had taken over Lissitzky’s temporary studio in the Kestner-
Gesellschaft in Hanover in 1924 after a seriously ill Lissitzky left the city at the end of
1923 for an extended period of convalescence in Switzerland. In this studio, Vordemberge-
Gildewart found a portfolio with works on paper by Lissitzky. We do not know whether
Lissitzky actually gave these works to Vordemberge-Gildewart, but as far as we know, he
never asked for them back.

Leering requested that Ilse Vordemberge-Leda lend these newly discovered works
for his exhibition. The widow agreed, but Leering had to promise that she would remain
anonymous as a lender. Leering went to Stuttgart to see the works. There, a curator’s
dream came true. He saw a collection of over eighty unknown works by Lissitzky: early
drawings, watercolours, gouaches, etchings, typographical designs and proof prints. He
readily agreed to the loan conditions and also agreed right of first refusal were she to sell
the works.

In the meantime, Leering kept looking for other loans. Sophie Lissitzky-Küppers
asked her son, Jen Lissitzky, to go to Moscow to convince the Tretyakov Gallery to lend
some of their Lissitzky works for the exhibition. She had donated almost 300 works by
Lissitzky to the museum in 1959—the most important Lissitzky collection in the world—so
she had the right to ask for loans. But the works in the Tretyakov Gallery could not be
lent because they were ‘indispensable for scientific research’ (Pingen 2005, p. 224). This
response illustrates the isolation and secretive treatment of the work of Lissitzky and the
Russian avant-garde in general in the Soviet Union at the time.

But even without the works from Moscow, the exhibition quickly came into being as a
collaboration of the Van Abbemuseum, the Kunsthalle Basel and the Kestner-Gesellschaft in
Hanover. It opened in Eindhoven in December 1965, later travelling to the other venues. The
essays in the catalogue, published only in German, focused on several aspects of Lissitzky’s
oeuvre: painting, typography, architecture, demonstration rooms and photography. The
exhibition followed the arrangement of these themes. Furthermore, in the catalogue there
were several key texts by Lissitzky, reminiscences by people who had known the artist and
numerous illustrations in black and white. To keep the Vordemberge-Gildewart collection
hidden from possible other buyers, in his foreword Leering thanked “several lenders who
wish to remain anonymous”, thus suggesting that the newly discovered works came from
several collections (Leering et al. 1965, p. 5).

Among the works in the 1965 Lissitzky exhibition was the ‘Figurinnenmappe’, a port-
folio of lithographs that Lissitzky published when he was working in Hanover in 1923.
This was one of the first works that Leering bought when he became director of the
Van Abbemuseum. Many of the drawings in the collection of Ilse Vordemberge-Leda were
sketches for these lithographs. In the introductory text of this portfolio (Figure 2), Lissitzky
explains that these figurines are some of the actors in the opera ‘Victory over the Sun’, first
performed in 1913 in St. Petersburg. Malevich designed the backdrops and costumes for
this first performance5. Lissitzky worked with Malevich and others on a new performance
in Vitebsk in 1920. Inspired by this, he re-invented the opera as a mechanical performance.
He designed nine puppets that would play on a stage and could be operated by one person:
the ‘Schaumaschinerie’ (‘Viewing Machine’) (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. El Lissitzky, ‘Schaumaschinerie’ (Viewing Machine), lithograph for the ‘Figurinnenmappe’,
1923. Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Peter Cox.
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After describing how these figures should be executed, Lissitzky ends his introduction
with a statement that would be of key importance for Leering and for the treatment of
Lissitzky’s artistic legacy in the Van Abbemuseum:

The further elaboration and application of the ideas and forms laid down here,
I leave to others and go about my next task myself6.

What the artist clearly states here, is that anyone is free to take the designs of the
figurines and develop them further. Lissitzky encourages us to complete his project and
seems to tell us: “You can do this.” Mutatis mutandis, this inducement could be applied to
his whole oeuvre. On several occasions, Leering cited Lissitzky’s statement that his works
can be a “cause for action”7.

This incentive from the artist himself prompted the brand-new director of the Van Abbe-
museum to do more with Lissitzky’s work than simply study and exhibit it. Even during
his training as an architect, Leering was interested in the relationship between architecture
and visual art. The work of Lissitzky—also trained as an architect—was a treasure trove in
this field. Leering was especially interested in the ‘Prouns’, a series of drawings, paintings
and graphic works that Lissitzky started when teaching in 1919 at the People’s Art School
in Vitebsk together with Malevich.

The word ‘Proun’ is an abbreviation of ‘Proekt Utverzhdeniia Novoga’, a ‘Project for
the Affirmation of the New’. This series of works represents a search for new forms which,
according to Lissitzky, would have their social impact and meaning in the future, not only
in art but also in architecture and society8. It was a logical consequence that this series of
two-dimensional works would eventually result in works of three dimensions. In 1923,
Lissitzky designed such a space for the Große Berliner Kunstausstellung, a spatial painting
as it were: the ‘Prounenraum’9.

The Prounenraum was the first actual space designed by Lissitzky. Because the original
from 1923 had been lost, Leering decided to make a reconstruction of this room for his
exhibition. As a model, he used a lithograph from the so-called first Kestner portfolio, a
series of prints Lissitzky made in Hanover in 1923 (Figure 4).
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This intriguing room (Figure 5) is a small space with a square floor, which can be
entered through a doorway. Rectangular black and grey fields have been painted on the
white walls and reliefs have been attached to these which partly continue from one wall to
the next. There is a large square opening in the ceiling and cheesecloth is stretched over
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the top. In this opening, two bars painted black form an asymmetrical cross. The reliefs
are mainly made of wood and are composed of thin sheets, slats and bars, largely coated
with transparent varnish. In addition, they contain elements which have been painted in
an even black, white or grey. Here and there are narrow edges of red. One exception to the
otherwise rectangular shapes is a small sphere which forms part of a relief on the back wall.
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Looking back many years later, Leering described how this reconstruction came
into being:

I got to see a print of the Prounenraum that was drawn isometrically. By mea-
suring the door height and assuming that the standard height of a door is two
metres ten, I discovered that the print had been made on a scale of 1:20. Then it
became clear that we could reconstruct the Prounenraum10.

The reconstruction was meticulously executed by the technical department of the
Van Abbemuseum under Leering’s supervision. It was the first time since Lissitzky’s death
that one of his designs had been executed. This new version of the Prounenraum showed
for the first time what the original might have looked like. It was one of the more eye-
catching exhibits. A few years later, the museum made a new model that was more suitable
for transportation. It was shown in the exhibition ‘Art in Revolution’ at the Hayward
Gallery in London in 1971. In the interview mentioned above, Leering also made a few
remarks about the purpose of such reconstructions:

A reconstruction has a different status from an original, that should be made
clear, even if it is very close to the original. Because the aim of a reconstruction
is to evoke an experience almost equal to that of an original that is no longer
present in its original state. In the case of reconstructions, too, I was concerned
with stimulating the audience’s ability to imagine11.

All in all, the 1965 Lissitzky exhibition showed the breadth of Lissitzky’s artistic
production: paintings, drawings, graphic works, photographs, typographical and archi-
tectural designs (Figure 6). This retrospective took the artist out from behind the shadow
of Malevich. In the catalogue introduction, Leering described chronologically the several
stages of Lissitzky’s multifaceted artistic production, while underlining the duality in his
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oeuvre. Leering saw Lissitzky as being constantly torn between utopian ideals and concrete
challenges. Against this background, he points to the importance of the Prounenraum and
the other so-called demonstration rooms in Lissitzky’s oeuvre:

In my view, the design of demonstration rooms was a way of creative activity for
Lissitzky in which this polarity was dissolved. Here he could create >objects< of a
concrete kind, with a spiritual expressiveness that was far above that of Industrial
Design. Just as with his typography, he assumed that what was shown had to be
transferred to the viewers in such a way that they were included in the transfer,
i.e., the creativity of the viewers themselves was set free12.
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F. v.d. Bichelaer.

A comparison with the work of Malevich makes even more clear what Leering admired
in the work of Lissitzky:

Movement occurs in the concepts of both [artists], but with Malevich it is more as
if he shows the viewer a movement in space. Lissitzky makes the viewer himself
move in that space. The latter is central to Lissitzky’s work, and this principle of
actively involving the viewer in the image is also the starting point for his other
work, such as his typography and demonstration rooms ( . . . )13.

Leering was interested not only in the participation of the viewer but also in Lissitzky’s
strong social involvement. This relationship of art and society was also a special point
of interest for some of the art critics writing about the exhibition. They did not see this
simply as a historical aspect of Lissitzky’s work, but viewed his oeuvre as inspiration for
‘improving the world by integrating art and life’. The Dutch weekly magazine De Groene
Amsterdammer wrote:

The Eindhoven exhibition is by no means an end point: what Lissitzky had in
mind is still to come. An exhibition can hardly be more inspiring14.

Leering’s inventive and innovative exhibition garnered much praise. The first time
that Lissitzky was shown in Western Europe, the visionary and open character of his
work was fully revealed. In retrospect, the meticulous reconstruction of the Prounenraum
contributed to this appreciation. It was a necessary step to show the full extent of Lissitzky’s
artistic ideas.
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The Vordemberge-Leda collection was one of the main attractions of the exhibition, and
Leering managed to keep the lender anonymous. After the exhibition tour, this collection
came to the Van Abbemuseum on long-term loan. Although the director still had first
option to purchase it, finding the money was by no means an easy task.

Successful museum exhibitions of an artist’s work often have a positive effect on the
price, especially if there are few works on the market. In retrospect, it would have been
better to purchase the Lissitzky collection before the exhibition opened. But for a municipal
museum a large purchase requires a great deal of consultation, and such a decision could
not be made during the short period spent organising the exhibition.

The opportunity to acquire this collection was certainly unique. There were not
many works by Lissitzky in the Netherlands at the time. The Gemeentemuseum in The
Hague had one painting, ‘Proun GBA’ (1923). The Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam had
the Proun portfolio, the Kestner portfolio and the Figurinnen portfolio—only graphic
works. In some private collections (Oud, Alma en Zwart) there were typographical and
architectural designs.

The acquisitions committee was enthusiastic when Leering proposed buying the
Lissitzky collection. They immediately saw the importance of the collection for the Van
Abbemuseum: as Amsterdam had Malevich and The Hague had Mondrian, Eindhoven
would have Lissitzky. Moreover, this collection showed the multifaceted nature of Lis-
sitzky’s oeuvre. But after the exhibition tour the prices of Lissitzky’s work rose sharply,
and the asking price for the Vordemberge-Leda collection rose to more than double the
original amount: from the insured value of 172,000 guilders to 360,000 guilders.

The exhibition was not the only reason for the change in price. In violation of the
agreement, the art dealer Klihm had also offered the collection to another buyer. However,
the new price was still considered reasonable, and Leering promised the widow to complete
the deal before 1 May 1968. In the meantime, he tried to persuade the state to buy the
collection, but the Dutch Minister of Culture declined. Further efforts to obtain private
funding were also unsuccessful.

After all attempts failed, in desperation Leering wrote a press release on 29 April 1968
with the headline “Works of El Lissitzky lost to the Netherlands”. This had the golden touch.
Several articles appeared in Dutch newspapers and soon a large Dutch bank announced
that it was willing to lend the purchase price. The minister agreed to the loan and after a
long and tumultuous meeting on 27 May 1968, the city council of Eindhoven also agreed.
The Lissitzky collection finally entered the Van Abbemuseum and became the specialty of
the house15. After the Tretyakov Gallery, it is the largest collection of works by this artist.
In the years to come, these works would prove a rich source of inspiration, not only for art
historians and art lovers but also for a broader public and for contemporary artists.

Immediately after Lissitzky’s work became the focus of the museum’s collection,
everything to do with this artist began to be collected: books and magazines that Lissitzky
had designed or to which he had contributed in other ways, texts that he had written,
photographs, letters and other correspondence. In 1970, for example, Jean Leering managed
to purchase one of the numbered copies of ‘The Story of Two Squares’ (Figure 7), as well
as the booklet ‘Kunstismen’ (Figure 8). Reprints of works by Lissitzky were also acquired,
including the famous poster ‘The Red Wedge Against the Whites’ (Figure 9). In addition, all
publications about Lissitzky were collected in the museum’s library. In the years following
Jean Leering’s directorship, the Van Abbemuseum grew into a place where Lissitzky’s work
was documented and studied. This generated many international contacts and offered
opportunities for cooperation on new Lissitzky projects.
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Figure 7. Kazimir Malevich and El Lissitzky, ‘The Story of Two Squares’, Berlin, 1922 (Lissitzky and
Malevich 1922). Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Peter Cox.
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Figure 8. El Lissitzky and Hans Arp, ‘Kunstismen 1914–1924’, Zürich, 1925 (Lissitzky and Arp 1925).
Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Peter Cox.
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Figure 9. El Lissitzky, ‘The Red Wedge Against the Whites’, 1920, reprint 1966.

3. A Major Retrospective

What was still impossible for director Jean Leering in 1965 was realised 25 years
later by one of his successors. In 1990, director Jan Debbaut together with the curators
Mariëlle Soons, Caroline de Bie and Frank Lubbers, organised a major Lissitzky exhibition
in collaboration with the Tretyakov Gallery in Moscow. By combining the two largest
Lissitzky collections with many other important loans, it was possible to produce an
enormous retrospective to mark the hundredth anniversary of Lissitzky’s birth. A total of
330 works were shown, 250 of which came from the Moscow and Eindhoven collections.
At last, the full breadth of Lissitzky’s oeuvre could be admired: early travelling sketches,
book illustrations, Prouns, Figurines, typographical designs, photography, demonstration
rooms, architecture and exhibition designs.

The exhibition started in Moscow in 1990 and then travelled to the Van Abbemuseum,
where it opened in December. In the following year the exhibition was also shown in the
Fundaçion Caja de Pensiones in Madrid and in the Musée d’art moderne de la ville de
Paris16. It was accompanied by a richly illustrated catalogue in Dutch, English, French
and Spanish for the European tour (Debbaut 1990). Several international Lissitzky experts
contributed: Yve-Alain Bois, S.O. Khan-Magomedov, Kai-Uwe Hemken, Jean Leering, Peter
Nisbet and M.A. Nemirovskaya. Thus, Lissitzky’s multifaceted oeuvre was analyzed from
many sides and the catalogue provided an up-to-date overview of the state of research in
the field.

Also included in the catalogue was a bitter comment by Lissitzky’s son Jen, who spoke
at the opening of the exhibition (Figure 10). He did not agree with M.A. Nemirovskaya’s
article about the Lissitzky collection in the Tretyakov Gallery. Jen Lissitzky argued that
his mother, Sophie Lissitzky-Küppers, had been forced to sell her husband’s work to the
Moscow museum in 1958 for a paltry sum, and that it had certainly not been his father’s
intention that this collection should end up there. A few years later, it turned out that this
commentary was a prelude to a legal claim: in 1992, Jen Lissitzky demanded the works from
the former Vordemberge-Leda collection that had been bought by the Van Abbemuseum.
However, he did not pursue this case in court17.
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Figure 10. Jen Lissitzky speaking at the opening of the exhibition ‘El Lissitzky’, Van Abbemuseum,
15 December 1990. Photo from Van Abbemuseum exhibition archive. Photographer unknown.

For this major retrospective, part of another of Lissitzky’s demonstration rooms was
reconstructed: the ‘Abstract Cabinet’. Lissitzky designed this room in 1927 for Alexander
Dörner, then director of the Provincial Museum in Hanover. Dedicated to the presentation
of contemporary art, this exhibition room also had its own artistic value. The original was
destroyed by the Nazis in 1937 and the museum in Hanover made its first reconstruction in
1968, followed by several other versions18. The reconstruction in the Van Abbemuseum
consisted of two of the walls of this room, both with the black and white slats that formed
a dynamic background for the paintings exhibited on them. One of the walls had the
slideable panels in which graphic works could be shown (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. El Lissitzky, One wall of the ‘Abstract Cabinet’, 1927 (reconstruction 1990). Collection
Van Abbemuseum. Photo from Van Abbemuseum exhibition archive. Photographer unknown.

If we compare the Eindhoven ‘Abstract Cabinet’ with the one in Hanover, we notice
that the German version is more elaborate and precise. Looking back, I wonder why there
was no cooperation between the museums to develop this reconstruction together. Surely,
the Van Abbemuseum would have benefited from this.
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4. One of the Few Proun Paintings

Although the collection in the Van Abbemuseum provided a good picture of the
breadth and variety of Lissitzky’s oeuvre, it still lacked a painting by the artist: one of his
Prouns. Since only a few of these paintings have been preserved—about 25 in total—and
because a large number of these works are in public collections, Prouns rarely come onto
the market. And if they are offered for sale, they are virtually unaffordable for a smaller
museum. It is therefore a miracle that the Van Abbemuseum, in the person of director
Jan Debbaut, succeeded in 1997 in purchasing the painting ‘Proun P23, no. 6’ (Figures 12
and 13) from the estate of collector and art dealer Eric Estorick.
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Figure 12. Director Jan Debbaut presents the newly acquired ‘Proun P23, no. 6’, 8 April 1997. Photo
from Van Abbemuseum exhibition archive. Photo: Joep Lennarts.
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Figure 13. El Lissitzky, ‘Proun P23, no. 6’, 1919 (?). Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Peter Cox.

The painting had already been shown twice at the Van Abbemuseum, in the 1965 and
1990 exhibitions. Jan Debbaut was one of the first to contact the Estorick heirs and, thanks
to smart negotiation, managed to keep his bid on the table. He found six financing partners
in the Netherlands. In the meantime, the price rose dangerously high due to exchange
rate fluctuations. In addition, other interested parties came forward. The sale was finally
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concluded on 20 February 1997 for the amount of $1,414,000 and this Proun painting was
added to the Lissitzky collection of the Van Abbemuseum (Pingen 2005, p. 484).

5. Lissitzky and Contemporary Art

In 2006, the Van Abbemuseum asked the artist Deimantes Narkevicius (1964, Uthena,
Lithuania) to curate a ‘Plug In’ presentation, one in a series of interventions in the then
semi-permanent presentation of the museum’s collection19. The result, ‘Plug In #6’, was
curated by director Charles Esche and curator Christiane Berndes. It consisted of an
ambulatory space in which a selection of graphic works and drawings by Lissitzky was
shown and a central projection room that showed Narkevicius’s work ‘Energy Lithuania’
(2006) (Figures 14 and 15).
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Figure 14. View of some of the works in the corridor of the presentation ‘Plug In #06: El Lissitzky,
Deimantas Narkevicius’, Van Abbemuseum, 2006. Front: El Lissitzky, ‘Die vier Grundrechnungsarten’
(‘The Four Basic Calculation Types’), 1928 (reprint 1976). Collection Van Abbemuseum. Back: El Lis-
sitzky, ‘Catalogue of the Pressa Exhibition’, Cologne 1928. Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Peter Cox.
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Like many of the works of Narkevicius, the film ‘Energy Lithuania’ is a cinematic
essay on the Soviet period in his homeland. It tells the story of ‘Elektronai’, a Lithuanian
town around a former Soviet power plant. It includes impressive images of the exterior and
interior of the industrial building—still in use at the time—and interviews with people who
used to work there. With its huge socialist realist tableaus and clear architectural references
to the Communist period of the recent past, the power plant became a kind of museum
after the collapse of the Soviet Union.

The room surrounding the projection room showed a broad selection by Narkevicius
of works from the museum’s Lissitzky collection. There were some of the sketches and
lithographs for the ‘Figurinnenmappe’, discussed above. Also shown were the prints of
‘Die vier Grundrechnungsarten’, a proposal for the combined education of basic mathe-
matics and the structure of Soviet society (1928, reprint 1976). There was the catalogue
for the Pressa exhibition in Cologne with the famous leporello showing the huge pro-
pagandistic photomontages (1928). Furthermore, there were some of the drawings and
lithographs for the ‘Proun Portfolio’, the first series of prints for the Kestner Foundation
in Hanover made in 1923. And to conclude there was a reading table with, among other
works, The Story of Two Squares, the children’s book Lissitzky made together with Malevich
in 1922 (Figure 7) and the booklet Kunstismen, the catalogue of art movements that Lissitzky
compiled together with Hans Arp in 1924 (Figure 8).

In this context these silent works mainly in black, white and red, containing the
hopes of a new era, formed a contrast with the moving images in technicolour of the
film on the Soviet power plant inside the screening room. Looking back on this project,
Narkevicius says:

The total presentation had something of a stylised cinema interior, with an en-
trance showing posters and a place to sit and drink before entering the ‘inner
sanctum’ where the dream is projected. ( . . . ) In this presentation the ‘film posters’
in the ‘entrance’ were all works by Lissitzky connected with the propaganda of
the early Soviet state and its hopes for mechanisation and industrialisation. The
‘cinema’ showed a striking example of one of the dystopian places where this
utopian ideology came to an end: the Lithuanian power plant. The studies for
‘Victory over the Sun’ for instance, formed an interesting contrast in this context.
In many ways you could compare Soviet history at its beginning and end. ( . . . )
In the oeuvre of Lissitzky I like the fact that he was an international artist looking
for common ground for the new art of East and West. In his creative work he was
both a visionary and spiritual protagonist and a very practical person involved
in all kinds of projects dedicated to changing society. This is a combination that
one rarely finds in artists. In that sense he is still of value for us today.

6. Taking Lissitzky’s Designs One Step Further

The idea to create a new series of Lissitzky exhibitions in the Van Abbemuseum
dates from 2008. Director Charles Esche saw Lissitzky as an important precursor of many
contemporary artists, someone who was aware of his social and political role as well as
of his demands regarding artistic innovation. Because of that, Esche wanted to give the
Lissitzky collection a central place in the museum. The aim of this new exhibition series was
to show Lissitzky’s oeuvre, as well as work by his historical and contemporary colleagues
in several different contexts. This would cast new light on his oeuvre and the context in
which it was produced, as well as on Lissitzky as a person.

The first exhibition in the series was ‘Lissitzky+’. It was based on the 1913 Russian
futurist opera ‘Victory over the Sun’, mentioned above. Inspired by the 1920 Vitebsk
performance of this opera, Lissitzky designed a dynamic stage and a number of ‘figurines’,
doll-like figures. The collection acquired by Jean Leering included some sketches for these
figurines, as well as a number of printer’s proofs and the ultimate result, the portfolio
of lithographs.
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As we have seen, Lissitzky’s introduction to the ‘Figurinenmappe’ (Figure 2) had
inspired director Jean Leering in 1965. But this same text continued to inspire his successor
in 2008. Not only are Lissitzky’s ideas on theatre, as expressed here, very original, in this
introduction we can also read about his intentions with this graphic project and its possible
continuation. As Leering noted, the last sentence of the introduction makes it clear that
Lissitzky actually provides instructions for anyone who would like to create these figurines
based on these illustrations. But strangely enough nobody had ever actually done this.

Encouraged by Lissitzky’s advice, Charles Esche, together with guest curator Professor
John Milner and me, seized the initiative to construct these figurines. We even went one
step further: thinking along these lines, other sketches and designs by Lissitzky could
be developed into three dimensions as well. Thus, the concept of the transformation of
flat designs into spatial ones became the underlying principle for the whole exhibition
‘Lissitzky+’. The newly developed models were presented in different rooms, often together
with their two-dimensional counterparts.

Carefully looking at Lissitzky’s drawings and lithographs in the museum’s collec-
tion and studying the other documentation of the figurines, John Milner and his son,
modelmaker Henry Milner, constructed four models: the ‘Announcer’, the ‘Time Trav-
eler’, the ‘Gravediggers’ and the ‘New Man’. Moreover, in the pond of the museum an
eight-metre-high statue of the ‘Gravediggers’ arose (Figures 16–23).

In the abovementioned introduction to the portfolio, Lissitzky also describes what he
calls the ‘Schaumaschinerie’, the ‘Viewing Machine’. It is the center of the play: a flexible
construction of ribs that can be viewed from every side. In it we can see the so-called
‘Playing Bodies’ (‘Spielkörper’), mechanical puppets that take the place of players. For the
exhibition ‘Lissitzky+’, this complex design was also transformed into three dimensions
(Figure 24).
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Figure 16. El Lissitzky, ‘The Announcer’, lithograph for the ‘Figurinnenmappe’, 1923. Van Abbe‐

museum. Photo: Peter Cox. 
Figure 16. El Lissitzky, ‘The Announcer’, lithograph for the ‘Figurinnenmappe’, 1923. Van Abbemuseum.
Photo: Peter Cox.
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Figure 17. Model after El Lissitzky, ‘The Announcer’, 1923, construction by Henry Milner, 2009.
Van Abbemuseum, photo Perry van Duijnhoven.
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Figure 18. Model after El Lissitzky, ‘The Time Traveller’, 1923, construction by Henry Milner, 2009.
Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Perry van Duijnhoven.
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Figure 19. El Lissitzky, ‘The Gravediggers, lithograph for the ‘Figurinnenmappe’, 1923. Van Abbe‐

museum. Photo: Peter Cox. 

 

Figure 20. Model after El Lissitzky, ‘The Gravediggers’, 1923, construction by Henry Milner, 2009. 

Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Perry van Duijnhoven. 

Figure 19. El Lissitzky, ‘The Gravediggers, lithograph for the ‘Figurinnenmappe’, 1923. Van Abbemu-
seum. Photo: Peter Cox.
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Figure 20. Model after El Lissitzky, ‘The Gravediggers’, 1923, construction by Henry Milner, 2009.
Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Perry van Duijnhoven.
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Figure 21. Statue after El Lissitzky,  ‘The Gravediggers’, construction designed by Henry Milner, 

2009. Museum Danubiana, Bratislava. Photo: Peter Cox. 

 

Figure  22.  El Lissitzky,  ‘The New Man’, drawing  for  the  ‘Figurinnenmappe’,  1923. Van Abbe‐

museum. Photo: Peter Cox. 

Figure 21. Statue after El Lissitzky, ‘The Gravediggers’, construction designed by Henry Milner, 2009.
Museum Danubiana, Bratislava. Photo: Peter Cox.
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Figure  22.  El Lissitzky,  ‘The New Man’, drawing  for  the  ‘Figurinnenmappe’,  1923. Van Abbe‐
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Figure 22. El Lissitzky, ‘The New Man’, drawing for the ‘Figurinnenmappe’, 1923. Van Abbemuseum.
Photo: Peter Cox.
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Figure 23. Model after El Lissitzky, ‘The New Man’, 1923, construction by Henry Milner, 2009. Van 

Abbemuseum. Photo: Perry van Duijnhoven. 
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Figure 24. View of one of the rooms in the exhibition ‘Lissitzky+: Victory over the Sun’, Van Abbe‐

museum,  2009.  Front: Model  after El Lissitzky,  ‘The Viewing Machine’,  construction  by Henry 

Milner, 2009. Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Peter Cox. 

Figure 23. Model after El Lissitzky, ‘The New Man’, 1923, construction by Henry Milner, 2009.
Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Perry van Duijnhoven.
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Figure 24. View of one of the rooms in the exhibition ‘Lissitzky+: Victory over the Sun’, Van Abbemuseum,
2009. Front: Model after El Lissitzky, ‘The Viewing Machine’, construction by Henry Milner, 2009.
Van Abbemuseum. Photo: Peter Cox.

In this exhibition concept of spatiality, Lissitzky’s architectural designs were essential.
Although never actually built, these drawings were intended to be made into buildings.
They were presented in a separate room of the exhibition, together with models of several
designs by other artists and architects. The presentation in this space included a towering
maquette of Lissitzky’s ‘Wolkenbügel’, a skyscraper designed in 1924. Also on view was a
model of ‘Proun 1 E, The City’ after a lithograph by Lissitzky of 1921 (Figure 25). An earlier
version of Lissitzky’s ‘New Man’, a lithograph from the so called ‘Kestner Porfolio’ made in
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1923, was transformed into a blown-up hanging version and was mounted on the window
in the stairwell (Figure 26).
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Figure 25. View of one of the rooms in the exhibition ‘Lissitzky+: Victory over the Sun’, Van Abbemuseum,
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The exhibition ‘Lissitzky+: Victory over the Sun’ opened in September 2009 and ran
for one year. It was accompanied by an extensive educational program, a symposium and
several other activities. Attracted by the positive reviews in the press, many visitors came
to the museum. Taking designs by Lissitzky one step further proved a useful educational
concept: it encouraged the public to look closer and to compare Lissitzky’s designs with
the models made based on them.
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In retrospect however, we might ask ourselves—myself as part of the curatorial team
included—if some of these constructions were not a step too far. With his figurines, Lissitzky
intended to make a theatrical performance. Constructing them as puppets thus would
be the right continuation of this idea. But turning one design into a colossal statue in the
museum’s pond now seems over the top to me. Today, more than ten years later, I also
have my doubts about the large ‘New Man’ model hanging in front of the big museum
window as a sign board. Was this in line with Lissitzky’s intentions? To think big is not
always good advice.

7. Lissitzky’s Bright Future and the Reverse

A very elaborate artistic dialogue with the work of Lissitzky followed when in 2010
the Van Abbemuseum invited the artists Ilya and Emilia Kabakov to conceive an exhibition
using the Lissitzky collection. For this presentation, Ilya Kabakov came up with an ambi-
tious plan. The curatorial team consisting of the artists, director Charles Esche and me, was
immediately convinced: we would arrange both oeuvres in eight opposing pairs according
to the following themes:

Lissitzky Kabakov

THE ARTIST AS A REFORMER
THE ARTIST AS A

REFLECTING CHARACTER

THE COSMOS VOICES IN THE VOID

CLARITY OF FORMS GARBAGE

VICTORY OVER THE EVERYDAY EVERYDAY’S VICTORY

MEMORY: MONUMENT TO A LEADER MEMORY: MONUMENT TO A TYRANT

TRANSFORMING LIFE ESCAPING LIFE

TRUST IN THE NEW WORLD UNREALIZED UTOPIA

THE BRIGHT FUTURE AHEAD THE BRIGHT FUTURE BEHIND US

Following this concept, each room in the exhibition had its own theme and was divided
into two parts: one for Lissitzky and one for Kabakov. The themes were indicated with big
upper case letters on the wall, red for Lissitzky, black for the Kabakovs. Thus, each room
compared a different aspect of the oeuvre of both artists. The resulting exhibition, carefully
designed and prepared by the Kabakovs in collaboration with the museum, took place on
two floors in the new building of the Van Abbemuseum. It opened there in December 2012.
The exhibition subsequently travelled to the Hermitage in St. Petersburg, the Multimedia
Art Museum in Moscow and the Kunsthaus in Graz20.

At first sight, the title of the exhibition, ‘Lissitzky–Kabakov: Utopia and Reality’, led
many to believe that Lissitzky was the utopian and Kabakov the realist here. But a closer
look at the presentation was enough to conclude that it was more complicated: aspects
of both utopia and reality were present in the work of the two artists in totally different
ways. And despite the many differences in their oeuvres there were also similarities to
be discovered.

To make the intended juxtapositions visually more effective, some of the Kabakovs’
installations were recreated, and some new Lissitzky models were needed as counterparts.
Once again, the Van Abbemuseum asked Henry Milner to design and execute these. The
division of each room into a Lissitzky and a Kabakov part worked very well. The visitors
had to walk in between the two and involuntarily asked themselves which of these artistic
visions on Soviet society was the right one.

Two examples will have to be sufficient to illustrate the exhibition concept here. In the
room ‘Victory over the Everyday’ and the corresponding ‘Everyday’s Victory’, the Lissitzky
part was left almost empty. His 1930 floorplan for an apartment to solve the housing
shortage was executed in lines on the floor to indicate the intended available space. A few
historical photographs, a reconstruction of the Lissitzky chair of the same year (Figure 27)
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and a reconstruction of the 1927 maquette for a communal house were all of the exhibits in
this part of the room (Figure 28). The opposite part showed a plethora of Kabakov works
that had to do with daily Soviet life in and around the communal kitchen. One wall was
filled to the ceiling with paintings, and along the other two walls were parts of the 1991
‘Communal Kitchen’ installation (Figures 29 and 30).
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Figure 29. View of one of the rooms with works by Ilya Kabakov in the exhibition ‘Lissitzky–Kabakov:
Utopia and Reality’, Van Abbemuseum, 2012. Photo: Peter Cox.
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Figure 30. View of one of the rooms in the exhibition ‘Lissitzky–Kabakov: Utopia and Reality’,
Van Abbemuseum, 2012. Front: part of the installation by Ilya Kabakov, ‘In the Communal Kitchen’,
1991. Back: El Lissitzky, ‘Armchair of bent plywood’, 1930, reconstruction by Mark van den Heuvel,
2012. On the floor at the back: El Lissitzky, Floorplan for an apartment to solve the housing shortage’,
1930, executed in actual measurements by Van Abbemuseum, 2012. Photo: Peter Cox.

Another theme in the exhibition was propaganda. Lissitzky’s part, ‘The Bright Future
is Ahead of Us’, consisted of hardcore Soviet propaganda: photos and reconstructions of
objects related to the ‘Pressa’ exhibition that was held in 1928 in Cologne. For the occasion,
the grandiose ‘Pressa Star’ (Figure 31) was put up on one side of the room. The other
part, ‘The Bright Future Is Behind Us’, showed a new version of the Kabakovs’ agitprop
propaganda wagon of 2004 (Figure 32). Inside you could hear women singing heroic
Soviet songs.
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Figure 32. View of one of the rooms in the exhibition ‘Lissitzky–Kabakov: Utopia and Reality’,
Van Abbemuseum, 2012. Front: part model after El Lissitzky, ‘Pressa Star’, 1927, reconstruction by
Henry Milner, 2012. Van Abbemuseum. Back: Ilya Kabakov, ‘Let’s Go Girls’, 2012. Van Abbemuseum.
Photo: Peter Cox.

This exhibition was the first time that these two 20th-century Russian artists had been
presented together. It completed a circle that started with the revolutions in the early
years of the twentieth century and finished with the upheavals of 1989. This confrontation
between early Soviet art and that of the late Soviet era did not consist solely of original
artworks. It was largely made possible thanks to numerous meticulous reconstructions. In
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this way, the exhibition enabled a broad public to obtain a better understanding of the art
and culture of the intervening period.

One reason the Lissitzky reconstructions worked so well in this exhibition, was that
they were shown together with some of the Kabakov models. For many of their projects,
Ilya and Emilia Kabakov made prototypes. And like some of Lissitzky’s projects, some of
the Kabakov projects are still not realised. For both Lissitzky and the Kabakovs, utopia is a
well-known place.

8. Lissitzky Even More Contemporary

Sarah Pierce (1968, Dublin, Ireland) was one of four artists participating in the exhi-
bition ‘Positions #2’, curated by Annie Fletcher (Van Abbemuseum, 28 November 2015–3
April 2016)21. In this exhibition she showed three installations, one of which, ‘Gag’, made
in 2015, was based on the work of El Lissitzky and Alice Milligan. Lissitzky needs no
introduction in this context. Alice Milligan (1865–1953, Omagh, Ireland) was a poet and
writer. As a nationalist she promoted Gaelic, the Irish language, and understood amateur
theatre as a medium to involve rural communities in the Irish cultural revolution.

The starting point of the installation ‘Gag’ (Figure 33) was an ‘archive of debris’:
in the lead up to Milligan’s presentation the unused scraps and remnants from the last
exhibition —plinths, presentation walls and other material normally thrown away—were
amassed. In her resulting installation, these leftovers not only made the immediate past
of these particular museum rooms visible and tangible, they also related visually to the
photographs of works in the ‘First Constructivist Exhibition’ in 1921 as reconstructed in
the Tretyakov Gallery and to a photograph of Malevich’s ‘Black Square’. On the walls, the
‘Proun’ lithographs from the Kestner portfolio mentioned earlier were displayed, including
the isometric layout of the ‘Proun’ room.
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Looking back at this project, Sarah Pierce says:

( . . . ) Lissitzky’s work is important for my work, although I am not at all in-
terested in either the cult of the artist or the cult of genius. In fact, my turn to
Lissitzky has less to do with specific historical works created in his lifetime or the
artist himself as a historical figure and more with what I read as the interplays
between a specific and general address in his work. Lissitzky made his works
in direct dialogue with artists around him. This transfer between artists, how
one person’s work changes through the work of others, has always interested me.
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What also strikes me is that I can still take up this address a century later. This is
important because it speaks to a way that artists work, really, across geographies
and times. I do not mean this as a universal address—it is not received in the
same way by everyone, or every artist. ( . . . ) In these projects my concern is
how to take up the work of these artists, not as an act of reverence, but as a real
and material transfer of concepts across time. The best art history understands
how to do this. It requires a complete institutional shift, away from individuals,
biographies and the intrigue that often compels historians to look closely at the
figure. Instead, we should turn to the signs and symbols of a total system of art
making. That is what we can get from artists such as Lissitzky. ( . . . ) I would like
to think more about Lissitzky as a teacher. Did he teach? I have learned from him.
I have looked at his contributions to the language of art and thought “Oh good,
that is allowed. Then that is what I’ll do!”

9. Lissitzky in Person

Over the years, the Van Abbemuseum has collected letters and other correspondence
of Lissitzky. Many of these writings were directed to his colleagues and show Lissitzky as a
serious and tireless worker on many different artistic projects. But occasionally, one gets a
glimpse of his character, his intelligence and his sense of humor. A letter written to his wife
Sophie while convalescing in Switzerland, for instance, includes a self-portrait of the artist
working on some of his projects (Figure 34).
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In 2017, on the occasion of the 100th anniversary of the Dutch artistic movement
De Stijl, curator Diana Franssen and librarian Willem Smit organised an exhibition in the
museum library on the correspondence of Lissitzky with his Dutch colleague and friend,
the architect J.J.P. Oud (Figure 35). This correspondence, acquired in 1970, is archived
in the Van Abbemuseum and only accessible for research purposes. The written texts in
German were now transcribed and translated into Dutch in a publication (Franssen 2017).
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This exchange of letters and postcards, which took place between 1923 and 1928, not only
enables us to follow Lissitzky on his tour through Europe but also to see the two friends’
opinions on the situation in art and politics at the time and how they developed and
discussed artistic theories.
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10. A Collection Traveling around EUROPE

In recent years, several opportunities arose to show large parts of the Lissitzky col-
lection outside the Van Abbemuseum, either in solo exhibitions or in combination with
the work of other artists. In 2015, a large part of the collection travelled to the Irish Mu-
seum of Modern Art (IMMA) in Dublin as part of the exhibition ‘El Lissitzky: The Artist
and the State’. Lissitzky’s works were shown there alongside archival material related
to Alice Milligan and newly commissioned and recent works by several contemporary
artists. Two years later, many works were lent to the major Lissitzky retrospective in the
Tretyakov Gallery and the Jewish Museum and Tolerance Centre in Moscow, and in 2018
many works from the Lissitzky collection were on show in the exhibition ‘Chagall, Lissitzky,
Malévitch–l’Avant-garde Russe à Vitebsk 1918–1922’ in the Centre Pompidou in Paris. In
2019 most of the Van Abbemuseum’s Lissitzky collection was shown in the Danubiana
Museum in Bratislava.

11. Epilogue

Ever since Lissitzky came to Eindhoven, his works have been an inspiration for the
Van Abbemuseum and its public. The fact that Lissitzky was very open to the art of Western
Europe and was in dialogue with many of his colleagues there made his entrance into the
collection a kind of homecoming. Forming a focus there from the beginning in 1965, the
open character of Lissitzky’s oeuvre and the fact that others can participate and even finish
it appealed to several of the museum’s directors and curators and to many visitors.

In retrospect, not every way in which the museum dealt with this artistic heritage was
successful. A few of the Lissitzky reconstructions were over the top and some of the artists’
projects with his work were more successful than others. Art historians often meticulously
reconstruct the personal history and the oeuvre of an artist. But other artists can take the
liberty to use (art)history as a flexible and dynamic tool to create new works. Looking at
such works, we may realise that we too can use art as a source of inspiration.

For more than one hundred years, Lissitzky’s works have been aiming at the future
with the intention to be of use. It is this aiming at a new reality that gives many of his
artworks an unfinished character. They invite us to work further in this direction. Because
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of his pluriform and open way of creating, Lissitzky is one of those artists who allows such
dynamic use. In these cases, a museum can help to enforce this creative impulse and pass it
on to the public.
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Notes
1 For this article I have used several unpublished lectures that I gave in Moscow, Novosibirsk, Belgrade and Cambridge. I also used

one of my published articles: (Renders 2017). I would like to thank Ruth Addison for editing and improving my English text.
2 For a survey of Jean Leering’s directorship of the Van Abbemuseum, see: (Pingen 2005, ch. 3).
3 (Lissitzky-Küppers 1967). For the English version, see: (Lissitzky-Küppers 1980).
4 For a more detailed account of the acquisition of the Lissitzky collection by the Van Abbemuseum and the contacts between

Klihm and Leering, see: (Pingen 2005, pp. 224–26).
5 For the text, music and designs for this opera as well as numerous essays on the different aspects of this work, see: (Railing 2009).
6 “Die weitere Bearbeitung und Anwendung der hier niedergelegten Ideen und Formen überlasse Ich den Anderen und gehe

selbst an meine nächste Aufgabe” (my English translation).
7 “Anleitung zum Handeln” (my English translation). Mentioned in: (Kempers 2018, p. 67).
8 For an introduction to the ‘Prouns’, see: (Goryacheva 2017). In 1924, Lissitzky made an inventory of his ‘Prouns’, see:

(Nisbet 1987, pp. 155–76). Perloff (2003) offers a chronological overview and an analysis of the artistic legacy of Lissitzky.
9 Lissitzky published his design for the Prounenraum in the first issue of the magazine G in 1923. For the text of this publication,

see: (Leering et al. 1965, p. 57).
10 (Berndes 1999, pp. 62, 63). “Ik kreeg een prent onder ogen van de Prounenraum die in isometrie was getekend. Door de

deurhoogte te meten en er van uit te gaan dat de standaardhoogte van een deur twee meter tien is, kwam ik erachter dat de
prent op schaal 1: 20 was uitgevoerd. Toen werd het duidelijk dat we de Prounenraum konden reconstrueren.” (my English
translation).

11 (Berndes 1999, p. 67). “Een reconstructie heeft een andere status dan een origineel, dat moge duidelijk zijn, ook al wordt het
origineel zeer dicht benaderd. Want het is de bedoeling met een reconstructie een ervaring op te roepen die nagenoeg gelijk is
aan de ervaring van het origineel, dat niet meer in de originele staat aanwezig is. Ook in het geval van reconstructies ging het me
om het stimuleren van het beeldvormingsvermogen van het publiek.” (my English translation).

12 (Leering et al. 1965, p. 14): “Meiner Ansicht nach bedeutete das Gestalten von Demonstrationsraüme für Lissitzky eine Weise der
schöpferischen Betätigung, worin sich diese Polarität auflöste. Hier könnte er >Gegenstände< schaffen, von konkreter Art, mit
geistiger Aussagekraft, die sich weit über die von Industrial Design erhob. So wie bei seiner Typografie ging er auch hier davon
aus, daß das Gezeigte auf der Zuschauer so übertragen werden mußte, daß sie in die Übertragung einbezogen wurden, d.h. die
Kreativität der Zuschauer selbst frei gemacht wurde.” (my English translation).

13 Leering gave this lecture at the end of the exhibition, on January 10 1966 in the Van Abbemuseum. This quote is from:
(Kempers 2018, p. 68). “In beider conceptie treedt beweging op, maar bij Malewitch is het meer alsof hij de beschouwer een
beweging in de ruimte laat zien. Lissitzky doet de beschouwer in zijn beschouwing zelf bewegen in die ruimte. Dit laatste staat
centraal in het werk van Lissitzky, en dit principe: de beschouwer actief in de beelding betrekken, is ook uitgangspunt voor zijn
ander werk, zoals zijn typografie en demonstratieruimten ( . . . )” (my English translation).

14 Cited in: (Pingen 2005, p. 226). “De Eindhovense tentoonstelling is allerminst een eindpunt: waar het Lissitzky om ging staat nog
te gebeuren. Inspirerender kan een tentoonstelling nauwelijks zijn.” (my English translation).

15 For a more detailed account of the ups and downs of the purchasing process, see: (Pingen 2005, pp. 262, 263).
16 For more information on the preparations and the exhibition tour, see: (Pingen 2005, pp. 483, 484).
17 For the comment in the catalogue, see: (Debbaut 1990, p. 217). For the claim see: (Pingen 2005, p. 484).
18 For the history of the Hanover reconstructions of the Abstract Cabinet, see: (Krempel 2015).
19 For more information on this project and the interview with Deimantes Narkevicius, see: (Renders 2017, pp. 94–96).
20 The exhibition was accompanied by a catalogue in Dutch, English and Russian: (Renders 2012; aoa 2013). For more information

on this exhibition, see: (Renders 2017, pp. 96–99).
21 For more information on this project and the interview with Sarah Pierce, see: (Renders 2017, pp. 100–2).
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Article

New Anthropology in Works of Vasily Chekrygin
Ekaterina Bobrinskaya

Modern and Contemporary Art Sector, State Institute for Art Studies, 125009 Moscow, Russia;
ekaterina173@gmail.com

Abstract: The article considers the concept of new anthropology in the works of Vasily Chekrygin
in the context of the scientific and philosophical ideas of his time. Chekrygin’s anthropology drew
on the new concepts of life, discoveries made in biology and chemistry and new ideas of matter. A
paradoxical fusion of scientific and occult thought, coupled with ideas of Christian anthropology,
formed a crucial component of Chekrygin’s works. The artist produced his anthropological project
at the intersection of two cultural paradigms: that of Christianity, on the one hand, and science and
the occult, on the other. This blend of such heterogeneous concepts was not an accidental fact of the
artist’s biography. It makes it possible to see certain problems and antinomies that were fundamental
to the Russian culture of the 1910s through the early 1920s.

Keywords: V. Chekrygin; cosmism; anthropology; new man; Russian art; N. Fyodorov

A new man was one of the principal utopias of the Russian and European art of the
early twentieth century. All sorts of cultural figures anticipated the possible and downright
inevitable transformation of man in that period. Pyotr Ouspenskii, whose books were
well known in artistic circles, wrote in 1911, “Man is by and large a transitional form,
moving, progressing, and changing nearly before our eyes” (Ouspenskii 1913, p. 87).
Anthropological fantasies usually associated with modernist art are typically connected
with human machine projects, the radical change of man’s natural form and the creation of
a symbiosis of the living and the mechanical. Enthusiasm for machinery prevails in the
images of a new man in the early twentieth century. However, occasionally fantasies of
a human machine entered seemingly impossible interactions with vitalistic and religious
ideas. Precisely such interactions became the decisive factor in the evolution of his version
of new anthropology in Chekrygin’s works.

In the early twentieth century, neovitalism was a notable trend in reflections on the
new man. Anti-mechanistic anthropology relied on new concepts of life, discoveries
in biology and chemistry and new ideas of matter (vibration theories, radiating power,
electromagnetic waves, etc.). Protoparticles of life, protoplasm and “living matter”; Hans
Driesch’s entelechy governing living matter, the “cellular soul” of Ernst Haeckel and
“biogenous ether” of Alexander Danilevsky are but a few examples of the vast range of
ideas that promoted the spread of new views of the living organism, matter, and human
body. The possibility of fathoming the depths of organic matter and transforming it not only
at the level of cells but also at the invisible levels of emissions, vibrations and waves opened
breathtaking prospects for creatively intervening in the human organism and changing the
border between the animate and inanimate.

New anthropology fed on these ideas that were in the air and came to be discussed in
scientific articles, as well as in numerous media publications, and gradually penetrated art.
Tangible changes occurred in the “shape of man”. The human body lost its solid closed
outline and appeared as part of the finest movements and fluctuations of the environment
and space pervaded by emissions and vibrations. Such bodies can be seen in many of the
pictures of the Neo-Impressionists and Futurists (G. Seurat, La Parade, 1889; G. Previati,
The Return of the Pious Women, 1910; L. Russolo, Profumo, 1910; C. Carrà, Leaving the Theatre,
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1910). The disconnected physicality of emissions, light waves, and electromagnetic fields
appeared in works of František Kupka (Woman Picking Flowers, 1910–1911) and Marcel
Duchamp (Portrait of Dr. Dumouchel, 1910).

Some Russian projects, primarily Rayonism of Mikhail Larionov and his associates,
also fitted into the anti-mechanistic line of new anthropology. Closed bodies likewise
disappeared from Larionov’s Rayonist works. The human body found itself drawn into
light and energy flows of the surrounding space; what was more, the living body itself
was capable of emitting “radiant matter” (Woman at a Table, 1912; Rayonist Portrait, 1913).
Unstable, open human shapes also appeared in the works of Larionov’s associates (Mikhail
Le Dantu, The Portrait of M. Fabbri, 1912, and Lady in a Café, 1910s).

Vasily Chekrygin, too, proceeded from such anti-mechanistic anthropology in his
works. In the 1910s, he cooperated with Larionov and contributed to exhibitions organised
by the latter. After Larionov had left Russia, Chekrygin stayed in touch with him and in
his letters discussed his artistic projects in detail. Nonetheless, in his art, Chekrygin comes
across rather as the antipode of Larionov. A paradoxical blend of scientific and occult
thought and ideas of Christian anthropology became a crucial component of Chekrygin’s
works. Unlike Larionov, who never addressed Christian iconographical sources, Chekrygin
produced his anthropological project at the intersection of two cultural paradigms—one
Christian and the other scientific and occult. This merger of such heterogeneous concepts
was not an accidental fact of the artist’s biography. It makes it possible to see certain
problems and antinomies that were fundamental to Russian culture in the 1910s.

There is an established custom of associating the concepts of a new man exclusively
with secular ideas of science and philosophy. I would like to point to yet another context,
that of Christianity, which is in fact primary and serves as a point of reference for philo-
sophical and social concepts. The anthropology of change, transformation, and radical
transfiguration of man (not only internal, but also of the human body) lies at the heart of the
Christian view of man. The epistles of Paul the Apostle repeatedly speak of the Christian
man as a goal and project to be implemented in history. The Epistle to the Colossians reads,
“Do not lie to each other, since you have taken off your old self with its practices and have
put on the new self, which is being renewed in knowledge in the image of its Creator”
(Col. 3 9–10). Or the first letter of St John, “what we shall be has not yet been revealed.
We do know that when it is revealed we shall be like him” (1 John 3: 2). The ontological
transformation of man and going beyond the borders of actual human nature were set as
goals and viewed as a desired prospect for the realisation of the Christian man. Man’s
transformation is possible primarily as an eschatological prospect in future resurrection.
That projected image of a Christian oriented towards radical transformation, no doubt,
continued to play an important role in secular culture as well, frequently in the form of
a covert or distorted archetype for modernist projects. This Christian context became a
crucial one for Vasily Chekrygin.

A broad range of scientific and occult ideas connected with neovitalism was another
component of Chekrygin’s new anthropology. Notions of the human organism going
beyond its physical and chemical parameters and the presence of some “vital force” or
entelechy guiding a living organism were the basic neovitalist ideas of the late nineteenth—
early twentieth centuries. Already then, people observed parallels between the neovitalist
ideas and certain concepts of Christian authors. Such parallels were above all encountered
in thoughts about the resurrection of the dead and the dissolution of the human body.
“It is easy to see in the first elements of St Gregory of Nyssa a very close similarity with
the living proto elements of modern vitalist revival”, said one of the 1912 publications in
Bogoslovsky vestnik (Theological Bulletin) (Strakhov 1912, p. 10). The primary particles of
life that lie beyond the boundaries of physical being and are only noumenal, yet capable
of interacting with matter to form inimitable living organisms, were a frequent motif of
Christian anthropology. Athenagoras of Athens wrote about the intangible “particles of
the body” that upon the death of man “combined with the elements and the universe”
(Athenagoras of Athens 2013, p. 15) and the raising of those gathering to form a new
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body. In the anthropology of Saint Gregory of Nyssa supersensible substance (“intelligible
elements for the emergence of bodies”) consisting of “the first elements created in the
beginning of creation” (Strakhov 1912, p. 10) is viewed as the innermost foundation of the
soul. These prime elements are “quite real, but bodyless and merely intelligible essences”
(Strakhov 1912, p. 10). The prime elements of the soul leave their special signs or imprints
on the primary elements of the body.1 Saint Gregory of Nyssa writes, “ . . . some signs of
our compound nature remain in the soul even after dissolution” that enable it to recognise
kindred things at the moment of resurrection, and then “the soul attracts again to itself that
which is its own and properly belongs to it” (Saint Gregory of Nyssa 1861, p. 188).

Christian anthropology itself underwent certain changes way back in the nineteenth
century. The outcomes of contemporaneous scientific theories and experimental scientific
discoveries were frequently incorporated in theological reflections on man. The polemics
between Saint Ignatius (Dmitry Brianchaninov) and Saint Theophan the Recluse was
perhaps the most indicative in this respect. The debate arose in 1863 after Saint Ignatius
published his Word on Death, in which he, drawing on the contemporaneous teachings of
gases, considered the human soul as a fine “ethereal body”. His ideas of the “fine ethereal
corporeity” of angels and souls became commonly known. Saint Theophan reciprocated
with his arguments under the expressive title Dusha i angel—ne telo, a dukh (The Soul
and Angel Are No Body but Spirit”, 1891), accusing his opponent of “ultra-materialism”.
Skipping the details of their heated polemics, let me point out that Saint Theophan himself
addressed the teaching of ether. He wrote about a “very subtle element” that “penetrates
and passes everywhere, serving as the smallest particle of material substance”; “the soul
itself is the immaterial spirit; but its covering is made from this ethereal immaterial element”
(Saint Theophan the Recluse 2012, p. 51). What is more, in his texts Saint Theophan used
modern images such as electricity, wireless telegraphy and emissions to describe the
effect of prayer and communication with the spirit (Saint Theophan the Recluse 2012,
p. 57). Similar views (of course with significant corrections) were also common among the
spiritualists and theosophists. In his early works Souls (1914–1915, see Figure 1) Chekrygin
nearly literally reproduced the ethereal corporeity of the soul that was much written about
in those years. The glowing outlines of bodies in his work reference, for instance, Saint
Theophan’s descriptions of the immaterial angelic vision capable of seeing the ethereal
body of the soul: “Then, having turned your gaze upon the earth, you would see among
the varied masses of people bright shades, semi-bright, hazy, murky” (Saint Theophan the
Recluse 2012, p. 53).

It would not be an exaggeration to say that the entire atmosphere of early twentieth-
century culture was pervaded with the ideas of new anthropology, in which Christian,
scientific and occult ideas occasionally formed a paradoxical fusion. That atmosphere
became the cultural context in which Vasily Chekrygin developed his ideas.

Another important context of his anthropology had to do with radical fantasies and
expectations born of the 1917 Russian revolution. The conceptions of the radical trans-
formation of man formed a significant part of Russian culture in the post-revolutionary
period. In these theories, socio-political radicalism frequently accompanied anthropological
radicalism. Dreams of the ultimate revolution that was to transform human nature and free
man from the last bondage of death inspired anarcho-futurists, biocosmists and members
of the Proletkult.2 The attainment of immortality and the raising of the dead were discussed
in the 1920s as the pressing objectives set by the revolutionary epoch. P. Ivanitsky (member
of the biocosmist group) wrote in those years, “proletarian mankind will of course not
confine themselves to securing immortality only for the living, they will not forget those
who have fallen to accomplish this social ideal, they will undertake to free ‘the last of the
oppressed’, to raise those who lived in the past. After all, the material basis of man (the
atoms of his organism) does not disappear in principle, and consequently there is hope
for its restoration” (Ivanitskii 1921, p. 8). In their reflections, artists and men of letters
addressed not only the philosophical legacy of Nikolai Fyodorov, but also the numerous
scientific experiments of the early twentieth century. In Russia, both before and after the
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revolution, scientists attempted to resuscitate (individual organs, parts of the body or cells
of a living organism) and extend life through cryopreservation or anabiosis.3 Biocosmist A.
Svyatogor wrote in that period, “Unprecedented grand prospects are opening up before
man (mankind). Struggle against death is no longer fundamentally impossible (experi-
ments of Steinach, Andreyev, Kravkov, etc.). The possibility of individual immortality can
already be substantiated scientifically, while accomplishments of physics and technology
give grounds to raise the cosmic problem (interplanetarism) scientifically. < . . . > The ulti-
mate aspiration is immortal life in space. The ultimate evil is death. ( . . . ) The postulated
problem strongly requires man to be free” (Svyatogor 2008, p. 414).
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It was in this space of culture, where the problem of transforming human nature
occupied pride of place, that Vasily Chekrygin developed his ideas.

Rayonism can be considered the starting point for Chekrygin’s anthropological fan-
tasies in art. In one of his texts, he pointed out, “I would like to paint with rays of light”
(Murina and Rakitin 2005, p. 222). In a 1921 letter to Mikhail Larionov Chekrygin spoke of
“light as an instrument of revivers” (Murina and Rakitin 2005, p. 195). The new body of
the risen man is made of rays of light. Mentioning that repeatedly in his texts, he spoke of
“the revelation of the human body in light” or about “man in the whirlwind of his tribe
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swept in time like a fiery column” (Murina and Rakitin 2005, p. 246). He pictured the
creation/resurrection of a new body as construction “from fiery grains (atoms, electrons)”
(Murina and Rakitin 2005, p. 247).

In his reasoning about the risen flesh, Chekrygin also proceeded from the theory of
“luminiferous ether” that transmitted and sustained the vibrations of all atoms forming
bodies. It was in that light-bearing environment that at the moment of resurrection the
original elements of human bodies scattered in cosmos would be able to recognise one an-
other by subtle vibrations and reunite in a new body. In one of his manuscripts, Chekrygin
described the process of the ultimate transformation of the human body in terms of the
scientific and occult knowledge of his time as follows, “The son has in his hand the ray
weapon of Resurrection. The process and way of the conversion of rays can be presented in
the following way, the vibration or convulsion to which the particles were subjected inside
the organism continue upon their release from the organism and the destruction of the
body < . . . > From these convulsions the rays, penetrating towards the surface, go together
with the reflected and other rays, forming not only the outer image and those living on it,
but also the inner one with the dead decomposing in it < . . . > The construction activity of
the rays begins here. < . . . > the rays bear in them the images of the creatures who lived
and then died, the images of the bodies decomposed into particles, these rays, meeting the
particles, reunite the pictured gaseous molecules of the atmosphere with the solid ones
on earth < . . . > into living bodies” (Murina and Rakitin 2005, p. 41). For Chekrygin the
human body is a subtle physiology of fluctuations, vibrations, emissions, and light and
electromagnetic waves. It is within this occult and scientific mechanics of the recreation of
a new body that traces gleam, or the ruins of the Christian tradition are discerned.

The destiny of the human body, the different metamorphoses that it undergoes or
can undergo in the future, flesh itself and matter are always at the heart of Chekrygin’s
anthropology. The normal static human body remains at the periphery of his interests.
Chekrygin is above all interested in the changed, decomposing, or reconstituted human
body, a body in extreme conditions. In his series Execution by Shooting (1920, see Figure 2),
Crazy People (1921–1922), Orgies (1918) and Povolzhye Famine (1922, see Figure 3) he examined
man at the borderline moments of being.

Pregnancy (1913) was yet another motif of interest to Chekrygin that also had to do
with changing corporality. And finally, the main theme of Chekrygin’s works of the final
years of his life—the raising of the dead—references the most radical transformation that
the human body can undergo.4

An important feature of Chekrygin’s works is his direct reliance on Christian iconog-
raphy and, above all, the iconography of bodily transformations.5 References to such
iconography can be encountered in quite a few of his works. Just a few of them will be men-
tioned below. Adam and Eve (1913) pictures the moment of their loss of heavenly physicality
and acquisition of “garments of skin”. Three Figures (1914–1915, see Figure 4) references
the iconography of the Transfiguration, when according to Saint Gregory Palamas, “(the
disciples) of the Lord < . . . > passed beyond mere flesh into spirit through a transformation
of their senses” (Lossky 1991, p. 368). The same theme is elaborated in The Transformation of
Flesh into Spirit (1913, see Figure 5). Traces of the traditional iconography of The Descent into
Hell are discernible in the nearly abstract mass of colour on the canvas. A study for Down
with Illiteracy (1920) is associated with the iconography of the Ascension.
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Chekrygin is literally enchanted by the phenomenon of transforming physicality. He
sees the mystery of the Eucharist as the archetype for every transformation of flesh, as
well as for artistic creativity that transforms natural matter into a work of art. In his
notes he repeatedly writes about that: “Creativity is the sheer Eucharist, the supreme
creation regardless of time and space” (Murina and Rakitin 2005, p. 166). The mystery
of the Eucharist enables him to describe the creative process itself as the transformation
of the natural matter the artist works with. Chekrygin writes that the artist “does not
know in the Eucharist of creativity where his flesh is—in the chalice on the altar or he
is in it. Time and space recede, and it is the artist’s flesh in the altar, the chalice, and
the wine is his blood while flesh is matter, stone, canvas. This is a mystery” (Murina
and Rakitin 2005, p. 166). Chekrygin’s interest in the Eucharist resides in the context of
that period’s general excitement about the problems of material world transformations,
transformation/disappearance of matter and, on the other hand, the discovery of the
materiality of the mind and the invisible.
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A characteristic of Chekrygin’s references to Christian iconography is their “ruined”
state. The artist extracts the very core and essence from his iconographic references, e.g.,
the figures of Christ, Moses or Elijah, that is, the very phenomenon of transfiguration from
The Transfiguration, and leaves in the figures of the Apostles, that is, just signs of trauma and
shock. In The Descent into Hell there remain traces of images barely discernible in the play
of colours and in The Ascension only the column of light or blank space amidst the crowd
and hands raised to heaven. And, finally, in one of the drawings of The Raising of the Dead
series (see Figure 6) there remains only the empty mandorla and the cross of the traditional
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iconography of The Descent into Hell, while the figure of Christ effecting the transfiguration
of man disappears. These deletions from the iconography are not fortuitous. Chekrygin’s
man exists on the ruins of the Christian world. His man is a sign of trauma. Christianity
itself is rather a trauma for Chekrygin, a traumatic memory or magic instrument, the entire
skill of using which has been forgotten. In one of his letters of 1915 he characteristically
admits, “I am no Christian or Buddhist but mostly a pagan, or to be more correct, all of
them put together” (Murina and Rakitin 2005, p. 158).
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The ideas of Nikolai Fyodorov, whose works Chekrygin got to know only in late 1920
shortly before his death, merely gave a boost to his extreme conclusions and radicalised the
motifs he had already had. At the same time, it was Fyodorov’s concepts that imparted
a definite bioengineering tenor to all Chekrygin’s constructs and turned his Eucharist
creativity into a “common cause” or “common enterprise”, cosmic liturgy outside of
church.

His most radical statement on new anthropology was a series of works (or rather
hundreds of graphic sheets) that Chekrygin made as studies for monumental paintings
for the Cathedral of the Reviving Museum. The raised bodies of Chekrygin are the result
of bioengineering—the regulation of light flows and control over atoms, prime particles,
and vibrations of “luminiferous ether”. They appear outside the Christian prospect of
resurrection and as a result of the technical magic of manipulation of matter. The hundreds
of drawings made by Chekrygin in the final years of his life are astounding in their
agonising monotony and endless repetition of the same thing. All the compositions consist
of heaps of bodies twisted into balls and glued together into a horrendous biomass. His
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mystery of human transformation shows a mass of people either rising from the dark or
falling into cosmic darkness. His bodies are drawn into an endless and inextricable process
of the transformation of matter. It is never nor can ever be finished. The vortex of bodies is
like the eternal gyre of the elements of nature (see Figure 7).
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Chekrygin’s images of new man raised by the force of reason and science are captivat-
ing with their grandiose and daring concept and at the same time off-putting with their
wearisome repetition and monotony. The closest parallel is the description of the world of
the Titans from Greek mythology offered by Friedrich Jünger. According to him, the world
of the Titans, in which there are no Gods, is “an eternal vortex closed in itself” and “coming
into being that has no point of support outside itself and is anxiously going back and forth
as an ebb and flow”; it “produces nothing mature, nothing accomplished” (Jünger 2006,
pp. 55, 62). Many contemporaries saw the same monotony and hopelessness in Fyodorov’s
philosophy. In his philosophical conceptions, according to one of the reviewers, “history
short of loses its creative character and becomes a restricted vortex of forces: all it has is the
mixing and restoration of the primordially given elements” (Golovanenko 1915, p. 502).

The iconographical prototypes for Chekrygin’s “common cause” can be identified
primarily in scenes of the Last Judgement and the torment of sinners. His man (see
Figures 8–10) arising from nonexistence agonisingly goes through resurrection very much
like human bodies go through hell. It seems that the pictorial language per se, which is
deeply rooted in traditional religious iconography and from which Chekrygin cannot nor
wants to break free, “leaks a word” about a deep conflict: the insoluble problem of victory
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over death without Divine involvement in the process of Resurrection. Like many of his
works based on Christian iconography, his scenes of the restoration of human bodies are
distinguished by a characteristic “gap”, an incomplete process, and the loss of a conceptual
focus. A well-known passage from the Book of Ezekiel on bringing “dry bones” back to
life is best suited to describing that incomplete and unfinished process of restoring man
involving bodies in Chekrygin’s liturgy outside of church: “Then he said to me, ‘Prophesy
over these bones, and tell them: Dry bones, hear the word of the Lord. This is what the
sovereign Lord says to these bones: Look, I am about to infuse breath into you and you
will live. I will put tendons on you and muscles over you and will cover you with skin;
I will put breath in you and you will live. Then you will know that I am the Lord.’ So I
prophesied as I was commanded. There was a sound when I prophesied—I heard a rattling,
and the bones came together, bone to bone. As I watched, I saw tendons on them, then
muscles appeared, and skin covered over them from above, but there was no breath in
them” (Ezekiel 37:4–8).
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Chekrygin’s cosmic liturgy and his religious technological project of making a new
man in fact negated the centerpiece of Christian faith—the redemptive sacrifice and Second
Coming. He replaced messianic expectations and the unknown historical perspective open
for creativity with mechanical collective work and consistent regulation of the eternal
cycling of matter in nature. At the heart of his teaching of man is care about the future
of man’s dust and body and the unconditional prevalence of the ancestral and collective
over things personal (see Figures 11 and 12). His new man is entirely and inevitably
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subordinated to the collective liberation project. However, the coveted freedom from death
leads to total dependence: the new man remains forever shut in the cosmic vortex of
natural matter. Chekrygin’s anthropology reflects the inherent and insoluble antinomy
of Russian culture of the revolutionary period, on the one hand, and, in a broader sense,
of the entire modern epoch, on the other, and looking further forward, modernity, when
every titanic stride towards human freedom results in its loss at an increasingly deeper
level. His Cathedral of the Reviving Museum comes across as a prelude to the alarming
and intriguing biotechnologies of our day and the images of current biopower that is
penetrating human life ever deeper and more comprehensively.
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In Chekrygin’s works, the contours of new anthropology loom out of the ruins of
Christian images. This is the fundamental difference between his anthropology and the
many fantasies of his contemporaries. Unlike, for example, biocosmists or proletarian
poets, who just parodied Christian motifs and images (“The Gospel According to the
Mare” by the biocosmist A. Svyatogor and “The Iron Messiah” by the proletarian poet V.
Kirillov), Chekrygin was profoundly traumatised by the ruins of the Christian world. In
his projects Christianity manifests itself only as a trace, “the mark, perceptible to the senses,
which some phenomenon, in itself inaccessible, has left behind” (Bloch 1973, p. 33). It is
these traces of Christian culture discernible behind bioengineering fantasies that imbue
Chekrygin’s works with a real dramatic effect. “I used to think,” the artist wrote, “that
creation comes easy. That ‘out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks’. It speaks
out of the tormented heart. My art sees life that is ominous, the life of the flesh. In its fall it
feels heavens far stronger” (Murina and Rakitin 2005, p. 224).
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Notes
1 This theory of Saint Gregory of Nyssa came to be called “Sphagidism” (from

1 
 

σφραϒίς meaning seal, imprint) : “ . . . for as the
soul is disposed to cling to and long for the body that has been wedded to it, there also attaches to it in secret a certain close
relationship and power of recognition, in virtue of their commixture, as though some marks had been imprinted by nature, by the
aid of which the community remains unconfused, separated by the distinctive signs. Now as the soul attracts again to itself that
which is its own and properly belongs to it, what labour, I pray you, that is involved for the Divine power, could be a hindrance to
concourse of kindred things when they are urged to their own place by the unspeakable attraction of nature . . . There is therefore
nothing beyond probability in believing that in the bodies that rise again there will be a return from the common stock to the
individual” (Saint Gregory of Nyssa 1861, pp. 187–88).

2 For details see Burenina-Petrova (2019, pp. 222–40).
3 P. Bakhmetiev (1860–1913) studied anabiosis, S. Metalnikov (1870–1946) conducted experiments in the freeze preservation of cells,

and A. Kuliabko (1866–1930), S. Briukhanenko (1890–1960), F. Andreyev (1879–1952) and others experimented with revivification.
The problem of immortality and resurrection in those years interested V. Bekhterev (1918, pp. 2–19). In 1922, the biocosmist A.
Iaroslavskii published a Poem of Anabiosis, in which he described the world falling into anabiosis (“Chelusti Anabioza/Zavtra
zakhlopnut mir” [The jaws of Anabiosis / Will snap shut the world tomorrow]), work to transform the world’s imperfections in
ice sleep and awakening into a wonderful tomorrow: “I kogda vsia rabota gotova/I kogda, kak igrushka, zemlia-/Prosypaites, zhivushchiie
snova,/V gorodskikh ploshchadiakh i poliakh!” [And when the work is done/And the earth is like a toy-/Wake up, those living
anew,/In city squares and fields!] (Iaroslavskii 1922, p. 3).

4 According to Athenagoras, “ . . . the resurrection is a species of change, and the last of all . . . ” (Athenagoras of Athens 2013,
p. 28).

5 In his work, Chekrygin constantly showed profound devotion to the imagery and iconography of icon painting and, more broadly,
religious painting. In January 1921 he wrote, “I have to go away into the world of Russian icons, this is my native language”
(Murina and Rakitin 2005, p. 222). In his search of new images for the Cathedral of the Reviving Museum Chekrygin frequently
used stable archetypes (pictorial formulas) from the well-known iconography of icons, incorporating them in his scientific and
technical project and treating them as a sort of “alphabet” for constructing his own iconography. This visualisation of traditional
iconography and multi-layered imagery is an important aspect of Chekrygin’s art.
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Digital High: The Art of Visual Seduction?
Alexander Zholkovsky

College of Letters, Arts and Sciences, The University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90007, USA;
alik@usc.edu

Abstract: The paper focuses on the structure of an advertising image for a 2010s computer company
in the neo-capitalist Moscow, Russia. The analysis looks back to the pioneering studies of advertising
as a commercial “applied art” by Sergei Eisenstein, Leo Spitzer and Roland Barthes. The picture’s
plot and composition are shown to be a consistent and sophisticated near-artistic design that uses
textual puns, poetic topoi and visual stereotypes (in particular, sex appeal) for the promotion of the
advertised merchandise (a smartphone). The psychological naturalization of the design is clarified
with references to the insights of Sigmund Freud, Heinz Kohut and Gerard Genette into the dynamics
of narcissism. In a widening circle, the contextualization of the design involves: the literary topos of
using birds in love poetry (made famous by its treatment in the lyrics of the Roman poet Catullus)
and in painterly variations on the theme; the narcissist discourse of a modern Russian poet (Eduard
Limonov); and the grand pictorial tradition of portraying a nude (Venus) before the mirror (relevant
classical canvases are considered briefly).

Keywords: advertising; semiotics; design; visual; sex; narcissism; poetry; painting; mirror; classical;
Russian; self-portrait; selfie

1. The Project: Analyzing a Commercial Image1

In the window of the computer company Belyi Veter digital.ru (White Wind Digital.ru)’s
store on the ground level of my 16-floor apartment building, at the corner of Sadovaya-
Triumfalnaya boulevard and Vorotnikovsky lane (in Moscow, Russia), was a gorgeous and
unusually sophisticated poster.2 I asked the staff inside for a copy, but they could only give
me a pamphlet with a slightly different version of the image (see Figure 1). In what follows,
I will offer a thematic and structural analysis of that visual text.

Before proceeding to specifics, let me entertain a question that begs to be asked: Why
would I analyze an ad?!

Well, for the very general and venerable reason that semiotics is interested in all
signs—just like linguistics is interested in all languages. And, in my case, for a somewhat
personal one—because ever since I read Roland Barthes’s analysis of an advertisement for
“Pasta Panzani” (Barthes 1964) I always wanted to emulate it.3

One of Barthes’s most interesting insights was that the color scheme of the ad (red,
green, whitish) implicitly brings in the colors of the Italian national flag, while “’l’italianité”
itself connotes, for the French consumer, “freshness and abundance” (Barthes 1964, pp. 41, 49).

In fact, Roland Barthes was not the first to zero in on ads.
As a typically capitalistic genre, advertising has flourished in the West, especially

in the U.S., and it has attracted the scholarly attention of psychologists, sociologists, and
semioticians. Vance Packard’s The Hidden Persuaders (Packard 1957, itself a best-seller)
focused on the rhetoric of advertisements which sell you the product by selling you on the
idea that underlies it.

Leo Spitzer, in a sympathetic outsider’s view of Americana and a tour de force of “an
explication de text of a good sample of modern advertising” (Spitzer 1962, p. 249), analyzed
an ad for Sunkist oranges as an instance of Gebrauchskunst, a notion which, curiously, he had
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at the time to paraphrase in English as “‘applied practical art’: that art which has become a
part of the daily routine and which adorns the practical and the utilitarian with beauty”
(Spitzer 1962, p. 248).
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One of Spitzer’s major points was about the “disinterestedness” of that art, or to
translate this into the Slavic dialect of Structuralese, its “set towards expression” (the
Jakobsonian ustanovka na vyrazhenie). I, for one, remember and admire many advertisements
and commercials, but hardly ever what they are supposed to sell me.

In my pre-capitalist past (= prior to my emigration from the Soviet Union to the United
States), as I studied the theoretical works of Sergei Eisenstein, a great artist but also an
inspiring student of art, I found a telling reference to—what else?—the art of advertising. In
his 1945 article, devoted to the art of Charlie Chaplin (and titled, even in its Russian version,
“Charlie the Kid”), Eisenstein discusses the compositional device known in English as
foreshadowing by citing five pages from an American handbook of advertising, Professor
H.A. Overstreet’s Influencing Human Behavior (Overstreet 1925)!

To make that story very short here, here is an example of what Eisenstein quotes from
Overstreet:

The canvasser rings the doorbell. The door is opened by a suspicious lady-of-the-
house. The canvasser lifts his hat. “Would you like to buy an illustrated History
of the World ?” he asks. “No!” And the door slams < . . . >

Hence <...> we [must] start a person in the affirmative direction. A wiser can-
vasser rings the doorbell. An equally suspicious lady-of-the-house opens < . . . >
“This is Mrs. Armstrong?”
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Scowlingly – “Yes.”

“’I understand, Mrs. Armstrong, that you have several children in school.”

Suspiciously – “Yes.”

“And, of course, they have much home work to do?’

Almost with a sigh – “’Yes” < . . . >

We do not guarantee the sale. But that second agent is destined to go far! He
has captured the secret of getting, at the outset, a number of “yes-responses”.
(Overstreet 1925, pp. 16–17; Eisenstein 1982, pp. 116–17)

Foreshadowings in prose and poetry as kindred to the “yes-response-techniques” in
advertising! I used this insight of Eisenstein time and again since, including in an analysis
of a Boris Pasternak masterpiece (see Zholkovsky 1994, p. 230).

2. A Close Reading of the Post-Soviet Ad

The inscription in block yellow can be translated literally as: “Snap quick!”; lower
down, in smaller yellow letters, it says, “Digital technology for your vacation! Swoop in!”
And depicted against the white-blue background of the sea below a lightly clouded sky is a
sultry brunette (modeled perhaps, after a Latin American TV star?)4 with flowers in her
long wind-swept hair, wearing a short open white dress that exposes tanned legs above the
knees (her skin tone matches the color of the inscription, which is, of course, the computer
company’s main color). With a smartphone (as an example of the digital products to be
consumed during summer holidays)5 in her left hand, she takes a snapshot of herself, or
rather, of a white seagull spreading its wings as it lunges with its open beak for an ice
cream cone in her right hand.

Thus, we are presented with a unique dramatic moment (a wild seagull eating practi-
cally out of your hands!) that calls for prompt carpe diem action and, as is clearly shown, can
indeed be captured—as advertised—thanks to new digital technology. The Faustian motif
of stopping a beautiful but fleeting moment is conveyed by the seagull’s hovering, by the
dancerly half-turn of the female figure juggling cell phone and ice cream cone, and by the
hem of her dress fluttering from the wind and from her own motion. The theme of ‘a fleet-
ing moment’ is expressed by the girl’s facial expression: her oblique gaze at the cell phone
while biting her lower lip either in response to her photo-journalist’s acrobatic tension or
from sheer momentary pleasure. Also observed is the principle of auto-meta-creativity, so
cherished by artists: the photograph portrays the making of a photograph.

As deliberately ostentatious and somewhat overloaded with images as the poster is,
the composition does not fall apart, thanks to the skillful organization of the visual route
along it. Our attention is immediately attracted to the flirtatious beauty, but she does not
look at us, but rather at her cellphone screen; as we follow her gaze, we figure out it is
directed at the seagull, which, in turn, is focused on the ice cream.

A counterpoint to this visual plot is provided by the picture’s color pattern. Against
the background of the dominant white, black, and blue colors is a dotted line in red tones,
formed by the top scoop of the ice cream, the bracelet on the brunette’s arm, one of the
flowers in her hair,6 and the swimsuit visible beneath her dress. This sensuous red pattern
is organically grounded in the calmer yellow-brown color of the girl’s swarthy body, while
at the other end of the spectrum, it is akin to the scorching blackness of her hair.

The wind blowing up her dress is explicitly inscribed in the poster’s text: in the lower
left corner of the picture, as part of the name of the store (“White Wind”), below which is
the IT link to the company’s site (digital.ru)7 in black letters, echoing the blackness of the
girl’s hair. The simple pun on the seme of “wind” is picked up by an even more obvious
pun on the verb naletai, “swoop in and snatch,” urging the buyer to follow the example of
the seagull aiming for ice cream. A subtler pun, underlying the entire structure, is the double
entendre inherent in verb of the invitation (sniat’, “snap”), which in the current Russian
slang means “pick up a hottie.”
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Many other details of this seductive picture are ambiguous, too. As usual in adver-
tising, a commodity is promoted through sex appeal: the idea of buying a smartphone
materializes as gazing at a gorgeous female. But this is not performed in a primitive
slam-dunk way—by simply placing a cell phone in the hands of a hottie who gives the
viewer a “come-on” look—but rather by getting us involuntarily involved in her moment
of self-admiration under the pretext of taking a picture.

3. Archetypes and Intertexts: Narcissistic Venuses

This design relies on a cluster of archetypal constructions of which the viewer’s
identification with the viewed character is only the most obvious one.

Self-admiration is a powerful psychological mechanism, the professional study of
which was pioneered in 1914 by Sigmund Freud, who pointed out that it was a universal
phenomenon, characteristic in particular of the female psyche, and dubbed it narcissism.8

Hence, choosing a woman for the role of a self-photographing character is quite justified.
Other components of the picture’s plot are also archetypal. The targeted consumer, pri-
marily a male,9 is supposed to enjoy looking at a beautiful woman showing a lot of naked
flesh (an elementary erotic interest); he becomes involved in peeping at her movements
(voyeurism), which, in turn, are motivated by narcissism and exhibitionism.

In the fine arts, especially in painting, the classic embodiment of the theme of female
narcissism is the motif of Venus in front of the mirror. Among the great examples are
canvases by Titian (see Figure 2: “Venus with a Mirror,” circa 1555; http://muzei-mira.com/
uploads/posts/2013-01/1359536068_venera-pered-zerkalom-tician-vechellio.jpg (accessed
on 25 September 2022)): Venus is shown seated almost frontally, with a portion of her face
visible in the mirror;
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Among prominent Russian artists of the 20th century, Aleksandr Deineka has two
notable paintings in this genre:

“The Model” (1936 http://img1.liveinternet.ru/images/attach/c/5/89/220/8922043
3_large_a10.jpg (accessed on 25 September 2022); see Figure 5), an obvious variation on
Velázquez’ canvas, with the difference that there is a nude figure repeating the original, but
no mirror: instead, there is a window with a view of the city in winter;
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Figure 5. Aleksandr Deineka. “The Model” (1936).

and “The Model in Front of a Mirror” (watercolor, 1928; http://artinvestment.ru/content/
download/news/20091222_deineka_naturshica.jpg (accessed on 25 September 2022); Fig-
ure 6), portrayed from behind (= a Rubensian derrière) in front of a mirror in which, however,
there is no reflection.
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In our poster/image, the “Venus” is presented from the front and almost in full height,
but we do not see the “mirror,” rather in this case, the camera screen, and we are invited to
guess what’s in it.

The juggling pose, in which both hands are actively involved is a characteristic one—a
well-known manifestation of narcissism, whose dynamics have been defined as a “con-
firmation of the Ego under the guise of the Other” and the corresponding aesthetic, as
“a baroque < . . . > Vertigo < . . . > one that is very conscious and < . . . > well-organized”
(Genette 1966, p. 28).

Thus, in Eduard Limonov’s poem “I will hold another person in my thoughts,”10 the
following lines become the pinnacle of the poetic plot:

a a a a

o ao oo

ao

o o a o

ao a

(and I even try to take a peek at my back / I stretch stretch / but the mirror will
help / interacting with the two / I’ll get to see the searched-for mole on my skin
/ Long have I been stroking it lovingly)

But the protagonist of the poem is consumed exclusively with his own self, and
almost seems to have three /hands: two to hold the mirrors and, as it were, a third
one to stroke the mole, while the heroine of our poster/image does not limit herself to
narcissism/autoeroticism.

4. Archetypes and Intertexts (cont’d): Erotic Bird(s)

If, according to the external plot, the cutting-age technology is supposed to help
capture an exceptional moment, the general strategy of advertising suggests a sexual
lure, while narcissism implies a focus on something very personal and intimate, so what
is needed is a love scene. But that would seem too risky for a computer store ad. The
maximum titillation the artist can afford are the girl’s partially exposed breasts and gently
wagging pelvis under an impeccably white dress, with some telltale folds clinging to her
lap. What in literary scholarship is known as Aesopian writing comes into play: “sex”
is only alluded to by subtle innuendo. In particular, it is refracted through yet another
archetypal motif boasting a venerable pedigree.

Let us take a closer look at the left edge of the painting: the image of the seagull. The
erotic pairing of a woman and a bird is a familiar combination. For instance, the Latin
poet Catullus (himself looking back to a more ancient tradition) made a bird, in his case a
sparrow, a mediator (if not a tool or perhaps even a symbolic organ) of his amorous passion
for his elusive beloved Lesbia. In one of his poems (Catullus, 2), he envies the bird’s right
to freely caress her:

Passer, deliciae meae puellae,

quicum ludere, quem in sinu tenere,

cui primum digitum dare appetenti

et acris solet incitare morsus,

cum desiderio meo nitenti

carum nescio quid lubet iocari

et solaciolum sui doloris,

credo ut tum gravis acquiescat ardor:

tecum ludere sicut ipsa possem

et tristis animi levare curas!
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(Sparrow —my sweetheart’s delight—/ she often plays with you, has you in her lap, /
giving her index fingertip to you / teasing you to make sharp nips, / when my shining
object of love / is pleased to play by some unknown dear reason / and a small comfort
from pain; / I think it’s so her love may then subside. / If only I could play with you as she
does, / and relieve my soul’s sad torments!)

In the next poem (Catullus, 3) the poet mourns the death of the pet:

Lugete, o Veneres Cupidinesque < . . . >

passer mortuus est meae puellae,

passer, deliciae meae puellae,

quem plus illa oculis suis amabat <...>.

nec sese a gremio illius movebat,

sed circumsiliens modo huc modo illuc

ad solam dominam usque pipiabat.

qui nunc it per iter tenebricosum

illuc, unde negant redire quemquam < . . . >

(Weep, Venus, and you, Pleasures, weep! <...> / Poor chick, my girlfriend’s love
died, / Poor chick, my girlfriend’s / love. / He was dearer to her lovely eyes <...>
/ He never flew off his mistress’s lap, / He chirped sweetly for her alone, / He
fluttered here and there, playing. / And now he walks on a misty path... / To a
land of horror from which there is no return...)

Both poems11 provided subjects for renowned paintings of the late 19th–early 20th
centuries, somewhat reminiscent of our poster’s design.

The vivacious sparrow of Catullus 2 is featured in
“Lesbia and Her Sparrow” by Sir Edward John Poynter (1907; (http://upload.wikimedia.

org/wikipedia/commons/7/72/Sir_Edward_John_Poynter_lesbia_and_her_sparrow.jpg (ac-
cessed on 25 September 2022); Figure 7).
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and “Lesbia with a Sparrow” by John William Godward (1916; http://upload.wikimedia.
org/wikipedia/commons/8/8b/Godward-Lesbia_with_her_Sparrow-1916.jpg (accessed
on 25 September 2022); Figure 8).
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The deceased one can be seen in “Lesbia, Mourning a Dead Sparrow” (lying in the hol-
low between her thighs) by Lawrence Alma-Tadema (1866; http://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/4/4e/Lawrence_Alma-Tadema_lesbia_and_sparrow.jpg (accessed
on 25 September 2022); see Figure 9):
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Figure 9. Lawrence Alma-Tadema. “Lesbia, Mourning a Dead Sparrow” (1866).

But an even closer ornithological prototype of our picture, whether intentionally so
or not, is the classic motif of Leda being violently seduced by Zeus in the guise of a swan,
which has inspired some of the greatest masters.

There is “Leda and the Swan” by Jacopo Pontormo (1513; http://www.varvar.ru/
arhiv/gallery/mannerism/pontormo/images/pontormo1.jpg (accessed on 25 September
2022); Figure 10):
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the erotically more daring one by Michelangelo (circa 1530), also lost and known from a
copy by Rubens (1600; http://www.wm-painting.ru/plugins/p19_image_design/images/
3/862.jpg (accessed on 25 September 2022); Figure 12):
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This remarkable and highly provocative visual setting brings to mind the idea of the
“mirror stage” (stade du miroir) of psychological development, ensuring a person’s intimate
awareness of their own body as actively distinct from others. This concept forms an influen-
tial cluster of the “French theory,” starting with Henri Wallon and followed by René Zazzo,
Jacques Lacan, Donald Winnicott and Françoise Dolto.12 Another relevant background for
the understanding of our poster is offered by the so-called “pornolatric” visual theory of
the French philosopher Georges Batailles,13 whose “Le gros orteil” provocatively celebrated
the ultimate desire to tangibly visualize—see and sense—the reflected self-image:

Le sens de cet article repose dans une insistance à mettre en cause directement et
explicitement ce qui séduit, sans tenir compte de la cuisine poétique, qui n’est en
définitive qu’un détournement (la plupart des êtres humains sont naturellement
débiles et ne peuvent s’abandonner à leurs instincts que dans la pénombre poétique).
Un retour à la réalité n’implique aucune acceptation nouvelle, mais cela veut dire
qu’on est séduit bassement, sans transposition, et jusqu’à en crier, en écarquillant
les yeux: les écarquillant ainsi devant un gros orteil. (Bataille 1929, p. 302)

This peculiar attitude illuminates the complex view of the “discourses of love” as
formulated by Roland Barthes (see Barthes 1963; Ioffe 2008).

As if in order to prove the relevance of the association between the “Venus before
the mirror” and the “Leda and the Bird” motifs (so important for the commercial poster
under consideration), there exists a painting that combines both topoi: “Lascivia” (c. 1618)
by Abraham Janssens (see Figure 14 or the less successful image at https://www.adam-
williams.com/object/789585/0/lascivia (accessed on 25 September 2022)).
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Back to our poster/image: the “Swan” is represented not in immediate contact with
the “Leda,” but interacting with her indirectly—through the ice cream cone. Nevertheless,
the erotic drive is clearly outlined by the red-color sequence identified above: the ice cream
ball; the bracelet on the girl’s forearm; the pink flower in her hair; the top of the bathing suit.
This colorful dotted line then breaks off, but its erotic connotations are picked up by the
suggestive folds of the white dress that simultaneously hide and accentuate (thanks to the
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caressing breeze and the torso’s dancing curves) the desired female groin, the locus amoenus,
to which they definitely point. Incidentally, the white does not appear all that innocent
here, as it is also the color of the seagull, who embodies passionate desire (gastronomic and
sexual), and whose phallic left wing, the one closest to the girl and suggestive of erection,
plays with the transition from white to black (the pitch-black at the top of the wing forming
a pattern with the black of the girl’s hair and of the cell phone).

In fact, the interplay of the two white-and-black figures is more ambiguous than it
may seem at first glance. The “Swan,” represented by a seagull (chaika), a bird, in Russian,
of the feminine grammatical gender, plays—with respect to the distinctly phallic outline of
the ice cream cone—an admittedly female oral sexual role: licking the penis (fellatio). The
corresponding connotations of consuming ice cream are well-known and a popular topic of
discussion.15 As a result, the seagull turns out to be not only the seductive girl’s symbolic
male partner, but also her alter ego/Doppelgaenger. This enriches her erotic repertoire and
expands the poster’s potential sex appeal.

To be sure, there is more to the “White Wind” poster than its subliminal eroticism. The
image of a bird coming down from the sky at the call of a human being, not necessarily of a
woman and not necessarily for amorous purposes, carries a more general theme of power
over the world, as, for instance, in Boris Pasternak’s poem “A Dream” (1913, 1928):

a o o o,

oo ,

, a o o oo,

Cao a .

(I dreamed of autumn in the half-light of window panes, / My friends and you in their
jesting crowd, / And like a falcon who has extracted blood from heaven, / My heart
descended onto your hand).

Our seagull is, of course, no falcon, nor does it bring its prey from the sky so much as
it expects to benefit from ice cream on the ground, but a nod towards falconry is felt here as
a sort of archetypal design. Cf. The image of a hunter of the 18th century (the times of Tsar
Alexei Mikhailovich) with a falcon on his hand: (https://kulturologia.ru/files/u22291/222
911144.jpg (accessed on 25 September 2022); see Figure 15):
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But falconry was not so much a woman’s as a man’s pastime. In Valentin Serov’s
1902 painting “Catherine II Setting out to Hunt with Falcons” (http://www.bibliotekar.ru/
kSerov/19.files/image001.jpg (accessed on 25 September 2022); Figure 16) falcons are held
by male rangers rather than by the Empress herself.
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5. A Long-Awaited Point: Selfies

Taking pictures of herself with her smartphone, our heroine is indulging in an activity
that is now practically universal: taking “selfies,” i.e., literally speaking, “off-hand” self-
portraits.16 This suggests adding to the visual tradition (discussed above) the genre of
self-portrait (usually in front of a mirror), which was practiced mainly by male artists and
less frequently by women; as far as selfies are concerned, the opposite has been noted.

The most influential female self-portrait in the history of Russian painting appears to
be Zinaida Serebryakova’s “At the Dressing-Table. A self-portrait” (1909; http://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Serebryakova_SefPortrait.jpg (accessed on 25 September 2022);
Figure 17):
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a selfie is featured in a picture authored by an unknown third-party photographer (= the
creator of the ad).

* * *

I hope to have demonstrated beyond reasonable doubt that the post-Soviet commer-
cial image promoting a computer company’s merchandise is well-rooted in the complex
historical cultural tradition, especially visual, but also verbal, and in the archetypes that
underpin it. This modern variation on the age-old themes both relies on the tradition in
many subtle ways and creatively diverges from it by replacing

- a “Venus” before a mirror with a lightly clad selfie-taking modern beauty,
- Leda’s sexually aggressive swan with an ice-cream hungry seagull
- and the genre of self-portrait with an apparently innocent but elaborately suggestive

beach scene, a classical fleeting moment capturable nowadays by the advertised
electronic device.

Funding: This research received no external funding.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.

Notes
1 A revised and expanded version of (Zholkovsky 2013). My sincere thanks go to Dr. Christopher Gilman for editing the

translation—A.Z.
2 It was there at the time of this essay’s writing, in 2013, but, alas, not anymore.
3 My first attempt was (Zholkovsky 1983).
4 A slim, young and thus pointedly positive female model.
5 No specific smartphone model is being promoted; evidently, the company wants to advertise its summer offer in general.
6 There are two flowers there, the color of the other one, white, matching that of the beach and of the vanilla ice cream flavor.
7 The website is no longer accessible after the company was dissolved in 2015 (cf. the Wikipedia article: https://ru.wikipedia.org/

wiki/__(oa) (accessed on 25 September 2022).
8 See (Freud [1914] 1964) and a redefinition of that classic study in (Kohut 1978).
9 Primarily but perhaps not exclusively: the ad is not only for men, but also for (young) women because the eroticism is rather

veiled (and of course women often adopt these stereotypes) and combined with nice beach scenery and pastime. One could argue
that the ad is neither completely gender neutral nor strictly for male customers, and this ambiguity raises its quality.

10 On that poem see (Zholkovsky 1994, pp. 148–63).
11 For my detailed analysis of Catullus’ sparrow poems see (Zholkovsky 2017a, 2017b).
12 Cf. (Wallon 1983); (Lacan 1949); (Thévoz 1996); (Dolto and Nasio 2002); (Guillerault 2003); (Roussillon 2008a, 2008b).
13 See his magisterial literary work (Bataille 1928); cf. (Didi-Huberman 1995); (Mayné 2001, 2003).
14 The remarkable combination was observed, and the photograph kindly provided by Prof. Dennis Ioffe.
15 See for example: http://lady.pravda.ru/articles/psycho/15-03-2013/9905-icecream/ (accessed on 25 September 2022). On

icecream as an important iconography in pop art see (Sooke 2015).
16 On selfies see: (Qiu et al. 2015); (Sorokowski et al. 2015); (Stavans 2015); (Halpern et al. 2016); (Eler 2017); (Mills et al. 2018); (Storr

2018); (Veldhuis et al. 2020); (Raymond 2021).
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Essay

All the Missiles Are One Missile Revisited: Dazzle in the Work
of Zofia Kulik
Sarah Wilson

Departement of Modern and Conte mporary Art, The Courtauld, Universtiy of London, London WC1E 6BT, UK;
sarah.wilson@courtauld.ac.uk

Abstract: This essay revisits one of Polish artist Zofia Kulik’s most important ‘photocarpets’, produced
in a moment of hope, retrospection yet continuing war in 1993; seen by an international public in
1997. Visually, its composition is dominated by late Soviet sculptures symbolising Mother Russia
and military aggression, yet the composition, ‘kilim-like’, with an additional reference to Polish
Catholicism, involves bilateral and rotational symmetries which undermine significations of power
and might with various other symbols: bodies, naked or draped, and Polish TV screenshots from
both the military and entertainment worlds. ‘Dazzle’, the camouflage-related military term is also
related to tears and (repressed) mourning. The female artist’s attitude to gender is crucial. The piece
is both a ‘revisualisation’ and ‘rewriting’, relating both to the author’s previous texts on the artist
from 1999 and 2001, and Kulik’s own rediscovery of her Ukrainian heritage, which reframes her own
vision and understanding of the piece in 2022.

Keywords: dazzle; kilim; missile; mourning; photocarpet; power; Soviet; Ukraine

And now, after 24 February when the Russian aggression came to Ukraine—the
second wave came to me in looking at ‘my place and time’. All the Missiles are
One Missile —it is a work that again or even more today seems to be so ‘current’.

Zofia Kulik, 3 July 2022

The fundamental substance of an epoch and its unheeded impulses illuminate
each other reciprocally.

Siegfried Kracauer, Mass Ornament, 19271

All the Missiles are One Missile (Wszystkie pociski są jednym pociskiem), 1993, was a focus
of discussion on my first visit to Zofia Kulik in November 1998 (Figure 1).2 This great
‘photocarpet’ (3 × 8.5 m), in an edition of three, now resides in Kraków’s Mocak Museum
of Contemporary Art, the Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris and a private collection.3 Kulik
is an internationally revered figure, especially so in the artworlds of Central and Eastern
Europe. Warsaw-based, she has constructed a major body of work, while simultaneously
constituting the definitive archive of avant-garde art in her country over the last few
decades, including photography-based, performance and video pieces—many her own
or created with her partner as the duo ‘KwieKulik’.4 She has preserved the very soul of
Polish Conceptual art; she has mentored generations of young curators, collaborators and
academics, and generated the most audacious contemporary scholarship.5
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meaning—and simultaneously an archive where memory and amnesia struggle for su-
premacy. The revisiting of the work, so current today as Kulik emphasises, is an act of 
revisualisation in tragic times, while also an act of textual revisiting, of rewriting. 

When I first landed in snowy Warsaw in November 1998, Zofia took me to Łomianki, 
to her house of many stories (Piotrowski 1999).8 Our communication with each other was 
hesitant: a guessing game in English and Polish punctuated with Żubrówka vodka and 
flashes of illumination. The most powerful moment came when Zofia revealed that All the 
Missiles are One Missile as a title originated in T. S. Eliot’s Notes to The Wasteland of 1922: 
‘All the women are one woman’.9 This act of renaming—the refiguration of masculine 
content by the artist—confirmed an alternative secret. Despite the Soviet bleakness of the 
work’s content, its imagery of power, submission and of imposed socialist realism, Eliot 
himself, his voice and his poetry are covertly preserved. The Stalinist desire to impoverish 
language and to eradicate European heritage—psychoanalysis as well as literature—
formed part of our discussion. ‘These fragments I have shored against my ruins’ … Eliot’s 
line resonated in my own theatre of memory.10 

Simultaneously, then, with its visual complexity, All the Missiles are One Missile is an 
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in the aftermath of World War 1. Human losses of unimaginable magnitude were echoed 
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tum: ‘This essay was completed a few days before the NATO bombing of Serbia and the 
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All the Missiles are One Missile dominated Kulik’s solo show in the Polish Pavilion at
the Venice Biennale of 1997 after an extensive tour (Kulik 1997).6 It was an astonishing
installation, looking both forward and backward during the transitional period of the
engagement of former Soviet satellite territories with the contemporary world, and created
specifically during the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina.7 But for an issue of Arts devoted to
Eastern European visuality, this individual work is exceptional. Its visual complexity
is compounded by a perceptual challenge linked to an emotional depth relating to con-
tent, history and memory. It is in itself both an éclatement—an explosion and shattering
of meaning—and simultaneously an archive where memory and amnesia struggle for
supremacy. The revisiting of the work, so current today as Kulik emphasises, is an act of
revisualisation in tragic times, while also an act of textual revisiting, of rewriting.

When I first landed in snowy Warsaw in November 1998, Zofia took me to Łomianki,
to her house of many stories (Piotr Piotrowski 1999).8 Our communication with each other
was hesitant: a guessing game in English and Polish punctuated with Żubrówka vodka and
flashes of illumination. The most powerful moment came when Zofia revealed that All the
Missiles are One Missile as a title originated in T. S. Eliot’s Notes to The Wasteland of 1922: ‘All
the women are one woman’.9 This act of renaming—the refiguration of masculine content
by the artist—confirmed an alternative secret. Despite the Soviet bleakness of the work’s
content, its imagery of power, submission and of imposed socialist realism, Eliot himself,
his voice and his poetry are covertly preserved. The Stalinist desire to impoverish language
and to eradicate European heritage—psychoanalysis as well as literature—formed part of
our discussion. ‘These fragments I have shored against my ruins’ . . . Eliot’s line resonated
in my own theatre of memory.10

Simultaneously, then, with its visual complexity, All the Missiles are One Missile is an
aural palimpsest. Once the title is known and understood, the spectator is taken beyond
the visual, beneath the surface. Kulik’s verbal substitution, both ironic and tragic, relates to
female voices within the polyphonic structure of The Waste Land which Eliot conceived in
the aftermath of World War 1. Human losses of unimaginable magnitude were echoed by
the bombed and devastated landscapes of Europe. He espoused the persona of the seer
Tiresias, who spoke out of time and beyond sexual difference, to depict a historical fresco
of fragments redeemed.

All the Missiles are One Missile is likewise a historical fresco of fragments redeemed,
in a context of ever-renewed war and bellicosity. At the end of my catalogue essay for the
Poznan retrospective with its forward-looking title, From Siberia to Cyberia written in March,
1999 (the very month Poland joined NATO), I was compelled to add a post-scriptum: ‘This
essay was completed a few days before the NATO bombing of Serbia and the tragic renewal
of genocide policies in Kosovo’. Now thirty years of exchanges between Russia and the
west are endangered: warm relationships between new generations of intellectuals, writers
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and curators, using old and new means of communication. The skies darken; warfare has
opened up to cyberwarfare; yet Russia’s use of Second World War army material, vehicles,
weapons and indeed anti-nazi propaganda reactualises All the Missiles are One Missile; its
dazzle not only evokes issues of visuality, of seeing, but again tears, renewed mourning.

To start with, why a ‘photocarpet’ (Kulik’s term)? Evidently the work is constituted of
black and white photographic elements, arranged with a dizzying repetition yet a forceful
symmetry. In size and visual impact, Kulik references the polonaise or Polish kilim, part of
the familiar behind-the-bed decor of so many Polish homes. The kilim’s zig-zag symmetrical
patterns relate back to Turkish influences from the Ottoman empire: ‘Our South is Turkish
half-moons and horsetail ensigns, Persian tents and carpets, coats of mail and robes, those
knightly customs and splendours which the chroniclers of the gentry called “Sarmatic”’.11

The history of the transmission of ornament and of information relates directly, always, to
histories of conquest (Jones 1986).12 The kilim retained ancient motifs in themselves female,
such as the triangular or diamond-shaped body with outward-facing hooks: the ‘arms
akimbo’ motif known as the elibelinde. Another shocking statement by Zofia came from
that first interview: ‘In the form of my mother I put the content of my father’. Her mother,
a dressmaker, lived in the ‘soft’ world of kilims, embroideries and printed cottons, visits
from elegant clients and fashion talk, where cutting out a dress pattern became an occasion
for careful economy, skilful artistry. Yet, looking out of the window, Kulik watched out for
her father performing in countless military exercises: changing geometric formations on
the parade ground.13

After the recognition of format comes the recognition of greyness, the greyness of
multiple black and white photographs seen from a distance. Occupied first by the Nazis
and subsequently by the Soviets, with over six million war dead, Poland’s boundaries
shifted radically once more as it became a one-party, Stalinist state by 1947. The greyness of
Poland as Soviet satellite pervades Czesław Miłosz’s (1953) Zniewolony umysł (The Captive
Mind), with its analysis of Eastern doublethink and language; greyness as a metaphor
was a recurring motif in KwieKulik’s previous performance work (Golinkski 2005).14 The
patterns one sees might suggest a comparison with the well-known photomontages of the
Soviet modernists, Rodchenko, El Lissitsky or Gustav Kłucis, with his duplicated miniscule
Lenins, the repetition of heads in a crowd, of gymnasts, strikers, soldiers, bayonets: a mass
glorification of the Revolution. Repetition under socialism was celebratory, a sign of the
will to power—all prior to the excesses of the 1930s, the huge tragedies of the war, the
expansion of the dystopian empire and its ultimate fall.

All the Missiles are One Missile is dominated by two recognisable Soviet monuments.
The left side of the tripartite work celebrates Vera Isaeva and Robert Taurit’s Mother Russia,
1960, a memorial to the thousands of victims of the siege of Leningrad (Figure 2). She is
counterbalanced by Lev Golovnitsky’s Rear to the Front, the gigantic, sword-wielding duo
from Magnitogorsk of 1979: the worker, back to us, surveys the iron and steel weapon-
manufacturing city, the warrior, facing us, looking west towards the sites of the Great
Patriotic War (Figure 3). The wreath-like surrounds are made, on the left, of the repeated
pattern of a girl bearing swags of material (her head alternately hidden), on the right, a
repeated naked man, again bearing drapes, with a phallus-loincloth formed from a pointed
flagpole finial. Berlin’s Brandenburg Gate with bullet-shaped skies at the foot of each
‘horizontally-placed church elevation’ (here, Kulik recalls Poland’s Catholic heritage with
this mirror-image structuring device) is again war-related, as are the repeated shots of
an assassination, arranged in decorative bands (Figure 4), or the blurred skulls of Polish
victims of the Katyn massacre. The pale figure of Kulik’s model Zbigniew Libera in various
poses appears as a form of punctuation; repeated on black he contrasts with grey hordes
of marching soldiers: German, Chinese, Soviet . . . (Figure 5) Clothed, he has a dominant
position on the black ground between the Brandenburg gate motif and the great twin
sculpture, complemented symmetrically on the left by the apparition of a Polish academic
female nude (Pantaleon Szyndler’s lascivious Eve, 1902) which elicits a degree of proto-
feminist contempt from the artist (Figure 6).15
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Figure 6. Kulik, guide, 1997. Pantaleon Szyndler, Eve, 1902, with Zbigniew Libera in nude poses.

Indeed as a counterpoint there are many female images in All the Missiles . . . : still
frames from TV programmes showing female dancers, the Miss America contest, or Chinese
girls singing in praise of Chairman Mao. In March 1993, Kulik was also watching the film
Oh les Girls (Figure 7). She never hesitated to add crutch shots from underwater ballet
to her composition (Figure 8).16 Inevitably one thinks back to Siegfried Kracauer’s Tiller
Girls whose ‘indissoluble girl clusters’ signified a new modern (Kracauer 1995). ‘Only as
parts of a mass, not as individuals who believe themselves to be formed from within do
people become fractions of a figure’.17 The ‘reciprocal illumination’ between impulse and
epoch that he sees within these practices (see my epigraph) now becomes obscene. The
juxtapositions of war and commodified sex compound the information overload in not
only Western but ‘Eastern’ TV by this time. The processes would be repeated as Kulik’s
photocarpets expanded from All the Missiles . . . to the huge historical fresco From Siberia
to Cyberia, which has likewise received meticulous iconographic treatment and her filmed
explanation (Kulik 2004).18 In fact, Kulik’s veritably semiotic analyses of the gestures
of the parade, of banners, of flag-waving and of war, anticipate the propos of Georges
Didi-Hubermann’s (2016) celebrated exhibition, Uprisings.19 Kulik is a voracious historian
of art.
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The very premise of grand politics, grand confrontations is, however, collapsed and
mocked in All the Missiles are One Missile . . . Only the two Soviet sculptures stand fast.
Kulik’s obsessive duplications and kaleidoscopic principles turns image into madness; bi-
lateral and rotational symmetries dissipate all linear rationality, all hierarchy. The reference
to mental instability becomes explicit in figures such as the headless draped female, chosen
for the 1994 catalogue cover (Ursula Kwiek, Kwiek’s challenged younger sister posed here).
Quantity is also an alibi, while a spatial synchronicity destroys private space, narrative,
causality, the blunders of history or the logic of unspeakable crimes. Moreover, yesterday’s
live news is now dead, like its protagonists: at the mercy of memory, or today, the zombie
resurrections of Vladimir Putin’s fake rhetoric. Let one remember that in All the Missiles
are One Missile, beneath the uniform of each robotic soldier, each arm carrying a gun or a
banner, is a naked man, a mother’s son.

The process for the creation of All the Missiles are One Missile was highly labour-
intensive. Besides rephotography, Kulik’s large TV set (very old-fashioned to my eyes
on that first visit) was the source for screen photographs snapped from documentaries,
often Soviet, about World War II and its atrocities. The photos were developed in Kulik’s
own dark room, with patterns made by the repeat printing of one or more negatives
on photosensitive paper while playing with masking to create blank backgrounds and
decorative arrangements. Another shock for me in that dark room: Kulik’s white Ilford
photographic paper boxes bearing dark photographs of London’s Saint Paul’s Cathedral:
so familiar, so estranged in Łomianki.20 I thought at that time of our countries united in
war and of Britain’s Blitz, just as I look now at All the Missiles are One Missile, while Russia
blitzes Ukraine.

My essay on Kulik, ‘Discovering the Psyche’ was so named precisely because of the di-
alectical relationship of the artist with mass and the discourse of the mass. The ‘impersonal’
intellectual tools she deployed at the time, from structuralism to mathematics or open
and closed forms as analysed by her mentor, Oscar Hansen, were the counterpart to an
individual subjectivity and the subjectivities of our encounter: two mutually unknowns en-
gaged in a process of familiarisation which required leaps of historical imagination.21 New
interviews corroborate the retrospective strangeness of my experience.22 Our encounter
also spins around the concept of ‘dazzle’.

All the Missiles are One Missile cannot be grasped with a ‘look’ or a ‘gaze’. William de
Kooning’s words come to me: ‘Content is a glimpse . . . an encounter like a flash’ (Koon-
ing 1963).23 The counterpoint of black and white camouflages the images, confusing the
viewer—the spectator’s viewing distance here is crucial. My Poznan text emphasised the
military dimensions of camouflage: dazzle-painting on the sides of ships which conceals
identity and number as a counterpoint to Kulik herself, the ‘dazzling’ artist (a doubling
surely untranslatable in Polish). I repeat: ‘The psychoanalytic dimension of this unresolved
struggle between masculine and feminine, creation and destruction, exposure and hidden
identity, accounts for the feelings of both violence and impotence that Kulik has expressed.
The body as sign and ensign exists in dazzling tension in the hard/soft, light/dark pattern-
ings of the splintering photographic surface’. The entire Manichean structure of the Cold
War is expressed here: the dialectic between light and dark as good versus evil, redemption
versus damnation. Moral and ethical dimensions are thus imparted via this visual contrast,
which exists in a knowing play with ‘materialism’: visual (photographic) representations
which from a technical point of view depend upon light itself and its withdrawal, upon the
‘positive’ and the ‘negative’.

When I returned to Kulik’s work in 2001, hoping to extend the exploration of the
visual, from language and the psyche to the performative and psychoanalytic, I was wiser.
I did not reveal in my new text the shock I felt when discovering Zofia had ‘tested’ me
upon our first encounter. She ‘forgot’ to mention Ewa Lajer-Burcharth’s strong reading of
Kulik’s post-communist body, recently published. Here, the author mentioned ‘the pang of
an exile’s nostalgia’, in the account of her first Western May Day parade in Copenhagen in
1982, and how she ‘burst into tears’ when Italian Communists sang the Internationale at a
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Bologna rally in 1990.24 Far more than just a ‘pang’ or mere ‘nostalgia’ (a pain for home),
the dazzle of tears as mourning for loss or a lost past, is a complex, physiological betrayal
of repressed—or positively ‘future-orientated’—attitudes: in Lajer-Burcharth’s case and
Kulik’s, the loss of the positive ideologies of a whole Soviet universe. John Webster’s
phrase from The White Devil had come instantly to me: ‘Mine eyes dazzle’ (Gunby 1972).25

By this time Jacques Derrida (1990) himself was contemplating Andrew Marvell’s words,
‘These weeping eyes, those seeing tears’—a prelude to his reformulation of the ancient ars
lachrimandi (a counterpart to the warlike ars bellandi) into a mourning literature for our
times (Brault and Naas 2001; Kuchar 2006).26

I now understood how within Kulik’s post-Soviet ‘photocarpet’, visual imagery was
played with and perverted not just as a critique, or an interrogation of historical mem-
ory, but as an act of holding, of a making visible as a form of repressed, interrogative
mourning.27 What must be factored into the visual encounter—the flash of images—of All
the Missile are One Missile? The Soviet demand for labour and self-sacrifice extends from
soldiers, heros and mothers to the everyday: Lajer-Burchart declares masochism to be at
the core of Eastern European subjectivity.

In this light, how might one develop Tomasz Załuski’s analyses of the ‘political econ-
omy of the potboiler’ (chałtura,) as regards KwieKulik (Kulik in tandemwith her partner,
Przemyslaw Kwiek), as they dealt with the local command economy of art production to
support their avant-garde work? He rightly places KwieKulik, ‘command performers’ as
I would prefer to call them, as precursors of Western institutional critique.28 Rather than
upholding Załuski’s ‘avant-garde versus potboiler’ antithesis, I would advocate an analysis
through Jean-François Lyotard’s notion of libidinal economy and the affiliated exploration
of ‘living currency’ (Lyotard 1993; Klossowski 2017).29 Here, making and performing are
libidinal investments. Communist imagery, its sculptures and its commemorative plaques
were subtended by armies of cheerleaders, wreath layers, the organisers of military, gym-
nastic or mass processions, and on a microlevel, emotional responses to the visual brilliance
of red, or the familiar, the sliced yellow curve of a sickle. In 1970’s Warsaw, KwieKulik’s
work for the State was continually commemorative. The visual poetry of their critique
at this point is full of emotion: see the white sculptured head fragments—brows with
noses, chins with mouths—distributed over red cloth or among precious pale orange slices
(Activities with AK Kinga Plaque, 1974)30 Kulik’s work on arrangements of archive material
for the ‘October Revolution and Poland’ exhibition in the Lenin Museum in 1977 shows the
same care for detail, the ‘care’ in curating, that anticipate her future as curator/archivist,
as does her insistence on a well-arranged photograph of this moment. And emotionally—
bringing us back to her photocarpets — can one really carve commemorative inscriptions
for murdered National Army Soldiers without the slightest emotion? The dazzle of All the
Missiles are One Missile, distracting attention from Kulik’s orchestral imagination and the
hours of patient craft involved, cannot but conceal a repressed mourning, not only for the
loss of bodies and ideologies ‘held’ within the parodic structuring of content, but for past
selves, past beliefs and past and present investments of desire itself.

Zofia recalls a greater interest in her ancestors at the time of her breakaway from
Kwiek. She has now read a more extensive history. She recently wrote to me about her
family: ‘“We” means: my parents, my grandparents, and some other close relatives, all
came from today’s Ukraina, Lviv district, after the end of 2ww.’31 Her great-grandmother
was the native-born Ukrainian, Tekla Bilozor. In addition she recalls living in the closed
military town of Legnica . . . ‘a town near Wroclaw, where Soviet Army was stationed in
years 1945–1993’, where her brother was born in 1946, a year before her own birth in a
hospital in Wroclaw . . . Above all she was moved by an image of her father on military
parade with the People’s Army of Poland, sending me a photograph: ‘A small arrow is there
that starts from one officer, this is my father and the arrow was made by him’ (Figure 9).32

The Soviet army—who liberated Poland from the nazis, yet became a quasi-occupying
force, were symbolically seen off the territory on the anniversary of Poland’s 1939 invasion
in 1993, the year All the Missiles are One Missile was conceived.
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Notes
1 Siegfried Kracauer, ‘Mass Ornament’, Frankfurter Zeitung, no. 71, nos. 420, 423, 9–10 June 1927; 1995, pp. 75–6.
2 I shall call Zofia Kulik the artist ‘Kulik’ (accepted usage), but Zofia in terms of our friendship stemming from our first meeting,

21–23 November 1998.
3 See https://muzea.malopolska.pl/en/objects-list/1144 (accessed on 11 October 2022).
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4 See Kulik’s extensive website (Polish and English), at http://kulikzofia.pl/en/ (accessed on 13 October 2022) including the film
of 2016, prepared for the Kyoto University-Inamori Foundation Joint Kyoto Prize Symposium (KUIP) where she discusses All the
Missiles are One Missile with From Siberia to Cyberia: http://kulikzofia.pl/en/archiwum/cultivating-the-archive-films-by-zofia-k
ulik/ (accessed on 12 October 2022).

5 Curators Sylwia Serafinowicz and Natalia Sielewicz (my students) and Tomasz Załuski hve been trained in Zofia Kulik’s archive
project. See the collected essays in Agata Jakubowska (2019).

6 Zofia Kulik, An Iconographic Guide to All the Missiles are One Missile, 1997; Polish Pavilion, XLVII International Biennale of the
Visual Arts, Venice, 12 June–9 November 1997. The work had previously been shown in Sopot, National Gallery, 1993; Warsaw,
Zacheta Gallery, 1993; Poznań, Galeria u Jezuitów, 1993 and in reduced versions in Graz, Krieg, Neue Galerie 1993; Tokyo, Another
Continent, Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography, 1994; Kwangju, ‘95 Kwangju Biennale, 1995; Enschende, Obsession:
From Wunderkammer to Cyberspace, Rijksmuseum Twenthe, 1995; and in the UK: Dundee, Fotofeis ‘95; Newcastle upon Tyne, Zone
Gallery; Glasgow, Street Level Gallery; Bristol Watershed Media Center, 1995. (I was unaware of these shows in 1998).

7 https://labiennale.art.pl/en/wystawy/47-art-exhibition/ (accessed on 11 October 2022).
8 ‘You must come to my house’: so begins my text ‘Discovering the Psyche’, 1999.
9 T. S. Eliot, Notes to the Wasteland (‘The Fire Sermon’) from Poezje, (tr. Michał Sprusiński), Kraków, Wydawnictwo Literackie,

(bilingual edition), 1978, p. 179.
10 Eliot, The Wasteland, (1922), conclusion from part V ‘What the Thunder said’. I read The Wasteland and John Webster’s The

Duchess of Malfi (1614), with its ‘dazzle’ line as a schoolgirl, subsequently as a student of English Literature at the University of
Oxford—and likewise W.B. Yeats’ Leda and the Swan, (1923), whose ‘staggering girl’ I misremember as ‘dazzling girl’, thinking of
Zofia.

11 From Mieczysław Porębski (1969): ‘The Genealogy of Contemporary Polish Art’, Projekt, no 5–6, 1969, quoted more extensively in
Wilson (1999) above (note 8).

12 As discussed in Owen Jones, 1986.
13 ‘ . . . until I was fourteen, I lived in military quarters . . . Day after day I would see soldiers and officers walking or marching to

and fro; I saw military ceremonies, the changing of the guard, the raising of the flag, and there were commands and salutes. From
Camera Austria International, no. 47–48, 1994, http://kulikzofia.pl/en/archiwum/camera-austria/ (accessed on 11 October 2022)

14 See Miłosz (1953) and Sarah Wilson (2001), for performances A Polish Duet 1984, and Banana and Pomegranate 1986, relating to
‘greying’ http://sarah-wilson.london/publications/2001_ZofiaKulikCen.html (accessed on 14 October 2022)http://sarah-wilson
.london/publications/2001_ZofiaKulikCen.html (accessed on 12 October 2022).

15 Kulik includes a disparaging quotation about Eve by Teresa Grzybowska, Eros w sztuce polskiej. Warsaw, 1993 in An Iconographic
guide. . . ., Warsaw, 1997 (non-paginated), raising the question of an already existing feminist art history together with a shared
mindset that goes beyond the scope of this paper.

16 Kulik references frames from the movie Oh les Girls directed by Marc Briones’ (Les Girls, 1957, directed by George Cukor?) shown
on TVP, March 1993.

17 Siegfried Kracauer, ‘The Mass Ornament’ (1927) 1995
18 Relatives of Kulik’s family were sent by the Soviets to Siberia; she explained how Polish ‘enemies’ were coopted for a Polish army

in the USSR after 1942. From Siberia to Cyberia, has likewise received meticulous iconographic treatment in Zofia Kulik, Od Syberii
do Cyberii, 1998–2004, 2004 and a filmed explanation (see note 4). Warsaw, Zachęta National Gallery and Kraków, Galeria Sztuki
Współczesnej Bunkier Sztuki, 2004,

19 Georges-Didi Hubermann, Soulèvements, exhibition and catalogue, Galerie Nationale du Jeu de Paume, Paris, 2016.
20 The Ilford Saint Paul’s Cathedral image is not (as I remembered) Herbert Mason’s famous Saint Paul’s survives, taken in the night

of 29–30 December 1940; see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Paul%27s_Survives Second Great Fire of London (accessed on 17
September 2022).

21 From 1972–1974 both artists attended so-called ‘logic-humanistic’ seminars, and chess theory seminars at the University of
Warsaw and in 1975, seminars at the Studio of Design Methodology at the Polish Academy of Science. See also Wieder and
Zeyfang (2014), with an interview with Zofia Kulik, and Pawel Kwiek, experimental film and video maker, brother of Premysław
(of KwieKulik).

22 Kulik’s disarming frankness in conversation contradicts her own precepts especially in ‘Being nothing but an obedient psycho-
physical instrument’, Ryszard Ziarkiewicz talks to Zofia Kulik, 1992 (originally published in Magazyn Sztuki, 1/1993, Sopot),
(http://kulikzofia.pl/en/archiwum/badz-tylko-poslusznym-psychofizycznym-instrumentem/) and ‘Obedient to the method
(method as a straightjacket to be placed over emotions’, Elzbieta Dzikowska talks to Zofia Kulik. Lomianki-Dabrowa, 18 April
1998, http://kulikzofia.pl/en/archiwum/posluszna-metodzie-metoda-czyli-gorset-na-emocje/ (accessed on 11 October 2022).

23 Willem de Kooning in conversation with critic David Sylvester, March 1960, from ‘Content is a Glimpse’, Location 1, no. 1, Spring
1963, pp. 45–52.
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24 Ewa Lajer-Burcharth, ‘Old Histories: Zofia Kulik’s Ironic Recollections’, New Histories, Boston, Institute of Contemporary Art,
1996, in Zofia Kulik. Methodology My Love, 2019, pp. 145, 48. (See also Kulik’s May Day Mass, 1990, which uses her own photographs
of May Day, 1971).

25 ‘Cover her face. Mine eyes dazzle: she di’d young’, The Duchess of Malfi, Act IV, Scene 2, (1614).
26 Jacques Derrida first encountered Marvell’s ‘Eyes and Tears’ (c. 1681) when preparing his Louvre exhibition, 1990. For the ars

lachrymandi see Kuchar, 2006.
27 I use ‘holding’ in the sense of D. W. Winnicott’s ‘holding environment’ defined in 1953.
28 Tomasz Załuski (2018). See https://context.reverso.net/translation/polish-english/cha%C5%82tura (accessed on 11 September 2022).
29 In particular regarding KwieKulik’s projects with money, see Jean-François Lyotard’s Libidinal Ecomomy (French, 1974), 1993.
30 The period of the Activities with A. K. Kinga Plaque, 1974 (discussed by Załuski) coincided with the Activites with Dombromierz, her

baby son: an extraordinary correspondence to be explored.
31 ‘Recently I also read the history of my family from the beginning of 19 cent. written partly by my father and partly by one of

his older relative, Julian Ross, who was a history professor in Kracow. (mother of my father and my grandmother was Aniela
Ross, married later to Kulik)’ Email to the author, 22 June 2022 For her Ukranian origins see also Kulik’s text ‘Another Continent’,
Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography, 1994 (from Graz, 1994) http://kulikzofia.pl/en/archiwum/another-continen
t/ https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/17/i-dont-see-justice-in-this-war-russian-soldier-exposes-rot-at-core-o
f-ukraine-invasion (accessed on 21 September 2022).

32 Ibid.
33 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/aug/17/i-dont-see-justice-in-this-war-russian-soldier-exposes-rot-at-core-of-uk

raine-invasion (accessed on 21 September 2022).
34 Mail to the author, 3 July 2022.
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Andrey Bely as an Artist vis-à-vis Aleksandr Golovin: How the
Cover of the Journal Dreamers Was Created
Monika Spivak

The Gorky Institute of World Literature, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow 121069, Russia;
monika_spivak@mail.ru

Abstract: Samuil Alyanski, the owner and founder of the Alkonost publishing house (1918–1923),
as early as 1918 had decided to issue a journal called Dreamers’ Notes, meant to bring together
the Symbolist writers remaining in Russia after the October Revolution, primarily Aleksandr Blok,
Vyacheslav Ivanov, and Andrei Bely. Despite the generally accepted view based on the memoirs of
Alyanski, Andrei Bely played a leading role in the creation of the journal including the design of
the cover commissioned by Alyanski from the famous Modernist artist Aleksandr Golovin. This
article analyzes the sketches that Andrei Bely proposed as an idea for the journal cover as well as
establishing their connection with the writer’s visionary drawings from the period of life when he
was close to Rudolf Steiner and with book graphics from the period of his collaboration with the
publishing house Alkonost. At first cursory glance, there is little in common between the cover of
Dreamers’ Notes drawn by Golovin in the Modernist style and the sketches of Andrei Bely who was
trying to make the journal a platform for Anthroposophy. However, as demonstrated in the article,
all of Bely’s ideas were utilized by Golovin in creating his own artistic masterpiece.

Keywords: Andrei Bely; Aleksandr Golovin; Samuil Alyanski; the publishing house Alkonost; the
journal Notes of Dreamers; Modernism; Symbolism; Anthroposophy

Andrei Bely1 (1881–1934) was a writer who could draw well and he enjoyed it very
much. His artistic heritage is considerable and very diverse2. To date, this point has not
been fully understood, nor has it been identified and described in its entirety. Even a
brief glance at Bely’s drawings, however, shows that their nature differs from that of other
writers who also drew in their free time, such as Mikhail Lermontov or Maximilian Voloshin.
The connection between his drawings and texts was fundamental for Bely. The majority of
his drawings may be said to represent a continuation of his texts, or the preparation of his
texts in a more compact and vivid way than words.

Two examples are the beautiful landscapes of Georgia and Armenia made by Bely
at the same time that he was writing the travelogue book Wind from the Caucasus in 1927
and the feature story “Armenia” in 1928 (Ohta 2008). The autobiographical sketch Line of
Life (1927) hanging on the wall in the exhibition of Andrei Bely’s Memorial Apartment is
connected with his correspondence with Ivanov-Razumnik and, of course, with his prose
memoirs (Bely 2010). His historiosophical and culturological sketches were intended to
explain the main ideas of the treatise The History of the Formation of the Self-Conscious Soul
(Bely 2020; Odesskiy and Spivak 2020).

Where the texts and sketches are most closely linked, the works could be called
book graphics—if Andrei Bely had been a professional artist. These are, for example,
his illustrations to the novels Petersburg and Moscow (Nasedkina 2020) and for the essay
Glossolalia (Glukhova 2005; Glukhova 2008)—the explanatory sketches for his lectures,
drafts of posters, programs (Glukhova and Torshilov 2020), and book covers.

This last is considered to be the most conceptual. Namely, the sketches of book covers
in concentrated form express the author’s message to the reader and provide guidelines
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to a complex perception to the text concealed under the cover. Such drawings despite
their artistic imperfections are deeply imbued with ideology and can be regarded as
programmatic works of Bely.

Let us pay attention, as an example, to the group of drawings connected with the
activities of the last Symbolists’ publishing house Alkonost (1918–1923)3—first and foremost
to the sketches for the cover of the journal Dreamers’ Notes drawn by Bely and, at first glance,
not at all useful to Samuil Mironovich Alyanski (1891–1974), the founder of the publishing
house and the publisher of the journal. As it is known, all six issues of the journal have a
cover illustrated by the famous theatre artist Alexandr Yakovlevich Golovin (1863–1930)
(Figure 1).
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At the center of attention in our article will be this cover by Golovin. At the beginning
both the proposed ideas and those rejected for the cover of the Dreamers’ Notes Journal
will be considered by relying on Alyanski’s memoirs. Then, we will move on to a detailed
analysis of the journal cover drafts that were made by Andrei Bely and we will try to
understand whether Golovin used them in his work. With the help of Andrei Bely’s drafts
we will attempt to decipher what Goloivin depicted in his cover.

However, let us first concentrate on the role of Andrei Bely in the creation of the
Dreamers’ Notes.

In June 1918 in Soviet Petrograd the publishing house Alkonost appeared. The young
enthusiast S.M. Alyanski intended to unite the Symbolist writers whose works he admired
around Alkonost. He had actually managed to establish contact with Alexandr Blok, whom
Alyanski worshiped, as well as with Andrei Bely and Vyacheslav Ivanov to whom he
reached out on Blok’s recommendation. All three supported the new undertaking and
offered manuscripts of their books for publication. Alkonost’s publishing portfolio started
to be quickly replenished with the works of other writers.

Traditionally, the unification of the Symbolist writers existed not on the basis or not to
a great extent on the publishing house, but rather on the basis of the almanac or the journal
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published by this publishing house. Both the journal Libra and the almanac Northern Flowers
were published by the publishing house Skorpion, and the publishing houses Grif and Sirin
published journals with the same names. The publishing house Musaget published the
magazine Works and Days. In planning to publish a journal, Alyanski consciously focused
on pre-revolutionary traditions of Symbolist book publishing (Spivak 2008).

The first issue of Dreamers’ Notes appeared in May 1919. It is noteworthy that already
in August 1918 Alyanski had begun to look actively for contributions.

We know about the creation of Dreamers’ Notes as well as about the history of Alkonost
mostly from the rather brief memoirs of S.M. Alyanski:

The name of the journal of the publishing house Alkonost had been extensively
discussed by the writers of Petersburg and Moscow. Many names had been
suggested and ultimately they agreed to accept the name suggested by Blok—
Dreamers’ Notes. In proposing such a name for the journal Blok would say
that it corresponded to the works of Alkonost’s writers addressing the future
(Alyanski 1969, c. 66)4.

We have no reasons to doubt the authenticity of information presented by Alyanski—
he was better informed than others of the details of the story of his most famous venture.
Nevertheless, doubts still appear. The reminiscences of Alyanski first appeared in 1969,
some fifty years had transpired between the event and its description. . . It is not just the
enormous time gap. It was the time of the Soviet dictatorship. Having survived these
dangerous years Alyanski distinguished himself by his discretion in describing the events
of Soviet literary history. In this regard we must not forget that Alyanski’s book was
published by the publishing house, Children’s Literature (Detskaja Literatura) for which
the entertainment factor and emotionality were more important than truth and depth in
presenting the material. It was not that Alyanski consciously deceived the reader, but he
was silent about many things, sidestepped many details, and oversimplified much. One
could hardly envy Alyanski’s position as a memoir-writer. In fact, among the major writers
gathered around Alkonost, the majority of the names were fully or partially banned (V.I.
Ivanov, A.M. Remizov, Andrei Bely), and Alyanski had already said a few kind words
about them.

Among them only Blok was permitted to be the subject of study and promotion. It was,
namely, Blok with whom Alyanski was close during the last years of the life of the poet,
and Alyanski’s reminiscences were mostly devoted to him (they are called My Encounters
with Aleksandr Blok). That is why the memoirist speaks about Alkonost and Dreamers’ Notes
mostly in connection with Blok. He intentionally recounts the entire history of publishing
with Blok at its center.

Nevertheless, as recently published papers devoted to the epistolary heritage of
Alyanski, Bely, and Ivanov-Razumnik have clearly shown, the role of Blok in the creation of
Alkonost in the publisher’s memoirs was greatly exaggerated. It seems that the centricity
of Blok in Alyanski’s story about the birth of Dreamers’ Notes is likewise exaggerated.

It was Bely who during the whole preparatory period consistently acted as a pro-
moter of Dreamers’ Notes and tried to persuade his friends to support Alyanski’s journal.
“Dear Razumnik Vasilyevich,— he addressed Ivanov-Razumnik, “Could you please write
something for Dreamers’ Notes. . . ” (Bely and Ivanov-Razumnik 1998, p. 174–Letter from
12 March 1919).

Blok was among those whom he literally enticed into the journal.

Dear Sasha,

If you wrote for the Dreamers’ Notes, it would be so important. If you, Razumnik
Vas[ilyevich], Vyacheslav [Ivanov] and I were to write about the most important
issues now and they resonated with each other, Dreamers’ Notes, providing the
6th and the 7th issues came out, would become the spirit of the epoch.

The stars seem to be on their side so that something real could grow out of this
gathering around Dreamers’ Notes. . . It is not because I want to write much there
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I’m looking at them as if it were my most important business, but because we can
meet there.

My dear, dear, one— write back to me: take the Dreamers’ Notes to your heart.
Let them be our common “child”; I’m convinced as never before—this is very
important: it’s important that they exist (Bely and Blok 2001, pp. 519–20–Letter
from 12 March 1919)5.

Alyanski’s assertion that it was Blok who gave the journal the name Dreamers’ Notes;
“he said that it corresponds to the work of the Alkonost writers addressed to the future”
appears particularly dubious. It was not Blok, but Bely (to the greatest extent at that time)
who was characterized by thinking in terms of temporal layers and epochs, operating and
juggling with categories of the past, the present and especially the future. It is noteworthy
that Bely was consistently working on the idea of movement from the past to the future
applying it to the mission of Alkonost.

He publicly announced this in connection with the nine-month anniversary of the
publishing house celebrated at the beginning of March 1919. In the album created by
Alyanski especially for this occasion6 Bely left a lengthy congratulatory message, the main
idea of which consists in this “address to the future”:

The line of evolution “→” consists of a series of interruptions; at the point of an
interruption there is a catastrophe; within the catastrophe falls a new impulse. . .
After the fall of Troy Aeneas sets out on a journey so that his descendants could
found the Rome of the future era.

At the present moment we must take the best of the dying Troy and carry it
to other epochs; and—we must pass over our heritage to the next generations;
combining the gifts of the past era and its fruits with the garden of the future
which is beginning to bloom–represents a true process of dedication. We, Ae-
neases emerge from Troy: the path—is long. . . On what shall we sail? Alkonost
has a heavy burden: to complete this voyage. Samuil Mironovich, there are many
storms ahead: one can lose one’s way; stay the course!

I join those congratulating Alkonost on one condition; these are not cheers to the
hero of the anniversary who has completed his journey; these are cheers “Bon
voyage!“. . . And onward! Years lay ahead of us.

Andrei Bely. Moscow. 8 March 1919.7

Bely finished his album note with a clarifying drawing in which Alkonost is depicted
as a boat sailing through rough waters. It has left the shore of the “Old Era” where only
the ruins remain, depicted schematically (“The Fall of the Old”), and is heading towards
the coast of the “New Era” that is symbolically presented as a lighthouse, giving off the
“new light”. The ship Alkonost is showing the way to the “New Era,” “the new impulse”
emanating directly from the “Kingdom of the Spirit”. . . (Figure 2).

In a letter from 15 December 1918 Alyanski addressed Bely with a request. “Can you
suggest the name for a journal” (Bely and Alyanski 2002, p. 77). It is difficult to imagine
that Bely, being at the origins of the almanac’s idea and so ardently engaging into the work
of uniting the literary community around Alkonost would be indifferent to such a proposal.
Yes, it was precisely Bely (not Blok or Vyacheslav Ivanov) from whom Alyanski ordered
the “Introduction” for the first issue of Dreamers’ Notes in which the ideological program of
the journal would be outlined: “. . . I would like to have your introductory article on the
governing programmatic content; so that we can put our little journal on tracks, animate it
and show it the way” (Bely and Alyanski 2002, p. 77).
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Thus, Bely can be called the key figure of Dreamers’ Notes, Alyanski’s main assistant
in preparing the journal for publication. He was deeply involved both in the process
of developing the concept of the journal, as well as in the search for concrete forms of
manifesting its main idea. The journal cover was one of the most important elements of such
a manifestation. Alyanski’s memoirs, however, make no mention of Bely’s involvement
in the developmental concept of the cover. Nor do they mention the drawings by Bely
preserved in the Russian State Archives of Literature and Arts (further RGALI) and the V. I.
Dal State Museum of the History of Russian Literature (further GLM). Nonetheless, the
process of creation of the journal cover was described by Alyanski in great detail.

Alyanski, as usual, begins with Blok.

We had to order the cover, choose the artist.

Having consulted with Blok I named the artist Golovin. I thought it would be a
good idea to depict a theater curtain that could serve as a front door to the journal.
And who could make a theater curtain better than Golovin? The last theatre
curtains of Golovin for the plays staged by Meyerhold came to my mind: Don
Juan and Masquerade in the Alexandria theatre, Boris Godunov in the Mariinsky
theatre, and we decided to ask Vsevolod Emilievich [Meyerhold] to introduce us
to Golovin.

Meyerhold was glad to find an excuse to see Golovin and suggested: “Let’s go to
Golovin, all three of us! Aleksandr Yakovlevich will be glad. By the way, we can
see what he is working on, this old man.

We agreed to go the next Sunday. Golovin lived outside the city in Tsarskoe Selo
near St. Petersburg (now the town of Pushkin). Blok could not go and the two of
us went together with Meyerhold (Alyanski 1969, p. 88)8.
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The first idea of the cover suggested a theater curtain. There was certainly some
logic in this idea–although it was not very original. Golovin was primarily an artist of
the theater, and his famous curtains were known and loved by everybody. The theater
curtain was often used for the design of covers, for example, in the edition of the famous
Lyrical Dramas by A.A. Blok (Blok 1908) (Figure 3) or Cor Ardens by V.I. Ivanov (Ivanov 1911)
(Figure 4). The author of both works of art was K.A. Somov. Golovin himself had used this
technique brilliantly when he designed a periodical—Journal of Doctor Lapertutto, The Love
of Three Oranges. Golovin designed the cover for the issues of 1915 and 1916 (Figure 5). The
publisher-editor of that journal was V.E. Meyerhold, and the editor of the poetry section was
A.A. Blok. The draft, preparatory materials for Alyanski’s memoirs found in his daughter’s
collection confirm that it, the Journal of Doctor Lapertutto was meant to serve as a model to
be emulated.

. . . From all the covers that I have seen during the last years I particularly liked the
covers of A.Y. Golovin for the journal of Doctor Lapertutto (V.E. Meyerhold) The Love of
Three Oranges. There was a theater curtain depicted with two characters from the play
by Carlo Gozzi. At that time I was under the charm of Golovin’s theatre curtains for
Lermontov’s Masquerade9.

Taking this into account, it seems rather strange that Blok–if he had been interested in
Dreamers’ Notes at all—could have supported the idea of the theatre curtain, as not only did
it not possess any originality, but it also bordered on blatant plagiarism. Blok might have
agreed with Alyanski’s words without thinking and not using his imagination. No wonder,
he did not go to Golovin to discuss this idea.
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Still, Meyerhold’s negative reaction to the “curtain idea” seems quite justified. It is
highly unlikely that he could like the idea of literal repetition (in fact stealing) of a cover
from his own journal and on top of it made by his artist, A.Y. Golovin. He did, however,
find some more delicate and wiser arguments for Golovin:
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On the train Vsevolod Emilievich was asking about Dreamers’ Notes, about who
and what would get published and what cover we were considering. When he
found out about our intention to make the cover a curtain, he exclaimed:

“Why should it be a curtain? You’re not going to publish only plays in the jour-
nal?”And he added: “No, leave the curtain to the theater, you have to think of a plot
connected with the name of the journal—Dreamers’ Notes (Alyanski 1969, p. 90)10.

As follows from Alyanski’s memoirs, Meyerhold not only criticized the “curtain idea,”
but he tried to replace it with something else as quickly as possible:

“We must think what they are like, today’s dreamers. I think, that while they’re
still closely connected with the past, they’re only dreaming of the future. . . ”

This was how Meyerhold was conceptualizing the dreamers first on the train, and
then—as we were walking along the paths of Tsarskoe Selo. When we approached
the house where Golovin lived, he said: “I think, I’ve got an idea! Let’s discuss it
with Golovin” (Alyanski 1969, p. 90)11.

Meyerhold’s attempts to invent something more original and worthy than the “curtain
idea” continued in the home of the artist:

We found Aleksandr Yakovlevich Golovin at his easel—he was drawing a still
life Flowers in a Vase. Golovin was glad to see Meyerhold, they kissed each other
as friends and exchanged friendly hugs at great length.

Having introduced me, Meyerhold told us about Blok’s request and Alkonost.
Having criticized the idea with the curtain he started walking around the room
impulsively, fantasizing aloud the idea of the cover.

“Do you remember Daumier’s lithograph The Stamp Lover? That Stamp Lover
bears great resemblance to our today’s dreamer” (Alyanski 1969, p. 90)12.

It is difficult to say in the end how much The Stamp Lover (1856–1860) of the French
artist Honoré Daumier (1808–1879) influenced the final work of Golovin (Figure 6a,b)13.
Possibly the headgear and partly the type of clothing was borrowed from Daumier. The
perspective of the “dreamer” is essentially different, although by a strong stretch of the
imagination, one can find some overlap. Yet, the spaces in which these characters of
Daumier and Golovin are placed are strikingly different: instead of the cramped dark room
of The Stamp Lover—there is a magnificent panorama of a city and sky lying in front of the
reader’s eyes.
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If Alyanski is to be believed, “the contents of the picture” were designed by Meyerhold
“on the spot”.

It seems to me that we must draw the following picture: the dreamer must be
standing on a very high rock with his back turned to the viewer. In front of him
(beneath his legs) lies a huge industrial city. Roofs, roofs, roofs. . . and somewhere
industrial chimneys. Over the roofs smoke is being trapped which is merged
with clouds on the horizon and there, further on, through the smoke and clouds
one can faintly see the bright city of the future (Alyanski 1969, p. 91)14.

He also played the role of an impromptu “dreamer” to illustrate his idea sitting for
Golovin, while he was painting from him the figure for the cover:

Having told us the main idea of the picture, Meyerhold turned to Golovin asking
him to take a pencil and a sheet of paper and make a drawing of him being in the
same posture as of the dreamer in the cover of the journal.

Meyerhold walked up to the door, stood with his face to it, his back to the artist,
put his hands into the pockets of his jacket, first shrinking himself and then
stretching out and stood without moving for a few minutes while Golovin did
the sketch.

I ended up as an accidental witness to the mysterious creative process of the two
outstanding artists (Alyanski 1969, p. 91)15.

Blok, as it follows again from Alyanski’s story, readily agreed with the new concept of
the cover:

In the evening I was telling Blok in great detail what I heard and saw. Blok was
smiling, and when I finished, he said:

“I wish I had gone with you and seen everything with my own eyes. As for the
plot devised by Meyerhold, I think it’s interesting and his thoughts are more
profound than our curtain. One thing is certain: the cover will show a lot of talent.
Congratulations” (Alyanski 1969, p. 91)16.

The obvious merit of Alyanski’s story is its entertaining character, dynamism, and
coherence. However, on a closer look, quite a number of things in this story seem highly
unlikely—either because memory failed the memoirist or he sacrificed much to ideology
and artistry.

What remains unclear is the origin of the strange imagery that gushes forth from
Meyerhold on the train trip to Golovin’s house. Although Meyerhold sympathized with
Alyanski’s undertaking, he never published anything in Dreamers’ Notes. It is even less
comprehensible how the sketches for the journal cover made by Bely could be “attached”
to this dynamic narrative. It is obvious that Bely did not make them for his enjoyment or
admiration. The sketches were accompanied by an explanation, at the end of each there
is a signature of the author of the idea (“A. B”.). Such a presentation of the sheets with
drawings unambiguously indicates that they were meant for discussion, maybe even not
necessarily in the presence of Bely himself. It goes without saying that these clarifying
notes were addressed to Alyanski himself. However, Alyanski, as noted earlier, does not
mention Bely’s sketches at all nor Bely’s or anyone else’s involvement in the discussion of
the cover.

It is noteworthy that in the journal version of Alyanski’s memoirs there is a phrase
that did not make it into the book: “A question of the cover arose. It appeared irrelevant to
give this publication a Constructivist or Cubist cover (which was fashionable at that time)”
(Alyanski 1976).

It seems that those words of Alyanski stricken from the final version of the memoirs
are a clear indication of the fact that even before his visit to Golovin not only was the
hackneyed idea of the “theater curtain” discussed in the Alkonost circles, but other variants
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of presenting Dreamers’ Notes—that were more closely connected with the name of the
journal, so as with the more pressing tendencies of painting than Golovin’s Modernism.

To whom from Alyanski’s entourage could “a Constructivist or Cubist cover” come to
mind? It seems that the author of this idea could only be Meyerhold, the recognized father
of “Theatrical Constructivism” who in his own productions had replaced the Modernist
A.Y. Golovin with L.S. Popova—an artist who left a notable trace in the history of the
Russian Cubism and Constructivism. This makes us question even more the veracity of
the story vividly described by Alyanski of the “mysterious creative process of the two
outstanding artists” to which he had been an “accidental witness”.

As for Bely, he was known by his own words to be rather hostile to Cubism, as well
as to Constructivism. It is hardly worthwhile to regard and classify his nonprofessional
artistic works in the context of painting trends existing at his time. It is obvious, however,
that Bely’s sketches are closer to the Avant-garde art than to the Modernism in line with
which Golovin used to work.

In any case, Alyanski’s slip of the tongue in the journal variant of his memoirs shows
that the question of the journal’s cover was being discussed. It is possible that Bely’s
sketches were those that were suggested for discussion as a variant of the journal cover or as
an alternative to the “theater curtain,” which Alyanski kept quiet about either intentionally
or out of forgetfulness.

In this regard, it makes sense to address Bely’s sketches of the Dreamers’ Notes cover
that remained outside the publisher’s memoirs. We will consider three drawings that are
kept in the writer’s fund in RGALI (Fund 53. Inventory 1. Storage Unit 62—Figures 7–9).
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We will also consider the following additional drawing from the State Literary Mu-
seum (GLM; KP-9670/36—Figure 10), which can be attached to this series of sketches.
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Even from a cursory look at the preserved sketches their connection with Anthropos-
ophy becomes clear. This comes as no wonder, taking into account Bely’s desire to use
Dreamers’ Notes as a platform to promote R. Steiner’s ideas. Bely had tried to express his
Anthroposophical ideas not through text, but through drawing earlier. This practice can
be traced to the period of his study in the esoteric school. Recall that in 1913, Bely was
accepted into the esoteric school, members of which under the leadership of their teacher
mastered the details of occult practices and were following the path towards initiation.
Bely achieved huge success within the shortest time: he mastered, according to his own
witness, the technique of “exiting” his physical body, attained the ability to see “landscapes
of the spiritual world” and behold the “life of angelic hierarchies” (Bely 2016a, p. 143) etc.
According to his own account, in this initial period of active esoteric practice he was under
such an enormous impression from the new experience that he was unable to express it
through words and was searching for an alternative. Here, his artistic self came to help:
Bely started to draw much, implementing his experiences not in words but with the help of
pencils and paints. This period seems the most productive in the biography of Bely-the-
artist (Spivak 2006). “Day after day I color images drawn by me (symbols of my spiritual
knowledge) . . . they’re not drawings but copies of what I beheld spiritually. . . ” (Bely 2016a,
p. 143)17—he recalled. Characteristic examples of the “symbols of my spiritual knowledge”
are the pictures left by Bely in Dornach and now kept in the archives (Rudolf Steiner
Nachlassverwaltung). The images inscribed there can undoubtedly be called visionary
(Figures 11–13)18.

Bely’s inability to express his visionary experience obtained during his esoteric schol-
arship proved to be only temporary. From the middle of the 1910s Bely consistently made
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more or less successful attempts to lay out his Anthroposophical revelations in reports,
lectures, articles, and philosophical essays and treatises, as well as to incorporate them into
his works of art both in prose and poetry.
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Some of his texts or individual parts of texts are direct textual commentaries to the
drawings of “spiritual revelations” made by him earlier.

For example, his poem “Spirit” written in Arlesheim in 1914 can be viewed as an
explanation of his two visionary drawings (Figures 11 and 12).

I was falling asleep. . . (striving thoughts
Were dashing in some spirals;
Opening in the conscious sense
The unrevealed to consciousness height)—

And I saw the spirit. . . It appeared like a spark
Like lightning, his elusive face
And two wings—the drilling spirals—
Tore the distance with a bloody sparkling
(Bely 2006, p. 399)19.

Two other drawings needing clarification were placed by Bely on a single sheet
(Figure 13). On the left an arrow—a new-born child raised into the starry sky surrounded
by three spiritual creatures; a human on the right with streams bursting through upward
and downward from the top of his head. It is the image of an enlightened person who, like
Bely himself, having followed Steiner’s instructions, has achieved the knowledge of higher
worlds. As a partial commentary to both drawings are the stanzas from the programmatic
poem of 1918 “Anthroposophy”.

. . . A glistening beam from the starry hilt,
Like a swift sword;
My poor mind falls upon my embarrassed brothers’ feet
Falls down from my shoulders.

I’m beheaded in the engulfing light
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Of the radiant eyes.
Between us—He stands Unrecognized, being the Third:
Be not afraid of us.

We flared up, but we went out for the earth.
We’re a silent verse.
We are forming a sunny manger.
The infant is in it (Bely 2006, p. 411)20.

It is important to mention that this Anthroposophist writer perceived World War I and
the Revolution as a global crisis and at the same time as a collective initiation mystery21.
In these conditions Bely saw his sacred mission to be the initiator of Steiner’s ideas into
the public consciousness that in his opinion could point to ways out of the crisis, thus
providing a chance for the salvation of Russia, humanity, and the whole world.

It is significant that Bely used the experience of Steiner’s esoteric school not only for
writing his “textual” works proposed to Alyanski for publication (the long short story
“Notes of an Eccentric”, the essay “Crisis of Life”, some articles for Dreamer’s Notes, and
others), but he also used it in his drawings directly or indirectly connected with Alyanski’s
publishing house.

So, for example, the creature named Alkonost depicted in Alyanski’s Anniversary
album on 8 March 1919 (Figure 14) is composed in the same style as “spiritual creatures” in
the pictures from Dornach (Figures 11 and 12).
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Reserve D.I. Mendeleev and A.A. Blok.

They resemble the picturesque vignettes made by Bely for the manuscript of his
collection of poems called “Verses. . . ” kept in the Manuscript Department of the Russian
State Library (F. 25. Box. 37. Storage Unit 13—Figure 15) and his drawings of theses to
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the lecture “Light from the Future” (3 February 1918)22, and the characters that literally
flooded the cover sketch to the poem The First Encounter made by Bely in 1921 (RGALI.
Fond 53. Inventory 1. Storage Unit 7—Figure 16).
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Alkonosts both from Alyanski’s album and from the cover of The First Encounter
acquired some anthropomorphic (or angelopomorphic) form though their origin, which
seems obvious. These forms derived from those “symbols of spiritual knowledge” that
Bely depicted during his anthroposophical discipleship in the esoteric school of Steiner. We
can speak, as it seems, about stages of “humanization” of the symbols: from the visionary
drawings of Dornach to the vignettes from the handwritten book, kept in the Russian State
Library—to the Alkonosts, inspired by Alyanski.

A similar and even more close connection of the images from the Anthroposophi-
cal texts and Bely’s visionary drawings can be followed in the sketches to the cover of
Dreamers’ Notes.

In the first sketch, as follows from the explanatory note at the top right hand of the
picture, “a dreamer is depicted; his feminine soul (men have a feminine kind of soul,
women—a masculine one) precedes the spiritual creature” (Figure 7). Bely tried to draw the
process of departing from one’s physical body into the spiritual world and the encounter
with spiritual substances and spiritual creatures—that was exactly what he had learned in
Steiner’s esoteric school and what he described in his story “Yogi” (1918). Remember that
the special exercises practiced by the main character of the story Ivan Ivanovich Korobkin
for many years led to the following effect:

Stretching on his back and with closed eyes he was lying motionless; the imagi-
nary screwball in his head was revolving in a spiral hit the. . . bones of the skull,
the skull bursting and the contents of the head. . . in the sensation were expanding
infinitely; first it felt as if a tiara had been put on his head; then the tiara would
grow into his head and expand into a huge tower. . . (Bely 1995, p. 304)23.

It seems that Bely tried to depict a spiritual “tiara” extending from the crown of the
“dreamer’s” head. A most detailed description of the process of the soul’s “departing” from
the body in the story “Yogi”culminates exactly as shown in the given sketch of the cover.

Ivan Ivanovich’s soul broke away from the earthly, cloudy sphere . . . (it broke
away from the top of his own head) and—there proceeded the union of the person
with the spirit . . . (Bely 1995, p. 307)24.

We see something of a similar kind in the above-mentioned visionary sketches of Bely,
for example, in the image of an initiated person with a hole at the top of his head (Figure 13
on the right of the sheet).

The second and the third sketches of the cover can be regarded as invariants composed
from the same formative elements: 1. a tower, 2. three creatures, 3. a setting sun (Figures 8
and 9). The similarities between these two sketches with the visionary drawing, placed on
the left of the sheet in the same drawing (Figure 13) are indisputable. In both drawings
we see the joyous “trinity” (astrologers-sorcerers-angels) standing on the tower, rising
high above the earth. The difference is that in the sketches to Dreamers’ Notes the trinity’s
attention is concentrated on the descending sun, but in the visionary picture it is on the
infant lying like Jesus Christ in the scenes of “The Birth of Christ” or “The Adoration of
the Magi”. It appears that both the “infant” and the “sun” have a spiritual nature and
both symbolically denote one and the same phenomenon—the so-called “Christ Impulse”.
Steiner’s followers associated with the “Christ Impulse” the beginning of a new era, the
birth of a new man and the awakening in each person of a “larger” spiritual “I” (Bely 2000).

Strange as it might seem, from the notes on the sheets with sketches it follows that
Bely first tried to render expressively not so much the “dreamers,” but rather the tower on
which they rise above the world. The tower in the second drawing (Figure 8) colored in
black ink seemed to look neither good nor high enough, that is why he drew it again in
pencil in the top right corner of the sheet accompanying the duplicate with a note: “It’s
good-for-nothing, given just for the shape of the tower. A.B”. The note in the third sketch
(Figure 9) shows that Bely continued his work to perfect an object that was so important for
him: “A tower on which dreamers are standing is better just because of its outline and a
different shape. . . ”.
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Naturally, a question arises about the origin of this strange “tower” that Bely wanted
so stubbornly to place on the journal cover.

The answer to this question, it seems, is contained again in the description of the occult
visions and experiences that Ivan Ivanovich Korobkin, the character of the story “Yogi”,
feels while departing from his body.

Here by an act of will I felt like a powerful, bright point tearing everything and it
felt like a shock; the body lying amid the sheets cracked as if it had been a pod and
Ivan Ivanovich Korobkin got the opportunity to move over a tremendous tower
(from the heart —through the throat—to the hole at the top of his head); he felt
like he was running inside the tower—on the staircase: from one step to another
(from an organ to an organ); and he ran out onto the terrace of a most magnificent
tower (outside his physical body or body of elements). It turned out that he was
surrounded by celestial space sparkling with stars. . . (Bely 1995, p. 305)25.

It is remarkable that it is on the very “tower” that the hero-mystic is coming to at the
last stage of his initiation.

Meanwhile: the true Ivan Ivanovich Korobkin, having risen to the terrace of the
huge tower stood leaning on the railing and looking at the worlds of stars moving
from one place to another in the sky; his star was rushing towards him . . . to carry
him forever to the awaiting . . . Teacher (Bely 1995, p. 308)26.

No less important is that the image of “tiara” from the first sketch and the image of the
“tower” which is central for the other two sketches are very closely connected: “The tiara
was growing together with the head and stretching into an enormously high tower. . . ”
(Bely 1995, p. 304). Both images have a visionary character and depict other stages of the
same process of initiation coming one after another: first the perception of one’s head as a
tiara stretching from the opening in head, and then—after exiting one’s physical body—the
feeling of a self standing “on the terrace of a huge tower,” rising above the earthly world. It
is significant in this plan that even having been concentrated on the image of a “tower”,
Bely was far from abandoning the image of “tiara”. This becomes obvious when closely
looking at the second and third sketches: on the heads of the “dreamers” standing on the
tower Bely imposed tiaras.

The connection of the head (with a hole on the top) and a tower on top of which there
is something mysterious happening is clearly seen in another visionary drawing of Bely
preserved in the collection of the Memorial Apartment of Andrei Bely (1910-s)27—Figure 17),
in it we can see that the head is actually the tower.

All of these images (the head—the tiara—the tower) reflect the stages of the initiation
process. These spiritual creatures—according to Bely’s definition in the story “Yogi” are the
“starry birds” that fly down from the celestial spheres. The encounter of the hero on the
way of initiation with them occurs as follows:

He turned out to be surrounded by celestial space sparkling with stars, but the
peculiar features of these stars were that they were fluttering rapidly like birds;
approaching the terrace where Korobkin was contemplating them being himself
freed from his body, they became many-feathered creatures; they were pouring
fountains of lights from the center, like feathers; and one creature there—a starry
bird (Ivan Ivanovich’s star) descended upon him, embracing him with the raging
fire of its wings; and—it took him away; one could feel the boiling water burning
the whole body of Ivan Ivanovich; the feeling in his hands was transformed
into the sensation of the star’s wings embracing him and lighting the fires; and
Ivan Ivanovich Korobkin was flying through all into the sparklers, brocades or
gold-cloths, shrouds made from the space of shining substances—into Nothing in
the middle of which the very Old, Forgotten Acquaintance primordially meeting
us says: “Behold, I am Coming!” (Bely 1995, p. 306)28.
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Figure 17. Andrei Bely. Drawing. 1910-s. Memorial Apartment of Andrei Bely (Branch of the State
A.S. Pushkin Museum).

One of Bely’s drawings of the period of his study at the esoteric school is in full
conformity with this description. The drawing shows a tower rising amid the celestial
sphere and the winged “trinity,” standing on its terrace beholding “worlds of stars moving
in space” similar to that of Ivan Ivanovich Korobkin (Figure 13, from the left side of the
sheet). There is also a star in the picture of the “enlightened one” with his skull opened to
“the spiritual world” (Figure 13, from the right side of the sheet).

Bely also presented the “spiritual creature” in the form of a heavenly star in the
sketches of the journal cover. In all three sketches, it is not just a star but rather a radiating
sun. In the first sketch, to emphasize the spiritual and mystical natures of the sun Bely also
endows it with wings. In the third picture, he places a star and a crescent into the hands
of each “dreamer”. In order to dispel the doubts about the scene being set in the celestial
space, Bely lets a string of clouds flow along the lower edge of a third sheet for illustrative
purposes (Figure 9), and the tower on which “the dreamers” adorned in tiaras are meeting
the sun that rises high above them.

It is possible that one more drawing can be regarded as the sketch for the cover of the
Dreamer’s Notes that entered the collection of the GLM (Figure 10). The museum’s “Record
of Entries” reveals to us that this drawing was given to the museum not by some random
individual but by Alyanski himself—the Alkonost’s publisher. This fact alone allows us to
place this drawing of Bely from the GLM in the series together with the other journal cover
sketches. In fact, if we take into account the source of entry, while analyzing the drawing
from GLM, it turns out that the people happily walking with their hands raised are not the
revolutionary people (in the GLM the picture is called the “revolutionary allegory”) but the
very dreamers that, as Bely explained in Alyanski’s album, are harmoniously moving from
the past to the future, to the Kingdom of Spirit. According to the posture of the dreamers,
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they are joyfully welcoming the Sun of the “New Era” drawn in the same style as in the
sketches from RGALI.

Both in the first sketch and in the picture from the GLM, the sun is not only radiant but
also winged, which points to its spiritual, divine, rather than astronomical nature. Unlike
the sketches from RGALI, in the GLM drawing the “dreamers” are placed not onto some
high place beyond the clouds and not on the terrace of a huge tower, but, on the contrary,
they are trapped in a deep gorge between two high rocks. From the earthly depth they
are carried away to the radiant and winged sun, turning their faces and joyfully raising
their extended arms. Nevertheless, they are still on the earth. One may think that the deep
gorge (or chasm) is a metaphor for this crisis, the condition of being unenlightened by
Anthroposophy in which all humanity found itself and from which, in Bely’s conviction,
humanity must escape.

Bely placed one of the “dreamers” higher than the others. That is why he sees further
as if showing the others the way, calling them to follow him to the sun and light (to be
understood as—to the Kingdom of Spirit). How did this advanced dreamer emerge from
the gorge? Where does he have to climb to get closer to the winged sun? He has not yet
overcome even half of the sheer cliff, but at the end of the climb he will find himself on
a high plateau depicted by Bely resembling extremely that “terrace with a tremendous
tower” analyzed before.

It would seem that the drawing from the GLM consists of the same structure-forming
elements as the sketches from RGALI: a dreamer or a group of dreamers; the symbol of the
forthcoming Kingdom of Spirit in the form of the radiant and/or winged sun and, finally,
the symbol of rising/ascension to the world of Spirit in the form of “tiara” and a “tower” or
plateau on a high rock. All can be traced to the visionary drawings from the period of Bely’s
discipleship at the esoteric school of Steiner and various images connected with the “way
of initiation”. The fact that Bely suggested for the cover of Dreamer’s Notes drawings of such
a kind indicates his desire to unite authors under the banner of Anthroposophy. However,
it is possible that the Anthroposophical ideology, too obviously expressed, resulted in the
end not just with Alyanski’s rejection of these sketches but even keeping silent about them
in the memoirs.

Comparing the sketches from RGALI with the drawing from the GLM we can assume
that there was a certain sequence in which they were made and it is possible to follow the
logic of processing them.

It seems that chronologically the first was an openly Anthroposophical sketch with
the picture of a dreamer from which extends the “soul–tiara” from the top of his head
(Figure 7). Leaving to the side its artistic merits (or to be more exact its shocking defects),
one can suppose that Alyanski did not quite like the images for being too esoteric.

It appears that after it comes a sketch with a low tower, the outlines of which did not
suit Bely himself: in the upper corner he tried to draw in pencil a tower with the correct
form (Figure 8). One might suppose that this was the very pencil sketch that the writer
took as the basis of the next, third sketch (Figure 9). In both sketches with “towers,” the
Anthroposophical idea, as we have tried to show, is fully present, but the images in which
it is expressed are simpler and can be perceived not only in a specifically Anthroposophical
way, but rather in a way that is generally cultural (for example, in the context of the
“Argonautic” solar myth of Bely the Symbolist). This symbolism could have been more
comprehensible and familiar to Alyanski and his authors.

In the chronologically last created sketch (the sketch from GLM—Figure 10), the Anthro-
posophical ideology and imagery are even more blatant. Variants of its interpretation may
be rather diverse: from the “Argonautism” to “the revolutionary allegory”. This begs the
idea that in the process of considering the sketches for the cover of Dreamers’ Notes Bely tried
to make the Anthroposophical ideology less openly demonstrative, and he tried to transform
his visionary imagery into general cultural and universally understandable symbols.

Was it Bely himself who came to think that it is necessary to visually reduce the
Anthroposophical layer or Alyanski who encouraged him to do this? It appears that the
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second variant is more plausible. Was it not Alyanski primarily to whom Bely addressed
his clarifying notes in the sketches? Furthermore, how else could the last sketch be “set
aside” in the publisher’s archives?

Consequently, there is the undeniable fact—the existence of Bely’s sketches for the
cover of Dreamers’ Notes. We have revealed their genetic ties with the esoteric, visionary
experience of Bely-the-Anthroposophist, reflected in his sketches and works of the 1910s.
We have tried to prove that Alyanski was aware of Bely’s artistic and ideological projects.

However there is another, even more irrefutable fact–the cover was drawn by A.Y.
Golovin. According to M.A. Chegodaeva’s characterization, the writer had done a “very
‘artistic world-like’, strictly graphical, decorative work”; “with ‘Modernist’-styled printed
letters with serpentine leaves and a fine black and yellow frame and with a beautiful
sophisticated composition through the entire cover: on a bare, cracked rock overgrown
with thorns stands the Poet with his back to us, a scroll of papers in his pocket, thoughtfully
looking down at the gloomy black multi-storied city cloaked in grey waves of smoke
from factory chimneys and above them—visions of antique temples and dancing muses”
(Chegodaeva 2002, p. 291).

So were Bely’s sketches decisively rejected or did they just happened to be unneeded?
Or was the idea proposed by Bely replaced with Meyerhold—Golovin’s idea so pic-
turesquely described in Alyanski’s memoirs? Such things happen quite often in publishing
and writing practices; however, such an inviting assumption seems to us to be too hasty
and—incorrect.

In order that these two undeniable facts cease to contradict each other, we must first
of all try to distance ourselves from the diametrically opposed manners of style (Bely’s and
Golovin’s) and compare the rough sketches with the journal’s cover without bias.

Again we introduce a quotation from Alyanski’s memoirs that explains the idea as if it
was proposed by Meyerhold to Golovin:

. . . one must draw such a picture: a dreamer seems to be standing on a very high
rock with his back to the viewer. In front of him (under his feet) is spread out a
large industrial city. Roofs, roofs, roofs. . . and somewhere industrial chimneys.
Over the roofs smoke is being trapped which is merged with clouds on the
horizon and there, further on, through the smoke and clouds one can faintly see
the bright city of the future.

It was precisely this idea that was embodied by Golovin (Figure 1): a “dreamer” is
depicted on the cover. He is placed by the artist on the terrace of a rock from whose
height he is looking at the dark, dusty present and he foresees the bright future in the
heavenly distances.

However, the very idea to place the dreamer on a terrace of a high rock (in the same
way as its embodiment in the Golovin’s drawing) is enormously puzzling. There is not
such a tall observation deck in either St. Petersburg or Moscow. This rock dominating the
city, where did it come from?

It seems to us that this mysterious rock with a “dreamer” on a high terrace, came to
Golovin directly from Bely’s sketches and is in fact a variant of Bely’s “tower” recaptured
in the Modernist way. Here, the key is the third sketch in which the tower rises over the
carefully detailed cloud bank (Figure 9), and, of course, the drawing from the GLM in
which the transition from the image of the “tower” to the image of the “rock” occurred
(Figure 10).

Other constituent elements of the cover are obviously taken from the same source—
from Bely’s sketches. For example, in the upper right-hand corner of the cover the rising
sun is shining—the same sun that figures in all of Bely’s sketches. Only the sun in Bely’s
sketches acts as a compositional center, whereas in Golovin’s drawing it is moved to
the periphery.

In addition, if we look closely at the upper right-hand corner of the cover (Figure 18),
we can find some kind of architectural construction: is it a sanctuary, an antique temple? Or
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is it the very “Temple” at the threshold of which, according to Bely-the-Anthroposophist,
humanity is standing and entrance into which Bely was actively encouraging?
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Figure 18. Journal Dreamers’ Notes (1919–1922). Cover by Aleksandr Golovin. Fragment.

Three fantastic creatures are bathing against the background of the temple and prac-
tically dissolving into three fantastical creatures. One can certainly try to discover their
mythological names, but it seems more productive to turn for an answer to Bely. It cannot be
excluded that in the upper right-hand corner Golovin depicted in his own way those three
“dreamers” that are present in the second and the third sketches of Bely (Figures 8 and 9).
Obviously, the architectural structure and “the spiritual creatures” in the rays of the rising
sun on Bely’s journal cover made by Golovin symbolize “the bright city of the future,”
or—as Andrei Bely would have put it—“The Solar City”. It is remarkable that it was Bely
who proclaimed “The Solar City” to be the central image of the dreamer’s “fantasy” and
his final goal. He devoted to this topic his essay “Utopia,” written specially for Dreamers’
Notes in 1919:

The “fantasy” will come true. . . the dreamer will shout: The City of the Sun of
Campanella has descended, and here we are—in the Solar City!

By the word of the dreamer we will step into the Solar City.

Its Kingdom will last forever! (Bely 1921, p. 144)29.

At first glance, only one figurative element of the cover is missing from the sketches
by Bely: the dark shrouds of smoke covering the city below the rock, and the light, sunny
shrouds in the heavenly perspective in which the dreamer foresees the future. In Alyanski’s
memoirs this element is highlighted as a formative one: “Over the roofs assembles the
smoke that transforms into clouds on the horizon. And there, further, through the smoke
and the clouds lurks the bright city of the future”.

Actually, in Bely’s sketches the “smoke that is transformed into clouds on the horizon”
is not gathering, but that dark, dirty smoke is wreathing at the foot of the high tower in
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the drawing from the period of Bely’s esoteric practice. It is that very drawing, as we
were trying to show earlier, which was in its turn the visionary prototype of Bely’s “tower”
sketches (Figure 13). As on Golovin’s cover, in that very drawing the dark smoke of the
“lower part” is juxtaposed to the bright air of the “upper part”. The dark shrouds on the
cover wreathing over the roofs of the houses are transforming into the light sunny shrouds,
though in the visionary drawing as an antithesis to the dark smoke there is provided at the
foot of the tower a heavenly sphere covered with azure clouds and with soaring stars.

If we take into account this visionary drawing, one of the sketches can be looked at in
a different way. In it there are also curling clouds at the foot of the tower, though not yet
colored. From the context one can suppose that they were meant to be dark and weighty.

Moreover, Bely presented an extensive explanation of these “cloudy” images, as well
as their mutual metamorphoses in his short story “Yogi”:

But as Russia was melting while boiling. . . while in Moscow yellowish-brown
clouds of dust were flying and stinging your eyes and papers started twirling. . .
he addressed his colleagues with a phrase that sounded strange:

“Yes, yes, yes—the air is pure and radiant”.

However, he was obviously speaking not about the air inside the museum which
was definitely full of dust; he spoke neither about the air on the street, nor did
he speak about the air on the field. As for the air about which Ivan Ivanovich
Korobkin was shouting at the absolutely wrong time, this air was in the country
of thoughts and feelings, where he travelled every day; that country of thinking
and feeling was actually the air and light, and he clearly saw that this country
became obscure and faded before the Revolution; clouds of oppressive smoke
broke out into the light playing here; only from the time of the Revolution had
he noticed the clearness of the atmosphere (the wreathing clouds of smoke came
down, they covered the surface of our life like a residue causing the collapse of
it: this dust dampened down by the rain is deposited on the surface of things
leaving its spots on them; and the cleansed air shines radiantly).

His words referred to this state of the atmosphere: “The air is pure and radiant”
(Bely 1995, p. 303)30.

One can conclude that indeed Bely’s ideas and sketches were used by Golovin for
creating the famous cover of the journal Dreamers’ Notes, which is known worldwide.
It was only that the Anthroposophical ideas were alien to Golovin, and the stylistically
unacceptable sketches were re-structured, translated into the language of Modernism
and Symbolism.

We have not found any evidence of private communication between Andrei Bely and
Golovin which, however, does not preclude the stated assumptions. Bely’s sketches or his
ideas could have reached the artist through Alyanski who had come to Moscow in the first
decade of March in 1919. In his “Perspective to the Diary” from March 1919, Bely wrote:
“The appearance of Alyanski, a number of organiz[ational] talks about the journal Dreamers’
Notes” (Bely 2016b, p. 450). One of the topics of such “organizational talks” could well have
been the concept of the cover.
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3 I would like to express my gratitude to the Russian State A.S. Pushkin Museum, the State Museum of the History of Russian
Literature named after V. I. Dal, the State Museum-Reserve D.I. Mendeleev and A.A. Blok, the Russian State Library, the Russian
State Archive of Literature and Art for their help in this work and for producing the materials for the publication.

4 “Нaзвaние aльмaнaхa издaтельствa Aлкoнoст дoлгo oбсуждaлoсь писaтелями Πетербургa и Мoсквы. Былo предлoженo
мнoгo нaзвaний, и в кoнце кoнцoв все сoглaсились принять нaзвaние, предлoженнoе Блoкoм,–Зaписки мечтaтелей.
Πредлaгaя тaкoе имя aльмaнaху, Aлексaндр Aлексaндрoвич гoвoрил, чтo oнo oтвечaет твoрчеству писaтелей «Aлкoнoстa»,
oбрaщеннoму к будущему”.

5 “Дoрoгoй Caшa,Если бы Ты писaл в Зaпискaх Мечтaтелей–кaк этo былo бы вaжнo. Если бы Ты, Рaзумник Baс<ильевич>,
я и Bячеслaв <Ивaнoв> писaли бы o сaмoм глaвнoм сейчaс и перекликaлись бы, тo—Зaписки Мечтaтелей, если бы
вышлo лишь 6–7 №№, были бы эпoхoй.Звезды блaгoприятствуют им, звезды блaгoприятствуют (вo внутреннем смысле)
тoму, чтo из этoгo oбъединения вoкруг Зaписoк Мечтaтелей мoжет сoздaться нaстoящее делo. . . Я смoтрю нa них,
кaк нa сaмoе близкoе делo свoе не пoтoму, чтo я хoчу тaм мнoгo писaть, a пoтoму, чтo тaм мы мoжем встречaться. . .
Милый, милый,—пиши: пoлoжи нa сердце себе Зaписки Мечтaтелей. Πусть oни будут нaшим oбщим ‘детищем’; знaю,
кaк никoгдa, этo—нужнo: нужнo, чтoбы oни были”.

6 The album is kept in the State Museum-Reserve D.I. Mendeleev and A.A. Blok.
7 “Линия эвoлюции ‘→’ слaгaется из рядa прерывoв; в тoчке прерывa—кaтaстрoфa; внутри кaтaстрoфы—пaдение нoвoгo

импульсa. . . Πoсле гибели Трoи Эней oтпрaвляется в стрaнствие, чтoбы пoтoмки егo oснoвaли Рим будущей эры.B
нaстoящее время дoлжны пoнести мы все лучшее пoгибaющей Трoи в иные эпoхи; и—передaть дaр нaш грядущим:
сoединенье дaрoв прoшлoй эры, плoдoв ее, с зaцветaющим сaдoм грядущегo есть пoдлиннo действие пoсвящения. Мы,
Энеи, выхoдим из Трoи: путь—дoлoг. . . Нa чем же нaм плыть? Нa Aлкoнoсте лежит стрoгий дoлг: сoвершить этo
плaвaнье. Caмуил Мирoнoвич, мнoгo бурь впереди: мoжнo сбиться с дoрoги; oстaвaйтесь же у кoмпaсa!Πрисoединяюсь к
приветствующим Aлкoнoст с oдним лишь услoвием; эти приветствия—не приветствия юбиляру, сoвершившему плaвaнье;
эти приветствия—в «дoбрый путь!». . . И—вперед! Bпереди лежaт гoды.Aндрей Белый. Мoсквa. 8 мaртa 1919 гoдa”.

8 “Πредстoялo зaкaзaть oблoжку, выбрaть худoжникa. Coветуясь с Блoкoм, я нaзвaл худoжникa Гoлoвинa. Мне кaзaлoсь,
чтo нa oблoжке хoрoшo былo бы изoбрaзить теaтрaльный зaнaвес, кoтoрый мoг бы служить пaрaдным вхoдoм в
aльмaнaх. A ктo лучше Гoлoвинa сделaет зaнaвес? Bспoмнились пoследние теaтрaльные зaнaвесы Гoлoвинa к спектaклям,
пoстaвленным Мейерхoльдoм: Дoн-Жуaн и Мaскaрaд в Aлексaндрийскoм теaтре, Бoрис Гoдунoв в Мaриинскoм теaтре, и
мы решили прoсить Bсевoлoдa Эмильевичa пoзнaкoмить нaс с Гoлoвиным. Мейерхoльд oбрaдoвaлся пoвoду пoвидaться
с Гoлoвиным и предлoжил:—Πoедем к нему все втрoем! Aлексaндр Якoвлевич будет рaд. Кстaти, пoсмoтрим, нaд чем
сейчaс стaрик рaбoтaет.Мы услoвились пoехaть в ближaйшее вoскресенье. Гoлoвин жил зa гoрoдoм, в Цaрскoм Cеле
пoд Πетербургoм (теперь гoрoд Πушкин). Блoк пoехaть не смoг, и мы oтпрaвились вдвoем с Мейерхoльдoм”.

9 “. . . из всех виденных мнoю зa пoследние гoды oблoжек, мне oчень нрaвились oблoжки A.Я. Гoлoвинa к журнaлу
д-рa Дaпертуттo (Bс. Эм. Мейерхoльд) Любoвь к трем aпельсинaм. Тaм был изoбрaжен теaтрaльный зaнaвес с двумя
персoснaжaми из пьесы Кaрлo Гoцци. B этo время я нaхoдился пoд oбaянием теaтрaльных зaнaвесей Гoлoвинa к
Мaскaрaду Лермoнтoвa“. Private collection of N.S. Alyanskaja.

10 “B пoезде Bсевoлoд Эмильевич рaсспрaшивaл o Зaпискaх мечтaтелей, o тoм, ктo и чтo тaм будет печaтaть и o кaкoй
oблoжке мы думaли. A кoгдa узнaл o нaшем нaмерении прoсить Гoлoвинa сделaть для oблoжки зaнaвес, вoскликнул:–
Πoчему зaнaвес? Bедь не тoлькo пьесы сoбирaетесь вы печaтaть в aльмaнaхе?–И дoбaвил:–Нет уж, зaнaвес oстaвьте
теaтру, a вaм нaдo придумaть сюжет, связaнный с нaзвaнием aльмaнaхa–Зaписки мечтaтелей”.

11 “–Нaдo пoдумaть, кaкие oни, сегoдняшние мечтaтели. Думaю, чтo пoкa oни еще крепкo связaны с прoшлым, oни тoлькo
мечтaют o будущем. . .Тaк вслух рaзмышлял Мейерхoльд o мечтaтелях снaчaлa в пoезде, a пoтoм–кoгдa шли пo aллеям
Цaрскoгo Cелa. Кoгдa же пoдхoдили к дoму, где жил Гoлoвин, oн скaзaл:–Кaжется, придумaл! Обсудим вместе с
Гoлoвиным”.

12 “Aлексaндрa Якoвлевичa Гoлoвинa мы зaстaли зa мoльбертoм–oн писaл нaтюрмoрт Цветы в вaзе.Гoлoвин oбрaдoвaлся
Мейерхoльду, oни рaсцелoвaлись и дoлгo oбменивaлись дружескими oбъятиями.Πредстaвив меня, Мейерхoльд рaсскaзaл
o прoсьбе Блoкa и Aлкoнoстa. Рaскритикoвaв нaшу зaтею с зaнaвесoм, oн нaчaл пoрывистo хoдить пo кoмнaте,
фaнтaзируя вслух сюжет oблoжки:–Πoмните ли вы литoгрaфию Дoмье Любитель эстaмпoв? Тaк вoт, этoт ‘Любитель
эстaмпoв’ oчень пoхoж, пo-мoему, нa сегoдняшнегo мечтaтеля”.

13 Daumier has an entire collection of works with this name. The most famous one that became widely reprint is The Stamp Lover
from Musée des Beaux-Arts de la Ville de Paris (Figure 6a). The Stamp Lover that resembles (by his posture) the dreamer from
Golovin’s journal cover even more is the one that is kept now at the Art Institute of Chicago (Figure 6b), but it is not clear
whether it was known to Meyerhold and his interlocutors. Daumier has an entire collection of works with this name. The most
famous one that became widely reprint is The Stamp Lover from Musée des Beaux-Arts de la Ville de Paris (Figure 6a). His
posture resembles more that of the dreamer from Golovin’s journal cover.

14 “Мне кaжется, нужнo нaрисoвaть тaкую кaртину: мечтaтель стoит, дoлжнo быть, нa oчень высoкoй скaле, спинoй
к зрителю. Πеред ним (пoд егo нoгaми) рaсстилaется бoльшoй прoмышленный гoрoд. Крыши, крыши, крыши. . . и
кoе-где–фaбричные трубы. Нaд крышaми стелется дым, кoтoрый нa гoризoнте перехoдит в oблaкa, a тaм, дaльше,
сквoзь дым и oблaкa, неяснo мерещится светлый гoрoд будущегo”.
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15 ”Рaсскaзaв сoдержaние кaртины, Мейерхoльд oбрaщaется к Гoлoвину, прoсит взять бумaгу и кaрaндaш и зaрисoвaть
егo, a oн будет пoзирoвaть в тoм пoлoжении, в кaкoм видит мечтaтеля нa oблoжке. Мейерхoльд пoдoшел к двери,
встaл к ней лицoм, спинoй к худoжнику, зaсунул руки в кaрмaны пиджaкa, кaк-тo сжaлся, сoбрaлся в струнку и тaк
непoдвижнo стoял нескoлькo минут, пoкa Гoлoвин делaл нaбрoсoк. Я oкaзaлся невoльным свидетелем тaинственнoгo
твoрческoгo прoцессa двух зaмечaтельных худoжникoв”.

16 “Bечерoм я рaсскaзывaл Блoку сo всеми пoдрoбнoстями все, чтo видел и слышaл. Aлексaндр Aлексaндрoвич улыбaлся,
a кoгдa я кoнчил, скaзaл:–Очень жaль, чтo не пoехaл с вaми и не видел всегo свoими глaзaми. Чтo кaсaется сюжетa,
придумaннoгo Мейерхoльдoм, я думaю, чтo oн интересен и пo мысли глубже нaшегo зaнaвесa. Однo несoмненнo:
oблoжкa будет oчень тaлaнтливa. Πoздрaвляю”.

17 “Целыми днями я рaскрaшивaю oбрaзы, мнoй зaрисoвaнные (симвoлы мoих духoвных узнaний). . . не рисунки, a кoпии
с духoвнo узреннoгo. . . ” Undoubtedly one of the reasons that made Bely start drawing was that his German was too bad to
speak to Steiner about the mystical and meditative experience. The writer is openly telling us about this in his “Reminiscences
about Steiner”. See (Bely 2000, p. 363).

18 See (Andrei Bely: Symbolismus, Anthroposophie, Ein Weg 1997). See About Bely’s drawings of that time: Spivak (2006).
19 “Я зaсыпaл. . . (Cтремительные мыслиКaкими-тo спирaлями неслись;Πриoткрывaлaсь в сoзнaющем смыслеCoзнaнию

неявленнaя высь)—И видел духa. . . Искрoй oн вoзник. . .Кaк мoлния, неулoвимый ликИ двa крылa—сверлящие
спирaли—Крoвaвым блескoм рaзрывaли дaли“.

20 “. . . Блистaет луч из звезднoй рукoяти,Кaк резвый меч;Мoй бедным ум к нoгaм смущенных брaтийCлетaет с плеч.Я—
oбезглaвлен в нaбежaвшем светеЛучистых глaз.Меж нaми—Он, Неузнaнный и Третий:Не бoйтесь нaс.Мы—вспыхнули,
нo для земли—пoгaсли.Мы—тихий стих.Мы—oбрaзуем сoлнечные ясли.Млaденец—в них“.

21 The whole collection of Bely’s essays “On the Border”: “The Crisis of Life” (1918), “Crisis of Thought” (1918), “Crisis of Culture”
(1920) and his treatise The History of the Formation of the Self-Conscious Soul (1926–1931), the last chapters of the second volume in
particular. See (Bely 1923, 2020).

22 See Figure 3 on the insert: (Glukhova and Torshilov 2020).
23 ”Bытянувшись нa спине и зaкрывши гoлoву, oн лежaл без движения; мысленный винт в гoлoве, рaзвивaя спирaль,

oстрием упирaлся в . . . кoсти черепa, oтчегo череп лoпaлся и сoдержимoе гoлoвы . . . в oщущении вытягивaлoсь в
неизмеримoсть; снaчaлa кaзaлoсь ему, чтo егo гoлoвa есть гoлoвa, нa кoтoрую нaдетa тиaрa; пoтoм, чтo тиaрa срaстaлaся
с гoлoвoй и вытягивaлaсь в неверoятнo oгрoмную бaшню . . . ”

24 “. . . из земнoй, oтумaненнoй сферы, вдруг вырвaлaся душa . . . Ивaнa Ивaнычa (вырвaлaсь из темени сoбственнoй
гoлoвы) и–прoизoшлo сoединение челoвекa и духa. . . ”

25 “Тут усилием вoли сжимaлся в себе и oщущaлся теперь силoвoй, яркoй тoчкoю, все рвущей; испытывaл сoтрясение; телo,
лежaвшее средь прoстынь, тoчнo щелкaлo, кaк стрючoк, и Ивaн Ивaныч Кoрoбкин пoлучaл вoзмoжнoсть передвигaться
пo oгрoмнейшей бaшне (oт сердцa–чрез гoрлo–к oтверстию темени); oн себя oщущaл перебегaющим внутри бaшни–пo
лестнице: oт ступеньки к ступеньке (oт oргaнa к oргaну); и выбегaл нa террaсу великoлепнейшей бaшни (вне телa
физическoгo и вне телa стихий). Тут oкaзывaлся oн oкруженный небесным прoстрaнствoм, блистaющим звездaми . . . ”.

26 “Между тем: пoдлинный Ивaн Ивaныч Кoрoбкин, пoднявшийся нa террaсу oгрoмнейшей бaшни, стoял, oпершись нa
перилa, и сoзерцaл миры звезд, переменяющих местa свoи в небе; к нему мчaлaсь звездa егo, чтoб. . . oтнести нaвсегдa к
oжидaющему. . . Учителю”.

27 Affiliate of the State Museum of A.S. Pushkin.
28 “Тут oкaзывaлся oн oкруженный небесным прoстрaнствoм, блистaющим звездaми, нo oсoбеннoсть этих звезд сoстoялa

в тoм, чтo oни быстрo реяли, тoчнo птицы; при приближеньи к террaсе, где их сoзерцaл, oсвoбoжденный oт телa,
Кoрoбкин, oни стaнoвились мнoгoперистыми существaми; и oни изливaли из центрa, кaк перья, фoнтaны oгней; и
oднo существo–звездo-птицa (звездa Ивaнa Ивaнoвичa) oпускaлaсь к нему, oбнимaлa клoкoтaвшим пoжaрoм лучей (или
крылий); и–унoсилa; чувствoвaлся кипятoк, oбжигaвший всю сущнoсть Ивaнa Ивaнычa; oщущения рук перехoдили в
oщущения крыльев звезды, oбнимaвшей егo и зaжигaвшей пoжaры; и Ивaн Ивaныч Кoрoбкин сквoзь все прoлетaл в
искрoметы, пaрчи, пелены из тoнчaйших светящих субстaнций–искрoметaми, пеленaми, пaрчaми прoстрaнствa светящих
субстaнций–в Ничтo, пoсередине кoтoрoгo вoзникaл Тoт же Cтaрый, Зaбытый Знaкoмец, искoннo встречaющий нaс–
гoвoрит:–Cе гряду!”.

29 “Осуществится ‘фaнтaзия’ . . . вскрикнет мечтaтель: Boт Coлнечный грaд Кaмпaнеллы спустился, вoт мы–в грaде
Coлнцa! Πo слoву мечтaтеля вступим мы в Coлнечный Грaд. Егo цaрствию дa не будет кoнцa!”.

30 “Нo пo мере тoгo кaк, кипя, рaсплaвлялaсь Рoссия . . . пo мере тoгo кaк в Мoскве зaлетaли стoлбы бурo-желтoй, глaзa
выедaющей пыли и зaкрутились бумaжки . . . oбрaщaлся к егo oкружaющим сoслуживцaм oн с фрaзoю, стрaннo
звучaщей:–Дa, дa, дa–вoздух чист и лучист.Нo гoвoрил, рaзумеется, oн не o вoздухе музейнoгo пoмещения, явнo
прoнизaннoм пылью, и не o вoздухе уличнoм; ни дaже oн рaзумел вoздух пoля; чтo кaсaется вoздухa, o кoтoрoм некстaти
тaк вoзглaшaл Ивaн Ивaныч Кoрoбкин, тo этoт вoздух был стрaны ежедневных егo путешествий в стрaну мысле-чувств;
тa стрaнa–мысле-чувствия–былa вoздухo-светoм; и . . . oн oтчетливo видел, кaк дo ревoлюции этa стрaнa зaмутнелa,
пoблеклa; кaк oблaкa душных дымoв врывaлися в здесь игрaющий свет; лишь сo времени ревoлюции зaмечaл oн
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oтчетливoсть aтмoсферы (все клубы удушливых дымoв спустилися; oсaдились нa внешнoсти нaшей жизни, прoизвoдя в
ней рaзвaл: тaк прибитaя дoждикoм пыль oсaждaется нa пoверхнoсть предметoв, oстaвляя нa ней свoи пятнa; a вoздух,
oчищенный, лучезaрнее светится).К этoму сoстoянию aтмoсферы и oтнoсились слoвa:–Boздух чист и лучист!”.
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Sergei Sigei and Aleksei Kruchenykh: Visual Poetry in the
Russian Avant-Garde and Neo-Avant-Garde
Willem G. Weststeijn

Slavic Department, The University of Amsterdam, 1012 VB Amsterdam, The Netherlands; w.g.weststeijn@uva.nl

Abstract: One of the characteristic features of the Russian Avant-garde is the close connection between
painting and poetry. Futurist poets (Vladimir Maiakovskii, Aleksei Kruchenykh) were educated as
artists, their books were illustrated by the famous painters of their time (Mikhail Larionov, Nataliia
Goncharova). Some of the Futurists designed their own books and did all kinds of typographical
experiments. One of the most productive writers, designers, editors and publishers of such books
was Aleksei Kruchenykh (1886–1968), who only recently has been given honour where it is due.
One of his admirers is the Neo-avant-garde poet-artist Sergei Sigei (1947–2014), who was the first to
publish some of Kruchenykh’s hitherto unpublished works and in many respects repeated, changed,
and further developed his forerunner’s experiments with typographical signs and book production.
Some of Sigei’s unique handmade books are dedicated to Kruchenykh. Sigei, the leader of the group
of the ‘transfurists’ (Ry Nikonova, Boris Konstriktor, A. Nik, Vladimir Erl’) may be considered the
main representative of the Russian Neo-avant-garde.

Keywords: Russian Avant-garde; Russian Neo-avant-garde; Aleksei Kruchenykh; Sergei Sigei; trans-
furism

The Russian Neo-avant-garde, which evolved in the unofficial world of art and lit-
erature in the Soviet Union during the 1970s and 1980s, can be considered the heritage
or, perhaps, rather the continuation of the historical Avant-garde of the beginning of the
twentieth century. Many of the devices that are characteristic of the Russian historical
Avant-garde, particularly Russian Futurism, the most innovative one of the various Avant-
garde movements, we also find in the art and literature of the Russian Neo-avant-garde.
This ‘second wave’ of Russian Avant-garde was less impressive than its first wave, partly
due to political circumstances (severe censorship, which hampered any advancement of art
away from socialist realism)1, partly to the general development of twentieth-century art
and literature. For many critics, including Peter Bürger (1974) with his influential Theorie der
Avantgarde, the Neo-avant-garde, which came into being after the Second World War, on the
brink of Modernism and Post-Modernism, is, in general, a repetition, a recycling of what
had been achieved already in the historical Avant-garde. Other critics were more positive.
The American art critic Clement Greenberg, the great defender of Abstract Expressionism,
writes about the continued value of the Avant-garde and considers Avant-garde art and
aspects of the Neo-avant-garde as high culture that has to be defended against any intrusion
of politics and commerce.2 In my opinion, the Russian Neo-avant-garde must be primarily
seen in the light of Greenberg’s ideas. As a continuation of the exceptional rich historical
Avant-garde, Russian Neo-avant-garde serves and is meant as a continuation and survival
of high art, a bulwark against the officially, politically inspired, and obligatory forms of art
in the repressive Soviet society.

One of the main representatives of the Russian Neo-avant-garde is the poet and artist
Sergei Sigei (1947–2014). Together with his wife, Anna Tarshis, better known under her
artist’s name Ry (or Rea) Nikonova, he devoted his life to experimental art and poetry
and created a unique collection of visual poetry, sound poetry, artist books, and paintings.
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Moreover, he was an excellent connoisseur of the Russian historical Avant-garde, wrote a
number of articles on some of their representatives and edited and illustrated their books.

Sigej (he also published under the name Serge Segay; his real name is Sergei Vsevolodich
Sigov)3 was born in Murmansk as the son of the principal of a pedagogical institute. At
an early age, he started to write anarchistic, Avant-gardistic poetry,4 which had nothing
to do with post-war official Soviet poetry. In 1966, he met in Sverdlovsk (present-day
Ekaterinburg) the Avant-garde poet and artist Anna Tarshis (1942–2014), who had already
assembled a group of likeminded artists in her so-called ‘Uktus School’. Sigei was immedi-
ately attracted by this group of unconventional artists and poets, fell in love with its leader
and soon married her. His marriage with Tarshis resulted in a lifelong, and as it turned out
remarkably fruitful collaboration. Both Sigei and Tarshis were gifted, exceptionally creative
artists, who stimulated each other, but kept true to their own, personal styles.

The first project in which Sigei worked together with his wife was the hand-made
journal Nomer, which Tarshis had already started in 1965. It was, of course, a samizdat
publication and appeared in only one copy per issue. The journal existed from 1965 to
1974 (36 numbers in total) and published much material of the unofficial artistic world
of Sverdlovsk. Unfortunately, most of this material has been lost, as the journal and its
entire archive was confiscated by the KGB and probably destroyed. A second joint project
Sigei and Tarshis started in 1979, after they had moved to the town of Eisk on the Sea of
Azov. It was again a hand-produced journal, Transponans (five copies per issue),5 in which
they published their own works, hitherto unpublished material of representatives of the
historical Avant-garde (Kruchenykh, Bakhterev, and others) and poetry and pictures of
contemporary Avant-garde artists, for whom the official press was closed. They headed
this last group (which apart from Sigei and Nikonova consisted of Boris Konstriktor, V. Nik,
and Vladimir Erl’) and called them transfurists.6

In 1998, Sigej and Nikonova decided to emigrate to Germany, where they found a
place to live in the city of Kiel. There they continued their work, became active in mail art
and published a number of books with small western printing houses. They died both in
2014, Ry Nikonova in March, Sigei some months later.7

Sigei was an admirer of the Russian Futurists, in particular Velimir Khlebnikov and
Aleksei Kruchenykh. He illustrated many works of Khlebnikov (Figure 1), whom he
considered the greatest Russian poet, but felt the most affinity with Kruchenykh, whose
experiments with language, orthography, and book production he eagerly studied and
applied and developed in his own work. He published some books by Kruchenykh
and wrote articles about him. Although Kruchenykh died in 1968, Sigej never met him
personally.8 Such a meeting might have been possible, but at the time of Kruchenykh’s
death, Sigei was occupied in Sverdlovsk. Only much later, in the 1980s, he often went to
Moscow, where he regularly visited Nikolai Khardzhiev, another admirer of Kruchenykh.
In one of his letters to Sigei, Khardzhiev compares Kruchenykh with the great writer Andrej
Platonov and belittles the latter in favour of the former: ‘Bсе сoчиненнoе Πлaтoнoвым не
стoит oднoгo “Дыр бул щыл”’a. Дa-с!’ (‘Everything that has been written by Platonov is
not worth one ‘Dyr bul shchyl’. So it is!’) (Khardzhiev 2006, p. 163).
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Figure 1. Illustration to Khlebnikov’s ‘Ka’ (2012). All figures in this manuscript have copyright 
permissions. 

What attracted Sigei in Kruchenykh’s work was in the first place the combination of 
the verbal and the pictorial.9 Words in language consist of sound and meaning, but in 
much of his poetry, Kruchenykh emphasizes a third element, the image. This applies in 
particular to his zaum’ poems, in which the words do not have a fixed, but a free, personal 
and, accordingly, wider meaning. As he writes in his pamphlet Декларация слова как 
такового (Declaration of the Word as Such, 1913): 

(4) Мысль и речь не успевают за переживанием вдохновенного, поэтому 
художник волен выражаться не только общим языком (понятия), но и личным 
(творец индивидуален), и языком, не имеющим определенного значения (Не 
застывшим), заумным. Общий язык связывает, свободный позволяет выразиться 
полнее (Пример: го оснег кайд и т.д.).10 

(4) Thought and speech cannot keep up with the emotions of someone in a state of 
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Figure 1. Illustration to Khlebnikov’s ‘Ka’ (2012). All figures in this manuscript have copyright
permissions.

What attracted Sigei in Kruchenykh’s work was in the first place the combination of
the verbal and the pictorial.9 Words in language consist of sound and meaning, but in much
of his poetry, Kruchenykh emphasizes a third element, the image. This applies in particular
to his zaum’ poems, in which the words do not have a fixed, but a free, personal and,
accordingly, wider meaning. As he writes in his pamphlet Деклaрaция слoвa кaк тaкoвoгo
(Declaration of the Word as Such, 1913):

(4) Мысль и речь не успевaют зa переживaнием вдoхнoвеннoгo, пoэтoму худoжник
вoлен вырaжaться не тoлькo oбщим языкoм (пoнятия), нo и личным (твoрец индиви-
дуaлен), и языкoм, не имеющим oпределеннoгo знaчения (Не зaстывшим), зaумным.
Общий язык связывaет, свoбoдный пoзвoляет вырaзиться пoлнее (Πример: гo oснег
кaйд и т.д.).10

(4) Thought and speech cannot keep up with the emotions of someone in a state of
inspiration, therefore the artist is free to express himself not only in the common language
(concepts), but also in a personal one (the creator is an individual), as well as in a language
which does not have any definite meaning (not frozen), a transrational language. Common
language binds, free language allows for fuller expression (example: go osneg kaid, etc.).11

In the same year as his Declaration . . . , Kruchenykh (1913) published his book Pomada,
which contains his most famous poem ‘Dyr bul shchyl’, which is generally considered as
the first instance of pure zaum’ poetry (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Kruchenykh’s ‘Dyr bul shchyl’.

The poem has met much critical attention, immediately after its appearance, but also
much later, many critics trying to find some meaning in the at first sight incomprehensible
words. In his study Zaum. The Transrational Poetry of Russian Futurism (1996), Gerald
Janecek discusses the reactions, including those by Nilsson, according to whom the reader
is inclined to decode the poem ‘by means of the code which seems closest to hand, i.e., the
poet’s own language’ (Nilsson 1979, p. 141) and Perloff, who emphasizes the triplicity of
the poem: the introductory statement, the poem itself, and the drawing by Larionov below
the poem. The three units look alike: the note “written in / my own language” is set in
five short lines as is “Dyr bul shchyl,” and the nonreferentiality of the poem is matched by
the nonrepresentational grid of Larionov’s drawing. The shapes of Kruchenykh’s letters,
especially the лs (ls) and рs (rs), correspond to the forms in the drawing (Perloff 1986, p. 123).
Janecek adds that in Larionov’s grid of diagonal lines and curves, we may perhaps make
out a nude woman or a bird taking flight. This throws light on possible erotic meanings
hidden in the words of the second part (dyr—hole, vagina; bul—breasts) (Janecek 1996,
p. 62). He thinks, moreover, that the indefiniteness of the poem is intended, particularly as
a contrast with Symbolist poetry, and compares the poem to an abstract painting, ‘in which
composition is the most obvious organizing feature rather than subject. [ . . . ] The pieces
fit together not on the discursive-representational level, but on the abstract-compositional
level, and are comprehensible only on that level’ (Janecek 1996, p. 63). Janecek also
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discusses the two other poems of the cycle of three (‘Dyr bul shchyl’ being the first one),
which, oddly enough, nobody has done before him (‘Admittedly, after the shock of the first,
the other two seem less dramatic’ Janecek 1996, p. 63).

Perloff rightly observes that the poem ‘Dyr bul shchyl’ consists of three visual units
that cannot be separated from each other (although almost all critics only discussed only
the second part of the triptych). One of the crucial aspects of ‘pure’ zaum’ (and to my mind
‘dyr bul shchyl’ is intended as pure zaum’) is that the signifié of the words is toned down to
a minimum. The loss of meaning is only partly compensated by a stronger emphasis on
the signifiant and, accordingly, visuality is invoked to make the sign complete again. Sound
and image replace sound and meaning. Zaum’ poetry cannot be read adequately outside of
its visual context. As Kristina Toland (2009, p. 311) writes about Kruchenykh’s poems:

The visual appeal of Kruchenykh’s poems as they appear in his books (each time
a singularity) is lost when the same poem is printed in a regular type face outside the
context of the book. The poem’s meaning is likewise compromised, derived of all associated
richness that is embedded in the materiality of the book. Poems offer themselves to the
world by directly appealing to the senses, as living bodies that co-exist with the world.
They come to exist in the act of our engagement with the book, and unlike a traditionally
understood poetry, they cannot sufficiently exist in our memory as phonetic entities.

It is, indeed, a quite different experience: reading ‘Dyr bul shchyl’ as it was originally
published in Pomada, or as it appears in editions that confine themselves to the reproduction
of the text (e.g., Kruchenykh 2001c, pp. 55–56).

Like Kruchenykh being a poet and an artist (in the first place, perhaps, an artist), Sigei
was particularly interested in the ways Kruchenykh fused the verbal and the visual. In
many of his works, he did the same, and often he went much further than Kruchenykh by
letting the visual dominate over the verbal. Sigei may be considered Kruchenykh’s inheritor,
who, on the one hand, borrowed a few things from his predecessor, on the other hand,
did new and daring experiments, which artistically were certainly not inferior to those of
Kruchenykh. However, the famous Futurist gets much more critical attention,12 and Sigei’s
position as the Neo-avant-garde successor to Kruchenykh seems to be underrated. He did
not even find a place in Sergei Sukhoparov’s book with contributions on Kruchenykh by
contemporaries,13 which is all the more remarkable as Sukhoparov lived in Kherson in the
beginning of the 1990s14 and must have been aware of the existence of his ‘neighbour’ in
Eisk.

One of the similarities between Kruchenykh and Sigei is their careful handwriting
(in Kruchenykh’s case particularly as regards the handwritten books he published) and
their attention for the letters and the composition of the letters and the words on the page.
Well-known are Kruchenykh’s early handwritten, lithographed books, such as Igra v adu
(‘A Game in Hell’, 1912; text by Kruchenykh and Khlebnikov), ‘Starinnaia liubov’ (‘Old-time
Love’, 1912), Pustynniki (‘Hermits’, 1913), Pomada (‘Pomade’, 1913), and others.15 Many of
his later books were printed, but also in these books, such as, for instance, Lakirovannoe
triko (‘Lacquered Tights’, 1919), typographical design is very important. In the pamphlets
Deklaratsiia slova kak takovogo (‘Declaration of the Word as Such’ 1913) and Bukva kak takovaia
(‘The Letter as such’, [1913], 1930), written together with Khlebnikov (for the greater part
by Kruchenykh himself),16 Kruchenykh emphasizes the independence of the word and the
independence of the letters of a word. In the latter pamphlet, the letter is considered in its
graphic essence, so that handwriting acquires an important role. I quote some passages
from this pamphlet.

О слoве, кaк тaкoвoм, уже не спoрят, сoглaсны дaже. Нo чегo стoит их сoглaсие?
Нaдo тoлькo нaпoмнить, чтo гoвoрящие зaдним умoм o слoве ничегo не гoвoрят o
букве! Cлепoрoжденние!

[ . . . ] A ведь спрoсите любoгo из речaрей, и oн скaжет, чтo слoвo, нaписaннoе
oдним пoчеркoм или нaбрaннoе oднoй свинцoвoй, сoвсем не пoхoже нa тo же слoвo в
другoм нaчертaнии.

Bедь не oденете же вы всех вaших крaсaвиц в oдинaкoвые кaзенные aрмяки!
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[ . . . ] Πoнятнo, неoбязaтельнo, чтoбы речaрь был бы и писцoм книги сaмoручнoй,
пoжaлуй, лучше если бы сей пoручил этo худoжнику. Нo тaких еще не былo. Bпервые
дaны oни будетлянaми, именнo ‘Cтaриннaя любoвь’ переписивaлaсь для печaти М.
Лaриoнoвым. [ . . . ] Boт кoгдa мoжнo нaкoнец скaзaть: ‘Кaждaя буквa—пoцелуйте
свoи пaльчики’ (Terekhina and Zimenkov 1999, p. 49).

They no longer argue about the word as such, they even agree. But what is their
agreement worth? You need only recall that while talking about the word, after the fact,
they do not say anything about the letter! The born-blind!

[ . . . ] But ask any wordwright and he will tell you that a word written in individual
longhand or composed with a particular typeface bears no resemblance at all to the same
word in a different inscription.

After all, you would not dress all your young beauties in the same government
overcoats!

[ . . . ] Of course it is not mandatory that the wordwright be also the copyist of a
handwritten book: indeed, it would be better if the wordwright entrusted this job to an
artist. But there haven’t been any such books until recently. They were issued by the
Futurists for the first time. Namely: Old-Time Love was rewritten in longhand for printing
by M. Larionov. [ . . . ] Here, one can at last say: ‘Every letter is . . . A-1! (Lawton 1988,
pp. 63–64).

Like Kruchenykh, Sigei wrote by hand many of his publications and books, not to
publish them lithographically in a limited edition, which was not possible in the 1970s and
1980s in the Soviet Union, when the entire printing press, including photocopiers were in
hand of the state, but as a unique document in one or sometimes several copies. He almost
always illustrated his books himself, as he was not surrounded by such really great artists
of the historical Avant-garde as Larionov, Goncharova, Malevich, and others, but was, in
fact, together with his wife, the best artist of the groups he worked with or of which he
formed a part. A good example of his early work is the book Shedevrez, written in 1973. The
cover of the book is shown in Figure 3.
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It is a drawing by Ry Nikonova and has the name of the author: ‘Sig’, and the title:
‘Shedevrez’. The first page ‘explains’ the title: ‘Shedevrez, shedevral’ es de sig’ and mentions
the publisher: ‘perepisatel’stvo FUTUROZA’ and the illustrator: ‘risunki sigavtora’. The
copy in my possession is: ‘ekzempljuk nomer I’. The book contains 44 ‘stixatvari’ and 11
illustrations. All the texts are perfectly readable, that is to say, the handwriting is very clear
and resembles that of Kruchenykh (Figure 4).17
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The text itself is a mixture of words that are existing in ‘normal’ Russian language,
words that have been changed, but are still easily understandable: ‘khoshiro’ instead
of ‘khorosho’ (good), words analogous of existing ones: ‘krasivyi—sin’sivyi’ (beautiful—
bluetiful), new combinations: ‘jazykomobil’ (languagecar) and pure zaum’. Some of the
zaum’ poems might have been written by Kruchenykh, for instance, ‘Nostal’gamma’ (‘Nos-
talgamma’):

рo–рo–рo,
динь–динь–динь,
–A.

In other poems, there is a gradual change from ‘normal’ language into zaum’:

Медитaция сoзерцaцa
цветoк
ветoк тoк
цвет глaзoк, векo
цвекoт цвекo
цве цекo

(Meditation of a spectatorer flower/stream of branches/flower little eye eyelid/flowlit
fleyelid/flo flid.)

From many poems in Shedevrez, it is clear that Sigei is influenced by Kruchenykh,
but at the same time goes further in mixing existing words with new words, with words
that resemble existing words, or with entirely new, zaum’ words. One might say that
Kruchenykh showed the way, but that Sigei did more, and more daring experiments. That
concerns not only the words, but also the letters. Kruchenykh combined small and large
letters, normal and boldface, both in his hand-written and in his printed books; Sigei did
not only do what Kruchenykh did, but developed new letters, sometimes on the basis
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of existing ones, as in ‘Potseliui’ (‘Kists’) (Figure 5), sometimes as a kind of hieroglyphs
(Figure 6).
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Remarkable in this respect is his book Sobukvy (Co-letters), for the greater part written
in the 1970s, but printed only in 1996, in a small edition of 200 numbered copies.18 In his
afterword to the book19, Sigei (1996) writes that he fuses, intertwines letters for economic
reasons, but also, and ultimately, for a new and better understanding of the poetical text:

и принцип э к o н o м и и был первым пoбуждением к сoздaнию сплетoв букв.
нo глaвным oснoвaнием для сплетoтвoрчествa былo изумление.
никтo из футуристoв тaк и не сoздaл стихoтвoрений где буквы переплетaлись

бы oднa с другoй и вступaли бы в некие взaимooтнoшения вoскресaя вoспoминaния o
стaрoслaвянскoй вязи и все сoздaвaя нoвoе пoле и вoзмoжнoсть для читaтеля угaдывaть
грoздья пoнимaний (the book is unpaged).

(The economic principle was the first inducement to create intertwined letters,
but the main basis for intertwining creation was amazement.
No one of the futurists created poems in which the letters would be fused with each

other and would form certain interrelations that resurrect recollections of the old-Slavic
ligatured script and yet create a new field and a possibility for the reader to guess rightly
the clusters of understanding.)

Sobukvy is remarkable for its daring experiments with letters and signs. There are lines
with normal letters and (partly) understandable words, lines with fused letters, and lines
with newly invented signs. Together they form a poem in which the visual element often
dominates over the verbal and meaning becomes secondary (Figures 7 and 8).
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In some of these poems, images have taken the place of letters; they still may be called
poems as they form lines as in ‘usual’ poetry (Figure 9).20
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Kruchenykh the publisher (236 booklets), Kruchenykh the prose writer, and Kruchenykh 
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Sigei followed Kruchenykh and developed his experiments with word and letters
in a time (the beginning of the 1970s) when Kruchenykh was generally considered, in
comparison with his fellow-futurists, as a nonentity. As Vladimir Markov writes in his
edition of Kruchenykh’s (1973) Selected Works:

The majority of those for whom the name Kručenych was a household word, at the
same time were (and still are) convinced that he was a pathetic mediocrity, who, it is true,
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has to be mentioned soon after Majakovskij and Chlebnikov for historical reasons, but
whose work was really outside ‘true literature’. [ . . . ]

For his contemporaries, Kručenych was nothing than a whipping boy. Hardly any
Russian poet was so easily dismissed or abused with such vituperation. [ . . . ] He could
not find universal recognition even within his own group, where only Elena Guro seems to
have genuine respect for him (Kruchenykh 1973, p. 8).

Markov was the first influential critic who recognized Kruchenykh’s talent and his
specific role in the Russian Avant-garde.21 He notes that Kruchenykh ‘was active (and
important) in at least five fields of literature, and criticism owns him a great debt, having
failed, so far, to describe and evaluate his achievements (or possible blunders) in all five of
them.’ He then mentions Kruchenykh’s polemical writings, which are original, vivid, and
insolent, Kruchenykh as a theoretician (particularly as the creator of zaum’), Kruchenykh
the publisher (236 booklets), Kruchenykh the prose writer, and Kruchenykh the poet. For
him, Kruchenykh is a fascinating figure of Russian futurism, who hopefully will be studied
in depth in the future (Kruchenykh 1973, pp. 9–12).

Since Markov’s edition of Kruchenykh’s Selected Works much has changed in regard to
the appreciation Kruchenykh has received. Susan Compton’s The World Backwards. Russian
futurist books 1912–1916 (1978) has stimulated interest in the book production by the Russian
Futurists, in which Kruchenykh played a major role.22 A number of scholars focused on
other aspects of Kruchenykh’s work, for instance, his zaum’ (Mickiewicz 1984; Janecek
1996), or hitherto unpublished materials.23 An international conference on the occasion of
Krucenykh’s 125th birthday was organized by the Maiakovskii Museum in Moscow, in
2011.

Independently of Markov, whom he could not have read in the beginning of the 1970s,
Sigei acknowledged Kruchenykh’s artistic talent, clearly felt a certain kinship with him and
imitated and developed many of his devices. He considered Kruchenykh with his early
lithographic books the founder of visual poetry in Russia, poetry in which not typography,
but the artist played the dominant role.

Πрoтивoпoстaвление руки и пoчеркa стрoгoй упoрядoченнoсти типoгрaфскoгo
нaбoрa oкaзaлoсь первым шaгoм к преврaщению стихoтвoрения в нечтo пoдвлaстнoе
худoжнику (Sigei 1991, p. 9).

(The opposition between hand and handwriting and the strict order of type-setting
turned out to be the first step in making the poem something that was controlled by the
artist.)

Sigei, himself being an exponent, one of the geniuses of Russian visual poetry, did a
lot to make Kruchenykh better known. In his journal Transponans, he published much of
and about Kruchenykh, for instance, a detailed commentary on Igra v adu (Transponans, 22,
1984) and a large number of poems on Kruchenykh, written by Feofan Buka (1993) (the
pseudonym of Nikolai Ivanovich Khardzhiev).24 He assembled these poems in the book
Kruchenykhiada. In 1992, he was the first to publish Kruchenykh’s (1992) at that time still
unpublished Arabeski iz Gogolia25 (Figure 10).

After his emigration to Germany, Sigei came into contact with Mikhail Evzlin, the
publisher of Ediciones del Hebreo Errante in Madrid, who specialized in originally designed
publications of the Russian Avant-garde in small editions. For Evzlin, Sigei made a number
of books, including a new version of Igra v adu, written by Kruchenykh in 1940 (Kruchenykh
2001a), Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Cover of ‘Igra v adu’.

In addition, a new edition of Arabeski iz Gogolia is now published together with Slovo
o podvigakh Gogolia.26 Some of his own books, and of his wife Ry Nikonova, were also
published by Ediciones del Hebreo Errante.
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Sigei dedicated several handmade books to Kruchenykh as, for instance, Kruchenykh
izuchenie (1993) and Kru ske uch da y (2009) (Stommels and Lemmens 2016, pp. 173, 227). A
highly interesting one27 is a small box, covered with pieces of cloth, and tied up with bits
of strings (Figures 12 and 13).
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The box contains four booklets. In the first one, two pages in A4 format folded together
(Figure 14).
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Sigei writes (using a typewriter) that he made his first drawings with Kruchenykh’s
zaum’ poems in 1968 and that he later continually returned to his work as a copyist and
interpreter of Kruchenykh’s poetry, but above all, as someone who ‘perezaumnil’ (over-
transrationalized) the writer of transrational language by adding forms and verbal signs.
The booklet is dated 1995 and has a drawing made in 1976. The second booklet (also two
pages A4 folded together, but now cardboard-like paper) (Figures 15 and 16).
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Figure 16. Pages from the second booklet.

It is a personal adaptation of Kruchenykh’s Slovo o podvigakh Gogolia and is dated
1985/1995. The third booklet (20 pages, Figures 17 and 18) contains texts by Kruchenykh,
partly made on the typewriter, partly handwritten, and illustrated with drawings and
large letters, and some clippings from printed material. It is one of Sigei’s early handmade
books, dated 1972/1995, just as the fourth one, in which is written on the inside 1969/1995.
This booklet (Figures 19 and 20) is titeld Stikhata, has fifty pages, a cloth cover, and also
contains excerpts from Kruchenykh’s poetry, illustrated with large letters. On the last page
of the book, Sigei has written: ‘Seriia knig dlia sobstvennogo udovol’stviia, kollektsar’
serzhbrinn” sig”’ (‘A series of books for my own pleasure, collectsaar serzhbrinn sig’).28

The box, designed in a time when in the Soviet Union, the Futurists were not published and
only a few people knew and valued their work, was clearly a matter of love, Kruchenykh
being Sigei’s inspirator in many respects.

In the emigration, Sigei actively continued his work: as a critic, writing articles about
the Russian historical Avant-garde, as an illustrator and editor of books, as a publisher (of a
large number of hand-made books, one or several copies), as a prose writer (see Figures 21
and 22), as a poet and, in the first place, as an artist. His paintings, drawings, illustrations,
and book designs easily surpass those of his Neo-avant-gardist contemporaries and, to
my mind, surpass those of Kruchenykh. When we compare Kruchenykh’s books or the
drawings and illustrations of his recently published al’bom ‘zZudo’ (Khachaturian 2022),
there are similarities with those by Sigei,29 but the latter wins artistically. As in the case of
Kruchenykh, it will take some time before Sigei will be valued as one of the true masters of
the Russian Avant-garde.
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Notes
1 As Renato Poggioli (1968, p. 101) writes: What characterizes a totalitarian state is, in fact, an almost natural incapacity to permit

evasions, or to admit exceptions; it is not paradoxical to maintain that in Russia today, the Russia of the ‘thaw’, artistic conformity
is even more mandatory than moral conformity, perhaps even more than ideological. Aesthetic and formal transgression is
certainly more arduous there, if not more hazardous, than political or ethical transgression.

2 See particularly his Art and Culture (Greenberg 1961).
3 See also the obituary I wrote of him: (Weststeijn 2015).
4 As his brother-in-law, the artist-poet Boris Konstriktor (2006, p. 172) writes: ‘Cергей Cигей рoдился футуристoм’ (‘Sergei Sigei

was born a Futurist’).
5 About the history of the journal, see (Kukui 2006; Hildebrand-Schat 2016).
6 On transfurism see (Janecek 1987; Kukui 2009; Transfurizm 2017).
7 For a more extensive biography of Sigei and Nikonova see (Lemmens and Stommels 2016, pp. 11–23).
8 On the other hand, he met the poet Igor Bakhterev (1908–1996), the only surviving member of the OBERIU group, and edited and

published some of his books.
9 Kruchenykh was educated as an artist (in Odessa and Moscow and qualified as an art teacher); only later, after having become

into contact with David Burliuk and other Futurists, he decided to become a poet.
10 Quoted from (Terekhina and Zimenkov 1999, p. 44).
11 I used Anna Lawton’s tanslation in (Lawton 1988, p. 67).
12 See, for instance, the issues of the journal Russian Literature (LXV-I/II/III, 2009 and 131, 2022).
13 (Sukhoparov 1994). Apart from contributions by early contemporaries, such as Jakobson, Khlebnikov and Burliuk, there are

reminiscences and comments by Aigi, Slutskii, Voznesenskii, and others.
14 As Wolfgang Kasack writes in the introduction to Sukhoparov’s biography of Kruchenykh (Sukhoparov 1992, p. 10).
15 Illustrations and descriptions of many of these book can be found in (Compton 1978; Janecek 1984), photocopies of entire books

in (Kruchenykh 1973).
16 See Janecek 1980, in which the manuscript of the pamphlet is compared with its first publication.
17 Sigei (2003) published his book much later at Ediciones del Hebreo Errante.
18 Moskva: Gileia.
19 It is rather an appendix than an afterword, as the afterword is followed by twenty more pages with experiments with letters.
20 For his visual poetry or ‘picto-poems’ (see also Nazarenko 2003, 2006; Weststeijn 2016).
21 He gives Kruchenykh his due already in his basic study Russian Futurism: A History (Markov 1968).
22 Contrary to, for instance, Khlebnikov, who did not do anything in this respect. Khlebnikov was not interested in publishing his

work and did not care about his manuscripts; all his works have come to light through the efforts of others. (See Markov 1962,
pp. 32–33; Janecek 1984, p. 91).

23 To mention a few: (Kruchenykh 2001b, 2006, 2012; Gur’ianova 2009; Sigei and Weststeijn 2009; Khachaturian 2022).
24 Much of the material about Kruchenykh that was published in Transponans Sigei got from N.I. Khardzhiev, whom he often visited

in the 1980s (see Sigei 2001, p. 22; Khardzhiev 2006). According to Sigei Khardzhiiev ‘ochen’ dorozhil zvaniem “buka russkoi
literatury’ (Sigei 2001, p. 43).

25 In a later edition of the book (Kruchenykh 2001d), Sigei writes that the text had first been published in his journal Transponans (25,
1985). The booklet was sold in Moscow, but apparently did not get much attention: in an article in 1999, it was still mentioned as
unpublished. In 1986, Sigei published the text in a handwritten book, see the illustration in Stommels and Lemmens 2016, p. 144.

26 Like Arabeski iz Gogolia Slovo o podvigakh Gogolia has been published for the first time in Transponans (25, 1985).
27 It is a unique copy; Sigei gave it to me as a present.
28 Like Kruchenykh often shortened his name to Kruch, Sigei sometimes signed as Sig. In one of his books presented to me, he

wrote: ‘Byl Kruch, est’ Sig’ (‘There was Kruch, there is Sig’).
29 An almost complete catalogue of his works can be found in (Stommels and Lemmens 2016).
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A Trickster in Drag: Vlad Mamyshev-Monroe’s Aesthetic
of Camp
Mark Lipovetsky

Department of Slavic Languages, Columbia University, New York, NY 10025, USA; ml4360@columbia.edu

Abstract: The article discusses an artistic method of the post-Soviet artist Vlad Mamyshev-Monroe
(1969–2013) as the nexus of several traditions embedded in modernist legacy. His main genre is
remastered (scratched) photographs depicting him impersonating various historical and fictional
characters, from Marylyn Monroe (whom he considered his alter ego) to Hitler, Jesus Christ, and
Putin. His art and artistically designed image creatively develop the tradition of modernist life-
creation (zhiznetvorchestvo), which he enriches by camp, thus becoming a pioneer of this elusive
sensibility in post-Soviet culture. Camp, in turn, facilitates Mamyshev-Monroe’s self-fashioning
as the trickster whose transgressivity and ambivalence absorb his queerness and drag spectacles,
and whose hyperperformativity manifests itself in his performative art. The article analyzes how
Mamyshev-Monroe appropriates various cultural material in the trickster’s way by using camp
for its critique and deconstruction. The case of Mamyshev-Monroe is especially important since
it demonstrates the limits of the trickster’s transgression that resists its instrumentalization by the
authoritarian state.

Keywords: Vlad Mamyshev-Monroe; trickster; camp; drag; photo art; impersonation

Vladislav Mamyshev, better known under the pseudonym “Vlad Mamyshev-Monroe”
for his frequent impersonations of Marilyn Monroe, was one of the most scandalous and
willfully kitschiest representatives of the Leningrad-Petersburg group of “New Artists” that
included Timur Novikov, Oleg Kotelnikov, Georgii Gur’ianov, Evgenii Yufit, and Sergei
Bugaev (Afrika), among others. Although the group was created in 1982, it shaped the
core of the first post-Soviet generation of Leningrad artists, who were both inspired and
intoxicated by the new freedoms of the Perestroika period and the anarchic 1990s. The
group’s aesthetic was eclectic and included influences of Russian futurism, neoprimitivism,
expressionism, and European Dada mixed with postmodernist playfulness and daring per-
formance practices (see Andreeva and Podgorskaia 2012). Mamyshev-Monroe gravitated
more to the postmodernist end of the spectrum adopted by the New Artists. Among his
favorite genres were modified photographs and performances, which typically, albeit not
always, represented the artist himself metamorphosing into historical or fictional characters,
tinted with a strong sense of humor and irony.1

Vladislav Mamyshev’s biography was intentionally mythologized by himself, but
thanks to memoirs of his friends (see Berezovskaia 2016) and an all-embracing web-portal
dedicated to his life and work2, the main parameters of his adventurous life were restored.
Born in 1969 into a family of the party apparatchik, Vladislav first attended a prestigious
literary school, but was expelled from it for drawing caricatures of Politburo members.3

After this, he graduated from another school for artistically gifted students, which brought
him, while still a very young men, into the circle of Leningrad experimental artists. In
1987, he was recruited to the army, from which he was sent to the mental institution for
the impersonation of Marilyn Monroe and for transforming Gorbachev’s official photo
into a now famous portrait of Gorbachev as an Indian woman. After his release from the
institution, he returned to the Perestroika-driven Leningrad in 1989, where he soon gained
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tremendous popularity thanks to his colorful impersonation of celebrities (among which
Monroe was his favorite), and multiple pranks, scandals, and hilarious trouble-making
(frequently drug-inspired). He participated in multiple exhibitions, and the best galleries
of St. Petersburg and, since the mid-1990s, Moscow hosted his solo shows. Among the
collective exhibitions in which he participated was Caution: Religion! (2003) at the Sakharov
Center, which became the target of an attack by a mob of religious obscurantists—and
participation in this project signified a protest against growing political and cultural “neo-
traditionalism”. In 2007 he received the Kanidnsky Prize, the most significant art award
in Russia, for the remake of the classical Soviet comedy Volga-Volga, in which Mamyshev-
Monroe played the female protagonist. Since this period, he spent more and more time
outside of Russia. In 2010, Mamyshev-Monroe signed an appeal for the Russian opposition,
“Putin must go”. His last production was a theater show, Polonium/Polonius (Polonii 2012),
at the Moscow Polittheatre, which fused Hamlet motifs with references to the poisoning of
Aleksandr Litvinenko with Polonium. This production, however, was interrupted by the
sudden death of Mamyshev-Monroe. On 16 March 2013, he was found drowned in a hotel
pool in the village of Seminyak in Bali. After his death, two major retrospectives of the
artist took place in St. Petersburg (2014) and Moscow (2015). Several catalogues (Turkina
and Mazin 2014; Selina et al. 2015) and a book of memoirs have also been published.

As an artist, Mamyshev-Monroe tirelessly tackled authoritative traditions in visual
art, from the “parade portrait” of government officials to folklore stylizations harkening
back to the early 20th century (Bilibin, Zvorykin). However, in all his encounters with an
authoritative tradition, he created its comedic double, sometimes as a parody, sometimes
a pastiche, but invariably, Mamyshev-Monroe employed tropes embedded in another
long-standing tradition based upon the trope of the trickster.

The trickster is a traditional mythological and folkloric character, exemplified by such
personages as Hermes, Prometheus, and Odysseus in Greek myths; Coyote and Rabbit in
North American Indian mythology; Loki of the Norse pantheon; the Kitsune in Chinese
and Japanese folklore; Ivan the fool and Thief in Russian wondertales; Hershele of Ostropol
in Yiddish folklore; Hodja Nasreddin in Turkish; Till Eulenspiegel and Reineke the Fox
in German, and so on. The folklore scholar William Hynes, characterizes the trickster as
following:

Anomalous, a-nomos, without normativity, the trickster appears on the edge or
just beyond existing borders, classifications and categories. [ . . . ] [T]he trickster
is cast as an ‘out’ person, and his activities are often outlawish, outlandish,
outrageous, out-of-bounds, and out-of-order.

No borders are sacrosanct, be they religious, cultural, linguistic, epistemological,
or metaphysical. Breaking down division lines, the trickster characteristically
moves swiftly and impulsively back and forth across all borders with virtual
impunity. A visitor everywhere, especially to those places that are off limits, the
trickster seems to dwell in no single place but to be in continual transit through
all realms marginal and liminal. (Hynes 1993, pp. 33–46)

The folkloric trickster gave rise to a number of later sociocultural roles, such as the
carnival clown, the fool, the jester, the impostor, the thief, the holy fool, the adventurer,
the female trickster, the con artist, and others. Mediated by these sociocultural roles, the
trickster tradition boils down to what can be defined as the trickster trope. The constants of
the trickster trope include (1) ambivalence, understood as a special principle of deconstruc-
tion of binaries; destruction of borders between the sacred and profane, private and public,
normative and illicit; (2) transgressivity—the violation of borders, norms and laws of the
social order, and the injection of chaos and unpredictability; (3) liminality as the basis for
radical freedom connected with nonbelonging to social hierarchies; and (4) hyperperfor-
mativity: the trickster replaces his/her “self” with numerous performative “masks” that
fuse together the personal and stereotypical, private and public. The trickster’s freedom in
this context manifests itself mainly in endless metamorphoses of the subject—liberation
from the burden of a given and unchangeable identity serves here as a source of joy and
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playfulness—as well as the ability to involve others in a kind of participatory theater. The
concretization of these constants in each specific case generates a specific set of variables,
such as, for example, parodying authority and authorship, the aesthetic excess of tricks,
the role of mediator, as well as many other characteristics, often directly reproducing the
features of the mythological trickster.

Looking at various trickster roles across ages, it is impossible not to notice that they
all retain the mythological semantics of chaos and freedom in their inseparable dialectic
connection. This connection is most typically solidified by laughter. There are many tragic
heroes who resemble tricksters (Hamlet, for example), but as a trickster they shine only in
comic scenes. All of these categories are linked by “circular” cause-and-effect relationships.
The liminality of the trickster justifies his or her transgressions, which in turn generate
comic and ambivalent effects. In turn, it is the ambivalence of the trickster that motivates
his or her liminality and is expressed in comic transgressions.

Looking at the cultural or political authority through the prism of the trickster act,
Mamyshev-Monroe reinvented the modernist trickery of classical traditions exemplified
by the Futurists’ and Oberiu performances (see Ioffe 2012), Meyerhold’s theater of the
1910–1920s, Eisenstein’s Mudrets (the 1920 production of Aleksandr Ostrovsky’s play Na
vsiakogo mudretsa dovol’no prostoty), as well as comedic reinventions of classical plots and
situations by the Satirikon writers, especially Aleksandr Averchenko and Teffi. Importantly,
he inherited the modernist tradition of the ‘art of life’ (to use the title of Shamma Sahadat’s
book about life-fashioning in Russian modernism [Shakhadat 2014]) and consistently
inserted colorful theatricalized performances into the fabric of the everyday, as if prompted
by Nikolai Evreinov’s theory of the “theatre for oneself”. According to Evreinov, the
theatricalization of life is connected not only with the imitation of existing forms of art,
but also with the methodical transgression of existing norms (behavioral, social, cultural,
and moral), as well as with the excess, redundancy, and demonstrative overproduction of
these forms.4 Certainly, one cannot disregard a possible influence of Marcel Duchamp—
life theater, gender shifts and alternate identities (especially Rrose Selavy)—and Cindy
Sherman’s series, especially “Film Stills” and “Clowns”; Mamyshev-Monroe could have
been introduced to these and similar works by his many friends well-informed about the
avant-garde Western art. Last but not least, Mamyshev-Monroe reinvented the repressed
and underground tradition of drag performance and theatricalized queerness (see Healey
2017, pp. 95–104), which he used for the deconstruction of patriarchal models of power—
symbolic and political alike. While doing this, Mamyshev-Monroe, intuitively, rather
than deliberately, became a pioneer of the camp aesthetic in Russia, which remained
unrecognized as such until recently (notably, the majority of existing critical writing on
Mamyshev-Monroe mentions neither camp nor even queerness).

It is a small wonder that the word “trickster” frequently pops up in critical or memoirist
writings about Mamyshev-Monroe. Both his cross-gender performances and everyday
performative practices trigger the association between Mamyshev-Monroe and the mytho-
logical figure of a trickster. Thus, artist and critic Andrei Khlobystin speaks about the
connection of nonbinary gender practices in general, and those in Mamyshev-Monroe’s art
in particular, with the jester and carnival traditions (Khlobystin 1999). He also compares
the artist with a court jester who mocks and appropriates the king’s power in a playful
way: “Traditionally for a jester’s mission, Mamyshev was at the same time an alternative
king, with the permissiveness he was entitled to. While making others laugh, he amused
himself, acting as an expositor and healer of people’s passions” (Khlobystin 2018, p. 17).
Olesia Turkin and Viktor Mazin argue that Mamyshev-Monroe’s anarchic freedom “leads
not to the schizophrenic doubling of the world but to the role of a quasi-trickster—one who
dons and tears off masks and speaks the “truth” about oneself and others” (Turkina and
Mazin 2013) (I fail to understand the meaning of the prefix “quasi” before the trickster in
this quote). Maria Kravtsova compares Mamyshev-Monroe with 18th-century adventure-
seekers who combined roguery with a playful messianism.5 Both Andrei Khlobystin and
Ekaterina Andreeva interpret Mamyshev-Monroe as the successor, albeit inconsistent, to
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the tradition of ancient Greek kynicism as, described by Sloterdijk and Foucault (see Slo-
terdijk 1987, pp. 156–68; Foucault 2011, pp. 157–306): “Although on the one hand he
performs the function of a kynic, showing a different disregard for other people’s property
and his own, on the other hand he is also a magpie thief, hungry for everything shiny
and attractive”(Khlobystin 1999). A journalist and restaurant owner, Katia Bokuchava,
compares Mamyshev-Monroe with “a little devil with an angelic face”, whom “you would
pamper as a little child, until he, for example, would burn your apartment. But even after
this, you won’t get rid of him” (Bokuchava n.d.). The carnival clown, the court jester, and
the adventurer—these are all different historical and cultural manifestations of the trickster
trope, combinations of those features that cement various modifications of the trickster
myth.

Mamyshev-Monroe’s art is transgressive not only because of its open queerness
that inevitably confronts Russia’s homophobic mainstream, but also due to his constant
sacrilegious gestures and productions—he impersonated Hitler and Bin Laden, while
making fun of national favorites, from Liubov’ Orlova, the famous star of Stalinist cinema, to
the protagonist of a cult spy TV series from the 1970s, Otto von Stirlitz. Mamyshev-Monroe
doesn’t spare any other norms either—moral, social, or cultural. Ekaterina Andreeva
includes in her article an impressive list of his not always so innocent transgressions,
among which the most famous is his arson of the apartment belonging to Boris Berezovsky’s
daughter (see Andreeva 2014, p. 7). By the same token, the artist’s lifestyle until his last
years was truly liminal. According to Andrei Khlobystin, “MVY [Mamyshev Vladislav
Yurievich], is a natural, unadulterated adventurer, thief, nomad, living for years without a
house or passport, the classic hero of a picaresque novel, constantly gets into risky situations
and comes into contact with the criminal world in one way or another. MVY himself can,
on occasion, be rude, aggressive and boorish a la Yesenin” (Khlobystin 1999).

Such a defining feature of the trickster as laughter is obviously characteristic of
Mamyshev-Monroe’s art, as it is organically connected with different forms of carnivalistic
inversions, mesalliances, and metamorphoses. Not only in post-Soviet but also in Russian
art, Mamyshev’s series first pioneered camp as a queer sensibility in art, and with an
accentuated sense of comedy. According to Susan Sontag, “the whole point of Camp is
to dethrone the serious. Camp is playful, anti-serious [ . . . ] One can be serious about the
frivolous, frivolous about the serious. [ . . . ]” (Sontag 1966, p. 285). Among the defining
features of camp, Sontag lists such contradictory features as extravagance and exaggeration,
total aestheticism and theatricality; the indistinction of good and bad taste, dandyism, and
strong ties with queer culture: “While it’s not true that Camp taste is homosexual taste,
there no doubt a peculiar affinity and overlap”(ibid., p. 287)6.

Camp is ambivalent by default but, not satisfied with it, Mamyshev-Monroe deliber-
ately accentuated the ambivalent as his artistic principle. His art is ambivalent, because,
according to his own self-descriptions, he always enjoyed the moment of metamorphosis
into the object of his impersonation. In his projects, the distinction between parody and
admiring imitation of the object is frequently elusive. Mamyshev-Monroe semijokingly
denoted his artistic method as “insinuationism”, which includes both life-creation and
simulations of creative work that are so elaborate that they replace art itself: “Insinuation-
ism is not simply ‘the art of lying,’ which Oscar Wilde admired so much, but the factual
justification, the documentation of lies, the fiction, the creation of a logical plausible whole
structure capable of misleading an opponent, or better yet, of convincing him of his worthi-
ness (Chichikov)” (Mamyshev-Monro 1993a). Mamyshev-Monroe named Timur Novikov
as the creator of this method, but also listed Hitler and Stalin among its forefathers, since
they also succeeded in creation of various falsifications that effectively replaced reality:
“Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, other tyrants who made their careers out of nothing belong
to the guild of insinuators. [ . . . ] The methods that helped them to cross borders up to
the frontier of supreme power are very artistic, daring and even adventurous. Document
fraud, falsifications of an ideological nature, equipping their own regimes with a special
artistic line designed to imitate an inferior reality, and other “miracles” are truly miracles”
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(ibid.). This is certainly the trickster’s method of deception which absorbs both post-Soviet
cynicism and postmodernist hyperreality of simulacra.

Finally, the trickster’s hyperperformativity secures his/her freedom to judge, perform,
and mock within any given cultural milieu. As Bakhtin wrote about tricksters:

They are life’s maskers [litsedei zhizni]; their being coincides with their role,
and outside this role they simply do not exist . . . [They have] the right not to
understand, the right to confuse, to tease, to hyperbolize life; the right to parody
others while talking, the right to not be taken literally, not to ‘be oneself’; the
right to live a life in the chronotope of the entr’acte, the chronotope of theatrical
space, the right to act as a comedy and to treat others as actors, the right to rip off
the masks, the right to rage at others with a primeval (almost cultic) rage—and
finally, the right to betray to the public a personal life, down to its most private
and prudent little secrets. (Bakhtin 1982, pp. 159, 163)

This characteristic fully matches Mamyshev-Monroe’s automythology7. Mamyshev
used the self-made term « ceeaeoc»—“allinclusivity” to define his self-expression through
the nonstop impersonation of various characters, historical and fictional alike. Ekaterina
Andreeva characterizes it as an echo of Dostoevsky’s “universal responsiveness” of the
“Russian soul” (Andreeva 2014, p. 8). I see here another manifestation of camp—camp
allows one to combine the trickster’s knack for the universal and exaggerated theatrical-
ization (hyperperformativity) with a persistent sense of distancing detachment: “Camp
proposes a comic vision of the world . . . If tragedy is an experience of hyperinvolvement,
comedy is an experience of underinvolvement, of detachment” (Sontag 1966, p. 286). Camp
motivates this detachment by pure aesthetic interest, releasing from moral responsibility,
which corresponds the trickster’s ability to be “a-moral, rather than immoral” (Hyde 2010,
p. 10).8

Most symptomatically, Mamyshev-Monroe manifested the trickster’s hyperperfor-
mativity through a nonbinary representation of the male/female dichotomy. In his 1994
article, Mamyshev wrote with sincere admiration about cross-dressing actors and travesties
in Soviet film and TV—such as how Baba Yaga in filmic fairytales was routinely played
by Georgii Milliar; Aleksandr Kaliagin played Charley’s aunt from Zdravstvuite, ia vasha
tetia (Hello, I am Your Aunt, 1975); and the comedians Vadim Tonkov and Boris Vladimirov
appeared at all official TV concerts in the makeup of elderly ladies, Veronika Mavrikievna
and Avdot’ia Nikitichna (see Mamyshev-Monro 2014).9 However, in the majority of these
examples, women’s features were used almost exclusively as comical and “low” (in com-
parison to the “normative” male characteristics). Post-Soviet drag queens such as Vera
Serdiuchka or aggressively misogynistic performers in Roman Viktiuk’s theater not only
preserve but aggravate this approach, which, in a new context, also paradoxically acquired
homophobic overtones. Although Mamyshev-Monroe hardly knew any other traditions of
drag-queen performances, his trickster ways allowed him to minimize the homophobia and
misogyny embedded in Soviet drag, while emphasizing queerness and camp as a liminal
zone of freedom.

The emphasis on the queer as the liminal zone of liberation from gender stereotypes,
can be best illustrated by the work that has brought young Mamyshev international fame—
his portrait of Gorbachev as an Indian woman (1989) (Figure 1). By transforming an official
photo of the general secretary into a kitschy portrait with rosy cheeks, colored lips, heavy
makeup on eyes and eyebrows, wearing an earring and necklace, and, most importantly,
with a red Hindu bindi on the general secretary’s bald forehead, surprisingly, did not
denigrate Gorbachev, as one would expect. This representation transformed him into an
androgenous divinity, a naïve image of an otherworldly messenger of peace—rather than
the new ruler of the Soviet empire. At the same time, there is an obvious irony in the ease
with which a black and white official portrait can be transformed into an androgynous icon
of the kitschy “Oriental beauty”. The positive message of this morphing was obvious and
liberating for anyone—which explains why this image appeared on the covers of so many
Western magazines in the early 1990s.
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3). The artist in one of interviews recalled that his mother, the party apparatchik, when he 
was a child, taught him to recognize all the Politburo members by names by playing with 
him a lotto-like game with their little portraits cut-off from a newspaper. The morphing 
of these deflated icons of power, thus, defamiliarizes the familiar, makes it strange—as 
per Shklovsky—and hence, valuable again, but this time, aesthetically rather than politi-
cally. After Mamyshev’s “editing”, the new versions of the Politburo’s “official” portraits 
appear to be filled with life and color, although the grotesque tension between their for-
mer (deathlike) and present (carnivalesque) representations remains tangible. 

 
Figure 1. Vlad Mamyshev-Monroe. “M.S. Gorbachev” (1989). https://vmmf.org/series/view?id=47 
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Figure 1. Vlad Mamyshev-Monroe. “M.S. Gorbachev” (1989). https://vmmf.org/series/view?id=47
(accessed on 8 September 2022).

The Gorbachev portrait was followed by Mamyshev’s long-going series “The Polit-
buro” (1990, 1995, 2002, 2011), in which grotesquely exaggerated, almost clownish make-up
turned Politburo members into funny and unappealing (unlike Gorbachev) drag queens.
Mamyshev was not employing homophobic tropes as a satirical device here. By dressing
Soviet functionaries in drag, he performs the transfiguration of scary death masks into carni-
valesque figures comparable to Cindy Sherman’s clowns (Figures 2 and 3). The artist in one
of interviews recalled that his mother, the party apparatchik, when he was a child, taught
him to recognize all the Politburo members by names by playing with him a lotto-like
game with their little portraits cut-off from a newspaper. The morphing of these deflated
icons of power, thus, defamiliarizes the familiar, makes it strange—as per Shklovsky—and
hence, valuable again, but this time, aesthetically rather than politically. After Mamyshev’s
“editing”, the new versions of the Politburo’s “official” portraits appear to be filled with
life and color, although the grotesque tension between their former (deathlike) and present
(carnivalesque) representations remains tangible.
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Symptomatically, Mamyshev’s “morphing” (Ekaterina Andreeva’s term [Andreeva
2014, p. 8])—an impersonation of different historical characters—generates an openly
postmodernist effect of the “perpetual present” (Fredric Jameson) that suggests a virtual
elimination of history and historical perspective. History appears as a costume, and
not even a historical one, but one which a contemporary audience would recognize as
“historical”. In other words, such a transformation reproduces a kitschy image of “historical
accuracy”, a simulacrum in a chain of simulacra. However, what distinguishes Mamyshev-
Monroe, say, from other “quasi-historical” portraits of pop celebrities10, is the detectable
sense of irony towards his impersonations—an unstable distance from the created image
that is best seen in such series as the “Life of Remarkable Monroes” (1995) (Figures 4 and 5).
Despite “glamorous” poses and elaborate makeup transforming the artist into Peter the
Great, Marylyn Monroe, Napoleon, Joan of Arc, Sherlock Holmes, Queen Elizabeth, Lenin,
Hitler, and Jesus Christ, the series in its entirety produces an ironic effect. Mamyshev
impersonated various symbols of power—political, symbolic, or aesthetic alike; at the
same time, he tried to “de-ideologize” these icons. In the interview with Tomas Glanc he
said: “ . . . the main object of study for me are the geometric forms of these faces, a kind of
portrait mandalas, i.e., absolutely symbolic values, which have long ago and automatically
fixed in the minds of millions of those or other qualities”.11 However, taken together, these
images are truly grotesque—Jesus Christ and Hitler are equal in this series, because they
are equally “famous”. This is how an ordinary Russian person imagines power and success;
the absence of any ethical values at this mental map produces a staggering effect.

In the later series, such as “The Russian Questions” (1997), “Tales of the Time Lost”
(with Sergei Borisov, 2001), “Star3” (Cap, 2005), and “Russia that We’ve Lost” (2007),
Mamyshev impersonations were increasingly satirical. In “The Russian Questions” he
created a contrast between stylized frames borrowed from Ivan Bilibin’s famous series of
illustrations for Russian fairytales and scenes performed by Mamyshev and his friends
(Timur Novikov, Georgii Gurianov, Elizaveta Berezovskaya, Irena Kuksenaite, and others).
Using costumes from Soviet films such as the legendary Amphibian Man (1961), Mamyshev
created grotesque “screenshots” from nonexisting Soviet cinematic fairytales, exemplified
by Aleksandr Ptushko and Aleksandr Rou. The artist imitates their visual stylistics but
applies it to subjects unimaginable in Soviet films—such as, for example, a confrontation
between the Russian prince with a Jew or the representation of a sexually alluring mermaid
(Figures 6 and 7). In “Star3”, he depicted various world celebrities against the same
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background of the Moscow Kremlin, but while doing this he emphasized the unhappy or
plain scared expressions of these “foreigners” in Moscow. DIY improvised media was used
for their images—duct tape for Chaplin’s and Hitler’s mustaches, a garbage bag for Bin
Ladin’s beard, a plastic shopping bag for Marilyn Monroe’s “cocktail dress”, and a ladle
and plunger for the Egyptian pharaoh’s symbols of power (Figures 8 and 9)—conveying
the simulative, fake nature of the created characters (despite their uncanny similarity to
originals), and by this means, revealing the superficiality and hyperreality of westernization
in post-Soviet Russia.
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Nevertheless, the distance between the artist and the impersonated character, even
one depicted satirically, remains unstable. Illuminatingly, when commenting on his imper-
sonations of Putin (Figure 10) or Valentina Mativenko (at the moment, the governor of St.
Petersburg) (Figure 11), Mamyshev emphasized the instant artistic metamorphosis that he
experienced and that allowed him to “feel” his object from the “inside”:

First, I copy a character’s face from a photograph, change my clothes, stand
in front of the camera . . . And then there’s a click. And for a few seconds the
essence enters my body. Only the first photos can capture this penetration. Then
I practice my acting skills. But only those seconds are magical, I myself do not
fully understand how it happens. (Mamyshev-Monro 2013a)
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When describing how he photographed as Putin for the series “Remember about gas”
(2011), Mamyshev went as far as conveying the “inner image” of his model:

If you are making a precise drawing, you do not allow any deviations from
the original, then at some point there is a strange chemistry of some kind. It
literally lasts for a few seconds-and it’s only at that point that you have to take
the picture-that someone else’s soul comes into you. For example, the first time I
dressed up as Putin, I had the feeling that I had become some kind of colossal
totemic maggot that was about to burst from the shit I ate. At the same time, I’m
not a villain, but a forest ranger, and I have to gobble up our country-the dead,
great Russian empire, the Soviet Union-as quickly as possible so that a new life
can begin. (Mamyshev-Monro 2013b)12
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These self-descriptions by Mamyshev are surprisingly reminiscent of those made by
Dmitrii Prigov, a leading representative of Moscow Conceptualism. Prigov in similar terms
described his poetic technique of speaking through voices of other, imaginary or collective,
subjects13, while Mamyshev translated it into the visual. This translation suggests a certain
dialectics of “recognition” and “estrangement”, which becomes especially challenging in the
preferred medium of Mamyshev—modified photographs. Aleksandr Skidan emphasized
in Prigov’s discursive “acting” elements comparable with Brechtian theater, in which

the actor does not reincarnate in the character of the play, but shows it, taking a
critical distance in relation to it, so DAP [Dmitrii Aleksandrovich Prigov] in his
texts constantly “steps out of the role,” exposing the artificiality, the madeness
of the textual construction, along with the construction (“personhood”) of the
lyrical subject. [ . . . ] This self-reflexive, analytical technique becomes in Brecht
and Prigov an instrument for the crystallization of the dominant ideology to the
degree that it speaks through conventional artistic forms and discourses. Needless
to say, for Brecht, the instance of power dispersed in “aesthetics” was bourgeois
ideology, while for Prigov it was mostly communist (utopian, messianic) ideology.
(Skidan 2010, p. 126)

Unlike Prigov, Mamyshev’s series highlight the artist’s “sincere” fusion with his mod-
els, but nevertheless, they also always contain elements of estrangement and irony that
shape a critical distance between the artist and his character and prevent a full metamor-
phosis à la Stanislavsky’s “method”.

But what is the “dominant ideology” that Mamyshev deconstructs? Most likely, this is
an ideology of the glamour that concentrates the pathos and repression of the “society of
the spectacle”—both in its capitalist (post-Soviet) and quasisocialist (Soviet) versions. In
both cases, the visual imagery promises an escape into an alternative—bright, beautiful,
fantastic, and uplifting. According to Guy Debord,

the spectacle [ . . . ] obliterates the boundaries between self and world by crushing
the self [ . . . ] also obliterates the boundaries between true and false by repressing
all directly lived truth beneath the real presence of falsehood maintained by the
organization of appearances. Individuals who passively accept their subjection to
an alien everyday reality are thus driven toward a madness that reacts to that fate
by resorting to illusory magical techniques. [ . . . ] As Gabel puts it in describing
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a quite different level of pathology, ‘the abnormal need for representation here
makes up for a torturing feeling of being on the edge of existence’. (Debord 2014)

In his art, Mamyshev highlights “illusory magical techniques” operating in the society
of the spectacle and displays the “crushing of the self” as well as the obliteration of “the
boundaries between true and false” in such a demonstrative and even naïve way that the
entire theatricality of the society of the spectacle is laid bare, thus revealing a “a torturing
feeling of being on the edge of existence”. In this respect, Mamyshev-Monroe’s art is
not at all nostalgic, rather it falls into the category of postmodernist performances that,
according to Marvin Carlson, combine “mimicry” and “counter-mimicry” (see Carlson
2017, pp. 192–94). Camp as a form of trickery (and trickery as an extension of camp) serves
as a glue connecting the opposites and allowing Mamyshev to mock the societal spectacle
by the spectacular means.

From this perspective it is not surprising that Mamyshev-Monroe’s attitude to social-
ist realism was more complex than either a Sots-Art tradition, exemplified by Moscow
conceptualists, or the “New Artists’” admiration of socialist realism as a model for their
“neo-academism”. On the one hand, he wrote an article on the “Impressive Greatness of
Soviet Totalitarian Aesthetics” (see Mamyshev-Monro 1993b), in which he praised Soviet
heroic mythology as being not only comparable with the ancient Greek myths but also, sim-
ilar to them, serve as a source of aesthetically perfect works (he failed to provide concrete
examples, of course):

. . . Soviet heroic mythology is a holistic aesthetic complex united by an impres-
sive pathos of reproduction, a consistent evolution of once chosen artistic style,
rich in discoveries, affecting the human psyche in a peculiar but qualitative way. [
. . . ] An inquisitive mind can take a tremendous aesthetic pleasure comparable to
the rapture of a traveler at the recollection of a dizzyingly dangerous expedition.

A series of amazing, sometimes incredible feats of Soviet heroes captures the
highest degree of self-denial, incomprehensible, but iron logic of events, the vital-
ity of diverse, but united in their heroism of characters, purity and full openness
of feelings, the desire for spiritual self-improvement and the true immortality of
heroes, finally, the atmosphere of mass heroism, meticulously created by the style
of narration . . . (Mamyshev-Monro 1993b)

On the other hand, he imagined Liubov Orlova as the antipode of his alter ego,
Marylyn Monroe. If Mamyshev performed Marylyn as a personalized sentimentality and
sensuality, Liubov (literally: Love) Orlova, in his interpretation, on the contrary, embodied
a deathlike “mask of happiness” and the aggressive willpower: “The mask of happiness
[ . . . ] crowned the hierarchy of the non-existing fairy-tale like paradise depicted in all
her films. [ . . . ] Orlova herself would better match a non-existent first name ‘Will’ with
the last name ‘Steel’ that reflect her professional and personal qualities most faithfully”
(Mamyshev-Monro 2015, p. 89). In the later interview he added even angrier definitions of
Orlova while comparing her with the snow queen who radiated icy-cold and absolutely
asexual power and thus enhanced the regime’s cynical dominance (see Mamyshev-Monro
1993b).

Orlova appears in several of Mamyshev’s projects—most notably in the series of
photographs, Happy Love (Schastlivaia liubov’, 2000), and in Pavel Labazov and Andrei
Sil’verstov’s remake of Grigorii Aleksandrov’s Socialist Realist comedy, Volga-Volga (1937),
with Mamyshev playing Orlova/Strelka (2006, the project won the Kandinsky prize). The
first series displays Orlova’s choreographed poses, sophisticated costumes, and interiors
oversaturated with symbols of wealth and abundance—old paintings, porcelain, crystal
glasses, and carafes. Most likely, Mamyshev wanted to emphasize the hypocrisy of Soviet
culture that propagated the revolution and egalitarianism while rewarding most active
promoters of these values with the “bourgeois” lifestyle and comfort. (Figures 12–14).
However, the result appears to be more ambivalent. Twice, Orlova was photographed
against the backgrounds of ships—a revolutionary cruiser, Avrora, and the legendary
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icebreaker, Krasin, for more than a year had been stuck in the polar ice. In both photos,
Orlova’s appearance contrasts these symbols of the epoch—her outfit with white socks
and furs has nothing to do with the revolution and the heroic hardships. She appears as a
timeless figure, free from the Soviet world and using it only as flashy background for her
beauty. In other words, Orlova also manifests a fairytale-like freedom—choreographed,
manufactured, and subsidized by lies and betrayals—but nevertheless, impressive and
alluring.
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Figure 14. Vlad Mamyshev-Monroe. From the series “Happy Love (Liubov’ Orlova)” (2000); https:
//vmmf.org/series/view?id=15#work-series-15-3 (accessed on 8 September 2022).

A much less attractive Orlova appears in the remake of Volga-Volga. Mamyshev’s
face with heavy make-up was pasted over the “real” Orlova in scenes from Alexandrov’s
film. (Figure 15) In Volga-Volga, the real Orlova plays one of the few female tricksters
in Soviet culture, who, by her own hyperperformativity, confronts the rigid bureaucrat
Byvalov. Mamyshev-Monroe’s performance transforms Strelka into an alien monster with
a motionless face and frozen smile. Nothing is changed in the dialogue, but it is Mamyshev
who says Strelka’s text, with the tone of his voice rapidly jumping from the artificially girlish
to the hypermasculine. All songs were also performed by Mamyshev, who intentionally
distorts the music terribly.
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The meaning of this distortion becomes clear only in correlation with the photographs
from the series Happy Love—the monster from Volga-Volga secures the comfort of the elegant
lady from the photo series; furthermore, being this monster is the price for Orlova’s freedom
and beauty, or its ugly, Hyde-like, shadow. This is the trickery that Mamyshev-Monroe
apparently rejects—his idea of hyperperformativity suggests that each of his fictional
personae manifests freedom, and each of them is beautiful in its own way.

Café Elefant, Mamyshev-Monroe’s “remake” of the famous scene from the cult TV
series, 17 Moments of Spring (1973, dir. Tatiana Lioznova), depicting Otto von Stirlitz’s—
played by Viacheslav Tikhonov—silent and contactless “date” with his wife, is probably
the most spectacular case of Mamyshev’s camp targeting the Soviet material. In this two-
minute-long silent video14, produced for the St. Petersburg New Pirate TV, Mamyshev
performs both Stirlitz and his wife and thus rewrites one of the best examples of Soviet
patriotic sentimentalism, turning it into a cluster of contradicting narratives. He reproduced
the iconic scene frame by frame, which prompted Ekaterina Andreeva to argue that the
artist reveals the personal drama of filmic characters: “While remaining very similar to
the original and funny at the same time, this scene openly becomes what it is only implied
in the film—a representation of mourning for a life lost, exchanged for a heroic feat, an
irretrievable life and a tragic love” (Andreeva 2021, p. 78). Mamyshev even managed
to “insert” his performance into the opening ceremony of the pompous 2006 exhibition
“Russia!” at the Guggenheim Museum in New York, attended by Putin, among others. As
Ekaterina Andreeva notes, there are no traces of this video in the exhibition’s program,
which suggests that it was a last-minute addition—or rather, a trickster’s contraband (see
Andreeva 2014, p. 15).

Surprisingly, when writing about Café Elefant, critics fail to notice clear references to
the visual discourse of camp and drag culture. Among these signs, one may notice heavy
makeup on the face of Stirlitz coupled with Mamyshev’s simultaneous appearance in drag
as Stirlitz-Isaev’s wife. No less indicative is the exaggeratedly melodramatic facial and
body language of both characters (clearly opposed to subtlety of their originals’ emotional
expressivity). The café suddenly turns into a cabaret where the artist in drag reigns upon
the stage, performing all the parts by themself.

While recreating a scene of the secret meeting of the Soviet undercover spy with his
wife, left behind in the USSR, Mamyshev, on the one hand, reveals the repressed sexuality
of the original, and on the other, emphasizes the striking contrast between Stirlitz and his
wife. He depicts Stirlitz as a decadent dandy, with exaggeratedly queered expressions and
gestures (Figure 16). His wife, on the contrary, appears in drag as an ordinary, mundane
lady with no distinctive features except for an awful hairdo and a koshelka in her hands.
(Figure 17).
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The ambiguity of the wife’s image suggests at least two interpretations of the entire
scene. One interpretation implies the hidden passion of two queer men, separated by
duty and secrecy. If we look at Café Elefant as a secret meeting of estranged queer lovers,
the somber scene becomes a melodrama of forbidden passion, queering the patriotic
narrative. Another, interpretation offers an alternative reading for the entirety of Stirlitz’s
saga, transforming the spy thriller into the story of a queer man, who can be himself only
when he is away from his stern motherland. In this interpretation, Stirlitz’s wife appears as
the personification of the motherland (cf. Blok’s famous line “ea o o o”), who patiently waits
for him to return and whom he would rather avoid for as long as he possibly can. In both
readings, however, Mamyshev’s performance critiques the heteronormative optics that fail
to notice the painfully obvious queer overtones of this scene and the entire figure of Stirlitz
and his secret freedom.

The coexistence of several parallel interpretations, especially with sexual and queer
overtones, is the epitome of camp. According to Susan Sontag: “the Camp sensibility of
one that is alive to a double sense in which some things can be taken [ . . . ] when a person
or a thing is ‘a camp’, a duplicity is involved” (Sontag 1966, p. 286). The coexistence of
conflicting intertexts leads here to the coexistence of mutually exclusive interpretations that,
when taken together, produce at least two conceptual effects. First, they clearly desacralize or
profane the sacred imagery associated with the Great Patriotic War and its mythology. The
desacralization is performed in a recognizably carnivalesque manner, wherein tragic heroes
are replaced by clowns appearing in two roles simultaneously; a display of forbidden
sexuality with the spectacle of heroic self-restraint and self-sacrifice for the sake of the
motherland; wherein the model of heteronormativity is transformed into a celebration of
queer play. Secondly, this performance, with its open and emphatic theatricality, mocks the
Soviet society of the spectacle, obviating the constructed and mutable character of cultural
icons; showing how slight shifts in visual representation can radically rewrite—and even
unwrite—the seemingly unshakeable “message” of the idiomatic spectacle.

Mamyshev-Monroe is not the first campy trickster in the world, but he is the first
Russian artist who has turned camp into the foundation for his artistic metaposition.
Camp is responsible for the laughter that connects such early works as the Gorbachev
portrait with such mature projects as Café Elefant or the Orlova series. His laughter signifies
liberation from delimiting gender norms and restraints through an outburst of queer
freedom. Mamyshev’s performances and his trickery display the inseparable fusion of
camp, queerness, and freedom.

Despite his declarative lack of any political convictions and apparent cynicism, Mamy-
shev did not try to conform to the changing political climate in Putin’s Russia. Beginning
in 2007, he practically emigrated from the country. According to Peter Pomerantsev, Mamy-
shev’s death in 2013 was also associated—if only indirectly—with an unwillingness to
conform to a new authoritarianism: “Vladik himself was dead. He was found floating in a
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pool in Bali. Death by heart attack. Right at the end an oligarch acquaintance had made him
an offer to come over to the Kremlin side and star in a series of paintings in which he would
dress up and appear in a photo shoot that portrayed the new protest leaders sodomizing.
Vladik had refused” (Pomerantsev 2014, p. 278). In April 2013, the critic Artemi Troit-
sky published Mamyshev’s emails addressed to him, which corroborated Pomerantsev’s
version. According to these documents, Sergei Bugaev (Afrika), a former member of the
New Artists group and the star of Sergei Soloviev’s cult movie, Assa (1987), brought the
artist to Cambodia, where a notorious businessman Sergei Polonsky, on behalf of Vladislav
Surkov (at the moment, Putin’s closest aide and ideolog), pressed Mamyshev-Monroe to
produce a series of pornographic photos in his idiosyncratic style depicting the leaders of
the anti-Putin opposition (see Troitsky 2013). Appalled by this offer, Mamyshev escaped
from Cambodia back to Bali, where he died. In his own words (from a message addressed
to Troitsky),”I fu . . . d off from Sihanoukville, where Africa and Polonsky invited me under
the pretext of filming a movie. But it was a trick, Afrika began to push me into making the
propaganda for Putin, I fled in horror, the boy went crazy [ . . . ] I am a weak person, half
Marilyn Monroe, you could say, so it’s easier for me to f.ck off, like I went back into drugs
or something like that. I’m afraid to quarrel openly with devils” (ibid.).

Apparently, the trickster’s transgressively has its limits—it proves to be incompati-
ble with the authoritarian regime’s attempts to instrumentalize it for its own repressive
purposes. This principle, however, does not apply to all cultural tricksters of the 2000s–
2010s—many of them gladly allowed their transgressions to be used by the transgressive
regime who paid generously for their service (e.g., a transformation of the rock musician
Sergei Shnurov, famous for his music videos about hapless tricksters, into an enthusiastic
supporter of the regime after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in 2022). Why was Mamyshev-
Monroe so appalled by this perspective? He obviously could not cope with the aggression
and potential violence that he clearly detected in his commissioners; in his email to Troit-
sky he wrote about Afrika: “He is fiercely motivated, promising that all those who now
opposed it [Putin’s regime], will either be killed or maimed, or deprived of all means of
subsistence. He was foaming at the mouth about all this to me. It made me sick”(ibid.).

But, perhaps, camp also granted Mamyshev-Monroe immunity to the attempt to
“coopt” him for the repressive needs. “Camp, writes Sontag, is the consistently aesthetic
experience of the world. It incarnates a victory of ‘style’ over ’content’, ‘aesthetic’ over
‘morality’, of irony over ‘tragedy’”. (p. 10). Possibly, the “commissars”’ proposal was, first
and foremost, aesthetically abject for the artist, which suggests that an aesthetic taste for a
campy trickster acquires ethical and political meanings. In turn, one may conclude that the
trickster’s reputation of being necessarily “a-moral” needs to be adjusted—at least, in the
case of Mamyshev-Monroe.
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Notes
1 As noted by Julie Cassiday, “Despite their close collaboration during the New Academy’s formative years, Mamyshev-Monroe

and Novikov gradually parted ways [ . . . ] Despite his advocacy of the New Academy’s mission, Mamyshev-Monroe fit poorly
into the ‘new seriousness,’ whose reactionary aesthetic platform and politics absorbed Novikov’s energies in the final years of his
life. In the end, Mamyshev-Monroe’s cross-dressing turned away from both Neoacademism and New Russian Classicism, since
his reincarnations of both men and women embodied not merely the beautiful, but also the tawdry, the tasteless, and even the
unabashedly ugly” (Cassiday 2019, p. 222).

2 See https://vmmf.org (accessed on 8 September 2022). Created by the Mamyshev-Monroe Foundation.
3 See Mamyshev’s bio on https://artguide.com/people/2929 (accessed on 8 September 2022).
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4 On Evereinov’ s theories see (Maksimov 2002; Chubarov 2006; Smith 2018).
5 “ . . . the biography of Vladislav Mamyshev-Monroe is as if deliberately built according to all the canons of the picaresque

novel, and in the fate of the artist one can trace many parallels with the fates of the most celebrated adventurers of the XVIII
century: Giacomo Casanova, Stepan Zannovich, Alessandro Cagliostro, and especially the chevalier d’Eon, the brave dragoon
captain in a woman’s dress, who carried out diplomatic missions for King Louis XV of France and the Russian Empress Elizabeth
Petrovna. And in this context, it is not at all surprising that on a par with Hitler’s mask and Marilyn Monroe’s white dress, one of
Mamyshev’s guises is that of an 18th-century aristocrat” (Kravtsova 2014).

6 Julie A. Cassiday defines Mamyshev-Monroe’s performances as “a clearly gender-inflected stiob”, basing her approach on Alexey
Yurchak’s concept of stiob (Cassiday 2019, p. 225). However, she uses only one part of Yurchak’s definition—overidentification,
while omitting the other—decontextualization. Indeed, unlike Yurchak’s examples of stiob (a birthday card for a friend written
in the language of Politburo documents), Mamyshev-Monroe’s impersonations do not decontextualize historical figures, or at
least, they are decontextualized no more than any celebrity’s portrait displayed in a gallery. Although there is a certain overlap
between concepts of stiob and camp, camp, in my opinion, offers a broader and, at the same time, more specific approach to
Mamyshev’s art.

7 Julie Cassiday cites a vast number of evidences by Mamyshev’s friends and colleagues who testify that the artist was always in
character and constantly performing. See (Cassiday 2019, p. 227).

8 Cf. a remark of the photographer Valerii Katsuba about Mamyshev-Monroe: “Vladislav is doomed to be forgiven. He is constantly
balancing between being loved and hated by everyone”. («Baca cepoae. O ocoo aacpye a pa ceoeo a ea») (Katsuba 2013).

9 On the history of Soviet transvestism see (Khoroshilova 2012; Cassiday 2018; Cassiday 2019, pp. 229–31; Dviniatina 2018).
10 For example, Ekaterina Rozhdestvenskaya (a daughter of a renowned Soviet poet) became famous by her photo-portraits of

post-Soviet celebrities in “historical” costumes and settings.
11 Quoted from: https://vmmf.org/series/view?id=1 (accessed on 8 September 2022).
12 This “insight” translates into an accurate political forecast. When an interviewer asks the artist if he thinks that Putin will indeed

“devour us all”, Mamyshev responds: “Yes, very soon. You know, in Bali, where I lived for a long time, there are all kinds of
parasites. Some kind of wood bugs, termites. And then there’s this luxurious teak cabinet in the house, Dutch craftsman style.
You use it every day, you have clothes hanging in it, but at some point, you touch it, and it crumbles. It’s just eaten up. It’s the
same with our country” (ibid.).

13 For example, in a conversation with Mikhail Epstein, Prigov describes the effect of metamorphing as following:

“M.E.: That is to say, when, say, you write women’s poetry, you not only alienate and deconstruct this discourse,
but in a way . . .
D.P.: . . . fall into it!
M.E.: And you fall into it, you inscribe it into yourself.
D.P.: [ . . . ] Indeed, at some point I do genuinely fall into this discourse. The problem is not to deceive the reader
into behaving this way. The problem is that you have to be insane yourself in this regard.
M.E.: So, this is in a way an existential challenge?
DP: It’s a psychosomatic task. Well, existential in the translation for personal problems of some sort. But actually,
this is like a psychosomatic, almost meditative task. It is a kind of work on myself, a kind of training. But I am not
doing, let’s say, yogic exercises for, so to speak, mastery of the flesh. I do a kind of conscious long procedure, which
I have developed of my own, for working with my own evaluative methodological apparatus, linguistic and
discursive”. (Epshtein and Prigov 2010).

14 Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TfWmlY3hx58&t=164s (accessed on 8 September 2022).
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Metaphor and the Material Object in Moscow Conceptualism
Mary A. Nicholas

Department of Mordern Languages & Literatures, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015, USA;
man3@lehigh.edu

Abstract: Discussions of conceptual art both East and West have focused on the notion of “dema-
terialization” of the artwork and the substitution of “art as idea” for concrete works of art. Yet
such an approach oversimplifies the role of materiality in works of conceptual art generally and
underestimates the transformative role of the concrete object in early Moscow conceptualism in
particular. An examination of the Nest, an influential group of artists active from 1974 to 1979, as
well as other analytical conceptualists who highlighted materiality in their unofficial art practice
suggests that their use of concrete objects and realized metaphors revolutionized late-Soviet unofficial
art, moving it from an outdated modernist model of artistic autonomy to a more dynamic and
engaged postmodernism. Their previously underappreciated contribution to the evolution of global
conceptualism expands our picture of the movement as a whole and provides needed context for
late-Soviet art and the post-Soviet period that followed.

Keywords: Moscow conceptualism; material object; dematerialization; Nest; metaphor; byt; Victor
Skersis; Yuri Albert; Vadim Zakharov; Nadezhda Stolpovskaya; Vitaly Komar; Alexander Melamid;
Joseph Kosuth

One of the clichés of scholarship on conceptual art concerns the supposed “demateri-
alization” of the object and its replacement by a notion of “art as idea”.1 That has been a
truism about conceptualism in the West since the publication of Lucy Lippard’s ground-
breaking volume on the subject in Anglo-American conceptual art of the late 1960s and
early 1970s, and it is still a commonplace in studies of conceptualism around the world. Yet
recent studies have suggested that the transformation of the concrete object in conceptual
art is both more complex and less widespread than expected, even in the work of the Art &
Language artists Lippard favored. Christian Berger is just one of the scholars calling for an
approach to Anglo-American conceptual art that is “not so rigidly ‘anti-materialist’” and for
a “more holistic view” of the phenomenon worldwide as well (Berger 2019, p. 15).2 Once
we look closer, it becomes clear that the supposed disappearance of the concrete work of
art played a more limited role than expected both East and West. For a significant group of
unofficial artists in the late Soviet Union in particular, the conceptual object—far from being
replaced by the idea—actually provided a path to return meaning, community, and agency
to the practice of art. Creative focus on material objects allowed unofficial artists in the late
Soviet Union to move beyond modernist ideas of artistic autonomy and nonconformist
spirituality to a more broadly accessible, collaborative model of art situated in continual
practice. In one of the many underappreciated aspects of Moscow conceptualism, a select
group of artists used materiality and the concrete object as a postmodern springboard to
return both sense and sensibility to unofficial art, moving as they did from a notion of “art
as idea” to the related and equally revolutionary notion of “art as communication, dialogue,
and embodied meaning”.3 Acknowledgement of the importance of the concrete object to
these artists and of their role in the development of Moscow conceptualism is essential for
a fuller understanding of both the movement as a whole and its relevance to developments
in global conceptualism.
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Descriptions of Moscow conceptualism have generally focused on disembodied and
dematerialized artworks, particularly the ephemeral and esoteric works of Ilya Kabakov,
Andrei Monastyrski’s Collective Actions, and others, to the exclusion of more direct,
materially grounded, and collaborative conceptual work. Primed to see the effects of
Soviet “logocentrism” everywhere, observers have frequently treated the substitution of
text for object as a near inevitability in the post-Stalin era, explaining it as an expected
outcome of the “hypertrophy of the text” that supposedly accompanied the “atrophy of the
image” (Debray 2007, p. 12) throughout the post-war Soviet bloc.4 Boris Groys’s assertion
that “Soviet culture had always been conceptual . . . in its entirety” both typifies and
strives to justify such an approach (Groys 2008, p. 31).5 Contending that conceptualism in
Russia was characterized by the “deliberate presentation of ideas denuded of their material
referent”, Mikhail Epstein argues that “pointing to [such] emptiness” is what distinguishes
conceptualism in Russia from its Western counterpart (Epstein 1995, p. 35). Leaving
minimal traces of its physical existence, such disembodied work is often deliberately
detached from its surroundings, unforthcoming or deceptive about its origins, stripped of
materiality, and focused on thought and cognition over everyday process and negotiated
real-world practice.

Such commentary, although compelling for the work of certain unofficial artists in the
Soviet Union, obscures the unexpectedly central role that concrete objects played in the
work of other Moscow conceptualists, beginning in the mid-1970s. That is particularly the
case for the Nest, an influential group of artists active from 1974 to 1979 largely excluded
from the current limited “canon” of Moscow conceptualism.6 Nest artists frequently relied
on extremely literal, over-realized metaphors in their efforts to expand the possibilities for
artistic expression in the late Soviet Union. Such works typically included performative
elements that required artists and spectators alike to acknowledge the interplay between
rhetorical metaphors and their solid, tangible, often crude material manifestations in the
real world. The performative elements of such “embodied” works emphasized the role even
uninitiated observers play in making meaning manifest, further opening artistic inquiry
to postmodern input from multiple sources. As a result, these concrete objects served as
useful tools in liberating unofficial art from the confines of Socialist Realist strictures and
nonconformist pieties alike. My closer look here suggests their particular importance in the
Moscow conceptualist shift from modernism to postmodernism.

Focus on texture and tactility, or faktura, had been central to the Russian avant-garde,
and it might be easy to imagine a connection between those early twentieth-century calls
for the importance of material culture and the embodied metaphors of these late-Soviet un-
official artists.7 But Nest artists Gennady Donskoy, Mikhail Roshal, and Victor Skersis, had
relatively little information about the historic avant-garde and scant interest in exploring
it. They inherited their understanding of the material object primarily from their teachers
Vitaly Komar and Alexander Melamid8 and from their own creative reinterpretation of
dilemmas that Joseph Kosuth, Sol LeWitt, and other Western artists had left unanswered.
In fact, their shared attention to materiality helps distinguish the work of these “analytical
conceptualists”, including Yuri Albert, Vadim Zakharov, Nadezhda Stolpovskaya, and
others, from that of their contemporaries.9 Like most people in the late-Soviet unofficial
art milieu, these artists, too, had noticed the disjunction between word and image around
them: as official Soviet rhetoric grew further and further detached from the world of the
signified, the denotative meanings of words had less and less connection to the material
world they allegedly described. Kabakov describes the response of artists in his circle
to this situation, noting “there was a complete absence of pragmatic subject matter. Any
approach to that sphere was understood as painful dissonance” (Kabakov and Epstein
2010, p. 63). Rather than retreating from the world of everyday things and byt, as those con-
temporaries did, however,10 the Nest and other analytical conceptualists chose to highlight
the stubborn literality of the objects around them, insisting on their material existence and
their importance to the collectively determined meanings of the metaphors they reified.
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Their approach did not include close attention to aesthetic beauty or the physical
attributes of objects for “art’s sake”, naturally, but signaled instead these artists’ insistence
on the real-world connections of their artistic activity. By fully “realizing” the rhetorical
metaphors that surrounded them and reinvesting official and shared language with hard-
edged contours, the Nest occasionally bordered on a pleonastic use of language that
critics and even some fellow artists dismissed. Curators of the 2005 retrospective exhibit
Accomplices, for example, called their approach “naively idiotic”(Erofeev et al. 2005, p. 40).
Some of the Nest’s own later explanations of their work seem to encourage such an
interpretation: Nest artist Roshal, for example, noted the group’s tendency to take the
principle of “art as action, action as life and so on” to “the absurd” (Roshal 2008, p. 53).
Art historian Octavian Eşanu explains this Nest technique as the artists’ supposed interest
in “literal illustration” and dismisses it as “short-lived puns . . . quickly understood”
(Es, anu 2013, pp. 98–99). Yet such interpretations miss the point, mistaking extended length,
intricate structure, and retention of final artistic control for conceptual depth. As a comment
by Gayatri Spivak makes clear, however, the disarming micronarrative is a powerful tool in
disrupting power imbalances. Commenting on the need to overcome lingering colonial
histories, for example, she argues that “the alternative to Europe’s long story—generally
translated ‘great narratives’—is not only short tales (petits récits), but tampering with
the authority of storylines” (Spivak 1990, p. 228). In the late-Soviet environment also,
“short-lived puns . . . quickly understood” were often the best antidote to a totalizing
State monologue.

The willful and intentionally comic “misreadings” of language that result from the
Nest’s close focus on materiality thus serve a serious purpose: by highlighting the con-
creteness of such literal meaning, the artists direct viewers’ attention to the necessity of
continual interpretation and artistic engagement with the world around them. Analytical
conceptualists saw what Yuri Albert calls their “Art of short stories and quick perception”11

as a way to reengage with the contingent meanings of everyday life, establish the validity
of their own postmodern investigations into the meaning of art, and encourage others
to join them in an unconstrained artistic process open to all. By insisting on the literal
meaning of words and opening up the dialogue to others, these artists claim real-world
authenticity for their work while rejecting modernist notions of transcendent spirituality
and artistic autonomy and keeping it safely grounded in the contingent. The resulting
conceits expose the actual dimensions of each figure of speech in order to insist that users
of the language comprehend their own interactions with such commonplace metaphors
and their real-world implications in context. Their focus on materiality did not preclude
disembodied works of art. In fact, these artists created a number of such works themselves,
fully embracing the occasional utility of such an approach in their ongoing investigations
of the fundamental question “what is art”. It is also worth noting that literality in the hands
of these artists destabilizes meaning as often as it reveals it. But their early emphasis on
performing embodied materiality was essential, a needed next step in conceptual art as a
whole and crucial to the liberation of the late-Soviet unofficial art world. These artists saw
from the beginning that exclusive focus on the disembodied, the spiritual, “art as idea”, or
any other single-minded approach to the varied discipline of art would eventually lead
to a creative impasse. As we will see, their investigations into object and metaphor in the
late-Soviet period expand on lessons from semiotics, Formalism, and conceptual art to
argue for a postmodern approach aimed at unscripted experimentation and collaborative
investigation into the question of how art is made.

Komar and Melamid had demonstrated that mass-produced texts, like mass-produced
artistic reproductions, belonged to everyone in the Soviet ecosystem. Nest artists made that
lesson part of their overall project to return meaning, accountability, shared comprehen-
sibility, and delight to the individual utterance, assigning actual weight to language that
had otherwise lost its everyday connection to “fragile human existence”.12 In the Soviet
atmosphere of high-flown rhetoric and grandiloquent speechifying, their focus on the
humorous and real-world implications of the words and images they used was unexpected
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even for those in the unofficial art world. Despite their hatred of empty rhetoric, most
unofficial artists in the mid-1970s were committed to an exalted model of artistic endeavor
in which the creative individual produced “hermetic” works of such “mystical, irrational, or
spiritual” intent that they required the artist’s (or the informed specialist’s) interpretation.13

In contradistinction to both official and underground approaches, however, Nest artists
imagined assigning real weight to the everyday concepts that had lost their real-world
signifiers and become nothing but hot air. Their little-known work Mevkopizsan (Material
Equivalent of the Air Fluctuations of Specific Periodicity and the Symbolic Markings Associated
with It) (Material’nyj Ekvivalent Vosdushnykh Kolebanii Osoboi Periodichnosti i Znakovoi Simvo-
liki Assotsiirovannoi s Nim), for example, involved a new periodic table of sorts in which
each letter in the Russian alphabet was assigned a specific weight. The letter “A” was
equal to 1 g; “ ” 2 g; “B” 3 g, and so on. The “weight” of a specific word—calculated whim-
sically according to the “fluctuation of air” that accompanies the pronunciation of each
phoneme—combined the individual masses of each letter. To make the resulting “material
equivalent of [such] air fluctuations” visible and palpable, the artists conceptualized metal
cylinders equal to the summary mass of each individual’s name in a strictly personalized
construction. Using “scientific” methodology humorously to make a serious point, the
resulting cylinders—unfortunately none extant—offered concrete and graphic evidence
of the Nest’s new approach to the language of art. Their primary focus with Mevkopizsan
was to engage others in an individualized and constantly evolving conversation about the
continually developing discipline of art. Cleansing humor was an essential part of that.14

Thus, the artists laughingly promise that others will have the ability “not only to hear their
own name, but also to sniff, lick, and do much, much more to it”.15 The project, amusing
and self-affirming, is educational as well. Each creation serves as a realized metaphor, an-
nouncing to would-be participants that words—with actual dimensions, specific meaning,
and value—need their close attention and care. By interacting physically with embodied
written texts, participants learn that they too have artistic agency and can mean what they
say. The Nest’s lighthearted and determinedly material touch renders the serious endeavor
of returning sense to everyday discussions open to all.

Nest artists continued to focus attention on the physical, concrete, and literal in their
path-breaking performance piece Hatching a Spirit (Vysizhivanie dukha) (Figure 1). The
work, exhibited publicly for the first time at the watershed VDNKh exhibit in 1975,16

played consciously on the amorphous spirituality that characterized much of the Russian
avant-garde and late-Soviet unofficial art as well. But the Nest replaced exalted calls for
ephemeral spirituality (dukhovnost’) with a real egg in an actual nest of leaves and branches
that announced the artists’ freedom from both official and disembodied unofficial art and
issued a general invitation for others to join them in the generation of embodied artistic
meaning. Convinced they were creating “the most radical of events, even compared to
things like Chris Burden’s body art”, the Nest envisioned their work as a “re-evaluation
of all the principles of art” (Skersis 2014, p. 149).17 To achieve that goal, the artists made
a virtue of collaboration, fully embodying their practice by occupying the nest publicly
and cultivating an inclusive model of creation based on co-authorship (so-avtorstvo). Each
artwork figured as a succinct and negotiated contribution to an ongoing dialogue intended
as neither authoritarian nor sectarian but open and democratic.
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Figure 1. The Nest. Hatching a Spirit. 1975. Installation view. VDNKh exhibit, Moscow. Image
courtesy of Victor Skersis. Photograph by Igor Palmin.

Eye-catching, accessible, and fun, the young artists’ multi-day, interactive space be-
came a focal point of the exhibit, their open invitation to all who wished to join them in
the nest for unscripted artistic performances of their own. Such public displays were so
unprecedented that art historian Vitaly Patsyukov considered the coordinates of the nest
itself the center of the entire exhibit, arguing that such performative works by the group
served to release Russian art from the constraints of “fundamental traditions”.18 Artist
Viktor Pivovarov remembers it as “revolutionary in the extreme” (Pivovarov 2014, p. 136).
As Daniil Leiderman has argued, certain late-Soviet artists adopted a “strategy of shim-
mering”, or mertsanie, as the best way to avoid becoming trapped in any single discourse,
avoiding final identification with a single language by “alternately becoming caught up
with one and then the other opposing discourse, repeatedly betraying them for one an-
other”(Leiderman 2018, p. 52).19 The Nest posited a different approach to making art in the
real world, largely abandoning the modernist pretense of even temporarily autonomous
art to embrace the cacophony of postmodern dialogue. In these public, collaborative,
open-ended, performative works, there was no privileged observer to override the actions
of the “Other”, no “shimmering” authorial persona with a final say over meaning. In fact,
Hatching a Spirit and other such Nest works demonstrated just the opposite, insisting that
we are all in the same boat (or nest), hatched from the same egg, and required to negotiate
the contours of our shared language together. The Nest’s artistic mission included their
investigation of the limits of that common language and repeated attempts to expand on
its creative potential, but their rejection of the ephemeral “spirituality” of disembodied
artwork in favor of direct engagement with meaning in the real world could not have been
more resolute.

For these artists, solidity, literal meaning, and tangibility refocus attention on the
possibility—the necessity—of action as the signifier of a concept. The Nest’s performative
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1975 work Pump the Red Pump! (Kachaite krasnyi nasos!) invited spectators at VDNKh to
choose between two bicycle pumps—a red pump of détente and a black one of international
tension—and thus demonstrate their commitment to global dialogue by pumping the red
pump “in the name of peace on earth” (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The Nest. Pump the Red Pump! 1975. Oil on fiberboard, two pumps, 175 cm × 120 cm.
Installation view. Image courtesy of Victor Skersis.

In Thermography of Maxim Gorky, another tactile work from the same year, participants
are jokingly encouraged to imagine the life of the writer, one of the founders of Socialist
Realism, by touching a heated metal plate to distinguish warm moments of apparent artistic
passion from colder points of his life.20 The work makes graphically clear the liberating
effect their focus on materiality had for the Nest (Figure 3). “What’s the point of paint and
canvas?” Skersis asks in recalling the group’s creation of the work (Skersis 2008b, p. 11).
No longer tied to traditional notions of visual art, the Nest was free to focus on alternative
media and genres, particularly on unstructured performative works, that helped transform
the unofficial art world.

Their work Communication Tube (Kommunikatsionnaia truba), which was also first dis-
played at VDNKh, was equally literal and interactive.21 The metal cylinder retained ev-
idence of an official lineage in the bright Soviet-red paint that covered it (Figure 4). Yet
because the tube needed at least two individuals in order to “function”, the object theorized
not monologic communiques from on high, but an active process of dialogue and commu-
nication between willing individuals. Participants soon learned that the tube was able to
facilitate genuine conversation instead of official pronouncements, positing not passive
spectators but real contributors capable of constructing their own individual messages.
That was the point of the object: the Tube was an “essential item for communication” in
this “century of isolation”, allowing participants “to look or listen to one another” (Skersis
1981). The implied interactivity of such works was essential to the Nest. For this group of
artists, art no longer involved a staged activity conducted by an artist directing others to an
immutable truth, but rather an unstructured, open, and constantly evolving postmodern
conversation about art that is itself continually changing. Their works returned the idea
of humorous, genuine, pleasurable human communication to art and placed it literally in
the hands of individual agents. Skersis describes the process as leading words from the
level of “metaphor to the level of concrete expression”, insisting on the notion of a concept
that moves from its “overinflated” position in a “hyper-system” to be “transformed into
a literality”. We were “struck by that”, Skersis continues, and by the fact that “once you
simply take those metaphors literally”, then the ideas and concepts that had “hung over
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everything, that explained that was going on” now “turn out to be something different”.
According to him, the process changed the constrained Soviet situation completely, making
it “comprehensible” and “clear”, and leaving artists free to act.22
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Their insistence on employing realized metaphors to reconnect hegemonic ideas from
Soviet discourse with their material embodiments in the real world requires the artists to
deny, at least temporarily, the existence of such multi-stable images in the world around
them. As W. J. T. Mitchell notes, multi-stable images often function to evoke a “threshold
experience” in which “time and space, figure and ground, subject and object play an
endless game of ‘see-saw’” (Mitchell 1994, p. 46). Arguing that such meta-pictures serve
as emblems of “resistance to stable interpretation”, Mitchell contends that multi-stable
images are what “allow us to observe observers” (Mitchell 1994, p. 49). Mitchell’s “see-
saw” metaphor, however, like Wittgenstein’s famous Duck-Rabbit, moves back and forth
between only two possibilities. When Nest artists juxtaposed demonstratively concrete
objects to the rhetorical system of over-determined language and images that characterized
life in the Soviet Union, they clearly wanted to confront that binary system with tactile
evidence of its ideological overreach. In their restless, collaborative explorations of the role
of materiality in meaning, however, they also saw the folly of trying to position themselves
as supposedly independent observers of that same environment. Rejecting the modernist,
either-or dichotomy that would restrict them to a game they no longer wished to play, these
artists conceptualized instead a postmodern world of myriad possibilities, each firmly
grounded in a decidedly contingent material world.

Such a corrective was particularly needed in the late-Soviet context where, as Piotr
Piotrowski points out, the modernist paradigm continued “its programmatic investment in
autonomy” long after it was abandoned elsewhere.23 The Nest was moved by the solidity of
all the words they incorporated into their work, and their creations played on this directly,
using textual specularity and tactility in a bid to enhance—rather than debase—language’s
communicative functions. Their approach was not on language as the “universal expression
of the Other”, supposedly “predestined and even imposed from outside” (Bobrinskaya
2012, pp. 190–91). In their work, language hews closer to the “death of the author” that
Roland Barthes imagined: “not a line of words releasing a single ‘theological’ meaning
(the ‘message’ of the Author-God) but a multidimensional space in which a variety of
writings, none of them original, blend and clash” (Barthes 1977, p. 146). Some of Barthes’s
work was undoubtedly familiar to these artists: a translated excerpt from Writing Degree
Zero, with its discussion of Saussure’s distinction between “langue” (language/iazyk) and
“parole” (speech/rech’), and the distinction between the signified (oznachaemoe) and the
signifier (oznachaiushchee), appeared in a 1975 volume published in Moscow, and Skersis
remembers that it was of general interest.24 He and his colleagues were struck by the
Saussurean notion that meaning was unstable, established in a complicated negotiation
process between interlocutors endlessly conducted on the vast territory of shared language.
That idea was the fertile ground on which many Nest artworks sprouted, and it served as
powerful inspiration for Skersis’s work as a solo artist as well, as these artists pushed the
idea of verbal instability and cognitive play to its logical limits.

The Nest’s 1976 work Iron Curtain is the most obvious example since it interrogates
the predictive power of words and their visual representation (Figure 5). The simplicity,
density, and tactility of their “Iron Curtain” seems the literal embodiment of oppressive
language, Churchill’s words in the original English appearing to reflect the Nest’s own
doubly marginalized position in relation to them. The question of artistic hegemony arises
naturally once that abstract concept is made concrete. Yet the Nest’s found object disturbs
both sides of the East-West equation, condensing and concentrating the post-war period,
offering the phrase and its history for spectator delectation, reinterpretation, and re-use. By
rendering the phrase and the concept it represents in concrete form, the artists reveal the
ephemeral underpinnings of that tyrannical threat. Their palpable object is real iron, and it
rusts. The Iron Curtain works as embodied thought, its tangibility serving to capture the
political debate and render those polarities human-size and harmless. It is aimed, then, not
at “seizing the apparatus of value-coding” (Spivak 1990, p. 228), but at alerting spectators
to the totalitarian project and urging them to evaluate it for themselves. These supposedly
silent late-Soviet subalterns are multilingual, their real-world curtain—scavenged from a
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Soviet building site—extending the invitation to speak to other citizen-artists. Authority
now resides not with the artists—or even the artistic spectator, as we are accustomed to
claiming for postmodernism—but with the larger community.
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Less convinced of their complete isolation than their older colleagues, the analytical
conceptualists imagined themselves as integral parts of a global conversation about art to
which they might contribute directly. With that in mind, the apparent simplicity of their
literality becomes a canny artistic device, as in the Nest’s 1977 work Let’s Become One Meter
Closer! (Stanem na metr blizhe!) (Figure 6). That lighthearted work engaged participants
on both sides of the artificial boundary separating East and West in the excavation of
half a meter of the soil separating them in an attempt to draw people both physically
and psychologically closer. This cheerful play with realized metaphor and the artists’
relaxed irony toward official rhetoric underlines their ongoing emphasis on concrete and
unpretentious communication. In a world grounded in authorized predictability and
centralized communication, the direct utterance holds genuine power, as the Nest’s work
Art to the Masses (Iskusstvo v massy) makes clear (Figure 7). Interpreting Lenin’s slogan “Art
Belongs to the People” literally, the artists brashly shared their art directly with the “masses”,
demonstrating a Soviet banner rewritten as an abstract expressionist slogan on a busy
Moscow street in 1978. Their skewed citation of Franz Kline’s Accent Grave in the work
indicates an underlying optimism about the possibility of connection that was missing
from most other Moscow conceptualist work.
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pletely”.26 Although all the works in the series employ the same two rough wooden crates,
the changing titles and the crates’ relative placement in the photographs occasion the ap-
pearance of “meaningful transformations that were not obvious at first”.27 Those “mean-
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their colleagues around the world.
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That creative focus on communication, citation, and shifting signifiers continued to
interest these artists once the Nest unraveled in 1979. Skersis plays with denotation and
connotation in a number of works from that year that were influenced by Joseph Kosuth,
especially Kosuth’s classic conceptual piece One and Three Chairs from 1965. Kosuth’s
artwork draws equivalences between the actual chair the artist displayed, a photograph
of a chair, and a dictionary description of that named object, and he comments in a 1970
interview that the artwork proved that “formal components weren’t important” (Kosuth
1992, p. 225).25 Skersis, noting that he and the other Nest artists considered themselves
part of a larger circle that included “Joseph Kosuth, Andy Warhol, Yves Klein, and, of
course, the majestic Marcel Duchamp” (Skersis 2008b, p. 15), draws a slightly different
conclusion, however. His black-and-white 1979 photographic series featuring two simple
wooden vegetable crates testifies to Skersis’s fascination with the displacement of objects
from one semantic field to another, and the unexpected impact of the series relies almost
entirely on the humorous mismatch between the various titles of individual works in
the series and the primitive materiality of the stark images depicted there. As Skersis
notes, the objects are simple “containers for holding items or storing or moving things
around. But as soon as we call them by a different name, they transform into something else
completely”.26 Although all the works in the series employ the same two rough wooden
crates, the changing titles and the crates’ relative placement in the photographs occasion
the appearance of “meaningful transformations that were not obvious at first”.27 Those
“meaningful” differences depend precisely on our perception of the incongruity of the
rough, late-Soviet, material substrate and its alleged description, an inconsistency further
heightened by the cultural differences and political divisions that separated these artists
from their colleagues around the world.

The crates—crude, impoverished, authentic, humble, honest—appear as the main
protagonists in You’re President. I’m President (Ty President. Ia President) (Figure 8), Choo-choo
train (Tu-tu-u-u. Poezd) (Figure 9), Peekaboo, Sweetie (Ku-ku, Pupsik), and others in the series.
In Chair Wrapped in Chairs (Stul zavernutyi stuliami), another work from 1979, Skersis again
makes a point of materiality by exploring what he calls the “interference” of influence from
both Kosuth and Christo (Figure 10).28 The resulting homage emerges as uniquely late-
Soviet in its absurd, brutal, inconvenient, laughable (in)consistency. Skersis’s 1980 work
Chair. Photograph of a Chair. Definition of a Chair extended this creative dialogue even further
by substituting three blank pieces of paper for Kosuth’s original chair, photograph, and
definition. By including the work in the first volume of the famous MANI archive Skersis
made it generally available to “friends and acquaintances and even strangers” (Danilova
and Kuprina-Lyakhovich 2017, p. 236).29 Far from being irrelevant or redundant, the work’s
material content, visual depiction, and characterization are now essential to the meaning of
the collaborative work, contingent on individual contributions and shared interpretation.
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his friend and colleague Yuri Albert was creating a series of textual works to explore re-
lated problems of representation and meaning in art. Albert had been interested in work 
by Art & Language artists since his first encounter with it as a young art student while 
visiting the studio of Komar and Melamid, and one of his own early works involved a 
translation of Kosuth’s article “Art Instead of Philosophy” into Russian (Figure 11). His 
interest in materiality and its connection to the artistic process is on full display in his 
engagement with the Kosuth text, which he presents not as a standard translation from 
English to Russian but as a poem. Equally unexpected is the fact that Albert bases his 
interpretation of Kosuth’s work on the Onegin sonnet, one of the most demanding and 
still most recognizable Russian verse forms. Created by Alexander Pushkin for his mas-
terpiece, the “novel in verse” Eugene Onegin, the Onegin stanza is uniformly admired by 
poetry lovers, as is the sparkling original itself, renowned for its wit, multilingual puns, 
effervescent rhythm and rhyme scheme, and encyclopedic narrative of early nineteenth-
century Russian life. 
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At the same time that Skersis was engaged in this extended dialogue with Kosuth, his
friend and colleague Yuri Albert was creating a series of textual works to explore related
problems of representation and meaning in art. Albert had been interested in work by Art
& Language artists since his first encounter with it as a young art student while visiting
the studio of Komar and Melamid, and one of his own early works involved a translation
of Kosuth’s article “Art Instead of Philosophy” into Russian (Figure 11). His interest in
materiality and its connection to the artistic process is on full display in his engagement with
the Kosuth text, which he presents not as a standard translation from English to Russian but
as a poem. Equally unexpected is the fact that Albert bases his interpretation of Kosuth’s
work on the Onegin sonnet, one of the most demanding and still most recognizable Russian
verse forms. Created by Alexander Pushkin for his masterpiece, the “novel in verse”
Eugene Onegin, the Onegin stanza is uniformly admired by poetry lovers, as is the sparkling
original itself, renowned for its wit, multilingual puns, effervescent rhythm and rhyme
scheme, and encyclopedic narrative of early nineteenth-century Russian life.

The Onegin stanza is a decidedly unorthodox form to adopt for the first in a series of
works Albert dedicated to the “mastery and interpretation of certain positions taken by
the avant-garde of the end of the 1960s and the beginning of the 1970s”.30 His decision to
employ the complicated poetic form to explore one of Kosuth’s most anti-material pieces,
however, is an early example of his committed investment in carefully rendered texts,
physical labor, and directly manifested materiality as part of his artistic process. The effort
of exploring Kosuth’s prose was itself a painstaking and time-consuming process, which
he was able to complete only thanks to a collaboration with Nadezhda Stolpovskaya, who
remembers devoting months at a time to the unavoidably laborious translation of such
works.31 Conveying Kosuth’s abstract thoughts in a strict rhythm and rhyme scheme in
Russian and preparing the complicated typescript required considerable additional time
and effort. Yet such meticulous work with material was clearly essential to both artists’
understanding of practice, as the other pieces in Albert’s series—translations of excerpts
from Terry Atkinson, Bernar Venet, and Robert Morris—demonstrate. Each of the other
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translations is presented in prose, but they are carefully typed and prepared for exhibition
along with the conscientiously prepared, handwritten drafts. Such textured and deeply
personal investment in the artistic process results in the artist’s intense engagement with
his material, almost against common sense and his own anti-material wishes, yet such
embodied performance is crucial to his work too. In a pattern that would reoccur repeatedly
over his career, Albert chooses to express his conceptual discoveries in carefully rendered,
highly individualized, and often deeply inconvenient fashion, as though the meaning of
each work depends on his commitment to the assiduous rendering and performance of it.
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Commentary from the late 1970s by Stolpovskaya makes it obvious that concepts of
accessibility and materiality are essential in her richly textured works as well. In unpub-
lished remarks from the time, she offers a clear rejection of the “traditional interpretation of
the work of art as devoid of any kind of materiality [or] functional proximity to everyday,
utilitarian objects”. In customary understanding, she notes, the supposed autonomous
aesthetic artwork “existed as something independent of real measures of time”. Convinced
they were creating eternal works of art, artists preferred “durable” (dolgovechnye) materials.
In such a hierarchy, Stolpovskaya continues, works on paper occupy a special position
since they are traditional in form but executed on “short-lived” material more common
in everyday life than in the ethereal world of high art. Working against that tradition,
however, Stolpovskaya uses the long-established materials of pen and paper to under-
line their “untraditional” qualities. Insisting that her works not only “can but should be
touched”, the artist insists that perception of them, “like perception of any action (aktsiia)
. . . unfolds over time” with an “active role” played by the spectator. “My works exist in
real time and are subject to it”, Stolpovskaya notes. “They yellow and fade. Their edges
get torn. They are not ‘unique, unrepeatable creations.’ Thanks to simple technology, they
can be remade. And that copy, like all to follow, will have the same significance as the
first”.32 Stolpovskaya’s insistence on the active participation of the spectator is particularly
obvious with tactile works such as A Poem by Boris Pasternak (Stikhotvorenie B. Pasternaka)
from 1978–79 (Figure 12), where the meaning of the artwork and the Pasternak poem
it references are revealed only when the paper object is removed from its envelope and
gradually unfolded.33
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By making her work touchable and the artistic act approachable, Stolpovskaya helped
to relieve art itself of its pathos, freeing both the activity and the individual from the
burdens of mystery and heroics, but nevertheless insisting on the importance of embodied
engagement in the processes of the everyday artistic endeavor. This was precisely the intent
of Vadim Zakharov’s early works, especially his very first artistic endeavor, An Exchange of
Information with the Sun (Obmen informatsiei s Solntsem) from 1978 (Figure 13). The work is
elegant in its simplicity: the artist, a nineteen-year-old student in the Moscow Pedagogical
Institute at the time, documents his entry into the creative world by firmly impressing
his own thumbprint on a small hand mirror before angling the mirror to catch the sun’s
rays. Like many other early works by Zakharov, the gesture is self-affirming and bold,
announcing the artist’s arrival on the artistic scene with unalloyed certainty. The brashness
of the announcement is tempered, however, by the artist’s location in a winter landscape of
late-Soviet prefabricated construction, returning Zakharov’s interstellar communication to
the prosaic earthly environment of Brezhnev’s Moscow.
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That same devotion to process, personal investment, and focus on materiality was, in
fact, part of Yuri Albert’s debut work, Y. F. Albert gives his entire share of warmth to others (Iu.
F. Albert vse vydeliaemoe im teplo otdaet liudiam) from 1978 (Figure 14). The text for this early
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performance work consisted of the single declarative sentence of the title, printed in black
capital letters on a white signboard approximately one foot wide and two feet long. Albert
hung the board around his neck and carried it around an artistic gathering at the studio
of artist Mikhail Odnoralov while shaking spectators’ hands in what he calls an “action”
(aktsiia) and a “kind of performance” (kak by performans). His pointed demonstration of
the awkward sign and his embodied gesture of generosity served as the gift to which the
sign alludes.34 Tellingly, the artist does not address his “warmth” only to fellow artists at
the studio or to that traditional Soviet audience, the folk (narod). Just as the Nest did with
Communication Tube, Albert calibrates his target to a larger and more inclusive audience
instead, that of the ubiquitous, democratic, inclusive “people” (liudi). Albert’s first action
thus underlines the parameters of these artists’ creative activity: concrete, accessible, direct,
and broadly participatory. As with his work Household Help (Pomoshch’ po khoziastvu) from
1979–1981,35 this work also focuses on process, practice, and everyday existence to make
its point (Figure 15).
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Figure 14. Albert. Y. F. Albert gives his entire share of warmth to others. 1978. Black-and-white
photograph. 30 cm × 20 cm. Courtesy of the artist.

Albert’s complicated 1980 reworking of the Kosuth-Skersis dialogue plays with con-
cepts both those artists had invoked. Albert’s photographic work Chair on Clay Legs,
Two Chairs (V. Skersis) (Stul na glinianykh nogakh, Dva stula [V. Skersis]) (Figure 16) from
1980 alludes to and continues the work of both Kosuth and Skersis, making the Biblical
metaphor that the gods are fallible a tactile reality. Albert’s chair returns the concept of
“chair” to its origin as a physical object, as he plays simultaneously with notions of artistic
influence, loyalty, and supposed betrayal. The Russian idiom “to sit on two chairs” refers
to an individual who tries to hold two mutually contradictory opinions in the hope of bene-
fiting from both positions. Albert’s bold adoption of that very position indicates his arrival
as an artist, his belief in the modular nature of art investigation, and his acknowledgment
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of the role both personal investment and co-authorship play in every work of art. Rather
than disguise the appropriated core at the center of all artistic endeavor, Albert highlights
it, making his assumption of a metaphorical seat at the artistic table both comfortable and
temporary. This explains his dual insistence that the focus of all his work is art alone and
his equally hardheaded conviction that the individual work is less important than the
connections artists make with other like-minded researchers.
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Albert expands on that notion in his open-ended Autoseries, an extended set of textual
works begun in 1979. The series consists of short, typed statements originally conceived
as conceptual works to be signed, framed, and exhibited under glass. Spectators would
then “complete” these texts by imagining the artworks the artist describes. Yet these pieces
evolved beyond their intended role as classically conceptual texts when they appeared out
of context as commentary on work by Albert generally.36 Albert worried that such a shift
would deprive them of their status as conceptual works of art in their own right, but it
does not, of course: their ability to move seamlessly from work to commentary to work
establishes them definitively as postmodern texts. It is precisely such works and Albert’s
studied production of them that help locate the artist in the pantheon of modern art. As he
notes in the 1981 Autoseries II, “Art has no permanent features: its unity and continuous
development are the result of the continuity of ties” that unite “traditions, influences, analo-
gies, associations, contrasts, imitations, and so on” (Figure 17). Proceeding with a model of
art that emerges from “three-dimensional space”, Albert imagines a map of sorts, on which
individual artworks are the constantly shifting points of the compass. These individual
works are connected by the “multiplicity of lines” representing that complex of influences,
Albert continues, and his goal is to “connect those lines without leaving any [fixed] points”
of his own. To attempt that feat, he creates works that incorporate real and immediate yet
decidedly temporal gestures. Thus Autoseries I imagines an artist who plans to undertake
serious research in his works, but “never brings the concept to a conclusion”, and insists
that “fundamental to my work is that art interests me greatly” (Figure 18). Autoseries II
refers pointedly only to Albert’s “latest works”. Autoseries III from 1984–1985 (Figure 19)
conceptualizes a work that is “not mine” but nevertheless“ does not violate the structure
called ‘The Art of Y. Albert.’ ” Such works diverge significantly from the personazhnost’ that
Victor Tupitsyn and others identify as a characteristic of Moscow conceptualism. Tupitsyn
argues that “the camouflaging of the authorial ‘I’ became [ . . . ] rather typical for Moscow
communal conceptualism” (Tupitsyn 2009, p. 60), but Albert’s goal is investigation rather
than camouflage, and the records he produces of those experiments exist as valid, concrete,
material reflections of his continuing artistic evolution.
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Figure 19. Albert. Autoseries III. 1982. Paper. 20.2 cm × 16.5 cm. Courtesy of the artist.

Collaboration and materiality play significant roles in Eight Assignments for N. Stolpovskaia
(Vosem’ zadanii N. Stolpovskoi), a work Albert created in 1980–1981 with the help of Stolpovskaya
(Figure 20). Both concepts are complicated here by the fact that this seeming co-authorship
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involves a strict division of labor, Albert assuming a dual role as “influence” and “art critic”
as he assigns eight creative tasks for Stolpovskaya to complete. In a gesture he categorizes as
an attempt to impact her work and determine the boundaries of it by pushing her to overstep
those borders, he first presses Stolpovskaya to create an artwork depicting “someone else’s”
work (chuzhaia). Other set tasks involve requests that Stolpovskaya create works done for
“mass production” (tirazhnaia), pieces focused individually on painting or sculpture, and
works concentrated on experiments in poetry or textual analysis.
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The experiment seems purposefully intended to encourage Stolpovskaya to violate 
the boundaries of her creative life, but she succeeds in extending them instead, nowhere 
more elegantly than in her “painting dedicated to the definition of painting”, Cross-stitched 
Headscarf (Vyshityi krestikom platok) from 1980 (Figure 21). 

Figure 20. Albert. Eight Assignments for N. Stolpovskaia. 1980–1981. Paper, black-and-white pho-
tographs. 84.4 cm × 61.5 cm. Courtesy of Yuri Albert.

The experiment seems purposefully intended to encourage Stolpovskaya to violate
the boundaries of her creative life, but she succeeds in extending them instead, nowhere
more elegantly than in her “painting dedicated to the definition of painting”, Cross-stitched
Headscarf (Vyshityi krestikom platok) from 1980 (Figure 21).

The painting itself, executed in oil on canvas 80 × 80 cm square, manages to contribute
to several artistic traditions simultaneously. Most obvious is the role the work seems to
adopt as decorative handiwork, like that done for centuries by Russian women. Using
a traditional color palette of black and red, Stolpovskaya recreates a cross-stitch pattern
classic to embroidery of the region, featuring a cross in the center of the “cloth” that is
repeated in a decorative border around the edge of the canvas. Scrupulously reproduced,
the traditional pattern uses a feminine vernacular that knowingly references the role of the
woman artist and the traditional genres open to her. But Stolpovskaya’s creative use of the
vernacular establishes her work comfortably in that tradition but nevertheless overturning
it quietly: by using traditional motifs in her “painting to define painting”, Stolpovskaya
makes the yawning difference between traditional modes of expression and her own radical
reconfiguration of art unmistakable.
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tionably Stolpovskaya’s own, but her deft allusions to both avant-garde innovation and 
time-honored tradition renders the question of proprietorship, appropriation, even influ-
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Figure 21. Stolpovskaya. Cross-stitched Headscarf. 1980. Canvas, oil. 69.5 cm. × 69.5 cm. Courtesy of
the artist.

As she wields paint to mimic the supposedly more womanly arts, Stolpovskaya estab-
lishes both her mastery of the full range of contemporary and traditional media and her
simultaneously easy claim of and indifference to solo authorship.37 As such, Stolpovskaya’s
painted canvas participates assuredly in the tradition of trompe l’oeil as a technique to es-
tablish artistic dominance. Stolpovskaya references this mimetic tradition in her “painting”,
a perfectly executed swatch of apparent embroidery that is set to fool modern-day Zeuxis
and Parrhasius into thinking that she accepts the restrictions set for her and believes in the
need to overcome them to prove her worthiness. Her emphatic rejection of both limitations
and the need for dominance suggests why Stolpovskaya has chosen a “white square”
for her work rather than the rectangular shape typical for these embroidered samplers.
The classic rushnik, or ritual cloth, would traditionally follow a girl from adolescence and
engagement through marriage and final funeral rites. Stolpovskaya’s reinterpretation of
the traditional craft suggests her intention to analyze such historical precedents and rework
them for a modern context. The work is unquestionably Stolpovskaya’s own, but her deft
allusions to both avant-garde innovation and time-honored tradition renders the question
of proprietorship, appropriation, even influence per se largely irrelevant.

Stolpovskaya’s handling of the assignment to produce a work of poetry results in her
equally sure-footed Poem (Stikhotvorenie) (Figure 22). Noting later that “with every one of
their works”, Albert, Skersis, and Zakharov had “hypothesized an answer to the question
‘What is Art?”,38 she engages easily with that same inquiry, answering it on her own terms.
Her response to Albert’s request is phrased, as always, as an ongoing process that engages
spectators and leaves final reactions to them. Thus, for the assignment to produce a work
of verse, she creates a collection of small glass globes that comes with instructions: “About
this work I want to say only that the globes painted green are stressed syllables, while the
unpainted globes are unstressed”. With this small gesture, Stolpovskaya again manages to
expand, rather than violate, the boundaries of her own art practice by opening the work of
art to spectators for direct tactile, auditory, and intellectual engagement on their own terms.
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“analytical work”, she feigns confusion before announcing that her participation in the 
project itself is that very investigative process. In Analytical Work (Analiticheskaia rabota 
(Figure 23), she thus declares “This text is not the analytical work”, but “all the works 
themselves”. As she mentions in an interview with Vadim Zakharov, Stolpovskaya notes 
that “the spectator is very important to me and my works”, including physical contact 
with the artworks themselves. Noting her interest in work by Walter de Maria, Bruce Nau-
man, Robert Morris, Richard Serra, and others, she emphasizes the role of the viewer—or 
reader—of Nauman’s monitors in particular, arguing that “without the spectator, the 
work doesn’t even exist”. Eschewing any complicated “subtext” to her works, “most likely 
as a reaction to the Moscow environment”, Stolpovskaya concludes that she considers a 
work “successful if the structure of the work transmits the structure of the depicted ob-
ject”. For that, she notes, it is essential for the viewer to “open the work fully, to experience 
its materiality”.39 That helps explain her focus on the mundane and common, on processes 
of everyday life accessible to everyone who takes the time to engage with them. 

Figure 22. Stolpovskaya. Poem. 1980. Plastic, glass, ink. 31 cm × 15 cm × 4 cm. Courtesy of the artist.

Charged in the eighth “assignment” to overstep her own approach by creating an
“analytical work”, she feigns confusion before announcing that her participation in the
project itself is that very investigative process. In Analytical Work (Analiticheskaia rabota
(Figure 23), she thus declares “This text is not the analytical work”, but “all the works
themselves”. As she mentions in an interview with Vadim Zakharov, Stolpovskaya notes
that “the spectator is very important to me and my works”, including physical contact
with the artworks themselves. Noting her interest in work by Walter de Maria, Bruce
Nauman, Robert Morris, Richard Serra, and others, she emphasizes the role of the viewer—
or reader—of Nauman’s monitors in particular, arguing that “without the spectator, the
work doesn’t even exist”. Eschewing any complicated “subtext” to her works, “most likely
as a reaction to the Moscow environment”, Stolpovskaya concludes that she considers a
work “successful if the structure of the work transmits the structure of the depicted object”.
For that, she notes, it is essential for the viewer to “open the work fully, to experience its
materiality”.39 That helps explain her focus on the mundane and common, on processes of
everyday life accessible to everyone who takes the time to engage with them.

Albert combines a similar interest in materiality and open accessibility in his series
Continuation of Others’ Series from 1980 and 1981. This exercise again makes a virtue of his
devotion to materiality by allowing him to focus on process as he engages stylistically with
the work of artists both in the Soviet Union and outside its borders. The series includes
works that echo concepts from Joseph Beuys, Carl Andre, and others, documenting, for
example, work by Roy Lichtenstein that Albert would develop further at the end of the
decade. Early examples of such outreach expanded on work from artists in Albert’s
own circle as well, as he reacted to work by Stolpovskaya, Zakharov, and, as we have
seen, Skersis. Glass with Sour Cream (N. Stolpovskaya) (Stakan so smetanoi [N. Stolpovskaia]),
for example, has Albert engaging with paper and acrylic enamel to create an imagined
continuation of distinctive graphic work by Stolpovskaya (Figure 24). Part of the conceptual
beauty of this work—and of the series in general—is that spectators of it are unavoidably
pressed into service as participants in an extended analysis of the meaning of originality,
authorship, and creation. Another reaction to and collaboration with Stolpovskaya involved
an efficiently co-authored “work” from 30 December 1981: their signed and dated document
hints at a rich and ongoing dialogue to which the artists allude in their otherwise succinct
assertion that “this work we made together”. They refuse to belabor the point, however,
inserting the signed document into the MANI archive as is, devoid of explanatory material
or pictorial embellishment.40 Such laconicism focuses attention on the collaborative process
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of art for this branch of Moscow conceptualism: by shifting their teamwork to the end
of the sentence, where it assumes pride of place as the most important information in
the statement, the artists are able to underline their emphasis on artistic practice and
shared endeavor.
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Albert engages Zakharov directly in a letter from 30 April 1981 in which he requests
that Zakharov conceive of, carry out, and then send him a work to continue that artist’s
work Stimulations, itself a profoundly tactile and collaborative series. The typed letter
Albert sends to Zakharov documents Albert’s request and makes it clear that Albert will
include whatever work Zakharov produces into his own series. In anticipation of such
co-authorship, Albert continues his own textual explorations of the meaning of art in
context by imagining a work of art that would hang “between Nadia Stolpovskaya’s Table
Covered with a Tablecloth and Vadim Zakharov’s Stimulation series”. This, then, is the work
that Albert creates by suggestion in his letter to Zakharov (Figure 25). Its exhibition makes
it clear that this curated artistic community, ongoing conversation in and about it, and
contextualized meaning are essential to the analytical branch of Moscow conceptualism.
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Figure 25. Albert. Letter to V. Zakharov (Continuation of the series “Stimulation”). 1981. Paper, ink.
20.4 cm × 14.5 cm. Courtesy of the artist.

Like Continuation of Others’ Series, Albert’s numerous anti-self-portraits in his I Am Not
. . . series demonstrate his attention to and engagement in the materiality of the artistic
process. Each work carefully appropriates the style, medium, color scheme, and other fea-
tures of various well-known artists only to insist that Albert is a different creator altogether.
The unexpected effect of these partially appropriated material qualities is a paradoxical
insistence on the artist’s irrefutable individuality. Albert’s studied and painstaking perfor-
mance of the roles he then rejects in the anti-self-portraits serves antithetically to establish
him as a significant presence in the art world. The I am not . . . series carefully analyzes
the many techniques and styles Albert might have adopted, but has not, finally, assumed.
He measures each role conscientiously, investigating each model fully before moving to
another in a process that is intellectual and analytical but, antithetically, also personalized.
His considered deployment of a host of artistic models, any one of which is part of Albert’s
artistic conversation, but none of which can sum up the artist in totality, counterintuitively
manages to establish the parameters of his activity as an artist. The seemingly paradoxical
conclusion that such borrowed material leads to a profoundly personal statement helps to
explain Albert’s interest in work by the Russian Formalist writer Yuri Tynianov. Tynianov’s
conviction that the application of old forms to serve new functions is one of the most
productive ways for art to renew itself is directly applicable to Albert and other analytical
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conceptualists.41 For these artists, additional iterations of an idea are acceptable, even
welcome, and reengagement or repurposed performance of an earlier work makes perfect
artistic sense. As Zakharov notes in a comment from his own collaborative project with
Stolpovskaya, “the time for individual struggle [ryvok] has passed . . . Now the artist is
allowed to use all methods and means”.42

SZ, a partnership between Skersis and Zakharov, continued these artists’ early focus
on real life and its material substrate in a number of works intended to elicit the direct
participation of spectators acting independently. The SZ series Self-Defense Courses Against
Things (Zashchita i kursy samooborony ot veshchei) from 1981–1982, for example, engaged
spectators in a set of exercises to learn how to defend themselves from objects in the sur-
rounding world (Figure 26). Combining outreach and humor with a clear recognition
of the unfriendly reception late-Soviet reality—and even some colleagues—offered their
work, the self-defense courses encouraged artists to return to the real world. The works
developed in part from Skersis’s earlier investigations of the anthropomorphization of
inanimate objects in a series entitled In Order to Humanize Objects, We Need Birth Control and
Punishment Devices. Since the Soviet system discouraged independent initiatives, including
unauthorized courses for self-defense, the SZ series also alluded in passing to the more
dangerous aspects of autonomous action in the late-Soviet period. But their attacks on
cupboards, doors, tables, and toilets and the clearly facetious “magical spells” (zaklinaniia)
the artists wrote to arm their fellow citizens against such everyday objects aimed less at
political power than at the constraints that restricted artistic innovation.43 In a comment
from 1982, Anatoly Zhigalov mentions that exact aspect of SZ work as the group’s most
significant contribution, noting “SZ is distinguished by genuine democratism”. Zhigalov
particularly notes the “neutrality” of their language and its adequacy to the “environment”,
emphasizing that SZ work is accessible to all participants, regardless of their level, profes-
sional standing, or previous preparation. Zhigalov identified the Self-Defense Courses, as
well as SZ’s 1980 series Anatomy of Safety Matches (Anatomiia spichek) as part of a necessary
“‘kitchen rebellion’ against [overly spiritual] art”.44
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Zhigalov’s own work, done with his co-author and wife Natalia Abalakova, included 
similar moments of concretized meaning. At an AptArt apartment exhibit, their label on 
the gas stove (dukhovka) offered a tangible counterpoint to the exaggerated dukhovnost’ 
(spirituality) of older generations, especially when coupled with the neologism—netlenka, 
or “imperishables”—over the kitchen sink, used ironically to refer to both immortal works 
of art and the detritus that ends up in the sink after a meal. Their 1982 work Black Square 
(Chernyi kvadrat)—a large plastic bag filled with carbon paper—provided concrete evi-
dence of their ambivalence to the avant-garde inheritance and their rejection of the dis-
embodied, ephemeral, and vague (Figure 27).45 Their justly famous The Chair is Not for You. 
The Chair is for Everyone (Stul ne dlia Vas. Stul dlia vsekh), an actual chair that was also ex-
hibited at AptArt with its title keeping would-be users at bay, created vivid longing for 
the real-world “chairness” of the actual physical object. 

Figure 26. SZ. Self-defense Courses Against Things. 1982. Black-and-white photograph of action.
Courtesy of the artists.

Zhigalov’s own work, done with his co-author and wife Natalia Abalakova, included
similar moments of concretized meaning. At an AptArt apartment exhibit, their label on
the gas stove (dukhovka) offered a tangible counterpoint to the exaggerated dukhovnost’
(spirituality) of older generations, especially when coupled with the neologism—netlenka,
or “imperishables”—over the kitchen sink, used ironically to refer to both immortal works
of art and the detritus that ends up in the sink after a meal. Their 1982 work Black Square
(Chernyi kvadrat)—a large plastic bag filled with carbon paper—provided concrete evidence
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of their ambivalence to the avant-garde inheritance and their rejection of the disembodied,
ephemeral, and vague (Figure 27).45 Their justly famous The Chair is Not for You. The Chair
is for Everyone (Stul ne dlia Vas. Stul dlia vsekh), an actual chair that was also exhibited at
AptArt with its title keeping would-be users at bay, created vivid longing for the real-world
“chairness” of the actual physical object.
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expand our understanding of the movement as a whole to include such works. These art-
ists and their concrete objects serve as particularly vivid counterexamples to the notion 
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Figure 27. Abalakova and Zhigalov. Black Square. 1982. Installation view. AptArt Gallery, Moscow.
Courtesy of the artists.

For these analytical conceptualists, anxiety over the frequently predicted “end of art”
involved less a sense of personal tragedy than it did for many of their Moscow colleagues
or their counterparts in the West. In the late-Soviet unofficial art world, the end of “Real
Art” (nastoiashchee), to use Albert’s terminology, came with a realization that the artist was
just one voice among many clamoring for attention; paint and canvas was just one medium
available for authentic artistic expression. Thus, chairs, bags, bodies, and other such
objects came to play an increasing important role in their embodied art, linking it to both a
nonconformist past and the performative future of Russian actionism. Although Albert’s
repeated reference to their current relegation to the category of merely “contemporary art”
suggests lingering regret over that state of affairs, these artists embraced their position
in the world of materiality and concrete objects in place of an exalted imaginary status
apart from everyday existence. Commentators have described the rough, uneven, often
unfinished physical nature of these and other works of Moscow conceptualism as an effect
of, variously, Soviet “poverty”, the artists’ preferred focus on the ephemeral, or a reflection
of their naïve sincerity. At least for this branch of conceptualists, however, the emphasis on
tangibility and substance refocused attention on situational, real-time, embodied everyday
meaning. By unwrapping certain key metaphors completely, mapping them fully onto the
domain of quotidian life, Nest artists and their colleagues succeeded in making language
solid and real. By doing so, they were able to direct attention to the compelling texture
of art at our very fingertips. Some half a century on from the emergence of Moscow
conceptualism and the (re)appearance of Russian performative art, it is time to expand our
understanding of the movement as a whole to include such works. These artists and their
concrete objects serve as particularly vivid counterexamples to the notion that conceptual
art relied solely on the dematerialized, disembodied idea. As the 1980 work Here! (Vot!),
from SZ’s graffiti series Inscriptions (Nadpisi) (Figure 28) reminds us: art is continually right
before us, concrete and real. All we have to do is notice it.
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and Backstein (1998, p. 145) refers to embodied performative experiments by Komar and Melamid as “a special chapter in the
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no official museatic sacrality” (Boym 2010, p. 71). Many late-Soviet artists familiar with the early avant-garde also believed there 
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1995, p. 42).
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object-based conceptual practices” and “recognize the complexity of unofficial art” in the late Soviet Union (Sharp 2016, p. 11).
3 Berger points out that Lippard and Chandler described both “art as idea” and “art as action” in terms of a departure from
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clearly defined” art movement creating works for an insular “micro-public” unified across generations by the “systematic
approach” and organizational efforts of Monastyrski (Groys 2008, pp. 29, 33).
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Kiaer notes in her study of the importance of material objects to Vladimir Tatlin, Boris Arvatov, and others, the avant-garde
hoped that close attention to socialist materiality would make the everyday citizen “critical and conscious” (Kiaer 2005, p.68).
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Backstein (1998, p. 145) refers to embodied performative experiments by Komar and Melamid as “a special chapter in the history
of Russian body art”. Svetlana Boym points out that the “avant-garde was not part of the museum culture” and “had no official
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9 Skersis describes an “analytical branch” of Moscow conceptualism headed by Komar and Melamid in contrast to “literary” and
“deductive” branches headed by Kabakov and Monastyrski respectively in Skersis (2010, pp. 250–51). See Nicholas (2022) for a
fuller discussion of the Nest’s underappreciated importance to late-Soviet unofficial art.

10 The Russian word used to describe everyday life, byt, often carries the markedly negative connotation of mindless, enervating
routine. As a result, Svetlana Boym claims that an “anti-byt discourse” is “at the core of many Russian and Soviet self-definitions”
(Boym 1994, p. 31).

11 Yuri Albert distinguishes between different branches of Moscow conceptualism by identifying the “Art of long stories and slow
perception” typical of Monastyrski and others in contrast to the “Art of short stories and quick perception” of his own and others’
work (Albert 2008, p. 21). In a 2020 interview, Albert contended that the boundaries for the branches “frequently pass not just
through artists, but through individual works” (my unpublished interview with Albert on 23 February 2020).

12 The phrase is Svetlana Boym’s in her study of the “battles with byt” that preoccupied Russian intellectuals and political leaders
throughout much of the nineteenth century (Boym 1994, p. 31).

13 This comes from a proposed list of features common to Russian modernist culture as a whole in Wachtel and Vinitsky (2009,
p. 158). Works in Hardiman and Kozicharow (2017) treat the subject as it relates to individual Russian and Soviet artists.

14 Yelena Kalinsky describes the appearance of supposedly “senseless laughter” as a marker that alienated older unofficial
artists from a “new-wave” generation they felt “no longer respected the aesthetic as an autonomous sphere with important
spiritual/metaphysical potential” (Kalinsky 2013, p. 65).

15 The 1975 work is described in Skersis (1981). According to that document, Mevkopisan was originally created by Skersis and
Donskoy before being incorporated into Nest activities.

16 The historic 1975 exhibit at Moscow’s premier exhibition space, VDNKh, followed the infamous “Bulldozer” show of the previous
year. Both are described in detail in Talochkin and Alpatova (1991, especially pp. 211–17, 240–44). The nest itself, so memorable it
became synonymous with the artists’ group as a whole, is listed as both Hatch Eggs! (Vysizhivaite iatsa!) and Hatching a Spirit
(Vysizhivanie dukha) in Donskoy et al. (2008, p. 164). According to Skersis, the second title was the final variant, and that is how it
appears in Skersis (1981). Skersis is the only member of the Nest still actively engaged in making art. Roshal died in 2007 while
helping to compile the catalog for a 2008 retrospective Nest exhibit and Donskoy withdrew from the art world decades ago.

17 Skersis’s reference to Chris Burden, whose infamous 1971 work Shoot involved the artist’s being wounded with a weapon,
suggests again the Nest’s wholehearted commitment to materiality and literal embodiment.

18 Patsyukov’s comments come from an interview with critic Victor Misiano (2006, p. 283).
19 A definition for “shimmering” can be found under the entry for mertsatel’nost’ (mertsanie) in Monastyrski (1999, pp. 58–59).
20 The original work, no longer extant, was recreated for the 2008 Nest retrospective show at Moscow’s National Centre for

Contemporary Arts.
21 According to Skersis, the tube was created in 1974, shortly before Roshal officially joined the other two artists, though it was

exhibited at VDNKh as a joint project (my interview with Victor Skersis, 6 June 2014).
22 This description comes from my unpublished interview with Skersis on 20 March 2020.
23 Piotrowski argues that the “neo-avantgarde” in the West “wanted to be critical and it directed its criticism mainly against the

modernist paradigm” whereas artists in the East “often discarded this critical edge and did not appear to provide a complete
alternative to modernism” (Piotrowski 2012, p. 84). This presents a distinct contrast to modernism’s supposed “nervous
breakdown” in the West. See Tony Godfrey’s related comment that conceptual art in the West “reached both its apogee and its
crisis” simultaneously (Godfrey 1998, p. 6).

24 See Barthes (1975) for the excerpt. Marginal marks in Skersis’s copy of the volume suggests that he was most engaged with the
translations of works by Barthes, Jakobson, Jan Murkařovský, and Tzvetan Todorov.

25 See Berger (2019, pp. 18, 21) for fascinating evidence that Kosuth understood materiality as both “hopelessly real” and “irrelevant”.
26 My conversation with the artist, 6 August 2020.
27 My unpublished interview with the artist, 27 July 2020.
28 Skersis describes an “interferential model” in Skersis (2008a, especially p. 15).
29 See Danilova and Kuprina-Lyakhovich (2017) for an introduction to the archive, which was the result of an unofficial initiative in

the early 1980s.
30 This comes from Albert’s introduction to Art Instead of Philosophy (Iskusstvo vmesto filosofii), which can be read along with the

complete translation in Albert and Degot (2015, pp. 257–61).
31 Stolpovskaya was an essential source of information for Albert in his work on the poetic rendition of Kosuth’s article. Her

knowledge of English allowed her to translate a number of such documents from Western journals and art histories. In an
unpublished interview with me on 26 February 2020, she recalled making five copies of each samizdat document to share
with interested artists and remembered receiving Ursula Meyer’s volume Conceptual Art as a gift from Komar and Melamid
when those artists departed for the West at the end of the 1970s. See Bailey (2022) for a discussion of the role of translations in
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interactions between Moscow conceptualism and American artists, including the “altered materiality” that she argues is crucial
to understanding the reception of Western conceptual art by Moscow conceptualists.

32 Stolpovskaya, unpublished comment from the artist’s personal archives. She cites Walter de Maria, Michael Heizer, and Richard
Serra as artists whose works take place “in time” and with the active participation of the spectator. My thanks to Stolpovskaya
and Albert for sharing these and other materials from their archives with me. Stolpovskaya’s interest in the passage of time and
the insistence of the Nest, SZ, and other artists on real-time communication in art contradict Mikhail Epstein’s argument that “the
flow of time stops and categories of space become primary” in Russian postmodernism (Epstein 1995, p. 38).

33 Archival photographs of “A Poem by Boris Pasternak” are included in MANI volume 1, envelope #20, https://samizdatcollections.
library.utoronto.ca/islandora/object/samizdat%3AMANI_1_0204 (last accessed 14 August 2022).

34 The performance took place on 29 September 1978 at Odnoralov’s studio where spectators had gathered for an event organized
by the Nest. Albert’s performance involved him shaking other attendees’ hands: the “transfer of warmth took place through the
handshake” (personal communication to the author, 15 October 2010).

35 In an email communication to me from 23 June 2016, Albert noted that Household Help is “almost a diptych” to the earlier
performance piece.

36 See, for example, Albert (1989, p. 44), where Autoseries I and Autoseries II were included as general commentary on Albert’s
artistic activity.

37 In an unpublished interview with me on 26 February 2020, Stolpovskaya contended that her generation was the first post-Stalinist
generation to be subjected to gender stereotyping in the schools where girls were assigned to study home economics while boys
took shop classes. She recalls her own desire at the time to work with wood (strogat’) instead of taking sewing lessons.

38 This comment is from my unpublished interview with Stolpovskaya on 26 February 2020.
39 These comments by Stolpovskaya are from an interview with Albert and Stolpovskaia in 1982 that Zakharov conducted as part of

a series of such conversations he and Georgy Kiesewalter had with artists in their studios that year. Several such discussions
are included in Tupitsyn et al. (2017), though not the one with Stolpovskaya. My thanks to Zakharov for sharing these archival
materials with me.

40 See their declaration “Etu rabotu my sdelali vmeste” in the MANI collection for Albert-Stolpovskaya, MANI volume 3, envelope
# 2, https://samizdatcollections.library.utoronto.ca/islandora/object/samizdat%3AMANI_3 (last accessed 14 August 2022).

41 Tynianov’s early conviction that parody was not (or, at least, not only) a comic genre is equally useful in understanding their
work, especially notions of “self-irony” in the work of Komar and Melamid. Hutcheon (1985, p. 44). notes similarly that parody
always includes the norm within itself, ensuring that “any real attack [on on the parodied form] would be self-destructive”. See
Nicholas (2022) for more on humor and parody in this branch of Moscow conceptualism.

42 This remark is part of Zakharov’s extended comments on their collaboration, available in MANI volume 3, envelope #27,
https://samizdatcollections.library.utoronto.ca/islandora/object/samizdat%3AMANI_3_0325 (last accessed 14 August 2022).

43 SZ included the spells in MANI volume 3, envelope #25, https://samizdatcollections.library.utoronto.ca/islandora/object/
samizdat%3AMANI_3_0325 (last accessed 14 August 2022). Those pages are marked prominently with a SZ “trademark” in
another example of the “interferential” clash of systems that Skersis argues is the most dynamic (Skersis 2008a).

44 Zhigalov’s comment was part of a questionnaire about SZ that Zakharov asked his fellow artists to fill out in 1982; I am grateful
to Zakharov for sharing these archival materials with me. Monastyrski describes a version of the Self-Defense Courses re-enacted
in his apartment as part of a personal attack on himself and Kabakov, casting the entire series as a conflict between Duchamp,
represented by the toilet bowl Zakharov attacked, and Kosuth, supposedly present in the chair Zakharov used as a weapon.
Although Monastyrski initially seems to cast himself and Kabakov in the role of Duchamp, allegedly in conflict with Zakharov’s
“Kosuth”, he argues in the same article that interest in Kosuth and his text actually united the disparate branches of Moscow
conceptualism (Monastyrski 2006).

45 Abalakova and Zhigalov (1998, p. 125). Zhigalov’s further engagement with Malevich in a 1981 series, Investigating the Square
(Issledovanie kvadrata), can be seen in Abalakova and Zhigalov (1998, pp. 82–83). Abalakova remembers with exasperation
an art historian from the West urging Moscow artists in 1988 “not to put out Malevich’s torch”, as though Suprematism and
Constructivism were the only useable traditions for younger Russian artists (Abalakova 2003). In a later conversation with Liia
Adashevskaia, Abalakova identifies the critic as Germano Celant (Adashevskaia 2012).
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Abstract: Krystyna Miłobędzka (born 1932) is one of the most interesting and unique phenomena of
the Polish poetry scene of the 20th and 21st centuries. Two characteristics of her poetry, the visual
character of her many poems and her preoccupation with the concept of the garden-world, are worth
a closer look. Miłobędzka’s poetry refers to the topoï of the garden-world in single poems and cycles
of poetic texts. Her hortus mirabilis, inserts itself into the sphere of the metaphysical reflection
of nature, giving Miłobędzka’s poetry a specific dynamic in which the “I”—the gardener—has a
significant role as an observer, and as a creator of entities. The activity of looking, which happens,
in fact, in all types of verbs and aspects, is in this specific sphere (look, watch, see), fundamental
to defining oneself in the world and the world’s relationship to oneself. In this perspective, the
image of the garden from childhood, is confronted by a necessary new visualization. The temporal
aspect of the garden is at the center of existence, in the cyclical return of nature’s laws of rebirth and
death, which are relevant to the personal, singular perspective of the end in many of Miłobędzka’s
volumes. In Anaglify (Anaglyphs), some poems particularly fit the issue of visuality in poetry, not
only at the conceptual level, the place granted to observation, the poet-particular observer, but
the poem itself. They are conceived as graphic and pictorial realizations. Poems from the volume
dwanaście wierszy w kolorze (twelve poems in color) or wszystkowiersze (omnipoems) are special cases
of these. The selected words are conceived in color, and their arrangement on the space of the page
has meaning. The parallel between looking and writing, which Miłobędzka consistently uses in her
writing method and poetically admits, is also very important. Although her poetic diction alludes to
historical avant-garde and linguistic poetry achievements, her lyrical savoir-faire is characterized by a
certain new minimalist construction and a separate, recognizable style. Miłobędzka’s innovativeness
lies in combining seemingly distant and sometimes poetically opposite categories: full, ambiguous
image-in-poem and asceticism by means of expression, such as a minimal number of words. Her
poetry is deeply rooted in perceiving, seeing, watching, and contemplating the world—faithful to its
physicality but also open to the most essential questions of philosophy asking about existence and its
limits. This new visibility of elements is reflected in authentic poetic delight and in the “visualizing”
form, where the poem also becomes an image on the plane of a sheet of paper or becoming one side
of the house wall as a mural poem.

Keywords: Hortus mirabilis; visual poem; poetic garden; picture of garden; Polish contemporary
poetry; Krystyna Miłobędzka; rose; calligram; avant-garde poem

1. Introduction

Krystyna Miłobędzka was born in Margonin in 1932 and is one of the most interesting
and unique phenomena of the Polish poetry scene of the 20th and 21st centuries. Although
her debut in 1960 with the volume Anaglyphs (Miłobędzka [1960] 2019)1 places her near the
generation of “Współczesność”2, the period of fascination with her work falls toward the
end of the 20th and the beginning of the 21st centuries.

The author currently lives in Puszczykowo near Poznań, Poland. She remains an
inspiration for many Polish poets from different movements despite not identifying with
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any fixed poetic group (Borowiec 2012). Krystyna Miłobędzka’s published volumes fol-
lowing her first Anaglyphs are still consistently rich in meaning and formal, inseparable
linguistic solutions, appropriate and recognizable to her style3. It is also worth recalling
that Miłobędzka, who holds a doctorate in literary studies and is a theatre scholar, also
worked as a theatre director, pedagogue, and lecturer in theatre classes at Adam Mickiewicz
University. She is also the author and co-author of scripts, rehearsals, written dialogues
and published letters4. Miłobędzka’s work has also received numerous awards5.

Much has been written about Miłobędzka’s poetry, emphasizing the character of her
poems, such as their minimalism of form and consolidation (Nyczek 2008, pp. 173–77;
Żurek [2017] 2022), wordiness (Maliszewski 2020, pp. 74–75), a strong childlike imagination
(Orska 2018, pp. 255–85), predilection for concreteness (Kałuża 2008, pp.199–215), incom-
prehensibility, avant-garde, and linguistic inspirations (Bogalecki 2011; Grądziel-Wójcik
2008, pp. 21–34), diversity of her poetical world (Borowiec 2012) or her references to the po-
etry of Tymoteusz Karpowicz (Górniak-Prasnal 2017, pp. 253–69) and Miron Białoszewski
(Suszek 2020).

There is now also a group of critics who try to read Krystyna Miłobędzka’s poetry
in the context of the discourse of ecocriticism or interpret it with the tools appropriate for
reading ecopoetry (Lekowska 2020; Jarzyna 2017; Skurtys 2017). This is entirely possible:
in her attentiveness to nature, Miłobędzka becomes one of the pioneers of such a poetical
world view. I also think that it is possible to outline many, compatible common parts
between recent works in the field of reading ecopoetry and ecocriticism (Fiedorczuk and
Beltrán 2020; Koza 2020; Małecki and Woźniak 2020) and Krystyna Miłobędzka’s poetry.
However, I find the best definition (in fact, rather a kind of “non-definition”) in the fragment
by Julia Fiedorczuk:

I talk about the “ecological turn”, trying to avoid the terms “ecological poetry” or
“ecopoetry”. These terms do function, of course, but mostly they involve attempts
at some new genre or subgenre of “ecological” poetry. I am skeptical of such
attempts for two reasons. First, more than human, nature has always been one of
the most important subjects of poetry, and it is indeed difficult to imagine a poem
that does not in any way refer to the natural world or shed light on the question
of the relationship between humans and the environment. Thus, there is a risk
that “ecopoetry” is just a label, artificially generated to describe phenomena that
have always existed. Secondly, attempts to describe “ecopoetry” as a new kind of
poetry are often prescriptive, in other words, they propose a list of criteria that a
“correct” ecological poem should meet (consequently, the others would have to
be considered “non-ecological”). This approach seems uninteresting also because
its proponents often lose sight of the literary qualities of the text, focusing almost
on the content (Fiedorczuk 2019, pp. 14–15).

In other words, I think that Krystyna Miłobędzka’s poetry escapes clear-cut catego-
rizations, even the most fashionable and handy ones, even if they are “eco”. In thinking
about the world-garden, language-poetry, inspiration and creation, this poetry retains a
separate, inherent, thoroughly original character.

That is why the hortus mirabilis motif discussed here, goes beyond the obvious
conundrum, reaching out to poetic texts other than the important but already analyzed
and repeatedly cited by critics6. Also because “spoken” here is primarily associated with
what is “seen”, “articulated” with what is “made visible”, and “lost” with “found”. In such
a lecture the very known (and widely interpreted) poem drzewo jak drzewo (the three as
the three) becomes a kind of primary symbol of hortus mirabilis—mirabilis and lost Eden
but it also concretely guides our gaze vertically along the tree trunk upward toward the
unreachable the tree crown:
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drzewo tak drzewo the three yes the three
że drzewa już nie ma that the three is no more

chmury (chmury) clouds (clouds)
(Miłobędzka 2013b, pp. 132–33)

Krystyna Miłobędzka is still not known enough outside of Poland “because of its
rootedness in the peculiarities of the Polish language” (Wójcik-Leese 2006, p. 44) although
some of her poems have been translated into English7. Two characteristics of her poetry,
hitherto not assembled by scholars, are worth a closer look today, especially in poem
examples that combine both simultaneously. The first characteristic relates to the visual
character of her many poems, and the second is her preoccupation with the world garden,
which she perceived as a kind of “fair of wonders” (Szymborska 1986, p. 42). Miłobędzka’s
poetry, which can be boldly described as modern and avant-garde, refers to the topoï of
the garden-world in single poems and cycles of poetic texts. This important cultural trope
stems from the primordial role of the poet-gardener because, as we read in one of Mateusz
Salwa’s many works devoted to gardens, entitled Antyogród w ogrodzie (Antigarden in
the Garden):

The garden is one of the more enduring topoï present in Western culture. At
the same time, it must be remembered that it is a topoï in a double sense of the
word. For the garden is as much a real place as it is a figure of thought. These
two orders cannot be separated, as every real garden, i.e. a separate space where
plants are cultivated for utilitarian or aesthetic purposes, is in its own way the
realization of an imaginary garden (Salwa 2020, p.112).

However, with hortus mirabilis, regardless of the history and theory of the garden, the
current concept and the practice of implementation of the times stimulates the imagination
of the creator. The meaning of the word “mirabilis”—also changes over the centuries.
The signification can be understood as:—marvelous, miraculous, wonderful, supernatural,
extraordinary. Some examples include the hanging gardens of Semiramis (Figure 1), the
Garden of Eden imagined in the form of a painting by the Upper Rhenish Master (Figure 2)
or a map (Figure 3), or even the image of a man who is a garden himself by Arcimboldo
(Figure 4).

Between the literary gardens of past centuries, we find additional examples from
Garden of Epigrams by Wacław Potocki (Potocki [1648] 1907) and Tytus Czyżewski’s The
Mechanical Garden (Czyżewski [1920] 1922, p. 24) (Figure 5).
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The history of gardens (Majdecki 1972; Szafrańska 1998) and literary research on the
vision of the literary gardens (Rymkiewicz 1968), there is a special place in the imagination,
meeting with what is seen by the poet. The meeting space for these gardens is as varied
as they are. This is also partly because of a lack of a clear concept and definition in the
description of gardens history, and thus of specific interpretation tools. As Jan Birksted
writes: “Garden history, unlike the history of painting, sculpture, and architecture, has
no conceptual foundations. It lacks the elements of scholarly and critical consensus: a
conventional set of interpretive methods, agreed-upon leading terms, ruling metaphors,
and descriptive protocols.” (Birksted 2003, pp. 4–5).

However, the concept of hortus mirabilis stimulating the imaginary and scientific
approach is still interesting for the authors of literary works and scholars of different
branches of sciences, as we can observe it in the recent publications. The fascination in the
peculiar is because poetic garden has also been well described in an extremely interesting
work by Dimitrij Sergeevič Lihačev (Lihačev 1991).

Similarly, Miłobędzka’s poetry, even if some scholars have already written about
the presence of plants in her poetry (Górniak-Prasnal and Kuchowicz 2015, pp. 117–26;
Lekowska 2020, pp. 262–71), has an as-yet-undefined world, a rediscovered hortus mirabilis.
It spreads its secrets before the onlookers, amazing them and conveying a certain knowl-
edge. Its image is meticulously created in the individual poems, which comprise a specific
personal poetic “herbarium”. Thus, we find in this poetry in the space of the various specific
volumes: seeds, leaves, flowers, trees and branches, their general symbolism, and species
names. The most important thing, however, is beyond the botanical description—activated
in the image are new meanings conveyed through the medium of the poem. First, careful
observation of the world is made with a poetic eye (Figures 6 and 7):
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Figure 7. Cover by Marcin Markowski In: (Miłobędzka [1960] 2019).

2. Observation

Entering the marvelous garden first involves, in Miłobędzka’s case, a very insightful
view of oneself and the world in which this poetic “I” finds itself. It also marks an act of
courage to step outside one’s own comfort zone. The boundary-gate-wicket to the garden
is an attempt to understand what is different from the “I”, which is necessary to define the
“I” itself. While encountering the world and the garden, crossing a hitherto impassable
boundary is important, which may be the very ritual of sensual, visual initiation. Finally,
it turns out that it is the world garden that invites itself and enters the thresholds of our
private existence, discovering in ourselves the space where the viewed elements exist “from
within” (Foucault and Miskowiec 1986, pp. 22–27):
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Na szybie pokrytej parą rysujemy dwa kółka dodając uszy, wąsy i ogon.

W ten sposób powstaje kot. Można także narysować świerk, kwiat

albo człowieka.

Dopóki różnica temperatur po obu stronach szyby utrzymuje się –

ludzie, zwierzęta i rośliny istnieją w sposób nie budzący wątpliwości.

Istnieją z zewnątrz i od środka.

(Miłobędzka [1960] 2020a, p. 9)

Draw two circles on the steam-coated glass, adding ears, whiskers and a tail.
In this way, a cat is created. One can also draw a spruce, a flower

or a person.

As long as the temperature difference on both sides of the glass remains—
humans, animals and plants exist in a way that is not—doubt.

They exist from outside and from within.

It is brought into being by very careful looking, or, in Miłobędzka’s case, by its constant
“drawing”, here on a pane of glass as on a sheet of paper, and in some works, in the very
space of the poem by its graphic location.

The verb “patrzę”, like the neologism “jestnienie”, balances between “jest” (is) and
“nie” ((there is) not), indicating the paradox of being enchanted and dazzled by the world
as a kind of compliment, sending us back to the reflection of an image, in the flash of an
eye, in a pane of glass, or water, as in this poem by Miłobędzka:

Co ja robię, patrzę w jest

w to samo jest mnie i to samo jest wody

w to olśnienie

to jestnienie

jest nie nie

które scalam

które skracam do istnienia

(Miłobędzka [2000] 2020b, p. 233)

What I do, I look in is

into this same is me and this same is the water

into this dazzle

it’s a beknowing

know being is not

which I merge

which I shorten into existence

In this way, hortus mirabilis, inserts itself into the sphere of the metaphysical reflection
of nature, giving Miłobędzka’s poetic garden a specific dynamic in which the “I”—the
gardener—has a significant role as an observer (as we read in the poem’s climax), and
as a creator of entities. The activity of looking, which happens in fact in all types of
verbs and aspects, is in this specific sphere (look, watch, see, perceive), fundamental to
defining oneself in the world and the world’s relationship to oneself. This visualizing
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reflection, in addition to careful observation, is accompanied by weighty optical discourses
and statements reminiscent of the laws of physics and related to the perception of the
dimensions of reality:

Oczy nie widzą głęboko, widzą daleko albo blisko, dlatego tyle brzegów,

tyle zgniecionych mórz—czy myśleniu wystarczy oczu na zatopienie świata?

Za dużo razy poznane przez siebie, żeby mogło zapuścić korzenie.

Przesuwane przez wszystkie pory roku. Zbliżało się do siebie

nieustannie zbyt lekkie, aż zmieniło się w wiatr.

(Miłobędzka [1970] 2020c, p. 62)

Eyes don’t see deep, they see far or near, that’s why so many shores,

so many squashed seas—is there enough eyes for thinking to sink the world?

Too many times met by itself to be able to put down roots.

Shifted through all the seasons. Approached constantly too

Light, until it turned into wind.

Kinetic and optical laws complement one other here, creating the credibility of the
individual garden. What is too close becomes invisible to the eyes. Jestem że widzę że widzę
że mijam (I am that I can see that I can see that I go by) (Miłobędzka [1975] 2020d, p. 113),
says one of Miłobędzka’s titles, bringing another important note a few lines further on:
“less and less of me”. Here, there is some kind of correspondence between the enlargement
of the external garden and the diminution of one’s own self. The parallel between looking
and writing, which Miłobędzka consistently uses in her writing method and poetically
admits, is also very important: “(. . . ) pisz pisz aż w pisaniu znikniesz/ patrz patrz aż
znikniesz w patrzeniu (Miłobędzka [2004] 2020e, p. 314)”. (write write on till you vanish in
writing/ look look on till you vanish in looking) (Miłobędzka 2013c, p. 127). An attentive
reading of Miłobędzka’s poetry and that of her life partner, Andrzej Falkiewicz, draws
attention to an interesting aspect of sensory perception, admitting something that, for the
poet, is also an answer to the loaded question of which of the senses she considers most
important; he replies: “As a man of our civilization—the Western civilization—I have to
put sight at the forefront. It is the sense that captures to some extent the functions of all
the other senses. But as a universal man, I would say touch. It is the elemental sense —the
sense that enables people to conceive new life.” (Borowiec et al. 2009, p. 32).

3. To Touch by the Colors

For Miłobędzka, part of whose life was spent exploring nature (the forest park in
Margonin, the Tatra Mountains, the forests near Poznań), childhood is also an important
reminder of the world—a mysterious garden that preserves the colors and vitality of entities
in memory. In this perspective, the image of the garden from childhood, is confronted by a
necessary new visualization:

Kolory w dzieciństwie układają się same na powierzchniach miękkich

i delikatnych. Nie wiedząc nic o sobie, nie znając swojej wartości, nie

potrzebują się dopełniać tworzyć tęczy.

(Miłobędzka [1960] 2020f, p. 18)

In childhood, colors arrange themselves on the soft and delicate

surfaces. Not knowing anything about themselves, not knowing their own value,
they do not need to complement each other to form a rainbow.

The poet defines child gazing in an interesting way: “It is spontaneous, self-generated
thinking, not taught by others. We are born with it, and then we learn to look at the
world already with someone else’s eyes, to speak in someone else’s words, the words
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of adults” (Borowiec et al. 2009, p. 86). Referring to the bearing of Jean Piaget’s theory
(Piaget 1923, [1926] 2003), she also draws attention to the artistic realizations of children,
where images and words are treated interchangeably. The poet finds a name-combination
for them: “słoworysunki”, “word-drawings” (Borowiec et al. 2009, p. 142). The poetic tricks
of animation and personification are also embedded in the children’s world and the power
of children’s imagination. Here, plants and fruits exist in an important space because they
significantly focalize the seemingly inanimate world. It is as if the magic of an enchanted
garden, or the unique memory of colors, was transferred to everyday objects, as in her
painterly poem from the volume Anaglyphs:

Ta butelka z sokiem pomarańczowym ma niebieski korek. Niebieskie

korki zastępują wyduszonym pomarańczom niebo.

Jeszcze nigdy pomarańcze nie były tak blisko nieba jak w butelce -

nigdy go nie dotykały. Zresztą nie muszą już dojrzewać, więc zetknięcie

z niebem ma dla nich inne znaczenie—to jest albo inny przymus

albo inna przyjemność.

(Miłobędzka [1960] 2020g, p. 10)

This bottle of orange juice has a blue cork. The blue

corks replace heaven to squeezed oranges.

Never before have the oranges been as close to the sky as they are in the bottle –

never touched it. Besides, they don’t have to ripen any more so their contact

with the sky has a different meaning for them—it is either a different compulsion

or a different pleasure.

The author also tells us another story from her time at the Institute of Wood Technology
in Poznań, giving us the pictorial birth of the Anaglyph cycle and spatial vision that her
poems preserve: “The most important thing I took away from the Institute were these
wonderful glasses with one glass turquoise and the other red, which made it possible
to receive spatial images. This, among other things, gave rise to the name for my first
texts—anaglyphs” (Borowiec et al. 2009, p. 26). Commenting on this first series, the author
also says: “It is there to see each thing at once from the outside and from the inside—and
this is written clearly in the first anaglyph, but it is also repeated in the subsequent ones. In
the s u b s t a n c e t h e i n t e r v e n t i o n is a seeing that is at once objective and personal,
private. That is how I would read these records today” (Borowiec et al. 2009, p. 50).

4. The Garden Itself

In Miłobędzka’s volume entitled Pokrewne (Related), in addition to poems with sig-
nificant titles for our considerations, such as Roślinne (Vegetal) (Miłobędzka [1970] 2020h,
p. 57) or Chlorofil (Chlorophyll) (Miłobędzka [1970] 2020i, p. 58), there are also two poems
of great importance to Miłobędzka’s imagery and to our considerations, entitled Ogród
(Garden) (Miłobędzka [1970] 2020j, p. 66) and Narodzenie z oczu (Birth from the Eyes)
(Miłobędzka [1970] 2020k, p. 59). The first contains a visualization (to which the reader
succumbs) of the thicket, entanglement, and green elements of the garden climbing towards
the sun. As we read the subsequent verses, we realize that the gardens are personified
and that the thicket, the growing, and searching for paths also belong to the sphere of
human communication. The visualization of the garden, here, acts as a costume and,
as it were, a diagnosis of the lyrical situation, the passion, and the danger involved in
“tissue penetration”:
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Kto tu oddzieli, komu potrzebne nazywanie, splecione kryją się w sobie,

owijające, owijane, dławione jednych oddechem, podają sobie pokarm

wielkimi przełykami. Nie ma żadnych ścieżek, nie ma dojścia, jest

tylko kawałek uległego podłoża, na ogrody w tobie, zawsze ten sam

powrót, ten sam cień wysyłany spod najniższych roślin, wyrastanie

powoli od stóp, uderzenie ciepła w ciasne objęcia tkanek. Tu ogień,

kiedy się otworzą.

(Miłobędzka [1970] 2020j, p. 66)

Who here will separate, who needs naming, entwined they hide into each other,
wrapping, wrapped, choked by one breath, they feed each other

with great gulps. There are no paths, there is no access, there is

only a piece of submissive ground, to the gardens within you, always the same

return, the same shadow sent from under the lowest plants, growing

slowly from the feet, the throb of heat in the tight embrace of tissue. Here the fire,

when they open.

The second poem, demonstrates in its very fabric the close relationship between the
one watching and the one watched, who/which simultaneously becomes a registration of
life processes, as in the following extract from the poem: “Spojrzenie po spojrzeniu/rozgina
wejścia coraz głębsze: trawa dzieli się trawą/liść łamie się liściem, gną się i strzępią,
wplątane w ziemię biją powietrze drzewami.” (Miłobędzka [1970] 2020k, p. 59). (Gaze after
gaze bifurcates the entrances deeper and deeper: grass/shares grass, leaf breaks leaf, bend
and fray, entangled/in the earth beat the air with trees).

The temporal aspect of the garden is at the center of existence, in the cyclical return of
nature’s laws of rebirth and death, which are relevant to the personal, singular perspective
of the end:

jeszcze do wnuka

jeszcze do ogrodu

jeszcze do żalu nad sobą

(Miłobędzka [1970] 2020l, p. 225)

yet to the grandson

yet to the garden

yet to self-pity

The dynamics of change interact with the dynamics of the image seen and processed.
Miłobędzka aptly describes this creative process:

Actually, none of the images we have in ourselves should be immobilized, that
is, become something unchangeable, something absolutely permanent. Because,
after all, these images even in memories do not freeze—“they are not a music
box and not a photograph”. They are important when they come to life, when
something disappears and something arrives in them, no matter how far back
in time they are. In fact, they are deprived of time, and in this deprivation, they
are changing and touching the one who owns them. They do not speak back
to us in the same way every moment, neither with the same voice nor with the
same gesture; and even if there were the same image, for me, having a different
experience and being in a different time, the gesture and word from there are
already something completely different. As long as it is alive, changing and
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moving, it has some meaning. . . —it repeals itself, as long as it is alive” (Borowiec
et al. 2009, p. 26).

5. Living Garden of Poems

Among the poems by Miłobędzka, some particularly fit the issue of visuality in poetry,
not only at the conceptual level, the place granted to observation, the poet-particular
observer, but the poem itself. They are conceived as graphic and pictorial realizations.
Poems from the volume dwanaście wierszy w kolorze (twelve poems in color) (Miłobędzka
2012) are the special cases of these. The selected words are conceived in color, and their
arrangement on the space of the page has meaning. Here, they meet in the minimalist
form of the poem “I” and “tree” and respond to each other in a congruent symmetry: two
questions, two text fragments highlighted in green, a twice-referenced word: “I see”:

(i mówiące mnie drzewo?)

z ilu drzew t o j e d n o widzę?

wreszcie raz powiedzieć

w i d z ę

(Miłobędzka [2012] 2020m, p. 366)

(and tree speaking me?)

Of how many trees this one can I see?

finally say it once

I see

Behold, “I see” also means here as much as “I know”—read with the color codes and
symbolism of nature (hope for green), it also means the selectivity of this knowledge if we
read the green: “this one/I see” (as “this one I know” and “I am”). The minimalist form,
when the poem fits at the top of the page and within empty space, is also impressive and
helps to balance this ambivalence of meaning: a sense of pride in the joy of looking and
seeing and the singularity of the experience. Intertextually, we are close to other texts such as
the wywód jestem’u (discourse of I am) by Miron Białoszewski (Białoszewski 1961, p. 7), Eimi
(I am) by E.E. Cummings (Cummings 1933), Je suis comme je suis (I am as I am) by Jacques
Prévert (Prévert [1946] 1949, p. 100), but also the Socratic, “I know that I know nothing”.

The poem of Miłobędzka can also be a kind of enigma or a clever riddle hidden in
the answer to the question: What does not see deeply? Because the eye cannot see itself.
With its blue color, the poem adopts the issue previously suggested by Miłobędzka—the
impossibility of seeing deeply.

The author’s decision here seems to be in a line with the conviction of the philosophical
thought of Ludwig Wittgenstein, who in his Remarks on Color, notes: “If all the colors
became whitish the picture would lose more and more depth”. (Wittgenstein 1977, p. 44)
Interestingly, Miłobędzka launches the rhyme deep in the process: deep—eye; and, let
us say it one more time: it is important because in Polish the word “eye” (oko) is part
of the word “deep” (głęboko). The eye, repeated in the poem, grows huge and intense
simultaneously:
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co nie widzi głęboko. . . ? what does not see deeply. . . ?

oko an eye

OKO AN EYE

(Miłobędzka [2012] 2020n, p. 364)

We find an equally interesting notation in another poem, in which, repeating the word
“only” in a specific arrangement relates it, both to the poem and to the hidden addressee
“you”. The addressee is the most important, for to him/her (but also to the poem as well)
refers the imperative, underlined “be” and enlarged ochre “shine”. This potential shining
is implicitly introduced by the sun; in the space of Miłobędzka’s “colorful” poems, it is also
coherent on the whole, precisely above the line image of the garden where the eye looks at
the tree in the sun:

tylko bądź only be

tylko only

ŚWIEĆ SHINE

(Miłobędzka [1970] 2020o, p. 368)

The poem Rose, from the volume omnipoems (Miłobędzka [2000] 2020p, pp. 256–57)
belongs to Miłobędzka’s visual and garden poems. However, it is also something more: it is
a full calligram enriched by its reflection. The individual words are arranged verse by verse
to form a graphic rose: “rose bloomed/ bloomed in the garden/ bloomed in the garden wet
with dew/ bloomed in the garden wet with dew sparkling drops/ bloomed in the garden
wet with dew sparkling drops on pink petals/ bloomed in a garden wet with dew sparkling
drops on pink curled/ veined petals/ before I cut it down/ before I cut it right at the root
and wrapped the cut in cellophane/ this rose/ my poem/ for Valentine”. Miłobędzka
inscribes herself with her poem by developing it with the symmetry and meaning of the
rose in bloom. She creates a poem-picture, in a certain rhythm, thus referring to Tadeusz
Peiper’s concept of a blooming poem (Peiper [1926] 1972) and the love symbolism of the
rose, thus inscribing herself in the rich history of poems dedicated to roses. The reverse
image is similar to a flower, imprinted in the herbarium, a memento of the queen of the
garden—the rose (Figure 8):
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Two more poems deserve attention. The first poem asks the question of “having”,
“possession”, belonging, and one’s place in the world. Underlined and “colored”, “there is
no”, contradicts the invisible “is”. In Polish, it is this cluster of “nie ma” that is the answer
to the question, “is there?” Here, the lyric subject has and does not have this small world; it
is also reflected consistently in other poems because the following reading is also possible
otherwise: it is the world that has me.

M A M

( M N I E MA )

WŁASNY

b a r d z o m a ł y ś w i a t

(Miłobędzka [2012] 2020q, p. 360)

I HAVE

( HAS ME )

OWN

v e r y l i t t l e w o r l d
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The last example shows a poem literally closed in a large square bracket. If we recall
what the poem is about, for example, a rose or a tree, we can also interpret the poem as a
kind of garden with a gate (Figure 9):
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Gutorow, writing about Miłobędzka’s poetry-creating power, draws attention to her
desire to reach such a point of speech, which is the absolutization of speech or ultimate
point (Gutorow 2011, p. 290). It seems that the “closed poem” is an example of just such
attainment of speech, although even here, through the play of graphic (visual) closure, one
may be tempted to make ambiguous interpretations for the reason that in the vertical line,
there is an opening —light and space above the poem and below the poem. If the poem is a
key, and we turn it from horizontal to vertical in the likeness of a key, we open the closure.

6. Hortus Mirabilis by Krystyna Miłobędzka—Conclusion

What is the character of the world-garden and hortus mirabilis in the poetry of
Krystyna Miłobędzka?

The weight and admiration of the universe of the garden and its wonders are present
all the time in Miłobędzka’s work. We also find traces of this importance in the poet’s
correspondence with another poet important to her, the aforementioned Tymoteusz Kar-
powicz. Both poets and their life partners often change their opinions on gardening, on
new plants, their development and illnesses, seasons, vegetables, flowers, trees and bushes.
However, let us draw attention, once again, to the essence of the garden’s appearance, to the
importance of its visual character which appears in these words of Tymoteusz Karpowicz
in a letter addressed to Andrzej Falkiewicz:

“And how does your garden sing (in colors and shapes) under the magical baton
of Ms. Krystyna? How wide the Newcomers have already opened the greenery?”
(Miłobędzka Krystyna et al. 2021b, pp. 738–39).

After all, Krystyna Miłobędzka—the gardener and observer continuously shares her
experience with Krystyna Miłobędzka—the poet, that is, a careful observer of the world.

On the one hand, the poet in her poems, refers to the topoï of the tender observer, the
poet-gardener, and the garden-world. On the other hand, she introduces a new verbal artic-
ulation to her poetic pictures. Although her poetic diction alludes to historical avant-garde
and linguistic poetry achievements, her lyrical savoir-faire is characterized by a certain
minimalist construction and a separate, recognizable style. Miłobędzka’s innovativeness
lies in combining seemingly distant and sometimes poetically opposite categories: full,
ambiguous image-in-poem and asceticism by means of expression, such as a minimal
number of words. Her poetry is deeply rooted in perceiving, seeing, watching, and contem-
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plating the world—faithful to its physicality but also open to the most essential questions
of philosophy asking about existence and its limits. Among Miłobędzka’s poems, a special
category is formed by texts that introduce elements of the plant world and simultaneously
strongly present interest in their visual side. This new visibility of elements is reflected in
authentic poetic delight and in the “visualizing” form, where the poem also becomes an
image on the plane of a sheet of paper. Poems by Miłobędzka are also understood and seen
in their visual dimension by others, for example, in graphic realization by Jan Berdyszak in
collaboration with Krystyna Miłobędzka (Berdyszak and Miłobędzka 2015).

The visuality of Miłobędzka’s poems, is also evidenced by two of them becoming the
poems of public space, watched and read by everyone on the route of poetic murals in
Poznań or in Puszczykowo. Here, as one can see at the photography of mural at Lodowa
street, the two last lines really attest the poet’s attachment to the garden’s metaphysic
architecture: jestem wszystkim czego nie mam furtką bez ogrodu (I am all what I have not/ the
gate without the garden (Figure 10). The poem in Puszczykowo show the colors play and
one more time, the importance of the verb “to be” and its possible senses (Figure 11).
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Finally, we have a kind of double illustration because the murals on the walls between
the trees seems to show us the visual, that is concrete, character of her poetry, like in
the example:

dróżki w ogrodzie paths in garden

(czarne wgłąb) (black deep inside)

(przeskoki, zgłębienia) (leaps, deep insights)

dom przed zniknięciem w drzewach the house before it vanishes among the trees

dom znikający w drzewach the house vanishing among the trees

(Miłobędzka 2013d, pp. 136–37)

The power of this poetry also lies in its ability to co-create a space viewed and experi-
enced, in many ways, placing the multiplicity (repetitiveness) and singularity (uniqueness)
of existence at the center of its interest. Miłobędzka is convincing in her poetic creations
and their minimalistic form. She speaks of it with amazement: “I don’t know by what
miracle I became interesting to young people. Maybe somewhere in the poems, I managed
to—bagatelle! —capture the essence of life” (Borowiec et al. 2009, p. 141). In her original
way of composing the visual hortus poems (e.g., Rose), she inscribes herself as a relative
in the family of poets, including so ancient poetic garden as these by Johann Wolfgang
Goethe (von Goethe 1789), William Blake (Blake 1794), and Emily Dickinson (Dickinson
1856, 1858) and their memorable poetic gardens and at the same time convincing today’s
young people.
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Notes
1 All quotes and titles are translated by the author of this paper unless otherwise indicated. Anaglify (Anaglyphs) are the cycle

of poems which were first published in periodicals such as: “Ziemia Kaliska”, “Nowa Kultura” and “Twórczość” in the years
1960–1962.

2 “Współczesność” (Contemporaneity) was the name of the generation of artists and writers making their debut in Poland around
1956 and dominating literary life for the next 10 years. Their work was a reference point for all subsequent generations of writers
and literary groups. To this formation belonged, among others: Andrzej Bursa, Stanisław Grochowiak, Miron Białoszewski, Jerzy
Harasymowicz, Marek Hłasko, Halina Poświatowska and Edward Stachura.

3 These are: Spis z natury (Inventory of Nature) (Miłobędzka [1960] 2019), Pokrewne (Related) (Miłobędzka 1970); Dom, pokarmy
(Home, Foods) (Miłobędzka 1975), Wykaz treści (Register of Contents) (Miłobędzka 1984), Pamiętam (zapisy stanu wojennego) (I
rembember (Martial Law Notes)) (Miłobędzka 1992), Imiesłowy (Participels) (Miłobędzka 2000a), wszystkowiersze (omnipoems)
(Miłobędzka 2000b), Przesuwanka (Shiftness) (Miłobędzka 2003), Po krzyku (After Shout) (Miłobędzka 2004), Zbierane 1960–2005
(Gathered 1960–2005) (Miłobędzka 2006), gubione (lost) (Miłobędzka 2008a), zbierane, gubione 1960–2010 (gathered, lost 1960–2010)
(Miłobędzka 2010a) dwanaście wierszy w kolorze (twelve poems in color) (Miłobędzka 2012), and poems from multiple volumes of
is/am (selected poems 1960/2020) jest/jestem (wiersze wybrane 1960/2020) (Miłobędzka 2020). All quotes and references to Krystyna
Miłobędzka’s will refer to the collective edition of poems from 2020 entitled jest/jestem; the first editions are quoted also in the
bibliography.

4 These are: Teatr Jana Dormana (Jan Dorman’s Theater) (Miłobędzka 1990), Przed wierszem. Zapisy dawne i nowe (Before a Poem.
Old and New Notes) (Miłobędzka 1994), Siała baba mak. Gry słowne dla teatru (Old Woman Sowed Poppy Seeds. Word Games
for Theater). (Miłobędzka 1995), Na wysokiej górze (On the High Mountains) (Miłobędzka and Chmielewska 2014); szare światło.
Rozmowy z Krystyną Miłobędzką i Andrzejem Falkiewiczem (grey light. Conversations with Krystyna Miłobędzka and Andrzej
Falkiewicz) (Borowiec et al. 2009), W widnokręgu Odmieńca. Teatr, dziecko, kosmogonia. (In the Horizon of Different. Theater, Child,
Cosmogonia) (Miłobędzka 2008b), znikam, jestem, (I disappear, I am) (Miłobędzka 2010b), Dwie rozmowy. Oak Park—Puszczykowo—
Oak Park (Two Conversations. Oak Park-Puszczykowo-Oak Park) (Falkiewicz et al. 2011), Blisko z Daleka. Listy 1970–2003 (Close
from Afar. Letters 1970–2003) (Miłobędzka Krystyna et al. 2021a).

5 Among others, the author has received the following awards: the Barbara Sadowska Award (1992), the Culture Foundation
Award (1993), the Minister of Culture Award (2001), the Four Columns Literary Award (2003), the Artistic Award of the City
of Poznań and the President of the City of Poznań (2009), the Silesius Poetry Award (2013), and the Adam Mickiewicz Poznań
Literary Award (2020).

6 Especially the poem drzewo tak drzewo (the tree yes the three) is an often-interpreted poem (cf. papers on Miłobędzka poetry quoted
in this article).

7 I mean especially two publications: Poezje-Poetry in “2B” in 1999, n◦ 14 translated by F. Kujawski and A. Sułkowska (Miłobędzka
1999) and a volume Nothing More translated by E. Wójcik-Leese in 2013 (Miłobędzka 2013a).
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Representation of Corpus Patiens in Russian Art of the 1920s
Nataliya Zlydneva

Institute for Slavic Studies, Russian Academy of Sciences, 119334 Moscow, Russia; natzlydneva@gmail.com

Abstract: Similar to the Russian historical avant-garde of the 1910s, which predicted the war and the
social revolution of 1917, the late avant-garde of the 1920s anticipated the advent of the totalitarian
terror and the Stalinist repressions of the 1930s. In figurative painting, this manifested itself in
a specific visual “lexicon” and modality (bodily violence and the fragmented body, frustration,
motifs of loss, death and general catastrophe), as well as in the expressive style (that inherited
but not duplicated the models of European expressionism). In addition to proposing an analytical
classification of semantics and poetics of the painting of the 1920s, the present article discusses the
issue of the representation of political power in visual art and the presence of archaic roots in the
corpus patiens (lat.) motifs. It examines artefacts made by eminent as well as little-known painters of
the late avant-garde, including Kazimir Malevich, Alexander Tyshler, Kliment Redko, Georgy Rublev,
Aleksandr Drevin, Boris Golopolosov and others.

Keywords: visual art; Russian avant-garde; prognostic function; violence; archaic stereotypes;
totalitarian terror

1. Introduction: Art as a Foreteller

Hegel’s formula according to which art reflects life was in a simplified and perverted
way hammered into the consciousness of the Soviet mass viewer from the 1930s, yet, in the
very same years, it was refuted by the practice of the fine arts or, more specifically, their
alternative trends in relation to the mainstream ideology. As one knows, text extends the
meanings that it originally contained as the space and time of its functioning in culture
expands (Toporov 1983). The text’s functions expand as well. The prognostic function of
art comes to the fore in crucial historical epochs and times of social bifurcation. Fortune
tellers, predictors of the future, and prophets meet with great demand in a society that
seeks to get rid of the disturbing feeling of uncertainty about the future or at least to reduce
its frustration. Art also acquires the function of anticipation–no matter whether the artists
themselves are aware of it or not. In the history of literature, cinema and painting, one finds
many cases of the anticipation of future events, both at the global historical scale and at the
level of the life of individuals. The most striking textbook example is the date of the 20th-
century Russian revolution that was predicted by Velimir Khlebnikov (whom Mayakovsky
did not believe and mistakenly corrected the date in one of his poems: “The sixteenth year
is coming in the crown of thorns of revolutions”). Khlebnikov deliberately looked for
numerical patterns in historical chronology. At the same time, in certain Hollywood movies
(Armageddon, 1998, dir. Michael Bay; Escape from New York, 1993, dir. John Carpenter; and
others), the events of 11 September 2001—the collapse of the Twin Towers in New York—are
foreshadowed not as an established law of time or as a mystical coincidence but as a real
prophecy. Trends in art are also endowed with a prophetic gift: Russian symbolism of the
turn of the 20th century, both in literature and in the fine arts, is imbued with a premonition
of a civilizational catastrophe, as if foreseeing the collapse of Russian pre-revolutionary
culture. The texts of Andrey Bely and Aleksandr Blok are full of vague allusions and
gloomy predictions. The avant-garde—not only the historical avant-garde in Russia, but
also Italian futurism and the early German expressionism—foresaw the horrors of the First
World War: a blown-up world appeared in painting as fragmented polyhedrons, deviant
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corporeality, the attack of machines on the living organs of the human body, and borderline
mental states. The meanings of Kazimir Malevich’s famous “Black Square” are saturated
with a general sense of catastrophe which lowered the curtain on the stage of European art
history while outlining a broader context-a premonition of the decline of Russian culture.
Thinking about the future, writers voluntarily or involuntarily surmised the outlines of
the coming totalitarian era in anti-utopias—whether German Nazism in Karel Capek’s
novel The War with the Newts written in 1936 or contemporary events in Russia in Vladimir
Sorokin’s story “The Day of the Oprichnik” written in 2006. The exposure of a social
project doomed to failure in Andrey Platonov’s story “Foundation Pit” (written in 1930,
first published in 1968) can be regarded in the same line. Although the genre of dystopia
itself is still a by-product of the prognostic function, it is not so much about a critical look
at modernity and its near future as about a kind of registration using the special sensory
sensitivity of art of the seismic vibrations of upcoming social earthquakes. At the same
time George Orwell’s dystopic novel Nineteen Eighty-Four written in 1948 demonstrated
amazing insight into the Eastern European regimes that were to be established after the
Second World War. The features of the carnival of death sweeping the world—the recent
pandemic—can also be seen in the prophetic movie Joker (2019, dir. Todd Phillips). I should
also mention personal foreseeing: Mikhail Vrubel predicted the death of his son, and Van
Gogh—his own death. These are just a few examples.

Let me now turn to a phenomenon of this kind that is less obvious yet all the more
revealing—the way in which Soviet paintings of the late 1920s and the early 1930s mani-
fested a premonition of the onset of the repressive Stalinist regime. This took place mainly
in the unofficial art of this time, which came to the attention of the broad public only in
recent decades: a lot of paintings gathered dust in the funds of museums or the attics
of collectors, while many others were destroyed during the Stalinist period during mass
arrests or the self-censorship of their authors. This period has been widely discussed in
recent decades, and a lot has been written about its artistic atmosphere and paintings. The
most important information is found in Olga Roytenberg’s book Did someone really remember
that we had been . . . (Roytenberg 2004), which provides an essential introduction to the
little-known aspects of the art of that era. Individual topics in the history of painting of the
1920s and the connection between semantics and formal stylistic practices are the subject of
studies by the art historians Aleksandra Salienko (Salienko 2018), Sergey Fofanov (Fofanov
2019), Anatoly Morozov, me (Nataliya Zlydneva) and others. Significant issues of the his-
torical avant-garde were raised by Boris Groys (Groys 1988) and in a book edited by Hans
Guenther and Evgeny Dobrenko dedicated to the problems of socialist realism in a wide
ideological and esthetic context (Guenther and Dobrenko 2000). The approach proposed
in the present article to the late Soviet avant-garde as an art that was aloof from the main
paths of development-industrial art, constructivism, etc.—has not been considered before
and much remains to be clarified on this issue. The prognostic functions of painting of this
period leads me to formulate some more general questions: the problem of the modality of
the image, i.e., of the conveyance of emotions by non-verbal means, and the problem of
identifying the level of visual “text” at which a social theme manifests itself in the form of
the collective unconscious. A significant aspect of corpus patiens motifs deals with the pro-
portions of subjectivity and objectivity in a visual communication. Bodily suffering can be
presented as the object of a mimetic narrative, yet it can also have a subjective model which
is wholly determined by the level/plane of expression (the motion of the pictorial mass,
contrasting colour, swirling composition, etc.). Most often there is a correlation between
the object and the subject of representation that increases the degree of semiotization of
the visual text in which the social context and the ideological code of the epoque becomes
more perceptible.

2. Radical Shift in the Late Russian Avant-Garde

The generation that entered the artistic arena at the end of the 1920s received an
impulse from the artists of the historical avant-garde of the 1910s, from whom they learned
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in one form or another. Many of the younger artists began with non-objective painting
and subsequently retained a commitment to the problems of pure form in their mature
years; Sergey Luchishkin, Kliment Redko, Aleksandr Tyshler and others practiced non-
objective painting in the beginning of the 1920s. However, these artists, along with many
of their colleagues from different artistic associations (“OST” and the others), soon turned
to figurative painting, narrative and symbolic compositions or genre scenes. Meanwhile,
these figurative plots had little in common with the art of the pre-avant-garde period and
even less with the mimetic tradition of the 19th century. While the art of the generation
of the 1920s stood on the shoulders of the historical avant-garde and retained a taste for
radical experiment, their radicalism shifted from form to motif, projecting the level/plane
of expression onto the level/plane of content. This turn manifested itself, in particular, in
the fact that the narratives of the paintings began to be saturated with negative topics. The
motifs of bodily suffering and violence (hunger, disability, torture of the flesh) and physical
withering (the themes of old age and death) swept over many of the new figurative works.
Cases in point include The Invalids of War by Yury Pimenov (1926), the numerous images
of dead birds in works by Vladimir Sokolov, the Makhnovshchina series of paintings by
Aleksandr Tyshler (1920s), Eva Levina-Rosengolts’ Old Men, Sergey Luchishkin’s Famine on
the Volga River (1925, destroyed), Pavel Korin’s The Beggar (1933) and many other paintings.

The emphasis shifted from the spatial and coloristic arrangement of the canvas to
accentuated modality. Bodily suffering was often conveyed either in terms of the emotional
state of the subject or as a representation of the appropriate object. For example, Aleksandr
Gluskin’s painting The Tragedy of the Goose (1929, see Figure 1) tries less to expose the theme
of a slain bird with a wide range of connotations that are verbally supported by the title (it is
no coincidence that the motif coincides, also compositionally, with Goya’s late canvas) than
to depict a state unfolded in time. Kuzma Petrov-Vodkin’s Death of the Commissar (1928), on
the contrary, shows the physical death of a human being through a spherical perspective
that transposes time into space, turning the psychological state into an object constituting a
sort of epic mode of communication and eliminating the corpus patiens topic as such. The
subjectivity of representation is also introduced with the help of predicates in the title (Boris
Golopolosov’s The Man Beating his Head against the Wall, 1938, or S. Luchishkin’s The Balloon
Flew Away, 1926).
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Figure 1. A. Gluskin. The Tragedy of the Goose. 1929.

The state of anxiety, fear, horror as well as the foreboding of catastrophe, which is
especially important for our study, spread over the entire field of visual discourse in the
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late 1920s. To a certain extent, this turn in painting was due to the wave of interest in the
heritage of symbolism that came into evidence during those years. Memories of symbolism
served as a sort of antiphase with respect to the historical avant-garde of the 1910s. As
the programmatic work of Russian symbolist painting, Leon Bakst’s Terror Antiquus (1907)
contained the whole gamut of expectations of catastrophe, as brilliantly shown in the
famous essay written in 1909 by Vyacheslav I. Ivanov ([1909] 1979). Many works of the
late 1920s are in consonance with the theme of this painting. However, can this kind of
emotional gamut be explained only by the turn to symbolism?

3. Fear in Literature and Art of the 1920–1930s

In the late 1920s, the atmosphere in Russia was largely saturated with a feeling of fear.
In literature, the motif of fear is particularly evident. It suffices to mention Leonid Lipavsky
and his book The Study of Horror, Daniil Kharms with his old women falling out of the
window and Petrov disappearing into the forest, and the different phobias and horrors in
the works of Yury Olesha, Mikhail Zoshchenko, Mikhail Bulgakov and Vsevolod Ivanov to
evoke a whole cavalcade of forms and ways of representing the impending terrible in verbal
artistic expression. We should also mention the tragicomic play Suicide by Nikolay Erdman
(1928), which Meyerhold intended to stage but failed to do so on account of pressure from
the authorities. Aleksandr Afinogenov’s play Fear (1931) directly asserted that the state
indicated in the title was one of the determining factors of human life: the playwright said
through one of his characters, “We live in an era of great fear.” As to painting, it reacted to
the waves of fear in its own way (Zlydneva 2009).

In 1925, Kliment Redko painted his picture Revolt (see Figure 2). The appearance of
this work was extremely significant from the point of view of the overall artistic climate
of the 1920s. It is strictly symmetrical, almost constructivist, composition that combines
geometric conventionality and narrative plot is structured by the central division in the
shape of a rhombus. A group of revolutionaries with the gesticulating figure of Lenin in
the centre are depicted inside the rhombus. Numerous associates are located around the
communist leader along the model of a group photograph: the viewer can easily recognize
Trotsky, Stalin, Krupskaya, Mikoyan, and other leading figures of the communist revolution.
Extended processions of rebellious masses stretch out along the edges of the rhombus,
preparing for a battle: workers, militiamen, warriors and band members holding weapons,
carrying wind instruments and dragging carts with provisions. Outside the rhombus,
numerous dark walls are blazing with red flames and projecting rays of light. Covered by
windows, these walls resemble either prison façades or apocalyptic honeycombs. A very
gloomy feeling of catastrophe is conveyed by the ornament of these honeycomb windows
immersed in the darkness. The motif of violence as a sort of order resonates with the ideas
of Michel Foucault (Foucault 1977). The atmosphere is also enhanced by the unnatural
exaltation of the leader’s posture (the iconographical canon of Lenin had not yet been
standardized by 1925) and the intensity of the gloomy colouring. The feeling of horror is
partly due to the memory of culture in the form of an appeal to traditional iconography:
such diamond-shaped forms were used in the Saviour in Power composition in which Christ
administers the Last Judgment. Having received an artistic education in the icon-painting
workshops of Kyiv, K. Redko could not fail to realize this connection. However, it is
impossible to assume that the artist deliberately used this Gospel motif in his composition
to demonstrate a social catastrophe: the painting was not perceived by contemporaries in a
tragic mode, as evidenced by the fact that it was successfully presented at an exhibition of
revolutionary art in Moscow in 1926 without receiving negative assessments from official
critics. Nevertheless, the present-day viewer who is aware of the onset of the repressive
regime a few years later inevitably sees a prognostic element in this message, which vividly
brings across the emotional state of the collective unconscious at the time.
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The motifs of loss and existential crisis are already quite consciously broadcast in the
painting of S. Luchishkin The Balloon Flew Away (1926, see Figure 3). The anecdotal plot
and its infantile intonation grow into a life tragedy thanks to the expressive composition:
two towering walls of apartment buildings form a narrow well, spatially rushing upwards
towards heaven; in the windows you can see the ant-like life of the inhabitants and, on
one of the upper floors, a person who has hanged himself. The latter detail leads to a
negative interpretation of the whole narrative, which becomes especially obvious when
one considers that the painter almost literally duplicated the engraving of the German
expressionist George Grosz (1917), borrowing its composition and even the person who
committed suicide. The quotation of Luchishkin’s painting should hardly be interpreted as
simple plagiary: the emotional density of the narrative is enhanced by eliciting a socially
critical component of German expressionism. Considering how close the ties between
Russia and Germany were at that time, there is no doubt that the artist was well acquainted
with the work of George Grosz. We also find narrative and compositional echoes between
B. Golopolosov’s painting Revolt (1927) and G. Grosz’s painting Metropolis (1917): the centre
of the composition is accentuated by a sharp wedge that, as if in protest, cuts into a world
immersed in chaos and excesses (observation made by Zaretskaya 2019).
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4. Archaic Stereotypes

The ambivalence of K. Redko’s canvas Revolt, in which the heroics of the revolution
are intertwined with apocalyptic foresight, and the existential motifs of loss and despair
in Luchishkin’s painting The Balloon Flew Away can be considered as signs of direct alarm.
Meanwhile, the discourse of power that becomes increasingly repressive manifested itself
in a number of pictorial practices indirectly, as if on the sly, which made it sound only
stronger. I am referring to archaic stereotypes that emerged in the compositional schemes
of a number of works. Two of them are of particular significance. The first is a group of
images showing various kinds of meetings—from work to Komsomol or party meetings.
Compositions of this kind became widespread and can hardly be explained simply by
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the new realities of Soviet social life—ideological collective events or imitation of public
control. Pictures of this kind represent people (bodily mass and/or side-by-side figures)
gathered around a speaker or leader at a table parallel to the surface of the canvas. Such a
scheme undoubtedly goes back to Leonardo’s fresco The Last Supper, which established the
iconographic canon in European art for many centuries. The visual rhetoric of Leonardo’s
work can be recognized in the poses and gestures of the characters in many works by
Soviet artists: Samuil Adlivankin’s Liquidating the Breakthrough (1930), Vasiliy Tochilkin’s
Meeting of the Industrial Party (1931), Nikolay Schneider’s Trial of the Truant (1932) and some
others. The supposedly unconscious appeal to this visual stereotype has a deep and clear
connotation—the premonition of impending catastrophe that was imprinted in the memory
of culture. However, in the painting by Solomon Nikritin Judgment of the People (1934, see
Figure 4) based on a similar compositional scheme (“comrades” sitting at a table), the
allegory hardly appears in hidden form: the realistically presented scene of a repressive
trial came true in a few years.
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Other signs of hidden stereotypes are found in the widespread dual images of this
period. In some cases, the paired compositions are motivated by the plot—for example,
the paired portraits of a couple: Fiodor Bogorodsky’s In the Photo Studio (1932) and K.
Petrov-Vodkin’s Spring (1935). However, quite often there is no motivation, such as in the
paintings by Boris Ermolaev Red Navy sailors (1934), Ivan Mashkov The Lady in Blue (1927),
and Pavel Filonov The Raider (1926–1928). Doubling is characteristic of the compositions of
K. Petrov-Vodkin’s earlier period (Two Boys, 1916). The twin images link to the cult of sacred
twins evoking the ancient cultural archetype of supreme power and highest social status;
in archaic societies, twins served for predicting the future (Ivanov 2009). It is significant
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that this prefiguration of movement towards absolute power led a few years later to the
emergence of the famous twin portrait by Aleksandr Gerasimov of Stalin and Voroshilov
against the background of the Kremlin, which gave rise to the meme Two Leaders after the
Rain (1938).

5. Discourse of Power: Gesture and Motion

Hidden symbols of power such as the onset of an era of violence can also be discerned
in Georgy Rublev’s still life The Letter from Kyiv (1929, see Figure 5). Painted in a primitive
style the image shows a table viewed from above; there are a number of things on the
table—a cup and saucer, a couple of lemons, a skein of thread, a brochure and an unopened
envelope. From the inscriptions made in clumsy handwriting, one sees that the brochure
contains Stalin’s speech at a party congress, while the letter was sent from Kyiv and
addressed to the author of the picture himself—“Yegor Rublev”. If one takes into account
that Kyiv was G. Rublev’s hometown, this detail resembles an index sign of an auto-
referential message. However, there is one more item on the table—huge tailor’s scissors
that stand out through their size and a thick black contour that visually resonates with
the black letters of the inscriptions. This attribute of tailoring is a frequent “character” in
Rublev’s paintings representing sewing workshops. However, on this canvas this detail is
not motivated by the narrative in any way and looks more like an instrument of torture
than a household appliance. The composition as a whole resembles a children’s puzzle
where the combination of simple signs of everyday life, the brochure as an ideological
resonator and the envelope as a sign of self-communication, as well as the scissors as a
piercing and cutting tool (an unclearly articulated yet very formidable symbol of violence)
add up to a single syntagma, a single vague dark message. It is worth noting that one year
later the scissors reappeared on Rublev’s canvas in a transformed form—their shape can
be distinguished in a portrait of Stalin, in the outlines of the leader’s eyebrows and nose,
highlighted by the same thick, black and curved line (Stalin Reading the Newspaper ‘Pravda’,
1930). It is unlikely that the artist employed this cross-textual visual rhyme consciously in
this case, it is clearly more appropriate to talk about a discourse of power and perceived
threat spread over the entire field of artistic practices and manifested (regardless of the
author’s intention) in the emphasis of details.

In a more explicit way, the discourse of power can be detected in the system of gestures
of depicted characters. The waving arms, resembling the hands of a dial, of the figure of
Lenin in Redko’s above-mentioned painting Revolt are symptomatic. Imaging gestures
actively flooded into painting from the mid-1920s and performed a variety of functions.
Gestures in paintings echo the speech of natural language and iconically convey a message,
raising its semiotic status. There are gestures of indefinite meaning that represent homo
loquens (narrator) or homo ambulans (walking man) and have a mimetic purpose, i.e., to
expand and corroborate a narrative. There also exists an arbitrary group of gestures aimed
at describing modality: they convey emotion in a wide range of psychological states.
Codified gestures form a special group: the gesture of a traffic controller, the gesture of
finger pointing and-especially interesting for us—the gesture of a speaker. During this
period, the central model of gesticulating characters is the model of a speaking person—a
tribune (homo loquens)—which goes back to the antique motif of the oratory emperor. A
final chord in this series of images is a multi-figured canvas by Konstantin Yuon There is such
a party! (1934), in which a figurine of Lenin with an outstretched arm, barely visible in the
multi-figure group of characters, prefigures the canonical pose in the visual representation
of the leader for many decades to come. This gesture of the leader of the revolution is
symbolically strengthened verbally by means of the title that conveys the legitimating
slogan of the Bolshevik coup.
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By this time, the iconography of Lenin as a tribune addressing a crowd of adherents
had already existed for more than 10 years in propaganda posters, paintings and sculptures
of the post-revolutionary period. One should mention posters by Gustav Klutsis and
Vladimir Shcherbakov, the painting by Isaak Brodsky Lenin’s Speech at the Putilov Factory
in 1917 (1927), the monument to Lenin by Sergey Evseev and Vladimir Shchuko at the
Finland Station (1925) and many others. During these years, a book entitled Gesture in Art
was written by the famous art critic and staff member of the State Academy of Artistic
Sciences Nikolai Tarabukin (Tarabukin 1929, still not published, the work exists in two
typewritten manuscripts at the Russian State Library). According to Tarabukin, the gesture
is “the external expression of an internal necessity” (p. 33), and its main property is its
intentionality. The gesture acts as a function of the will (“strong-willed striving towards
danger–gesture”, p. 358), which, obviously, goes back to German formalism, to Alois Riegl’s
concept of Kunstwollen, as well as to Friedrich Nietzsche’s will, a motif that permeates all
modernist art. Among Tarabukin’s colleagues at the State Academy of Artistic Sciences
(GAKhN), A. Gabrichevsky also used the category of will in connection with the concepts
of internal motion and formation, asserting that time is an integral property of artistic
form and acts in tandem with space. Motion was an important subject of research at the
State Academy of Artistic Sciences (Laboratory of Choreology, Section of Cinematography-
Aleksey Sidorov) and the Central Institute of Labour (Aleksey Gastev). Nikolay Tarabukin
also wrote the article “Motion” for the Dictionary of Artistic Terms that was prepared at
the State Academy of Artistic Sciences (Tarabukin 2005). As a signifier whose signified
is movement, the gesture for Tarabukin is charged with the tension of antinomy: “[Its]
synthetic resolution is obtained in form < . . . > which by its nature is inevitably a form of
becoming” (Tarabukin 1929, p. 123). In other words, “gesture < . . . > is a contradiction
resolved in unity and < . . . > is considered by us as a category of becoming” (p. 125).
According to Tarabukin, the function of the gesture is to make visible something that lies
beyond the visible: “to make an invisible disturbance visible” (pp. 135–36).
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Motion as a semantic category of artistic representation also occupied Tarabukin a
few years earlier when he was writing his article on diagonal compositions in painting
(published in: Tarabukin 1973). In the case of homo loquens discussed above, the diagonal
composition of the speaker/leader’s outstretched hand gives dynamism to the figure. This
dynamism semioticizes the concept of life as the will to what is beyond the visible, as an
invisible excitement.

6. Running Man: Motion in Expressionism as Prediction

Motion as such was the basis of the poetics of futurism in the 1910s, especially in Italy.
However, in the historical avant-garde, motion mainly consisted of mechanical dynamics
as well as the dynamics of binocular vision that changes points of view (simultanism).
Meanwhile, in line with the shift in poetic focus from radical form to radical topics in the
late 1920s, there was an increased interest in depicting the body in motion. El Lissitzky’s
photo collage Runner still fits into the early avant-garde paradigm yet the motif soon gives
way to an ideologically loaded content. Thus, in the paintings of Aleksandr Deineka of
the 1920s, the muscular male body, the body of an athlete and a warrior in motion, evoke
the cult of strength and youth of the masculine world, unequivocally referring to the will
to power and violence. The “invisible excitement” is hidden by the intentionality of the
gesture of a running character despite all the positive ecstatic pathos perceived on the
surface.

Far removed from official ideology, K. Malevich’s painting The Running Man (1934, see
Figure 6) represents a completely different model of motion. The man is running along a
schematic representation of land lined with “suprematist” stripes; he appears huge against
the background of the low horizon. The intense colouring of the composition based on
the archaic triad of black–white–red, the torn contours of the depicted character against
the background of symbolic figures (a cross, a sword and isolated blank houses), and the
blackened face and bare feet contrasting with the white pants and hair create an atmosphere
of anxiety and impending disaster. The reverse direction of motion (from right to left)
reveals the important symbolic level of this visual text: a rush to the origins of the painter’s
poetics, an acknowledgment of the collapse of hope in the present and a desperate warning
about the future. It is difficult to resist the temptation of seeing a socio-political subtext in
this message by a dying artist, a message containing an insight into upcoming upheavals,
which, in a sense, have already begun. It is no coincidence that one of the numerous
interpretations asserts that the image is inspired by the dispossessed peasantry (on the
various interpretations of the picture see: Zlydneva 2013).

Malevich’s painting is the crowning achievement of the late figurative stage of the
master’s work, yet at the same time it is embedded into the art of the time, albeit far
removed from its main trends. I am referring to the Soviet expressionism of the late
1920s and the early 1930s, a phenomenon that appeared above the artistic landscape
of the era like a bright comet that was unfortunately short-lived. The range of themes
and stylistic practices of this episode of the history of Soviet art was quite broad—from
conventional landscapes (Aleksandr Drevin, Roman Semashkevich, Boris Golopolosov)
to genre compositions in a conventionally metaphoric interpretation such as A. Tyshler’s
series “Makhnovshchina” with scenes of bodily violence (the painting Gulyay Pole1, 1927)
and paintings on the theme of the revolutionary struggle (B. Golopolosov’s The Battle for the
Red Banner, 1928), and direct illustrations of life in prison (see the aforementioned The Man
Beating His Head Against the Wall by the same artist). A common feature of Russian/Soviet
expressionism is its accentuated motion thanks to dynamic pasty brushstrokes, swirling
compositions, and the corresponding motifs—running and rapid driving (from Tyshler’s
Makhnovist gigs and Malevich’s galloping cavalry to turning car by R. Semashkevich,
etc.). A. Drevin’s canvases, for example, do not contain social themes, yet the impulsive
dynamics of the landscape scenes, the contrasting combinations of pastel and dark colours,
and the individual psychologized details of nature express the hysterical exaltation of
a subject on the verge of an emotional breakdown (Dry Birch, 1930, see Figure 7; Bulls,
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1931). Other examples include the representations of ecstatic excitement that describe the
psychological state of instability and aggression: bloody battles and wounded bodies (B.
Golopolosov’s The Struggle for the Red Banner, 1928, see Figure 8), convulsive self-torment
from extreme despair (B. Golopolosov’s A Man Beating His Head Against the Wall, 1936–
1937), and the demoniac jubilation of a crowd at a demonstration (A. Gluskin’s To the
Demonstration, 1932, see Figure 9). The latter work is especially significant as it refers (just
as in the case of worker/party meetings) to the Christian iconography and, more precisely,
the depiction of the Gospel episodes of the Mocking of Christ and the Carrying of the Cross.
The similarity with the grotesque images of a saint’s tormentors on the canvases of Bosch
and with the infernal characters in the later paintings of James Ensor, the forerunner of
European expressionism, is quite unambiguous in the painting of the Soviet artist.
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The pictorial mass in motion and the representation of the suffering body as an
expression of approaching catastrophe are also found in P. Filonov’s paintings, which to a
certain extent echoed the experiments of the expressionists. Already in the early work of the
artist, the baroque vanitas was transformed into the motifs of death and decaying flesh, the
world of the dead and witches (the watercolour Man and Woman, 1912–1913, the painting
Feast of Kings, 1912). Later, in the 1920s and early 1930s, the painter turned to death masks
(Head III, 1930, see Figure 10) and images of thinning bodily tissue–not of an individual
figure but of the organic world as a whole. In the same years the artist began to decompose
matter into atoms in motion. In the mosaic disintegration of a non-objective pictorial
composition into elements and their subsequent reassembly into larger conglomerates, one
can distinguish the influence of Vyacheslav I. Ivanov’s ideas on Russian Dionysianism and
the latter’s links with ancient metamorphoses. The elemental forces of hidden, flickering
mythology are at work here. Bidirectional metamorphoses of the descent and ascent of the
bodily, its compression and decompression, its condensation and transparency refer to the
mythopoetic complexes of Dionysus and Atlantis, which are so closely associated in Russia
with the awareness of the metaphysical nature of social catastrophe.

The emergence of expressionism painting in the late 1920s in Russia was due to many
reasons, including the close familiarity of Soviet artists of the second generation of the
avant-garde with contemporary German art (direct contacts between artists, exchange
of exhibitions, a general climate of rapprochement in Germany, etc.) and the logic of
development of the artistic process, in which the disappearance of the avant-garde of
the late 1910s required the compensation of the “warmed up” form, which had already
gained inertia. However, there was another reason: the generic features of expressionism
such as internal conflict, the complex of psychotic experiences, the themes of violence and
fear and the developing, continuously moving pictorial matter/mass responded (whether
consciously or not) to the desire to stave off impending disaster in the form of political
terror. The themes of death, which were the main referent of totalitarian art according to
Igor Smirnov (Smirnov 2005), began to sound ever louder in the paintings of the 1920s.
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7. Conclusions

In this article, I examined the motif of the suffering body (Lat. corpus patiens) as a
marker of the premonition of the tragic developments of Soviet history. I studied this
motif from the dual standpoint of what it depicts and how it depicts it, i.e., both as an
object and as a modality of representation. In the paintings of the late 1920s and early
1930s, the suffering body is linked to bodily violence, maiming and bloody battles. It is
also expressed through metaphors: a dead bird, a withered tree, a desert landscape, the
motif of loss or even scissors as well as manifestations of terrible events such as famine,
suicide and death. The state of detriment, angst and psychological conflict as an expression
of the suffering body in its subjective incarnation found expression in different types of
visualization of motion such as motifs of running, a fluid painterly medium, dynamic
compositions and, last but not least, the theory of gesture as the expression of will in
the artistic image. Finally, the premonition of the approaching age of totalitarianism is
suggested by disguised archetypes that, frequently unperceived by the artists themselves,
manifested themselves as the collective unconscious. Here, I am referring to the most
tragic episodes of the Gospels (Saviour in Power, the Last Supper, the Passion of Christ)
that connote sacrifice and catastrophe as well as the motif of twins as a symbol of the
sacralization of power. This deep semantic level of paintings attests to the memory of
culture and expands the semantic field of the visual communication.

Naturally, all the aforementioned themes and forms of the expression of human
suffering were largely an artistic reflection of the difficult tribulations of generations that
lived through war, revolution and devastation. At the same time, considered alongside
prophecies contained in other media and studied together with all the other factors that
determined the “discourse” of the image, these signs of premonition unambiguously point
to the manifestation of social intuition in the fine arts.
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This article mainly focuses on the paintings of the younger generation of artists
influenced by the historical avant-garde. However, other artists who were distant from
experiments of form and motif and were completely embedded in the ideological matrix
of the time were also involved in reflecting the gloomy forebodings that hovered in the
air. These premonitions manifested themselves in different ways—in a conscious appeal
to certain topics, such as the memory of culture in the use of traditional and archaic
iconographic schemes that bear the connotations of catastrophe or in the activation of
formal pictorial means that convey the anxious, gloomy emotional state of the subject.
At the same time, it is important to note that, regardless of the intentions of the artists
themselves, the art of the 1920s and the early 1930s served the social demand for the
prognostic function. The predictions of many artists came true just a few years later in
the disaster of repressions: B. Golopolosov was expelled from the professional community
for 40 years in 1937, A. Drevin was executed in 1938, and P. Filonov died in poverty in
1942. It remains an open question whether such art contributed to shaping the future. Be
that as it may, it was more of a diagnosis whose formulation does not accelerate or retard
the inevitable development of the disease but only warns against its consequences. While
the alternative movement of early Soviet art fulfilled its social mission, this message was
unfortunately not heeded by contemporaries.
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Note
1 Gulyaypole is the Ukrainian town where in time of the civil war of the 1919s the Ukrainian anarchist state under the leadership

of Makhno was established.
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Visions of Disrupted Chronologies: Sergei Eisenstein and
Hedwig Fechheimer’s Cubist Egypt
Leanne Rae Darnbrough

Faculty of Arts, KU Leuven, 3000 Leuven, Belgium; leannerae.darnbrough@kuleuven.be

Abstract: By juxtaposing two ostensibly divergent characters, the Jewish art historian and Egyptolo-
gist Hedwig Fechheimer (1871–1942) and Soviet filmmaker and theorist Sergei Eisenstein (1898–1948),
this paper investigates how both approaches folded time, creating Cubist chronologies. Fechheimer
adapted the philological focus of her Berlin School contemporaries to create an ahistorical, anti-
teleological grammar of ancient Egyptian art which espoused an artistic affinity between the Egyp-
tians and the Cubist movement. Eisenstein, who held a copy of one of Fechheimer’s books in his
personal library, took a similar approach in the development of his critiques of historical allegory.
This paper looks specifically at two shots of a sphinx during the bridge sequence in the 1927 film
October to demonstrate how they correspond to Fechheimer’s views on Egyptian art and also function
peculiarly within the film. Ultimately, I aim to demonstrate how the interpellations of the sphinx
demonstrate a particular critique of historicity that Eisenstein later expands upon in his Ivan the
Terrible films.

Keywords: Hedwig Fechheimer; ancient Egypt; sphinx; Sergei Eisenstein; October; film; avant-
garde; historicity

The first decades of the twentieth century were effervescent with discoveries in many
domains, but two of those, Egyptology and film, have surprising overlaps.1 Much has
already been written about the “hieroglyphic language” of film, with Jean Epstein asking
if cinema could be considered “[ . . . ] une langue d’images pareille aux hieroglyphs de
l’ancienne Égypte, dont nous méconnaissons le mystère, dont nous ignorons même tout
ce que nous en ignorons?” (Epstein 1974).2 and Abel Gance reflecting that “[ . . . ] le
cinéma nous ramène à l’idéographie des écritures primitives, à l’hiéroglyphe, par le signe
représentatif de chaque chose, et là est probablement le plus grande force d’avenir [ . . . ] Nous
voilà, par un prodigieux retour en arrière, revenus sur le plan d’expression des Egyptiens”
(Gance 1926).3 Film scholar Antonia Lant has also articulated the haptic tie between the
cinema and the Egyptian bas-relief (Lant 1995). The medium of film, meanwhile, with its
ability to preserve a dynamic facsimile of a particular space in time was often described
as akin to the ancient Egyptian attempts at corporeal preservation via mummification.
In his essay “Ontologie de l’Image Photographique” [The Ontology of the Photographic
Image] André Bazin linked mummification and cinema when he stated “[ . . . ] le cinéma
apparaît comme l’achèvement dans le temps de l’objectivité photographique [ . . . ] Pour
la premier fois, l’image des choses est aussi celle de leur durée et comme la momie du
changement” (Bazin 1990).4 Lant has also made the connection, noting that the reanimation
of mummies “[ . . . ] gave form to cinema’s power to rearrange time and space, as well as
providing resonances with death”(Lant 1992). These connections linking ancient Egypt,
temporal preservation, mummification and film were also earlier noted by the prolific
Soviet filmmaker, Sergei Eisenstein—perhaps most obviously in his 1946 text entitled
“Dynamic Mummification: Notes for a General History of Cinema”(Eisenstein 2016). It
is this last web of interstices—the supra-temporal aspect of cinema conjoined with the
Egyptological—that I wish to elaborate upon in this paper.
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I will be juxtaposing two divergent characters: the Jewish German art historian and
Egyptologist Hedwig Fechheimer (1871–1942) and Soviet film director and theorist Sergei
Eisenstein (1898–1948). I will first give a close reading of the bridge sequence in Eisenstein’s
1927 film October, zooming in on two short shots of a sphinx which interject in the montage.
While critics such as Annette Michelson have already given erudite and illuminating
attention to the bridge sequence, the importance of the sphinx’s temporal interpellation
has thus far been largely neglected. However, as brief as the shots are, they function
within the film in a number of interesting and critical ways; ways which are both perhaps
serendipitously intriguing details and which also bring into sharper focus Eisenstein’s
particular theories of historicity.

The film October was commissioned as a celebration of the tenth anniversary of the
October Revolution of 1917 but was only released in March 1928, four months after the
official celebrations on 7 November 1927. There were 13,000 reels of film shot, of which 9000
appeared in the final version, further attesting to Eisenstein’s considerable editing efforts
(O’Toole 2018).5 The film covers the initial hopefulness of the people with the founding
of the Provisional Government after the February Revolution, their disillusionment as
the Provisional Government does not usher in the longed for peace and prosperity, the
Nevsky Square demonstrations in July 1917 and the final uprising under Lenin’s command
in October. By the end of October—and the end of October—the new Soviet government
begins reforming the state, redistributing land and finally ending hostilities with Germany.

One of the most studied scenes of the film is that of the bridge sequence. In this
scene we see a large mass of protestors who are fired upon by cannons—the rapid firing
is emphasized through the repeated split second superimposition of guns and gunner as
well as the flashing of the cannon mouths—the protestors reach the bridge and banners are
carried up—there is a lone banner-bearer with a sphinx in the background, looking over
his shoulder. The melee in the streets is repeatedly interjected into the flow of images—we
see the crowd approaching—a soldier and a lady embrace on a boat—the soldier leaps
from the boat to apprehend and assault the banner-bearing protestor—the soldier is joined
by an older woman who begins beating the protestor with her umbrella—the lady in the
boat looks on with scorn—the angry crowd nears, with a horse at the front—the horse is
shot and stumbles, a swarm of ladies stab at the protestor with their sun umbrellas—the
bourgeoisie laughs—a view of the dead horse and a dead lady with long blonde hair
is shown from a multitude of angles—there is a phone call with the order to raise the
bridges and cut off the workers from the city centre—the under-girding of the mechanical
bridge is shown as the halves are slowly raised—the crowds rush past the dead woman
and horse—the dead woman’s hair drapes across the gap in the bridge halves—the horse
dangles by its trappings into the chasm between the two bridge halves—the bridge halves
are nearly at their peak, appearing to represent a pyramid—a sphinx is shown staring off
into the distance—the bridge halves rise again in a near perfect pyramid—a close up of the
sphinx’s face, still staring [see Figure 1]—with the bridge halves now nearly perpendicular
to the street the dead woman tumbles down to crash onto the pavement below—a prone,
presumably dead protester is shown lying with his hair in the Neva—the bourgeoisie runs
to the railing to gleefully toss copies of The Pravda into the water—the papers fall like
confetti into the water and swirl away along the eddies—the dead horse continues to hang
over the city—a revolutionary banner is tossed in the river—the horse is finally free of
its ballast and splashes into the water. The many superimpositions and juxtaposed shots
enhance the perception of chaos, visually assaulting the viewer with gunshots, crowds,
beatings, death and maniacal laughter. They also blatantly reorganize the chronology of
events; the horse, for instance, is only shown falling into the Neva after the shots of the
dead protestor with his hair in the water and the bourgeoisie throwing The Pravda into the
river, although the laws of physics would make it more likely that the actual fall occurs
when the bridge halves reach their acme and the woman falls to the pavement.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of scene in Sergei Eisenstein’s film October.

The only two moments of stillness in the scene are those of the stony gaze of the
sphinx. Even the dead woman and dead horse are surrounded by markers of movement
and duration; protestors dash and dart around their inert bodies; the mechanical bridge
halves slowly increase their incline, the hair of the woman slips into the widening gap
between the bridge halves. The shot of the sphinx is taken from below, giving the impression
that the sphinx is staring upward, over the peak of a pyramid below (this is actually the
corner of the pedestal the sphinx sits upon in St. Petersburg).

The utter stillness of the monument can be contrasted with the movement of another
film of a sphinx: the 1897 short film by Alexandre Promio entitled Les Pyramides (vue
générale) [see Figure 2]. Promio was engaged by the Lumière Brothers’ company and had
set off over two months to capture films of some of the world’s most celebrated monuments.
He arrived in Alexandria, travelled to Cairo, Giza and along the Nile to Upper Egypt. Les
Pyramides (vue générale) “consists of a single almost 50-s shot that displays various layers
of a sort of visual archaeology, divided into three planes: in the first, a row of travelers
moving across the frame; in the second, the face of the Sphinx; and in the third, the towering
pyramid” (Allan 2008). With the Great Pyramid in the background and the Sphinx at the
centre of the scene, it is the first of these planes which most aptly emphasizes the life and
duration of the film.

The mis-en-scène of Eisenstein, in contrast, has a pyramid shape in the foreground and
a sphinx looming overhead, perhaps implying that the riddle of the sphinx supersedes the
petty lives (and deaths) of humankind. The lack of spatial contrasts in the Eisenstein shots
pluck the sphinx out of space and deny the viewer any reliable indication of the size or
location of the statue.
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The fact that the two shots of the sphinx in October stand alone as still, silent sculptures
make it all the more remarkable that a discussion of them has often eluded scholarship.
One of the most in-depth readings of the bridge sequence was done by Annette Michelson
in her article “Camera Lucida/Camera Obscura” in 1973, where she notes that in

[o]pening the bridge, Eisenstein opens, as well, a vast wedge of time within
the flow or progress of action [ . . . ] As action is subjected to the extensive
analytic reordering, when a multiplicity of angles and positions of movements
and aspects alters the temporal flow of the event and of the surrounding narrative
structure, the disjunctive relations of its constituents are proclaimed, soliciting
a particular kind of attention, and the making of inferences as to spatial and
temporal order, adjustments of perception. And the inferences, the adjustments
thus solicited reinforce the visibility of things, make for a particular kind of
clarity. Eisenstein gives us within this insertion another complex of insertions that
intensify our sense of temporal flow in abeyance, conferring upon the sequence
[ . . . ] something we may call the momentousness of the epic style. [Italics in
original].

(Michelson 1973)

I want to delve into the detail of the sphinx shots, to show why these two short shots
of serenity in a staccato montage of seemingly jumbled juxtapositions and dynamism are
relevant to Eisenstein’s edited temporal flow.

One reason why the sphinx shots might evade explicit explication is that ostensibly,
the sphinx is just a part of the architecture surrounding the bridge. Both shots in the scene
are of the “Western” sphinx of Amenhotep III, one of a pair of sphinxes which sit on a quay
in front of the Imperial Academy of Arts building in St. Petersburg. The two sphinxes
have sat on their pedestals on the University Embankment in St. Petersburg, temporally
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and geographically exiled from their sunny, sandy homeland, since April 1832 or 1834
(Solkin 2007; Whitehouse 2016; Williams 1985).6 The two sphinxes were greatly admired by
Jean-François Champollion, who had attempted to purchase them but was thwarted by
Russia. According to Helen Whitehouse, “a pair of Egyptian sphinxes from the mortuary
temple of Amenophis III at Thebes was placed on the Neva embankment in St. Petersburg.
The site—the landing stage beside the Academy of Arts—was chosen by Nicholas I himself,
the setting was designed by the Academy’s Professor of Architecture, Konstantin Thon, and
the sphinxes came to number among the most familiar landmarks of the city”(Whitehouse
2016).7 Born beneath the desert sun in the fourteenth century BCE, the two serene, syenite
statues have replaced the languid waters of the Nile for the frigid Neva, facing each other
in a foreign land.

The placid expression of the face of Amenhotep III gazing off into the distance evokes
an eternal complacency of the ruling classes over the suffering of the masses. The eternal
element of the Egyptian statue is emphasized when compared with the earlier scene of
the dismantling of the statue of the Tsar; with only superficial damage to his postiche,
the Egyptian sphinx has, across millennia and continents, largely maintained its integrity.
What the sphinx represents, thus, seems to belie the demolishment of the Tsarist regime in
favour of the Provisional Government. There is a change in leader, but the old arrangement
of power in the hands of a few has remained—or, in the words of Jean-Baptiste Karr, “plus
ça change, plus c’est la même chose”.8 Perhaps serendipitously the sphinx in St. Petersburg
lends itself quite aptly to this reading. Amenhotep III ruled over an Egypt that was peaceful
and prosperous, a reign rife with architectural and sculptural achievements (Kozloff 2012).
He also ruled on the eve of one of the greatest revolutions of Egypt’s history. Amenhotep
III’s son, Amenhotep IV, would later change his name to Akhenaten and radically alter
the cultural praxis of his country. The older, traditional polytheism was replaced by a
monotheistic worship of Aten, the sun disc. Akhenaten then built an entirely new city,
Akhet-Aten (now Tel el-Amarna) and transported the capital thence. Akhenaten was so
radical—such an aberration from the traditional pharaohs—that his name was kept off
official kings lists and his existence was only discovered in 1911 during excavations done
by Alessandro Barsanti, Flinders Petrie and the Deutsche Orientgeselleschaft.

There is a sense then that the stony gaze of Amenhotep III, impervious to the chaotic
revolution taking place on the bridge and in contrast to the demolished statue of the
Tsar, slyly indicates a wariness with the longevity of the protestors’ project: it is the
face of the precursor to the revolutionary Akhenaten who still survives on his pedestal;
not Akhenaten. However, it is also possible to simply see the sphinx as representative
of ancient Egypt, a period associated with a supreme splendor of wealth and luxury
for the elite but presumably built on the backs of multitudinous labourers. Even when
eliminating the Akhenaten angle, the sphinx silently speaks to the longue durée of unequal
distribution of power and resources. As François Hartog notes, “[j]uxtaposer deux dates,
ou plutôt les superposer, c’est exprimer à la fois leur écart, leur impossible coïncidence et les
rapprocher l’une de l’autre: renvoyer de l’une à l’autre, produire un effet de réverbération,
de contamination.”9 The choice to cut to the sphinx would fit in Eisenstein’s project where,
according to Antonio Somaini, “Eisenstein ‘was searching for ce qui ne passe pas dans ce
qui passe’ for that which doesn’t change among what changes”(Somaini 2016).

10
In this

case, whether one reads into the shots as much detail as the particular pharoanic history of
Amenhotep III and Akhenaten or not, the stone statue of power remains a reminder of the
longevity of the very concept of “the ruling class”. As such, the sphinx becomes metonymic
for all rulers, and the almost callously calm disregard for the tumult on the bridge implies
that regardless of who is in charge they will never look down and see those below them.

The blank gaze of the sphinx, and the question of what it sees, can also treated with
a Nietzschean reading. According to Greek mythology, Oedipus encounters the Sphinx
in Thebes while on a journey of self-imposed exile to avoid marrying his mother and
murdering his father—actions that eventually do transpire precisely because of Oedipus’
triumph in solving the Sphinx’s riddle. As such, the story is of course the epitome of the
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saying that “the road to Hell is paved with good intentions” or, as Robert Burns remarked
on turning up a mouse’s nest, “[t]he best laid schemes o’ mice an’ men/Gang aft a-gley”.
Friedrich Nietzsche questioned the objectivity of truth in 1885 by taking recourse to the
Sphinx when he wrote in The Will to Power, “[t]here are many kinds of eyes. Even the
Sphinx has eyes—and consequently there are many kinds of ‘truths’, and consequently,
there is no truth”(Nietzsche 1968). Tom Tyler has written on the mysteries implied by this
gaze of the Sphinx, and the concept of a multiplicity of truths. Arguing that the answer
supplied by Oedipus was not, in fact, the only possible answer to the riddle but that the
veracity of the possible answers was contingent upon the perspective of the speaker, he
states: “Nietzsche would have us remember [ . . . ] that even the Sphinx, even the keeper
of this most vital truth, has eyes. And in virtue of that fact, she, like every other living
creature, has her own distinctive ways of seeing, her own distinctive truths”(Tyler 2006). If
the Sphinx is an embodiment of the enigmatic mysteries of the female, conquered by the
superior wit and ratiocination of the male Oedipus, the larger context of the myth points to
a nihilistic futility in the victory; why overthrow the Sphinx only to ultimately fulfil the
incestuous parricidal prophesy? What secret truths did the Sphinx take with her into the
depths of the abyss? From this angle, the sphinx in October, staring serenely over the chasm
of the bridge as workers tumble or are trampled to death also intimates the inevitability of
events. What good was the February Revolution if the Provisional Government proves to
be only another iteration of the Tsarist regime?

Sergei Eisenstein was a prolific reader. Among his many volumes he held several
pertaining to ancient Egypt including Geschichte Aegyptens by James Henry Breasted, Sanc-
tuaires d’Orient. Egypte–Grèce–Palestine by Edouard Schuré, Mystères égyptiens by Alexandre
Moret and Kleinplastik der Aegypter by the German Jewish art historian and Egyptologist,
Hedwig Fechheimer.11 It is the last volume which I wish to explore more fully. I believe
that there are striking resonances between the Cubism that Fechheimer detects in ancient
Egyptian sculpture and in the temporal rhythm of Sergei Eisenstein, culminating in a Cubist
critique of historicity.

Hedwig Fechheimer, née Hedwig Jenny Brühl, has slowly faded from public memory.
Born on 1 June 1871 in Berlin, she spent much of her childhood in Leipzig before training
as a teacher in Breslau. It was this teacher training which granted her entrance to the
University of Berlin as a guest student of art history and philosophy. Her status as a guest
was a function of her sex; it wasn’t until 1908 that women were allowed to matriculate
from Prussian universities and even sitting in on the lectures was prohibitively difficult
and only possible since the 1890s (Marchand 2009). Female students who wished to attend
lectures were required to have permission from the professor and to provide proof of an
adequate educational background—although the institutions which would comprise such
an adequate education, the Gymnasium and the Oberrealschule, were also only open to
male students (Lemberg 1997). Thus, the aspiring female scholar needed not only intellect
and the ability to tolerate no small amount of bigotry, she also needed access to the financial
resources that would allow her to study abroad or with private tutors. In the domain of
Egyptology, which Suzanne Marchand has described as one of increasing exclusivity in the
early 20th century, the rise of a Jewish woman to prominence was not only improbable but
also demonstrates formidable tenacity on her part (Marchand 2009).

Fechheimer was a close, albeit occasionally critical, companion of a cohort of German
Egyptologists known as the Berlin School. With the eminent Egyptologist Adolf Erman
at the helm, the Berlin School was characterized by its philological focus. Eschewing the
material accumulations of their British and French counterparts, the Berlin School believed
that literature was the key to understanding the inner life of a society and, in the words
of Christian Bunsen, “[d]ie erste urgeschichtliche Tatsache, die uns hier begegnet, ist die
Sprache” (von Bunsen).12 The linguistic emphasis of the Berlin School was manifested in
their ambitious endeavor, the Wörterbuch der Altägyptische Sprache [Dictionary of Ancient
Egyptian]. This mighty tome would become the largest and most complete dictionary of
the ancient Egyptian language in existence (Brewer and Teeter 1999; Silberman 2012).13
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Additionally, the first academic journal dedicated exclusively to Egyptology, the Zeitschrift
für Ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde [Journal of Egyptian Language and Archaeology],
was born in Berlin, 1863 (Brewer and Teeter 1999). The devotion to language inherent to the
Berlin School can be partly attributed to a tradition of mining Biblical texts for presumed
historical fact, but also largely as a pragmatic consequence of Germany’s exclusion from
most Egyptian excavation sites during the First World War (Gertzen 2014).14 Thus, German
Egyptologists frequently fell back on philological and lexicographical rigor to recreate
ancient Egypt and according to Marchand, “a great part of the scholarly energy in this era
[the late 19th and early 20th centuries] was spent, indeed had to be spent, simply in trying
to clean up (or besmirch) existing grammars, dictionaries, and lexica”(Marchand 2009).
Fechheimer’s attachment to the Berlin School is attested by her studies (she convinced
Erman, a professor generally hostile to the notion of women in academia, to allow her
to sit in on his lectures), by her associations (she was a friend, confidant and houseguest
of Emilie Cohen, wife of Ludwig Borchardt—the Egyptologist credited with finding the
famous bust of Nefertiti still contentiously housed in the Berlin Museum as ÄM 21300)
and by her reciprocal scholarship with Heinrich Schäfer (Peuckert 2014; 2017).15 However,
her critical distance can be discerned by her works, where, unlike the linguistic focus of
her cohort, Fechheimer’s philosophy and art history background led her to concentrate on
questions of Egyptian art at a general, fundamental level. Until the publication of her first
book, Die Plastik der Aegypter [Plastic Arts of the Egyptians] in 1914, this was a topic not dealt
with in depth by any members of the Berlin School.

As a first book, Die Plastik der Aegypter was a surprising success.16 Prior to its publica-
tion Fechheimer had only two short papers to her name, both published in Cassirer’s Künst
und Künstler in 1913. Aimed at a well-read and high-brow, but not necessarily scholarly,
audience, the book draws a comparison between the art of the ancient Egyptians and
Cubism. In the same vein as Wilhelm Worringer, Fechheimer argues against a teleological
approach to art history and the assumption that the Graeco-Romanic works represent the
apotheosis of artistic achievement. Rather, she opens Die Plastik with the note that it will
examine “[ . . . ] das Beste der ägyptischen Kunst, die heute unmittelbar zu wirken beginnt”
(Fechheimer 1914).17 This kinship between the work of the ancient Egyptians and her own
contemporaneous time is elaborated upon when she claims that

In keiner Kunst ist so wie in der ägyptischen—streng und vielseitig zugleich—das
Prinzip der ‘intégration plastique’ moderner Maler und Bildhauer erfüllt, oder
Cézannes Grundforderung vorausgenommen: ‘Traiter la nature par le cylindre,
la sphère, le cône, le tout mis en perspective, soit que chaque côté d’un objet, d’un
plan, se dirige vers un point central. Les lignes parallèles à l’horizon donnent
l’étendue -, . . . les lignes perpendiculaires à cet horizon donnent la profondeur.’
Den Kompositionsmethoden ägyptischer Reliefbildner könnte die folgende (ku-
bistische) Definition der Zeichnung entlehnt sein: ‘Die Kunst der Zeichnung
besteht darin, Verhältnisse zwischen Kurven und Geraden festzulegen.

(Fechheimer 1914)18

This is a particularly striking take on ancient Egyptian art. The affinity Fechheimer
notes between the Cubist artists and the ancient Egyptians derives from what she perceives
as their common use of a “point central”; not the receding convergence of perspectival
lines à la post-Renaissance art, but rather “the insurpassable plenitude” of “partial views”
that Maurice Merleau-Ponty wanted “welded together” to forge a “lived perspective”
(Merleau-Ponty 1993). Merleau-Ponty’s explanation was also similar to Carl Einstein’s
earlier conception of African sculpture, which he claimed in 1920 is “daß sie eine starke
Verselbständigung der Teile aufweisen [ . . . ] Jene sind nicht vom Beschauer, sondern
von sich aus orientiert; die Teile werden von der engen Masse aus empfunden, nicht in
abswächender Entfernung; somit werden sie und ihre Grenzen verstärkt sein”(Einstein
1920).19 Fechheimer, who sustained a decades-long friendship with Carl Einstein, was
probably heavily influenced by his avant-garde perspective.
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Yet, it was Fechheimer’s second book, Kleinplastik der Ägypter [Small Sculpture of the
Egyptians], published in 1921, which ties her in the historical record to Sergei Eisenstein.
This second book by Fechheimer appeared in 1921 as the third volume in Cassirer’s Exotische
Plastik. Die Plastik des Ostens und der Primitiven in Einzeldarstellung [Exotic Sculpture. The
Sculpture of the East and the Primitive in Individual Representation]. While not the sensation of
Die Plastik der Aegypter, Kleinplastik was nonetheless a success.20 Similar in argumentation
to her first book, in Kleinplastik Fechheimer applies the general theory of Die Plastik der
Aegypter to the specificities inherent to smaller sculptures of ancient Egypt. The link with
modern art is less explicitly pronounced in Kleinplastik, but rather the spiritual, supra-
temporal, meta-historical abilities of great art is expounded upon. And it is in this context
that we see an interesting overlap with Eisenstein.

What Fechheimer attempts in Die Plastik der Aegypter, and subsequently elaborates
upon in Kleinplastik der Ägypter, is a dehistoricized grammar of the plastic arts of ancient
Egypt. Her books, while written in an almost floridly lyrical prose and replete with
translations of Egyptian texts provided by her fellow scholars of the Berlin School, make no
moral judgements on the political times of ancient Egypt nor on the sumptuous excesses
she depicts (Kleinplastik der Ägypter opens with an extended quotation running five pages
adumbrating the luxuries of the court of Ramses III). Rather, following in the footsteps
of Wilhelm Worringer’s 1907 thesis Abstraktion und Einfühlung, she argues for an anti-
teleological reception and appreciation of the art of ancient Egypt.21 While her writing
places the works within their historical, chronological context, she does not confine them
to a trajectory of ever-increasing natural mimesis, nor does she admire rote repetition.
Her chronology is chiefly concerned with the changing use values of the objects she is
describing: critically, for Fechheimer, plastic arts and sculpture did not immediately arise
as an independent domain in ancient Egypt; instead, art was always imbricated with
religion—either as a means of embodying composite elements of a personality (an aspect
elaborated upon in Die Plastik der Aegypter) or the preservation of the body post-mortem.
As such, the “likeness” of a work of art was not intended to be viewed with the modern
mendacity of post-Renaissance perspectivism but rather to incorporate a plethora of plastic
perspectives; each a distinct unit and yet also a part of a constructed, overriding, whole. It
is in this aspect that her work becomes most Cubist.

Sascha Bru offers a succinct overview of the manifold Cubisms of the early twentieth
century in his book The European Avant-Gardes, 1905–1935 (Bru 2018). Generally speaking,
Bru claims that what united the various manifestations of Cubism was the method of
“[s]hattering or fragmenting perspective, rendering multiple perspectives, orienting the
observer towards the surface and material of the artwork, moving in and out of recognizable
representation” (Bru 2018). These general characteristics of Cubism could then be further
characterized into a painterly phase of analytical Cubism wherein “a limited (dark) colour
palette was used with minor tonal variation to give shape to subjects whose facets were
carefully studied, then broken up into parts, and finally reassembled in a flat grid or
diagram that frequently resembled a crystal-like surface” and a synthetic phase which
made use of elementary forms, working from memory rather than life, and the introduction
of the medium of collage (Bru 2018). Fechheimer’s ambition of a grammar for ancient
Egyptian art accords tidily with the notion of a formal language of artistic representation
as desired by the analytical phase of Cubism while her descriptions of sculptures given
in Kleinplastik emphasize their simple forms and the materials they are composed of in
a manner similar to synthetic Cubism. For example, in discussing a series of wooden
statuettes of servants from Siut, Fechheimer writes

In sparsame Flächen aufgeteilt, zeichnet der Körper seine herbe Kurve, verzweigt
sich in den reinen Biegungen der Arme, die stützen und tragen. Den vollzogenen
Ausgleich der Bewegung, der dem berühmten Kontrapost der Griechen nicht
nachgibt, betont die Silhouette. Die Künstler des Mittleren Reiches verstehen
sich auf das Summarische, auf Zerlegen und Binden der gegliederten form. Sie
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denken–gänzlich unprimitv–eine Gestalt zur Säule, zur Ellipse zusammen, ohne
ihr Lebendiges zu stören.

(Fechheimer 1922)22

Fechheimer focuses here on the surface of the statuette, on its constituent forms of
curve, column, ellipse—and most strikingly, what she perceives as the Egyptian tendency
to de-compose a subject into its constituent forms in order to re-combine them in what
she earlier referred to as “sinnlichen Unmittelbarkeit” [sensual immediacy]—which could
also be considered a type of primal embodiment. As Joyce Cheng has aptly articulated in
her essay “Immanence Out of Sight”, many of these objects were intentionally buried long
ago, their sacred purpose not contingent upon the profane perspective of Western spatial
conventions in sculpture (Cheng 2009). As such, their use value lies in their immediate
verisimilitude as embodiments of ancient Egyptian religion rather than as re-presentations
in a modern form of mimesis. Fechheimer herself compares the statuettes of Siut to the
Cubism she and Carl Einstein would consider an integral element of African sculpture
(Fechheimer 1922). This Cubism is one that relies on an intentional use of “extreme Form”
and wherein “[d]ie Flächen sind heftiger gespannt” [the surfaces are more violently tensed]
(Fechheimer 1922).

The reconstitution of a fractured subject is also apparent in Fechheimer’s description
of the figure of Mete: “[d]iese Figur ist gegliederter, ihre Teilformen sind schärfer gesondert.
Dadurch ist sie reich an unterschiedlichen Ansichten. Jede ist Totaleindruck, doch im Klein-
sten durchdacht”(Fechheimer 1922).23 The emphasis on simple forms is one Fechheimer
traces through the existence of Egyptian art to its very prehistoric beginnings, claiming that
even there “[d]ie Phantasie denkt in Kugeln, Zylindern, Spindeln. Das Dreidimensionale
ist so verstärkt, daß man zur Abstraktion einer Silhouette fast nicht kommt. Die Künstler
hatten die Gabe des ganz Deutlichen, der nackten Form. Sie erfühlen ein Volumen, das der
Moderne konstruiert” (Fechheimer 1922).24 Here, again there is an explication based on the
deconstruction of the work of art into its many forms, only to reconstruct it anew.

Additionally, key to Fechheimer’s Cubist grammar of ancient Egyptian art is the
element of movement and the different perspectives this creates. Here, there is an intrigu-
ing overlap with film. Fechheimer often writes that the various sculptures she treats in
Kleinplastik depict subjects frozen in motion. When discussing the function of the ka and the
servant statues buried in Egyptian tombs, she writes that they may have depicted moving
subjects, meaning that each particular form requires a panoply of perspectives in order to
incorporate a diachronic dynamism: “[h]ier waren Vorgänge des Lebens zu übertragen
[ . . . ] das Einmalige, leicht Zersplitterte eines solchen Gestus bewältigt: Bewegung ist
ruhendes Bild geworden, Symbol eines Daseins” (Fechheimer 1922).25 This capturing of the
multiplicity of views engendered by movement in a moment of stasis resonates deeply with
the art form of film. Eisenstein wrote as much in his essay “Laocoön” when he referred to
film as the “image of movement” and stated that “[i]f we were to be utterly pedantic, we
could say that perception of the phenomenon of any movement consists of the continual
break-up of a certain static form into a new form.” (Eisenstein 2010a) [Italics in original].
This iterative process of fracture and reconstitution was frequently referred to by Eisenstein
as “The Osiris Principle”, named for the Egyptian god who was torn to pieces by his brother
Set, but painstakingly puzzled back to life by his devoted sister-wife Isis. What results from
the puzzling together of the disparate pieces (or, in the case of the film, shots) is, according
to Eisenstein, “not an idea composed of successive shots stuck together but an idea that DERIVES
from the collision between two shots that are independent of one another” (Eisenstein 2010b)
[Italics and emphasis in original]. Cubism, in Eisenstein’s use of it (and it is worth noting
that Eisenstein did not declare himself a Cubist, and also criticized the painterly, analytical
form of Cubism for failing in its ambitious goal of caging a multitude of perspectives within
a single canvas) is thus not only a question of a novel form of re-presentation, but also a
generative impulse (Eisenstein 2010a). The Cubist film would make a careful collation of
shots, akin to the collage of synthetic Cubism, which would produce certain psychological
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affects and associations. What distinguishes this collage from the Dada exploit was its
meticulous curation; the Dadaist collage, in contrast, reveled in the random.

It is in this careful collation of shots that the sphinx appears in the bridge sequence of
October. Considering that Eisenstein was familiar with Fechheimer’s work and his own
theories coincided with hers on the particularity of parts and the necessity of the many
perspectival views to capture movement in a static object, it could be fruitful to push the
investigation a little further. Going back to Kleinplastik, the extreme placidity and seeming
nonchalance of the sphinx works profoundly well in this particular juxtaposition of eras.

Amenhotep’s blank eyes gaze into nothing, unfocused and unchanging, just as the
ruling classes have, by implication, always blithely overlooked the suffering of those below
them. One is reminded of this particular passage from Kleinplastik:

Unter den antiken Völkern haben die Ägypter einen Typus des Menschlichen
beseelt, der—gänzlich ägyptisch—doch in Gebärde und Fühlen die Menschen
aller Zeiten anruft [ . . . ] Der durch sich selbst aufgerichtete und verwandelte
Mensch, der gänzlich unpathetisch in stiller Gelassenheit auf das Künftige sieht,
allzu großer Sorge um die unverläßlichen Dinge entfremdet. Irdisches und
Ewiges gleichen sich in ihm aus, der—unvollkommen in einer unvollkommenen
Welt—doch nicht würdelos vor Gott steht. Über einer vermessenen Mystik, dem
Zwang ererbter Kulte und der Hilflosigkeit wüster Beschwörungen scheint eine
hellere Religiosität aufzugehen, die das bestehende Leben annimmt und den Tod
mit ruhigem Herzen weiß.26

While Fechheimer treats such a serenity of gaze as a purely artistic choice implying
balance and generalizing the particular statue to encompass all people, Eisenstein uses it as
a contrast to the manic suffering on the bridge. The sphinx’s gaze then asks the audience:
what does it see and what does it mean in conjunction with the contemporaneous moment?

Relevant to the riddle of what the sphinx sees is the exact position in the film of
the two shots and the final line of the quote from Fechheimer, “das bestehende Leben
annimmt und den Tod mit ruhigem Herzen weiß” [“which accepts the existing life and
knows death with a calm heart”] (Fechheimer 1922). The two shots of the sphinx appear at
precisely the moment the bridge halves reach their acme and the woman and carriage are
loosed from the ballast of the dead horse, careening down to smash onto the pavement.
Followed by the dead protestor with his hair in the Neva, the destruction of The Pravda
papers and the dramatic fall of the dead horse, the sphinx appears to bridge the gap in time;
there was the hopeful riot that stormed the streets heading for the city centre and then the
crushing death of the revolutionaries and their enterprise. Situated astride this temporal
diremption—the time of hopefulness and the time of despair—the sphinx conjures up, as
Fechheimer mentions, the calm uneventful eternity of death and the peace that comes with
accepting it. Yet, this leaves us with another quandary: is the sphinx representative of
the blindness of the Provisional Government to the desperation of the proletariat, or of
the revolutionaries’ willingness to accept death as a consequence of their action? Or, is it
possible that the sphinx is susurrating a subversive secret of Sergei Eisenstein: an oblique
intimation that the coming ruler (Stalin) is unlikely to go down in the annals of history as a
vast improvement on the previous regime? Or is the gaze like that of Nietzsche’s Sphinx:
“[t]here are many kinds of eyes. Even the Sphinx has eyes—and consequently there are
many kinds of ‘truths’, and consequently, there is no truth”(Nietzsche 1968)?

Eisenstein uses the sphinx as a chronological collision: the ancient Egyptian erupting
into the present. The two brief shots are a harbinger of Eisenstein’s later, longer critique of
historiography, Ivan the Terrible. As Kevin Platt claims,

[m]ore than any other medium, film could render the past seemingly present
while sidestepping the overt articulation of problematic analogies. The fundamen-
tal principle of film is that when you move still pictures fast enough you create
the illusion of motion. Historical films of the Stalinist era operated according to
the reverse principle: if you project enough moving pictures on similar subjects,
you can create the illusion of motionlessness [ . . . ] Eisenstein’s films present a
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meditation on the instability of historical discourse when it is burdened with
the task of rendering comprehensible periods that have been seen as ruptures in
collective identity and political formation—liminal epochs such as Ivan’s and the
Stalinist era of revolution and war.

(Platt 2011)

The sphinx shots are the only two moments of motionlessness in the bridge sequence.
Yet, despite their stillness, the silent shots are alive with meaning—all of it contingent
upon perspective. That contingency, as Platt explains, becomes almost impossible to
pin down when applied to historical analogy. The crux of the problem is that historical
time operates like a Cubist film, allowing one object to spawn an almost infinite series of
unique perceptions. Michael Allan claims that “time transforms the object into a manifold
scattering of objects, based on a manifold scattering of the ‘here and now’”(Allan 2008). By
leaving the viewer with more questions than answers, Eisenstein provokes an unease with
the use of historical analogy; an unease which would blossom into fruition with his longer,
unfinished, trilogy of Ivan the Terrible. The sphinx shots in October are clearly positioned to
create an generative collision of chronologies but the resulting historical analogy remains
elusively plastic. Perhaps Eisenstein simply did not want to be pinned down too precisely
in any sort of criticism. The penalties for doing so could be catastrophic and, as Richard
Taylor has pointed out, Eisenstein’s status as a possibly closeted homosexual from the
periphery active in a highly competitive field and under the auspices of an increasingly
despotic leader meant that he would be under immense pressure to temper or disguise
any overt criticism (Taylor 2004). However, the many possible meanings that could be
attributed to the sphinx at the specific juncture it appears all chip away at the edifice of a
solitary concrete meaning to be derived from historical analogy. Depending on how one
views the sphinx allegorically—as a calm member of the elite reposing in luxury on the eve
of revolution; as emblematic of the excesses and blindness of the ruling classes; as symbolic
of the revolutionaries’ acceptance of death; as a subtle critique of the Stalinist régime—its
function within the film shifts.

If Eisenstein and Fechheimer both fold time to bring the past bursting into the present,
they do so not allegorically. The exact meaning of any implied allegory between the
sphinx and the present time is suggestive but not exclusive nor determinative. Likewise,
in Fechheimer’s assertion that her contemporaneous moment bore an affinity with the
ancient Egyptian, it was not because the two were producing the same art work all over
again; it was because the world of art had come to a moment ripe for similar reflections
and contemplations on the fundamental meaning and use value of art. If one were to
imagine allegorical time folds as accordion folds, zig zagging back and forth across history
in precise layers, the folds of Fechheimer and Eisenstein rather resemble those of origami.
With manifold creases and pleats of disparate sections, they nonetheless create a compound
of perfectly folded intersections of paper, infinite points centraux ripe with rhisomatic
meaning.
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Notes
1 All translations, unless otherwise noted, are my own.
2 (Le Cinématographe vu de l’Etna, (Epstein 1974, p. 138)) “[a] pictorial language, like the hieroglyphs of ancient Egypt, whose

secrets we have scarcely penetrated yet, about which we do not know all that we do not know ?”. English translation from (Jean
Epstein Critical Essays and New Translations, (Epstein 2012, p. 293)).
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3 (Gance 1926, pp. 100–1) “Cinema takes us back to the ideography of primitive writing, to the hieroglyph, by means of a symbol
representing each thing, and therein lies probably the greatest force for the future [ . . . ] Here we are, by a prodigious return, back
to the expressive plane of the Egyptians.”

4 (Ontologie de l’Image Photographique, Bazin 1990, p. 14) “the cinema is objectivity in time [ . . . ] Now, for the first time, the
image of things is likewise the image of their duration, change mummified as it were”. [Translation by Hugh Gray in (Bazin 1960,
p. 8)].

5 (O’Toole 2018, p. 111) O’Toole suggests that much of the excised footage might have been of Trotsky, in an effort to downplay
his role in the events for political reasons. In the final version, Trotsky does appear intermittently but often blends in with his
revolutionary cohort and his character is certainly eclipsed by the prominence of others such as Lenin and Kerensky.

6 (Solkin 2007, p. 1713) (Whitehouse 2016, p. 58) (Williams 1985, p. 3) Solkin gives the date as 1834, while Whitehouse and Williams
claim the Sphinxes came to rest in St. Petersburg in 1832.

7 Amenophis III is another name for Amenhotep III.
8 “The more it changes, the more it’s the same thing”.
9 (Régimes d’Historicité. Présentisme et Expériences du Temps, (Hartog 2003, p. 100)) English translation: “[ . . . ] juxtaposing, or

rather superimposing, two dates not only highlights their difference, their ineluctable noncoincidence, it also establishes relations
between them, setting off echoes and producing effects of contamination.” (Regimes of Historicity. Presentism and Experiences of
Time, (Hartog 2015, p. 88)).

10 (Somaini 2016, p. 61) The quotation Somaini uses is taken from Sergei Eisenstein’s notes for his work Metod, also quoted by Naum
Kleiman in his introduction to the same.

11 From personal correspondence with Vera Rumyantseva, archivist at the Eisenstein Archive in Moscow, dated 18 May 2020.
12 (von Bunsen, p. 20) “[t]he greatest prehistorical fact we encounter here is language.” [Own translation].
13 (Brewer and Teeter 1999, p. 11) (Silberman 2012, p. 482) The work on this project began in 1897 but was interrupted by both

world wars; thus, at the time that Fechheimer became associated with the Berlin School, research was in full swing. In the
post-WWII period work resumed until 1961, and since 1992 the project has been resuscitated as the hybrid digital and hard copy
Altägyptisches Wörterbuch. (Schneider 2022, footnote 1).

14 The First World War saw all German excavation concessions in Egypt withdrawn and all objects housed in the Cairo Museum
credited to German excavations were confiscated. (Gertzen 2014, p. 40).

15 Published in 1914, a second edition was already issued in the same year and a third in 1918. A fourth edition was issued in 1920
with the inclusion of 14 additional plates of artifacts discovered by Ludwig Borchardt at Tel el-Amarna and a fifth followed by
the year’s end. A small print run was also done of a French translation by Charlotte Marchand. (Peuckert 2014).

16 Published in 1914, a second edition was already issued in the same year and a third in 1918. A fourth edition was issued in 1920
with the inclusion of 14 additional plates of artifacts discovered by Ludwig Borchardt at Tel el-Amarna and a fifth followed by
the year’s end. A small print run was also done of a French translation by Charlotte Marchand. (Peuckert 2014).

17 (Die Plastik der Aegypter, Fechheimer 1914) “[ . . . ] the best of Egyptian art, which today begins to have an immediate effect”
[Own translation]”.

18 (Die Plastik der Aegypter, Fechheimer 1914, p. 4) “In no other art than Egyptian—at once strict and versatile—is the principle of
‘intégration plastique’ of the modern painters and sculptors fulfilled, or Cézanne’s basic requirement anticipated: ‘Treat nature
by the cylinder, the sphere, the cone, all put into perspective, that is, each side of an object, of a plane, goes towards a central
point. The lines parallel to the horizon give the extent -, . . . the lines perpendicular to this horizon give the depth.’ The following
(Cubist) definition of drawing could be borrowed from the compositional methods of Egyptian artists, who created images in
relief: ‘The art of drawing is to determine the relationships between curves and straight lines.’” [Own translation].

19 Negerplastik, Einstein (1920, p. 14) English translation: “marked by a pronounced individuation of their parts; [ . . . ] The parts
are oriented, not according to the beholder’s point of view, but from within themselves; they are perceived as confined by mass,
not as diminished by distance; as a result, both the individual parts and their contours will be reinforced.” (Negro Sculpture,
Einstein 2019, p. 49).

20 A second printing of 13–17 thousand copies was already issued in 1922 and a third followed in 1923.
21 In this thesis Worringer states that “Jeder Stil stellte für die Menschheit, die ihn aus ihren psychischen Bedürfnissen heraus schuf,

die höchste Beglückung dar. Das muss zum obersten Glaubenssatz aller objektiven kunstgeschichtlichen Betrachtung werden.
Was von unserem Standpunkt aus als grösste Verzerrung erscheint, muss für den jeweiligen Produzenten die höchste Schönheit
und die Erfüllung seines Kunstwollens gewesen sein. So sind alle Wertungen von unserem Standpunkte, von unserer modernen
Aesthetik aus, die ihre Urteile ausschliesslich im Sinne der Antike oder Renaissance fällt, von einem höheren Standpunkt aus
Sinnlosigkeiten und Plattheiten. Nach dieser notwendigen Abschweifung kehren wir wieder zu dem Ausgangspunkt, nämlich zu
der These von der beschränkten Anwendbarkeit der Einfühlungstheorie, zurück.” (Abstraktion und Einfühlung: ein Beitrag zur
Stilpsychologie, Worringer 1921, p. 17). English translation: “Every style represented the maximum bestowal of happiness for the
humanity that created it. This must become the supreme dogma of all objective consideration of the history of art. What appears
from our standpoint the greatest distortion must have been at the time, for its creator, the highest beauty and the fulfilment of his
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artistic volition. Thus all valuations made from our standpoint, from the point of view of our modern aesthetics, which passes
judgement exclusively in the sense of the Antique or the Renaissance, are from a higher standpoint absurdities and platitudes.”
(Abstraction and Empathy: A Contribution to the Psychology of Style, (Worringer 1997, p. 13)).

22 (Kleinplastik der Ägypter, Fechheimer 1922, p. 17) English translation: “Divided into sparse surfaces, the body draws its austere
curve, branching out into the pure bends of the arms that support and carry. The silhouette emphasizes the completed balance of
the movement, which does not give in to the famous contrapossto of the Greeks. The artists of the Middle Kingdom understand
the summary, the decomposition and binding of the articulated form. They think—entirely un-primitively—a shape to form a
column, an ellipse together, without disturbing what is alive.”

23 (Kleinplastik der Ägypter, Fechheimer 1922, p. 14) English translation: “This figure is more articulated, its partial forms are more
sharply separated. As a result, it is rich in different views. Each is a total impression, but well-thought out in the smallest details.”

24 (Kleinplastik der Ägypter, (Fechheimer 1922, p. 11)) English translation: The imagination thinks in terms of spheres, cylinders,
spindles. The three dimensional aspect is so intensified that it is almost impossible to abstract a silhouette. The artists had the gift
of very clear, naked form. You feel a volume that the modern constructs.”

25 (Kleinplastik der Ägypter, (Fechheimer 1922, p. 17)) English translation: “Life processes were to be transferred here [ . . . ] the
unique, lightly fragmented aspect of such a gesture is matured: movement has become a still image, a symbol of existence.”

26 (Kleinplastik der Ägypter, (Fechheimer 1922, pp. 21–22)) “Among the ancients, the Egyptians animated a type of human
who—although entirely Egyptian—nevertheless recalls in gesture and feeling people of all times [ . . . ] The man who is erected
and transformed by himself, who looks completely unpathetic in quiet serenity to the future, unconcerned with unreliable things.
The earthly and the eternal are balanced in him, who—imperfect in an imperfect world—does not stand undignified before
God. Above a presumptuous mysticism, the compulsion of inherited cults and the helplessness of wild incantations, a lighter
religiosity seems to rise, which accepts the existing life and knows death with a calm heart.”
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The Bridge and Narrativization of Vision: Ambrose Bierce and
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Abstract: The article contains a comparative study of the visual poetics observed in the literary texts
of American writer Ambrose Bierce and Russian-American writer Vladimir Nabokov. In particular,
the study focuses on Bierce’s short story “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge” and Nabokov’s three
short stories “Details of a Sunset”, “Aurelian”, and “Perfection”, in all three of which a number of
narrative tools, images, and motifs borrowed from Bierce’s text can be found. The representation of
the bridge and the narrativization of mystical insight are regarded as the principal features of the
correlative imagery systems. These features are analyzed in order to discover Bierce’s and Nabokov’s
understandings of the artist, visual imagination, and the freedom of will.

Keywords: Bierce; Nabokov; narrative; visual image; painting; poetics; determinism

American writer Ambrose Bierce (1842–1914?) and Russian-American writer Vladimir
Nabokov (1899–1977) belonged to different generations and possessed different life ex-
periences. Bierce was born in a small town in the State of Ohio. Nabokov was born in
Saint Petersburg, a European capital. Bierce came from a poor family, whereas Nabokov
belonged to a famous wealthy family with a long lineage of nobility; in fact, his grandfather
was the Minister of Justice. Bierce did not receive any systematic education, while Nabokov
attended the Tenishev School (Tenishevskoye Uchilische), famous for its intellectual at-
mosphere, and he later graduated from Cambridge University. It is interesting that the
early years of both writers coincided with periods of civil war. Bierce took an active part in
the American Civil War (1861–1865), supporting the Northerners; he was wounded and
later promoted into the officer rank. Nabokov, with his family, fled from the turmoil of
the October Revolution to Crimea. Later, when the Civil War in Russia was at its height,
Nabokov emigrated to Europe.

Bierce made a living as a journalist. Nabokov concentrated on literary texts, also giving
private lessons, and after moving to the United States from Europe he delivered lectures at
American universities. The lives of the two writers ended very differently. In 1913 Ambrose
Bierce went to Mexico, where the Revolution was raging, and joined the Army of Pancho
Villa, soon becoming M.I.A. The circumstances of his death remain unknown. Nabokov
spent the last days of his life in prosperous Switzerland where he moved in 1961 from the
United States, and where he concentrated entirely on literary texts and entomology.

Such contrasting biographies of the two writers reveal differences in their occupations,
interests, and, most importantly, temperaments. Bierce was a cartographer, a warrior, and a
journalist actively involved in the political and economic events of the USA (O’Brien 1976),
whereas Nabokov was a professional writer who was occupied with his own literary texts,
teaching, and entomology.

In this context, it is extremely interesting to reveal and observe strong connections
between these two writers that have been often pointed out by scholars (Teletova 1997,
pp. 782–85; Dolinin 2004, p. 37) and find several important similarities and differences in
their short story fiction. As far as is known, there has been no concerted effort to conduct a
comparative study of their shorter fiction, especially in relation to the visual poetics of both
writers. Usually, critics do not venture beyond noting that Nabokov, in his stories “Details
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of a Sunset” (1924), “The Aurelian” (1930), and “Perfection” (1932) utilized the literary tool
of false narrative development, which he borrowed from Ambrose Bierce’s famous story
“An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge” (1890). The connection between Nabokov’s three
stories and Bierce’s “Occurrence”, however, is not limited to the aforementioned literary
tool: it also manifests itself in the implicit and explicit references to the images, motifs, and
concepts that constitute Bierce’s text. A thorough comparative study of Nabokov’s and
Bierce’s poetics inevitably reveals more similarities than differences; the latter primarily
appear on the levels of personal outlook and philosophical meaning.

As we have already noted, scholars unanimously affirm that Nabokov’s literary
texts contain numerous examples of poetic tools, images, and motifs borrowed from
Bierce’s fiction. However, there exists no exact information on the circumstances that led
to Nabokov’s acquaintance with Bierce’s prose. It seems to be a likely assumption that
Nabokov read “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge” in the early 1920s, his attention
being drawn to it by the general interest in Bierce’s fiction characteristic of the postwar
European and American cultures. Bierce and Nabokov developed their own visual poetics
(Ames 1987, p. 5; Grishakova 2002; Trubetskova 2010, pp. 63–70), enabling the readers to
observe their literary texts as they would observe paintings or theatrical performances. This
peculiarity to be discussed in detail is related to the natural acuteness which both writers
fostered since their early years. During the war, Bierce was a scout and a topographer; he
drew maps of territories where military action took place (Conlogue 1999, pp. 265–66). His
keen vision and acuteness often determined the success of military maneuvers. This work
stimulated his visual imagination, and eventually led to the development of his visual
narratives. Among Bierce’s characters one often finds professional scouts carefully observe
their surrounding environment and are perceptive of the tiniest details (“Chickamauga”,
“A Horseman in the Sky”, “One of the Missing”). The visual poetics of Nabokov developed
from his interest in painting, which had vividly manifested itself during his childhood.
As a child, Nabokov was a keen painter, and his parents believed that one day he would
become a professional artist. For two years he received lessons from the famous Russian
painter Mstislav Dobuzhinsky (1875–1957), who developed the writer’s visual memory
and visual imagination, and who “made young Nabokov depict from memory” (De Vries
and Barton Johnson 2006, p. 13). Nabokov’s characters, especially the ones with whom
he sympathizes, for instance, the character of Dryer in the novel “King, Queen, Knave”,
are endowed with keen vision and perceptiveness—the traits that they share with the
characters of Bierce’s stories.

Bierce and Nabokov attempt to overcome traditional linear narration by adding extra
narrative dimensions that function as inconspicuous storylines which can only be disclosed
through very attentive reading. These additional narrative levels are constructed by means
of recurrent motifs, images, and isomorphic scenes. Unfolding alongside the main narration
and interweaving with each other, they produce layers of hidden meanings and act as
keys to deeper interpretation. Organized as patterns of horizontal and vertical connections,
the texts appear as three-dimensional puzzles—visible constructions which require both
reading and observation to be grasped.

Both writers challenged any ideology and ideological rhetoric, any holistic view of life
ambitious enough to represent the absolute truth. They opposed knowledge and theories
with observation, anticipating to some extent the ideas of Maurice Merleau-Ponty, who
would later separate reason and perception in his text “Eye and Mind” (1964). In his stories
“Chickamauga”, “A Horseman in the Sky”, and “One of the Missing”, Ambrose Bierce
criticized both the ideology of the South and the rhetoric of the Southern Confederacy
(Cheatem 1985, p. 220), which believed Southern Army soldiers to be heroes. He opposed
this rhetoric (which, according to Bierce, produced only inane cliches) with precise narrative
(Davidson 1974, p. 265) containing vivid visible images. Nabokov, who in his understand-
ing of fiction attached more importance to imagery than to ideas (De Vries and Barton
Johnson 2006, p. 11), and thus compared a literary text to a painting, also opposed ideology
with visual experience (Trubetskova 2010, p. 63) and contraposed the gift of discerning
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the manifestations of the transcendent in the mundane reality to ideological reasoning.
Similarly to Bierce, Nabokov created patterns of vivid visual images. Whenever Bierce or
Nabokov address an idea or a concept, they always present it as a visual image (sometimes
rather trivial), while an ordinary object perceived by a character with keen vision always
gains in their texts the importance of a philosophical concept (De Vries and Barton Johnson
2006, p. 17).

The eye is always the focus of both writers’ attention. It is integrated into their texts
as an organ of vision which perceives reality while also functioning as a metaphor. Bierce
and Nabokov pay close attention to the problems of vision, its acuity and its weakness, its
relation to the imagination and the ability to see the realm of the transcendent. They were
interested in the process of vision itself, the emerging relationship between the observer
and the observed, the situation when a vague visual impression gives birth to an object.
That is why both writers often describe various optical effects.

Analyzing Nabokov’s visual poetics, scholars note the technique of ekphrasis which
Nabokov actively utilized in his earliest texts, narrativizing paintings of European and
Russian masters (De Vries and Barton Johnson 2006, p. 19). Practicing visual poetics,
Nabokov often used art terminology to assess reality aesthetically. Viewing reality through
the prism of art, he turned it into paintings. Bierce did not utilize such techniques, but it
is noteworthy that both writers applied the optics and the rhetoric of a topographers and
geographers, creating narratives of maps (Shrayer 1999, pp. 71–72).

Having outlined this circle of circumstances, we may now turn to the analysis of the
problem of the visuality of the early texts of Nabokov and Bierce, which are united by
common techniques, visual poetics, common images, scenes and motifs. However, it is first
necessary to briefly present these texts in their relation to the worldview of both authors.

In Ambrose Bierce’s short story “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge”, planter Peyton
Farquhar, sentenced by the Northerners to be hanged for his attempt to set the bridge on
fire, stands on this very bridge which has become a scaffold for him, with a noose around
his neck and his hands tied behind his back. Before his death, he attempts to focus his
thoughts on his wife and children and thinks about salvation. At the moment of execution,
when the sentence is carried out, and the executioners remove the board from under the
feet of Peyton Farquhar, the rope breaks, and the character falls into the water. A fierce
struggle for life begins. Now in the water, Farquhar frees his hands and neck with great
effort, then evades the shots of his executioners. He dives, is pulled into the whirlpool, and
soon finds himself on the saving shore. He then heads home through the woods. Night
falls, and the forest through which he walks appears uninhabited. Finally, in the morning
(or so it seems), he finds himself at the gate of his own house. His wife, about whom he
has been thinking all this time, comes out to meet him. Just then, a furious blow falls
on him, everything becomes drowned in darkness, and the reader observes the body of
Peyton Farquhar hanging under the bridge. The heroic fight with death and the escape are
revealed to have been just the play of imagination.

Bierce very skillfully manipulates the naive reader (Ames 1987, p. 54) who is unaware
that a false narrative development is unfolding in the story. Yet, the tragic finale is prepared
by the use of a large number of hints, including hidden ones. These hints undermine the
reliability of the narrative and inform the reader that Peyton Farquhar did not escape, but
rather died of suffocation.

Nabokov, in his three stories “Details of a Sunset”, “The Aurelian”, and “Perfection”,
uses techniques and images from Bierce’s story. In “Details of a Sunset”, Mark Standfuss, a
salesman, returns home in the evening, immersed in romantic dreams about his fiancée
Klara. He does not know that Klara has left him and returned to her former lover. Sitting
in the tram and thinking about Klara, about his happiness, about his love for everything
he sees, Mark Standfuss misses his stop. He jumps off the moving tram and feels a sharp
pain, realizing that he was almost hit by a bus. He approaches his house and, just like
Peyton Farquhar, sees his beloved at the gate. Then, reality gradually acquires a dream-like
character and turns into a fantasy that is interrupted by a short flash of what is really
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happening—a picture of Mark lying on the operating table. Mark dies, but, unlike Peyton
Farquhar, does not lose himself in darkness—he becomes immersed into the realm of
magical dreams instead.

Nabokov, like Bierce, consistently places signs of death appearing in Mark’s fantasies
and in reality. Nabokov’s narrative is filled with quotations and allusions. He refers not
only to the text of Bierce, but also to the legend of Tristan and Isolde. Through the latter
reference, Mark is associated with King Mark, while Klara, who is unable to resist her love
to a certain foreigner (Tristan), correlates with Isolde. In addition, endowing the enamored
Mark with immeasurable love for all things, Nabokov hints at his resemblance to Mark
the Evangelist and even to Christ himself, offering a motif of spiritual resurrection. The
sparkler running off the wires at the beginning of the story is associated with the Christmas
Star. When Mark’s friend Adolf jokingly pokes him in the rib with his finger, he thereby acts
as the Roman warrior Longinus, who plunged the spear into the body of Christ (John 19:34).

In the story “The Aurelian”, the technique of a false narrative development is not used—
it is only briefly indicated in the final episode. Nevertheless, the story contains explicit
references to “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge.” Pilgram lives as an unremarkable
shopkeeper, but by vocation he is a born entomologist who dreams of going to exotic
countries in search of butterflies. He often observes geographical maps for a long time,
trying to imagine landscapes in which butterflies frolic. The surrounding reality irritates
him and is perceived by him as an obstacle to the realization of his cherished dream.
Pilgram appears to the reader as a hero of the early Romantic texts, experiencing longing,
i.e., the desire to search for the infinite, the transcendent in finite forms of life, the spirit in
earthly matter. A fluttering butterfly becomes a sign of this spirit, a new version of the blue
flower imagined by Novalis in “Ofterdingen”. However, mundane life hinders Pilgram
from fulfilling his dream—his plans are inevitably disrupted. Finally, he finds a buyer for
his collection of rare butterflies, hoping that the profit will allow him to go on a journey
and fulfill his dream. Having received the money, he, keeping the plan a secret from his
wife, prepares for a trip and suddenly dies. Nevertheless, the narrator states that Pilgram
has gone on a trip and suggests that the reader should not attach importance to the fact
that his wife found him dead in the morning.

In “Perfection”, we can observe an instance of false narrative development which,
however, is not expansive, being represented only by a few sentences. Here, as in the two
previous stories, there are references to Bierce. Russian emigrant Ivanov, a geographer
by profession, gives lessons to a teenager named David. Ivanov is naturally endowed
with observational skills and strong imagination, while David is naive and stupid. Ivanov
has a weak heart, while David is a great athlete. The two of them travel to a sunny Baltic
resort where the heat causes Ivanov to have heart attack. The climax comes when Ivanov
sees David drowning. Ivanov rushes into the water to save David, but his feeble efforts
are in vain. He comes out on an empty shore, full of guilt and remorse, sees signs of
death around him, and suddenly realizes that David is not dead. The reader, in turn,
understands that it is Ivanov who has died, not David. Beyond the threshold of life,
Ivanov’s imagination awakens, revealing to him the beauty of the otherworldly, while in
the real world, vacationers on the beach are trying to find his body.

“Perfection” contains an obvious reference to the Biblical story of David and Goliath.
The role of David, who killed Goliath, is assigned to the boy named David, who becomes
the involuntary killer of Ivanov-Goliath. An interesting scene in this regard is the one in
which Ivanov tries to show David how to throw stones into the sea so that they bounce on
the water. Ivanov fails to perform this feat, and David shows him how to throw correctly.
Like the Biblical David who killed Goliath with a stone, Nabokov’s David knows how to
handle stones. Ivanov plays the role of Goliath. The narrator emphasizes his tall stature,
and when Ivanov rides in the elevator to give a lesson to David, it seems to him that he
is growing.

The obvious correlations between Bierce’s story and Nabokov’s three texts, such as the
use of identical techniques, similar symbols, and visual effects, serve different purposes for
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both writers which are related to the fundamental differences between Bierce and Nabokov
in their understandings of man, free will, and imagination.

Ambrose Bierce’s political and social views, as noted by John Brazil, changed through-
out his life (Brazil 1980, pp. 230–33), but his understanding of human nature, formed
under the influence of his Calvinist heritage (Brazil 1980, p. 232) and social Darwinism,
persisted. Man, Bierce believed, is inherently vicious. His desires, no matter how diverse
they might be, are subordinated to the desire to survive in the general war for existence,
which, according to Bierce, is the natural state of human society. This means that a person is
fundamentally a warrior and a killer. Such is Peyton Farquhar from “An Occurrence at Owl
Creek Bridge”, who, forced during the war to lead a lifestyle of a peaceful planter, dreams
instead of military valor. This idea of man leads Bierce to the denial of free will, which
combines the idea of the fate expressed in the ancient Greek tragedy and the Calvinist
doctrine of predestination. The character of Bierce is always shown as an experiencer of
some universal evil destructive will, diffused in nature, which acts through him and always
leads him to death. He makes every effort to avoid death, but such efforts always turn
out to be in vain. Peyton Farquhar seems to be taking some initiative, performing actions,
running somewhere, but eventually he is standing still, bound hand and foot by the logic
of fate which will inevitably actualize.

Nabokov, unlike Bierce, denied any form of determinism (Trubetskova 2010, p. 63)
(Boyd 1990, p. 283) and refuted the indispensable attachment of a person to time and
mundane reality. He advocated the idea of chance, unpredictability, and unexpected
turns of events. The relationship of a person with the transcendent, with the other-
worldly, is not tragic in his texts. The transcendent for Nabokov is not hostile to man
(Alexandrov 1991, p. 54); rather, it is characterized by love and regarded as something that
is disposed towards human beings. For Nabokov’s character, it is the highest happiness to
achieve unity with the other world, a state that Nabokov called “cosmic synchronization”
(Shrayer 1999, pp. 18, 40, 42, 68–69). Nabokov translates the problem of predestination
from the ontological sphere to the aesthetic one, not discussing people, but characters. The
author acts as the supreme force, while for the characters predestination, as Khasin notes
(Khasin 2001, p. 36), takes the form of a freely chosen and lived fate. Nabokov advocates
free creative imagination that creates aesthetic reality.

The Bierce’s and Nabokov’s characters are endowed with visual imagination. They
dream, fantasize, compose. Both authors present their narratives as close to visible images
as possible. In the stories of Bierce and Nabokov, visual imagination always tends to
transcend and substitute empirical reality. For both Bierce and Nabokov, such imagination
opens the door to the transcendent world independent of the mundane reality, a terra
incognita. However, even here there exists some differences in the authors’ assessments of
the imaginations of their characters and the worlds that they create. For Bierce, who tends
not to trust a person, to see a man as a vicious being, Peyton Farquhar’s consciousness,
subordinated to the desire to survive, is always enthralled by propaganda cliches and inane
rhetoric in peacetime. When the moment of execution approaches, his visual imagination
begins to function, to produce images in accordance with primitive literary cliches. Bierce
is openly ironic and satirical. His Peyton Farquhar is a poor storyteller; he composes an
explicitly poor text. He cannot overcome the empirical reality. It invades his fantasies,
pointing out that he is hanging in a noose and suffocating. His fate reminds him of itself
with ominous symbols that tell the reader that the character is on his way to the world
of death. In Bierce’s fiction, there is nothing beyond the boundaries of life but darkness
and emptiness.

Nabokov’s sphere of imagination is associated with the idea of inner freedom. Vi-
sual imagination connects the past, present, and future in the mind of the character. It
overcomes the empirical, presenting it as a manifestation of the transcendent (Rutledge
2011, p. 184). The empirical world declares itself, but it cannot destroy the world pictured
by the imagination, as it happens in Bierce’s texts. The transcendent world revealed to
Mark Standfuss, Ivanov, and Pilgram does not conceal anything sinister and hostile. On
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the contrary, for these characters it turns out to be the highest happiness to achieve unity
with this world, i.e., to reach “cosmic synchronization.” While Bierce’s character is profane,
Nabokov’s characters are talented and inspired artists.

The eye is the most important, most frequently occurring image in the stories of Bierce
and Nabokov, and the problem of visual perception is one of the key themes of these stories.
The eye appears in all four texts as a living optical device, an intermediary between the
external world and the consciousness of the subject, as well as a sensitive recorder on which
the objective reality leaves its traces. The eye, when properly adjusted, captures not only
the visible and material, but also the possible, the transcendent. It is able to catch the light
that gives life to every visible form. At the same time, the eye is a special symbol for Bierce
and Nabokov.

The European Romantic tradition that formed Bierce and Nabokov (Dolinin 2004,
p. 34) associates the eye with the spirit, understanding the eye as a metaphor for the soul.
The loss of the character’s soul, along with the ability to imagine, in many Romantic texts
results in the weakening or even the complete loss of vision. In E.T.A. Hoffman’s “The
Sandman”, the abduction of Nathanael’s soul by the devil-Coppelius is accompanied by the
clouding of Nathanael’s eyes. Charles Baudelaire describes the blind (poem “The Blind”)
like soulless automaton dolls.

Ambrose Bierce and Vladimir Nabokov both focus their attentions on the eyes of
the characters and on the process of visual perception. For Bierce’s character, who is
involved in the general struggle for existence which takes the form of war between all
human beings, eyes serve primarily as a weapon. They often look “through the sights of
the rifle” (Bierce 1909, p. 14). Vigilance and observation in Bierce’s stories are a property of
good warriors, excellent killers. The ability to see well in his world is crucial for survival.
This vigilance is combined in Bierce’s characters with a kind of blindness, an inability to
distinguish the signs of fate in the surrounding world. For Bierce’s character, these signs are
obscured by illusions and therefore are not clear to him. It is up to Providence to gradually
remove the veil of illusions and enable the character to see the essence of things before his
eyes are closed forever.

In Nabokov’s stories, visual acuity of the characters is their positive property. It is
inextricably linked with creative imagination and even clairvoyance, the ability to discern
the transcendent—the invisible area from which objects are born. Nabokov endows his
truly creative characters (Mark Standfuss, Pilgram, and Ivanov) with such visual acuity. At
the same time, their antagonists often suffer from poor eyesight (Trubetskova 2010, p. 59).
Thus, in Nabokov’s early novel “King, Queen, Knave”, the main character Dreyer has
amazing visual acuity, the observational skill of a genuine artist (Dolinin 2004, p. 50), while
the unimaginative Franz, who enters into an implicit confrontation with him, suffers from
myopia and wears glasses.

The differences in ethical assessments of the eye and the ability to see, found in
the stories of Bierce and Nabokov, paradoxically highlight some important parallels in
their texts. Nabokov uses several characteristics of the eye and vision that also appear in
Bierce’s writing.

Bierce and Nabokov, directing the vision of their characters to the world around
them, tend to periodically interrupt this vision. Their characters frequently open and close
their eyes, turn blind for a moment and instantly regain the ability to see. These trivial
physiological actions and transitions have symbolic meaning. In “An Occurrence at Owl
Creek Bridge”, Peyton Farquhar stands on the bridge with his eyes open. The narrator
specifically emphasizes that the executioners have not blindfolded their captive. He looks
down at the water moving under his feet. He is symbolically forced to see his inescapable
fate in the image of the river flowing under his feet. Peyton Farquhar closes his eyes, trying
to focus his thoughts on his wife and children, and thinks about salvation. Having turned
off his vision and detached himself from the visible, closing his eyes to reality (Linkin 1988,
p. 141), he makes a symbolic escape into the world of illusions, at the end of which his wife
should meet him.
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This very first scene of Bierce’s story is parodied by Nabokov in “The Aurelian.” Both
Bierce and Nabokov integrate the images of closed eyes and a wife in their respective
episodes. Peyton Farquhar’s wife is far away from him, and Pilgram’s wife is nearby.
Peyton Farquhar, closing his eyes, dreams of being next to his wife, and Pilgram, who has
closed his eyes, dreams of disposing of his wife: “He refused his supper, and for several
minutes, with his eyes closed, nagged his wife, thinking she was still standing near; than
he heard her sobbing softly in the kitchen, and toyed with the idea of taking an axe and
splitting her pale-haired head” (Nabokov 2002, p. 256). Pilgram symbolically closes his
eyes to his boring empirical reality in which there are no signs of genuine life.

In Bierce’s story and Nabokov’s related stories, the characters periodically lose their
sight. Bierce’s Peyton Farquhar goes blind three times: first from the light of the sun,
then due to the water, and for a third time when he dies and drowns in darkness. These
moments of blindness have symbolic meaning: they signify the character’s inability to
discern the Plan of God. In “Perfection”, Ivanov, like Bierce’s character, goes blind in
the water. However, the motif of blindness is initiated in this story a little earlier, when
Ivanov tells David about imagination and visual memory: “But the point is that with a
bit of imagination—if, God forbid, you were someday to go blind or be imprisoned, or
were merely to perform, in appalling poverty, some hopeless, distasteful task; you might
remember this walk we are taking today in an ordinary forest as if it had been—how shall I
say?—fairy-tale ecstasy” (Nabokov 2002, p. 345). Physical blindness, closed eyes, and the
darkness of the prison do not hinder imagination and the inner vision which allows one to
see the innermost secret of objects.

Weakness of vision, as we have already noted, is one of the most important motifs
in Nabokov’s texts. Nabokov presents poor eyesight, which makes it necessary for the
character to wear glasses, as symbolic of the character’s lack of imagination. In “Perfection”,
Ivanov puts on David’s sunglasses: “Before leaving the house, he put on David’s dark-
yellow sunglasses—and the sun swooned amid a sky dying a turquoise death, and the
morning light upon the porch steps acquired a sunset tinge” (Nabokov 2002, p. 345) The
world seen through glasses loses its brightness, becomes dim, and appears as though dying.
At the same time, Ivanov’s imagination is weakened—he cannot concentrate on visual
memory and evoke vivid images in his own mind. When Ivanov dies and passes into
the other world, the glasses are removed. His imagination awakens, and reality regains
its brightness and clarity: “Only then were the clouded glasses removed. The dull mist
immediately broke, blossomed with marvelous colors, all kind of sounds burst forth . . .
” (Nabokov 2002, p. 347). Weak eyesight is mentioned in the story once again when a
woman in pince-nez (the one who takes a frightened David away) appears on the shore.
This woman belongs to the vacuous beach crowd—the very crowd of people who, devoid
of imagination and thus disconnected from the otherworldly reality, are futilely searching
for Ivanov.

Bierce’s and Nabokov’s characters tend to observe, and they often become the objects
of their own observation. Both writers create situations in which observation itself is
observed. Nabokov’s characters often imagine themselves as objects of someone else’s
observation (Connoly 1992, pp. 3–4). In “Details of a Sunset”, Mark reflects on how Klara
sees him, believing that she has fallen in love with him because of his tag. It is not for his
internal properties, but for a visually accessible feature of appearance that Klara loves Mark.
Similarly, in “Perfection”, Ivanov adopts David’s perspective, as well as the perspective of
the people around him, trying to imagine his own appearance as it is seen by others.

In this context, a direct parallel arises between the texts of Bierce and Nabokov. In
Bierce’s story, Peyton Farquhar notices the shooter’s gaze directed at him. Peyton Farquhar,
catching this look, sees himself as an object of aggression and a victim: “The man in the
water saw the eye of the man on the bridge gazing into his own through the sights of
the rifle” (Bierce 1909, p. 14). Nabokov, in the story “Details of a Sunset”, offers a similar
scene—the doctor looks at the pupils of dying Mark: “Mark was lying supine, mutilated
and bandaged, and the lamp was not swinging any longer. The familiar fat man with the
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mustache, now a doctor in a white gown, made worried growling small noises as he peered
into the pupils of Mark’s eyes” (Nabokov 2002, p. 85). The character’s eyes turn out to be
the eyes of the victim again, but in Bierce’s story they are looked at by an unfortunate killer,
while in “Details of a Sunset” it is an unfortunate savior who is looking. This intersection
of looks is not the only coincidence; it can also be observed in the shift of focalization. The
aforementioned scenes mark the points in the respective stories of both writers when the
reader is no longer forced to see the reality through the eyes of the characters, but may
assume a third point of view which becomes possible through the intersection of looks.

The problem of visuality in the texts of Bierce and Nabokov, as noted, should be
considered in the context of the desire of both authors to present concepts and motifs in
the form of vivid visual images. In this regard, the concept of fate is a key feature for both
writers. Bierce, creating a character determined by physiology, heredity, and circumstances,
denies free will and demonstrates the irresistibility of fate. Peyton Farquhar dreams of
escaping from the place of execution, invents another narrative, but fate holds him tight
and does not let him go. Peyton Farquhar is bound and motionless, a toy of fate. The visual
correlates of this idea are the noose around Peyton Farquhar’s neck and the rope binding
his hands behind his back.

Nabokov, marking the presence of fate, uses similar images, apparently responding to
Bierce’s text. Mark Standfuss, who dreams of returning home to his beloved, lies on the
operating table, and his body is bound with bandages: “Mark was lying supine, mutilated
and bandaged, and the lamp was not swinging any longer” (Nabokov 2002, p. 85). In
“Perfection”, the character’s binding by fate is also conveyed by a visual metaphor when
Ivanov goes into the water to save David: “He felt enclosed in a tight painfully cold sack,
his heart was straining unbearably” (Nabokov 2002, p. 346). It is notable that Ivanov is
described not so much as a swimmer, but as a hanged man. The character suffocates, he is
shackled, and a bag, which is usually put on the head of a condemned man on the gallows,
appears in this description.

The motif of temptation is connected with the concept of fate in the texts of Bierce and
Nabokov. Peyton Farquhar, standing tied up on the bridge, dreams of being next to his
beautiful wife. She is a source of temptation for him. In the second episode of the story, it
is revealed that Peyton Farquhar dreamed of being at war while he was living a peaceful
life with his wife and children. He wanted to play theatrically the role of a warrior, as
Peter Morrone notes (Morrone 2013, p. 317). At that moment, the war was a temptation for
him, while the spy of the Northerners acted as an insidious tempter, seducing him with the
prospect of a heroic death on the gallows.

This combination of two motifs, fate (boundness, stranglehold, rope) and temptation,
also occurs in “Details of a Sunset.” The temptation here comes not only from Klara, but
also from Mark himself, who seduces the buyer with a beautiful tie in the store: “He knotted
the tie on his hand, and turned it this way and that, enticing the customer” (Nabokov 2002,
p. 81). The tie is a version of the noose from Bierce’s story, and the hand tied with a tie
is a reminder of Peyton Farquhar’s tied hands. Thus, a rather mundane clothing item is
revealed to be a visual correlate of the temptation and fate that binds the character.

The tie is not Nabokov’s only reference to the noose. His stories contain multiple other
images that resemble garrotes. For instance, Mark Standfuss grabs a hanging belt when
he loses his balance in the swaying tram. When he lies on the operating table, his dream
about Klara is interrupted by a vision of reality in which, instead of the beloved’s dress,
a lamp appears swinging on a cord: “He writhed, and Klara’s green dress floated away,
diminished, and turned into the green shade of a lamp” (Nabokov 2002, p. 84).

In “Perfection”, the feelings of tightness and stiffness that Ivanov experiences on the
train are complemented by an important detail: “The train was crowded, and his new,
soft collar (a slight compromise, a summer treat) turned gradually into a tight clammy
compress” (Nabokov 2002, p. 342). The collar presses on Ivanov’s neck like a noose. In the
same story, there is an optical effect that refers to the gallows of Bierce’s text. In Ivanov’s
eyes, a moment before he jumps into the water and dies, “knots” appear that represent
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opacities in the vitreous body of the eye: “His shoes were already full of sand, he took them
off with slow hands, then was again lost in thought, and again those evasive little knots
began to swim across his field of vision—and how he longed, how he longed to recall . . .
” (Nabokov 2002, p. 346). The narrator calls the opacities “knots”, seeking an association
with a noose and, accordingly, a fate ready to happen. It is important that the knots are a
part of the character; they represent an element of his physiology, marking its indissoluble
connection with fate. Fate leaves a symbolic mark on the vitreous body of Ivanov’s eye,
like the noose leaving a mark on Peyton Farquhar’s neck.

The concept of fate in texts by Bierce and Nabokov is also realized as an audio-visual
complex, combining both visual and audial images. In “An Occurrence at Owl Creek
Bridge”, Peyton Farquhar hears a sound resembling a hammer blow, which prevents him
from concentrating on the thoughts about his wife and children:

And now he became conscious of a new disturbance. Striking through the thought
of his dear ones was a sound which he could neither ignore nor understand, a
sharp, distinct, metallic percussion like the stroke of a blacksmith’s hammer
upon the anvil; it had the same ringing quality. He wondered what it was, and
whether immeasurably distant or near by—it seemed both. Its recurrence was
regular, but as slow as the tolling of a death knell. He awaited each stroke
with impatience and—he knew not why—apprehension. The intervals of silence
grew progressively longer; the delays became maddening. With their greater
infrequency the sounds increased in strength and sharpness. They hurt his ear
like the thrust of a knife; he feared he would shriek. What he heard was the
ticking of his watch. (Bierce 1909, p. 10)

Peyton Farquhar’s thoughts are symbolically interrupted by the blows of fate, by
the inexorable clock (Ames 1987, p. 63), predicting the imminent death of the character.
Then, Peyton Farquhar falls off a bridge and swings like a pendulum, hanging on a rope:
“Encompassed in a luminous cloud, of which he was now merely the fiery heart, without
material substance, he swung through unthinkable arcs of oscillation, like a vast pendulum”
(Bierce 1909, p. 12). The audial image of time and destiny turns into a visual one. Peyton
Farquhar himself confluences with time and finally connects with his destiny.

Nabokov uses the same audiovisual complex in his stories, somewhat reworking it.
Doomed by fate, Mark Standfuss drops his cane while he is climbing the stairs, and it jumps
down the steps with a rhythmic sound. Mark listens to the wooden knocking, which fades
after a while. The knocking of the wooden cane against the steps represents the earthly
time allotted to Mark, which is about to end.

In “Perfection”, time is symbolically represented by tapping in the very first descrip-
tion of David:

Fair-haired and thin, wearing a yellow sleeveless jersey held close by a leather
belt, with scarred naked knees and wristwatch whose crystal was protected by a
prison-window grating, David sat at the table in a most uncomfortable position,
and kept tapping his teeth with the blunt end of his fountain pen. (Nabokov 2002,
p. 338)

In this mundane, meticulous description, there is once again the familiar audiovisual
complex. The sound, tapping, unites with the visible and tangible figure of a boy with
a watch on his left hand. The tapping and the watch seem to be meaningless details,
as they do not represent anything that could be regarded as crucial for the narrative at
this point. However, fate has already assigned David the role of the involuntary killer
of Ivanov-Goliath. He has a watch on his hand, and by tapping his teeth with a pen, he
unconsciously counts down the time allotted to the teacher. This episode is recalled in
the scene in which Ivanov’s visual memory recreates a picture of Russian men running
out of the water, their teeth chattering from the cold: “Muzhiks came running out of the
water, frog-legged, hands crossed over their private parts: pudor agrestis. Their teeth
chattered as the pulled on their shirts over their wet bodies” (Nabokov 2002, p. 341). The
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audiovisual complex is also preserved here, but now it is altered. Water (a reference to
future drowning) and cold (an anticipation of the cold of death) are combined here with
the sounds of chattering teeth.

An audiovisual complex that conveys the concept of fate appears in the story when
Ivanov sees flapping flags on the beach before his death. They are mentioned twice in
the text: “The dusky flags flapped excitedly, pointing all in the same direction, though
nothing was happening there yet. Here is the sand, here is the dull splash of the sea.”
(Nabokov 2002, p. 345). The flapping flags beat time and reveal the direction of the char-
acter’s fate. They point towards the sea where nothing has happened yet, but where the
character will soon die. One more manifestation of the concept of fate can be observed in
the fact that throughout the story Ivanov hears the loud pounding of his sick heart, which
foreshadows his death. This manifestation is purely audial, as the source of the sound
(which is Ivanov’s heart) cannot be seen.

As can be observed, Nabokov, in his recreation of the concept of fate through the
audiovisual complex, explicitly refers to Bierce. However, unlike Bierce, he arranges many
miscellaneous objects of the mundane world as signs of fate. In Nabokov’s stories, Bierce’s
noose turns into a cord of an electric lamp, a tie, a hanging belt, a collar, and even into
opacities of the vitreous body. At the same time, the audiovisual complex of fate that
appears in Bierce’s story and which is expressed by the sound of the character’s watch
is transformed in Nabokov’s stories into the knocking of a falling cane, the tapping of a
self-writing pen, the flapping of flags, and the pounding of a sick heart.

The journey of Bierce’s and Nabokov’s characters into the transcendent world and the
visualization of the works of their imaginations begins with a geographical map. The map
is a projection of reality onto a plane, a schematization of the visible world. It translates
three-dimensional, visible objects into signs, which represents a case when observation
of the world turns into generalized knowledge about the world. Nevertheless, the map
appeals to the eye and contains the potential of three-dimensional reality in the signs
applied to it. In the texts of Bierce and Nabokov, we observe a transition from the map to
the visible empirical reality, and then to the transcendent reality, i.e., from the generalized
knowledge, the representation of the world, to its sensory perception, and then to the
perception that reveals the supersensible.

Bierce, as aforementioned, was a professional cartographer and thus a skilled drawer of
maps. The beginning of “An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge” is characterized by scholars
as a kind of narrative map (Conlogue 1999, p. 264), on which the bridge is designated as
the center from which the lines diverge in different directions: “Beyond one of the sentinels
nobody was in sight; the railroad ran straight away into a forest for a hundred yards, then,
curving, was lost to view. Doubtless there was an outpost farther along. The other bank
of the stream was open ground—a gentle acclivity topped with a stockade of vertical tree
trunks, loop-holed for rifles, with a single embrasure through which protruded the muzzle
of a brass cannon commanding the bridge” (Bierce 1909, p. 8).

By creating a visual map, Bierce appeals to the reader’s vision. He paints an objective
picture, relying on his knowledge of military affairs and choosing the dry intonation of a
military report. The second part of the story contains the episode with the spy. The third
part, which introduces the escape scene imagined by Peyton Farquhar, is filled with sensual,
visual images. However, as the narrative develops, the imaginary character of Peyton
Farquhar’s experience is exposed, and the visible, three-dimensional world gradually
becomes flat, turning into a scheme and resembling a map again: “At last he found a road
which led him in what he knew to be the right direction. It was as wide and straight as a
city street, yet it seemed untraveled. No fields bordered it, no dwelling anywhere. Not so
much as the barking of a dog suggested human habitation. The black bodies of the trees
formed a straight wall on both sides, terminating on the horizon in a point, like a diagram
in a lesson in perspective” (Bierce 1909, pp. 16–17). Knowledge is replaced by vision, and
then vision becomes knowledge again.
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Nabokov, as M. Schrayer rightly notes (Shrayer 1999, pp. 81–86), uses the techniques of
a cartographer, as geographical maps appear in his stories “The Aurelian” and “Perfection.”
Ivanov in “Perfection” is a geographer by education. The story begins with Ivanov drawing
two parallel lines during the lesson he gives David. Further in the story there is introduced
an enthusiastic commentary about the map, which is regarded as a form of primary
knowledge with the potential to stimulate visual imagination that creates an imaginary
three-dimensional world:

How beautiful, for instance, are ancient charts! Viatic maps of the Romans,
elongated, ornate, with snakelike marginal stripes representing canal-shaped
seas; or those drawn in ancient Alexandria, with England and Ireland looking
like two little sausages; or again, maps of medieval Christendom, crimson-and-
grass-colored, with the paradisian Orient at the top and Jerusalem—the world’s
golden navel—in the center. Accounts of marvelous pilgrimages: that traveling
monk comparing the Jordan to a little river in his native Chernigov, that envoy
of the Tsar reaching a country where people strolled under yellow parasols, that
merchant from Tver picking his way through a dense “zhengel”, his Russian for
“jungle”, full of monkeys, to a torrid land ruled by a naked prince. (Nabokov
2002, p. 338)

The reality of the map is the beginning of the mystical journey that Ivanov is tak-
ing. Schematic reality gradually acquires visibility and three-dimensional properties, and
knowledge is replaced by imagination.

The image of the map also appears in “The Aurelian.” The narrator names some
geographical locations which Pilgram transforms in his imagination into visible pictures
of a three-dimensional world imbued with spirit. Each location is reigned by a butterfly
which is seen as the soul of the place: “Out of localities cited in entomological works he had
built up a special world of his own, to which his science was a most detailed guidebook.
In that world there were no casinos, no old churches, nothing that might attract a normal
tourist. Digne in southern France, Ragusa in Dalmatia, Sarepta on the Volga, Abisko in
Lapland—those were the famous sites dear to butterfly collectors, and this is where they
had poked about, on and off, since the fifties of the last century (always greatly perplexing
the local inhabitants)” (Nabokov 2002, p. 253).

Shortly before the trip, Pilgram constantly turns his gaze to the map: “He spent several
hours examining a map, choosing a route, estimating the time of appearance of this or
that species, and suddenly something black and blinding welled before his eyes, and he
stumbled about his shop for quite a while before he felt better” (Nabokov 2002, p. 256). As
in “Perfection”, the map is not only a schematic image of the world; it is a representation
that must be transformed into an imaginary world in order to elevate flat reality into
three-dimensional existence.

As observed, Bierce and Nabokov both create narratives of maps. The only difference
is that Bierce returns his narrative back to the map, while Nabokov takes it to another
world where there is no place for rational knowledge or calculation.

The most important image that visualizes the character’s transition to another world
in the stories of Bierce and Nabokov is the bridge. By the end of the 19th century, the image
of the bridge had become extremely popular in Western European painting. The bridge
appears in the paintings of Claude Monet, Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Camille Pissaro, Paul
Cézanne, Vincent van Gogh, and many others, as a form that organizes the composition of
the work and sets it a certain rhythm. Bierce uses the bridge as an image that represents a
peculiar theatrical stage. It is on this stage that the last act of the tragedy is to be played.
In Nabokov’s “Details of a Sunset”, the bridge is a direct reference to Bierce’s story. It is
used as if as a secondary image but is mentioned twice. The first time it occurs is when
Mark Standfuss comes out of the pub: “When, half an hour later, he came out of the pub
and said goodbye to his friend, the flush of a fiery sunset filled the vista of the canal, and a
rain-streaked bridge in the distance was margined by a narrow rim of gold along which
passed tiny black figures” (Nabokov 2002, p. 82). The second time, the bridge is referred to
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implicitly. In the final scene, in the imaginary world just before his death, Mark addresses
his imaginary audience and utters a phrase: “The foreigner is offering the aforementioned
prayers on the river. . . . ” (Nabokov 2002, p. 84). When Mark mentions a foreigner, he
means both Klara’s lover and the American (foreigner) from Bierce’s story, who does not
pray in the literal sense of the word, but appeals to Providence, hoping for justice and
salvation. There is no explicit image of the bridge here, but it is hidden in the subtext.

Bierce and Nabokov depict their bridges in slightly different ways, focusing on dif-
ferent painting traditions. First of all, Bierce’s narrator sees the bridge up close; he fixes
on the most insignificant details, working out the figures of the officer and the soldiers
who stand on the bridge. Nabokov’s narrator sees the bridge from a great distance, the
bridge is “far away”. The people on this bridge are barely distinguishable, dark figures
seen from afar. Another difference is the angles from which the bridges are viewed. Bierce’s
narrator observes the bridge from above and from the side: he sees all the participants of
the action on the bridge, as well as boards under their feet and the railway rails. Nabokov’s
narrator observes the bridge not from above, but from below. This is how the bridges
of Vincent Van Gogh (Langlois Bridge at Arles) (Figure 1) and Cézanne (Bridge over the
Marne) (Figure 2) are shown in the paintings with which Nabokov was well acquainted
(De Vries and Barton Johnson 2006, pp. 50–51, 59–61, 55, 178). Drawing analogies with
painting, Bierce undoubtedly adheres to the classical tradition of depicting the bridge, and
shows a picture in which, in addition to the bridge, there exists a whole panorama. The
bridge functions as a horizontal compositional link in the painting, drawn according to the
classical tradition. M.Yampolsky notes: “The bridge creates a horizontal thrust, connecting
the banks and ‘taking away’ the body residing in it into the forest, into the invisible. Below,
the river sets a different direction of horizontal movement, orienting its dynamic energy
along the banks (Yampolsky 1996, p. 11). Bierce thoroughly reveals all the details, buildings,
and elements of the landscape, and even describes in detail the poses of the military men
standing on the bridge. The bridge is revealed to be an image that serves as the uniting
element of all the details of this composition.

Nabokov includes no panorama in his text. The bridge is represented as an object set
apart from the rest of the imagery, its only compositional relation being the channel on
which the fiery sunset is reflected. Nabokov introduces the bridge as an image referring to
Bierce’s story and as a detail of the overall picture which splits into colors and lines that are
related to other colors and lines integrated in the text. In this sense, Nabokov is a direct
heir to the traditions of William Turner and the Impressionists.

Explaining the semantics of Bierce’s bridge, M.Yampolsky, developing the ideas of M.
Heidegger, describes the bridge as a “place” that unites space and creates its boundaries
(Yampolsky 1996, pp. 8–9). Bierce’s bridge indeed functions in this manner. It connects
several elements: the earth, the shores of which it attracts to each other; the water (a stream
flows under the bridge); the sky, to which it aspires; and the fire (falling from the bridge,
Peyton Farquhar feels that streams seem to pass through his body and that he has turned
into “a fiery heart” of a “luminous cloud” (Bierce 1909, p. 12)). The man on the bridge is
placed at the intersection of these elements, i.e., in the center of the universe.

Nabokov also uses the image of a bridge as a place connecting the elements. The water,
the earth, the sky, and the fire are present here, as in Bierce’s text. The fire is reflected in
the water of the canal: . . . the flush of a fiery sunset filled the vista of the canal” (Nabokov
2002, p. 82). On Nabokov’s bridge, like Bierce’s images, people are at the center of the
intersection of the elements, but they are more dehumanized, reduced to color and form:
these are not characters with faces and external differences, but identical black figures.

The bridge in Bierce’s story is described not only as a place collecting the elements,
but also as a primitive execution machine. Bierce’s narrator explains in detail how the
execution will be put into action. Nabokov does not use the semantics of the image, but
instead reinforces its metaphysical significance, describing it as a place where prayers are
performed, i.e., as a version of a sacred center or a temple where a link to the transcendent
world opens.
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Finally, in Bierce’s and Nabokov’s prose, the bridge acts as a traditional symbol of
transition to the other world. It is a place from which Peyton Farquhar goes to the world
of visions and to the realm of the dead. Nabokov’s bridge scene involves figures that are
marked in black, i.e., the color of death.
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However, Nabokov accumulates additional meaning in the image of the bridge and
involves it in an interesting associative game in which sunset and fire appear. This game of
repetitive images forms an additional line in the story, capturing the central characters, their
feelings, elements, and symbolic time of action. It may be assumed that Nabokov, who knew
and loved the paintings of William Turner (De Vries and Barton Johnson 2006, pp. 20, 23),
in his description of the bridge narrativizes Turner’s famous painting The Burning of the
Houses of Lords and Commons (1834) (Figure 3), namely the second version of this painting,
which was presented at the Royal Academy’s summer exhibition in 1835 and acquired by
the Cleveland Museum of Art in 1942. The motifs, details, images, and colors of Turner and
Nabokov coincide. Both present disastrous situations and include in their compositions a
water element, a bridge, and a fire (Nabokov’s sunset is fiery), as well as figures of people. It
is essential that both Turner and Nabokov move the bridge a considerable distance from the
observer, placing it in the distance. Turner’s flames engulfing the buildings and the bridge
are painted in gold. The golden color is also present in Nabokov’s image of the bridge: the
bridge is “margined by a narrow rim of gold” (Nabokov 2002, p. 82). Here, in addition
to the possible reference to Turner, there is a reference to the golden stars from Bierce’s
story, as well as to the alchemical tradition. In the case of Nabokov, it seems to us that the
narrative picture is not localized in one description. Spread across the text, its elements
are gradually collected to produce the whole image. The fire is referred to in the story as
the “red blaze” (ryzhij pozhar) of Klara’s hair (Nabokov 2002, p. 79), a metaphor involving
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amorous passion and possible death. When Klara decides to leave Mark, Nabokov shows
the reader a burnt match as a visual correlate for extinguished passion and loneliness: “A
two-dimensional wooden pig hung on the wall, and half-open matchbox with one burnt
match lay on the stove” (Nabokov 2002, p. 81). Then, in the episode where the bridge
appears (a symbol of the transition to another world), the fire correlates with sunset, the
symbolic time of the transition from the day world to the night world, from life to death,
from the realm of reason to the realm of imagination. Finally, in Mark’s vision the sunset
covers half the sky, just like the golden fire in Turner’s painting. Winged statues also appear
in Mark’s vision “lifted skyward golden” (Nabokov 2002, p. 83). Gold converges with fire,
alchemically producing a single motif complex. This convergence correlates with Turner’s
golden fire.
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Thus, the bridge, for Nabokov and for Bierce, becomes an important motif node and a
visual correlate of many overlapping concepts and motifs.

The characters’ transitions into the fantasy world, which allows them to see the terra
incognita of the transcendent world, is accompanied by a painful shock, followed by
death. Lightning becomes a visual emblem that conveys pain and near-death convulsions.
Peyton Farquhar, at the moment when he falls off the bridge, feels as if fiery streams are
passing through his body: “These pains appeared to flash along well-defined lines of
ramification and to beat with an inconceivably rapid periodicity. They seemed like streams
of pulsating fire heating him to an intolerable temperature” (Bierce 1909, p. 12). Peyton
Farquhar feels that he himself becomes a flame enclosed in a cloud, i.e., an electric lightning:
“Encompassed in a luminous cloud, of which he was now merely the fiery heart, without
material substance, he swung through unthinkable arcs of oscillation, like a vast pendulum”
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(Bierce 1909, p. 12). Bierce, as we see, objectifies the inner feelings of the character, making
them visible and symbolic.

In “Details of a Sunset”, Nabokov uses the image of a lightning several times: first as
a mundane technical phenomenon, then as a design element, and finally as a visualization
of the protagonist’s shock. At the very beginning of the text, lightning appears as an
electric discharge running along tram wires and is associated with the Christmas Star and
with anticipation of spiritual resurrection. Then, Mark sees the “arrow of bright copper”
(Nabokov 2002, p. 82) on the dapper shoe as a design element, as a flat visual sign: “An
arrow of bright copper struck the lacquered shoe of a fop jumping out of a car” (Nabokov
2002, p. 82). And finally, when Mark jumps off the tram, he feels as if stricken by lightning:
“He felt as if a thick thunderbolt had gone through him from head to toe, and then nothing”
(Nabokov 2002, p. 83). Visualizing the pain shock, Nabokov resorts to the same emblem
as Bierce. Lightning marks the transition of Mark Standfuss into a borderline state, into
the world between life and death, into the reality of his imagination. At the same time,
Nabokov creates a visual image of a character struck by lightning, referring the reader to
the famous Greek myth of Phaeton.

In “Perfection”, Nabokov also mentions lightning, a “flash of fingers” (molnievidnyj
perebor pal’cev). When Ivanov plunges into the water, he experiences a strange sensa-
tion: “All at once a rapid something passed through him, a flash of fingers rippling over
piano keys—and this was the very thing he had been trying to recall throughout the
morning” (Nabokov 2002, p. 346). This lightning-like movement of the fingers visual-
izes the pain shock, but more importantly, Ivanov’s transition from the real world to the
borderline world.

For Bierce’s and Nabokov’s characters, mystical insight happens upon crossing the
boundary between life and death, liberating their souls and their imagination from the
confinement of the empirical reality (Babikov 2019, pp. 81–82). In Bierce’s text, however,
this liberation is shown as deceptive and illusory, while Nabokov presents it as genuine
spiritual experience.

Bierce and Nabokov lead their characters to mystical insight and a vision of the tran-
scendent. In this case, both are heirs of traditional Western European Romanticism, whose
representatives (Novalis, Ludwig Tieck, William Blake, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, etc.,)
sought to convey the mystical experiences of their characters who journeyed (externally
and internally) with a purpose to overcome the material plane and reach the domain of
spirit in which all life forms are united. Experiencing a mystical feeling, a vision of the
transcendent, discovering the realm of spirit, the Romantic hero discovers this spirit in his
own self. He experiences belonging, closeness to all things. He gains the ability to hear
music which pervades the world, and, like a fairytale hero, begins to distinguish the secret
language of plants and animals. In this way the subject becomes indistinguishable from
the object.

In Bierce’s story, Peyton Farquhar experiences a mystical vision. At the beginning, it
appears as a vague anticipation of the transcendent experience which is the first stage of
the “journey”:

He looked at the forest on the bank of the stream, saw the individual trees, the
leaves and the veining of each leaf—saw the very insects upon them: the locusts,
the brilliant-bodied flies, the gray spiders stretching their webs from twig to twig.
He noted the prismatic colors in all the dewdrops upon a million blades of grass.
The humming of the gnats that danced above the eddies of the stream, the beating
of the dragon-flies’ wings, the strokes of the waterspiders’ legs, like oars which
had lifted their boat—all these made audible music. A fish slid along beneath his
eyes and he heard the rush of its body parting the water”. (Bierce 1909, pp. 13–14)

In Romantic poetry (William Blake, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, etc.), and painting
(Caspar David Friedrich, etc.), reality usually appears vague, blurred, almost immaterial,
seen as if through fog. Bierce, describing a mystical anticipation and placing the character
at the border of the transcendent, focuses on the visual poetics of Henry Thoreau, who
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in Walden sought to show things not as they are revealed to man, but as God sees them.
In Bierce’s text, reality is seen by a person, but by a person whose reason is disabled and
whose visual perception is extremely enhanced. While in the first part of the story he shows
reality as a map, as a system of visual signs marked on a plane, in the aforementioned
passage he presents reality as it is. He appeals not to the reader’s consciousness, but rather
to their vision. Objects appear to be three-dimensional, material, vivid forms, because
Bierce reduces the distance between the observer and the observed to the point where
the opposition is hardly distinguishable, and therefore Peyton Farquhar sees the smallest
details. This approach to objects and the convergence of the subject and the object ironically
make it clear to the reader that Peyton Farquhar is dying; that his reason, which has always
distanced the subject from reality, is fading.

However, this episode contains only an anticipation of the transcendent experience. A
mystical insight comes later when Peyton Farquhar reaches the land:

The sudden arrest of his motion, the abrasion of one of his hands on the gravel,
restored him, and he wept with delight. He dug his fingers into the sand, threw it
over himself in handfuls and audibly blessed it. It looked like diamonds, rubies,
emeralds; he could think of nothing beautiful which it did not resemble. The
trees upon the bank were giant garden plants; he noted a definite order in their
arrangement, inhaled the fragrance of their blooms. A strange, roseate light shone
through the spaces among their trunks and the wind made in their branches the
music of Aeolian harps. He had no wish to perfect his escape—was content to
remain in that enchanting spot until retaken. (Bierce 1909, p. 16)

Bierce, as seen above, conveys mystical revelation through concrete visible images
and even through a vivid gesture. Peyton Farquhar’s imagination reaches the realm of
the transcendent and creates an allegorical image of Paradise. The salvation from death,
i.e., the salvation of the body, is presented as the salvation of the soul. Bierce visualizes
the experience of the impossible, unattainable in earthly life—the vision of Paradise and
heavenly bliss (Linkin 1988, p. 148). However, it is not difficult to notice the hidden bitter
irony of Bierce here. By creating a picture of paradise life, he makes the reader understand
that the character has not escaped physically—on the contrary, he has died and gone to
the afterworld. The paradise picture itself, which serves as a symbol of mystical insight,
is deliberately constructed by Bierce as a compilation of literary cliches. Bierce borrows
the image of shining grains of sand from Blake’s poem “Auguris of Innocence”—“to see
a world in a grain of Sand” (Blake 2005, p. 88). The Aeolian harp, which conveys the
transcendent music of life and symbolizes the unity of man and nature, as well as “creative
imagination” (Ames 1987, p. 64), appears in the Romantic poems of Coleridge (“The Aeolian
Harp”) and P.B. Shelley (“Ode to the West Wind”). The Romantic cliches also include pink
light—the light of mystical illumination. Thus, Peyton Farquhar’s imagination turns out to
be formulaic, and his mystical vision of Paradise is a parody. Later in Bierce’s story, Peyton
Farquhar moves through the abode of death (the forest) to darkness and nothingness.

Nabokov, visualizing mystical insight in the stories “Details of a Sunset” and “Per-
fection”, is not parodic, like Bierce, but, on the contrary, extremely serious. In his case,
mystical insight and ascension into the realm of the transcendent is the coveted goal of
imagination, which is the main quality of a genuine, i.e., creative personality. Nabokov,
unlike Bierce, presents imagination as a free and unpredictable productive force which
originates from the inner freedom of an individual. Another difference is in their choices of
the imagery patterns. Bierce, verbalizing and visualizing mystical insight, uses images of
nature, while Nabokov uses elements of urban space.

Unintentionally debating with Bierce in “Details of a Sunset”, Nabokov borrows
from Bierce several images and techniques. Bierce, as aforementioned, demonstrates two
versions of the visual narrative: the verbalization of a geographical map which produces
visible signs, and the verbalization of mystical insight which produces material, vivid forms
permeated with light. Nabokov also offers the reader two versions of the visual narrative.
However, unlike Bierce, who presents his versions with an interval of several pages, he
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arranges them in close sequence and applies them to the same material, deliberately forcing
the reader to see two different ways of its representation. In the first case, Mark Standfuss
sees reality in a state of happiness or delight, being on this side of life. In the second case,
he sees the same thing again, but in a moment of mystical insight, being on the threshold
of life and death, on the border between the earthly world and the transcendent world. In
the first case, reality appears quite earthly, concrete and visible:

The houses were as gray as ever; yet the roofs, the moldings above the up-
per floors, the gilt-edged lightning rods, the stone cupolas, the colonnettes—
which nobody notices during the day, for day people seldom look up—were
now bathed in rich ochre, the sunset’s airy warmth, and thus they seemed unex-
pected and magical, those upper protrusions, balconies, cornices, pillars, contrast-
ing sharply, because of their tawny brilliance, with the drab façades beneath”.
(Nabokov 2002, p. 82)

This is not yet a mystical insight, but a certain approach to it: the pleasure of contem-
plating earthly beauty. Nabokov verbalizes the visible, utilizing the definitions of an art
critic. He seems to be describing a painting instead of reality, as Theophile Gautier and
Anatole France would do. The visible forms located above—that is, in the direction where
people do not habitually look—are closer to the sky, to the realm of spirit, but at this point
they are not yet recognized as spiritual by the character. Such recognition occurs at the
moment of the mystical insight of Mark Standfuss. Nabokov once again presents the same
Berlin houses to the reader:

The colors of the sunset had invaded half of the sky. Upper stories and roofs
were bathed in glorious light. Up there, Mark could discern translucent porticoes,
friezes and frescoes, trellises covered with orange roses, winged statues that lifted
skyward golden, unbearably blazing lyres. In bright undulations, ethereally, fes-
tively, these architectonic enchantments were receding into the heavenly distance,
and Mark could not understand how he had never noticed before those galleries,
those temples suspended on high. (Nabokov 2002, p. 83)

Nabokov again turns his character (and with him, the reader) into an observer. How-
ever, this time the inner vision opens in Mark Standfuss. He sees not just images, but earthly
forms imbued with heavenly light. Reality is presented as a visible embodiment of spirit—it
rises to the sky. Here Nabokov, like Bierce, visualizes the heavenly bliss experienced by the
character. Visible forms are associated with the heavenly host.

In this episode, Nabokov borrows a number of images from Bierce. The Aeolian harp
that appears in Peyton Farquhar’s vision is manifested in his text in the images of blazing
lyres. The sentries standing on the Owl Creek bridge like statues turn into winged statues
of heavenly warriors in Mark’s mystical insight. The phrase “Half the sky was covered by
sunset” (Polneba ohvatil zakat) is an altered quotation from Feodor Tyutchev’s poem “Last
Love”: “Half the sky was wrapped in a shadow . . . ” (Polneba obhvatila ten’) (Tutchev
2003, p. 59). Tyutchev’s poem is about love which has come at the end of life and brought a
feeling of bliss and hopelessness. These motifs are also present in Nabokov’s “Details of a
Sunset:” Mark Standfuss experiences love on the eve of death, and this love is unrequited
and hopeless, although the character does not know about it. The domes and the temples
hanging in the air refer to Coleridge’s famous fragment “Kubla Khan Or a Vision in a
Dream”, where the mystical artist builds domes in the air.

Coleridge’s fragment, like the fragment of Nabokov’s story, is a visualization of
mystical insight. When the epiphany fades, the characters of Bierce and Nabokov move
into the realm of death. This experience is also visualized by a chain of visual images and
actions. However, Bierce and Nabokov visualize this transition differently. Peyton Farquhar,
as we remember, walks through a gloomy forest without signs of life, contemplating the
ominous stars. Meanwhile, Mark Standfuss enters an empty van, a kind of portal to
another world (Suslov 2012, p. 38–42), which appears at the very beginning of the story as
a furnished domain of death:
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On the other side of the fence, in a gap between the buildings, was a rectangular
vacant lot. Several moving vans stood there like enormous coffins. They were
bloated from their loads. Heaven knows what was piled inside them. Oakwood
trunks, probably, and chandeliers like iron spiders, and the heavy skeleton of a
double bed. The moon cast a hard glare on the vans. (Nabokov 2002, p. 80)

When Mark, having experienced the disaster, enters the van, it turns out to be empty.
In the finale scenes of both stories, Peyton Farquhar and Mark Standfuss are met by the

women the characters have been yearning for. Peyton Farquhar pushes the gate and sees
his wife coming down to meet him. Nabokov paints a similar picture with the only minor
difference that the gate is opened not by the character himself, but by his beloved Klara.

In Nabokov’s “Perfection”, there is also a visualization of a mystical insight and a
scene where the character appears in the abode of death. This time Nabokov changes the
sequence that is present in Bierce’s text and in “Details of a Sunset.” Ivanov passes through
the abode of death first, and then experiences a mystical insight. It is essential that this
time Nabokov specifically focuses on the appearance of the character in the abode of death,
while the insight is conveyed only in two phrases.

Nabokov visualizes the experience of death in the style of Romanticism by using
vague, blurred visual correlates:

He came out on a stretch of sand. Sand, sea, and air were of an odd, faded, opaque
tint, and everything was perfectly still. Vaguely he reflected that twilight must
have come, and that David had perished a long time ago, and he felt what he knew
from earthly life—the poignant heat of tears. Trembling and bending toward the
ashen sand, he wrapped himself tighter in the black cloak with the snake-shaped
brass fastening that he had seen on a student friend, a long, long time ago, on
an autumn day—and he felt so sorry for David’s mother, and wondered what
would he tell her. It is not my fault, I did all I could to save him, but I am a poor
swimmer, and I have a bad heart, and he drowned. (Nabokov 2002, pp. 346–47)

This indistinctness and dimness of the world is symptomatic of the weakness of
the inner vision, which is not yet able to distinguish light in the surrounding reality. The
stiffness of the character’s confined imagination is visualized in the following action: Ivanov
wraps himself in a black cloak with snake clasps. Snake clasps refer to the beginning of the
story, where the road maps of the Romans are likened to snakeskin, as well as to Bierce’s
story, where the rope that tied Peyton Farquhar’s hands is identified with a snake:

The cord fell away; his arms parted and floated upward, the hands dimly seen on
each side in the growing light. He watched them with a new interest as first one
and then the other pounced upon the noose at his neck. They tore it away and
thrust it fiercely aside, its undulations resembling those of a water-snake. (Bierce
1909, p. 13)

It is essential that Peyton Farquhar is freed from the rope, while Ivanov, on the
contrary, wraps himself in a cloak, thereby making his boundness and lack of freedom
visible to the reader. The vagueness of visible forms, the absence of light, and deafness
also have a mundane, physiological explanation which discloses the false narrative and
Ivanov’s delusion: the character is underwater. That is why he does not hear anything,
and his vision is blurred. Ashen sand is another visual correlate of death that the character
encounters when he (as it seems to him) comes out of the water. Nabokov once again uses
an episode from Bierce’s story—the one in which Peyton Farquhar, as it seems to him,
gets out of the water onto the sand. Nabokov’s sand, unlike Bierce’s, does not sparkle in
the sun, but resembles ash. Ashen sand is a visual correlate not only of death, but also
of remorse: Ivanov feels guilty for being unable to save David. A mystical insight occurs
later in “Perfection”, and the visual correlates of death are replaced by the correlates of the
awakened visual imagination: “Only then were the clouded glasses removed. The dull mist
immediately broke, blossomed with marvelous colors, all kinds of sounds burst forth—the
rote of the sea, the clapping of the wind, human cries . . . ” (Nabokov 2002, p. 347).
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Nabokov uses a visual metaphor, complementing it with sound effects and creating
an audiovisual complex that conveys the ascension into the transcendent realm through
imagination.

Thus, Bierce and Nabokov, using visual poetics, present to the reader the experience of
the transcendent with the help of a clearly constructed system of images. At the same time,
Bierce, focusing on the Romantic tradition, parodies it, while Nabokov, using the images of
Bierce and the Romantics, reasserts it.

This exploration is a comparative study of a story by Ambrose Bierce and three stories
by Vladimir Nabokov, written under the direct influence of Bierce. This influence is reflected
not only in Nabokov’s borrowing of Bierce’s narrative strategy or individual images, but
also in the visual poetics that both authors carefully developed. In this regard, the goal
that both authors pursued became especially important—to visualize an experience that
transcends the empirical and can be understood as a mystical vision. As demonstrated,
the approaches of both authors are similar in certain aspects, but they manifest essential
differences that stem from Bierce’s and Nabokov’s conflicting understandings of man, the
freedom of will, and the imagination.
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The Metaphysics of Presence and the Invisible Traces: Eduard
Steinberg’s Polemical Dialogues
Irina Sakhno

Art and Design School, Faculty of Creative Industries, HSE University, 115054 Moscow, Russia; isakhno@hse.ru

Abstract: The article examines the paintings by Eduard Steinberg, a Soviet non-conformist painter
from the 1950s to the 1980s from the standpoint of the plastics of his language. The author focuses
on Steinberg’s polemical dialogues with the greatest names in Russian and European avant-garde
art, including both common points and disagreements. By analyzing the painter’s texts through the
prism of poetics of the invisible and the ontology of traces, the author observes Steinberg’s early art of
the 1960s and 1970s as an attempt to create a symbolic language and attach an ideographic status to
art. Through simultaneous use of two artistic strategies—mystical and religious symbolism, coupled
with metageometry Steinberg arrives at optical formalism and spectator dialectics, vying to see the
invisible and record the polysemantic nature of the symbolic sign. The article analyzes the influence
Vladimir Veisberg and his “invisible painting” had on Steinberg, including the “white on white”
style, as well as Giorgio Morandi’s still-life vision of metaphysical painting. The author believes that
by relying on analogies and reminiscences, Steinberg refers his audience to his predecessors and
joins them in an intertextual dialogue. A special place here belongs to Kazimir Malevich with his
radicalism, his trend towards metasymbolism and the language of the basic forms—the circle, square
and cross. All of these are close to Steinberg’s geometric plastics of the 1970s and 1980s. Staying true
to the pure forms of Suprematism, Steinberg builds up an aesthetics of the geometric forms of his own,
where abstract art comes together with the ontological progress towards God. The Countryside series
(1985–1987) shows influence of azimir Malevich’s Peasant Cycle, some principles of icon painting and
Neo-Primitivist art.

Keywords: Steinberg; non-conformist art; metaphysics of the presence; ontology of traces; apophatic
vision; symbolism; “nvisible painting”; Veisberg; Suprematism; Malevich; metageometry; icon
painting; Neo-Primitivism

1. Introduction

A lot has been written on Eduard (Edik) Steinberg both in Russia and outside it, in-
cluding marvellous essays and insightful research articles. Compilations of his letters and
memoirs have been published, as well as his numerous interviews. Given the multitude
of researcher opinions and reflections, there is still a large, uncovered space of Steinberg’s
marginalia—a kind of margin notes which appear as unverified universals, such as the
sign/symbol, meaning/non-meaning, the visible/invisible, the sacred and profane. Stein-
berg’s plastic language borrowed from and appropriated traditions of both Russian and
European Modernism, and in search of new modes of expression arrived at a novel visual
optic. One way to do it was by entering into polemical conversations with Russian icon art,
with mystical ideas of Russian Symbolism, and the other, by setting up a new geometrical
lexicon of Suprematism and “optical neoplasticity”1 of contemporary art. The illusion of
laconic simplicity of Steinberg’s art often devalues the nature of his plastic expression, and
the causal relationships and intertextual parallels are, thus, annulled and ignored. This
is probably why the existing body of literature on Steinberg lacks semiotic analysis of his
pictorial texts and does not attempt to decipher the meanings present therein, nor feature a
detailed study of the morphology and cultural semantics of his art. At the first glance, the
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plastic symbols of his object-free art seem a manifestation of Steinberg’s unlimited subjec-
tivity. We then discover a plethora of thriving suggestive forms and imagery in his works,
and, in search of tools to help us illustrate the work of the artist’s abstract imagination,
we have to turn to various fields of the humanities, such as philosophy, religious studies,
social sciences, semiotics and arts studies proper, thus, transcending the boundaries of
separate disciplines. It is this integrative approach that will help us expand the horizons
of how we see Steinberg’s art, discern the traces of the corpus of previous artistic texts
therein, as well as actualize the visible and invisible forms, as well as their interaction and
juxtaposition. Steinberg’s art teaches us to see new trajectories of how abstract forms move
in space, and a new energy of representing the invisible. The creative capability of visual
art gives space to more than just the aesthetic and the mystical, it also covers the social
function of art. Steinberg’s iconography gives preference to the link between the image and
meditative contemplation and empathy, which can be traced throughout the structure of
his visual formulas. His art is a representation of an optical experience which arises from
congested images created as signs in the space of microcosm and a unique temporality. Our
methodology of studying Steinberg’s art is also based on the latest trends in visual studies
and the poststructuralism of Jacques Derrida. Without claiming complete coverage, we
would like to examine Steinberg’s poetics through the prism of the metaphysics of presence
and the “anthology of traces” (Barthes 2020, p. 65) as crucially important visual codes
which set the textual trajectory and the semantic of descriptions in the painter’s work.

The concept of ‘trace’ first appeared as a revision of classical metaphysics and its notes
in Jacques Derrida’s post-modernist classic “Of grammatology” (1967).2 Derrida links ‘trace’
to the ‘origin’ of sense:

The trace is in fact the absolute origin of sense in general. Which amounts
to saying once again that there is no absolute origin of sense in general. The
trace is the differance which opens appearance [1’ apparaitre] and signification.
Articulating the living upon the nonliving in general, origin of all repetition,
origin of ideality, the trace is not more ideal than real, not more intelligible than
sensible, not more a transparent signification than an opaque energy and no
concept of metaphysics can describe it. (Derrida 1997, p. 65)

The trace as a presence and an act of difference is a phenomenon of graphic writing,
but it is also a more global mechanism of the existence of culture and a way to learn the
cultural and historical heritage. The trace in Derrida is linked to the multitude definitions of
“the metaphysics of presence in the form of ideality” (Derrida 1973, p. 10). The self-erasing
trace as a form of both presence and non-presence belongs to both culture and transcenden-
tal conscience. According to Derrida, this self-erasure reveals the trace’s double reference,
both annulling and representative correlation with another trace. While marking the key
phenomena of difference, Derrida mentions yet another important notion—reproducing
memory as “reproduction of presentation” (Derrida 1973, p. 49). An important role be-
longs not only to how he defines metaphysical presence, but also by how he observes the
signifier and the signified in the whole context of the system of signs. Adding to ““supple-
ment”, “sign”, “writing”, or “trace” a . . . newly, ahistorical sense, “older” than presence
and the system of truth, older than "history”” (Derrida 1973, p. 103), the philosopher
distinguishes between “sensible literalness” and the proper metaphor of the “breakup of
presence” (Derrida 1973, pp. 103–4). Extrapolating this model now into the field of the
phenomenology of language, Derrida brings presence and trace to work for the form and
semantics of text. By seeing the text as a fabric and the language’s ‘interweaving’ nature
(Verwebung) as a form of establishing connection with other threads of experience, Derrida
is able to state the following:

The interweaving (Verwebung) of language, of what is purely linguistic in lan-
guage with the other threads of experience, constitutes one fabric. The term
Verwebung refers to this metaphorical zone. The “strata” are “woven”; their
intermixing is such that the warp cannot be distinguished from the woof. If the
stratum of logos were simply founded, one could set it aside so as to let the under-
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lying substratum of nonexpressive acts and contents appear beneath it. But since
this superstructure reacts in an essential and decisive way upon the Unterschicht
[substratum], one is obliged, from the start of the description, to associate the
geological metaphor with a properly textual metaphor, for fabric or textile means
text. Verweben here means texere. The discursive refers to the nondiscursive, the
linguistic "stratum" is intermixed with the prelinguistic "stratum" according to
the controlled system of a sort of text. < . . . > In the spinning-out of language the
discursive woof is rendered unrecognizable as a woof and takes the place of a
warp; it takes the place of something that has not really preceded it. This texture is
all the more inextricable in that it is wholly signifying: the nonexpressive threads
are not without signification. (Derrida 1973, pp. 111–12)

There is yet another important point to make. In his discussion of writing as a
form of language’s existence which always leaves traces, Jacques Derrida explains his
onthological formula of multiple distinctions, references and erasures as signs which arise
through oppositions and differences. Semantic scattering of meanings and the interplay
between traces is Derrida’s main focus. He is attracted by how the fabric of text is put
together, since everything is textual. This endless vista of interconnected signs and their
meanings, authors facing and rethinking cultural traditions is what happens when a text
is constructed. We have no proof that Steinberg ever read Derrida’s works, but they have
the common background of 1960s as a period aimed at social and creative transformation.
Steinberg observed art as a symbolic and metaphorical language. He was a master of
analogies which gave signs a new semantics; he directly addressed the cultural memory
and elegantly summed up the lived experience. Lifting the curtain of the transcendent,
Steinberg invites the spectator to enjoy the deciphering of cross-references and the decoding
of the unrevealed traces. Both memory and the elusive optics in his work bring order into
what we see and give access to a wide sphere of its semantics.

The constituted sense of Steinberg’s texts is multi-layered. The “interweaving” of
signified descriptions that Derrida noted, leads us to search for more layers hidden within
the textual space of Steinberg’s art. Similar to reflections in the mirror, they reveal their
capability only when found, and what they contain may range from a virgin pre-text
to visible traces and imprints of cultural memory. The artist’s text, ‘woven’ from many
senses and meanings into the historical and contemporary cultural context, produces an
interweaving, and this interweaving as “mirrored writing” (Derrida 1973, p. 113), finds
the semi-erased signs and hidden layers of symbolic patterns. In his contemplation of
contemporary art, a French philosopher Thierry de Duve was quite right to state that any
work of art is “destined to be a sign” (de Duve 2014, p. 31), while the “hum of language”
(p. 32) and the flutter of meanings produce “generate polysemy and ambiguity, noise
and dispersion” (p. 32). We will take a deeper look at how analogies, reminiscences, hints
and reference help Steinberg add markers to acts of artistic expression. We believe that
producing new meanings as a marker of the author’s style owes a lot to the special nature
of the artist’s polycode text where the allusive narrativity appears on various levels and
might be discovered and deciphered by addressing a previous artistic experience. The
artist as an “operator of gestures” (Barthes 2020, p. 54) scans the see-through text to find
the meaning (which is not always possible to do) and broadcasts it further as a multitude
of modalities, thereby entering an intertextual and polemical dialogue with both previous
and contemporary texts of culture and art.
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2. The Optical Non-Obvious: On the Way towards a Language of Symbols

In Evgeny Shiffers’ earliest article on Steinberg and his work (1973), the religious
thinker and theologian reflects on the ideographic language of the artist whose paintings
are “generated by symbolic models” (Schiffers 2019, p. 14). Using the works of Pavel
Florensky, Sergey Solovyov and religious mystics as a point of reference, Shiffers traced
the connection between the works of Steinberg and the metaphysical symbols of Eternal
Being and of the Church (therefore, the paintings are metaphysical), with the manifestly
visible world and “the invisible ideas taking flesh” (p. 15). Hence, the picture is an act
of “uttering the comprehensible” and a “symbolic creative model” (p. 22). Staying far
from the semiotics of art, Schiffers outlined several important ways to study Steinberg’s art.
First of all, the ideographic status of Steinberg’s paintings gives them a kind of universal
language capable of capturing abstract concepts as symbolic signs. Secondly, Steinberg’s
religious and philosophical quests are both permeated with the desire “to develop a modern
universal symbolic language” (Chudetskaia 2020, p. 410). Thirdly, Shiffers discovered
crucial symbolic patterns that permeate all of Steinberg’s work, including the sphere,
cube, pyramid, horizontal and vertical lines, the bird and the cross (Schiffers 2019, p. 14).
Regarding the symbols of symbolic “top” and “bottom”, Shiffers observes to have been
designed as a bridge between earth and sky, the profane and sacred, hence, the symbolic
model of space and time includes the artist’s ideographic alphabet of “water, fire, dove,
light, and sphere” (p. 19). A personal meeting with Schiffers helped Steinberg to further his
search for a new plastic language rooted in mystical metaphysics and Symbolist worldview.
Steinberg himself has repeatedly spoken about the influence the Silver Age and Symbolism
had on him, in particular V. Borisov-Musatov and V. Kandinsky (whom he also considered
a Symbolist) and stated that he himself was “a Symbolist in point of fact” (Steinberg 2015,
p. 236). In a conversation with Yevgraf Konchin, the artist thus described the two artistic
strategies that influenced his work:

I haven’t actually discovered anything new, I just gave the Russian avant-garde
art a new perspective. What kind of perspective? Rather, a religious one. I based
my spatial geometrical structures on old catacomb mural paintings and, of course,
on iconography. My small merit is that I have gave the avant-garde a bit of a turn.
But on the other hand, I am furthering the traditions of Russian Symbolism in my
works, the Symbolism of Boris Musatov. The Mir Iskusstva also approached it,
and so did Kandinsky. He is a pure Symbolist in my opinion. The internal concept
of my works thus rest on the synthesis of the mystical ideas of 1910’s Russian
Symbolism and the plastic solutions offered by Kazimir Malevich’s Suprematism.
(Steinberg 2015, p. 211)

The symbolic structure of Steinberg’s paintings is arranged into a complex system of
signs and symbols that are quite difficult to decode. This is further complicated by the
fact that the artist never offered interpretations of his texts, and was generally irritated
by such attempts. However, the hidden contexts of his works have clear references to
Christian iconography and catacomb painting, especially in his early period of the 1960s.
For example, in A Composition with Fish (Figure 1), 1967, we encounter the eponymous
mythologem associatively linked to the acronym ‘

1 

 

Ἰ 

 

ῦ 

 

ἱ 

 

 

 

ή 

XθΥΣ,’ which comprises the Saviour’s
name and the earliest Christian creed.3 In his numerous interviews, Steinberg frequently
admitted the influence of Early Christian catacomb art. In Figure 2, we might probably see
a reference to a fresco in the catacombs of St. Callistus church in Rome (Figure 2)—a fish
bearing a basket of bread. We see how simple forms codify sacred symbols and ideologemes
of signs referring us back to Christian symbolism.
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century CE. https://www.wikiwand.com/ru/ (accessed on 16 May 2022). 

Sergey Kuskov claims the signs and symbols in Steinberg’s works get “transformed 
into pockets of spiritual energy” and reveal “the presence, most commonly unseen, of the 
Vertical of the World, with the whole array of its symbolic divisions” (Kuskov 2019, p. 55). 
To see the invisible is the task the artist assumes throughout his work. The optically non-
obvious nature of his works provokes a search for the polymorphic text hidden in the 
deeper layers of his works.4 This particular vision manifests optical formalism, when the 
visual is dialectically conveyed through mirror imagery of the top and the bottom, the 
horizontal and the vertical, the sky and the Earth. The dichotomy of the visible/invisible 
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Figure 2. Eucharistic Fish and Loaves. A fresco of the catacombs of St. Callistus, Rome. 2nd–4th
century CE. https://www.wikiwand.com/ru/ (accessed on 16 May 2022).

Sergey Kuskov claims the signs and symbols in Steinberg’s works get “transformed
into pockets of spiritual energy” and reveal “the presence, most commonly unseen, of
the Vertical of the World, with the whole array of its symbolic divisions” (Kuskov 2019,
p. 55). To see the invisible is the task the artist assumes throughout his work. The optically
non-obvious nature of his works provokes a search for the polymorphic text hidden in
the deeper layers of his works.4 This particular vision manifests optical formalism, when
the visual is dialectically conveyed through mirror imagery of the top and the bottom, the
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horizontal and the vertical, the sky and the Earth. The dichotomy of the visible/invisible
captures two important aspects of Steinberg’s art: the enduring presence of the inexpressible
and optical duality. The first option Steinberg associates with the transcendental and with
the other reality, which in its turn relies on negative theology (apophaticism), i.e., the
doctrine of God in Himself, unattainable and unknowable. To attain it, one must follow the
“path of negation”, learning to apprehend that God is beyond space and time, invisible,
indescribable and unrecognizable. The inexhaustible fullness of God’s super-being cannot
be expressed in human words or concepts, so the artist recognizes the immanent essence
of the transcendent Absolute. Steinberg was close to the idea of apophaticism and in no
way did it contradict his Orthodox religiosity. In his letter to Malevich, the artist discussed
his language of geometry as follows: “< . . . > there is a yearning for the truth and for
the transcendent, a certain affinity for apophatic theology” (Steinberg 2015, p. 39). He
repeatedly confessed in his correspondence that he was a man of faith, and in a response
to Martin Hüttel, Steinberg thus stated his belief: “The Lord God helps me, I know it
now, and I know it firmly” (p. 52). His faith is coupled with pessimism, for “our time is
a God-forsaken time” (p. 133), plagued with a sense of “unyielding existential disaster”
(p. 203). He is also convinced that “everyone matches their her own existential space”
(p. 202). His personal view of the Absolute and the Infinite, formed largely through a
religious worldview and mystical symbolism, found its expression in pure abstraction, “in
a line of persons and signs” (p. 123):

The peace of the Absolute is only conceivable through the variability of becoming.
In each period of Steinberg’s existential exploration, a certain stylistic or, more
precisely, plastic approach to understanding a unified structure of Being domi-
nated hierarchically among the rest. This ideal and fundamentally ineffable object
of contemplation, however, could only be relatively pushed from its apophaticism
to become somewhat comprehensible by a gradual hierarchical manifestation.
Therefore, every period in the artist’s work was and remains a step of this type in
this hierarchy. (Kuskov 2019, p. 61)

Steinberg used to repeat in many of his letters that in God, there is no time. Aware of
the transience of metaphysical time, the artist hurries to capture the sense of the invisible
and hidden, once saying that “It is important to see in a painting what we cannot see”
(Steinberg 2015, p. 151). This presence of the invisible in Steinberg is never limited to the
multi-layered structure of the canvas. He observed the whole of his art as one huge painting:
“I love paintings where the question is asked and they also answer it” (p. 151). While
denying narrativity, technology and depiction of everyday life in painting, the artist follows
the ambiguity of visual optics when, through temporal work, all anthropomorphism is
eliminated. The illusionism of his minimalist works is such that the juxtaposition of the
presence and the trace of another text indicates the overcoming of the barrier between
one’s own and another’s artistic statement. The “evidence of presence” (Didi-Huberman
2001, p. 53) in Steinberg consists of the play of visible and invisible forms mirroring
each other in the transcendental space of the painting. The ways the “new field of the
visible” is discovered (Marion 2010, p. 37) have been masterfully traced by the French
phenomenologist and theologian Jean Luc Marion:

The true artist participates in the simple mystery of a unique Creation, in the
sense that he reproduces nothing-only produces. Or, more precisely, he leads
from the invisible into the visible, sometimes by intrusion, a meager reproduction
of the visible done by the visible itself: this is what is usually called “creation”
< . . . >. The real picture does not ascend from one visible thing to another, but
conjures the visible which has already appeared to multiply and reveal itself with
a new radiance. The invisible ascends to the visible and reaches up to it. But the
invisible also informs the visible, presenting and prescribing what the visible had
so far been ignoring, and thus restoring the balance of power < . . . >. (p. 62)
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While considering Steinberg’s visual codes and symbolic language, we should focus
awhile on his fascination with Vladimir Veisberg’s “invisible painting” (Figure 3), a style
of “white on white” that goes back to Malevich’s Suprematism. The artist’s paintings
are brought together by half-tones, transparency, and shimmering shades of white. Their
subtle immateriality is akin to universal harmony and peace.5 Without doubt, Steinberg is
close to Veisberg’s translucent painting and his search for its special tonality and ethereal
transparency. He repeatedly singled out Veisberg, together with Krasnopevtsev and Sooster,
as his favorite artists from the nonconformist circle. The link between the divine and the
unknowable that these artists explored was also important for Steinberg, as was their search
for new spatial coordinates and existential formulas. The pictorial parallels are obvious,
much similar to the common elements in the plastic language and in the structure of the
composition. The space of Veisberg’s paintings is consonant with metaphysical abstraction,
with algorithms of signs and a special semantics of meanings firmly embedded.
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Veisberg’s and Steinberg’s semiotic systems not only share the simplest repeating
structures and signs, such as spheres, squares, rectangles, triangles, etc. Their early paint-
ings make use of the technique of grisaille, i.e., creating a painting by using different shades
and tones of the same color: Veisberg’s choice was the gray-white, and Steinberg’s was
milky beige, sometimes diluted with blue (Figure 4). Their monochrome painting, imitating
the plastics and relief of a sculpture, is similar to a mural or decorative panel and cannot
avoid the obligatory blurring carried out with a brush, paint and oil. The range of a single
tone and its color shades and unique glazes give the image a special optical illusionism
and transparency, manifested at the level of deep layers of the text. This optic forms the
author’s grammar of symbols, in which the real contrasts with the unreal, the mundane
with the spiritual, and the visible with the invisible. Borrowing and perfecting Veisberg’s
concept of “invisible painting” allows Steinberg to rethink the relationship between abstract
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metaphysics and its concrete visual trace, between the dialectic of presence and the optically
non-obvious, and finally, between mysticism and symbolism.
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This appeal to the philosophical and mystical tradition of Symbolism is far from
accidental, and has been admirably described by Hans Günther:

It is in the symbolic meaning of light, geometric shapes and numbers, as well as
in the frequent use of Christian symbols, that we can find a further difference
between Steinberg and the Russian avant-garde. He swings the achievements
of the avant-garde around and giving them a symbolic sounding. Whereas the
avant-gardists strove for pure form-creation and balance, Steinberg offers the
viewer a certain conceptuality through the symbolic semantization of abstract
forms. One might say he re-endows the avant-garde art with new semantics—
precisely in the sense of returning to the aesthetics of early twentieth-century
Russian symbolism, which saw the symbol as a mediator between empirical and
transcendent realities. (Günther 2019, pp. 41–42)

Blurred and fluid forms, light haze, soft and indistinct contours, nuances of light
and the white light emanating from the beige supremacist square and transforming into
the shape of a cross—all of these can be seen in Steinberg’s Dedication to Rothko, 1999
(Figure 5). It owes a lot to metaphysical painting, with its emphasis on reminiscences,
allusions and visual metaphor. Steinberg’s pictorial analogy works by giving a precise
laconic form to functional signs.
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Figure 5. Eduard Steinberg. A Dedication to Rothko, 1999. Oils on canvas, 195 * 130. Art4 Museum,
Moscow. https://www.art4.ru/museum/shteynberg-eduard/ (accessed on 22 May 2022).

Steinberg seems to have been impressed by Rothko’s “color field painting”6 and
especially by his work with color and the special energy of the pictorial space. In his
hommage to Rothko, Steinberg makes use of monochrome color planes and blurred outlines
of the rectangle and the cross, arranging colors to capture unconventional combinations of
shades which produces a unique effect of flickering and moving glow.

Steinberg was especially fond of the metaphysical art of the Italian painter Giorgio
Morandi. Morandi’s artistic vision was akin to still life, with the color nuances built on the
scheme of the beige, grey and brown, while vessels, jugs, bottles and other objects, coming
in various combinations, appearing clear-cut and tangible. At the same time, a certain
plastic language, softening their contours, dissolves them in a hazy haze similar to the
sfumato and captures reality through abstraction. Despite the difference in their styles of
the two artists, there is something that brings Morandi and Steinberg together. According to
Claudia Beelitz (see also Beelitz 2005): “In Morandi, as it is in Steinberg, light is transmitted
through color. External lighting has no place in Steinberg, and plays only a secondary role
in Morandi. The refracted, muted light that appears in subtle tonal shades both keeps the
motifs together and links figures with their background. In this respect, both artists give
the rhythmic and organizational role to color” (Beelitz 2019, p. 168). Spatial ambivalence
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and the play of forms define the metaphysicity—the optical illusion of everyday life in
Morandi, and the organics of geometric forms and spheres in Steinberg. The latter observed
Morandi as one of the most significant artists of his time and said in an interview to Vadim
Alekseev, “I love Morandi–with him, art has ended” (Steinberg 2015, p. 237). He apparently
referred to the final liberation of painting from objectivity and the rise of object art, which
the artist disliked.

3. Rethinking Tradition: From Metageometry to Neo-Primitivism

An internal link between Steinberg and Malevich traced by the scholars of Russian
avant-garde is, in fact, quite evident, and should be the subject of a separate in-depth
discussion. I will only glimpse at the most important points and landmarks. As an artist,
Steinberg was undeniably influenced by the father of Suprematism and stayed in dialogue
with him throughout his entire artistic career.7 In an interview given to Grigory Khabarov,
Steinberg thus said about Kazimir Malevich: “We all came out of his square. I am the
heir of the entire Russian culture” (Steinberg 2015, p. 227). The artist considered himself
a follower of the founder of Suprematism, and repeatedly admitted his influence: “This
Russian genius of the world, so to say, colored me, flamed me, and here I am, deriving more
pleasure from talking with the dead than with the living” (p. 151). Malevich’s radicalism
and his trend towards metasymbolism, his language of the primary forms—the circle,
square and cross—all of these come close to Steinberg’s geometrical plastics. He believes
that Malevich found that fundamental structural formation and optics of vision, which
make geometrical abstraction reach a special kind of materiality. Denying the very presence
of pure abstraction in Malevich, Steinberg notes, “With Kandinsky and Malevich there
is always a reminder of the subject, a connection with the landscape; their works feature
no bare play of forms or combinations of blots. So I call myself a traditionalist, since I
am firmly rooted in the ground upon which I was born, and art for me it the matter of its
coloring” (p. 217). Seeing geometrical abstraction as an aesthetics of pure form, Steinberg
transforms the Suprematist tradition by minimizing its sharp contrasts of color. He was
most attracted by the religious and mystical aspects of Malevich’s art. Since the artist for
Steinberg was primarily a mystic, he puts together a metaphysical geometry of his own,
where abstraction and the sacred presence come joined as a synthetic entity. A “Letter to
K.S.”, written on 17 September 1981, is revealing in this respect. It presents an important
rhetorical dialogue between Steinberg and Malevich as his spiritual teacher and mentor.
In the letter, Steinberg discusses the language of artistic geometry and Malevich’s Black
Square “as the ultimate godforsakenness” (p. 38) which can be expressed by means of art.

Apparently, you were born to remind the world of the language of geometry, a
language capable of expressing a tragic dumbness. The language of Pythagoras, of Plato, of
Plotinus, of the early Christian catacombs. For me, this language is not universal, but it does
express a yearning for truth and for the transcendental, a certain affinity with apophatic
theology. By leaving the viewer free, the language of geometry forces the artist to abandon
himself. Trying to make it ideological and utilitarian at the same time violates this language.
So for me it has become a way of existence in the night you named the Black Square. I
think human memory will keep revisiting it in the moments of mystically experiencing the
tragedy of being abandoned by God. Moscow, summer 1981. Your Black Square has once
again been exhibited to the Russian public. And once again there is night and death in . . .
And the question persists–will there be a Resurrection? (Steinberg 2015, p. 39).

In this dialogue, Steinberg presents Malevich as an apophaticist (see Landolt 2015),
who observed the cosmic abyss through the black square. There are obvious parallels with
Malevich’s own ideas of the Mystery of the Universe and “God as the Absolute of Nature’s
perfection” (Malevich 1995, . 243), which the artist observed as incomprehensible truths.
The man who strives towards God as an ideal is on a conscious quest for harmony and
cosmic calm. He is struggling to understand the meanings which are impossible to find,
as they lie beyond human conscience. In fact, Malevich as an original thinker advances
his own interpretation of divine ontology—not of a Christian God, but of a transcendental
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personality, perfection incarnate and incognoscible: “God cannot have a human meaning;
since reaching him as the final meaning does not allow to reach God, since God is the final
limit, or, more correctly, the limit of all meanings lies before God, and in God there is no
meaning already. Thus, in the end, all human meanings pointing towards God the meaning,
will be crowned with thoughtlessness, hence God is the non-meaning rather than meaning.
It is his thoughtlessness that must be seen as objectlessness in the Absolute, in the final
limit. Reaching finality is achieving objectlessness. It is indeed unnecessary to strive for
God somewhere in the spaces of the celestial, since He is present in every human meaning,
as every meaning of ours is, at the same time, a non-meaning” (Malevich 1995, p. 243).8

By defying both Suprematism as a utopian project and its Utilitarian aspect, Stein-
berg accentuates the victory of the spiritual over the material. His “metageometry” is a
metaphysical language, a system of symbolic signs endowed with existential meaning
and apophatic senses. Just as Malevich, Steinberg accepts the notions of the hidden and
unknown God, but follows his own path by interpreting Suprematist forms as signs of
mystical and religious experience. In a letter to Valentin Vorobiev, a friend and fellow
non-conformist painter, Steinberg leaves behind Malevich’s Suprematism to describe his
language as “the tragedy of the Russian history with its church Schism” (p. 189). Hence,
the artist appears in the letter as a sectarian9, and the Black Square, as a painting primarily
focused on philosophic and religious issues: “His Square is also an icon, but that of the
schism in the church” (p. 227). For Steinberg, the icon is not only a narrative of the cult, but
a special visual representation. Relying largely on the same signs as Malevich did—circles,
spheres, squares and triangles—the artist fills his own lexicon with a different semantic
subtext and visual imagery. He calls his plastic language of the 1970s “metageometry",
appealing to “Christian archetypes” (Patsyukov 2019a, p. 32), and recreating the inner
experience and longing for beauty and perfection. The architectonics of his plastic space
touches the earth and the sky, and works with the top and bottom. In contrast to Male-
vich’s philosophy of rest and Nothingness, Steinberg constructs “supra-worldly” figures
that symbolize perfection and finality. Responding to questions from Gilles Bastianelli,
Steinberg wrote:

The main problem in my paintings is the top and the bottom, heaven and earth. It
seems trivial, but on the other hand, it is an important aspect of <my> philosophy.
An attempt to discover beauty which does exist in the world, even though they are
killing her. If there is anything left of me after death, I would like it to be beauty.
The problems of death and beauty, of the beginning and the end are expressed
between the two lines-the top and the bottom. The square is the symbol of the
earth, and the black square signifies emptiness < . . . > These are philosophical
and religious issues, and in working with them, we should focus on substances,
not formalities. And the substantial side is, first of all, the life of the artist, and
not ideology, where things can be added or removed–not this, but life itself. They
have removed art from contemporary situation, and are offering life alone. What
kind of life is that? Does it have freedom? There is no freedom. As I understand
it, you get freedom when you die. For us Russians, death is love, death is memory.
Or a pragmatic issue that freedom is not when you take, but when you give
something. (Steinberg 2015, p. 252)

In the abstract compositions of the 1970s (Figures 6 and 7) we see the geometric shapes
of the cross, the circle, 3D quadrangles, and all of these figures represent the continuity
of the universe, and the cyclicity of time (with the four circles on the right and left as if
returning the whole composition to unity). Pure geometry is likened to sacred geometry,
to Platonic bodies as Euclid described them in Book XIII of his Beginnings.10 In ancient
cultures, primary geometric forms revealed energies of primal elements of the universe.
Geometric forms were then appropriated by both Hellenistic aesthetics and Christianity,
which was reflected “in church iconography” (Barabanov 2019, p. 121). One may also recall
the Gnostic tradition and alchemical symbolism.
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While remaining faithful to Suprematist primary forms, Steinberg builds his poetics of
geometric forms without color contrasts. While Malevich follows the path of economizing
and arrives at minimalism, Steinberg demonstrates an ontological pathos, a rise to God
and metaphysics. “He soared above geometry”, as Hans-Peter Riese beautifully put it
in his obituary (Steinberg 2015, p. 478). “The inner space of Steinberg’s artistic text”,
as Vitaly Patsyukov correctly observed, “turns out to be sturdier than any outer space”
(Patsyukov 2019b, p. 208). It is in this personal experience of moral laws and the moral
imperative that the way of comprehending the Absolute lies. In developing the concept of
his metageometry, Steinberg made use of the inherited tradition of geometric abstraction
and built a new relationship between the iconographic and the formal. The ontological
advantages he gains are in imprinting the trace of past cultures and in asserting the special
status of his transcendental vision:

Taking further the comparison with Malevich, there are two entirely new cat-
egories that Steinberg introduced and Malevich did not have. I would define
them as existential pity and transcendental tenderness. Malevich’s transcendent
being is pure and dispassionate, his forms radiate light and energy, but they have
nothing to do with us. He is stern and detached. In Steinberg, two streams seem
to be merging-pity as if coming from below and tenderness as if from above.
Taking this comparison to a higher level (I apologize in advance for this excessive
sublimation), Malevich’s painting can be analogous to a Savior the Bright Eye;
and Steinberg’s, to an Madonna with Child. Malevich represents male power and
energy, while Steinberg stands for the female, warm, enveloping and soothing, for
the weak and gentle. In general, the more you compare the two artists, the more
you realize that Steinberg, howsoever often he declares loyalty to his teacher,
in fact presents, so to say, a different version of the teaching. Malevich differs
from Steinberg not as heaven stands apart from earth, but more like the gap be-
tween heaven and earth-and-sky. Existential pity and transcendental tenderness
could only have emerged in the era of existentialism, and all of us, I mean my
generation, are children of that era. (Pivovarov 2019, pp. 70–71)

Central to Steinberg’s paintings is the cross. On the one hand, this is due to his
reinterpretation of the iconographic tradition. The artist observes the icon as not only a
cult object, but also an object of visual reflection: "For me, the icon is first and foremost
a space of cult, from whence I draw my knowledge. The icon has different dimensions,
such as religious or visual. It has a timeless artistic language that stems back to Byzantium.
As an artist, I came out of the Russian avant-garde, which was connected to Russian icon
painting. It was through the icon that I understood Malevich and realized what I myself
was doing” (Steinberg 2015, p. 227). On the other hand, Steinberg’s reflection on God as the
Absolute and Eternal Truth is no less important. His religious feeling is close to Malevich’s
apophaticism, as indicated in the 1981 letter, and to mystical symbolism. In 1968, he was
baptized at the age of 31—a crucial step which had a lasting impact on his creative quest.
While being a deeply religious man, he did not belong to any church.11 When asked by
Evgraf Konchin if he was religious, Steinberg replied, “I am a believer, though not a man
of the church. I try not to judge anyone, and to adhere to certain rules. I paint life as it is,
with heaven and earth, so my work is filled with religious symbols: the cross, the black and
white, life and death, and emptiness. I am fascinated by the early Russian avant-garde,
whose language I dared to restore” (p. 218).12

The cross, thus, reproduces the sign on several levels. Steinberg conveys its semantics
through various formats of statement. We find reminiscences of the cross in The Country-
side series (1985–1987), which was undoubtedly influenced by Malevich’s Peasant Cycle.
The plastic language is shaped by the principles of iconography, where the cross is a symbol
of sacrifice and redemption, and the ground resembles the “pozyom”, earth as shown on
icons (Barabanov 2019, p. 129). On the other hand, the series is apparently imbued with
the motif of death and resembles jotted commemoration notes, where all deceased close
relatives and friends are listed for their names to be read during the memorial service13
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(Figure 8). The series was created when Steinberg was staying in the village of Pogorelka
on the bank of the Vetluga River in the Nizhny Novgorod region, and is a requiem for
the dead of the Russian countryside. Although the series surely does not feature portrait
likeness, the level of symbolization still allows us to see half-destroyed huts, boarded-up
windows and cemetery crosses. The dying Russian countryside, which once was the focus
of Russian national traditions, evokes the artist’s genuine pain.
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Figure 8. Eduard Steinberg. Masha, Lyosha and Fisa Suloyevy. 1980s. Cardboard, gouache, pastel.
60 * 39. Art4 Museum, Moscow https://www.art4.ru/museum/shteynberg-eduard/ (accessed on 12
June 2022).

Some of the departed even receive a personal mention, such as Fisa from Semyonov
from the eponymous painting, 1988 (Figure 9), where the title of the painting also works as
an epitaph. What we see here is utmost simplification and iconography referring us back to
Russian Neo-Primitivism. Members of the Knave of Diamonds group (1911–1912)14 aimed to
imitate and use the techniques of the icon painting, lubok (cheap popular print), primitive
art, shop signs and popular toys. All of these had their impact on the style of their painting
with its simplistic forms, 2D shapes, bright colors and black outlines. Naive vision and
childish shapes also appear in Steinberg’s Countryside series. The new alphabet of color
in his paintings of the period is dominated by dark colors—black, green, brown, red. The
crosses upon the graves of the village people appear in different shapes. The catacomb
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cross in the Fisa from Semyonov is a simple four-pointed cross, the sign of the victory of
life over death and the triumph of Christianity over paganism. Subsequently inherited
by the Catholic Church, it was known as the Latin “immissa”, or the Roman cross.15 The
cross as the symbol of Christ’s redeeming sacrifice in this painting brings to mind the Old
Believers’ cross as well, and this symbol of Church schism and sectarianism is anything
but accidental. In Steinberg’s works, it is ambivalent, appearing both as a reference to the
fountainhead of Orthodoxy and as an element in the geometrical language of the early
Christian catacombs. In Masha, Lyosha and Fisa Suloyevy, we also see six-pointed Orthodox
crosses16, which symbolize the ascent to the Kingdom of Heaven.
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of the early Christian catacombs. In Masha, Lyosha and Fisa Suloyevy, we also see six-
pointed Orthodox crosses16, which symbolize the ascent to the Kingdom of Heaven.  

 
Figure 9. Eduard Steinberg. Fisa from Semyonov. 1988. Cardboard, gouache. Moscow Museum of 
Modern Art (MMOMA). https://mmoma.ru/exhibitions/gogolevsky10/eduard_shtejn-
berg_esli_v_kolodce_zhivet_voda/ (accessed on 16 June 2022). 

Figure 9. Eduard Steinberg. Fisa from Semyonov. 1988. Cardboard, gouache. Moscow Museum of
Modern Art (MMOMA). https://mmoma.ru/exhibitions/gogolevsky10/eduard_shtejnberg_esli_v_
kolodce_zhivet_voda/ (accessed on 16 June 2022).

The village of Pogorelka for Steinberg is akin to a coffin or a cemetery (pogost) with
its dead silence. In a dedicated memoir, “Pogorelka: a village on the hill”, he writes,

The village comes from childhood. Lots of sky, little land. On the horizon, are the
roofs of houses and the treetops of an overgrown pogost. Coming from the city,
it’s a dream. A dream with your eyes open. The village-silence-silence outside
of time. In front of you is your house < . . . > The house is like a coffin, like an
ark, and the land around is a pier. You enter the house–you go into the coffin.
Then you go to get some water from the well, and shudder under the gaze of
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your fellow villagers and their domestic animals. Curiosity and longing follow
your trail. You only come here in the summer. And every year someone leaves
this place. A new tree-cross rises at the pogost. And the coffin houses still stand.
Total emptiness. (Steinberg 2015, p. 55)

This fragment barely hides the pain of losing Steinberg’s village friends, while also
exposing the tragedy of desolation and abandonment of the Russian countryside. The
interweaving of the real with the unreal, the mundane with the mystical, is conceived in
the space of a multidimensional plane, which combines the tradition of Orthodox com-
memoration and the laconic Neo-Primitivism of the 1910s. The symbol of the inseparable
unity of the sensual and the supra-sensual world—the cross—comes as “the intersection of
the horizontal line of earthly existence with the vertical of the eternal and the Divine. The
semantics of the Christian cross adds an eschatological perspective to this archaic image”
(Barabanov 2019, p. 131).

4. Conclusions

Eduard Steinberg’s philosophical and artistic thesaurus cancels the logic of habitual
perception due to the multidimensional architectonics of his paintings and appeals to
different cultural traditions and languages of art. Bringing back to mind his polemical
dialogue with many twentieth-century artists, we can arrive at a number of preliminary
conclusions. Having discovered that the view in the multilevel space of Steinberg’s art
(metaphysical abstraction, metageometry and peasant lubok) is itself multidimensional,
we examined the artist’s work from the perspective of the conjunction of ideas, styles and
discoveries in the field of plastic language of both his predecessors (Malevich, Morandi,
Rothko) and contemporaries (Veisberg). By appropriating the discoveries of Catacomb
Christian art, Russian icon painting and Malevich’s Suprematism, Morandi’s metaphysical
abstraction and Veisberg’s “invisible painting”, the artist constructs an artistic universe of
his own, where the metaphysics of presence ushers in the idea of apophaticism, concealed
Divine Light. By marking invisible traces, Steinberg brings together the invisible and
the visible world in the formulas of symbolic signs, focused on personal experience of
the spiritual. Christian archetypes, sacred geometry of the ancients and Malevich’s black
square shine through the light of the other world and the secrets of the innermost. Optical
neoplasticity, where the invisible layer becomes visible due to the discovery of hidden
signs, is another important discovery. To decode invisible ideas and symbolic patterns,
the viewer must withstand intellectual tension and become an experienced interpreter.
Steinberg’s reference to the legacy of Russian Symbolism and the historical avant-garde
carries an additional semantic load. Following the pre-existent corpus of ideas and artistic
discoveries allows him to set up a morphological infrastructure which can be studied
though a number of discursive practices: philosophy, religion, art history and semiotics.
A polemical dialogue is a special logic of similarity and difference, of discovering the
presence of another’s discourse and an implicit polemic. It is a new reading of the entire
previous corpus of pictorial texts, and finding that they somewhat overlap. Steinberg’s
semantics of the sign implies different levels of instancing: the vertical, horizontal and
hierarchical. In the polymorphic text the artist puts together, one can find traces of folklore
and primitivist stylistics, references to Larionov and the grassroots primitive artists of the
Knave of Diamonds group. The semantics and chronology of the everyday, the metaphor
of the cross as a symbol of death and the finitude of human existence—all these markers of
dialogue between the earthly and the heavenly, the secular and the eternal, the light and the
dark establish distance from the existential. A legitimate question then arises: what is the
meaning of these references to the heritage of Russian and European artists? In our view,
Steinberg’s mastering of traditions was to a certain degree a symbolic process. He does not
recreate a particular aesthetic system or borrow ideas from the outside, but rather signs
off with the deepest respect for his predecessors and their spiritual and artistic experience.
Steinberg is quite self-sufficient as an artist, as evidenced by the plastic transformations and
stylistic dialectic in his art. It is his uniqueness that determines the dualism of his plastic
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language, which combines using classics of the avant-garde as his landmarks and setting
his inimitably own path and view of the nature of artistic statement.
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Notes
1 The term has been suggested by Vitaly Patsyukov, a scholar of arts from Russia. Attempting to define Steinberg’s style, Patsyukov

notes the presence of links between the “phenomena of the visible world and corresponding ideas which belong to the plane of the
invisible and the most intimate” (Patsyukov 2019a, p. 33). On the one hand, we have here an obvious allusion to Neoplasticism
(Nieuwe Beelding)—a new plastic art created by Dutch artists Theo van Doesburg and Pieter Cornelis Mondriaan as an art
of primary elements, such as lines, geometrical shapes and figures and the main colors of the spectrum. In 1920, Mondrian
published a book in Paris titled Le Néo-Plasticisme: Principe Général de l’Equivalence Plastique. In the book, he proposed the
line and a specific rhythm as the main principles of form-building which are somewhat sacred. Mondrian’s hallmark were his
abstract compositions of rectangles and squares in «basic colors» and separated with thin black lines. It was the paradoxical
simplicity of Mondrian’s lines and shapes that stood behind the basic principles of the art of the Dutch De Stijl. On the other, by
introducing the notion of «optical Neoplasticism», Patsyukov emphasizes Steinberg’s unique visual optics, focusing on building
a multi-level space where geometrical abstraction and optical illusoriness merge to create a language of art. In this sense, I quite
agree with Patsyukov’s definition.

2 Both works were first published in Paris in 1967: Jacques Derrida. De la grammatologie. Paris: Les Éditions de Minuit, 1967,
Jacques Derrida. L’écriture et la différence Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1967.
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ή ρ translates as “Jesus Christ, Son of God, Saviour”. The Gospels tell us of the symbolism of
the fish in the life, works, death and resurrection of Jesus. The
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XθΥΣ sign refers us to many episodes in the New Testament
featuring the fish and fishermen, hence the multitude of explanations why it was chosen as a symbol for the Messiah. It must also
be noted that some of the Apostles were fishermen and the Saviour Himself called them “fishers of men” (Matthew 4:19, Mark
1:17). For more details, see (Gumerov 2008): Pochemu Iisusa Khrista nazyvali ryboi: https://pravoslavie.ru/7028.html (accessed
on 16 May 2022).

4 An analogy can be drawn here with “covering by discovering”, a famous formulation by Clement of Alexandria (Greek Kλ
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Ἀ λεξανδρεύς, c.150—c.250 CE), Christian theologian and philosopher, head of the theological school of Alexandria. The
phrase is linked to the apophatics and liturgical symbolism.

5 Recalling her meetings with the artist, Elena Murina noted the artist’s inimitable unique style and technique, “Veisberg constantly
applied the term ‘touch’, which had a twofold meaning for him. On the one hand, it defined the moment of conjugation of an
object and space, that subtle border separating and at the same time connecting them, being a very important indicator of the
achieved or broken continuity of the pictorial fabric. On the other hand, the ‘touch’ referred to the moment when the brush
touched the surface of the canvas, which should concentrate all the care with which the artist approached the pictorial values at
his disposal. Ultimately, each Weisberg painting is "a model of the infinite in the limited space of the finite, where the recognizable
and the unrecognizable, the visible and the invisible are in constant equilibrium” (Murina 2000).

6 Clement Greenberg was one of the first critics of art to discuss this problem. His definition of the abstract is quite indicative: he
observes it as pure painting which has a physical impact on the viewer and is endowed with pure plasticity: “The arts, then, have
been hunted back to their mediums, and there they have been isolated, concentrated and defined. It is by virtue of its medium
that each art is unique and strictly itself. To restore the identity of an art the opacity of its medium must be emphasized. For
the visual arts the medium is discovered to be physical; hence pure painting and pure sculpture seek above all else to affect the
spectator physically< . . . > The purely plastic or abstract qualities of the work of art are the only ones that count. Emphasize
the medium and its difficulties, and at once the purely plastic, the proper, values of visual art come to the fore. Overpower
the medium to the point where all sense of its resistance disappears, and the adventitious uses of art become more important”
(Greenberg 1992, . 4).

7 It must be noted that the artists of the «second wave of the avant-garde» took deep interest in Malevich and his personality,
especially in the radicalism of his creative thought, his attitude to tradition and a new type of artistic utterance. This was
mentioned on the pages of the A- (Issue 5, 1983), a mouthpiece of non-conformist Russian art, a magazine which was prepared in
Russia but published in Paris between 1979 and 1986. The issue featured thoughts on Malevich by Eric Bulatov, Boris Groys, Ilya
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Kabakov and a number of other non-conformist artists from Moscow. Here is, for instance, the contribution by Oleg Vasiliev:
«Malevich appeared to me as a great discoverer. a pilgrim to the summit of intellectual art, a mythical hero who proclaimed the
abyss of the «black square» and the «white nothingness». < . . . > It was emptiness, or rather, «the white nothingness» which was
behind the work done now. It was a most serious metaphor by the author of the «black square», the artist who broke through the
world of objects to the abyss of another space and ultimately coming to be the one who established objectness on all levels of
existence < . . . > The accent is placed on the moment when the object is liberated from everything, i.e., on the «nothingness»
(Vasiliev 2004, . 32–33).

8 Among the academic studies of Kazimir Malevich’s mystical symbolism and apophatism that have been published in the recent
decades, the following are to be recommended: (Bering 1986; Bowlt 1991; Goryacheva 2020; Ichin 2011; Krieger 1998; Kurbanovsky
2007; Milner 1996; Mudrak 2016; Marcadet 2000; Rostova 2021; Spira 2008; Sakhno 2021; Tarasov 2002; 2017).

9 In an interview he gave to Vadim Alekseev, Steinberg thus spoke of the matter: “Malevich is a religious artist at his finest, albeit a
sectarian. He might have been a khlyst–they had geometric icons. In Russia, one can’t exist without God” (Steinberg 2015, . 236).

10 Beginnings (Greek Στoιχε

1 

 

ῖ α, Latin Elementa), a fundamental work written by Euclid c. 300 BCE and devoted to a systematic
reading of geometry and number theory. In Book XIII, Euclid systematizes the knowledge on the five perfect solids which he
correlates with natural elements: e.g., the pyramid and tetrahedron match the element of fire.

11 In Russian Orthodoxy, the votserkovlyonny (lit. ‘churched’) man is a Christian who is a Church member following the teachings of
Christ, the rules of Church life, service and the sacraments, a regular reader of the Bible living in accordance with the canons of
Orthodox community life.

12 Steinberg’s baptism brings up another interesting question: how does Steinberg’s art bring together two traditions-Jewish
theology and Orthodox religion? As an ethnic Jew, Steinberg feels the drive towards abstraction typical for the old Kabbalistic
tradition. but combines it with his interest in Christian iconography. Accepting the teaching of Christ as a “true Jew of the Eternal
Israel” (Ioffe 2018, p. 82), Steinberg appeals to Christian symbolism as the space of memory. The man with a "Russian soul",
Steinberg kept Malevich as his main interlocutor, but did not refuse dialogue with the iconographic tradition of Andrei Rublev
and Theophanes the Greek as well. The artist grew up in provincial Russia, with his painting largely inspired by landscapes of
rural Russia, and remained an ardent lover of European culture. Being truly religious, Steinberg was what in Russian can be
termed “nadmirny”, a man “above the world” with a transcendental consciousness. In a certain sense Steinberg, having first
imbibed numerous religious and artistic traditions, managed to create a personal grammar of most sincere art. This is what
he mentioned in his interview to Vadim Alekseev in 2004: “My achievement is that I have built a bridge over time-that’s all”
(Steinberg 2015, p. 236).

13 As reported by Galina Manevich (Beelitz 2005, p. 218).
14 A group of Russian avant-garde artists comprising, among others, Pyotr Konchalovsky, Ilya Mashkov, Mikhail Larionov, Aristarkh

Lentulov, Aleksandr Kuprin, Robet Falk and Natalya Goncharova.
15 For more detail, see: Pravoslavnye kresty: kak razobrat’sia v ikh znachenii. [Orthodox Crosses and Their Meanings]. https:

//www.pravmir.ru/kak-razobratsya-v-izobrazheniyax-kresta/ (accessed on 16 May 2022).
16 Crosses of this shape have long been known in culture: e.g., the six-pointed memorial cross set up by St. Euphrosynia Princess of

Polotsk in 1161.
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Abstract: This article considers the visual poetics of the prominent contemporary Russian poet and
poetry translator Andrei Sen-Senkov whose work is examined through the Deleuzian lens as a prime
example of rhizomatic poetry. Senkov’s poetics is that of the commonplace: working with cultural
cliches, and primarily visual material, it embeds very private concerns within a global matrix, with
astounding and often theoretically challenging results.
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Introduction

In today’s globalizing world, questions of poetic sameness and difference have long
been in the foreground of literary debates. According to Jacob Edmond whose contri-
bution to these debates A Common Strangeness remains unsurpassed for the rigour and
sophistication of its approach to the question of global poetics, the old Cold War binaries of
“us and them” have mutated into similarly conceived dichotomous models of common-
ness/strangeness or local/global; “yet they are also embedded in a messy, complex reality
of interactions that a dichotomy such as local-or-global elides” (Edmond 2012, p. 3). Ed-
mond’s approach is informed by the logic of comparison as encounter and superimposition
as an alternative to a single comparative framework of commonness and strangeness. This,
no doubt, is an immensely fruitful strategy that carefully bysteps the risk of falling into the
trap of single modernity models. At the same time, however, its applications are somewhat
limited in that it is just as firmly grounded in the historical moment of the immediate
post-Cold War decades to which it is applied and to which the poets he discusses travelled
through the Cold War era.

I wish to suggest that in our own historical moment, poetry, while it certainly continues
to be shaped by its contents, contexts, and individual transnational encounters, is also
increasingly defined by sweeping challenges, the most obvious of which is posed by a
competing representational medium. The visual has come to dominate the verbal in the
global cultural sphere, pushing local poetic traditions bound by specific languages further
and further into the margins. As the Russian poet Aleksandr Skidan noted back in 2007 in
his manifesto “Poetry in the Age of Total Communication”, “the centre of creative activity
has shifted to the visual arts because they . . . immediately reflect, and partially coincide
with, the new technogenic sphere which, in turn [ . . . ] corresponds to the dominant regime
of temporality and synthetic perception assigned by the mass media [ . . . ], is inscribed
into the culture industry and consequently [ . . . ] into the machine of capitalism that
deterritorializes any identities centred on linguistic competences which it replaces” (Skidan
2007). While poetry is excluded from this sphere, continues Skidan, this lot is nothing
new as poetry is fundamentally homeless, placeless. “To hold on to this ‘non-place,’ this
expanding hiatus [ . . . ], means to wish the impossible, but perhaps the impossible is the
only asset and destiny of the poet” (Skidan 2007).

This essay focuses on a poetic strategy of impossibility that takes on the challenge of
the visual sphere by working with it while at the same time embracing the deterritorializing,
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rhizomatic logic of language itself. It does so in ways that are global, local, and homeless
all at the same time. Andrei Sen-Senkov who in 2018 was awarded Russia’s prestigious
Andrei Bely prize for poetry (having been nominated a number of times in the past) is a
very interesting case to consider. Despite the well-deserved recognition and prominence
he now enjoys, his background could not be more marginal. Born in 1968 in Dushanbe,
Andrei Senkov grew up in Soviet Tajikistan, went to medical school in Yaroslavl, and upon
graduation settled in Russia, first in Borisoglebsk in Voronezh province, and subsequently
in Moscow. A practicing doctor, he writes poetry in his spare time (publishing under
the pen-name Sen-Senkov) and keeps this pursuit quite separate from his professional
life even though his occupation clearly affects his writing. Author of numerous poetry
volumes, he is also an avid translator; his own poetry has been translated into 21 languages
to date, arguably more than most other prominent contemporary Russian poets could
boast. He worked with other artists on collaborative projects with visual poetry and music.
A note on his English-language volume Anatomical Theater: in a Grip of Strange Thoughts
translated by Ainsley Morse observes that “Sen-Senkov’s poetry comes across easily and
well in translation . . . Translators and English-language readers alike can delight in the
fact that the intuitive logic of his imagination essentially transcends linguistic boundaries”
(Sen-Senkov 2013, p. 3). Part of this ease has to do with the fact that Senkov’s poems are
usually short vignettes, mostly narrated in syntactically uncomplicated, deceptively simple
language, as a rule, with no rhythmical patterns, let alone rhymes. His work translates so
well also because it hovers on the boundary between the verbal and the visual, sometimes
resorting to calligrams, and, on occasion, to visual poetry. Senkov’s poetry abides in a
very peculiar kind of space where surfaces of familiar objects, familiar names, or familiar,
well-documented facts, even clichés, are distorted ever so slightly so that they shrink,
eventually morphing into something that can be visualised and yet explodes the habitual
optics of linear vision and binary or hierarchical thinking. Doctor Senkov calls this strategy
an attempt at healing: “I always liked small things that diminish if you look at them
long enough. I got interested in this attempt to heal with the gaze” (Sen-Senkov 2003,
p. 88). Mikhail Iampolsky is well-justified in calling this approach “post-conceptualism”
which, to him, manifests itself in Senkov’s “attention to the medium, rather than to what
we usually call ‘reality’” (Iampolsky 2003, p. 91). With conceptualists, it is the cultural
artefact that becomes the object of aesthetic manipulation. According to Iampolsky’s early
article, Senkov’s understanding of the medium is akin to that of photography which, to
a degree, is a violation of reality and as such of necessity deforms and distorts, while
allowing us at the same time to observe the structure of distortion and deformation. In
other words, it is not the artefact per se but rather its medium, the intermediary realm
that becomes the object of scrutiny. This medium is both image and language, and it
creates its own space which most certainly could be construed as the impossible non-place
of Skidan’s manifesto, the only common place to which poetry has been aspiring from
the very beginning. More recently, Massimo Maurizio suggests a special term (which
he partially derives from Yury Lotman) to describe the kind of poetry Senkov writes:
“mediated utterance” or “mediated self-expression” (Maurizio 2019, p. 4). This kind of
mediation, according to Maurizio, is necessary in order to overcome the mistrust towards
the language of emotional experience. In another recent study of the poet’s use of the
specifically photographic visual domain, Molly Thomasy Blasing describes his poetry as
an attempt at transcending “the representational force of even the most experimental of
photographic ways of seeing” (Blasing 2021, p. 240). Blasing also notes that Senkov’s poetry
often combines the visual language of violence with that of “innocence and childhood
play”: his poems “blend the rhetoric of war, violence, and abuse with sounds and visions of
childhood” (Ibid., p. 234; see also Blasing 2013). The latter are both intimate and shared, and
Senkov’s overarching strategy, in my view, is often to manipulate immediately recognizable
visual clichés in such a way as to draw the reader’s attention not so much to the visual
medium as to language itself, its representational surface which both conveys sensation
and, impossibly, lays itself bare to view.
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Clichés, Labyrinths, and Rhizomes
An interesting example of Sen-Senkov’s baring the representational surface is the

poem titled Iz Podmoskov’ia s liubov’iu (From Moscow Region with Love):

в пятидесятые лaс-вегaс привлекaл туристoв
не тoлькo свoими кaзинo

в сoтне килoметрoв
oт игрoвoй стoлицы aмерики
вoенные испытывaли ядернoе oружие

люди сидели нa бaлкoнaх
в бaрaх
лежaли у бaссейнoв
нaблюдaя зa бoкaлoм сухoгo мaртини
кaк пoсле взрывoв
крaсивo вырaстaют ядерные грибы
всевoзмoжные пoдберезoвики
пoдoсинoвики сырoежки
мухoмoры пoгaнки
шaмпиньoны лисички
рaзмнoжaются спoрaми
o мнoгoм спoрят
нaступaет дoждливaя
немнoгo хoлoднaя
вoйнa

in the fifties las vegas attracted tourists
not only with its casinos

in a hundred kilometers
from the gambling capital of america
the military tested nuclear weapons

people sat on balconies
in bars
lay around by poolsides
watching with a glass of dry martini
nuclear mushrooms grow beautifully
after explosions
all sorts of birch and orange
bolets russulas
fly banes toadstools
button mushrooms chanterelles
multiply by spores
spar and argue about many things
a rainy and slightly cold
war sets in
(Sen-Senkov 2018b, p. 30)

The machinery of Senkov’s “rainy, slightly cold war” is based on a refusal of binaries and
hierarchies. The visual image of Nevada nuclear explosions viewed from the balcony of
a Las Vegas hotel morphs into mushrooms that germinate into an autumn in forests near
Moscow, familiar to any Russian reader, especially one of his generation whose childhood
surely included regular mushroom-hunting trips into the woods. This imagery explodes
not the world but rather its habitual structures of meaning and, in a conscious nod to Giles
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Deleuze and Félix Guattari, exposing the spatial logic of the language rhizome itself: “спoры
нaчинaют спoрить/spory nachinaiiut sporit’/spores begin to spar and argue.” Senkov’s little
explosions capture the outlines of virtual worlds hidden in clichés, in places as common as
familiar toponyms when the sounds of the Russian language and its gendered grammar
suddenly conspire to reveal a peculiarly gendered dot on the visual map where a metro
stop used to be.

РAЗНОBИДНОCТЬ ΠОЛA: CЕДЬМAЯ ОCТAНОBКA ОТ КОЛЬЦA

звoнoк нa мoбильный:

- ты где сейчaс?

- я в люблинo

звучит кaк влюбленo

(не влюблен и не влюбленa)

кaк мoжет быть влюбленo

тoлькo oдинoчествo гoлыми рукaми (Sen-Senkov 2018b, p. 123)

A VARIETY OF GENDER: SEVENTH STOP FROM THE RING

a mobile phone call:

where are you now?

I am in Liublino [v liublino]

sounds like it’s in love [vliubleno]

(not he’s in love or she’s in love)

as only loneliness can be in love

with its naked hands

According to Deleuze, a cliché is a sensory-motor image of the thing. We do not
perceive the thing or the image in its entirety, we always perceive less of it, we perceive
only what we are interested in perceiving, or rather what it is in our interest to perceive,
by virtue of our economic interests, ideological beliefs and psychological demands. We
therefore normally perceive only clichés. “But, if our sensory-motor schemata jam or break,
then a different type of image can appear: a pure optical-sound image, the whole image
without metaphor, brings out the thing in itself, literally, in its excess of horror or beauty, in
its radical or unjustifiable character, because it no longer has to be justified, for better or
for worse . . . ” (Deleuze 1989, p. 20). Deleuze is speaking here in the context of cinema,
but the same thinking is clearly at the heart of Senkov’s poetry, where the thing in itself
jumps at the reader as the virtual is freed from its clichéd actualisations. Anything can be
this thing, including, for example, colour which has its own taste:

девoчкa спрaшивaет

a зaчем фиoлетoвый цвет

и сaмa oтвечaет знaю зaчем

рaскрaшивaть кoсмoс

свoей беспрoсветнoй бесцветнoстью

oн сaм кaк мaленький ребенoк рaздетый дo трусoв

рaздетый пoтoму чтo вoт землянoй aрбуз

и нужнo не испaчкaть oдежду

и нужнo счaстливo нaесться

и нужнo прoвaлиться в сaмую бoльшую ягoду нa свете (Sen-Senkov 2018b,
p. 73)
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a girl is asking

and why do we need the colour purple

and answers herself I know why

to colour the cosmos

with its impenetrable colourlessness

it itself is like a little child stripped to his underpants

stripped because here is the earthen watermelon

and you don’t want to dirty your clothes

and you want to happily gorge yourself

and you want to fall into the biggest berry in the world

People are in no privileged position here. A person is also just such a thing, emerging
at birth, like a chewed-up “sheet of two-legged pink paper” out of a malfunctioning
photocopier:

челoвек теснo выпoлзaет из липкoгo лaбиринтa плoхo рaбoтaющегo ксерoксa
зaжевaннoй двунoгoй рoзoвoй бумaгoй нa кoтoрoй нaпечaтaны пoдлые вaриaнты
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Figure 1. Woodcut from Francesco Segala’s Libro de labirinti (Padua, late 1500s), included by Sen-
Senkov with the above poem.

Like many other Senkov poems, this one is ekphrastic. Entitled “Labirint-roddom 1”
[Labyrinth-Maternity Hospital 1], it is part of a series describing a set of early Baroque
labyrinthine prints by the Paduan architect and sculptor Francesco Segala. The person
who has just completed a journey through the birthing labyrinth is no less labyrinthine,
made up of endless folds. In his book on Leibniz and the Baroque, Deleuze points out
that etymologically “labyrinth” means “multiple” because it contains many folds: “the
multiple is not only what has many parts but also what is folded in many ways.” The
Baroque then, according to him, refers not to an essence but rather to an operative function,
that of producing folds, unfurling them all the way to infinity: “The Baroque endlessly
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produces folds . . . The Baroque trait twists and turns its folds, pushing them to infinity, fold
over fold, one upon the other. The Baroque fold unfurls all the way to infinity” (Deleuze
1993, p. 3). Deleuze calls such unfurling series “incompossible”, which he means to be a
relationship distinct from impossibility or contradiction.1 According to Leibniz, the only
thing that does not allow incompossible worlds to coexist is the theological hypothesis
that God chooses the “best” one among the infinite number of possible worlds. As we
enter the modern era then, as Deleuze writes in Cinema 2: the Time Image, literature turns
not just to language as its own precondition of existence, but also frees the virtual from
its actualisations as monadology becomes nomadology (Deleuze 1989, p. 54). Deleuze
often cites Borges’ “Garden of Forking Paths”, a novella in which the book that is also a
labyrinth of the Chinese philosopher Ts’ui Pên describes a purely virtual world: “In all
fictional works, each time a man is confronted with several alternatives, he chooses one
and eliminates the others; in the fiction of Ts’ui Pên, he chooses—simultaneously—all of
them” (Borges 1964, p. 26). In Ts’ui Pên’s labyrinth, God is no longer the higher Being
that chooses the best “compossible” world, but is instead just a Process that goes through
all these virtual possibilities and spinning the web of converging and diverging series
(Deleuze 1993, p. 60).2

Similarly, Sen-Senkov throws open the doors into a labyrinth whose bifurcations
embrace endless virtual possibilities, while belonging to one and the same universe. The
visual means of representing the fold that makes this labyrinth are extremely important in
his poetry. Consider Sen-Senkov’s story of Che Guevara from his 2006 book Zaostrennyi
basketbol’nyi miach [A Sharpened Basketball]. Che Guevara’s iconic image has long become a
stilted cliché of late postmodernism, and the title of the poem about him, “A Rare Specimen
of Che Guevara”, directly points to the multiplicity of the incompossible versions of his
story. But the “specimen” presented here is singled out from the entire series of ideological
and media products under the name of Che Guevara not because the biography presented
here is different from the rest. The baffling subheading of the poem (“a novel-pin that broke
when it touched a Cuban guerrilla newspaper) and its “pin-like” graphic presentation (one
word per line) give the reader to understand that this is not so much about an object of
reality as it is about its representation that has acquired a life of its own. At the same time,
one cannot say that we are dealing exclusively with a cultural artefact: rather, this is a
certain virtuality that is not reducible to a limited number of actualisations.

The general rule for reading this text is given in its very first pages:

Эрнестo нaчaл читaть с четырех лет. Чуть пoзже у негo пoявилaсь лю-
бимaя игрa. Он рвaл книжки и переклaдывaл стрaницы тaк, чтo пoлучaлaсь
кaкaя-нибудь нoвaя истoрия. Нескoлькo другoй игрoй былa пoэзия: кoмкaя
стрaницы, oн преврaщaл стихoтвoрения в бумaжные шaрики, нa кoтoрых сдви-
нутые взрoслые стрoчки стaнoвились ему нaкoнец-тo пoнятными. (Sen-Senkov
2006, p. 63)

Ernesto started reading at four years of age. A bit later he started a favourite game.
He would tear up books and move pages around so that a new story would result.
Poetry was a somewhat different game: he crumpled pages and turned poems
into paper balls on which shifting adult lines finally became comprehensible
to him.

The poem is prefaced with an epigraph from a song by the Russian rock singer Yegor
Letov “Nasekomoe sterpit vse” [“An insect will bear anything”] (and these three words
are merged together, as per Ernesto’s poetry game) which suggests that the specimen in
question is also a kind of a rare beetle that refuses to be pinned down by the “novel.”
As we read early in the poem, “Argentinians borrowed the interjection ‘che’ from the
Guarani people who use it to express practically any emotion (both human and animal)
depending on the intonation” (Sen-Senkov 2006, p. 54). Thus the function of the proper
name amounts to a gradual depersonalisation of whoever is behind it, in turning it into
a hieroglyph filled with all possible meanings that refer the reader to political history,
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literature, mythology, medicine, pop-culture, and critical theory. Intonation is all that
matters. Thus commonly known facts from Che’s life get augmented in the spirit of Latin
American magic realism: “Celia, Che’s future mother, was born in Venezuela. The country
where fish with lungs instead of gills live in Angel Falls. Where only girls get sick, and
boys do not drink mother’s milk at all. Where men are so handsome that they often get
kidnapped by female wild animals” (Sen-Senkov 2006, pp. 56–57). Borges, Guevara’s
compatriot, professional librarian, and the author of “The Library of Babel”, also makes an
implicit appearance in the narrative: “Ernesto had a job at the University Library famous
of its disappearing and appearing books. No one knew the exact number of volumes. It
was the librarians who were busy unsuccessfully counting the books and searching for the
universal law of their movement in space” (Sen-Senkov 2006, pp. 69–70). We further learn
that “in Mexico, Che works as an allergy doctor at the Institute of Cardiology and studies
the impact on the human immune and cardiovascular systems of the beetle Prosopesum
follius that lives between pages of old books” (Sen-Senkov 2006, pp. 85–86).

One of the central episodes of Che’s revolutionary adventures tells the story of Che’s
transcending his own body and his merging with the outside physical space: “They
practiced blending in with the sea waves, changing their colour to blue, practiced moving
so quietly that dogs would take them for the shadows of their own leads, and they learned
a special technique that allowed people to change their faces beyond recognition by using
muscles of expression” (Sen-Senkov 2006, p. 90). With this, we finally enter the media space
of radio and print where the poem ends abruptly with a graphic diagram of the novel-pin
coming into contact with the guerrilla newspaper El Cubano Libre:

Бoльшинствo

нoмерoв

«Эль

Кубaнo

Либре»

выхoдилo

с

бумaжными

прoрезями,

симвoлизирующими

рaны

пoвстaнцев
(Sen-Senkov 2006, p. 105)

[the majority of issues of El Cubano Libre came out with paper cuts symbolising
the wounds of the guerrillas]

The symbolic slots in the newspaper, while being just paper cuts, prefigure Che’s own
future stigmata inflicted upon him by his captors to imitate his dying in a shoot-out. This
brings to mind yet another Deleuze passage, this one from The Logic of Sense where the
philosopher talks about the French poet Joe Bousquet who was badly wounded in WWI
and spent the rest of his days paralysed, in constant pain for which he took opium, and
often in the company of surrealists.

Joe Bousquet [ . . . ] apprehends the wound that he bears deep within his body
in its eternal truth as a pure event. To the extent that events are actualized in us,
they wait for us and invite us in. They signal us: “My wound existed before me, I
was born to embody it.” It is a question of attaining this will that the event creates
in us; of becoming the quasi-cause of what is produced within us, the Operator;
of producing surfaces and linings in which the event is reflected, finds itself again
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as incorporeal and manifests in us the neutral splendour which it possesses in
itself in its impersonal and pre-individual nature, beyond the general and the
particular, the collective and the private. It is a question of becoming a citizen of
the world. (Deleuze 1990, p. 148)

Senkov’s poetics, if anything, aspires to a mode of representation which is precisely
this: intimate but also pre-individual, impersonal, virtual, unactualized, beyond the general
and the particular, in other words, truly global because it is in fact homeless. This is achieved
in multiple ways the most radical of which are presented in poems where the reader is
made to see what is normally given in pure sensation, quite often a sensation of pain.

Feet, They Hurt
In 2018, Sen-Senkov completed a project titled Nogi, im bol’no [Feet, They Hurt]. Pain is

at the centre of this project. To celebrate the 120th anniversary of René Magritte, he wrote
twelve ekphrastic poems, each on a drawing of feet by the artist Igor Ulangin. Senkov’s
poems were then translated into 11 different languages (Albanian, Georgian, English,
Italian, Polish, Belarusian, Greek, Latvian, Lithuanian, Bulgarian, and Serbian) in four
different scripts. The resulting series is a fascinating exercise in ekphrasis, an original
poetic statement, and, last but not least a novel, theoretically significant contribution to
global poetry.

That Magritte should hold special significance for Senkov is to be expected. In his
famous discussion of La Trahison des Images in This is Not a Pipe, Michel Foucault makes
an interesting comparison between Magritte, Kandinsky, and Klee. The latter two artists
worked with the medium, Kandinsky giving up representation and “thingifying” colours
and shapes, while Klee wove a new space. Magritte, on the other hand, allowed “the old
space of representation to rule, but only at the surface, no more than a polished stone,
bearing words and shapes: beneath, nothing” (Foucault 1983, p. 41). Magritte is eminently
quotable, his work—for want of a better word—iconic and easily adapted by artists from
any place and for any purposes. What Magritte does to the visual image, Senkov does to
words, and with very similar effects.

The Feet project is, however, more complicated. Ulangin’s drawings (which inciden-
tally were completed before the book project was conceived—by his own account, Senkov
saw the set on the artist’s Facebook page and immediately wanted to write a poem for
each picture) enter into a conversation with Magritte’s famous series of paintings in which
a pair of shoes changes into a pair of feet the shoes are meant to cover (Figure 2). What
happens in Magritte, is, par excellence, what Deleuze calls the appearance of the thing in
itself as the image foregrounds mechanisms of perception and demonstrates how easily the
viewer is led by clichés, readily confusing the image with the reality it both describes and
obscures(Figure 3).
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quotable, his work—for want of a better word—iconic and easily adapted by artists from 
any place and for any purposes. What Magritte does to the visual image, Senkov does to 
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The Feet project is, however, more complicated. Ulangin’s drawings (which inci-
dentally were completed before the book project was conceived—by his own account, 
Senkov saw the set on the artist’s Facebook page and immediately wanted to write a poem 
for each picture) enter into a conversation with Magritte’s famous series of paintings in 
which a pair of shoes changes into a pair of feet the shoes are meant to cover (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. René Magritte. Red Model, 1935. 

Ulangin’s drawings complicate these inside/outside conflations further by adding 
new elements to them that suggest a temporal dimension, without, however, telling a 
proper story. These drawings speak even if it is up to the viewer to read what it is that 
they say. What Senkov does then is an ekphrasis of the images that in themselves already 

Figure 2. Woodcut from Francesco Segala’s Libro de labirinti (Padua, late 1500s), included by Sen-
Senkov with the above poem.
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is always a product of a certain past or an as of yet unactualized future. The most poignant 
of the 12 poems is one representing the passage of time as an act of killing it, with the 
clock being an instrument of cleaning up the murder scene(Figure 4). 

Figure 3. Woodcut from Francesco Segala’s Libro de labirinti (Padua, late 1500s), included by Sen-
Senkov with the above poem.

Ulangin’s drawings complicate these inside/outside conflations further by adding
new elements to them that suggest a temporal dimension, without, however, telling a
proper story. These drawings speak even if it is up to the viewer to read what it is that
they say. What Senkov does then is an ekphrasis of the images that in themselves already
comment on the original image by Magritte. And in Foucault’s view, Magritte’s paintings
speak too.

This, on the face of it, very much goes along with Lessing’s attempt to justify and
codify the distinction between the plastic and the verbal modes of art in his Laocoon where
the former is attached to the privileged or frozen moment extended in space, while the
latter can be dramatic and narrative, extended in time. It is Senkov’s ekphrastic poems
that narrate: each of the poems sets in motion the static image with a story told in the
present tense. And yet, the plastic and the verbal are very closely linked; they overlap,
puzzle, confuse, and dumbfound. This kind of representational practice already features in
Zaostrennyi basketbol’nyi miach. There Senkov describes a certain passage from the Egyptian
Book of the Dead in which a dead person on his way to heaven on meeting a scarab who
pushes two dung balls has to “write a picture” on one of them and to “draw a letter” on the
other. “Неспoсoбнoгo этo сделaть преврaщaют в кaкoй-нибудь еще не существующий
иерoглиф и сбрaсывaют вниз” [“Whoever is unable to do this, gets turned into some other,
not yet existing hieroglyph and is thrown down”] (Sen-Senkov 2006, p. 111).

What exactly are these “feet” in which the action of poems unfolds? They are neither
a thing, nor an image of anything material but rather hieroglyphs of sorts, schematic
representations of sensations, of pain or discomfort, a space of pure virtuality—a present
that is always a product of a certain past or an as of yet unactualized future. The most
poignant of the 12 poems is one representing the passage of time as an act of killing it, with
the clock being an instrument of cleaning up the murder scene(Figure 4).

чaсы вместе сo всеми свoими стрелкaми

мaленькaя фирмa пo убoрке местa преступления

чистят
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oтмывaют

вoсстaнaвливaют

вынoсят из нoг крaсивo упaкoвaнные трупики времени

в кoнце рaбoты

секунднaя стрелкa стреляет у минутнoй сигaрету

жaднo зaтягивaется

и дoкуривaя

втaптывaет ее в гoрлo

свoей невидимoй пяткoй (Sen-Senkov 2018b, p. 30)

the clock with all its hands

a small company that cleans up crime scenes

they clean

wash out

restore

carry nicely packaged little corpses of time out of the feet

when the work is done

the second hand bums a cigarette from the minute hand

takes a deep drag

and finishing up

stamps it into the throat

with its own invisible heel (Sen-Senkov 2018a, p. 31; translation modified)
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itself. Language once again becomes the place where this very visual, deceptively familiar, 
and yet utterly staggering scene is taking place. What lies at the centre of this scene, as 
well as all the other scenes, presented in the poems is pain, abstract, impersonal, and de-
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A different scenario is presented in poem 8 (Figure 5). 

Figure 4. Woodcut from Francesco Segala’s Libro de labirinti (Padua, late 1500s), included by Sen-
Senkov with the above poem.

Little corpses of time are neatly packed up and evacuated from the feet by the clock’s
hands. The verbs here emulate the movement of the second hand round the dial while the
last breath is a drag it takes on a cigarette which is then stamped into the throat in the final
second. The alliteration “стрелкa стреляет/strelka streliaet” [the second hand bums] as well
as the semantic suggestiveness of the colloquial term for bumming a cigarette (literally:
shoots) add to the overall metaphor. It is, however, unclear whose throat this is—that of
the foot whose heel is incidentally also invisible in the picture, or of the second hand itself.
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Language once again becomes the place where this very visual, deceptively familiar, and
yet utterly staggering scene is taking place. What lies at the centre of this scene, as well as
all the other scenes, presented in the poems is pain, abstract, impersonal, and devoid of
actualisations.

A different scenario is presented in poem 8 (Figure 5).

нoгa пoкaзывaет крылышки

ее слегкa трясет

кaк секундaнтa прoтягивaющегo пистoлеты

все этo пoдшерстoк сoбытия

в кoтoрoм

нoгoтoк сoстриженнoй пули

вылетит в девятнaдцaтoм веке

из нижней кoнечнoсти

укaзaтельнoгo пaльцa (Sen-Senkov 2018a, p. 95)

this foot is showing its wings

shaking a little

like the second handing over the pistols

this is all just the underwool of an event

in which

the nail of a neatly clipped bullet

in the nineteenth century will fly

out of the lower extremity

of the pointer finger (Sen-Senkov 2018a, p. 96)
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Another poem in the series is even more confounding in its optics(Figure 6). 

Figure 5. Woodcut from Francesco Segala’s Libro de labirinti (Padua, late 1500s), included by Sen-
Senkov with the above poem.

This poem is just as hard to visualise as the previous one, with many intricate folds
added to what literally is in the picture—a foot with wings. While in the clock poem,
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time is already packaged up in little coffins of past events, here the event of inflicted pain
is prefigured; it is virtually real but not yet actualised. This “underwool” of an event—
presumably a 19th-century duel—is a certain anticipation that is both a physical trembling
and an abstract, visualised extension of this anticipation that gets represented in a sequence
of verbal folds that have little to do with material reality. The fingernail of a bullet flying
out of the foot of the index finger is nothing but a series of impossible extensions, pointing
to what is about to occur without communicating anything whatsoever.

Another poem in the series is even more confounding in its optics(Figure 6).

если смoтреть

глaзaми нoги

нa руки

тo кaк в бoкoвoм зеркaле aвтoмoбиля

oни ближе чем кaжутся

если сбрoсить скoрoсть и oстaнoвится в тихoм месте

нoги нaчнут прoникaть

в oтрaжения рук

с бижутерией мягких вoлoскoв пoсередине (Sen-Senkov 2018a, p. 56)

if you look

through the foot’s eyes

at your hands

it’s like in the side mirrors of an automobile

they’re closer than they appear

if you slow down and stop somewhere quiet

the feet will start to penetrate

the hands’ reflections

with a jeweled cluster of soft little hairs in the middle

(Sen-Senkov 2018a, p. 58, translation modified)
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selves with what we see in the mirror. In the above scenario, however, something different 
seems to occur. As the feet’s eyes become mirrors by which the hands are seen and in 
which they are also reflected, the very process of vision closes in on itself, with the feet 
penetrating the reflections of the hands, becoming both a sensation (hence the little hairs 
in the middle) and an object of unhurried contemplation akin to a meditative experience. 
The astounding thing, however, is that this expressive scenario is taking place entirely 
within the sphere of schematic ideation. These poems really communicate nothing and 
yet succeed in schematising pure sensation. 

The fact that the poems appear not just in their Russian original but in eleven other 
languages is in itself a statement of profound significance. As said, the mechanisms and 
tools of such poetry are indeed easily accessible to translators who each in their own lan-
guage are able to produce yet another part of the infinite series that can stretch as far as 
the eye can see and further. This poetry is homeless in the fullest sense of the word—it is 
homeless because it is rooted in the global common place, in fact, in artefact, in cliché, 
which is to say, no place at all. No matter in what language we read it, it remains confined 
to this non-place of visuality, both on the near and the far side of representation. 

  

Figure 6. Woodcut from Francesco Segala’s Libro de labirinti (Padua, late 1500s), included by Sen-
Senkov with the above poem.

Mirrors play a significant part in Senkov’s poetry. In Lacan’s terms, reaching the mirror
stage of development is about the non-coincidence of our own internal image of ourselves
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with what we see in the mirror. In the above scenario, however, something different
seems to occur. As the feet’s eyes become mirrors by which the hands are seen and in
which they are also reflected, the very process of vision closes in on itself, with the feet
penetrating the reflections of the hands, becoming both a sensation (hence the little hairs in
the middle) and an object of unhurried contemplation akin to a meditative experience. The
astounding thing, however, is that this expressive scenario is taking place entirely within
the sphere of schematic ideation. These poems really communicate nothing and yet succeed
in schematising pure sensation.

The fact that the poems appear not just in their Russian original but in eleven other
languages is in itself a statement of profound significance. As said, the mechanisms and
tools of such poetry are indeed easily accessible to translators who each in their own
language are able to produce yet another part of the infinite series that can stretch as far
as the eye can see and further. This poetry is homeless in the fullest sense of the word—it
is homeless because it is rooted in the global common place, in fact, in artefact, in cliché,
which is to say, no place at all. No matter in what language we read it, it remains confined
to this non-place of visuality, both on the near and the far side of representation.
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Notes
1 “Incompossibles can be called (1) the series that diverge, and that from then on belong to two possible worlds. and (2) monads of

which each expresses a world different from the other (Caesar the emperor and Adam the nonsinner). The eventual divergence of
series is what allows for the definition of incompossibility or the relation of vice-diction” (Deleuze 1993).

2 See Gilles Deleuze. The Fold: Lebniz and the Baroque, tr. T. Conley (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota Press, 1993), p. 60.
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